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Report 
of the 

Fact-Finding Committee 
(Ha~dloom and Mills). 

PRELIMINARY. 

I Terms of ,eference.-The 1fact-Finding Committee (Handloom and Mills)
• was constituted by the Government of India iIt the Commerce Depitrtinent 
: Resolution No. PO-Ind. (16)/40, datlld the 25th .January 1941, ,which' was 
I issued in the following terms :-' . 

.. The prol?lem 0:& liafeguarding the position of tlie handloom industry, 
and, at the same time, reconciling the conflicting interests of the 
handloom and'mill industries has been under the consideration of 
the Government of India for the last few years, and has been raised 
more than obce at the Industries Conferences. - At a recent Hand
loom Conference' held at New Delhi, on the 6th and 7th December 
1940, the representatives of certain' J>rovincial .Governments,' the 
Mill and the Handloom industries, who' attended the Confetenoe, were 
unanimous in recommending that 8 Fact-Finding Com..niittee (Hand~ 
loom and Mills) should be constitu£ed immediately to inTestigate 
certain facts relating to the handIoom and mill industries. This 
recommendatioIJ. was placed before the Twelfth Industries Con
ference held at Lucknow on theJ6th and 1.7th Dec~mber 1940, which 
ful1J""endorsed it. It has accordinglf been decided to constitute a 

. Fact-Finding Committee, with effect from the 15th January 19ft._ 
consisting of :- -

Ollairman: 

D P J f M---.;n "(:,.~ r~'~'a' ' ... )--n_.J:_ tTl: r. . : homas, .A., .u:.w~1i., JJ. rru .lvxon. , rroJe~Cj ~,!CQt~~ 
mica, University of Madras. - . 

'Member: 

Rai Bahadut Hrishikesh....Mookerjee, A.M.O.T. (Manchester), 
House,Oalcutta. . ' 

Oustom 
. , 

) 

Secretary: . -
Mr. B. P; Adarkar, M.A. (Cantab.), Reader in Economics. UniversitJ< 

oj .J..llahaba:l. 



2 PRELIMINARY_ 

The headquarters of the Committee will be at New Delhi fhe terms ( 
reference of the Committee will be as follows :_ . 

(1). To !p.ake a survey, with the assistance ~f Pr~vincial and Stat 
. ~ove~nmentsd' 0Sf the extent of the handloom industry, in eac 

rovmce an tate, and of the kinds of handlooill' p:toctuct 
produced and the number of fer~ons engaged in the industry 

(2) To make a. report on .. the mQ,rketingorganisation' both for tb 
purchase of ),a.rii by the handloom weavers and for the sale ( 

:. the haJtdloom products; . 

J3)v6,,{';()~pare the nature of the products of the handloom industr 
. iIi each area surveyed with the corresponding mill produc1 

and to find the nature of the competition between the two: 
(4) To investigate the k~ds of ya~ used in the handloom indus 

and types of production for which different kinds of'yarn 
used; and 

(5) Ix;;articular, to investigate'llOw fat. an enaotment prohibiting' 
oJ mills from using yarns of low counts would help the handlo 

industry in maintaining its production.'" 

2. Methods of enquiry.-The Committee assembled in New Delhi in the I 
week of January 1941. On the 27th January the Committee issued &P] 

Communique reproducing the terms of reference and inviting firms or pers, 
interested in the enquiry to send their representations by the 20th ~'ebrua 
The communique is reproduced in Appendix I. On' the 7th February: 
preliminary letter was addressed by tbe Committee to all Provincial Gove 
ments and States, requiring them to supply certain factual data for formu 
ing the material on which the Committee's questionnaire could be bas 
This letter is reproduced as Appendix II. After many discussions " 
representatives of Provincial and State Governments; and of the "handle 
and mill industries, !Iond others, the Committee issued their questionnl 
on the 27th April 1941. (Appendix XXXII) Replies to the questionn'aire "W 

to be sent so as to reach the Secretary Rot later tban 7th June 1941. A 
was found tbat certain firms, associations and individuals and some of 
Governments could not possibly send their replies before this date, exteru 

. oftillltJ ·was granted on applicatio!l. to tbose who required it. Apart from 
general questionnaire, queflt;ions on speeial aspects of -the problem ~ 
addressed to the Collectors of Customs and certain District D~ers---~col 
~ists and.leltding wo~e~ in different parts of }n~!; ·l~Appendi~·l11 
gIven a_..li§; -&f·r;:';{irit;l~~ftJ·~~(,o .. ~.n~Jh.ments, millo1mers' associaci! 
~;d.~·~her commercial bodies, handloom wea.vers' associations and eco 
mists, officials a.nd ladies, who sent in either replies' to the questionnaire Ii 

special letters or notes or memoranda on matters connected therewith, 
samples of cloth, to illustra.te their .views. '. , 
'-~ ~. Tour programme.-,--The Committee undertook two main tour programn: 
one the preliminary tour, and the othet the ma.in tour.· The prelimim 
tour was undertaken with a view to obtaining a first-band acquaintance 
the problems of the ~andl?om industry "vi~-:4-t~s ~e ~stry! prior 
the lSSue" of the questlOnnaue. The prelurunary tou:rprogr&lnm'nio:mmpr 

on the 5th February}941 and the Committee Vi3i~·important hI'" 
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centres, a~d Provincial and Sta!e capitals, .as also leading PeJltz:esJ>i_thallllll 
industry. Lucknow, Patna, CalciiHa-;-Nagpur, Hyderabad, Madras, Madura, 
Coimbatore, Salem, Cannanore, Bangalore, Sholapur, Bombay, Ahmedabad. 
Amritaar, Lahore and Multan were the principal places visited in this tour. 
The Committee returned to headquarters by the end of April and imme~ately 
thereafter issued their questionnaire. The principal tour commenced towards 
the end of May. This tour was undertaken in a more thorough-going manner 
and a good number of the important handloom· centres in; the country, both 
in the Provinces and in the States, were visited. But we omitted Sind and 
the North-West Frontier Province from our tour programme as there &,re not 
any large centres of hand-weaving in those areas. Pressure of time. and 
financial considerations also prevented us from visiting the centres located 
in the States of Central India and the Rajputana Agency. The scattered

l nature of the handloom centres necessitated extensive travelling on the part 
of the Committee. Thus the Committee were in a position to study ~t first 
hand the conditions of the hand-weaving industry. in most parts of India. 
The details of the two tour programmes .wiH be found in Appendix IV. 

4. The Collection of Statistics.-One of the principal tasks for the Com-l 
mitee was to find out the number of looms and weavers, and the total amoun t 
of cloth produced by them, classified under appropriate· categories. If the 
Committee had proceeded to collect the information themselves, it would have 
proved a tremendous task and would have involved much time and cost. 
Ae the Hon'ble Sir A. Ramaswami Mudaliar pointed out at the Twelfth Indus-l 
tries -Conference, "The work vf the Committee woulll depend very largelY'j 
for its success on the co-operation of the Provinces tl-nd the State~, ...... . 
But such a Committee workingby-itSelIand -deprived' orthat co-opera~ion 
could not fulfil its mission in' ten years." Thu8~ a complete census of the 
handloom industry in its quantitative and 9ualitative aspects was out of the 
question. "What was needed was adequate factual and I!tatistical materia~ 
for the formulation of policy: The Department of Industries and other 
agencies in the Provincial and State Governments .have been maintaining 
statistics relating to the hand-weaving industry and some of them have carried 
out detailed surveys . of the industry ~il is shown in Appendix VI. It 
must be admitted that all these surveys were not conducted on. a uniform 
plan; nor does all the material gathered fit into the scheme adopted by the 
Committee. Therefore, at our instance, <fresh enquiries were undertaken 
by the Provincial and State Governments so as to make the facts and figures 
up-to-date. We ourselves visited as many centres as possible to check up 
the data supplied and to supplement them by our personal investigations. 
Moreover, wherever possible, we have used independent material provided 
by existing statistical agencies, both Gover!lIllent and private. In spite 
of all this/we cannot claim that the statistics collected are without blemish~ 
To obtain accurate statistics regarding an unorganised and widely scattered 
industry like handloom weaving is extremely difficult and even the 
minutest !lurvey may not give accllrate results. But t.his defect, however 
serious from the academic point of view, is ~ot so detrimental to the purposel 

for which this enquiry has been launched. ~On a subject like the total pro
duction of handloom cloth, accurate statistics would be of great value, but in: 
this matter further investigat.ion could not have been of any great avail, for the 
~eason that the ";residual" method adopted in estimating ~~n consumption 
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/ necessitates the collection of data in respect of a nurilber of small 'indu!tries 
• consuming yarn, and this would be beyond the capacities' of any first-hand 
inventory) Moreover, '1here is' a wide variety of conditions in the hand-

o loom industry in respect of types of looms and weavers, counts of yarn con
sumed, nature of the-cloth. produced and so forth. To cope with such a task 
an enormous amount of travelling will have to be done in orderto study the 
varying aspects and peculiar~ties of each area.1 We feel, however, that the 
amount of touring actually put in by us has been adequate to the less ambi
tious and more practical task of obtaining the relevant portion of the informa
tion. It would have entailed not only heavy expenditure but also undesir
able delay if any country-wide census of the handloom industry were taken. 

5. Acknowledgments.-We wish to acknowledge the valuable assistance 
we have received from the officers of the Department of Industries and Co
operation of the Provincial and Stltte Governments. We are also thankful 
to the Collectors of Customs, the'Director-General of Commercial Intelligence 
and Statistics, and the many Collectors and other District Officers who have 
in one way or other assisted our work. The :M:illowners' Associations as also 
other commercial bodies, and various handloom weavers' organisations an 

. over the country, placed useful information at our disposal and our indebt· 
edness to Ithem is heavy .. Not only millowners and handloom weavers but 
members of the public came forward to help us in several places and we take 
this opportunity to express our gratitude to them. ' 

Finally our t,hanks are due to our Secretary and Staff. Mr. B. P. Adarkar, 
Secretary to the Committee, has been very helpful ,to us in the preparat.ion 
of the Report and we are grateful to him for his valuable assistance. On 
our staff fell the heavy task of arrangement and analysis of a large and diverse 
mass of material collected during our enquiry, and they undertook this work 
with great ability and thoroughn~ss. We are thanJ-ful to them all, and in 
particular to Mr. S. K. Mukherjee, the Head Assistant, whose long experience 
wit.h successive Tariff Boards stood him in good stead in arranging for the 
extensive tours we had to undertake in the interior of the country. 
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6. The old hand-weaving industry.-India has been a producer of cotton 
cloth from time immemorial and is generally regarded as the birth-place of 
cotton manufacture. The" marvellously woven tissues and sumptuously 
inwrought apparel" of ancient India were not ,only used in this country but 
they found their way into Egypt, Greece and Rome, in the heyday of their
glory. In ancient Rome, according to all accounts, Indian muslins and 
chintzes were the rage of fashionable women. Yarn of very high oountswas 
t.hen in fiBe and it is a marvel how such fine yarn was spun by hand in those 
daYIl. The principal centres of this industry then were Dacca, Masulipatam 
and Paithan, noted respectively for muslins, chint.zes arid pitambars. India's 
exports of text.iles to the western world continued during .the Middle Ages and! 
up to about the middle of the 19th' eentury. With the invention in England 
of the spinnir>g-jenny. the cost of spinning w:~incredibly che_apened ;' ~he
introduct.ion cf the pqwerloom' ch~apened weaving costs also. ':I\.s a result Qf, 
such technical advance, India not only cea/ied to 'export but began tO'import 
cotton t.extiles in ll'rge quantities~ 1 he second quarter of the 19th century 
witnessed this rE'markabll! transformation, al!.d the exports of cotton piece-I 
goods which steod at Rs. 165 lakhs in 1816-17 declined to Rs. 8,Iakhs by 1830-, 
31, whereas during the same period imports of cotton yarn and piecegoods 
rose from Rs. 3 lakhs to B.s. 60 lakhs. 

Much has been written on the decline of the Indianhandloom industry 
during the 19th century. It is not our .intention to dwell upon that weIl
worn theme. Nor do we intend to enter into an elaborate discussion of the 
causes which led to thl" collapse of. the Indian cotton manufacture. Suffice~ 
it to say that this ~ecline was not dpe entirely to ~J1~gQmp~tit.ion o! cheap 
mill-made goods imported int<?tb.e.J)9Jtntr.£., In most of its . noted c-entres 
the industry flourislH?d under cou.rt...£a_~ronage, and when this patronage 
declined the industry also followed suit. The decline was due to many other, 
causes. A. drastic change in fhe dr~ss.inKha~i!s of the upper classes,. the-
~apacjt.Y_ or the indus,try t<>_ ~d~p.~ it~e!( to !ll()dern req~rements, and thl1 
\ pr~valence of a demoralising syst~m of middlemen weie also iniportant caus~s 
'cst' the decline. In spite.of all this, however, it large internal market was still 
available for the handloom industry. <llot till the great changes'in transport, 
including the opening of the Suez Canal and..Jmll§t!l!ctigl!..of t!Ie network !>f 
railways. ,did the intern~l market feel the impact of foreign imp~rts ~!ljull 
measllr!:; No doubt in parts of tlie coUhtly~.r. Ben:gan;natne ~ala~ar 

-Coast) where, formerly as now, both men and women wore mostly pl_am.whlte 
clothing, mill-made goods gained an easy. ascendancy ,and weavers lost their 
occupation. but in a large part of India, women in particular stuck firmly to 
multi-coloured and artistic fabrics, which the mills could not make economi
cally. ~ the general trend was one of decline and only ~small part ~_the 
ho~e market in textiles reI!lllined.to the handloom. ,Large numbers of weavers 
had toal:ianaon their hereditary occupation and a good proportion of them 
seem to have taken to agriCllltureJ This decline of hand-weaving also led --- . B 
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to a further consequencE). (lIand-spinning provided a. subsidiary occups
. tion to the agricultural masses up till then, but as the very basis of this waS 
~ttacked by competition of foreign fabrics, hand-spinning also declined, 
~ausing much unemployment amongst them. Further, the large and growing 
imports of mill~spun yarn aggravated the trouble, and hand-spinning practi
cally disappeared as an occupation. All this iqcreased the pressure on land, 
and this is generally considered to be .one of the causes of the frequent visita4 

tions of famine in the 19th century. 
7. The new hand-weaving industry.-Over a large part of the country, 

however, handJoom weavers gradually learnt to adi!!st-th~IDSelves to' the 
changing circumstances, and adapted theIr looms to the use of mill-spun 
yarn. Thus while the old hand-weaving industry depending on hand-made 
Yltrn succumbed before the onslaught of the foreign mill competition, there 
arose a new hand-weaving industry, which no lo~er depended on the rather, 
uncertain sup~lies of 'rough han?-spun yarn'''"1~is new .i~ m~ll
~p~·arn.J~hl~~ad l~_l!~pl~ gll.lI:n!ltles and 1,~.BUJ,~ab!~qua1itles 
ItS reg~s.~wist..t..§~gth and nneness: VI'he price'orilllll yarn was also more 
.reasonable. Dacca wMn:ineof-thrle"w. old centres which readily adjusted 
themselves. It began to produce its muslins and jamdani saris with the ini.
ported high-count yarn. In the beginning nearly all the mill-spun yarn came 
from Manche,ster, and the growth of these yarn i~ports from year to year 
was an index of t~e growing size ~w industry. In 1850, yarn valued 
at oruy £1 million was imported, butby~ese imports exceeded £3 
millions. From that date these imports began to decline. '-'Yarn production 
in the Indian ·mills. h/!-dJ)eeJ!. E!'0wing~~.h.a.ru:llaoms came to -aependlriore 
and more tln Indian mill yaI;D. -Yarn imports still continued, bllt the bulk 
was yarn of high counts,~he dependenc& on mill-JIlade yarn necessitated 
a change in the status of the weaver and in the organisation of the indUstry 
as a whole) Hitherto, the daily yarn supply of the weaver had come either 
from his. own household or his immediate neighbourhood, but when yarn 
came from a distance and had to h~ bou$ht, y~alers and !!:z!a.n.ci.em-be~ 
nec~ary. and as the average weaver lill,d little, credlt,'-tlre-industry fell more 
ana more into the grip of middlemen. -J'bus the independence of most weavers 
disappeared and the great majority of theJIl came to work for a~ahajan 

! either on the contract or on the .wage basil!... Teg]uJJca1 improvementswere 
I also introduced during this period, largely owing to thiinitiative of European 
missionaries working in Southern India and Bengal. The Christian mission-

'aries working on the West Coast of Southern India set up small handloom 
: factories in Mangalore, Canna.nore and Caqcut. They introduced the fly
! shuttle loom and made experiments in dyeing. The missionaries at Seram
I pore (Bengal) were also keen on encouraging handloom weaving. At a later 
stage, handloom factories were set up in Salem, Sholapur and other places. 

8. Markets of the hand-weaving industry.-lbus readjustment of the hand
weaving industry enabled it not oruy to survivltbut also to maintain, and even 
I to extcnd, its markets) The import~ of cotton piecegoods increased rapidly 
after 1850; large quantIties of coatings and shirtings were brought in, and these 
caten'd for the needs mostly of urban classes who had taken wholly or partly 
to weRt.ern modes of dress arid house-furnishing. Mill-made dhotis were also 
imported, and owing to their cheapness they became popular not oruy in 

. urban hut in rural areas also. But the extcnsive.field of zenana orwomen'l 
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clothing (saris, and khans or bodice cloth) lay outside the purview of the import 
trade. It is true that numerous bales of cheap white and printed saris were 
brought into the country and were used in some places, but such saris nevel 
came into fashion among the middle or uppex: -classes; The women of Bengal 
thought it improper to adorn, themselves with anything other than the light 
and elegant saris of Dacca, Santipur, or. Tangail ; the women of Bombay were 
amply satisfied with the saris' and khans made in IlIeal, Poona or Sholapur, 
and the rather co~ervative women of Madrll.s.could not even dream of wearing. 
anything but the durable though heavy saris from Kornad, Uppada or Dharma,. 
V&ram. Especially, for marriage and other ceremonial occasions, wen-to-do 
classes everywhere in India used only.swadeshi clothes. The. elegant silk 
Baris from Benares were, and still continue to be;BoilgIitby fashiQnable women 
everywhere in India, and even in the distant South no bdde from a well-to,:" 
do famity enters into wedlock without .wearing one of them: <!l'he innate 
conservatism of Indian women has thus been the greatest bulwark of the 
handloom industrV Even in regard to men's wear, the handloom stilI claimed 
a large field. In mbst areas, cheap imported dhotis came into vogue, but 
the more expe~ive d,hotis and angavastrams iequired for ceremonial purposes 
continued to be the exclusi"!e monopoly of the handloom, and for common 
wear also, a certain proportion of the rural'population generaHy preferred: 
the hand-made fabric. Hence the survival of dhoti manufacture' in Salem; 
Madura and Umrer. The demand for lUngi8, .kaili, and Madras handker
chiefs also continued almost intact, in spite of some :rather meffe<itive mill 
competition in those Jines. Most ~en in those days wore an upper-eioth and.. 
a turban of some kind or other, and many flourishing cent:re8'spec~ali.zed in 
mak:'ing them. • 

9. HandloomlJ and ¥ills (1896-1914).-\9(ere was.not for a long time any 
serious competition between the Indian mills lind h~mdlooms; ~he:t: the 
relationship between them then was complementary. The first- Indian 
mill was established in 1851, and by 1900, there were 19.3 mills with nearly-

i e ,millio.n spindles. but the number of looms were-· only 4O,.12~. EvidentlY'" 
" JldulD mills at first concentrated ou.J!.h.~~ply ___ of yarn an~. ~~lS waa 1$ help' 
. _ .the handloom. ~. t~ey began to supply nearfy-aIrthe coaise yarn !e
qUlreaoythlfitandloom mdustW )3y the c~se of the 19th century, foreIgn 
imports of yarn became stationary)ibut the Indian mill production increased 
by leaps and bounds. The table on the next page will bring out this trend 
ofdev~pment. , 

\Jt"may also be se~n from the ~ table that for a· fong time the greater 
part of the yarn produced in the Indian Mills was either sold to the handlooms; 
or exported (mainly to China), and tha.t only a small part was woven in the 
mills. During the period 1896-97 to 1900-01, while the Indian mills used 421 
million lbs. of yarn, as much as 1,003 million Ibs. (i.e., nearly 2! times) wen~ 
to the handlooms. 

It must be noted that this period was one of severe famines .. In times of 
famine, weavers all over the country suffered intensely because of the sudden 
collapse of the demand for cloth. Special provision was, therefore, made for 
famine reli~f among weavers, during the famine of the late nineties. In spite 
of suCli adverse circumstances the hand-weaver was able to maintain his pro
duction and even expand it. Early in the present century, the industry en
tered on a period of prosperity. The consumption of yarn by the handlooms 

B2 
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TABLE I.-Cotton yarn available for cOrl8umption in India. 

(In. millions Ibs.) 
Yam avail-

able to 
0 

. Year. Net Indian Y,un Indian 
handlooms 

imports mill pro- consumed (imports 
of foreign duction by the yam and mill 

yarn. of yarn. mills. exported. production). 

1 2 . 3 4 ~ . 6 

1896-97 · · 50 423 74 96 185 -. 
1897·98 · 58 462 81· 200 220 

/ ... 
1898-99 · 46 512 -91 220 226 

1899-00 · 43 514 87 244 210 

1900-01 · · 35 353 88 .. 122 162 . 
1901-02 38 573 106 278 207 . 
1902-03 34 576 109 25~ 226 

1903-04 · 28 579 ~122 .260 206 

1904-05 · · 31 - 578 139 256 234 

1905-06 · 46 681 144 305 259 

1906-07 · · 38 654 147 _~51 275 

1907-08 · · :d7 638 168 223 263 . 
1908-09 · · 42 657 171 242 267' 

1909-10 40 627 203 234 212 

1910-11 33 610 217 191 218 

1911-12 " 42 625 237 161 250 · '. 

1912-13 50 688 253 215 237 . 
1913·14 · · 44 682 243. 207 258 

N .B.-The figures for" yam consumed by the mills" [Col. 4] and" yBl'B available to hand. 
looms .. [Col. 6] have been taken from tables prl.'pared by us according to methods explained 
in Chapter IV and Appendices VII to XXI. Reference may aIso be made to relevl\llt tables 
them. For. the years 1896-97 to 1899-1900, the same methods have been used, assuming tha$ 
the allowance for yam consumed by the two Groups is the same aa in 1900-01, i.e •• 11 million Ibs. 

increased by nearly 24 per cent between the quinquennia 1896-1901 and 1911· 
16. Other evidence drawn from Provincial accounts also points to the same 
conclusion. During this period, Dacca and Santipur in Bengal, Sholapur. 
Ilkal and Ahmedabad in Bombay, Paithan in Hyderabad, Burhanpur in the 
Central Provinces and Berar, and Salem, Madura, Conjevaram, Coimba· 
tore, Uppada and Dharmavaram in Madras, seemed to have flourished as a. 
result of the wide demand for their products. 

Various circumstances helped the progress of handloom weaving in that 
r;;iod. ~. E rstly, the fisEal policy ofthe tim.e positively favoured thahand-ltJom. 
~l-:.r~W~S ~ import dl~~..31per_ ce!l.~_.?n_i~po~ts Qf mill-cl.o~~ __ cp_u~Jed 
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with a countervailing excise duty of 9t per cent on Indian mill-made cloth 
which was first imposed in 1896. ~her; there was then no import dutJl on 
yam. Although the protective effect of the 31 per cent import duty was 
nullified 80 far as the Indian mill industry was concerned..h rvai!
ing e~ise d,lIty on mill cloth~€ hand loom still enjoyed the protection affor eif 

~
y. t anathen1nId<weaver obtained something like a preferential treatment. 

ndly, the handloom ind8stry was also helped by ,the S'IJ!qdellhi movement 
hich was started in the nineties by the Indian natiol!.alists a,E! a political mea

sure, and which was later on adopted with greater enthusiasm'by the Indian 
National Congress as' a protest against the. partition of Bengal. The mills 
perhaps profited more by this but handlooms also received some benefit. Third
ly, the policy of replacfug_throw-shuttle looms_ by the fly-shuttle pursued by 
the Provincial Governments' had also its effects in adding to the efficiency of 
production. In Madras 'Presidency, such action began,.,as early as 1900 and 
by 1912 there were' nearlJ }O,OOO fiy.-shuttle l~oms. \.7'he cont,inued prosper
ity of the handloom induatry during this ~eriod was the cumulative result 
of all these influences. ' . 

10. Effects oitM War, 19U-18.-The real weakness of the position in regard 
to the- handlooms was the un!:lte.adineSLqf...the.-.ilUpply,ofyi),r~ in abnormal 
~, For Dearly the whole oHts yarn supply, the han.~.?o~ynd,;r)he,new 
dispensation came to depend on milIs, both.home and]'or~lgn., \ ~liIs resulted 
iinlleO'iandlooml!Ilaring mtIlii-tipsana downs oHli.e mill in<1uJrry to a con
siderable exten9 The dangers of this depend~nce were disclosed for the first, 
time (and we fear, not for the last) during the War of 1914-18. Imports of 
cloth having diminished ,and the internal demand for cloth having increased, 

0rtdian mills used up much ~l't!- thELm!lelves an~Je~t much less 
fuLt~~ Of the totalsarn available in the'qiifnquennium:1911~12 
to 1915-16, IniIls t6bk only 1,297 million Ibs., while 1,248 million 11;Is. went to 
the handlooms; but in the next quinquennium, 1916-17 to 1920-21, of the total 
yam available mills took as much as 1,644 million Ibs., while only 1,097 million 
lbs. went to the handlooms. The result of this can be seen from the follow-
ing table:~ ~, . 

TABLE II.-~roduction oj mills and harullooms -1914-15 to 1919-20. 

Estimated mill Estimated hand· Estimated hand-
Mill ooDsump: 

~roductioD of loom consump. loom produc-
Year. tion of yam c oth (in million tiOD of yam tiOD of cloth 

(in milliOD lbs.). .(in millioD yards). (in million Ibs.). yards). 

1914·16 . 246 1,176 272 1,088 

1916·16 313 I,~96 236 , 945 

1916·17 336 1,606 149 598 

1917·18 . 338 '1,616 185' '741 

1918·19 , 310 '1,482 224 894 , 
1919·20 341 1,630 127 li06 
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v.f'hus the estimated production of handloom Cloth fell fr~m 1,088 million 
y?-rds in 1914-15 to'598 and 741 million yarg.sinI916-17 and 1917-18, arid 
fUrther to 506 million yards in ·1919-20. ~ 1910-11, the 'annual handloom 
~'bd.ucti.on had been mOl"e than the mill production and in some years nearly 
do~1e. ,But from that date mill production began to increase steadily and 
rapidly, and in the years 1911-~2 to 1914-15 both lines of production became 
nearly' equal. Then came the war, and(taking advantage of the cessation of 

. imports the mills made a serious effort to iIl:cr~ase production and capture the 
home marke9 As Mr. R. D. Bell puts it, '''&Ie handlooms were finally beaten, 
and not only beaten but problJ.bly severly crippled for the time being." 

Although the tot~l handloom output had a setback in the period, the con
dition of the industry was in other ways not so discouraging. The diminu
tion of imports during the war and the preoccupation of the Indian mills with 
war suppli.es w~it~-of:.adding-.t9_~1l ~~:~"ine_ry .enabled ~he 
handloom Jndustry not only to mamtanl. but to expanu:i!ts rOdtlctlOn especlll.l
ly in the field of women's garments. Sholapur, Malega ,and certain other 
centres in the Bombay Presidency benefited by this. uring the same perioa, 
Cannanore witnessed a rapid'expansion of hand-weaving and the number of 
looms increased. However, this revival of prosperity was not shared by many 
centres. When the prices of fabrics rose, wages a.lso rose, although not corres
pruidingly, owing to the inevitable time-lag: ~,Cthe s~j,nd high. p~ices 
(J varn was&..great_]J.~niica-p..to·.tb.e weave!!! who~d~auaged to-k.f.ep...their 
~~;-&fld led large numbers of them to take up contract work under 
Imahajans, or-1~~!>ourers i~ ~~~arkha~s) In certain ce~tres like 
Malegaon, on the other han(f,tlle1'allure oit1le"karkhanadars to raIse wages 
seems to have led to a disruption of the system. The(scarcity and dearness 
·of dyes also affected the handloom industry during the war of 1914-18) The 
net imports of dyes fell from a. pre-war quinquennial average of over 15 million 
lbs. to 0·7 million lbs. in.I915-16 and 1·3 million lbs. on the average, during. 
-the folloWing three years. During the same period the prices of dyes rose 
from aDoutRe. 0-10-0 per lb. to Rs. 6-0-0 per lb.,-a nine-fold increase. 
:lIte difficulty of securing dyes no doubt cu~~dlool!l 
iindu~~ which Ikpends upon the production of coloured goods (including 
'saris, ailis and lung'ts) to a far greater extent than the mills. 

lL Post-war deVelopments.-In the years following the war of 1914-18, 
;the handloom was able to obtain yarn more adequately and there was .JL.Par
tial reyivalin. th~ j~<!lJ!l!.t.Y., judging from the increased quantities of ya.rn that 
went to it from year to year. Although the mills made sonie advance during 
the war, their progress in the early twenties was hampered by various im
pediments; .some mills failed in Bombay and there were 'pro,longedl!l-bour 
,troubl~jll-others.. The cotton mill industry, especially in Bombay-passed-
through adepressio~ which.was aggravated by currency difficulties and ex
ternal competition. (Frogressin weaving was slow and, therefore, the hand
loom industry continued as formerly to maintain its market especially in wo
men's garment~ Taking advantage of the cheap and brilliant dyes imported 
from Germanv since 1922, several centres in Madras, Bombay and Bengal, 
including Madura, Coimbatore, Sholapur, Malegaon, Dhanyakali, and 
Madhobdi, took to the productioll of elegant multi-coloured 'saris Of the kind 
which the younger womenfolk were beginning to prefer. About this time, 
moat Provinces under the influence of the 'newly establhhed Depa.rtments 
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ot Industries, made active efforts for the wid.er use of the fly-shuttle loom, 
and as a result of this a large proportion of the weavers of all provinces increas
ed their efficiency. Technic~ini;lrovements were also introduced in the wind-' 
ing and ,warpiniprocesses. ~-introduction of these improvements cheap
ened prodnction to some extent and also led to the increase of output. 011 
account of all these influences, _the _total production of the..hand-weavingin
dustry incre8$ed steadily. Fro~ the war, average ,of 8~3 ~llion yanlspl)r 
annum, it rose to 1,084 Inillion yards in 1922-2~) 

But such favourable conditions did not last long, and soon various econo-
mic, political and social influences of a rather unfavourable kind came into 
operation. Under these influences, Indian mills made a rapid stride 
forwarq.and the hand 100mB were "left beliirid.' , , . . 

WIng to external competition in high and medium countlt, the,Inills turned 
their eyes to the prospective field of w:omen's ~l~th ~bou~ the year,1925.; Mills 
in Bombay, Sholapur, AmaIner, and Dhulia took this up. Ahmedabad was 
slow in the beginning, but eventually came t~ lead in sari production. The 
manufacture of drills and jeans, long-()loth,and, shirj;ings, alsQ ma,de progress. 
Imports tried to' r~cov t lost ground after the war, and partially succeed4 
ed for a time, but und various political and' econoInic influences ~ey gra, 
dually tapered off. e ground thus .lost by the imports was captured by th~ 
Indian mills. 

From 1926 the Inills made rapid strides forWard, thanks partly to t£.eJrrQ:-\ 
t~ve tarifI..aQd to various political and social influences. While the imports 
fell from 3,197 million yards in 1913-14 to 1,564 million yards by 1925-26, 
and further to 591 Inillion yards by 1937-38, Inill produ,.ction in India rose 
from 1,171 Inillion yards in 1913-14 tQ,1,965 Inillion yards by 1925-26 and to 

..aJ.i62-,million yards by 1937-38 . ...J1ianwhile, the handloomB, after having 
enjoyed a spurt in the post-war years, continued in a stationary condition; 
now rising a hundred. or two hundred million yards ~acnoo1d' 
levels. The following table is instructive;-

TABLE III.-The progress of the mill and handW011/! industries during 1920-39. 

(In. million y~rds.) 

Year. Mill )lroduc. ,Handloom pro-
tlOn.* . duction. 

-, 
1920-21 . 1,563'1 931-2 . 
1921-22 · 1,711:'0 938-0 

4 

1922-23 . · 1,"20'8 1,084-0 

1923-24 . · · · 1,696'9 816·8 

1924-25 · · 1,935'9 1~01O-8 

1921;·26 · . 1,964'6 888·4 
; 

1926-27 · 2,265-7 1,216'8 

* For explanation of the figures, see Chapter III and Appendices XVI onwards. 
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TABLE III-contd. 
- . (In million yards:) . 

1 Year. Mill prodnc- Handloom pro· 
tion.* duction. 

1927·28 · · · · · 2,370'9 1,210'8 

1928-29 
-

1,859'4 973·2 · · · · · .. · - . 
.j929·30 · · · · · · · · 2,356'5 1,282-4 

1930·31 . - · · · · · 2,480'8 1,257-2 
~ 

'1931·32 · .. · · . 2,872'8 ~3H 

1932-33' · 2,982'.7· 1,519-2 · - . 
1933-34 · .- 2,767'6 . 1,262'0 

1934-35 ~ · 3135-7 
, •• 1, 

1,255-6 

19~5-36 3,240-8 1,450-4 

U36.,37 · · · · · 3,322-1 1,265'2 

1937-38 · · 3,661-5 1,293-2 

.1938-39 · · 3,905-3 1
1

703.2 

*For explanation of the figures, see Chaptef III and Appendices XVI onwards. 

We will now tr~ce'the various influences which affected the fortunes of the 
mill and himdloom industries during the period. ---$he chief of ~hem were the 
tariff policy of the Government, the Khaddar movement in the country, and 
changes in the ,clothing habits of the people. All. these three factors had a 
potent influence on the textile .developments during -the period. 

12. Tariff policy.-From 1896, the import duty on cotton piecegoods 
was 3i ~r cent ad valorem, but as there was a.£ount~!:.!~ilinft exci~e_ <!l!:~.!l.0 
<?.ffset this advantage, the duty had no protectIve effect. Cln 1917,as a. war 
~easure the import duty was raised till per .cent, and coupled with the trans
port difficulties this had a powerful protective effect, as can be seen from the 
~IoductioD...1i.gures. v'l'Iie-position -wa~ furtner -impl'oved-bytlieeiiliance
ment of the duty to 11 per cent in 1921 and 15 per cent in 1930, .and by the 
removal of the excise duty in 1926. Between 1930 and 1931, the duty on 
British plain greys was increaseat02lJper cent or4! annas per lb. At the~ 
same time, the duty on foreign plain greys was raised from 20 per cent or 3i' 
annas to 75 per cent or 61 annas in 1933. By 1934,- there was further classi
fication and the duties ()ncotton piecegoods imported from the United King

-dom stood at .25 per cent or 4i annas, and on those imported from foreign 
countries, at between 35 and 50 per cent or 51 annas. Thus, within a shorp 
time, the Government of India raised a rather high tariff wall to protect the 
cot.ton textile industry, and although it has been slightly lowered since, the 
tariff still rltnges from 121 per cent to 15 per cent or 21 annas on British piece
goods, and 50 per cent OJ; 51 annas on foreign. 
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\..At the same time, an import du~a~ _,!as .~~d iml!2.~ed. In 1922, 
a d ut y of 5 per cent ad valorem was levied ana: m 1927, liTut'y of It annas per 
lb. was imposed as an alternative.- The import duty was enhanced in ,1931 
to 61 per cent or It annas per lb. 1n 1934, the: dutry on British yarn of counts 
50s and below was lowered to 5 per cent or'11 annas. On co-unts above 50s, 
British yarn paid 5 per cent and foreign yarn 61 per cent. These duties are 
to be in operation till 31st March 1942. . 

The effect of protective and otper duties on cloth pr<?duction in Indian mills 
can be studied from Table III., (The production of cotton cloth in the mills 
rose from 1,563 million yards in 1920-21 to 3,662 million yards in 1937-38, 
an increase of 135 per cen9 

It has been claimed that the Government'l! tariff policy benefited the hand
looms as well. For instance, the Millowners' Association, Bombay; in their 
written memorandum submitted. to us, say that" the protective measures 
adopted by the Central Government benefited the hand-weaving industry 
equally with the mill industry." Otir findings do not support this conclusion. 
Judged by the test of production, the effect o~ the han~!o()I!!jndu..wy_h~~ 
not_b_e~n. perceptihleyaa.can.lllueen...-cIea.rly-from Tat>lel:n.· (AccOrding to OUl; 

computation, handloom production increased only by 39 per cent from 1920T, 
21 to 1937-38, the period durinz which the miIls.I!},ad.e_ !:aJli.d..§tridesJ In cal
culating the 'percemagemcrease m-the procIuction of handloom fabrics in re
cent yellrs, we purposely leave out the year 1938-39, because that year is a 

. freak year, and the high figure arrived at for it is not reliable for reasons which 
are explained later on. Moreover, even·the 52 per cent'increase gives a partial, 
if not altogether wrong, idea about th.e condition of the handloom industry, 
as will be.shown in Chapter X. 

• We will now tab the different parts pf the tariff policy and see how each, 
affected the hand-weaving industry.-...:rhe(!emoval of the 3t per cent excise 
duty in 1926 created ilion immediate 'handicap to the hand-weavers) ~ that 
the hand-weaving industry had any moral claim to the continuance of the' 
excise duty; for it was not conceived as a measure of protection to thihand
loom, and whatever benefit the handloom received was incidental, ,,,Neverthe-. 
less, it has to be admitted that while the mills got an immediate rellef by the' 
removal of this duty, the handlooms received a setback. • 

JIle import duties on piecegoods were intended primariiy to protect the 
mills, and this intention was adequately fulfilled. Owing ,to vl"riolls causes, 
the duties did not raise prices appreciably, but at any rate-they were helpful 

.in maintaini,ng a level of prices higher than would have been possible without 
~hem. But it iIoss-not-appear- that -su.-cil' benefits were extended to the 1iindS' 
or goods which the handlooms were making. We have not got sufficient data: 
for going fully into this question. The Tariff Board write in their Report on the 
Cotton Industry in 1932 '(po 167);- "It may be true," that the mills,. 
for whose assistance the duties were designed, have benefitellmore from them; 
(than the handlooms) and therefore have become..2.e.!,ter able to fight the hand
loom iOOl1stl'Y t-but if the mills have been strengthened for attaeJi,-UiilIiarid:: 
we~ver ha~~een_Btrengthened f~!.9.efence." (Subsequent experience, however, 
has noI-shown that the handloom industry has been very much strengthened 
for defenc;) The' Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Bengal, wrote t? the 
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.Special Tariff Board on the Cotton Industry (1935) that" under the protec
tion of the duties, the Indian mills have taken-to fine weaving and dumped 
the markets of Bengal with similar class of fine gQo~3hich were formerly 
produced bytb.e handloom weavers alone "(p. 106). \'ifhe duties thus seem\ 
.to have strengthened the mills not· only against the foreign mills but also 
.against the indigenous handloom industrY) 

If the import duties on piecegoods were of doubtful value to the handlooms, 
-the d~ty ~p.~a~~~~~~finite b~den on theIl!. in the inter:ellt~t.oLth.e-.spin
'ning md"':lst~.~as mtellaedio Keep out foreign yarn and give a fillip to 
~dia,...9ut(~ the !~?:dlo_o~ ~~nsume the _~~~~_~lll;k...QU~ejm
,ported Yl!!P-Lthe. b~de~_onhe d~ty l'eIT onth~-~ IS ,true that owmg to 
.exchange depreCIatIOn anGtlier causes, yarn prIces subsequently fell 
-and thus to some extent counteracted the rise in prices resulting from the duty, 
,but the po. i_nt is thatCt. or a time, at any rllote. the h@d.we,:-v~~. Lhis \ 
.J~W'_~teriaL!1-t ~ hig!t.e!'.price !!t_~~.otl.1.~sL.have . Espe
ciallyas the imposition of trus'auty came soon after the removal of the cotton 
excise duty, the hand-weaving industry got an immediate setback) The 
"Tariff Board of 1936 was) therefore, right in its conclusion that the" Indian- I 

mill section of th~ industry ·has beel!J>laced in a better position to compete : 
agiiiilstth-e-inm<IIOOm mdustry whIch lSaetillitelj1lallillcappedliytiie-¢iff 
onyarn, especiaHy-t1iOSerequired by the production of cloth w~" 

..:It must be admitted -that the protective duty on yarn has strengthened the 
Indian textile industry by diminishing its depend~.Q!l....for~ y_arn imports.
?rgelyas a result of the protective policy, Iiidi"an mills have increased their' 
production of yarn, especially' of higher counts. The following table will 
make this clear:- . 

TABLE IV.-The production of yarn in Indian mills. 

Count,;. of yarn. 
Quantity (in 

Pe~centage. 
Quantity (in 

million Ibs.) million Ibs.) Percentage. 
1924-25. 1939-40. 

1~20 . 469·8 65·3 668·6 54·9 . 
21~0 · · 223·8 31-2 310·8 25·5 

31~ · · 19,3 2·7 15H 12·9 

Above 40 • · · 5·8 0·& 81·8 6·7 

TOTAL . 718·7 100·0 1,218'3 100·0 , 

It .is patent from the above table that&ince the imposi~on}>f the yarn 
duty the mill production of finer yarns had a large increas~ \Rroduction of 
yarns of counts between 31s and 40s increased eight·fold between 1924·25 aQ.d 
1~9·40 and that of yarns of counts above 40s increa~ed fouE~en·fold. 
l! has already been pointed out that such striking progress in the spinning 
'of high-count yarn has given great support to the handloom in<!ustry in that 
dependel!..ce,uponJoreigIl im.por~been reduced. -on-the-other -hand, 
it may' be argued with greater cogenc~ch increase in mill produc-. 
tion armed the mills to compete with the handlooms more effectively, for it 
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was with such yarn that Ahmedabad, in particular, put into the market saris 
which displaced those of Eiantipur, Madura and other well-known centre~ 

13. The Kkailda, M01Jement.-Another influence of a political origin which 
affected the growth of the texti~.industries at this time w~s. the hand-spin-j 
ning movement sponsored by the Indian National Congress.' This movement 
differed from the earlier Swadeshi. !Ilovement, 'to which reference has already 
been made, in that on this occasion a great. emphasis was laid on band-spin4 
ning as well as on the use of Indian mill-made yarn. Both the first and the' 
second Non-eo-operation movements embraced Swadeshi as an important plank 
of their programme. Boycott of foreign goods was the negative, and 'the use' 
of Indian goods was the positive, featllre of'Swadeshi, and necessarily the 
import~)f'iost affecte, d by f;he movement were cotton textile goods from Bri
tain. ~he Swadeshi movement, coming as it did at the same time as the:fiscllil ' 
protection of cotton textiles, proved a grea.t blessing to the mill industry, 
and, to a large extent, enabled it to withstand the effects of the general trade 
depression of 1929-33, and to fill the vacuum created in the Indian market 
by the dwindling foreign import~ It is true that the 'handloombenefited 
in a general way by this latter phase of the Swadeshi'movement, but the result 
was quite different in regard to the handlooms weaving fine saris with imported 
yam. The handlooms had then a monopoly in finer saris anddhotis, but it 
was well-known that those were made with imported yam, and, therefore, 

(when the Congress ban on imported yarn was imposed, the public became 
reluctant to buy such cloth, and hand-weavers in certain impoztmit centres 

..iI?- Bengalan<!, el~ew~Elr.!t-\V~~OlWl.Q.u~~Iy" ja..!l~sL.:.w:itha seIio~: . .situa".. 
3191!.-.. On top of trus, certaIn 'Importers are believed to have utIlised thej 
, opportunity to put into the market high-count'cloth ~th the names of fic-, 

titious Indian mill;J) and with such slogans as " Made O,llt of yarn spun in om' 
own Mills ,. stamped on them in the, Indian languages. It is: also said, that 
some of the Indian mills, which had no spinning plant at that time, conti-' 
nued to produce finer cloths out oUmported yarns and that they also sold 
such cloths with fictitIOUS labels, In this way, a few mills came to produce 
certain types of fine dhotis and saris which till then were only made on the 
handloom. Taking advantage of this opportunity, som~.enterprising finan
ciers set up spindles for spinning finer counts in Ihdia, an~ thus by 1930 Indian 
mills were able to make fine saris and dhotis with high-count yarns made in 
India.. 

Again, in 1931, the Congress introduced the policy of certification in favour 
of a number of mills which agreed to certain conditions imposed by it in regard 
to the use of yarns. (Unfortunately for the handloom weavers, this certifi
cation could not be extended to them owing to a number of practical diffi
culties) ~e net result was that the handloom weavers lost their long-estab
lishe<Lc::ustom..as they could not prove that their goods were 'made out of 
yarn spun in India. T.his agitation later subsided aud the handloom weavers 
were able to make finer qualities of d~otis and saris out of Indian mill-spun 
yarn,;~, in the meantime, the mills were able to introduce into the market 
a new type of goods with attractive colours, elegant designs and borders and 
superior finish, at cheaper prices. The consumers, were attracted by these, 
partly by their elegance and cheapness and partly by the belief that the mill 
goods were real Swadeshi while the handlooni goods were not. In this way, 
hand-weavers in Sautipur aud several other haud-weaving centres were 
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deprived of the markets which they had enjoyed for lonG'. The Tariff Board 
(1932) ob~erves.: "The strong prejudice fostered against the~ sJ imported 

'\..l:a~ has In vanous parts of the country pr~vented ~he handlo?mMeaver from 
{\,findlIl~g, 3Sfrle-for doth of finer counts 'W~ven by hIm, and thIS '~as happened _ 

::at 11.. time when as the re~ult oltha protectl'~e duty on yarn hi~ost of material 
l'elatively to cloth has been considerably increased" (p. 175). r. Kasturbhai 
Lalbhai of Ahmedabad, giving evidence before the Tariff Boar in 1932, stated \' 
that the nIs af the handloom weavers wer. e not due so much to the import duty. 
()n yarn. as to tbe " gr~at Swadeshi mov:emen.t which has come OVer the country i 

/ and ';,hlCh .hampers hIm trom marketIn~ hIS goods made f~~ the iI!!Eorted~ 
am (Evldenae. Vol. IV, p. 103). .. - , 

t IS but fair to state, however, that a larger s~ction of the hand-weavinG' 
industry'using low-count yarns did not come under such a handicap, and pe;:' 
.haps it shared to some extent in lhebenefits resulting from the Swadeshi move-

. ment. For instance, the hand-weavers who made shirtings and coatings, 
as inCannanJre, definitely gained ·by it. Similarly, the restriction im-
posed upon mills regarding the manufacture of khaddar cloth curtailed its pro
duction in mills, and to that extent hand looms weaving hand-spun yarn were 
benefited,\, It is also true that (t~e Swadeshi sp~it had a general beneficial 
effect on handlooms as on aU I~lan manufacturmg concerns generally,". In 
the first flush of enthusiasm handloom factories were set up in certain centres, 
but when the initial impulse vanished some of the concerns found thelUSelves 
helpless against mill competition and collapsed. 

j 14. Ohanges in clothing ,habits.-Meanwhile important changes had been 
taking place in the clothes and dressing habits of the people, and these helped
the mills greatly' in .expanding their markets. In general, the change has 
been towards simplicity and plainness of attire. 

Th~ older bhadralog classes of the country delighted to wear costly ~nd ela
'borate clothes, but the modern country magnates and town bourgeoisie have 
adopted a completely different outlook, due largely to the infiltration of West
ern ideas and, paradoxical as it might appea.r, to the advance of the national 
.spirit. ,The results of this change of outlook have manifested themselves 
visibly in the clothes of men, women and children all over the country. 

In Southern Indm, formerly Hindu women of the upp'er cl~sses generally 
'Wore taE'tefully coloured woven saris made in Kornad or Salem, Uppadaor 
Dharmavaram, and tl!-ey were generally 9 yards long. They were rather heavy 
''and not too convenient to wear in warm weather, but they were ordained by 

\ 10ng-est~blished custom and. hallowed by hoary associations. But all this 
J \ nas changed, owing to a growing..,distaste for ornamented clothing and ela

--borate colouring,' and a preference fof" simple attire. The younger women 
nave been taking to cheaper cotton saris of white or light colours, mostly mill
made and si~ yards long. Perhaps this change cam.e about largely through 
the influence of school and college. A preference for wearing laundered clo
thing has grown among the womenfo\k, and this has put a premium on mill 
doth. Similar changes took place· about the same time in Western India 
where the heavy and costly PaitJWfYI,is and the Ilkal saris of traditional design 
went out of fashion and thin, elegant, or light-coloured patals from the mills 
became the vogue. ,A preference for simpler attire spread over Northern Ind.a 
also, and a large number of women changed over from their ornamented, hand
made lehngas or salwars to light mill-made saris anq. blouses. 
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In the csse of men also, various changes in clothing have been taking place. 
Formerly, Hindus of the upper classes wore lace-bo!dered dhotis and chaddars 
(or angavastrams) on all occasions. , But of late a craze for simplicity has come
over them everywhere. In Madras, the high-class dhotis and dupattas of' 
Madura and Salem continued to be the fashion longer than elsewhere in Indiaf 

but after 1921 they also felt the pinch. A simpler kind of dhoti has taken their 
place, and the mill-made stuff came in as handy. 'Of course some of the poorer 
classes still wear the rough hand-made dhoti and panchaor gamcha, but they 
have also been gradually influenced by the example of their betters. Further, 
the growing use of trousers, pants and khaki drill shorts, especially in towns, 
has curtailed the demand for dhotis and lungis. Of the two, the lungi, which 
is worn chiefly by Muslims, and now also by Hindus to some extent, and in 
addition has extensive markets ~utside India, has on the whole fared better. 

Nor was the change confined to the lower garment. The old-fashioned I 

angarakha, worn all Over India from of old, has been discarded in favour of I 
plain kurtas in the case of some, and shirts and coats in the case of others. 
Even those who still don. the traditional achkhan have made rather drastic 
-changes in their underwear. The upper garment (uparna, chaddar, or anga
vastrCEm) was formerly a necessity for all Hindus, but today the growing sim
plicity of habit has obviated its need, with the result that many .handloom 
centres which formerly flourished by making such fabrics have been altogether 
dislocated. Perhaps the knitted underwear (vest or banyan) is the villain of 

. the piece. Among the poorer cOQ.Iltryfolk, it has come as a... chtlltp substitute 
for kurta and has obviated the need for an upper garment. Wall these cases,. 

(iet it be noted the v~~~~t.ed the mill and ~he hay<i-: 
)u.om. The fact that a few men and women stIll wear·lland-spun and--ti.and
woven cloth on certain occasions and heap adulation on it has made little 
difference to the general resul'!) .• 

Perhaps the most spectacular of these changes is the disuse.Jlf_turbansl 
whether pagri, pheta or saJa. Formerly, all over India about 70 per cent. of 
the men, both Hindus and Muslim1, wore sqme kind of turban and some vLhese 
were many yards long. Today only a small proportion of people wear such 
headgear even in rural areas, and caps of all kinds, inclflding Gandhi caps and 
Fez caps, have taken their place. Those who still continue to wear turbans' 
have changed over to cheap mill-made mlialins, mostly imported, and. the 
demand for the hand-woven tur.ba:Q. cloth ha.s nearly disappeared. . ."ti 
. Even more revolutionary has been the chAnge in the dress of children, 

both boys and girls. In former days, boys wore little dhotis or pyjamas, but. 
today a growing number of boys, especially in towns, wear khaki shorts and 
knitted vests. Similarly the little girls of today, especially those in towns, 
wear frocks and not saris or khans as their m.*thers did when they were young. 
The hand-weaving industry has now an insignificant share in the new dress 
of children and this has greatly affected the industry. 

(Changes in fashions abroad have also affected the Indi~n hand-weaving' 
industry a.dverselY For instance, Dacca formerly sent embroidereq, bourkhas 
for the use of Turkish women. After the Turlti§h.~ movement, the 
demand for such bourk/w,s rapidly declined and Dacca lost ItSiiiark:et. Simi
larly, Masulipatam. which formerly had a flourishing trade in Ka!amkaris 
(pilnt cd cloth) with Persia lost i~ after 1930, as such cloth went out of fashion 
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there, and this industry has been completely stopped. ,In this way, a trade 
connection establishe!i from time immemorial and an industry in which India 
long excelled has passed away. • 

~ 15. Growing competition.-All these changes in dress habits strengthened 
\the mills in their competition with the handlooms. (Whether it be a change 
from one style of dress to another or from one quality of cloth to another. 
the· handlooms found themselves unable to adjust their production with the 
changing demand, while the mills availed themselves fully of the opportunity.) 
Nor was the competition merely one of apparel and quality. A keen price 
'competition also ensued)especially after certain mills in Western and South 
India took to the manufacture of saris and dhotis· suited to the requirements 
of .the common people. Such competition was greatly helped by the steady 
decline in the price of cloth as is shown in Chapter VIII. / 

Competition did not emanate from Indian mills onl~ steady in-
{crease of foreign competition took place after 1929, and this affected many of 
the handloom fabrics, especially lungis, muslins, printed 'chintzes, and even. 
dhotis and khaddar. \Ajter 1929, large quantities of artificial silk yam and 
manufactured goods. w'efe imported into this country from Japan, and owin~ 
,toJhe...depreoiatio!!~ th~ !~~jb.~i:!...:pric~i5tiCal:rJC&f~l93.I. 

This gave a great fillip to the useof artificial !\ilk yarn by handlooms in 
India. Artificial silk yarn was freely used in conjuetion with cotton or silk 
yarn, especially in Madras, in the production of saris, dress materials 
and shirtings, and the increase in the imports of this yarn from 71,000 lbs. 
in 1921-22 to 7 million lbs. by 1927-28 indicates how rapid was the advance 
in such manufacture. In 1;he meantime, imports of artificial silk goods had 
been also mounting up from 15 million yards in 1925-26 to 125·2 million yards 
in 1932-33. "Jhis evidently stemmed the progress of Indian manufactures. 
Perhaps the greatest havoc was done by printed chintzes, taffetas, daryae of 
'various kinds and other fabrics made partly or wholly from artificial silk. 
This did serious injury to the handloom industry. The increase of protective 
tariff did have some effect temporarily, but the imports rose again to 1~4 
million yards by 1936-37. ' 

16. Silk handloom industry.-The copious artificial silk imports affected the 
silk hand-weaving industry also. Silk weaving is perhaps as old as cotton 
weaving in India, and large numbers of hand looms have been plying all over the 
country especially in Bengal, Assam, the United Provinces, Bihar, the Punjab 
and Madras, and in the States of Mysore and Kashmir. ~his industry was 
little affected by the Industrial Revolution and the cheap imports from 
L~ncashire in the 19th century. ~t all this changed after the war of 1914-18. 
~afgely owing to the competition from abroad, a steady decline of this indus
try has been going on) \J3engal wb-ich alone, according to the Indian Chamber 
of Commerce, Calcutta, employed one million persons in this industry before 
1915 now employs hardly 20,000 persons. The Mysore Government stated 
in a memorandum to the Sericulture Tariff Board in 1933 that artificial silk 
did not compete with silk on the same plane but contributed indirectly to re
duce the price. ~t .the Pr,ovincial Governments complained ~hat .t~e com
petition was substantIal. Silk also suffere.d by th~ cra~e for ~lIDpliClty and 
plain laundered garments. Centres of sllk-weavmg like Palthan, Poona, 
Kornad and Murshidabad were the first to be hit by the change of fashions 
mentioned above., 
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17. The OtJe'Tsea8 tnMkel.-The overseaS market enjoyed by the Indian) 
bandloom weavers was also Q.ffected by the competition of mill products from 
India and abroad. South India has long enjoyed a monopoly for the supply 
, of Madras handkerchiefs to West Africa, and the exports of this .cloth amounted 
in value to Rs. 43·5 lakhs in 1929-30; but owing to competition of iJnitation 
Madras handkerchiefs produced in Europe, this trade was considerably 
affected, as the figure! of export trade (see tabl~ below) will show. Similar
ly. large quantities of lungis and kailis were being exported to Burma; Federat
ed Malay States, Ceylon, Siam, Borneo, Java, Sumatra and parts of Africa. 
Owing to the trade depression and the competition of cheaper Japanese goods, 
.this trade wa~ greatly affected, and there was a great decline both in quantity 
and value. ahe value of exports of Madras handkerchiefs and lungis fell 
from Rs. 179·2 lakhs in 1929-30 to Rs. 45-9 lakhs in 1934-3Q} In. ot1}.er words~ 
India's income from this item fell to nearly a fourth of what it was in 1929-30. 
The following table will bring out the situation ;-

TABLE V.-E:J}port of Madras Handkerchiefs and Lungisfrom Madr~. 

Madras Handkerchiefs. Lur-gi8 and Kaili8. 
Year. 

(In millions.) Ra; lakha. (In millions.) Rs. lakhs. 
, 

1914·15 · · · 1-4 8-2 19-3 '12'0 

19~O-21 · · · -. 2-0 28'6 ~1·9 149·8 

1924·25 · · · · 3-4 43-0 31-0 118'0 

1929·30 · · · · '4·8 43'0 25-7 135·7 

1930-31 · · 2-6 21-4 19·2 97-6 

1931·32 · · · 3'5 22·6 15-1 7tH)' 

1932·33 · · · 5-1 36'3 13·6 65-2 

1933·34 · · · '" 
3·5 18-4 0-6 27·8 

1934·35 · · · · 1-3 12-4 6·6 33-0 

18. Powerlooms.~markets lostby thehandlo~ms have not all gone 
to the mills. Of l~~I).U~~.comEdn~<.> _t!t~fieldt namely single-unit 
powe~~d !n _c.OJta.g~a..I1ilBma.J) pIowerloou.i::.t'aJ:t.o.,ije8:' -lJiinng 
tIifl3st two or three d'ecades, powerlooms* have been growing in many centres, 

\. ~pecially in Bomb9:'the Central Provinces and Berar, the Punjab, Hydera
'Dad and Mysore.vIn Bo~bay, at any rate, powedooms were introduced in 
centres where the handIoom had been deprived of its market, and were work!}d 

, -'by w~ay.!~ who forme~IY"plied the ~3:nd!<'>2m. Although the looms are gene-
rany old oneSdiscaided bylni1ls,'these smalfunits have been able to cut down 
:r;:,c).J!Q!;ion cos~_lIJld~ve proved a serious rival not only tohae.IE~but 

·In this Report we have used the term .. powerIoom ", as standing for the single unit or 
emall·scale powerIoom factories, which are distinguished from the mills mainly hy the fact 
that while the mills comprise several processes of manufacture, such..,as sizing, warping, wind, 
in/!: and wl'&ving, the powerlooms are gE'nerally confined to weaving mostly, the other pro • 
. eesses heing the same, in most caacs, as those followed in hnndloom we&ving. 
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to- mills ~'('r thes3 little powerloom units have grown,-e.g. Stitat; 
'BhiwatIdI,ale B.uhanpur, Ichallmranji,-.the number of handlooms 
has declined and, \ in cerjain Bombay centres this has seriously affected the 
handloom industry. ~reover,(the powerlooms are growing v;ith amazing 
rapidity. The Bombay IndustriaI Survey Committee which reported in 1939 
found only 2,500 such powerlooms in the Bombay Province, but in August 
1941 according to reports t1Jat have reached us there were at least 6,400 in 
that Province alone and about 11?...000 in all IndiJl.J. ~nd the numb~!, is growing 

~ib;..J. These small powerloom • workshops cii:refulfY· c)bse-rve"d -the changes 
commg over women's dress and they had even greater facilities than the mills 
in,A;'he supply of certain speciality fabrics nQ1j suitable for mass productior. 
~ence. the~loud complaints of~hand-weavers inar.eas w~e~e 'p?wcrl~~m~,have 
~~I!S~c... T S; the three-cornered-oontest;'\V111ch-oegan m tlrEr runeteenth 
century bet een the handlooms, importers and Indian mills, has become a 
four-cornered one and already this has had repercussions OIl" the mills as well 
as on the handlooms. But the less resourceful party (the handlooms) have 
peen worst hit. 

19. Trade depression.-All. the ills or" the handloom industry described 
above came to a head after the world economic .crisis of 1929-30. The de
pression affected the industry in many ways. '""The immediate effect of the 
depression on. th~ weavers was .the ~~}n ~m~ their g.<>ods,}:~ulting 
from the declme III the purchl1smg power of tne masses:-'l'he decline In the 
prices of priIJlary products began before 1929-30 but became much steeper 
after .it. -Jrldia is ~3sentia!ly a ~ti£~_m~~, and any f~!l Jr!. the 'Purcha~ing 
power of the masses I ~ bound to ac~ntuate thIS tendency. '¥ltho~gh the pnces 
of mill eloth did not fall to the same extent as those Mprimary pIOducttl, 
there was a considerable fall and this did weaken the competitive position of 
the handloon:) . 

Owing largely to the general depression and partly also to ·the vigour of 
foreign competition, the prices <.of all staple cloth declined rapidly from 1930, 
and esp\lcially after the exchange depreciation of 1931, a ruthless price-cut
ting went on in the cloth market. Bombay dhotis selling at Re. 0-15-9 in 1929 
fell to Re, 0-9-8 by 1936, and prices of longeloth also declined at the same 
pace. The mill industry, especially outside Bombay; was able to stand such 
compe.tition as their-Ptoduction c~~hen falling as ~SUlt ~~~gnical 
imN9v~, 9utthe hanaro6m weaver hadnardly any or-tIlose advan-

tages, and he nad to. faee the full force of the price-cutting. No doubt, the 
prices of yarn also declined to 80me extent, but they were artifically main
tained at levels higher t,han they would otherwise have been, by a protective 
tariff. In' the result, the hand-weaving industry was subjected to a severe 
strain. The Tariff Board of 1932 (Report, p. 170) slimmarises the position 
thus: "Grhe severe trade depression which has prevailed since 1929 has seri
ously reduced the average earning capacity of the handloom weaver. The 
effect of the depression has been accentuated by the relative increas~ in--- the 
cost ()tyatll.J)ll--lItmount of th.-e.pl:Qtect.ive d~t,~ Thus the position of the hand~ 
loom weavers in comparison with them.iu industry has considerably dete-
riorated since 1927 j . 

20. Weaver's condition after 1930.-This view of the Tariff Board is amply 
supported by contemporary evidence. Bitter complaints from various 
handloom weavers' organisations regarding the yarn duty and mill competitio n 

. --.----
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were made to the Tariff Board. The Bombay Province was perhaps the.~ 
worst hit in this respect. According to the Director of Industries of that 
Province, even in centres like Belgaum where specialized cloth was produced, 
the wages declined from Rs. l-s:o-pelpiece in 1929 to 12 as in 1932. But 
in centres where ordinary cloths were produced and in the case of cloth which 
came under milI"competition, the fall was mor~rapid and drastic. In Dhulia., 
for instance, the wages per piece of chandraTw.la sari fell from Rs. 1-4-0 in 
1927 to 4 annas by May 1931. In Bhingar, the fall was from Rs. 3-8-0 per 
piece in April 1927 to 8 annas in May 1938 and in Malegaon from 14 annas 
to 4 annas per piece. "'In centres like Sholapur, where although the cloth 
produced had to face cOJ;llpetition, the wages did not fall so steeply because 
the weavers were organised, but the effects of mill competition were felt there 
a!so, and the industry has been on the decline. A large number of the hand- ._ 
weavers there took to beedi-making for livelihood and this has since been their 
mainstay. The demand for Ilkal saris also fell down drastically and the· 
once flourishing centre of Ilkal experienced a severe depression. The 
decline of tlie hand weaving industry in Baroda was phenomenal; of the 10,000 
looms which were formerly at work, more than 5,000 were discarded. 

Things were.not much better in other parts of India. In 1900, Burhanpur 
(C. P.) had about 10,000 looms making turban cloth and silk-bordered saris, 
which found a ready market in the States of Central India, but after 1921 
both these industries declined, causing serious unemployment not only among 
weavers but "in the numerous subsidiary trades like ian work, dyeing, etc. 
The weavers of Hyderabad were greatl~ affected by loss of markets and they 
migrated to mill ceIlYfus and other areas in the Bombay Province. The 
well-known centres in Madras were also affected. Before 1920, MaduraT 
produced high-class dhotis and dupattas chiefly. The demand for these fell v 

rapidly after the khaddar movement started and a large number of weavers who 
previously had been earning from Rs. 1-8-0 to 10 annas daily lost their employ. 
ment. It is true that Madura weavers had the energy and enterprise to change 
the line of production (as we win see later) but this involved some dislocation 
and distress for some years. Salem also passed through severe unemployment, 
because of the falling demanU1'Or gundanchu dhotis, 8. former speciality of 
Salem, and the dumping of Japanese art-silk goods. The well-known Kornad 
saris ~u~ered the same fate as t~e Madura ~otis, and the tjllban-cloth weav~rs r 
of Dmdlgul and Aruppukottru found their whole. traq.e gone by a freakish! i 

change or-fashlon.~oorthe principal centres in Bengal, Dacca and Santi.
i 

pur, were in doldrums as a result of the ban on foreign yarn, and in both places 
large numbers of hand-weavers seem to have given up the trade and taken to 
agriculture. Wages in Santipur used to be Rs. 1-8-0 daily; but fell to between 
8 and 12 annas by 1930 and to 4 annas·since. 

In most of the above-mentioned centres, the bulk of the town'li population 
.depended on ha.ndloom weaving and when it declined the prosperity of the 
whole town vanished. A visit to celebrated weaving centres, like Burhanpur. \ 
Dacca, Dholka, Conjeevaram and Santipur, will show. how seriously this has 
affected the urba.n population as a whole. "Centres like Sholapur, Poona, \ 
Gokak and Baroda have not suffered so severely in spite of a decline in. hand- . 
weaving, because mills or other industries came to their rescue. ' 

<Thus in the ~:-;~ thirties, the condition of the handloom industry reQeh~ a ' 
pitiable stage. \)'llemployment was rife in most important centl'es.~d even 
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. ,where there was some employment the weaver was getting only a pittance) 
Messrs. W. A. BeardselI & Co., Ltd., a Madras firm. which has a long experience 
of the export trade in handloom cloth, wrote in 1935 in. their memorandum to 
the Tariff Board: " The cumulative effect Qf the various faGtors operating 
against the handloom weaver is that to-day he is in a most precarious position. 
T~re is no continuit,r o±,-work. He has to 'lhaf!ge from the weaVing of saris to 
the weaving of may-be exportable articles. "ifut howe.ver hard he may try he 
-can never get more than a ~ta~nder the present conditions. 
,Every little cut in the duty slloiild certainly help him by makID:g him more 
competitive not only in the internaI,markets, but in those Qutside countries 
where· his goods are marketable. \.Every discouragement and setback means 
greater unemployment and the loss to this country.in the disappearance of 
an ancient handicraft will be fraught with considerable misery." 

It may be argued by" some that in spite of. the decline in some areas, in 
India as a whole handloom production has been maintained and that on 
balance the decline is not great. We have to remember in this connection 
that(:eroduction is not a safe criterion in the case of an industry like hand
weaviri~~C!..h.er.eattiUily_l>Y .c:eilai:tD)l~sse~'.9r ~ castes) A mill will close 
dO'Wftn-itaoes not earli. a profit, but the handloom will go. on even if it brings 
~2 .profit, because the weavers depend on it helplessly for their livelihood. 
-lYfs even said that the weaver works longer and produces more where wages 
·go down in order that he might make up by quantity what he loses in price 
.per piece .. The increased use Qf fly-shuttJesleys had also a great influence on 
·output. This question has been dealt w.ith at greater length in Chapter X . 
. Hel'e,we may quote the Tariff Board (i932) who have put the position cogently: 
~ce the handloom weaver cannot regulate his productiQn according to the 

lstate of the market without risking starvation for himself and his family the 
r};rue criterion for judging the position of the handloom industry is not the 
· proportion of the quantity of cloth woven on handlooms to the total produc
,tion b~~_the ,!ages~aJ;~El<l.byth~ handlooI?_~e~.!~ Judged by this test, his 
position on the evidence we have receIved must be regarded with some 
concern" (p. 171) . 

. 21. Measures adopted by the Provincial and State Governments.-This 
:serious condition of the weavers aroused the interest of the Government of 
· India. Hitherto, the handloom industry had not attracted the attention of the 
,Government of India to any great extentl'V'Only the Provincial and State 
· Governments had been trying to help the industry as best as they could. 
· The f;lrst concern Qf these GQvernments was the introduction of improved 
applia.Il.ces, especially' fly-shuttle SIeJs. In Mamas, where interest in the 
hanuloom industry began early and has been kept up since, the Government 

\ went so. far as to. start a weaving factory at Salem in 190J~ .. fQr undertaking 
experimental wQrk for which Mr. (later Sir) Alfred ChattertQn was" 
emplQyed. This evoked much enthusiasm and the Industrial Conference 
Qf 1908 made recQOlmendatiQIlS Qf a far-reaching character in regard to. indus
trial PQlicy. tr).s, however, lh~ Secretary Qf State (Lord MQrley) disapprQved 

I Qf this Qn laissezjaire grQunds, the Madras. GQVernment launched schemes Qf 
\~ndustrial educatiQn:" 'At th~-Qii.tset, -the idea, in Madras as' elsewllimi,' was' to 
· tpread the new technique by means Qf training imparted in industrial schoQls, 
but it was SQQn realized that the demQnstrationof improved appliances at 
the weaver's dQQr was much mQreefi'eotive than t!aining weav~r8·. children 
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in a few industrial schools, and therefore itinerant demonstration partie!! were 
organised for serving the different areas one after another. Such efforts gained 
much momentum after the Reforms of 1919. In Madras, t}vo such demonstra
tion parties worked as far back as 1913, and by 1922-23, the number had reached 
ten. SubsequeJJt1y some of the parties were retrenched and in 1932-33, all 
were disbandea owing to financial stringency. The Government of Madras \ '". ~ 
have also maintainec\.a Textile Institute and given grants-in~aid to several: 
weaving schools maintained by private bodies. In Bom1?~~ . .nIDe-weaving ~. 
schools moved- from place to place (subsequently reduced to seven) and in I 
addition, eleven demonstration parties were also at work. In the CentralJ'rQ-; . r.. 
vinces and Berar, a special staff toured continuously in the villages popularising . 
the new appliances, but no weaving schools were established. In the United 'J. 
Provinces, therc were at first peripatetic weaving schools, but these were J I 
abolished and model weaving schools were established at certain centres, 
wit~ the ch~rge of .demonstration work also .. The Punjab h~d nd re~lI:r I ~ 
tounng parties, but Improved methods were demonstrated at fallS and exhibl" , 
tions. In Bihar and Orissa, a school and ten peripatetic pa.rties (later reduced Ii 
to seven) were maintained. The Bengal Government est!loblished 8 fixed q 
weavi:.lg schools and 26 peripatetic schools. Three· demonstration parties, I 

have been working in .Assam since 1926. Besides giving trainjp.g in improved Il(> 

methods, some of the leading textile institutes also carried on research worli ...: \ \ 
in the various preparatory processes, weaving, dyeing and printing. O~ 
the marketing side and in the iinproveinent of patterns and designs ?ot much ; 
was done in most Provinces, till lately; but in the United Provinces 'and. in .~ 
Bihar central emporiums for the productiop and marketing of improved fabrics \-1.; 
were established and these did admirable spade-work although in a limite4 
field. _ 

Owing to such efforts, the use of fly-shuttle sleys, dobbies, jacqu.a,r~ i I':' 
and other improved appliances had increased. Demonstration was p,ot coni"" 
fined to improved looms and preparatory . processes only; special. dyeing 
demonstration patties also were organised ,iIi.' Madras and Bowbay. In th~1 ~\ 
Central Provinces and Berar, a dyeing and printing demonstration party 
worked from 1928 and aerograph printing was introd~ced .. In regard to marke;-
ting and improved designs, the achievement was riot.& gneat. {lieal,l!ut the Arts 
and Crafts Emporium at Lucknow. and Bihar Cottage;lnilWltriesat Gulzar
bagh, Patna, did a considerable: demonstration work £0J,' the -whrueofIndia. ,. 

At the same time, the leading· Indian States aLsom9ved inth~.same direc:' 
tion. Hyderabad opened a Cottage Industries Institute and started demonstra., /~ 
tion parties. In Mysore, a Central Weaving Institute andthree departmental I J'l 
8chools were established, and ten demonstration units were orgairised.Gwalior.. ! 
.Kashmir, Travancore and Cochin also worked on similiulines. 

22. The Gowrnmcnt of India's grant-in-aid.-vn this did not help the 
hand-weavers very .much in counteracting. the forcelJ working against them , 
after 1930. ~he markets for 1;andloom cloth went on d.windlingV'The pro-~ . 
vincial Governments were d. eeply concerned. about the situatj~n,: but found ./ 
that they could not do anything effective by themselves. vtheproblem had . ...,."~ 
'to be tackled on an all~lndia basis. V'Jie'Provincial Governments who previ-
ously were jealously gllarding themselves against interference from. the Centre, 1 ' 
graduany realized. t.he urgency of cQmhjn~Jilion,.. alld at theu instance a I 

. . . 02 
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reconstituted Industries Conference was held in Simla, July i933. The subject 
of handloom industry was brought up prominently at this Conference. Having 
regard to the seriohs nature of the situation facing the hand-weaving industry, 
the(9o~ernment of Ma~ras made a proposl!:~ for !~J!..!!~~s ~n Indian mill 
yarn WIth a..£9!U,l.tll!-:Yltlling duty on Indian andimported cloth, the--proceeds 
~hlclCwere to be applied to providing a proper organisation for the handloom • 
industry mainly through the co-operative agency) Th,is suggestion did not 
'receive general approval, nor 'did the idea of co-operative agency evoke any 
enthusiasm. However, the Hon. Mr. (now Sir) Alan Lloyd, while disapproving 
of a cess on imported yarn, indicated the possibility of a grant-in-aid from 
the central revenues. The idea soon received' t1ie~attentlon."'Ort1ie Gover~
ment orTilrua wno recognised that the handloom industry was hit by the im
port duty on yarn, and along with the Tariff (Textile Protection) Amendment 
Act (1934), a grant to the handloom industry equivalent to the proceeds 
of an import duty of a ! anna per pound on imported yarns up to 50s. was 
included in the budget for 1934-35. The schemes sent up by the Provinces 
for the utilization of the grant and the merits of the co-operative agency for 
administering this grant were discussed at the next Conference. The grant, 
which eventually amounted annually to Rs. 5 lakhs, was distributed in the 
year 1934-35 and was utilized by the Provinces for approved schemes. The 
utilization of this grant and the efforts of the Provinces in this connection 
will be ,discussed in Chapter IX. 

,,:SKis grant marks a..di!>tinct stage in the history of governmental efforts at 
hefping the hand-weaving industry. The Provincial Governments utilized 
it for launching schemes of m~k_~tin,g.",j!ll"provement of designs, etc', It was, 
however, soon realized that'Mancial aid, however generous, was not sufficient 
to remoy.e the handicaps that were hampering the industry's progress. The 

I Tariff Board (1932) examined various proposals in this connection; e~~~Il.Y. 
the restriction of mill output in classes of cloth which form the bulk of the 
lii.ilputoT the _~al~o~aJi~b;t~?litI§un.~t1~piac~[~El~ 'a!ld, was ~nl)1: 

, Abl~to ~~!.Er_~~oItatioD..tUhe mIlls ee to regardltas an essentlal obliga-
tion ,arising fro~~th~. gra.-nt ,Q.(protection to refrain from' entering WO .JUliail:-
;;.t)'bm~etitlo.u:withJi.h.~ .:bancilaoIn industry so as not to impair its relative posi
tiOn '(para. 178). It considered more favourably the proposal to impose a 
'Cess_QIl.lXl.ilU:w:n..for creating an all-India fund for helping the hand-weaving 
-mdustry, but was of opinion that the proposal W8.'! not ripe to be given effect 
to at once. The Special Tariff Board (1936) confirmed the views of the previous 
Board in regard to mill co~petition, but found that the adjustment of 
the interests of the handloom industry was not included within its terms of 
reference. The Ninth Industries Conference, held at Lahore in December 
1937, discussed this subject in a general way, and the Chairman assured the 
Conference that the Government of India would take suitable action for facili4 
tating somc sort of arrangement between mills and handlooms. , . 

23. Appointm~nt of the Fact-Finding Oommittee.-The Government of 
Madras took the initiative again. On 17th April 1939, they addressed a cir
Clilar letter on this subject to the Provincial Governments as well as the Central 

\ Government, discussing the various sugg~fltions put forward, viz:1 (1) p{ohibi-
I tion of mills from, W'orl..-ing at night, (2)'1ixing a quota of production for mills, 
I (3) ea~markin~fhe styles of .cloth to be pr.oduced on the h.andlooms and in 
the rulls, (4}--{evy of an eXCise du~y on rull cloth or termmal tax on cloth 
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imported trom other Pro;mces. The Madras Government did not show its 
preterenoe tor any ot ihese proposals, but stated that" a proper solution of 
the problem and the .success, of all endeavours in'this direction can be fully 
assured only if all ProvIDcesand States adopt a common policy.\'!phUJ:Qb1em. 
~oom weaver is an all-India problem and should therefore be dealt 
with on an aII-Indlt\;roQ:tlmf:::,JVtth~raIrPronn"cl'al 
(joveriJ.me~-lIle Government of India, it will not be possible to prevent 
further deterioration in th~ condition of millions of handloom weavers." 

After the outbreak of the present war, there was a general expectation that 
hand-weaving would receive a fillip as happened during the war of 1914-18, 
but such expectations were soon belied. ~ring the last war, the mill industry 
was in a comparatively undeveloped state and was unable -119 cope with some 
of the new requirements. The handloom, therefore, was ab1e to get some
part of the new demand that arose oiifo~easOt"bY1ltoppage ofimports. 
)'he mm-iildustrrnas sincemade rapi'.i strides and built up a la;ge reserve \ 
c~p!ci!:J. During the last war, again, the handloom weaver coul~ obtain 
f relgn yarn, at least from Japan, but this time all possibilities of obtaining 
foreign yarn were closed and India has not only to suppJy i.ts own yarn but to 
supply other countries especially of the Eastern Group. '<P1le,_~esUI~{lj),....L 
s~ity of yarn, which became particularly serious after April 1941. 

The Industries Conference discussed again in December 1939 the conflicting 
interests of the mill and handloom industries and the Provincial Governments 
urged the need for early action in view of the serious'difficulties facing the 
handloom weavers. Realising the urgency of the problem, the Government 
of India circularized the Provincial and State Governments and important 
millowners' asscciations calling for their views regarding the various proposals! 
made for reconciling the conflicting int~~thl!<m'J.laoma.,and rojJJs. From. 
the replies receiVecritwasfound "extremely difficult to arrive at ariy workable 
solution, and even OIi the actual condition of the industry to-day, a funda"" 
men'al difference ,was disclosed between the mills' representatives on the one' 
band and representatives of the bandloom industry on the other. Therefore', a 
Conference of rt!presentatives of the mill and the 4andloom weaving industries! 
and of certain Provincial Governments was convened at Delhi on the 6th!, 
and 7th December 1940. The discussions at the Conference showed that ther~l, 
was a serious lack of reliable data on man.y crucial points relating to the' 
hand-weaving ilidustryand on the exact nature of the competition if any 
between it and the mills. It was therefore decided to appoint a Fact-Finding 
Committee to investigate the problems of the handloom industry, the types 
of production, the difficulties of getting yam.anGlIlIUketitillngglifinJm!is!!eJi-l[lI:Qd.uctsri 
the stltte of the handlQ9_~techn.i.qtie;--.the lines on which the industry 
c!)uld.J>e ~Q!'gani~e~_~I!-~_~he possib~li~y of ~~marcatin~_spe~ial field_JQ~, 
the h~ndloom. The menta or-the vanous--ptoposals were lI.Is~t the I 
Conference but owing to the paucity of the data available for decision, the 
consideration of policy was deferred till after the report of the Committee 
was available. The Twelfth Industries Conference which met at'Lucknow 
on tbe 16th and 17th December unanimously agreed to the proposal regcrding 
the appointment of a Fact-Finding Committee andaccordiugly this Com
mittee was constituted by the Commerce, Department early in 1941. 



CHAPTER II. 
Extent of the Industry. 

i. NUMBER OF LOOMS. 

24. General.--d'he exte"nt of the hand-weaving industry is to be judged 
mainly by the number. of looms and wea'9'ers and ~he total production of cloth 
by them) Therefore, it is necessary p.t the outset to find out how many looms 
there are and how many person~ are engaged in "working them. Information 
on such points is generally obtained from the periodical population censuses. 
III India statistics regarding weavers (and looms also in 1921) have been collected 
lat the decennial censuses, but unfol'tunately such statistics are neither exhaus
:tive nor accurate. - The Cenaus Commissioners themselves have not claimed 
'any high degree of accuracy for their figures. At any rate, for periodical 
comparisons they are unsuitable, as the basis of enumeration has been changed 
from census to census. " With all such blemishes, the latest censussta.tistics 
"would have been very useful if only we could get them. More detailed informl\
tion about wea.vers than in past censuses was collected at .the 1941 Census, 
but owing to the financial stringency resulting from the war it was decided by 
the Government qf India not to proceed with the analysis of the occupational 
tables which contain this information. Therefore, this valuable source of 
statistics i&' denied to us in British India, except in the case of C. P. and Berar 
where with a special grant by the Provincial Government some tabrih.,tion has 
been mJ.de, The Indian States conduct their own censua, and most of them 
are proceeding with tabulation of the data, but unfortunately the full results 
are not yet available. \Ve have, therefore, to depend chiefly on the surveys 
conducted by· the Provincial and State Governm~nts .. 
\. Handloom censuses were taken several times -in the Madras Presidency I 
(turing the la.st century, beginning with one in 1856. An estimate was made for , 
the whole country: at the 1901 Census, but the only all-India census of looms 
was conducted in 1921. The Census Commissioner was rather disappointed 
with the results and stated that" any estimate .of the tendency of the home 
weaving industrY' based on the census figures is at present inconclusiv~." 
But he added that "if it is to be continued it may afford material for a 
better estimate at a future census." This advice was, however, not heeded 
an~ no loom census was taken at tht't subsequent two censuses. \Ve hz-ve, 
therefore, to, fall back upon other sources for our information about the 
present number of looms. -

Several Provinces ha.ve carried out ad lw~censuses of looms and weavers, 
and others ,have made estimates in other ways. Such estimates are possible 
without any: large costl thanks to the existence of guilds or other social institu
tions among the weavers: Most, of the ~vers in India are members of cer~ain 
caste!'!, whose heredita-ry ()ccupation. from time immemorial has been weaVIng. 

I El1cll caste has it gUild or prtnchaiyat, which performs social and religious func
tions with funds periodically collected by subscription among its members. 
Such caste organisations exist all over ,India among weaver", and are ca.lled 
panckayat, sabka, sangh, mandal, etc. We will deal with their functions later. 
What interests us in the present connection is that subscription to the Guild 
is on a loom or family basis, in many parts of the country. Therefore, the 
headman of each locality has to maintain a list of all the families and looms, 

~6 
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and such lists cannot be incorrect, for obvious reasons. Unfortunately, such 
customs do not obtain everywhere and t1!erefore in many places the numbers 
have to be cstimated with the' help of the headmen. This is what has been 
done in most caseS.' 

25. Total numher oflooms.-From the statistics we have been able to gather, 

\ 

we find that the total number of looms in India excluding Burma is about 
2,000,000. This is based on the data supplied by the various Provinces and 
States. ,Among the States, Hyderabad, . Mysore, Travancore, Kashmir, 
Gwalior, 'Baroda, Cochin, Indore, Kolhapur and States of the-Kolhapur AgencJ" 
have supplied us statistics of looms. The States left out are mostly 41 the 
Rajputana Agency. For this area we have accepted the figures collected at 
the handloom censuS for 1921. The same:-is the source for Ajmer-Merwara. 

Some previous estimates of looms for all India are available. The number 
of looms was estimated at 2·7 millions at the 1901 Census, and about 2 millions 
in the 1921 census, and both included Burma. The Tariff. Board (1932) 
estimated the number at 2,500,000 (including Burma). The Census estimate 
of 1921 and the Tariff Board estimate of 1932 are given in the Table along with 
our estimates for 1940, 

TABLE VI.-Total numher of looms in India in the years 1921, 1932 ~nd 194J). 
, 

8erial 1921 ·1932 

No. Province or State. (Census). (Tariff 1940. 
Board), 

--
Provincu. 

1 Ajmer.Merwara 1,587 .. (a}J,587 
• 

2 Assam 421,367 425,000 421,022 

,3 Bengal 213,886 200,000 142,401 

4 Bihat • , (b) 124,021 150,000 103,096 
(Bihar and· 

Orissa.) 
117,Hio I) Bombay , .. 100,000 

6 C. P. &. Bl'lrar 
" 

.. 100,000 ·73,33'8 

7 Madras , , • 169,403 225;000 340,451 , , .. 
8 . S.·W. F. Province , , • .. 500 10,000 

9 Orissa. , , (b)40,571 .. ·48,000 
J 

10 Punjab 270,507 14O,QOO ~84,205 

11 Sind . .. , 3,823 

12 United Provinces • , : .. 75,000 244,252 

13 Delhi 1,067 400 (c)450 

(a) These figures are the same as those of the handloom Census 1921. As no later figures 
l'8 available, these figUl'8B have been given. . 

(b) Th.e Census figure was for Bihar and Orissa, then II! single Province. The Director 
r Industries, Orissa, has supported the figure 40,571 for 1921. Subtracting this we get 
24,021 for Bihar. ' , . 

(C) The figure is adopted from the Tariff Boo.rd Report of 1932. . 
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TABLE VI-contd. 

'Serinl 1921 1932 
No. PI'ovinco or Statll. (Census). (Tariff I 1940. 

Board). 

Statu. 

I Baroda · · · 10,851 .. 10,219 

• 2 'CocWn · · .. 3,158 .. 
3 Gwalior · · · . .. .. 6,000 

4 Hyderabad , · .. 115,434 140,000 114,500 

5 Indore · L · · .. .. 1,002 

6 Jammu'& Kashmir · .. (d) 23,903 

7 Mysore · · .. .. . 50,000 

8 Rajputana (Agency) · · ,89,7·U .. (a)89,741 

9 Travancore • .. .. 19,009 

10 Kolhapur & the. Deccan State. . .. .. 14,995 

11 Other States .. (e)250,OOO 
(Estimated by 

70,000 

Tariff Board). 

Total (excluding Burma) - 1,458,435 1,805,950 2,193,262 

(d) For 1932, ·Director of Industries, Jammu and Kashmir, estimated 42,000 as the 
figure for his State. 

(e) This figure includes those for Cochin, Gwalior, Indore, Jammu and Kashmir, Mysore, 
Travancore, and the Deccan and Kolhapur States. 

One may be tempted to compare the number of looms at the three succes
sive periods and formulate conclusions therefrom. But such a comparison 
is not justified, seeing that neither the Census of 1921 nor the Tariff Board's 
estimate was complete. The Tariff Board's estimate for the United Provinces 
was 75,000 looms, but the Governmept of that Province considered this a 
gr08sunder-estimate. Their present estimate comes to 244,252. 

While it is not possible to make.all-India comparisons in regard to the 
: number of looms at various periods, information of a fairly reliable nature is 
'1aVaihl.ble for certain Provinces. Statistics of looms are available for Madras 

: Presidency from 1871, when the number was 280,000. .In 1889, the Board of 
Revenue estimated the number at 300,009. The Statistical Atlas compiled 
in 1920 gave 242,000 as the number of looms, while according to the Handloom 
Census of 1921, the number was 169,403. In 1931, the number was 334,407 
according to the Madras Census Report and 225,000 according to the Tariff 
Board estimate. The figure given for 1941 is -340,451. Thus, there has been 
an increase in the number of looms in ,Madras. In Bengal, on the other hand, 
the number oflooms has diminished from 213,886 in 1921 (according to Census) 
to 142,461 in 1941-a fall of 34 per cent. Perhaps this fall is due to the in
crease in the number of fiy-shuttle ~ooms, as will be seen, later. . 
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• 26. WOrking and Idle Looms.~The importance of loom statistics can. be 
exaggerated. Even if we were able to get the correct number of looms, we 
could not make any reliable conclusions therefrom regarding the state of the 
industry, seeing that looms in a cottage are not like looIns in a mill. If 
weaving in a mill ceases to be profitable, looIns will be discarded, but a 
ic10mestic loom is like any family furniture and will remain for long as an 
• heirloom' even if it is not worked). Looms will not be' discarded, at any 
rate, for some years and they will fetch little if sold. Therefore, if any useful 
comparison is ~be made, it must be with reference to looms actually working. 
It was with this object in view that we collected the statistics of idle looms, 
looms which though not discarded are not generally working. This does not 
refer to occasional idleness; nearly alllooIns have idle months, but some of the 
looms are almost always idle and it is this category that we speak of as idle 
looIns. The following table will bring out that nearly13 per cent ofthe looms, 
in India are idle. In Baroda, for instance, about 47 per cent of the looms are I 
no longer worked. Similarly, in Orissa, the United Provinces, the Punjab and 
Bihar 27, 21, 20 and 19 per cent respectively of the looms are idle. ~Of a 
different category are the looms of Assam which are only meant to be 
worked as a part-time occnpation~ 

TABLE VII.-The number of active and idle looms in India, 1940.* 

No. of No. of Percentage 
Provinces and States. looms looms Total. of idle 

. working. idle . looms to 
Total. 

I 2 3 4 5 

Provinces. 

I. Assam . 4B,018 10,004 421,022 2 
2. Bengal 121,091 21,370 142,461 15 
3. Bihar 83,584 19,512 103,096 19 
4. Bombay. · . . 103,300 13,800 117,100' 12 
5. Central Provinces and Berar 7l;390 1,948 • 73,338 3 
6. Madras 294,101 46,350 340,451 13 
7. Orisaa .' 35,000 13,000 48,000 27>/ 
8. Puniab · 227,295 56,910 284,205 20 
9. Sind 3,823 Nil 3,823 Nil. 

10. United Provinces 192,890 51,362 244,252 21 

Slates. 
.; 

1. Baroda · 5,387 4,832 10,219· . 47 
2. Cochin · . 2,608 550 3,158- 17 
3. Gwalior · .. 5,000 1,000 6,000 17 
4. Hyderabad . 108,775 5,725 114,500 5 
5. Indore . . . . 1,002 (a) 1,002 (a) 
6. Jammu and Kashmir 22,091 1,812 23,903 8 
7. Kolhapur and Deccan Sta~ 13,313 1,682 14,995 11 
8. Mysore . '35,000 15,000 50,000 30 
9. Travancore 18,402 607 19,009' 3 

TOTAL 1,755,070 265,464 2,020,534:.- 13 

*Thia table excludes Delhi, Ajmer.Merwara, N.·W. F. Province. and the Rajputana 
.Agenoy. Hence the apparent discrepancy between this and the previous table. 

. (al Not known. 
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27. Looms classified according to textiles.-The great majority of looms 'in 
: India are eng~ged in cotton weaving. Of the total number of looms, 72 per 
cent are engaged ~ cotton, 16 per cent in silk, 5 per cent in wool, 1 per cent 
in artiflcal silk and 6 per cent in other textileJ.. We have of course excluded 
jute, coir and other fa\>rics. As many as 96 per cent of the looms are weaving 
cotton in Orissa, 89 per cent in C. P. and Berar, 89 per cent in Bihar, 86 per 
cent in the Punjab, B4 per cent in Sind, 82 per cent in Madras and 80 per 
cent in Bengal. In Bombay and the United Provinces cotton accounts for 
only 7~ per cent' and 66 per cent respectively. Among the States, Travancore, 
Cochi~~ Gwalior and Baroda are predominantly cotton weaving areas. In 
Assam where silk is commonly worn, silk weaving accounts for 50 per cent 
of the looms. The United Provinces, Sind, Mysore and Bengal follow with 
21, 16, 14, 10 per cent respectively. Kashmir has also large numbers of silk' 
looms, but according to the figures supplied to us only 3 per cent are silk. 
Wool weaving ig- most prominent in Mysore with 14 per cent, the United 
Provinces and Hyderabad with 13 per cent each and Bihar and the Punjab 
with 6 and 7 cent respectively of the looms engaged in it. The following 
table will make all this clear :_ 

TABLE VIII.-Number of looms clas8'ffied according to textiles. 

-
Provine.e or State. Cott.on. Wool. Silk. Art. silk. 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. Assam 208,022 .. 203,000 .. 
(50%) (50%) 

2. Bengal 113,Y69 2,849 14,246 1,425 
(80%) (2%) (10%) (1%) 

S. Bihar 92,390 6,166 I,Y93 2.547 
(89%) (6%) (2%) (3%) 

4. Bomb .. ,. 88,150 .. Il,SOO .. 
(7'5'>A,) 111%) 

5. C; P, & Berar 65.214 4,021 2.503 50 
(89%) (6%) (3%) 

6. Madras 269,306 266 19,192 5,067 
(82%) (6%) (2%) 

7.0ri .... 46.000 ·10 1,990 .. 
(96%) (4%) 

8. Punjab· 244,916 18,500 4,739 15,000 
(86%) (7%) (2%) (5%) 

9. Sind. 3.211 .. 612 .. 
(84%) (16%) 

O. United Provinces 161,913 30,585 51.754 .. 
(66%) . (13%) (21%) 

Total British India 1,29'3,091 62,397 311,329 24,089 

1. Baroda 3,993 8 24 1 
(80%) 

Z. Cochin 3,148 .. 10 .. 
(100%) 

826 2 76 
S. Gwalior . 4,245 

(R5%) 
I. ]Jyder .. bad 56,065 14,893 4,188 1,400 

(52%) (13%) (4%) (1%) 

;. Indore . • 0:351 16:766 
.. .. 

I. Jammu & Kasbmlr 786 .. 
(27%~ (70%) (8%) 

7. Mysore 26,000 5,000 I'- 6,000 .. 
(71%) (14'6%) (14"5%). 

I. Trav .. ncore 19,009 .. ,. .. 
(100%) 

818 16 •. Deccan ct: Kolhapur 6,298 .. 
States. (46%) -

:fotal States (a) . ' 124,1~9 .86,805 10,025 1,476 

.GRAND TOTAL 1,417,200 99,202 821,354 26,566 
(72%) (6%) (16%) (1%) 

(a) All States are not Included. . 'bl 21 198 idle and dlsrar<led looms are not mcluded. 
Ie TI;e totallil eaeh of t.hese r ••• s diITer8 ~om that of Tllbl, l. 
(,II) W urkilla 1001llJ 01111 ~e \t.k.1I into COnBI\loratluD. 

Jute or 
Mixturt'.s. any other 

fibre. 

6 7 

. . ... 
9,260 712 

(7%) .. .. 
17,150 

(I!i%) 
500 

1,550 .. 
(2%) 
34,426 1,235 

(10%) .. .. 
1,000 .. 
.. .. 
.. .. .' 

. ' 

63,386 2,447 
, 

1.361 .. 
(20%1 ' .. .. 

353 .. 
(7%) 

. 82729 .. 
(80~) .. .. .. .. 
.. .. 
, ... .. 
1\,987 .. 

(54%) 

41,430 .. 
104,816 2,447 

(0%) 

Total. 

8 

411,022 
(e) 

142,461" 

103,696 

117,100 

73,338 

329,492 
(b) 
48,000 

284,155 
(e) 

3,823 

244,252 

1,756,739 

5,387 
(d) 

. 3,158 

' 5,000 
(d) 

108,775 
(d) 
1,002 

23,903 

85,000 
(d) 
19,009 

18,613 
(a) 

214,847 

1,971,686 , 
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The Millowners' Association, Bombay, have in their memorandum drawn 
spt'cial attention to the question of looms engaged in weaving mixtures. They 
eay: "It has recently been found that by far the largest proportion of the 
cottage hand looms in the Province of Bombay consists of those which turn 
out mixture fabrics, and that,lthe number of looms exclusively engaged in 
cotton weaving is relatively small." Our findings peint to a very: different 
conclusion, as can be seen from Table ·VIII. In most I'rovinces the percent-. 
age is very small. Even in Bombay, only 11,650 or about 16 per cent of the 
total number of loomll are engageu in weaving mixtures, and this cannot 
obviously be regarded as a large proportion. The percentage of mixtures is 
higher in the State of Hyrlerabad (30 per cent), and this is because that State' 
is engaged in making himru, rnushTu and certain types of coatings 'and' shirtings 
and other mixed piecegoods in which silk or artificial silk fornis a complete 
set either in the warp or in the weft. 0.ccording to the existing trade practice 
a cloth is cOnBidered a mixture if along with cotton yarn, sini: or artificial silk 
yarn forms a syb,stl!:~i~lpQr.tion either in the warp and the weft or in bot!iJ. 
A cotton cloth, therefore, does not become ' mixture' merely because silk or 
artificial silk yarn is used for decorating the fabrics or for_developing the 
borders or headings. This practice is also observed by the. mills in their 
returns to the Director-General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. 
The fabrics entered in Table VIII under" mixtures " c~msist of. those in which 
silk or artificial silk forms either the complete warp or the complete weft, 
or those in which a substantial portion of silk or artificial silk is used both in 
the warp and in the weft. 

We have hardly any information regarding the proportion of the .various 
te).tiles in previous years, but in respect of Bengal it is believed that more of' 
the looms were formerly weaving silk. There are indications to show that 
there has been a steady decline in -this industry, not only in Beng~l but in 
ot.her Provinces also. Tn the States of Mysore and Kashmir, however, there 
seems to have been an advance. In Mysore, many looms have changed over 
to silk, as cotton weaving has proyed unprofitable . . 

In a broad sense, handloom weaving includes the weaving of all types of! 
fibres, of vegetable, animal, mineral and chemical ,~rigin. <1n this report,{:"" 
however, we have confined our attention to the weaving of cotton, wool, silk, I,. 

artificial silk ana mixtures thereof'.l There is some information regarding 
jutf! in the table above, but it is not clear whether the figures in that column 
inclu~, fibres like sann-hemp, ramie, etc. Apparently, cpir is not included ~ 
Travancore which has the largest number of coir looms has not supplied anY" 
figures in that column. . 

28.' Types of handlooms.-COf a tot~l of 2 million handlooms in India , 
aboul; 64 per cent are throw-shuttle looms, 35 per cent fiy-shuttle looms,) and , 
()nly 1 per cent of other categories. As we have no statistics of such classi
fication at earlier periods, no comparison is possible. It is certain, however, . 
that twenty years ago the number of fiy-shuttle looms was far less. The 
rapid increase since in their number was due to the active endeavours of the 
Governments to popularise them .. 
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TABLE IX.-Looms Of different types. 

\ 
Per cent Pcr .r.ent 

Throw~ to total Fly· to total 
Province or State. Shuttle Inclunlng Shuttle indnding Total 

looms. other looms. other (2)+(4). 
looms. looms . . 

ProtJinn,- -
Assam 4·lO,000 '97 11,000 S 421,000 

Bengal 45,102 32 95,759 «l.1 140,861 

Bihar 64,147 62 38,915 38 103,062 

Bombay 45,000 - 37 66,660 22 lII,86Q 

C. P. & Berar 34,894 48 34,073 47 68,967 

Madras 6.3,860 19 275,655 ~ 339,515 

Ori.s. ; . 41,000 85 7,000 15 48,000 

l't,mjab 270,862 95 13,233 6 284,095 

Sind 1,147 30 2,676 to 3,823 

United Provlneeo 197,592 81 4(1,660 19 244,252 

Total (British India) 1,173,604 591,831 1,765,435 

.'Unttll-- .~ ... 
Baroda 8,501 83 1,508 15 10,009 

C""hiu 800 27 2,200 73 3,000 

Gwalior 5,253 88 200 3 5,453 ,. 

Hyderabad 72,812 84 39,H8 34 111,960 

Indore .. .. .. .. 1,002 

• Tammu.li: Kashmir" .. 22,887 96 1,016 4 23,903 

Mysore 11,150 22 311,850 78 50,000 

Travanr.ore 2,000 11 17,009 89 19,009 

Dec('an & Kolhapur 817 6 11,094 74 11,911 
States. 

Total (States) 124,220 1111,025 2361~47 • 

GRAN!> TOTAL 1,297,824 702,856 2,001,682 

.11,017 Wool weaving looms in KSfoIhmir are C"18~qifled under Throw-ghuttle looms. 
683 Silk weavillg looms In Kashmir are clas.ifted unlier Fly-Shuttle looms. 

Tot·al 
Incluning 

other 
looms. 

421,022 

142,461 

103,OM 

117,100 

73,338 

340,451 

48,000 

2801,205 

3,823 

244,252 

1,777,748 

10,219 

3,158 

6,000 

114,500 

1,002 

23,903 

_50,000 

19,009 

14,995 

242,786 

2,020,534 

It will be noted that the proportion of tty-shuttle looms is largest in Travan
core (89 per cent), liadras (81 per cent), Mysore (78 per cent), Cochin (73 per 
cent), Bengal (67 per cent), Bombay (55 per cent), and it is low in the Punjab 
(5.per cent), Orissa (15 per cent) and the United Provinces (19 per cent). 
While in Bengal the total number of looms has fallen with the increase ot 
fly-shuttle sleys, the. total has only risen in Madras, indicating that produc
tion has advanced more in the one than in the other. 

29. Throw-shuttle looms.-The oldest looms in India worked with the throw
shuttle sleys. The mechanism was very simple and could be seen even now 
in its primitive form in the hill tracts of Assam and Bengal. The familiar 
loom in Assam consists of one sley, one bamooo reed; one shuttle, one warp 
beam and one cloth beam. ' Its cost is below Rs. 5. It is generally fitted ou 
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four posts, with a cross bar for the support of the sley and can be conveniently 
worked on the verandah of houses by day and hung up on the inside, wall by 
night. ' The great bulk of looms in Assam are of this category. The looms, 
used by Manipuris, Nagas, Tripuras and Bhutias are simpler and they cost; 
even less. Such simple weaving devices which n:umber anything up to 5 
lakhs, or a fourth of the total number of looms in I.ndia, cann.ot be c.lassed onl 
a par with the heavy and costly fly-shuttle frame 100~3_Fhich work in a~ 
Malabar h~~!i~actory. Hencetiie1UtiIity-orcounting the number· 
of looma-as an index of the condition of the weaving industry. 

Subsequently, by an invention in India at some early date, shedding came 
to be done through heddles or' healds by the motion of the feet, the looms 
began to be made of more lasting material and it ~as located more permanently
at a place with a pit dug for the convenience of the weaver to work in a sitting 
fosture. Such were the looms in use in the plains all over India,-the looms, 
that made the marvellous muslins and paithanis. Even now as many 'as 
64 per cent of the looms in India are of this category. 

30. Fly-shuttle. looms.-The fly-shuttle sleys were first introduced in 
England in 1733 by John Kay. By this device, the shuttle is propelled by 
hammers placed at the ends of the lathe which was lengthened for the purpose, 
and thus weaving can be done more rapidly. The fly-shuttle l!l~yIt.J'V~r~ 
jntroducedJJ:l_1n~lor:E ago, but in spite of their greater output and profi~ 
tableness the weavers ave been slow to adopt them because it is generally 
believerl by them, not without a show. of reason, that ~hey are not suitable 
for weaving high-quality fabrics, and iI} the course of our tours, we found that' 
this belief is still prevalent in many area~ However, owing to the energetic 
efforts of Government, 35 per cent of the total number of looms in India (if we 
exclude Assam 44 per cent) are fitted with fly-shuttle sleys. Even in 1921, the 
flyshuttle was commonly in use in the Tamil districts of the Madras Presidency 
lind among the Telugu-speaking Padamasali weavers of Hyderabad and the 
Bombay Deccan (Census Report 1921). The Banking Enquiry Committee 
Report for the Central Provinces and Berar (1929-00) stated. that from 1915 
to 1929 the Weaving Branch of the Industries Department introduced 25,000 
improved fly-shutt.le slcys in 1,750 centres, that the ,output had increased by 
at. least 75 per cent and that over-production had brought about a depression 
(pp. 227-8). " 

As mentioned above, the Lulk of the looms in Ind.ia, both fiy-shuttie and 
throw-shuttle, have a pit at the back for the sitting convenience of the weaver. 
As the pit is a source of dust and dirt, attempts were made to place'the looms 
on a frame. On the Malabar coast, owing to the early influence o£ the Bailel 
Mission factories, this system was widely introduced, and as wood is not dear 
there, it became popular; but elsewhere the frame foorn is not much used 
owing partly to its higher cost (it costs anything between Rs. 20, and Rs. 60); 
and partly also to the confirmed view of weavers that th"e:'propinquity of the 
warp to t.he ground helps to retain humidity .. The'late Sir P. Theagaroya 
Chetty (himself a, weaver) said in 1908: "I ani satisfied that the pit-loom 
with the, fly-shuttle arrangement attached will become the ideal loom, a~d is 
bound to replace the ordinary country loom except. of course, in regard to 
t4e manufacture of solid-bordered Cloth." , 
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31. Semi-automa~ic looms.-During the last fifty years various mechanical 
\ improvements hav,e 'been made in the handloom with a- view to increasing 
\output. These improved looms are known as "automatic" or "semi
~utOn1atic" looms. In: reality they partake of some of the advantages 
of the powerloom. The price of these looms is ld.ther high for the ordinary 
weaver. The addition of more parts necessarily requires frequent renewals 
and repairs which are, not always possible iri an up-country village. Conse
,quently these looms have not been very' popular among the weavers, 
although in some areas like Surat in Bombay, DlWca and Pabn.a in.Bengal, 
and in. some places in the Central Provinces, the Punjab and Hyderabad. 
these looms have been adopted and are working successfully. 

The principal types of semi-automatic and automatic looms in India are 
the Salvation Army loom, the Chittaranjan loom and the Hattersley loom. 
In the SalvatiOn .l\:rmy type, the operation ofJ;icking and beating is performed 
by the movement of the sley while shedding is done by t,he feet. The take-up 
and let-off'motions are automatic. It was first introduced in the Salvation 
Army headquarters near Bombay about forty years ago.' The Chittaranjan 
loom is an improved type of the ordinary fly-shuttle loom and the output is 
said to be 50 per cent more than that obtained on a fly-shuttle loom. It 
has an automatic take-up arrangement and the sley is underlaid and has been
attached to two flywheels. This jl.rrangement gives acceleration to the sley. 
In the case of the Hattersley loom, almost all the motions are automatic. 
With the exception of Surat, it has not become very popular among weavers 
in India owing to its high cost, its complicated mechanism, the difficulty in 
replacing worn-out parts and its unsuitability for manufacturing the kind or 
cloth that is usually woven on handlooms in India out of the yarn generally 
available. Nor is it suited to the warping and sizing methods commonly 
used in the country. 

TABLE X.-Semi-automatic looms in India. 

Province or State. Hatte .. loy Semi- Salvation Tape Others. Total. domestic. automatic. army. looms. 

A·s.cw.m 22 22 
Ben~a\ : 1,600 1,600 
Bit.ar 4 

ii,240 
II 28 

2',000 
34. 

Bombay 1,000 5,UO 
C, P. & Ber ... 200 4,171 4,371 

(Durry) 
M .. lraa . 936 9~6 

Oris.... .. 
Punjab: 60 60 110 
Sind . 
Ullit .. d Provln~ .. .. 

209 210 Baroda. 1 
Cochln . 8 150 .. 158 
Gwalior S 22 20 sno 547 
Byderabad " 10 5 25 2,000 500 2,540, 

(Chokis for 
lace w~rk) 

Indore 
Jammn &: Ka.~hmir 

4 ii,O<IO 3,084-Kol"ap~, &; Deccau, .. 
StAtes. 

My!\( ra . 
Travancore 

TOTAL 88 8,819 49 8,607 11,209 18.852 

~ ~}r::.J~~~ 
eluding 

throw and 
fty-s1lUtUe 

looms). 
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ii. NUMBER OF WORKERS. 

32. The available 8tatistics.~There are various diffi.cul~ies in counting the 
workers in the .hand-weaving industry as it is functioning to-day Formerly, 
eacli weaver was an indept'ndent ~orker, but to-day as we win 'presently 
Bee in Chapter IV, the great majority of them work fOJ; a wage under a mas,tel'
weaver, mahajan or karkhanada,. But,the condition of the industry is still 
llnorganised, most of them still work' in their ow~ homes, and, there is DO 

facility for collecting periodical returns as in the case ~f mills. Further as 
weaving has been for long connected 'with certain castes,there is a tendency 
on the part of those members of the weaving castes who have discarded their 
traditional occupation to enter themselves as weavers at the census, especially 
if the new 'occupation a~opted happeIis to be considered socially inferior to 
weaving. Similarly, those who have lately taken up weaving may not enter 
themselves as weavers, especially those who had .formerly been pursuing an 
occupation considered superior to weaving. Owing to all these factors, a 
census of weavers cannot bring in accurate results, and all statistics collected 
whether at a census or separately must be taken cum !Jf'ano saTtis. 

The Provincial and State Governments have, supplied' us statistics of 
weavers classified under full-time and part-time 'weaver!l'~nd assistants paid 
and unpaid. The table ~elow incorporates the data thus collected :-

TABLE XI-Number'ofweavers. 

. Weavers Weavers Total Province or Stata. (full time). (part time), numbeJ'. 

. 
A .... m 2,800 418,200 421,000 

(1%) , (99%) 
Benl_i 151,484 60,495 201,979 ' 

(75%) (25%) 
Bit,ar(.) 82,024 10,769 102,693 

(81%) (19%) 
BODlbay 10S.300 13.800 117,100 

C. P. &: Berar 
(88%) (12%) 
53,895 17,495 71,390 
(75%) (25%) 

Madras . 869,617 68,099 427,716 

Orl .... 
(87%) (13%) 
30,000 20,000 50,000 
(60%) (40%) 

PunjAb . 288,499 67,S55' 855,854: 

Bind 
(81%) (19%) 

63,139 
4,569 

United ProVinceS. 181,573 244,712 
(75%) (25%) 

Totai (Britim India) . 1,264,092 728,352, 1,997.013 

Baroda 6,063 375 5,438 

Coddn 
(93%) (7%) 
2,450 .. 2,450 

(100%) 
Gwalior 4,072 1,752 5,824 

(f';%) (30%) (1941 
Cenouo). 

Byderabad 92.775 16,000 108,775 

Indore 
(85%) (15%) .. .. 1,565 

Jammu II: irash~ir 
lii,716 

.. 21,78& 
Xolh"pur &: the Deccan Sta~b) 175 12,891 

(99%) (1%) 
lIIysore "! 34,000 1,000 115,000" 

(97%) (3%) 
Travanoore ., 19,010 .. 19,010 • 

Total (States) (e) 170,086 19,302 -232,270 

Relit of India (estimated) .. .. 175,000 

GB~D TOTAL 1,484,178 747,654 2,404,283 

(a) Excluding those who bave given up weaving. 
(b) All State. are not included. " 
(e) Pereentage excluding Indore and Jammu and KaBhmll. ' 

, (rl) Figures Incompleta. 
(0) Madras ilgure for number of assistant., paid as well'as ullpaid, Is 48&;S211. 
(1) Total of aSSistant" paid and unpaid, therefore, works out as follow.:-

253, 257+2, 573, 792+486. 829+262, 500=3,576,378. 

.l!fumber of' assistants. 

Paid. Unpaid . 

1,000 840,.000 

118,968 .. 
1,848 Bo,551 

'39,060 812,240 

3,686 139,094 

(.) (e) 

150,000 

1,000 349,454, 

.. .. 51(i,573 

(d) (d) 
" 983 6,519"· 

180 1,990 

100 597 

63,119 120,1111 

.. .. . 
18,318 7',656 ' 

.. .. 
10,009 20,000, 

" 

- ' .. ", 

(V) (g) 

253,257(f) 2,573,792 (J) 

(g) In tho .. rfit of India" our estimate for tbe number of aS6i.tants i. 262,500 (ll times tl,. WeaY.IS 
~~, ' 
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It will be seen from the above Table that the total number of full-time 
weavers are 1,4~4,178 for the ten Provinces and the seven States of which 
we have full information. The number of part-time weavers is 747,654 in 
the Provinces and States mentioned above. It may be noted that only 1 per 
cent of the total number of weavers in Assam are claflsed as full-time weaver~. 
For the rest of India we make an estimate of about 175,000 workers, both 
full-time and part-time. Thus we get a total of 2·4 million weavers for all 
India. There are besides auxiliary workers who assist them, some paid and 
others .unpaid, and according to our estimates these number about 3·6 millions. 
Thvs 'for the 2,000,000 handlooms working in the whole of India, there are 
about 6·0 million workers. In addition to these there are the dependant,s, 
whose number cannot be less than 4 millions. Assuming that each of the 
2·4 million weavers has to support besides himself three persons on an average, 
it can be seen that the total population depending on the industry must be 
round about 10 million&1 

33. Recent trends.-We have next to consider whether any conclusions 
regarding the progress or decline of the industry can be drawn from the 
periodical census statistics. Unfortunately such comparisons are rendered 
extremely difficult by the various changes in classification from census to 
census. In 1901, separate statistics were collected for spinning, sizing and 
""eaving. But in 1911, workers of all categories were combined together. 
!I! 1921, spinners were separated from sizers and weavers, but in 1931, all 
were grouped together again. To have done t.his, especially in 1931, was a 
serious mistake. All such changes from. census to census greatly vitiate the 
occupational statistics for purposes of comparifloh. "By variousadjustmerits 
it is possible to get somewhat comparable figures for 'all India for the period 
1901-1931, and in tne following table such figures are ·given for cotton textile 
industry. The figures thus obtained are for the whole of the cotton textile 
industry including mills. By subtracting from these the-workers in the mills 
we are able to obtain the number of workers in the cotton handloom weaving 
industry for the period 1901-1931. 

~. 

1901 

1911. , 

1921 

1931 

,TABLE XII~Workers. in cotton spinning, weaving mid sizing. 
(Figures in thousands). 

Actual workers - Workers in 
(both sexes)- cotton mills ' Rem .. inder 

Census. (hlOUdloom 
principal lOUd (spinning lOUd industry). 
subsidi&ry. we&ving). 

· 3,452'6 172·9 3,279·7 · '. · . 
· .. · 3,137'7 230·6 , 2,907'1 

· · · , . · 2,739'5 332·2 2,407'~ 

· · · . · 2,509·0· 395·5 2,113'5 

. 
• In the Census of 1931, the workers were shown as (i) 'those following the occup&tion as 

a principal one (ii) those following it as a subsidiary one, .. nd (iii) working dependa,nts, sep&rate
ly_ On the other hand, in the e .. rlier Censuses (i) total workers!~(ii)workers out of those w~o 
were partially agriculturist, and (iii) dependants, had peen glve~ s~verally, Th~~ore. III 
order to get approximately comparable figures. only workers as prmclpal and 8ubsidi&ry. ex
cluding working, dependants, have been taken for 1931. 
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Scanning the statistics given above, we cannot resist the broad conclusion
that tbe number of handloom workers has suffered a decline. This is supported 
by Qther independent evidence. In the table above, the last column gives" 
88 explained above, the number of workers in the cotton hand-weaving industry. 
It may be that the decline is accentuated by the rapid decay of hand-spinning 
during the period (at least till 1921), but the general downwa.rd trend is un
mistakable, especially as the faU am01lIl,ts to about 36 per ce~t between 1901 
and 1931. 

A comparisoll of the -trends in some of the Provinces and States would , 
have been more useful than all India comparisons,'but this is rendered 'even 
more difficult by further complications in the Provincial. tables., In 1901, 
figures for workers and dependants were given separately, but in 1911 and 
1921 the two categories of workers were combined. In 1931, figures were 
given for actual workers only, including working dependan~s. Owing to 
these changes in the Provincial tables, from census to census, comparisons ar~' 
not possible. Therefore, in the following table, we are givmg only the figures· 
from the latest available Census' (1931). As the figures given' in the CensuS, 

~ Report are for workers including those in mills, we have subtra.cted from 
them the number of mill workers and have thus obtained the number ofhand.r 
loom workers, separately for cottoil, silk and wooL 

TABLE XII (a).-Te:ctilewo';keFs in India (It131). 
(In tho"-",,nds1 

C,otton spinning, Bilk spinning WOolcaldl~ 
al'log and weavlog aud weaving spinning and weaving ,lrotal 

.Provln .... st&te& Bod Dumber 
Agonei .. of Hand-' 

AU HSlldloom AU Handloom AU Handloom loom 
Work ...... Workers, Worken. Workers. WOlkeN. Workers. -workers. 

Ajmer-Henrara · o'll 2'6 .. .. ., ., 8'0 

Andamana aod Nloob8111 .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. 
Assam 221-11 221'9 l'4 H .. .. 228'8 

Balnchistab° ·1 '1 .. .. '2 ;2 '3 

Bengal · 186·8 168'8 4'7 3" '8 '7 172'9 

Bihar and Orisaa 168'4 167'8 1'9 1'9 IH 601) 174·7 

Bombay 281'0 89'6 6'0 4·7 18" 17'4 61-7 -- ~, -
C. P. Bnd Berar 156'8 134'2 0-9 6'9 "9 "9 146'0 

Ceorg ... .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Delhi 10·1 .. .. -- '1 '1 '1 

Hadru 
., 

484'9 448'6 84-1 33'8 18·2 18·2 400'5 

N.-W. P. Provlnoe - 10·2 10-2 '3 '8 -6 • '6 IH 

Punjab 804'6 302-1 1-2 1-2, 2'8 1'4 804'1' 

United Provln ... · - 4.01·9 87204 6'9 o·g 21'0 20" 39807 

TOTAJ. 2,282'3 1,868'2 6H 68'0 6901) 84'3 1,991'0 

° F Igor .. Cor mlU workers not aVllilable. .7 
D 
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TABLE XII (a)-contd. 

(In thousands, ' 

Cotton' "PInning' Silk spinning Wool carding 

Provlnros, States and' 
sizing and weavIng and weaving splnnin,! and weaving TotRl 

number 
AgencieB. of Hond,', 

AU Handloom All Handlooru A' H8ndloom loom . Workers. Workers. Workers. Workers. Workers. Worke", workers. 

---
Assam States. 26'2 26'2 .. .. .. .. 26·a 

lIaluchlstan Staw. • '2 .!! .. .. 1-5 1-6 1'7 

'llaroda, 26'0 15-5 '0 '6 '5 '2 16,1\ 

Bengal Stat";'. 5'8 6'8 .. .. .. .. 6·8 

Bihar and Od .... Stat .. , 72'4 72-4 1-9 1'9 ,. .. 74·8 

Bombay States 83'2 81-8 1-6 1'6 2'6 2'6 85" 

Central India Agellcy 34'7 21'9 .. .. 3'5 8'5 25" 

C. P. Staw. 31'0 31-(1 '2 '2 '4 '4 31·6 

Gwallor • 31'5 25·1 .. " ·7 '7 25·8 

Byderabad , 162'6 158'2 2·4 2'4 18'6 18'6 179·2 

Jammu and Kaahmlr 11'1 11-1 '5 '5 8'4 3'4 15'0 

Madras States • , 23'9 23'2 '5 '5 '2 '2 23'9 

MYBOre State . 43'9 35'5 7'9 7'4 16'9 16·2 59'1 

N.-W. F. P.-Agencles and '1 '1 .. .. .. .. '1 
Tribal TrllCta •• 

Punjab States. 3N 3N .. .. HI 1'0 88'1 

Rajputana Agency, 132'7 132'8 .. .. 2'6 2'6 134'9 

Sikklm State •. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
U. P. Staw. 6'0 6'0 .. .. '4 '4 0'4 

Western India Staw 28'6 27'8 '4 '4 0'4 6'4 84-1 

!rotal (Staw and Agenoles) 706'9 660'2 16'9 15-4 58'7 57-7 733'3 

" 

Total-India Including 8,174'1 2,762'4 123'3 119'9 127'7 122'0 3,004'3 
Burma). ' " 

India (excluding I'lI1'IIIa) 2,939'2 2,528'4 77'3 78'9 127'7 122'0 .2,724'3 

.N .li.-1. The figures were taken from the 1981 Census and Include all earners with principal occupations, 
" tot .. 1 working depsndante and total following occupations subsidiary to other. 

2. The" handloom workers .. were obtained by subtracting" mill workers" from each category 
of textile wor!<ers. 

• Flguros' or mill workers are not avall ... ble. 

In the al)ove table the total number of handloom workers for India (exclud~ 
ing 'Burma) is given as 2·72' millions. But one wonders how 2·72 million 
workers could operate 2 million handloolD& in view of the ,fact, ascertainec1. 
by us, that each ;handloom, on the average requires one full-time weaver and 
lipart-time assistants. :rhus the total number of workers should be at least 
5 millions. This means that either many of the looms were not working in 
1941 or the number;of weavers was underestimated in the Census, or the 
Census definition of the term" worker" is different from our own. We rule 
out the last possibility, because it is stated in the Census of 1931 (Vol. I, Part 
II, page 205) that" those-dependants who by working full or part-time holp 
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to augment the family income have been detailed according to the actual 
occupation by which their assistance is given". Howev~r, it is fu:rther s~ated 
that II the system of classification followed was not entll'8ly consIStent m all 
States and Provinces, necessitating reclassification in some groups as a con
sequence of which discrepancies will be found ..•.•. ". 

34. Oensus for 1941.-ln the. Census for 1941, many of .the ble~hes 
mentioned above have been rectified, but as stated alreadJr, It was deCIded 
not to take up for the present the tabulation of the occufational .statistics. 
Thus we have been denied the only complete source of informatIOn. The 
States are under no such handicap and some of them are proceeding with 
t ,bulation, but as it is not completed we have not been able to utilize them. 
The Government of Mysore has communicated to us the results so far tabulated 
and the changes revealed by their, statistics are rather significant. Of the 
eight districts of the State the information for only four has been tabulated. 
The following Table will bring out the position. 

Table XIII.-Number of families engaged in cotton spinning and weavilng and 
. wool spinning and weaving. 

Cotton. Wool. 
" -,.,"" _., .... " 

Districts. 1931. I 1941. 1931. I 1941. 

., 
, Number of Families; Number of Families: 

! I I, " 

Kolar 
" . 1,392 858' 791 331' 

Tumkur 1,8S1 1,320 2,~6,o 1,35~ 
.. 

J " 

Husan. 873 274 333 35 
j 

Kudur 302 80' 230 si 

It is clear that there' has been an invariable declihe in the il.1lIIiber 'engaged 
in the cotton and wool-weaving industries. The Census Commissioner of the 
State, in a' letter to us, observes that this decline is notioeable' in nearly every 
cottage industry. Nor is this decline a r~cent phenomenon. The total'nutnber ' 
of persons engaged in spinning and, weaving ootton.in l\1:ysore was 69,500 in 
1871 ; by 1931, it fell to 35,000 and there has b~en a. further fall since. 

The only other Indian State, about which similar information is available 
at ,the moment of writing, is Gwalior. In this State, according to the latest 
Census, the ntm;lber of people supported J:>y handloom weaving'is 19,529. 
This is about 6,000 less than the number supported in 1931, which indicates 
that there has been' a decline of about 25 per cent in the past ten years. 

iii. POWERLOOMS. 

35. Power'looms.-We have found it extremely difficult to collect statistics 
of powerlooms. A number of estimates were received from different 
sources regarding the actual figures. However, so far as we have been able 
to gather, ther,e are about 111640 powerlooms' in the, Provinces and States 

D2 
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which have giveIifigures, and ,pf these 6,350 or more than half (55 pet; cent) 
\ are in the Bombay Presidency) Next to, Bombay, come the Indian States. 
I. Mysore with 1,3()O powerlooms, and Kolhapur States with 1,311 powerlooms. 
\ The Punjab, and C. P. and Berar come next with 1,169 and 745 powerlooms, 
respectively. A few . hundreds of powerlooms are scattered over the Madras 
'Province (270), Hyderabad (240), Baroda (109) and Bihar (104). As indicated 
in Appendix VIII the figures for cotton weaving powerlooms, as well as others, 
.appear to be somewhat underestimated. Both for this and the fact that 
()erta~ States have not given figures, we make an addition of 3,360 power· 
looms bringing th~ estimated total to 15,000 fo~ all India. 

Of the total number of powerlooms in India (excluding 745 in Central 
Provinces and Berar for which no classification according to textile is avail
:able), 58 per cent are engaged in cotton weaving, 16 per cent in artificial silk, 
14 per cent in silk, 8 per cent in mixtUres and 3 per cent in wool. In Bombay, 

I.Madras and in the Kolhapur.and the Deccan States, poW~!()~~_are engaged:_ 
largely in cotton weaving. Silk and silk mixtures predominate in the Punjab 
:and Barod~esi1li'" aiiirartificial silk figure prominently in Mysore. All 
this can be seen from Table XIV below. 

, 
Table XIV.-Powerlooms classified (]£Cording to the textile used. 

Artificial Jute or 
. Province or State. ,cotton . Wool. Silk. Silk. other Minute. TO'l'AL. 

fibres. 

1. Assam 9 9 

II. Bengal 16 18 . 

S. Bihar 80 44 104 

,. Bombay 4,220 1,000 1,025 100 6,350 

Ii. C. P. and Berar. 745 

II. Madras 1110 40 10 270 

7. Orissa 

8. Punjab 100 330 '80 300 1,169 

9. Sind. 

10. U.P. 

11. Baroda S 26 6 76 109 

12. Cochln 

13. Gwallor 

U. Byderabad 240 240 

16. Indore 

16. I Qll\mu and Kashmir • 

17. Xolhapur and 
Deccan States, 

the 1,189 122 1,811 

18. MysoreO 600 600 200 1,300 

19. Travancore 17 17 

TOTAL 6,878 330 1,545 1,744 6 896 11,640 -
• Cotton and art.lflolBl .lIk combined 800 looms . 

AesumiDg 1Il0l'&111011>1 silk • 200 luoms. 
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iv. A SURVEY OF THB' CENTRES OF PRODUCTION. 

36: Principal centres oJ proftuction.-We now pr?p08e' to giv~ a bird's-: 
eye ~ew of the handloom weaving centres in India., In Table XV below,. 
we gIve figures showing the density of distribution per 1,000 sq. miles of hand
looms, district by district in the Provinces and States. It would appear that 
the highest density is to be found in the Provinces of Madras, the Punjab, 
United Provinces and Assam, while Bengal and Bombay follow in close proxi
mity. The high density of Assam, however, must be somewhat discounted. 
in view of the fact, noted in Chapter IV, that the looms there are very small 
and production is desultory. 

TABLE XV.-The density oJ the distrilJution oJ handlofYTn8 in .India. 
I 

NmrnBB Olr DmTBIOTS IlAVllrG 

Above 5,000 
Province or State. handlooD18 between between between 

per 1,000 2,501.5,000 1,001·2,500 ' 0·1,000 
sq. miles. handlooms handlooD18 ' handloOD18 

per 1,000 per 1,000 per 1,000 
sq. miles. sq. miles. . sq. miles. 

1 2 3 4 Ii 

Prm:inu-8. 

A888m , · · · 1. 1 3 1 

Bengal · · · 1 8 9 9 

Bihar · · · .. 1 8 '1 

Bombay · · · · .. ,4 Ii 9 

C. P. and Berar 
I 

1 3 Iii · · .. 
Madras · · · · 4 10 9 2 -
Orissa · · · .. 3 2 1 

Punjab · · .. 4 5 12 ~, 

Sind 
. 8 · · · · .. .. .. 

U.P. · · · 3 11 !lI. t;; -
SIate8. 

Baroda · · · · .. .. l(a) , -
Cochiu · · · .. .. l(a) .. 
Hyderabad · · .. 3 '~. '8 

Jammu and Kashmir .. .. 4, 4 

Mysore · · · · - 1 4, .. 
Sangli · · · .. ... l(a) .. 

" 

Travancore · · 1 .. .. ~ 2 

(al For the State &8 a whole. 
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Among the Provinces of India, Madras produces the largest quantity of 
handloom cloth) Four districts in that Province contain more than 5,000 

\ 

looms per 1,000 sq. miles;. viz., Madras, Chingleput, North 'Arcot 'and Salem. 
Ten other districts. contain between 2,500 and 5,000 looms. The most cele
Ibrated centre of Madras in former days was Masulipatam, with its extensive 
external trade in chintzes (printed calico) dating from ancient times. Its 
~lamkaris had lor long been esteemed in Persia, and, the East Indian Com~ 
pany carried on a lucrative trade in them. After the decline of this trade 
¥asulipatam took up lungi manufacture Jor export~ but, this has also had a 
setback 'by' t1ie~ competition in export markets of cheaper mill-ma~e lungiB, 
from ,Japan., Pedana, near Masulipatam has adjusted itself to the produc
tion':Of sans 'of various designs and it continues' to be an important weaving 
centre': ' 'The"neighbouring district of Guntur contains some prominentweav~ 
ing centreslike'Chirala; Guntur, and Mangalgiri noted for medium-count saris 
anddhotis. .In.theEast Godavari District, Uppada; Peddapuram and Mori 
are Jfamous f~r t,heir. s!lperfine coloured saris of counts ranging from 80s to 
J50&., 'The hlmdloom weaving industry of Vizagapatam has declined, but 
Pondur ,and ~onthalakodur in that district produce perhaps the best hand
spUn andihand-woveri. cloth in the whole of India with counts up to 80s. 
In the Ceded'Districts, Dharmavaram is noted for its silk fabrics, Adoni for 
its cotton carpets alid common saris, and Jammalamadugu for a wide variety 
ohotton fabrics. In the Tamil Districts, Salem takes the first place with its 

\ high-class 'coloured-,saris and.JlhQtis. Madura has become a by-word through
out India for, fine multi,c2JQ.ured sariLof up:to-date designs, highly suitable 
for the daily wear of nuadIe-class wofuen. Coimbatore, once chiefly Ii turb~n
weaving centr:e, has lately become noted for fine 8iiiiS of attractive colours and 
elegant designs. Conjeevaram and Kornad had ~eat name formerly, the 

'former fQr its: high-class silk saris, and the latter for its coloured cotton saris 
with silk borders. The importance of Kornad has declined with the change of 
"fashions among South Indian women, but Conjeevaram still continues to 
'be a large weaving centre. Aruppukottai, Melapalayam and Ambasamudram 
produce large 'quantities of artificial silk saris for export to Ceylon and Malaya. 

lArni, Washermanpet (Madras), Madarpakkam and Sulurpet ,specialise in 
Madra~ handkerchiefs for export. Similarly Melapalayam, Saidapet, Gudi
yattam and Conjeevaram specialise in lungis for export to outside markets. 
'The chief centres" in the South Kanara and Malabar Districts,-Mangalore, 
'Cannanore, Tellichery and Calicut,--eontain numerous karkhanas engaged 
mthe production of shirtings and coatings. 

In the State of Travancore, Nagercoil (including Kottar and Vadaseri), 
Eraniai and Balaramapuram are important weaving centres. Kuthampilly 
in the Cochin State has also a large weaving population. 

In the Mysore State, Bangalore City and Dodballapur' are well-known\ 
for their silk and cotton saris" while Jangamkote, and, several centres 
in the districts of Kolar, Tumkur and Maiidya produce cotton saris and 
~. ' , , 

The Nizam's Dominions contain a large nUmber of unportant 'weaving 
centres mostly in the Telugu-speaking area. The chief among them are 
Paithan and Aurangabad noted from early days for high-class fabrics like 
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kimru and brocade. Narayanpet, Nizamabad and Sangareddy are important 
centres of silk weaving, while Hanamsagar, Tawargara and other places in , 
the Raichux District produce high-count cotton saris of the Ilkal type. ' 

Foux districts in the Bombay Province,-Suxat, Sholapux, Bijapux and I ...... , 
Dholka,-contain between 2,000 and 4,000 looms' per 1,000 sq. miles. In 
this Province the best known centres are in Karnatak and Mah,arashtra. Ilkal / 
and Belgaum are fa~ous for saris of J@L~LcQtton. mixtur&, Guledgud for ." 
fine khans, and Bijapux for woollen kambals. In Kolhapux and in the States I " 
of the Kolhapur Agency (especially Sangli), there are important weaving ," 
Centres like Rabkavi, Shahpux,and Mahalingapux. Ichalkaranji is famous for 
its rising powerloom industry. Sholapux, the largest and best organised 
hand-weaving centre' in the Province, has successfully adjusted its produc-
tion to modern requirements in saris. Malegaon and Bhiwandi have 
lately become centres of powerloom weaving, and are advancing in the pro
duction of saris with up-to-date designs. Ahmedna~ stilf a large weav- -I' 

ing population, engaged in making saris of'iiledium counts. Poona has 
declined as a hand-weaving centre as there is no longer any great demand for 
its lace-bordered saris; Sangamner, Dhulia and Yeola are also important 
hand-weaving centres. Hand-weaving in Gujarat has been on the decline 
for Bome time. The kinkhahs of Ahmedabad and Surat, .and baftas of Broach 
were once very famous. Suxat is still ~ prominent weaving centre with a large 
number of powerlooms and semi-automatic looms. Dholka continues to 
make lace-bordered saris with silk and cotton, but the number of weavers 
has declined. . 

. 'II;l Baroda, Gwalior, Indore and in the many States of Central India and \ \....
of Kathiawar and the Rajputana Agency, handloom industry has had a notice- . 
able decline in the last few decades. The chief centres in Baroda are Patan, 
well known for potolas, Dabhoi formerly: noted for turbans, and Baroda itself 
which is now becoming prominent as.a centre of printed fabrics. Maheswar 
in the Indore State has been for long famous for saris of fine gold-thread and 
silk textuxe With elaborate designs in body and border: Chanderi in Gwalior 
is still famous for silk shalus, tuxban cloth and other high (llass tabrics. 

The handloom industry in Sind is confined to a few, centres, of which '" 
Karachi producing susi cloth and angochas (towels), and Tatta, producing 
lungis, kites cloth and chaddars are the chief. 

Six districts in the Punjab (viz., H08hiarpux, Jullundux, Ludhiana f Amrit~ 
sar, Guxdaspur and Sialkot) contain more than 4,000 looms per 1,000 sq. miles.' v 
The most important hand-weaving centre in the, Punjab .is Amritsar, famous 
for its mercerised cotton and artificial silk coatings and shirtings. Next come 
Multan, which has a great reputation for silk fabrics, aanJae, etc.; Lu~. \., 
which produces large quantities of pashmina and: shaw~ ;' Hoshiarpur, which 
i,s noted for plain and striped boskis and cotton head-lungill ; Pa~t, which is V
famous for woollen blankets woven out ot hand-spun yam; and Ambala, t • 

chiefly known for its khaddar cloth. ' -

Five districts in the United Provinces (viz., Bijnor, Moradabad, 
Jalaun, Benares and Azamgarh) have morEl than 4,000 looms per 1,000. sq. 
miles and fourteen districts between 2,000 and 4,000 loom'!!_ , Therll are many 
important centres scattered about the Proyince. eng~gEld in the productioli of 
speciality fabrics. First' and' foremost is Benares whose silk flaPs are a 
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house-h01d name in India, much sought after in marriage seasons. It has a 
large and highly skilled weaving population plying about"25,000 looms. 
'Other centres are Mirzapur, famous for woollen carpets; Bijnor producing 
garita and other cotton fabrics ; Farukkabad well-known for cotton printing j 
Mau Ranipur which :supplies many kinds of fabrics; Fyzabad, noted for 
iarndani cloth, malrnal and other cotton and artificial silk fabrics; Barabanki, 
a large weaving centre; Agra city well-known for dum8 and carpets; and 
Meerut which makes Tmaddar cloth and dum8. , . 

The hand-weaving iI!dlistry in Bihar is widely scattered in rurai areas, 
especially among the h1ll tribes.--The·principal centres in the plains are Bh;!.:. 
gaJpur, formerly noted for tassar silk but now producing artificial silk fabrics, 
Darbhanga, Madhubani and Bihar Shariff famous for a ,wide variety of plain 
cloth of Indian cotton yam of coarse and medium counts. 
. In. Bengal four districts, viz., Dacc~oakh~!,..1:!~~gQh~_a!l~ H?wrah, 
contam more than 4,000 looms per 1,000 sq., iniles, while seven oth&alstricts 
contain from 2,()OO to 4,000 looms per 1,000 sq. miles. The most famous 
centre of Bengal in days gone by was Dacca whose flowered muslins, made 
of yarns up to 5Q.0 counts, enjoyed a world reputation.:;. The Jamdani saris of 
D~ca are still famous all over India. Next to Dacca is Santipur, wIi'iC'lils 
associated with the production of superfine sariS with lovely borders of gold 
and sil~er lace. In spite of many vicissitudes, Santipur still maintains its 
reputation among the discerning women-folk of Bengal and Bihar. Tangail 
(Mymensingh) which produces saris and dhotis with matka and jari borders, 
Rajbalhat (Hooghly) and Abdullapur (Dacca) are also noted centres of high~ 
~lass weaying. Perhaps the largest centre of cloth production in Bengal 
to-day is 'Madhobdi which has been called the " Manche.s.tcx..oi13.1lygal '~'" as it 
produces a large quantity of sllris.-lungis, dlIo§.and.towls for the common 
people. The weekly h.at (marke~) at Madhobdi is perhaps the biggest of its 
kind throughout India. Cloth of popular modem styles is made also in 
Dhanyakali, Enayatpur and Shahajadpur. Other well-known centres in 
Bengal ani Murshidabad and Bishnupur, specialising in the production of silk 
saris and. mixed silk and cotton saris; Farasdanga noted for fine dhotis; 
Chaumuhani which produces many varieties of cheap fabrics; and Bankura., 
noted for cJwildars. 

There are several hand-weaving centres scattered about the Province of 
Qrissa- The principal centres are Berhampur, famous for silk saris; Sambal
pur and Barpalli engaged in making saris, ckaddars, coatings and shirtings 
and 'flia1ciirpatna. where saris with figure-work on border are made.' 

The handloom industry of C. P. and Berar is in a fairly good condition 
and can claim many important centres. The silk and cotton fabrics of Burhan
lJur wel'e formerl~ considered second only to those of Dacca and were enjoying 
a large export trade. Nagpur is to-day a thriving centre of sari production. 
Umrer makes dhatis an'it"'lzparnas with silk borders and without. Chanda 
is engaged in the manufacture of pure and mixed silk saris and pagris, etc. 
Elichpur, which has long been famous for its carpets and khadi, now makes 
plain and fancy saris with silk mercerised. or artificial silk borders. 

IIi Assam, hand-weaving is scattered' all over the Province. There are 
also cent~ like Sualkuchi, specialising in silk goods, and Karimgunj making 
chiefly cotton goods, while other centres are"'Sylhet, Palasbari, Gauhati and 
Sapatgram:----



CHAP1'ER . nt· 
Statistics of Handloom PrQdnction. 

37. Difficulties of Statistical Estimation.-We noW' propose to deal with 
the total production of cloth on the handloom, This is perhaps .a better index , 
of the progress of the hand-weaving industry than the nttmber of looms and, , ...... 
weavers. Further, it is an integral part of the national dividend of this country , 
and a measurement of it is essential from many points of view. But the avail
able statistics are inadequate for making a proper estimate. In the case of 
mills and other large-scale establishments, statistics are collected by the 
Government, through certain pe~iodical returns which have t() be submitted 
by these concerns, but this is not possible in the case of an unorganiSed industrr 
like hand-weaving pursued in small units scattered about all over the country. 
Even in the case of unorganised industries a periodical census of production 
is possible, but there are insuperable difficulties for this, especially in India, 
where small-scale producers hardly keep any accounts ,and .are not accustomed 
to answer questionnaire~ or submit returns. A census of production is; there
fore, possible in India only if thousands of investigators work throughout the 
country for at least a year. The cost of such' a venture ~prohibitive and 
-even then the results may not be commensurate. In these circlJ,IDStances we 
have to fall back upon estimating production, in some other way, utilising such 
dJ.ta a:! are available. 

Production in the hand-weaving industry can be expressed in three different 
ways :-(a) in terms of the total quantity of yarn consumed in the htdustry, 
(b) in terms of yardage or weight of cloth, and (el in terms of the valtieof cloth'. ,... 
Each of these has its special uses, and all these methods have been utilized 
in this Chapter so far as possible. With the data submitted by the Provincial 
and State Governments, We are able to make an all-India estima.te of cloth 
production on ha.ndlooms on the ba.sis of both yarda.ge and value. In. fact, 

<"we have two independent estimates of yardage" one supplied by the Provincial 
and State Governments and the other olir own, calculated on the basis of the i 
number of loom-hours worked per year) Unfortunately, however, the data) .... 

. available are not helpful in getting any idea of production in the previous 
years, and as a quantitative knowledge of production in previous Yearsm 
essential for finding out how the hand-weaving industry has fared in the past, 
We have been forced to look to yarn consumption as the chief method to be'" 
emplvyed. Such an estimation is possible in the case of the cotton mill-spun 
yarn used by the handlooms in the . last forty years. If the amount· of 

, yarn used by the handlooms can be found, it can be easily converted-into 
yardage. It may also be noted that this method has been employed by the 
Tariff Board as well as by Millowners' Assoications in the past for estima~ing 
the hand loom production, and naturally this claims our first attention. How
ever, we have not limited ourselves to this method; we have supplemented it 
by pursuing other i,ndependent methods also, as will be seen from the following 
paragraphs. 

i. ESTIMATE OF COTTON YARN USED BY THE HANDLOOM INDUSTRY. 

38. Data available.-The bulk of the hand-weavers' in India are engaged 
in cotton weaving, and they mostly ~udj.an mill-spun yarn. Therefore,"
if we can find out the total amount of mill yanCgolllg into the handlooms, 

• 45 
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we will 'have a fairly accurate estimate of the production on the handlooms 
engaged in cotton weaving. Unfortunat~ly_ n~ _~tatistics' are maintained 
about the yarn that goes into the hand looms nor even of the yarn/used in the 
~s theI?Belves. We have indeed statistics of (1) total yarn spun in. the 

vi lDllls, (2) Imports and exports of yarn, and (3) total production of cloth in the 
mills. But even the amount of yarn consumed by the mills is not given; it 
~as to be estimated. Therefore, in order to find out how much yarn goes 
roto the handlooms, we must first obtain the total amount of mill yarn avail
'able for consumption in India, i.e., production in Indian mills minus exports 
plus imports. We have then to estimate the a·mount consumed in the Indian 
mills. The balance is what we may call the • free' yarn available for the 
handlooms. We may then find out how much of this yarn actually goes 
into the handlooms. This is by no means easy, because while we know that 
no inconsiderable portions of it have been going into hosiery works and small
scale powerloom factories and certain non-textile uses, there are no reliable 
'Statistics of them. ,Having obtained the weight of yarn going into the hand
looms .we will have to convert this into yardage. Thus there are three stages 

\ in this process! namely, (1) estimation of the total yarn available in India; 
I \ (2) estimation of • free ' yam, i.e., yarn left after consumption by the mills, 
1 and (3) estimation of the yarn actually going into the hand looms and its con

version into yardage. 

Of the three steps mentioned above, the first is not very difficult. The 
data needed for this are ava.ilable in the periodical publications of the Director
General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, viz., the Monthly Statistics 
()f Cotton Spinning and Weaving, the Classified List of Cotton Goods Produced, 
:and the Monthly Sea-~orne Trade Statistics. With the help of these, we could 
find the total yarn available for consumption in India. The total quantity of 
mill yarn available in India consistS of (1) yarn spun in Indian mills, (2) import
ed yarn. From this total, we have to deduct (3) the quantity of yarn export
ed and re-exported from India by land and sea. Thus we arrive at the total 
balance of yarn available for consumption in India. In our estimat£s, data 
for these have- been obtained from the above-mentioned publications. 

39. Shares of miU-spun yarn. (a) Mills.-The next step is to see how 
much of this yarn is used up in the mills. In 1916, the Millowners' Associa
tion, Bombay, estimated the yarn consumed by the mills on the assumption 
that 100 Ibs. of yarn used in weaving give a cloth production of ill Ibs. The 
12 Ibs, represents the extra weight added in the sizing and finishing processes. 
On this basis, by multiplying the weight of cloth in pounds by 100 and divid
ing it by 112, we get the weight of the yarn which goes to the making of these 
cloths. This computation was accepted by the Indian Industrial Commission 
of 1916-18. The Tariff Board on the Cotton Textile Industry, 1932, held 
that with the improvement of the '-quality of Indian production, i.e., higher 
counts of yarn being used in greater proportion than before, the weight after 

. sizing would have fallen below 12 lbs .. qhe Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
agreed with thi& view of the Tariff Board and .suggested tn.at a more correct 
basis would be 110 Ibs. of cloth for 100 Ibs. of yarn) But this modification 
was' not carried out then, as it was feared that it would create difficulties in 
regard to comparison with earlier figures. Having regard to the shift from 
lower to higher counts,the recommendation of the Tariff Board as supported 
by the Millowners' Association, Bombay, will have to .be given effect to •• But: 

• 
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88 the change became striking only in recent years we propose to apply the 
new ratio only from 1931-32. Thus, from -that date, the ratio applied in 
our tables is 110 lbs. of cloth to 100 lbs. of yiml. In thiS connection, we invite 
a reference to Appendix XV where we have elucidated the methods adopted 
for estimating the relation between weight of yam, yardage of cloth and w:eight 
of cloth, both for mill and for handloom production. 

Before making this conversion of mill cloth into yam, we have to make 
certain adjustments in the items of mill cloth, as classified in the Monthly 
Statistics ofCottoo Spinmng and Weaving in Indian Mills. We will take into 
consideration lor this purpose (a) grey and bleached piecegoods, (b} coloured 
piecegoods, (c) grey and coloured goods, other than piecegoods. The 'remain
ing items (d) hosiery, (e) miscellaneous goods and <f) cotton goods mixed with 
silk and wool cannot properly be entered into this calculation. In the case 
of both hosiery and miscellaneous (tape, niwai, cords, 'etc.) .. the production 
figures entered here are only those of factOries coming under the, Factories 
Act; but, in both these cases, a great deal of production goes on in small 
units and as will be explained they must be grouped into one class and must 
form separate items in our table. As regards "cotton goods mixed With 
.silk and wool ", the proportion of cotton yam,in such goods is very small and 
we,oInit this item altogether. The omission" if anYthing, will mean that to 
this extent consumption of yam in the mills will be shown' as being less and 
that of handlooms as being more, but the error involved is small and negligible. 
The quantity of Inill yam thus obtained by conversion from mill will be deduct': 
ed from the total yam, and thus we get the 'free' yam available for hand .. 
looms and other purposes. 

(b) Other sharers.-The third step is'the most difficult, and raises com
plicated issues. The greatest difficulty arises from the fact that the handloom 
is not the residuary legatee of all the' free' yam available after meeting the 
demands of Inills. .A certain quantity of this yam goes into non-textile uses,
braid, ropes, fishing nets, lamp wicks, pyjama cords, bandages etc. In recent 
years, a steadily growing quantity of the' free' yam has also been going into 
the powerlooms established in single units or in. small workshops and into small 
hosiery works. A smaller quantity has also beEm used in the jute rilllls'l Had 
we possessed complete statistics of all these ,textile and non-textile uses 
of Inill-spun yam, it would have been easy to estimate the amount of yarn 
going into the handlooms, but unfortunately such statistics do not exist. In 
the case of powerlooms and hosiery works, the bigger ones come under ,the 
Factories Act, and the yam consumed by them is accounted for, but the bulk 
of such works are small and their statistics do not reach the Department of 
Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. Therefore, the large quantities of 
yarn now consumed by them are wrongly believed to fall to the share of 
the handloom industry, and this unnecessarily swells the -yarn consumption 
of the handloom industry. In these circumstances, the only step open to us 
is to first estimate the quantity pf yarn going into the above textile'and non
textile useS, and to -assume that .when all these are subtracted from the 'free' 
yam, the residue of the yam goes into <the handlooInB. 

40. Ewrlier estimates.-Before attacking this problem, we propose to discuse 
briefly the earlier estimates and methods of computation adopted by certain 
authorities on the" subject. One of the earliest estimates was the one made 
by the late Sir Vithaldas Thackersey in a paper which he read at the First 
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Industrial Conference in 1905. From the total quantity of yarn produced in. 
India and impo,rted from abroad, he deducted the quantity of yarn exported 
as also the quantity of yarn consumed in Indian mills. From this balance of 
" free yarn " availa~le for sale, he made a further deducti<E:!.of 10 per cent for 
tope and twine. The final residue, according to him, was available to the 
handloom industry. 

In 1926, Mr. R. D. Bell, then Director of Industries, Bombay, went into 
this matter more fully in a bulletin, entitled Notes on l1Ulian Textile l1Ulustry 
with special reference to Ha1Ul-weaving (No.6 of the Department of Industries, 

,Bombay). He_ admitted that a deduction was necessary from -the "free 
yarn" on account of non-textile uses like rope and twine, but"held that the 
amount of such yarn was not large and might be offset against the quantity of 
hand-spun yarn which was used on the handlooms. 

In 1932, the Tariff Board in their Report (para. 22) considered it arbitrary 
to offset the hand-spun yarn consumed by the hand looms against the mill
spun yarn used for non-textile purposes, on the ground that "mill yarn is 
used in considerable quantities for such purposes as the making of hosiery, 
braid, ropes, nets, lamp-wicks, bandages and pyjama cords and it was im· 
possible to form an even approximate estimate of the total amount of yarn 
absorbed in this manner." Nevertheless, in making their own estimates, the 
Tariff Board (para. 162) made precisely the assumption which they had reject
ed earlier and "offset the" production of hand-spun yarn" against mill yarn 
.. used for domestic and non-textile purposes." Thus, out of 365 million lbs. 
of' free' yarn available for extra-mill consumption in 1931-32, they deducted 
24 million Ibs. (equivalent to the amount of liand-spun yarn produced, accord
ing to their estimate) and the balance of 341 million lbs. was estimated by 
them as the handloom consumption of mill yarn during 1931-32. Thus the 
result was the same as was arrived at by Mr. Bell. 

After a full consideration of the matter, we have come to the conclusion 
that it is not desirable to offset the hand-spun yarn coming into handlooms 
against the mill-spun yarn going out into " other textiles" and "non-textile 
uses," because there is no necessary quantitative relation between them. For 
one thing/there is reason to think that while the quantity of hand-spun yarn 
has been diminishing or stationary, the quantity of mill-spun yarn going into 
powerlooms and hosiery works has lately been increasing rapidly) For 
instance, hosiery, which consumed hardly 1 million lbs. of yarn in 1919-20, 
took 22·6 million lbs. in 1938-39 (See Appendix VII.) Similarly, powerlooms 
hardly consumed 1 million Ibs. in 1931-32; the estimated consumption was 
8-9 million lbs. in 1938-39, (See Appendix VIII). A reference to Table XVIII 
(below) will show that the proportion of yarn as percentage of the" free" 
yarn going into "other textiles" and "non-textile uses" has grown from, 
6 per cent. in 1900-5 (average for the quinquennium) to 8 per cent iri. 1925-
30 and 11 per cent in 1938-39. The deduction of a uniform percentage on 
account of non-textile uses might have been adequate at the time when Sir 
Vithaldas Thackersey and others made their estimates, but the position has' 
considerably changed since, owing largely to the great expansion of the small, 
powerloom units and the hosiery industry. 

We are also convinced that it would be best not to bring hand-spun' 
yarn into this computation. For the purpose of our enquiry we propose to 
segregate the data for hand-~pun yarn production and consumption for separat~ 
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treatment. The data for mill-spun yam and its consumption for various 
purposes are comparatively more definite, while those for hand-spun yarn 
are largely statistical speculations. Moreover, it is not possible to get any 

.hronological figures for hand-spun yam over a number of years as iIi. the 
case of mill-spun yarn. For these reasons, we feel justified in presenting the 
reliable part of the available material here. (The question of hand-spun yarn, 
ita production and consumption, has been dealt with in Appendix XXVI.) 
However, hand-spun yarn cannot altogether be ignored. In arriving at an 
estimate for the total production of the handloom industry at present or 
zather prior to the war, we shall make due allowance for handloom cloth 
woven out of hand-spun yam. 

Thus in order to obtain the amount of mill-yam going into the handlooms' 
we have first to take account of the different sharers in 'the • free' yam, chissi
fied nnder two main groups as under :-

I. Other textiles, including (i) hosiery, (ii) single unit powerlooms and 
small 'powerloom factories, (iii) jute mills. 

II. Miscellaneous and non-textile items, 'including fishing nets, cotton 
braid, sewing thread, cotton tape, niwar etc. 

What is left after deducting both these items is the yarn that may be avail
able to handlooms. 

41. The rflSidual method of computation.-Before we proceed, however, if4 
must be stated that in the application of this "residual" method, there i& 
one important complication which has not been given adequate consideration 
by those who have attempted an estimate of the consumption of mill yarn by 

, handlooms. This is the question of (unsold stocks of yam held by mills and ~ 
ysrn dealers) Such surplus stocks of unsold yam, in any year, may arise 
owing to (1) any fall or rise in the demand for'yam relative to any fall or rise 
in its production in that year, or (2) hoarding of yam for speculative corner~ 
ing or in, the search for liquidity. It is obvious, again, that fluctuations in 
the stocks of yarn also may arise owing to changes in the above factors them
selves. Three assumptions are possible in this connection, viz., (1) that the 
stocks have heen s~ady from the commencement of the period for which we 

. have made our calculations, viz., 1900-1. (2) that the stocb have been steadily 
growj.ng as from that date, and (3) that the stocks have been ~uct~ating now: 
and then. If the first assumption were correct, it would not have made any 
difference to our caloulations, for the reason that the residue of yarn going to. 
the handloom industry is calculated after deducting the various items mention
ed above from the annual production and net impOJ;ts of mill yam, and that 
these latter figures do not include stocks. Thus, the same stock would remain 
unsold from year to year making no difference to the final result. Unfortunate~ 
ly, however, the first assumption cannot be correot. As may be expected 
owing to inoreasing produotion and imports of yam, from year to year,' the 
stooks must have been definitely inoreasing. At the same time, owing to 
speculative and other hoarding or dishoarding, there must have been con
siderable fluctuatioIllt in the quantity of yam coming into the market. The, 
consequences of these two faots are firstly, that an inoreasing quantity o~ 
yam has been actually colleotedand that this growing excess, over and above 
the stock of 1900-1, has been wrongly credited to the consumption of the 
handloom industry; and seoondly, that. there have been fluotuations' in 
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the yarn consumed by the handloom industry from year to year, which have 
.not been adequately accounted for in the. figures given by us. Weare not, 
however, much worried about this second consequence, because'1luctuations 
.must be regarded as ironing themselves out over a period and cannot ma~ 
any subtraction or addition to the total consumption of yam by the handloom 
industry over. that period. But the case is quite different with the first con
sequence, viz., that there is a growing error of overestimation in the figures 
of yam consumption.by handlooms., 

It has not been possible for us to obtain figures for the growing stock posi
tion of the yam market from year to year from 1900-1 onwards. We have 
no doubt, however, that in view of the rising trend of the growth of the textile 
industry in the cOliIltry, the stocks must have been steadily rising. Accord
ingly, in the figures given in this Chapter and in the Appendices, regarding 
the consumption of yam and the derived figures based on this, we shall have 
to make &!.lowance for the above. . How much that should be it is not possible 
to say, for reasons stated already.. On the other hand, it is possible, especially, 
in regard to recent years, to indicate some measure of fluctuation of stocks. 
In the following table, we reproduce figures for the stocks of cotton yam, 
in bales of 400 lbs. unsold as on certain dates and stocked by the mills in several 
centres. The figures clearly show that the year 1938-39 experienced a sudden 
jump in the stock position. It appears that in the year 1938-39, there was a 
considerable increase in the working spin<,lleage and also a lack of response 
on the part of the market to it. In view of this, &e are rather reluctant to 
attach much significance to the high figures for consumption of yarn and 
production of cloth by the handloom inaustry during 1938-39.,) as shown in the 
relevant tables. 

TABLE XVI.-;-Stocks of yarn in mills. 

(In bales ·of 400 Ib.-.) 

Date. Bomhay Ahmedabad Upper India Sout.h India and 
TOTAL. Mill •• Mills. Mills •. Madura Mill •• 

Blot March, 1938. 20,000. 992 1,282 2.560 24,834 

31st March, 1989 38,000 2,360 5,164 23,9n 89,474 

31st March, 1940 17,000 2,155 3,170 24,568 46,898 

310t March. 1941 20,000 ~ 1,138 732 18,085 84,953 

Before we conclude this section, we may make a reference to paragraph 
203 in Chapter XI, where we have stated that it might be possible to collect 
statistics regarding the consumption of yarn by different parties through the 
agency of licensed yam-dealers. If that measure is adopted it may be possible 
to avoid the above difficulties of the residual method. 

42. Group I: Hosiery, powerlooms and jute mills.-Subject to the abov~ 
remarks, we may proceed to make our calculations on the" residual" method. 
There are no reliable statistics available for the quantities of yarn consumed 
in the several industries mentioned in the two groups, " other textiles" and 
" miscellaneous and non-textile," mentioned above. We have, therefore, to 
utilize such data as are available in estimating them. This we have done in 
Appendices VII to XIV .. Here we shall deal with the salient points of these 
calculatioDs. (i) Hosiery: The Director-General of Commercial Intelligence 
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and Statistics publishes, in his Monthly Statistics o/Cotton S~nni"ng aM WeafJ-o 
ing, figures for the production of hosiery by weight and dozens. But these 
figures are admittedly incomplete, inasmuch as they refer to production only 

. in the large-scale factories covered by the Factories Act, and the"small works 
which are quite numerous and scattered all over the country especially in 
Bengal, the United Provinces and the Punjab are totally excluded. 'Secondly, 
the figures are based on returns supplied by factories only in, 8r few Provinces 
and States, while there is reason to believe that even theteturns made arQ 
incomplete and inaccurate. The hosiery yam supplied. by the Madura Mills 
alone is greater in quantity than the total quantity of hosiery produced accord
ing to the official figures. For reason.s explained fully in Appendix VII"we have 
888umed that the smaller and UJl8rCCOunted factories produoe on the a:verage 
twice as much as the quantity stated to be produced in the officia.l publication. 
We bve taken care to see that this rationts satisfactorily into the situation 
created by the cessation of imports and a steady rise in. the con.sullilption of 
hosiery products in the country. The estimates arrived a.t according to this 
basis of computation have bllen. checked by reference to other .independent 
calculations. It will be seen by reference to Appendix ,VII tha,t~he production 
has risen from 14 million lbs. to 24 million lbs. during the period,1934·35 to 
1.939-4Q) This rapid rise is no doubt due to the protection obtained. by the 
industry in 1934. (ii) Powerlooms ': The estimate regarding thecon.sumption 
of cotton yarn by the powerlooms has'presented still greater difficulties. 
These small-scale producers are not required by law to make return.s of their 
production and, moreover, several hundreds of them. are operating in State 
jurisdictions. Further, a large number of them, especially in the,Punjab. 
Surat and Mysore, con.sume silk and artificial silk yarns. We have had,there
-fore, to take into con.siderationonly those powerlooms which are devoted to 
the production of cotton goods. The total number of powerlt;>oms in India. 
using cottoll yam on a full-time basis, is at present in the neighbourhood of 
8,000. There are also about 1,000 powerlooms devoted to the production of 
mixtures.. We assume thai; the cotton yam used by them is 90 peD cent of 
the total yarn absorbed. This mean.s that for the purpose of cotton yam 
consumption, they are equivalent to 900 powerlooms. Thus, :we can' regard 
the total number of powerlooms using cotton yam as 8,900. We have been 
told,and we have verified this by,reference to indepen.dent data, that: the 
average annual cotton yam con.sumption ~f a powerloom is about :1,000 lbs. 
Thusl1he present consumption of powerlooms may be estimated at, 8,900,000 
Ibs) 'rhe emergence of the cotton powerloom is a comparatively l'ecent 
phenomenon dating mainly from the last depression.' W ehave,' therefore, 
assumed that prior to 1930-31, powerloom consumption, of cotton yarn. was 
negligible. We have graded the figures for the intervening years by refel'ence 
to the figures supplied by the Madura Mills foz: yam sold by them to weaving 
mills, beca~e this yam has been largely sold to powerlooms.,A table show
ing the classification of powerlooms according to the textile used. has been 
given in Appendix VIII. (iii) lute mills: Cotton yarn consumption by jute 
mills jlJ a small but growing item. In the absence of definite figlUes, we have 
taken the Madura Mills' figures for the supply of yarn to the jute mills and 
added 25 per cent for yarn supplied by other spinning IDills.& 1938-39 
the con.sumptwn -OIl this account stood at 0·77 million lbs; (See.Appen~ 
IX.) 
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. 43. Group II. Miscellaneou8 and non-textile uses',-With regard. to thlJ 
consumption of cotton yarn for miscellaneous and mainly non-textile purposes, 
ho figures are available for fishing nets" cotton braids, cotton sewing etc., 
while only partial data are known about cotton rope and twine, cotton 
tape, niwar etc. We have had, therefore, to make certain plausible assump'" 
tions in each case. (a) Cotton yarn used in the production of fishing nets 
has been computed by reference to the number of actual workers engaged 
iIi fishing at the four Censuses of 1901, 1911, 1921 and 1931. '(ve have assum. 
ed a consumption of 9 Ibs; of cotton yarn per worker and that one out of two 
workers possess nets on the basis explained in Appendix X. Further, we have 
assumed that the 1901 figure is good for the decade beginning with 1910-11 ; 
and so on. For the last decade, the total consumption of cotton yarn on this 
account amounts to neady 4·4 million Ibs. We have checked this figure by 
,reference to data supplied by some of the Provinces and States. Thus,(the 
total of estimated annual consumption of yarn for fishing nets in recent years 
in Assam, Bengal, Bihar, Madras, Punjab and Cochin is 2·7. million Ibsi We 
have assumed that nearly75 per cent of this quv-ntity is consumed in the other 
maritime and inland areas, which brings the total for the country as a whole 
to 4·7 million Ibs; (b) As regards cotton rope a.nd twine; we have accepted 
the estimate of Mr. Sankalchand G. Shah of Bombay that cotton rope and 
twine correspond to neady 25 per cent of the total production of yarn in 
counts, 48, 5s and 6s in India. On this basis, it would appear that the con
sumption on this account was in the neighbourhood of 5·9 million lbs. in 1938~ 
39. (See Appendix XI.) (c) For cotton tape, niu'ar, cords etc., we have taken 
the official figures for the heading" miscellaneous" in the publication Monthly 
Statistics of Cotton Spinning and Weaving, and as these figures include only 
the production of large-scale factories, we have added an equal quantity fop 
the'smaller factories. The total estimated quantity for the year 1938-39 for 
this item was 14·4 million Ibs. (See Appendix XII.) (d) As regards cotton 
braids, we have taken the estimate made by the Tariff Board in their Report 
on the Cotton Textile Industry in 1932 as applicable to the year 1931-32. 
According to the Tariff Board in that year the Indian production was about 
150,000 IbE!. Our latest estimate, based upon partial data supplied by some 
of the Provinc~s and States is 1·2 million lbs. for 1938-39. The year 1934-35 
is significant in this connection as the turning point in the growth of the 
industry; so we assume that up .tothat year production stood at 150,000 
lbs. or roughly 0·2 million Ibs. only and thereafter increased at a steady rate 
to 1·2 in 1938-39. (See Appendix XIII.) (e) The most difficult calculation 
has been that regarding cotton yarn consumed in cotton sewing, darning, 
embroidery crochet, boots and shoes, padded goods like quilts, razais etc., 
and in sundry trades, like lampwicks, bandages, pyjama cords, flower garlands, 
toys, leather goods, electrical goods etc. Here the major part is consumed 
in the sewing, darning and, embroidery trade. The total amount consumed 
for this, according to estimates based upon data supplied by some of the 
Provinces and States, was 4·3 million lbs. in 1938-39. We have estimated the 
consumption of yarn for quilts, razais etc., on the basis of population figures. 
assuming that 10 per cent of the population uses such padded goods. The eon
sumption on this account amounted to 0·9 million lbs. in the las~·decade. 
Further. we have taken the numbers of tailors and milliners as shown by ~he 
Censuses of 1901, 1911, 1921 and 1931 and calculated that the consumptIon 
per worker amounts to about 1·75 lbs: per annum. Accordingly, the total 
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eonsutnption for this comes to 1·3 million lbs. ~imilarly, we have calculate.d 
that the consumption of cotton yarn per worker m the boot and shoe trade IS 

3 Ibs. per annum; and have multiplied this by the number of actual workers 
engaged in the trade in the four Census years. Our estimate in this regard 
comes to 2·6 million lbs. for the last decade. Adding up the three figures. 
We get 4'3,4'4.4'4, and 4·8 million Ibs. respectively for the four CenSus years 
of 1901, 1911, 1921 and 1931. We have made a further allowance of 10 per 
cent of these figures for the remaining sundry trades, bringing the figures 
respectively to 4'7, 4,8, 4·8, 5·3 million lbs. From these figures, we have 
subtracted the figures for imports of " thread, sewing or darning ", in' view 
of the fact that such thread is excluded from the imports of yarn ,which we 
have taken into account in totalling up the available yam in India. Towards 
the end of Appendix ;xIV, a Table is appended showing the order of magnitUde 
of such imports. 

44. Consumption of yam by tke handloom industry.-Alter deducting con" 
sumption of yarn by the industries comprised in the above. twQ grQups, the
balance may be regarded as available for consumption to the handloom in .. 
dustry, subject, of course, to the proyiso that some of this yarn may}>e_hilld, 
in stocks by speculators or hoarders. In the following two tables, we have 
given figures in summary form, as triennial averages, af! these are likely to 
show the trend of the progressive figures better. Table XVII, which is a 
triennial summary of Appendix XVI, shows the steps by which we arrive at 
the .. free yarn" available for sale in the Indian market. Table XVIII, 
which is based on Appendix XVII, shows the net balance of yam" available .. 
for the handloom industry as a reilidue. . 

'We have excluded Burma in our figures for handloom weavers in Chapter 
II (unlike the Tariff Board, 1932) owing to the separation of Burma from India •. 
In connection with the yam figures, however, it is not possible,for ¥II to ex, 
elude Burma prior to 1936-37, although from 1937-38 onwards, it is auto: 
matically excluded in view of the fact that the official figu,res regarding p,&
duction and imports of yam exoluded Burma from that year onwar.ds. llut 
we ,may mention at the same time that the amount of cotton yam proguced. , 
or Imported, or consumed in Burma is very small, silk yam being largely i,(l 
vo~e there; and hence that the inclusion of ,Burma up to 193.6-37. and.;~~ 
cluslOn thereafter do not make much difference to our official :6gu.res or to the 
conclusions based thereon. '.' 

TABLE XVII._cc Free yam .. ava~7able fCYl' sale a.fte:r deducting yam ~ 
by miUs (triennial aVeJTages). " 

(In million lb. ) 

Balance of 

Year. 
Importe Indian ]\fill Exports yarn avail- Yarn "Free 

of production including able for eonsurned 'yarn" f", 
'. 

yarn. olyarn. re-exports. oonsumptlon by mills. sale. 
in India. 

~ · · 86 601 22i 812 101 , ,211 
IOS0()6 · · . 32 618 279 869 186 !llIi , . 
I06-Oq · · . 89 660 245 '" 162 ZSS 
109-12 · 86 621 201 468 220 238 
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XAIlLB XVII.-'-" Free yarn" available for .sale 4fter deducting yarn cons1 
by mills (triennial atJuages)-contd. 

\. '. ' 

1912·16 

1915-18 

1918-21 

1921-24 

192(..27 

1927-30 

11180-38 

1883-36 

198q-89 

1900-03 

j903-06 

1906-09 

i909-12 

1912-15 

1915-18 

1918-21 

1921-24 

1924-27 

1927-30 

1930-33 

1933-36 

1936-39 

(III milUon lb •. ) 

Balance 01 
ImportB Indian Min E:rporio yarn "vaiI- ' Y"rn "1< 

Tear. 01 productloa Including "We lor COD!umecl yarn • 
yarn. nI yam rOo.xports. consumption by mills. sal 

In IIIdia. 

49 61'4 191' _ 523 248 21 

80 688 181 536 329 iii 

38 637 142 635 826 2< 

64 672 115 6ll 858 21 

611 737 78 712 480 21 

47 764 37 774 459 3 

~5 950 112 953 581 3' 

. 37 994 21 1,010 638 S' 

29 1,172 SO 1,171 759 4' 

TABLE XVIII.-TM net balance of yam" available" to haniIlooms, 
(In million lbs.) 

J<. 
Group II 

Year. 
.. Free Y &I'll .. Group I other Miscellaneous Net 

for sale. textiles. and BaIan( 
non-textile. 

· · · · 211 1'0 11·3 208· 

· · · · 247 2-3 11'9 233' 

· · · · 282 2·1 11-7 268, 

· · · · 238 1'8 10·9 225' 

· · · · 267 1-3 11-3 254, 

· · · · 204 1-1 12·6 190, 

· · · · 209 1·0 13·8 194, 

· · · · 253 1-4: 15-1 236 

· · · · 281 2'0 19·2 260 
..... 

· · · · 314 4·6 20,9 288 
I 

· · · · 372 1·4 21-8 342 

· · · · 372 17'3 23'7 330 . • I 

· · · · 412 :zg.~ 2710 .1liS.; 

; 

Having obtained the amount of y~ taken by the handlooms,' we j 
to convert the sam~ into y~ Of clo$. becausr yardage is a· better iJ 

. of value. and because yardage will giVJ) a' clearer idea of the magnitud. 
lonaumption than -weight of yarn. Mr. R. D. BeD ~on:verted pounds of : 
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into yards o. cloth on the ratioQ lb. yl/om=4 yards plotJY. The Timff Board~ 
expressed a 40ubt regarding this on the ground that ~O per cent of the hand
Joom cloth W88 woven from coarser counts of y~, and stated that@te average 
yardagll per lb. of yarn W88 nearer 3 than 4 in the ease of handlOo~ We 
have examin!ld this question with great care in the light of the data placed 
before us by the Provinci~ and State Governments, and in view of the subs
tantial 8hifts during the Ja.st decade from lower tQ higher counts of yam, 
have come tq the conclusion that in tJJ" case of handloom cloth woven from 
mill yarn, th, suitable ratio in recent years would beQ lb. o~ yam=4~57 yaro~ . 
of clot!.!) (S,e Appendix ~V for details.) Li.kewise~ the ratio for mill cloth 
of 4·78 yarm. of cloth per lb. of yam which was ob~ainedempirically by re
fefence to t~ total yarn ~ollSumed by millS and the total. cloth in lb!t. p:to~ 

. duced by them and by usipg the ratio qf 112 lbs. of <!loth to 100 lbs. of y~. 
hal beoome very much out of date. ~ explained ill. Appendix XV; in 'view 
of the change-()ver to finef counts in most centres o. the industry; this is to· 
be revised. We have done ~his by using official figures for the last Ii or ~ 
years, and the new ratio, as explained in Appendix XV, is 1 lb. of yam= 
5'~6 yards of clQth. in the case of the mUIs. 

However, for the sake of continuity, We bave ~intained ~he old f!l.tic, 
of conversion, both for mills and for handlooms in Ta,ble XIX. Side by side.r 
we have given in Table XX the cloth production respectively of mills and 
handlooms calculated on the basis of the new ratios. 

TABU XIX*,-CoUon ya,.. consumed and cloth prod11jCetl in [rulian mills aniI 
lIarullooms . . 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Ye&II, 
Cotton yarn Cotton cloth- Yam available Cloth produoed 
consumed in produced in to hand- on handlooll1!! , 

mills (in mills (in looms (in (in million 

-- million lbe.). million yards). upl!ion lbe.). yards~ 

~ - -.. 

1900.01 · '. · · 88 420·6 161'6 646" 

1901-02 · · · · 106 506-7 206·8 827·2 

1902-03 · · · · 109 521·0 226·2 904·8 

1903·0f, · · · · 121 578·4 206-7 826·8 

19Of,·05 · · · · 139 664-4 234·3 937'~ 

1005-06 · ~ · · 145 693-1 258·3 1,033·a 

1006-07 · '. · · 147 702-7 275'4 1,101'6 

1907-08 · · · · 168 803·0 262·6 1,050'4 . 
1908-01 · · · · 171 817-4 266'5 1,066'~ 

1909-10 · · · · 2Of, 975-1 211-4 845'6 

• 
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TABLE XIX*.-Cotton yarn consumed and cloth produced in Indian m~1ls am,l 
handlooms-contd. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Cotton yam Cotton cloth Yam available Cloth produced Year. consumed in produced in to hand. on handlooms 
mills (in mills (in looms (in (in million 

million Ibs.). million yards). million Ibs.). yards). 

1910·11 · · 218 1,042'0 217'0 868·0 

1911.12 · · 238 1,137'6 248'7 994·8 

1912.13 · · 254 1,214-1 235'7 942·8 

1913·14 · · · 245 1,171"1 254-7 1,018,8 

1914·15 · 246 1,175'9 272'0 1,088'0 

1915·16 · · · 313 1,496·1 236-2 944-8 

1916·17 · · 336 1,606'1 149'4 597·6 

1'917.18 · · 338 1,615-6 185'3 '141·2 

1918·19 · · · 310 1,41n-8 223'5 894-0 

1919.20 · · 341 1,630'0 126'5 506-0 

1920·21 · · · · 327 1,563-1 232'8 931-2 

1921·22 · · · 359 1,'116-0 234-5 938·0 

1922.23 · · · · 360 1,720-8 271'0 1,084-0 

1923·24 · · · 355 1,696-9 204·2 816·8 

1924·25 · · · ~ 

• I~ 

405 1,935:~ 252'7 1,010'8 

1925.26 · · 411 1,964-6 222·1 888-4: 

1926.27 · · · · 474 2,265-7 304-2 1,216,8 

1927.28 · ., · · 496 2,370,9 302-7 1,210'8 

1928.29 · · · · 389 1,859·4 243·3 973·2 

1929.30 · · · · 493 2,356·5 320'6 1,282-4 

1930·31 · · · · 519 2,480-8 314·3 1,257-1 

19S1·32 · · · · 601 2,872'8 333-1 1,332'4 

1932.33 · · · · 624 2,982-7 379'8 1,519-2 

1933.34 · 0' 0 · 579 2,767·6 315'5 1,262-0 

1934.35 0 · 0 · 656 • 3,135'7 313'9 1,255'6 

1935·36 · I 
~7~ 3,240-8 362-6 1,450:'" 0 · 0 

1936-37 · 0 · · 695 3,322-1 316-3 1,265-2 
T I 

1937·38 · · · · 766 3,661'5 323-3, 1,293-2 

14138·39 · · 0 817 3,905'3 425-8 1,703·2 
.J 

The conversion of yarn into oloth has been made on the basis of the old ra~08, '_fl., 1 Ib; yarn 
=4 yards cloth (in the case of handlooms) and lIb. yarn=4'78 yards cloth (Ill that of mills). 
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TABLE XX-.-Cotton yam consumed aM cloth prod'lJUiJ, in [Mian mills and 
karullooms (on the basis of new ratios). 

Cotton yarn Cotton cloth Yarn available Cloth produced 

'Year. coneumedin produced in to handloome on handloome 
tbe mills (in mille (in (in million (in million 
million lbs.). million yards). Ibs.), yards); 

1931·32 · · 601 3,161,2 333-1 1,522'3 
1932.33 · · · 624 3,282·2 379·8 1,735'7 
1933·34 · · · 079 3,045·5 315·5 1,441'8 
1934.35 · · · 656 3,450'6 313·9 . 1,434'5 
1935·36 · · · 678 

I 
3,566'3 362·6 1,657'1 

1936·37 · · · · 695 3,655'7 316'3 1,445'5 
1937·38 · · · · 766 4,029,2 . 323·3 1,477'0 
1938·39 817 4,297'4 425·8 1,945'9 

·N.B.-Bu footnote to Table XIX. In thie Table the conversion of yam into cloth 
has been made on the basis of tbe new ratios, i.e., 1 lb. yarn=6·26 yards cloth (in the case' 
cd mills). and 1 lb. yam=4·67 yards cloth (in that of handlQome). 

(ii) ESTIMATE OF TOTAL PRODUCTION BASED ON WORKING LOOMS. 

45. Estimate of karulloom production based upon numberofworki'TIfJ looms.
.As stated already, the estimates of handloom production made by us on the' 
,basis of the residual yam are more reliable than any other. But other data. 
'have been available to us as a result of detailed eltquiries conducted by the 
Provincial and State Governments which have replied to our questionnaire. 
There are two such sets of materials: in the first place, we have been supplied 
data regarding the (total Dumber of looms of different categories and the .. 
hours for which they are worked on the averag~; and, secondly, several Pro
vinces and States have sent Us the results of direct enquiries made 
by them in regard to the [total production of handloon;t clotly within their 
jurisdictions. In the following paragraphs we summarize ~he results of these 
two bases of calculation. 

Altogether ten Provinces and eight major States have supplied informa
tion relating to the number of looms existing in their areas and the extent 
of their effeotive working. The looms have been classified according to· the 
type (whether throw-shuttle, fly-shuttle, or other), also stating how many 
of the looms in each category are working or idle. Further, information is 
given as to how many hours per day, days per month, and months per year, 
during both busy and slack seasons, the looms are generally engaged in pro
duction. In addition to these data,. we have also received information from 
some important Provinces and States, like Madras, Bengal, Bihar, Baroda, 
etc., regarding the output per loom per day for different types of handlooms, 
in respect of standard cloths, which. form the bulk" of their. respective pro
ductions. On the basis of such information, (ive have made an attempt to 
arrive at an average rate' of output per loom per day in the case of throw
shuttle, fly·shuttle and other looIIlll'~ The average rates of output per loom 
per day of nine hours, which have been arrived at and adopted in the estimate 
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are"4 yards for throw-shuttle, 7 yards for fly-shuttle, and 10 yards (a!f • flat 
rate) for the other improved types of looms, like Hattersley, semi-automatic, 
etc. (See Appendix XXIII). In Table XXI we have reproduced figures for. 
the number of ~orking looms of each category engaged in the production of 
cotton cloth and the average number of hours' for which they work per annum, 
in each of the Provinces and States, which have supplied the relevant informa
tion. It must be noted that idle looms are excluded from this table, and in 
the case of Ja'mmu and Kashmir, and the Deccan and Kolhapur States, in the 
absence of accurate information relating to the hours and period of work, 
the working periods of neighbouring Provinces, viz., the Punjab and ~ombay 
respectively, have been made applicable. It will be seen that in the case 
of Assam the number of working hours and period is not known but we could 
not make Ii. similar assumption in its case, mstly, because in Assam hand
weaving is· a domestic subsidiary occupation and there is no regularity in 
regard to the work done, and, secondlj, because the Assam handlooms are 
emaIl and primitive and their average rate of production is not known. For 
Assam, therefore, we take for the sake of completeness ihe figure of iota.l 
hand loom production supplied directly by the Government of Assam. On 
the basis of Table XXI and the average outputs of different types of looms, 
we have calculated the total production of handlooIIl cloth'in the variouS 
Provinces and States as under :-

TABLE XXI.-The number of bra worked by loom,; in a ytar. 

Number of Number of Number of 
months worked days worked hOUl'Rworked Total 

In tbe year. per month. per clay. number 
ProVince or State. of hours 

• worked ia. 
Busy Slack Busy Slack Busy Slark tbe year. 

"""""'" aeason. eeaaon. season. !e8S01l. 8OIIIIOn. 
I 

. . 

Pro .. " .... 

Beni!aI 7 6 26 25 9 , 1,511 

Blbar • , 8 20 10 8 Ii 1-,0«0 

11 omba, • 7 Ii 21i 25 8 S !!,250 

tl. P." Bemr \I 8 25 20 8 .. 1:0", 

Hadr .. e 8 25 22 10 e .,292 

Orlaaa • 9 8 25 15 7 8 1,025 

Punjab 7 Ii 25 111 10 ., 1,990 

Sind B 
., 

26 16 10 • 1,'60 

11.P •• 8 iii 2( 16 9 8 1,088. 

Statu. 

Barocla Ii 7 25 BD 10 7 1,4T1i 

Cochlb 8 , 25 20 8 8 1,840 

GWllllor . e' • 24 17 II • l,OOS 

Byderabad • • 6 15 20 16 11 1,720 

.Jammo and Xaahmlr 'I Ii 25 III io .. 1,\190 

Jrolhapur and Deccan 7 Ii lIS 25 8 e 1,*50 
8tatea. .. 

JltyIOI8 . 6 7 25. 20 10 a 1,"0 

Travanoore • 19 .. 'SO .. ,II . . 1.880 
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In Table XXII below, eatimates pf handloomprtlduction jnlel!pect ',of, 
ten Provinces and eight major States only have been available. For other 
areas including" other States" and the North-West Jrrontier P;rovince, we 
have to' make an addition of about 175,000 handlooms assumed .to, be all, 
throw-shuttle. Further, we assume 200 working days (o{ 9 hours each)-. 
which is a rough sort of average for India as a whole--as applicable to these 
~reas. The total pro~ucti0!l for these areas, .e~timated at 140 ~o~ yardsf 
18 added on to the mam estllll3te of 1,477'4 million yards, thus giVIng a grand ,., 
total of 1.~1~:! million yards. (This may be taken aathe ,normal ,pre-war 
average for tIie total production of handloom cloth in India,~ It 'will be seen 
that this average is near about the average for, the, quinquennium 1~34-39a. 
immediately preceding the war, m~., 1,592 million yards, in Table XX, show
ing the comparative position of the mill and the handloom ,industry in regard 
to cloth production. " 

TAJ!LE ,XXlI.-Estimatea oj prod'l.l.Ction oj handloom cloth {cotton) on tke basis 
oj number oj haniIJooms and averOfJe output pe:r handlorim. ' 

, , 

Total 

Province or State. 
production 

Throw.shuttle. Fly.shuttle. Others. ofhandloom 
c10tb (in 

million yards). 

Assam' , 200,000 8,000 22 (8) 3HJ 
Bengal (a) 28,766 60,850 1,088 15401 

I Bihar (e) • 57,828 34,528 34 M·7 
Bombay (b) · 34,650 45,153 915 116'Q, 
C. P. (e) • 30,926 31,990 850 79·6 
MadrIWl (d) · 44,830 223,880 I 596 446·3 
OriS8& (b) • ' 27,300 6,800 34·5 -., 
Punjab (b) 192,482 3,427 30 175·6 

l Sind Ie)' • 925 2,;175 ., IH 
V.P.(b) • · 91,269 37,268 ., 145·2 , 
Baroda '(e) 3,240 616 J37 5-1' 
Cochin (e) · . 500 1,1150 .58 3·5 
Gwalior'(e) 3,b98 175 172 ; 8·8 
Hyderabad (e) 30,000 24,050 :40 120·7 
Jammu and Kashmir (e) 5,399 205 ., 5·1 
Mysore (e) • • 1,250 23,750 ., ~5-l 
Travancore (e) · Kolhap~ 2,000 17,009 , ., 40·7 
Deccari ' and 371 5.921 ., 10·' 

States. {d). 

, I 

TOl'A£ . 11l1l,uG 1l27.347 3.642 l.m·, 

l!.B.-(a) Deduced for cotton only (SO per cent of the total looms engaged. in cotton 
We&VlDg). ' 

(b) Idle looms deducted aoconling to the same proportion as in the case of all looms 
weaving all te,xtiles. hut 8ep&rately for throw-shuttle and tly.shuttle. 

(e) Working looms, according to type and engaged in cotton weaving available. .. 
!d) On the basis of the total number of ootton looms; apportioned acconling to the pro" 

portIon of throw·shnttle and f1y.shnttle looms to the total of all working looms., ' 
(e) Figure sup..plie~ PoY ~ DireoWr of ;lnduatr.iee,AM&m (e/, l'ibl~' .DmI). . . 
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(iii) EsTIMATES OF TOTAL PRODUCTION SUPPLmD 13Y THE PROVINCIAL AND 
• STATE GoVERNMENTS. 

46. l!i"ect estimates of handloom cloth production supplied by .Pr~nces 
atul States.-Apart from the above estimates made by us, the Provmcial and 
State Governments have also supplied independent estimates made by them 
of total production of handloom cloth classified according to the textile used. 
We reproduce the relevant figures in Table XXIII below. 

TABLE XXIII.-Total production of hand-woven cloth per annum. 
• (In million yards.) 

Province or State. 
Cotton Artificial including Silk. Bilk. Wool. MixtureII; 

hand·spun. 

Assam · · · 31-600 1-400 .. .. .. 
BeDgal · · · 148·206 1·000 .. .. .. 
Bihar · · · 7(\0000 0·586 3'532 .1·800 .. 
Bombay · · · 174'236 .. .. 2-660 12·7" 

C. P. and Berar · 103-173 2·251 0·1" 0'772 H~ 

Ma.draa · · · 407'027 8·284 7·208 0·131 28'764 

Orissa ,. · · 66·178 0·151 .. .. .. 
Punjab · · · 228·000 6'810 16'750 6·540 .. 
U.P. · · · 255-126 16·019 42'776 3·787 .. 
Baroda · · · 9·265 0'008 .. 0·002 0'* 

Coobin · · · 4·000 .. .. .. .. 
Hyderabad · · 76'611 0·777 1·955 0·317 .. 
Jammu and Kashmir 11-464 0·377 , 0·247 3'704 .. 
Kolhapur and Deccan 

States. 
13-190 .. 2-160 .. 3·728 

Myaore · , · 2&280 2·700 .. 0·900 .. 

TOTAL · 1,620'356 40·363 74·772 20·613 47-365 

In the second column for cotton cloth in the above Table, the figure of 
1,620·356 million yards does not include Sind, North-West Frontier Province, 
Gwalior, Travancore, and some other areas. We, therefore, add 5·1 Diillion 
yards for Sind, 40·7 million yards for Travancore and 140·0 million yards 
for the rest of India, thus bringing the total for all India to 1,806'2 million 

,yards. Secondly, <the above figures include cloth woven from ~and-8pUi1 
yarn a~ For a strict comparison with the estimates in ourII1am Tables 
XIX and XX, based upon consumption of mill-spun· yarn, w~ m~ exclude 
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from the above figure a quantity of cloth corresponding to the hand-spUD, 
yam used in production of handloom cloth .. We have 'e~where esti~a~d 
the total quantity of hand-spun yarn .used.m hand-weaYIlI;g at 54·4 million 
Ibs . ..tOn the authority of the All-India Spmners' AssOCiatIOn, we have also 
assumed a ratio of 3 yards of cloth to 1 lb. of hand-spun yam. Thus, the 
total production of hand-spun and hand-woven cloth amounts to 163·2 million 
yard&. Deducting this from the foregoing ,estimated total of 1,806'2 million 
yards, we arrive at a net figure of 1,643 million:y~rds as the estimated total 
production of hand loom cloth produced from mill-spun yam. The figures 
of the preceding two tables may be taken as referring to the years imme
diately preceding the war period, and, hence, may be compared with the 
figure (in Table XX) for the pre-war quinquennium 1934-39, viz., 1,592 million 
yards. 

47. Estimate of the total value of hand-woven cloth annually produced in 
British lnili4 and States.-In Table XXIV below, we reproduce figures for the 
estimated value of the annual cloth produced by the handloom industry in 
certain leading Pr&vinces and States. Such an estimate of the value of hand
loom production is of importance to the statitics of nation~l income, as also 
to our own conclusions. Figures for Sind, North-Westem Frontier Province, 
Gwalior, Travancore and some of the smaller States are not available. We 
make an addition of 10 per cent in each case to the figures for cotton, silk, 
artificial silk, wool, mixtures and the total value in Table XXIV. Accord
ingly it may be said that the total value of handloom production in India, 
including British India and States, works out at Rs. 72·80 crores, while the 
value of cotton cloth amounts to Rs. 47·10 crores, that of silk Rs. 14·76 
crores, that of artificial silk Rs. 4·16 crores, that of wool Rs. "3·49 crores, and 
that of mixture Re. 3·28 crores. This may be said to have been the position 
immediately before the war. 

TABLE XXIV.-Estimated value of ha?ul-woven cloth per annum. 
(In lakhs of ruP8e!I.j 

Province or State. Cotton. Silk. Artificial Wool. Mixtures. Total. Silk. 

Aseam · · 79'00 21'00* .. .. 100·00 
Bengal · · · lill·oo 60·00 \ ·50 571-50 .. 
:BihAr · 163'64 5·86 20·18 14'28 .. 203·86" 
Bombay. • · 356·53 .. 229'30 30'00 143·37 759'20 
C. P. and:Beq.r · 259·55 14·92 ·02 5·15 13-10 292'74 
Madraa · 1,411'07 139·57 64·79 1-09 136'24 1,742'76 
Oriaaa · · 161·00 4·54 .. .. .. 165'64 
Pnnjab · · 598-11 82·35 62·30 96·20 .. 838'96 
U.P. 367'80* 926'96 .. 94-64 1,389'40 
Baroda · 18·62 0·11 .. 0·03 5·51 24-27 
Cocbin · 12·00 .. 12'00 
Hyderabad - 254·00 15·54 9·78 12·68 .. 292'00 
Jammu and K&8hmir 12·09 3'89 1·70 36'72 .. 54·40 
Kolhapur and Deccan 12-72 0·11 .. 17'06 .. 29·89 

States·t 
Myaore • · 65·25 67-50 .. 9'00 .. 141-75 

TOTAL 4,282'28 1,342'35 378·07 317-35 298·22 6,618'27 

*Includes artificial ailk. t AI,l States are not included. " 
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(iii) ESTIMATES OF TOTAL PRODUCTION SUl'PLIED BY THE PROVINCIAL ANJl 
• STATE GoVERNMENTS. 

46. DVrect estimates of hartdloom cloth production supplied by Province~ 
and States.-Aparl from the above estimates made by us, the Provincial an~ 
State Governments have also supplied independent estimates made by them 
of total production of handloom cloth classified according to the textile used. 
We reproduce the relevant figures in Table XXIII below. 

TABLE XXIII.-TotaZ production of kand-woven cloth per annum. 
'. (In million yards.) 

Province o~ State. 
Cotton Artificial 

including Silk. silk. Wool. MixtureL· 
hand-spun. 

Assam · · · 31-600 1-400 .. .. " 

Bengal · · · 148·206 1'000 .. .. .. 
Bihar · · 76·000 0·586 3'532 .1·800 .. 

j 

Bombay · · · 174·236 .. .. 2·660 12-144 

C: P. and Berar · 103-173 2·251 0'144 0·772 1-145 

Madras · · · 407·027 8·284 7·208 0·131 28'764 

Orissa . ' · · 56-178 0·151 .. .. .. 
Punj~b · · · 228·000 6·810 16·750 ' 6·540 .. 
U.p. · · , · 255·126 16·019 42·776 3·787 .. 
Baroda · · · 9'265 O·OO!l .. 0·002 0·984 

eoohln · · · 4·000 .. .. .. .. 
Hyderabad · · 76'611 0·777 1·955 0·317 .. 
Jammu and Kashmir 11-464 0·377 , 0'247 3·704 .. 
Kolbapur and Deccan 13-190 .. 2-160 .. 3·728 

States. 

Mysore · · · 26·280 2·700 .. 0·900 .. 
, 

TOTAL · 1,620'356 40·363 74·772 20·613 47·~65 

I 

In the second column for cotton cloth in the above Table, the figure of 
1,620·356 million yards does not include Sind, North-West Frontier Pro~.ce,' 
Gwalior, Travancore, and some other areas. We, therefore, a.dd5·1 million 
yards for Sind, 40·7 million yards for Travancore and 140·0 million ~~ds 
for the rest of India, thus bringing the total for all India. to 1,806·2 million 

,ya.rds. Secondly. <the above figures include cloth woven from ~and-spun 
yarn als~For a strict comparison with the estimates in our. roam Tables 
XIX and XX. based upon consumption of mill-spun yarn, we must exclude 
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from the above figure a quantity of cloth corresponding to the hand-sp~ 
yam used in production of handloom cloth. We have'elsewhere estimated 
the total quantity of hand-spun yam used in hand-weaving at 54·4 million 
lbs ..... On the authority of the All-India Spinners' Association, we have also 
assumed a ratio of 3 yards of cloth to 1 lb. of hand-spun yam. Thus, the 
!otal production of hand-spun and hand-woven cloth amounts to 163·2 million 
yardS. Deducting this from the foregoing estimated total of 1,806'2 million 
yards, we arrive at a net figure of 1,643 ~on:yards as the estimated total 
production of handloom cloth produced from mill-spun yam. The figures 
of the preceding two tables may be taken as referring to the years imme
diately preceding the war period, and, hence, may be compared with the 
figure (in Table XX) for the pre-war quinquennium 1934-39, viz., 1,592 million 
yards. 

47. Estimate of the total value of kand-WOfJen cloth annually prod'lJ£ei1 in 
British India and States.-In Table XXIV below, we reproduce figures for the 
estimated value of the annual cloth produced by the handloom industry in' 
certain leading Previnces and States. Such an estimate of the value of hand
loom production is of importance t1> the statitics of national income, as also 
to our own conclusions. Figures for Sind, North-Western 'Frontier Province, 
Gwalior, Travancore and some of the smaller States are not available. We 
make an addition of 10 per cent in each case to the figures for cotton, silk, 
artificial silk, wool, mixtures and the total value in Table XXIV. Accord
ingly it may be said that the total value of handloom production in India, 
including British India and States, works out at Rs. 72·80 crores, while the 
value of cotton cloth amounts to Rs. 47·10 crores, that of silk Rs. 14·76 
crores, that of artificial silk Rs. 4·16 crores, that of wool Rs. '3·49 crores, and 
that of mixture Rs. 3·28 crores. This may be said to have been the position 
immediately before the war. 

TABLE XXIV.-Estimated value of kaful-wOfJen cloth per annum. 
(In Ia.khs of ruP8e!I.) 

Province or State. Cotton. Silk. Artificial Wool. Mixtures. TotaL Silk. 

Assam · · 79·00 21-00· .. , . .. 100'00 
Bengal · · 511'00 60·00 '50 .. 571-50 
Bihar · 163·64 0·86 20·18 14-28 203,86-
Bombay. · 356·53 .. 229·30 30'00 143·37 759·20 
C.P.and~ · 259·55 14·92 ·02 5·15 13-10 292'74 
Madraa · 1,411'07 139'57 64'79 1-09 136,24 1,742'76 on- · 161·00 4·64 .. .. 165'64 
Punjab · 598·11 82·35 62·30 96'20 .. 838·96 
V.P. · 367·80· 926·96 .. 94-64 1,389'40 
Baroda · 18·62 0'11 .. 0·03 0·51 24-27 
Cochin 12'00 .. 12'00 
Hyderabad - 264·00 15·64 9·78 12·68 .. 292'00 
Jammu and Kashmir 12·09 3·89 1·70 36·72 .. 64'40 
Kolhapur and Deccan 12·72 O·ll .. 17'06 .. 29'89 

States·t 
111019 · 65·25 67-50 .. 9'00 .. 141'75 

TOTAL 4,282'28 1,342'35 378·07 317·35 298·22 6,618'27 

t AJ,l States are not meluded.. ' 
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• 48. Oonclusion.-We have presented above all the available data regard
~g the prob.able prodw::tion of the handloom industry in the years immediately 
preceding the war. (It is a matter of satisfaction that all the three sets of 
estimates appear ~o converge towards each other and point to the fact that 
the quantity of hand-woven cotton cloth produced from mill-spun yam was 
somewhere between 1,550 million and 1,600 million yards or between 1,750 
million and 1,800 million yards, if we include hand-spun and hand-woven 
cloth) While, however, this statistical verification is complete, we would 
like to state emphatically that these estimates can have no bearing on the 
present situation created by the war. We can only say that if the repercus
sions of war had not been felt with such severity, perhaps the order of magni
tude of production might have remained at the level indicated by the above 
:figures. But as things are, &e have every reason to think that the total 
production in the year 1941-42 has been probably very much below the level 
of the previous yearf!} At the same time, production in the mills has made 
large strides. Thus~so far the effect of the war on the handloom production 
Ihas been adverse. FUrther, it will be clear from the tables given above that 
a substantial increase has taken place in the production of handloom cloth.' 
But caution is required in drawing conclusions from this. The increase in 
the production of handloom cloth in recent years has often been cited as a 
proof of the prosperity, of the hand-weaving industry. As. will be shown in 
Chapter X, ,production is not a suitable criterion for measuring the welfare 
of the hand-weaving indU&try. The only true criterion is the earnings of the 
hand-weavers jointly and severally. , 



CHAPTER IV. 

Structure oi the ltand-weavhlg tDclustry. 
49. Nature oj the industry.-The structure· of the handloom industry 

ahow8 various complexities resulting largely from the series of changes which it 
has undergone during the many centuries of its existence. The course of this 
industry has not been smooth, especially after it came into competition with: 
mill cloth in the thirties of the last century-. It began essentially as iii cottage' 
industry and although it still remains such largely, there are notable accre~ 
tions in it which are more allied to the factory system, and for this the inter~1 
ventioo of financiers is greatly responsible. There are also other featuresin1 
it which are due to the peculiar social organja..!l-tiop...oUh.e. classeaof hereditary . 
workers who have been pursuing'"'thfEiiidustry frotn time immemorial. Before 
deaIlng with the structure of the Industry, it may therefore be useful to touch 
briefly on the nature of the workers engaged in it. 

50. Hand-weavi1!fJ a JuU-time occupatitm.-::.11:and.-weaving has frequently 
,been considered as one of the subsidiary occupations open to agriculturists 
and pursued by them in their leisure time; Such a view ha's been eXpressed 
even in certain Census Reports and other authoritative publicationS. For 
example, the Tariff Board (1932) thought that " tot.1 large nUmber of those 
who are engaged in it, it is a secondary oecupaijoJi ancillary to agriclilture" 
(po 156). 'Our enquiries have clearly shoWn that this is not the case) The 
great majority of weavers in India, with the ekception of Assam, are ,full-time 
workers. The proportion of full-time weavers is 99 percent in Sind, 88 pet 
cent in Bombay, 87 per cent in Madras, 8i per cent in the Punjab, '15 pei 
cent in the United Provinces and 75 per cent in Bengal. Nearly all the 
weavers of Travancore and Cochin., 97 per cent of the weavers in Mysore 
and 85 per cent of those in Ryderabad I!-re full-time workers. The proportion. 
of part-time weavers is negligible in Sind and. the States of the Kolh..apu~ 
Agency. 

"The only notable exception is Assam. In the Assam Valley, hand-weaving 
is pursued as a full-time occupation in only a few places. Every woman is 
expected to spin and weave, and, 'every homestead out of five possesses a 
loom or two. While men work the loom only during two months (from the 
middle of November to the middle of January) when a.gricultural operatio~ 
are slack, women pursue weaving almost daily during their .leisure hoursi 
The origin of the universal prevalence of hand-spinning and weaving in Assam. 
is interesting. It is believed that in the 17th century, an Ahom king of Assam. 
ordained that before suilset each day every woman must spin a ce~ain lI.mount· 
of yarn and e.very man a basket or mat, and that the products should be. 
ehown to the village officer the next morning. The defaulters were given, 
four stripes by the village borah. Although such compulsion disappeared 
long ago, spinning and weaving are still learned and regarded as a necessary 
accomplishment for girls, as without this their chances for marriage are scanty. 
According to inviolable custom, every bride has to take with her to her hus
band's house her loom and the special garments made. by her to be presented 

63 ' 
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. 48. Oonclusion.-We have presented above all the available data regard~ 
ing the prob~~~e produytion of the handloom industry in the years immediately 
preceding the war. (It is a matter of satisfaction that all the three sets of 
estimates appear to converge towards each other and point to the fact that 
the quantity of hand-woven cotton cloth produced from mill-spun yarn was 
somewhere between 1,550 million and 1,600 million yards or between 1,750 
million and 1,800, million yards, if we include hand-spun and hand-woven 
clotly While, however, this statistical verification is complete, we would 
like to state emphatically that these estimates can have no bearing on the 
present situation created by the war. We can only say that if the repercus
sions of war had not been felt with such severity, perhaps the order of magni
tude of production might have remained at the level indicated by the above 
figures. But as things are, Qv'e have every reason to think that the total 
pJ.'oduction in the year 1941-42 has been probably very much below the level 
of the previous year~ At the same time, production in the mills' has made 
large strides. Thus~so far the effect of the war on the handloom production 
Ihas been adverse. FUrther, it will be clear from the tables given above, that 
a substantial increase has taken place in the production of handloom cloth. 
But caution is' required in drawing conclusions from this. The increase in 
the production of handloom cloth in recent years has often been cited as a 
proof of the prosperity. of the hand-weaving industry. As. will be shown in 
Chapter X, production is not a suitable criterion for measuring the welfare 
6f the hand-weaving indusJiIj,. The only true criterion is the earnings of the 
hand-weavers jointly and severally. 
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Structure of the ltand-weavkg Lulustry. 
(9. Nature of the itulustry.-The structure· of the handloom industry 

Bhows various complexities resulting largely from the series of changes which it 
haa undergone during the many centuries of its existence. The course of this 
industry has not been smooth, especially after it came into competition with 
mill cloth in the thirties of the last century. It began essentially as 80 cottage 
industry and although it still remains such largely, there are notable acore
tions in it which are more allied to the factory system, and for this the inter-' 
vention of financiers is greatly responsible. There are also other features in, 
it which are due to the peculiar social org~lttio:r:1J)f the. classes of hereditary 
workers who have been pursuing"th1!1iidustry from time immemorial. Before 
deaIllg with the structure of the Industry, it may therefore be useful £0 touch 
briefly on the nature of the workers engaged in it. 

50. Barul-weaving a juU-time occupatitm.--.:.1tand-weaving has frequently 
. been considered 88 one of the subsidiary occupations open to agriculturists 
and pursued by them in their leisllre time: Such a. view bs been eXpressed 
even in certain Census Reports and othet authoritative publications. For 
example, the Tariff Board (1932) thought that "totS large nUmber of those 
who are engaged in it, it is a secondary occul>aijon ancillary to agriclIlture " 
(p. 156). fOur enquiries haVe clearly shoWn that this is not the case~ The 
great majority of weavers in India, with the ex-caption of Assam, ate full-time 
workers. The proportion of full-time weavers is 99 pet cent in Sind,· 88 pet 
cent in Bombay, 87 'pet cent in Ma.dras, Si per cent in the Punjab, 75 pet 
cent in the United Provinces and '15 per cent in Bengal. Nearly all the 
weavers of Travancore and Cochin, 97 per cent of the weavers in Mysore 
and 85 per cent of those in Ryderabadare full-time workers. The proportion 
of part-time weavers is negligible in Sind and the States of the Kolh..ap~ 
Agency. 

"The only notable exception is Assam. In the Assam VaJIey, hand-weaving 
is pursued as a full-time occupation in only a few places. Every woman is 
expected to spin and weave, and. every homestead out of five possesses a 
loom or two. While men work the loom only during two months (from the 
middle of November to the middle of January) when agricultural operatio~ 
are slack, women pursue weaving almost daily during .their leisure hourst 
The origin of the universal prevalence of hand-spinning and weaving in Assam. 
is interesting. It is believed that in the 17th century, an Ahom king of Assam. 
ordained that before sunset each day every woman must spin a ce;tain amount· 
of yarn and e..very man a basket or mat, and that the products should be 
shown to the village officer the next morning. The defaulters were given 

. four stripes by the village borah. Although such compulsion disappeared 
long ago, spinning and weaving are still learned and regarded as a necessary 
accomplishment for girls, 88 without this their chances for marriage are scanty. 
According to inviolable custom, every bride has to take with her to her hus
band's house her loom and the special garments made by her to be presented 
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to the bridegroom~s parents 'and relatives, and her worth is judged by the 
-quality of the fabrics made by her. This has made at least the women of 
.Assam industrious. 

While hand-weaving' is thus "II. common occupation to all in the Assam 
Valley, it is the function of special castes, at aJ.ly rate among Hindus, in the 
rest of India, as will b,e shown presently. Until a few decades ago, no one 
ibut the members of those castes did weaving.. In former days, even a social 
stigma attached to anyone of the other (especially' higher ') castes taking 
up weaving. ~he weaving castes had a fairly high social position and scorned 

.J to take the plough {)r wield the hatchet. If today a certain proportion of 
the weavers especially in some of the northern Provinces pursue agriculture 
along with weaving, it is because those people do not belong to any of the 
hereditary castes to whom weaving is ordained as their caste dharrrw.. In 
.:Bihar, and to some extent in. Bengal and the United Provinces, a large number 

, of Muslims called Jolahas or Momins who were previously agriculturists have 
v taken to weaving as a part-time occupation. Even in their case, what is 

subsidiary is not weaving but agriculture. They are now weavers by profes
sionand earn ~heir bread chiefly by it ; agriculture is a second string to the 
bow_ Others pursue sheep-rearing, fishing and ekka-driving as their subsidiary 
occupation. -- .. ,-. " 

51. Weavers' casle8.-Jn the ancient economy of India, every occupation' 
Y was connected with a caste and each caste stuck, firmly to its caste dharma 

jealously keeping out o;hers from entering it. This rigidity of the economi{l 
and social structure has indeed broken down lately, and while many outsiders 
have taken up weaving, large numbers of the hereditary weaving castes also 
have given up weaving. l Nevertheless, even to-day the great majority of 
the hand-weavers in India are of the traditional weaying castes, and in many 
places they maintain their social traditions intact .. ;~he social status of the 
weavers has never been low, and they are included among the Vaisyas, the 
third of the four main caste divisions in India,)and many of them still wear 
the sacred thread which is the mark of the twice-bol'li;, The weaving castes 
or communities are called by difierent names in difierent parts of the country. 
The more wide-spread of these castes are the Salis, Devangas, Koshtis, Khatris 
and Tantis among Hindus, and Jolahas or Momins among the Muslims. Some 
of the Hindu weaving communities count large numbers among them; the 
Padmasalis alone. are said to number over a million, scattered over the Pro
vinces of Madras, Bombay, and Central Provinces and Berar and the 

\ States of Hyderabad and Mysore. Some, like the Sourashtras of Madura, 
. ./ 1 are holding high social and economic status. At the other end tb,ere are also 

\classes who are in a very depressed economic condition owing to c9D,tinued 
unemployment for many years. (See Appendix XXV for further details.) 

52. New entrants.-When the hand-weaving industry in India came under 
severe competition from the machine-made imports, the position and pros

/pects of the industry were generally a:ffe!l.ted...JIDd as a result large numberll 
of weavers belonging to the weaving castes gave up their 1;Lereditary calling 
and took up other professions generally connected with trade or agriculture. 

f On the other hand, weavers who prospered by dealing in cloth gradually 
< became business men and remai@<i._ only -E-0~~J. members of. the weaving 

'castes. They along with a few others got~into the liberal professions by 
'utilizing educational facilities and have now taken their place among the 
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urban middle classes. Those who changed over to menial jobs still took 
pride in calling themselves by the old caste names but those who prospered 
in business or the liberal professions soon gave up their caste contacts.' Due 
to one cause or another, a large number of weavers left off their hereditary 
calling. This change has been taken note of in the periodical censuses, all .. 
India as well as Provincial and State, and it is believed that considerable 
numbers' of the chief weaving castes had given up weaving by 1~2L .lJ'n
fortunately no accurate statistics are available regarding. these changes .. 
While the weaving castes .r.were thus being depleted, other castes have been 
taking up weaving. The influx of new entrants has been largest in Madras 
and Bengal, where handloom weaving is still holding out, and least in Orissa-, 
Central Provinces and Berar, Sind . and Mysore, where the industry has 
been in a stationary, if not declining, condition. The entry of outsiders has 
afIected the hand-weaving industry in many ways. In some areas, ,this 
'influx has resulted in increased competition among the weavers and a fall ~ 
in earnings) It may also be that the unregulated increase of production has 
weakened 'the hand-weaving industry in its competition with the mills,. But 
in certain areas, the new entrants have"brought with them considerable initia~ 
tive and enterprise. An interesting feature of the weaving industry in India. 
is that for a. long time in the past there has, been a large degree of specialisa
tion among the weaving castes. In the early days, a considerable proportion 
of weavers must have made cloth to order for their immediate neighbours, 
mostly with the yarn supplied by them; but after the expansion of markets ) 
within India,and outside, there arose a steady demand for high-quality fabrics \ 
of various kinds, and this called for specialisation and brought about a caste- : 
wise 8S well as territorial division of labour. Such specialisation has been 
going on in Souther~ India, among the different weaving communities there. 

53. Handloom industry~rban or rural !-Another popular view is that 
handloom weaving is essentially a. village'industry and that it is carried on , 
mostly by independent weavers. This is still largely the case in backward 
tracts of the country but is no longer true of the more important hand-weaving 
tracts. In times of old, when hand-weaving catered. mostly for the needs, 
of the village, weavers generally lived in villages and pursued their business ,I 

without the intervention of xniddlemen. The yarn for the cloth was either 
spun in the home of the weaver or in the neighbourhood, and. o~n yarn 
was bartered for cloth. In such an economy largely controlled by barter, the 
financier was not essential for the purchase of the raw material and for 'the 
disposal of finished goods. But all this changed when the development of 
communications led to the extension of the market. Within India, trade 
between distant parts grew after the improvements in long-distance 
transport. From early days, speciality fabrics from India. always found a 
growmg market. in certain dis~nt ~n~. In ~his state .~f things the ordinary \ 
weaver found himself helpless m his village Wlthout credit from a financier or' 
advances from a merchant in the town, and this induced him to xnigrate 
to towns. Side by side with this, some of the weavers' villages develope9 into. 
towns with the influx of the yarn dealers and financiers. When the East 
India Company started its "factories" iii. India, it found the handloom 
weaving in many parts centred in'towns and controlled by financiers. The 
Company itself had to adopt the middleman's methods for obtaining its supp
lies of ,cloth fur the European xnarkets. Theyemployed dalals or brokers and 
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through them gave advances to the weavers as was the practice iD. the coun· 
try, and encouraged by these advances a large number of weavers from the 
interior came and settled down around the Company's principal establish~ 
Plents in India at Madras, Hooghly and Surat. ' 

54. Weavers' population in urban centr~.-As a result of such tendencies 
()perating during the last eighty years, hand-weavers are now fo-qnd largely 
in towns, especially in those areas of the country where production is for 

• distant markets. T9-day the leading communities of weavers-Sourashtras, 
Devangas, and Salis ~ particular-are living mostly in urb~n areas, In 
fact, they form the bulk of the inhabitants of the many lea~g citiEl!! to-day 
in India south of the Vindhyas. Weavers form cOIUliderable proportions of 
the population of important towns like Multan, 1;.udhi8Jla, 13enares, Barabanki, 
Mirzapur, Mau, Bihar Shareef, Gaya, Bhagalpur, Santipnr, D;wc&, Vishnu
pur, Comilla, Bankura, Cuttack, Berhampore, Chicacole, Peddapuram, Uppada, 
Pedana, Yemmiganur, Adoni, Guntur, Mangalagiri, Chirala, 1\.rni, Saidapet. 
Conjeevaram, Gudiyattam, Aruppukottai, Maysvaram, Dip.digul, Coimbatore, 
Tinnevelly, .Ambasamudram, Nagercoil, Calicut, Ca~anore, Mangalore, 
BeIgaum, Dharwar, Hubli, Ilka!, Guledgud, Sholapur, Surat, Poona, Ahmed~ 
'nagar, Aurangabad, Malegaon, Yeols, Indore, Chanderi, Burhanpill.=, Nagpur 
'and Umrer. The proportion of the weavers in certain towns can be seen frOIQ 
the following table :-

TABLE XXV.-Weavers' population in certain towns. 

Approximate 
percentage 

Province. Town. Total· Weavers"· of weavers 
population. population. to total 

population. 
; , ' f 

~engal . · San~ipnr . · B4,992 10,000 40 

llomba1 . · ShoJapnr . 144,654 60,000 41 ,. Snrat 98,986 28,700 29 

.. Guledgnd 20,000 15,000 75 

.. Dkal 19,000 .. nearly aII_ 

.. Banhattl · 9,300 4,500 47 

(J.P •• Nagpnr '. 215,165 20,825 10 

.. Burhanpnr ",066 2O,O!lO '0 

V,P. Benares · · 201,037 50,000 iD 

.. Han '(Al&IDIlarh Dt.) · · 111,354 18,000 M 

Hadr .. · . . Madura .. · 182,018 65,000 30 

.. Sulem 102.1711 39,161 SS 

.. Colmbatore · · 95,198 113,345 If> 

.. lIIeJapaJayam · 82,000 25,000 78 

.. Raslpuram · 16,000 8,000 50 

.. IllangalagJrl · · 13,000 7,000 54 

.. Pedana 10,000 11,000 110 

.. Yemmlgannr · 12,000 ',800 40 
, 

"Figures for total population are IIlQ8tJy from the Census Report, 1931, while the IIgurea Cor w .. -.'. 
population are coIle.ted iljdeJlOlldeutiy. 

• 
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55. Urbanisation oJ t1t6 industry.-In many' of the towns, the weavers 
occupy 8 prominent place in the civic life and some of their leaders play an' 
active part in the D?-unicipal administration. Most of the hereditary weaving 
classelJ have had !lothing to do with agriculture; nay. they ·have. eonsidered 
agricultural work as ;,nfra dig. To take the weaving folk 8S & part of 

. the village population is therefore incorrect. The explanation of the urban 
character of the wea ving class is simple. The best..skilled, wea ver.S were I 
engaged in supplying cloth to kings and'!lpper classes. Therefore, froID. the' 
beginning a large number had to stay in the vicinity of courts to ply theit'. 
trade effectively. Subsequently, others also followed suit, attracted by the'! 
advantages o~!!eaJ!le~s~~o market and to the source of the raw material. The) 
financil!rlf were in the toWnS' and after the expansion of trade with distant. 
markets, most weavers needed financiers to make advances to them. Thus' 
more and more of the weavers havJl been migrating to the neighbouring towns. 
This is most noticeable at Amritsar whose growing kalrkhanas are attracting 
weavers from the neighbourmgareas, who come by day to work in the town' 
with all its attractions. In Salel!l, the same thirig has been happening for 
many years and this acconnts £Or the increase in the number of looms there. 
It is said that cinemas And tea-shops are two of the chief causes of this influx 
to towns. On the other band, when the villages were large and centrally. 
located, the finauci.ers migrated to them in search of cloth for their trade, andl 
by such influx villages gradually grew into towns. Thus Bul'hanpur in the· 
Central Provinces, 'which was originally a large weavers' village, attracted 
Gujerathi and Marwari financiers and thus it grew into an industrial 
town. 

In these many ways, handloom weaving has now become largely an urban' 
industry. In Bombay 45 per cent of the total number of looms are found in! 
26 urban centrelll--rn: Madras 39 per cent of the looms are found in 49 urban 
centres. The position is nearly the same in Central Provinces and Berar, 
H..rderabad and other areas .. It is, however, true that a large number of I 
vie~ are still working in villageli, but it has to be noted that although' 
they are residing in villages or hamlets they have little conn~i~llwij;h agri-\ 
cult1ll'e. In certain parts of Bengal and Bihar where agriculturISts (especially 
Muslims) have lately taken up weaving, weavers are indeed part of the rural. 
community. In Madras, too, large numbers of weavers still live in villages, 
but those villages are really unlike agricultural villages, which tend to be more 
or less self-sufficient. . 

66. Localisation of t1t6 industry.-When a large weaving population eon
gregates in a town, there arises the need lora good many subsidiary trades 
which depend on the handloom weaving. Such trades are dyeing, b~, 
and finishing {indigenous type), calico printing (indigendus type); gold and. 
&ilver thread making and embroidery. There 1I.re also \Various IPin~ trades l 
connected with ,the upkeep of the loom, such as the making 9freeds, 
healds,country shuttles, and looIns and parts thereof, AIl !l;hese give Il~ploy-, 
ment to a large number of p~ople. In Dacca and S'antipur embroidery was 
the source of employment for many persons. In Burhanpur (Centr.al 
Provinces) where expensive saris with laced borders were made, between' 
5,000 and 7,000 persons were engaged in lace-m&king alone. b. this manner 
a localisation of mdustry had bOOn ·tBJring place even hefore the mac~!l age;' 
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. started. In Dacca, Muishidabad; Ahmedabad, Surat, 1:eo1a, Burhanpur, Con· 
jeevaram, Madura, Salem and other centres, where high-class cloths were 
formerly made, a \hriving population was engaged in subsidiary trades of 
many kinds. With the decline in the demand for kinkhabs, muslins, brocades, 
lace-bordered saris, dhotis and expensive turban cloths these trades also 
decayed and the influences which previously made for localisation had a 
setback. 

"Side by side with such a localisati~n of industry a great deal of geographical 
specialization has also taken place) This has been. a feature of Indian hand
loom industry from ancient times and still continues today. Even in the days 
of the Roman trade, distinct specialization was noticeable among various 
centres, and this has continued till quite modern times. Dacca has always 
been speciali.'1ing in artistic cotton cloths like muslins and J amdanis using 
yarn up to 5008 counts, and such cloths formerly cost any thing up to Rs. 500 
a piece. Santipur and other centres have also been long noted for special 
types of fabrics. In Madras, Masulipatam specialised in printing-an admir
able art which other countries learned from India-and its printed chintzes, 
kalamkaris and palempores, had been famous all over Europe and Westrern 
.Asia from early times. Many centres in Western India, such as Ahmedabad, 
Surat and Yeola, specialised in the making of gorgeous fabrilfs of many kinds 
which were also equally famous. In Gujerat, printing and decorating work·, 
on cloth was extensively carried on as a speciality. The kinkhabs of Ahmeda
bad commanded markE,lts from Cairo to Pekin for many centuries. Nor was 
all the specialization confined to high-class fabrics only. Even in regard to 
otdinary cloths, certain places concentrated on special lines. For instance, 
in Madras, the superior tent cloth of Rajahmundry and Kandukur, the cotton 
carpets of Adoni, the handkerchiefs of Valaparla and the stained cloths of 
Mad'ura have had each a special place. In VizagapattJ-m was made a strong 
cloth called punjam, which was dyed,..blue in Madras and exported to the 
Mediterranean and the West Indies. 1'here was also a distinct tendency for 
specialization within smaller areas even within district~; For instance, in 

, the district of Salem, Sal~!ll_toWl1JJld..-Ra.sipurlml even today concentrate on 
, high-class fabrics like'silK and lace-bordered saris, dhotis, angavastrams, etc., 
: and Dharmapuri and other smaller centres make saris and dhotis for 

the common people. While the above centres specialized in cotton fabrics, 
. others concentrated on silk. Such were Murshidabad and Vishnupur in Bengal; 
. Conjeevaram and Madura in Madras; Paithan, Poona, Yeola and Surat in 
Western India; Benares and Mau in the United Provinces; and various 
places in the States of Kashmir and M ysore. In those centres also congregated 
'the subsidiary trades required for silk fabrics. Such a remarkable geographical 
division of labour and concentration of industry did not perhaps obtain 'in 
any other industry in any part of the world before the Industrial Revolution. 
In recent times the lines of specialization have indeed changed owing to 
shifts in demand; yet the tendencies noted above are still continuing to a 
great extent, as will be clear from the details of fabrics given in Chapter VI. 

_57. W(ULvers' craft guilds.-Hand-weavers liave 'always been gregarious 
people. They have had among them certain corporate organisations working 
for the common goo!! and these have been in some ways analogous to the 
craft guilds of the Middle Ages in Europe. Most of th~se guilds were based 
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or.. caste, but :it would appear that in the halcyon days of the Dacca muslin 
industry, there were craft guilds on an in~-_cl1ste basis; Taylor sta,te.s·in 
his Cotton Manufactures of Dacca' that the weavers' guild at Dacca maintamed 
strict rules regarding apprenticeship, laid down certain standards, regulated 
hours of work (from 6 to 7 a.m. till noon and from 2 or 3 p.m. to 6 OJ; 7 p.m.', 
and kept certain holidays (40 in the year). To what extent all this was en~ 
forced is not clear. At any rate, most, of these have since fallen into desuetude. 
Vestiges of such regulat,ions are, however, still extant here and there. An. 
important function of the older guilds was to maintain temples and celebr~tel 
fest.ivals, and in this also there is a clear analogy between European and Indian 
guilds. Each caste has still its own "'patron god or goddess, and at every 
centre where a large number of them reside they maintain their own temples 
whose size and splendour still bear witness to the prosperity of the industry 
iIi olden days. :rhe weavers have also got their local punchayats which settle1 
disputes and ordain the communal life and social relatio~. In recent times, 
the more wide-spread weaving castes like the Padamasalis and Devangas 
have organised associations and convene now and then all-India conferences 
for the discussion of common problems. These conferences do evoke some 
enthusiasm over wide areas, although it does not appear that they have been 
able to help the weavers much in solving their common economic problems. 
There are similar associations also among the Muslim weavers, such as the 
Jamiat-ul-Ansar in the United Provinces and Jamiat-ul-Momineen in Bengal. 
Another important function of the weavers' corporate organisations was to 
maintain sizing yard~~ In many parts of the country, warping and sizing 
were done in the open streets and for this purpose, streets in weavers' quarters 
are broader than elsewhere, and the weaving community had seen to it that 
shady trees were planted in the middle of the road. Such planned streets 
are a common feature of the weaving cen.tres of the Madras Province, andl 
are particularly noticeable in Melapalayam, Conjeevaram, Nagercoil and 
other hand-weaving centres in South India. An alternative method is to 
have a shady open ground adjoining the weavers'quarters, called pavadi or 
sizing ground. Extensive sizing grounds are still seen in some of the southern 
weaving centres. The maintenance of such sizing facilities is among ~he 
traditional duties of weaving organisations. ' 

Craft guilds of a modern type have already arisen in many parts of the 
cou.ntry, and these are intended to help in the marketing of cloth and 
mamtenance of standards. <!n certain centres like Ahmednagar, Nagpur and I' 
Choumuhani the weavers have formed associations mostly on a caste basis 
fO.r the re~ulat~on of production and marketin~ An accoun~ of some of these 
wIll ~e given m Chapter IX. In large weaVIng centres like Sholapur 'and 
Santlpur, the different economic groups in the weaving industry have formed 
separate associations for self-protection. In Sholapur, the merchants, kar. 
khanadars and weaver workers, have separate associations on a trade basis. 
A labour movement has also developed in recent times among hand-weavers, 
e~pecially where they have been brought together in factories, and this has 
given rise to new problems. The solidarity of the handloom weavers has' 
b~en broken owing to varipus changes in the structure of the industry, which 
will be discussed ,Presently. , 

58. Intervention of middlemen.-As a result of the changes mentionj'ld 
above,-.:the decline Of had-spinning, growing dependence on Will yarn, and 
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settlement in urban areas,-the handloom weavers have come more and more 
'into the grip ofmiddlemeri. Yarn has to be ~ed and as the average 
'Weaver has DQ cash for such purchases he has either to purchase it on credit 
'or get into some relationship for this purpose either with the yarn-merchant 
or with the financier on a contract or wage basis. There were also other reasons 
why the weaver was inclined to give up independent business. The growing 
.fiuctuations in the price of yarn and cloth made weaving a risky busines~. 
'Such risks could be undertaken only by weavers who had some financial 
'backing, and most of them haA.AQsuch. l>acking. Further, theweavere 
p!oducing for distant markets have to wait for a long time before their imrest· 
ment on yarn could be ,realisec.1: but impecunioU& weavers could not wait; 
·they had to sell their labour in advance, and for them dependence on a finan cler 
'Was Hobson's choice. Most of the weavers needed not only the money for 
;the yarn but also an '/l:dvance for their maintenance during the time of produc· 
'tion; This is one of the familiar features of the Indian economy. A large 
!portion of the agriculturists and handicraftsmen are so needy that they 
.always live by mortgaging their future labour. The weaver is no exception'; 
'he has normally to depend on advances, and because he needs advances so 
'badly, he has to sell his labour cheap. In fact in most of the middlman 
'systems, the working weaver is so inexorably tied to the financier that he is 
not able·tosell his labour in a free market, nor sell his products at the highest 
available price. This again is a feature common to all branches of the agri· 
'cultural and handicraft economy. 

59. Changes in the industrial structure.~Thus the development of com· 
.munications and the dependence on imported yarn effected a drastic change 
,w. the hand-weaving industry:' In areas where production is largely for distant 
11Ilarkets and the weavers are financially weak to undertake the risks of price 
:ftuctuations, 'weavers who had been previously independent have become em· 
ployees of merchants or sowca·r-weavers, although working in their homes; 
in some places thl:'y have been congregated in workshops called karkltanas. 

\ 'such changes have happened more in Bomba!~nd Madras than i!!_Northern 
\~~dia. Thlindependent,cottage system now predominates only in backward 
.areas where coarse cloth ·is produced chiefly for local use, in villages whose 
self-sufficiency has not been much affected lty recent improvements in trans
'port, in places where there is no lucrative business to attract middlemen and 
capitalists and where weaving is a secondary means of livelihood to agricul
turists. Especially in Assam,Central Provinces and Berar, and Bihar, these 
changes have not made much headway. In some Provinces, a small propor· 
tion of weavers have come into the co-operative organisation, and of this we 
will speak in a later Chapter. The following table will bring out the prop or· 
tion of the different classes of hand-weavers in the various Provinces and 
States. 
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TABLB XXVI.-Classification oj weavers. 

" Per- Weavelll Per· Per- Members Per-
Iod.pen- .. n~ ceo~ Weavers cen~ cent. 

ProVInce oc State. dent. ago working Bge 10tA,- age of Co-ope- ago T'1t&1. 
weaven. or under of i:ha ...... of rative of 

Iotal. mabajBDe. Iota!. 
~, 

Iotal: 8ocle~ies .• Iota!. , 
I~ --.-. 

-'- '1~ 99 2,000 l 2,qoo I '~,OOO .. 81,(IOQ 

Bengal(.) .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. 201.~711 

Bihar 100,198 98 2,800 II 8 .. 197 .. 1000"U' 

JIom'-7. 28,800 ;! 1!8,000 !! 8S,300 .2..' 2,000 .! 117,100. 

C. 1'. arul JIerar 68,747 liD 12,670 18 1,848 II 180 .. 71,891) 

Ifadru 119,760 1!8 256,680 60 34,218 8 17,108 , 427,718 

Orl_ . 10,000 20 89,500 79 250 .. 250 .. 60,OoIf 

1'o0J .. b 206,681 68 139,275 89 8,400 I 8,548 1 856,864: 
Bind 457 10 8,656 ~ 228 r. 228 6 ~,6811 

U. p, (.) .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ~4~,7~" 

Baroda 788 14 4,448 80 11 .. 111 6 6,4S~ 

Cochln BOO 18 1,540 61 210 9 '0<1 16 ,,460 - . 
O"Bllar ',952 85 800 14 72 1 .. I • ~,~S! 

Hyder.bad 28,650 26 85,370 82 48,510 !O 1,845 ~ JQ~!O~~ 

"olh.pur Bnd the 2,032 15 8,706 to . 795 7 .. . .. lil~89~ 
Deccao State.. 

lIyoo ... (a) .. .. .. . . .. .. , .. .. 85,ood 
Travaneon 0,000 !! 4,200 111 5,704 82 100 .. 1Q,q1~ 

(a) Not available. 

60. Types of middlemen.-We shan now proceed to a~aly!,!", the difl:erellt 
types of middlemen operating in the hand-weaving industry. Tper~ is, tiP!l! 
of all, the sowca·'-weaver (often called" master-weaver ") who employs under 
him weavers mostlyoililiJ .own caste. SeconaIJ,there IllE) the merchants, 
either of yarn or of cloth or both, who are ~eenly jntere~ted, in th~ Elupply of 
cloth of qualities required and in adequate quantities. Tltey can" il),deed 
purchase goods at markets and hats, but they consid",r it Ip.ore advantageous 
to employ labourers to produce what they wa1).t. Thirdly, there are tli€1 
karkhanadars who bring the weavers together into Elmall "fa.ct()ries or work~ 
shops. The first two types of employers"leave the weavers to work~ thei! 
own homes with their own looms and other appliances; ;rather, they prefer 
this because they could get work done without incurring the.cost of looms and 
working sheds. This is indeed analogous to the " Domestic System" which 
prevailed in the English textile indust.ry before the Industrial Revolution, 
and the home system which still continues in many p~lrts of continental 
Europe. In some centres, however, employers found it better to bring 
weavers together in small factories with suitable looms and other equipments 
provided for them. an certain places, like Sholapur, the wari()J,is systems are 
mixed up in a ('.Qmplex organisationl It may be seen that the .conditions 
operating in India to-day in the hand-weaving industry are not materially 
different from those which prevailed in England before the Indilstrial Revolu-
tion ushered in the full-fledged factOry system. . 

61. The Sowcar-'I!leqv~rs and others'7'Il). many,areas, a class of ~owca,rs has 
arisen from among the professional weavers themselves.. As stated abo. VI 

F2 
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such persons have been called "master-weavers ". The term "master
weaver" was used in Medireval Europe for the independent craftsmaI). who 
worked in his own home with a few apprentices learning the trade and possibly 
with a journeyman or two who not being equipped to start off as master
weaver had to work as day-labourer. Thus the master-weaver was not an 
employer of labour, and he paid no regular wage to the apprentices who learned 
weaving under him. Such master-weavers have been in existence in India 
also, at any rate in the bigger centres, and, in the days when the caste system 
worked somewhat like a guild, t~e master-weaver took apprentices from his 
caste for training and assistance. But in modern times owing to the growing 
prospects ,of trade, some of the well-to-do weavers have set up as merchants, 
and they employ their fellow casttmen under them for a wage or on other 
forms of contract. "'Su<;h weavers may be called" sowcar-weavers". They 
are more analogous to the" clothier" in England of the days just before the 
Industrial Revolution than to the master-weaver of the guild days. Even 
as the clothier did, the sowcar-weaver gives yarn and other raw material to 
be worked up in'the homes ofthe workers, and takes back cloth after paying' 
the. wages or the prices contracted for. 

Some C!f these sowcar-weavers have built up very large organisations in 
centres which are catering for the export market. There are many employers 
in centres like Erode, Gudiyttam, Trichengode and Melapalayam, who control 
between 500 and 1,000 looms each. At Erode we visited the establishment 
of a Sengunda (weaver) merchant who controls asmany as 1,000 looms scat
tered about in the villages around. He manufactures a type of shirting 
whic.h has a demand not only in India, but in Ceylon, Malaya and in the neigh
bouring lands and islands. For the convenience of distributing yarn and 
collecting produce, he maintains 10 local depots with the necessary assistants 
in charge. His whole establishment is going on like a well-organised factory 
although all the employees are working in their own homes. Such mahajan 
weavers who employ large numbers of their caste-men are to be found also in 
several centres in Bombay especially in Karnatak and Maharashtra. In some 
parts of the United Provinces (e.g., Mau), the bigger broker-weaver is called 
a girhast (Grihastha, a householder). The leading g1:rhasts are also yarn 
merchants as well as wholesale cloth merchants. Some of them engage dalals 
for ,distributing yarn and collecting cloth; others directly deal with the 
weavers. . The girhast is regarded by the workers with some affection as they 
are all of the same caste and are boun~ by something more than mere cash
nexus. He and. the weaver-workers have to co-operate in their caste festivals 
and other functions. They are bound to each other by various ties. The 
workmen are in need of advances and the employer is able to give them with 
confidence as the weavers are easily within his reach. The system, therefore, 
works well for both pa.rties. . 

In many weaving centres well-to~do weavers wit,h the capacity or inc1ina
tion for doing such business are few or are wanting, and the whole business 
is in the hands of mahajans. Sometimes, it is a yarn merchant that sets ~p 
as an employer; but more frequently it is a cloth merchant. Often a mahajan 
combines yarn selling and cloth stocking and thus he has the need and the 
facility for employing weavers under him. There are also a certain number 
of moneylenders who are taking to a similar relationship with the weavers 
in order that they' may enhanc~ the income f~<?m thei!' investments. 
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62. SyRttmB of advanceB.-The central feature of the relationship between. 
the middlemen and weavers is the advance. It exists in various forms and 
under various names in all parts of India. An elaborate system of dajJan 
prevails in Bihar and parts of Bengal which binds the weaver to work for t.he 
nlahajan. In the lcatiauti system prevalent in the United Provinces, the prIce 
of the yarn is debitea to the weaver's account in the mahajan's books and 
when the cloth is delivered its price is credited. Interest is not usually charged, 
but the mahlljan is able to realize not only interest but a good profit .by 
calculating the price of yarn at a slightly higher rate t.han the market price, 
and by making certain cllstomary deduction.<i from the purchase price of cloth. 
A similar system prevails in the Central Provinces also. 1he mU!J:kade system 
obtaining in the Karnataka districts of Bombay presents peculiar features. 
In I1kal two variants of the system are in vouge. In one system the head
weaver makes advances of money to the workers on condition that they deliver 
a stipulatcd quantity of cloth of prescribed type .and pattern within a fixed 
period, and the price paid for the cloth is also fixed beforehand. In the other 
svstem the head-weaver advances both cash and raw material to the weaver; 
the price of yarn and other raw material advanced as well as the price of cloth 
are fixl'd beforehand.. The weaver is given raw material for 10 saris but 
generally it would suffice for making 11 saris and the eleventh sari would be 
kept by the weaver and is an additionalinduceruent for him to enter into such 
contract§; The system of advances (munpana) obtains in the Tamil areas 
also and the features above described obtain wherever weavers are under the 
.control of mahajans. 

The payment of advances is not merely for the convenience of the weaver; 
it is also regarded as advantageous to the middleman as it would bind the 
weaver to work for him continuously. As in the case of certain classes of 
agricultural workers, a loan received from the employer gives him a hold 
over the la.bour of the borrower. This was at first only a moral hold, 'but it 
is often made legally binding by the registration of bonds and mortgage on 
houses. Such contracts are specially valued by Inahajans in areas where 
there is a scarcity of weavers prepared to work on snch terms. On the other 
hand, in places where there are too maIfy weavers eager to work for mahajans, 
the poor weaver is at the mahajan's mercy, and the latter may insist on the 
former keeping a deposit with him to ensure the safe delivery of cloth. We 
heard in Belgaum (Bombay) that in certain cases a deposit of money has to' 
be made to the mahajan before he could be persuaded to give any work to the 
weaver. 

63. A threefold contract.-In the ordinary form of contract between the' 
. merchant and the weaver there are only two parties; but there is a further 
development of this in which a smaller middleman, generally a head-weaver, 
intervenes between the merchant and the actuaL1Voik.er. This hasoeoome 
necessary because it is not easy tnnJle'iD.eronint to keep in touch with a large 
number of weavers living in different places. He needs some person familiar 
with the weavers to act as an intermediary. This function is somewhat 
analo~ous to that of the "fustian-masters" and" piece~eIS." who, in th6~ 
days lust before the Industrial Revolution, acted as commission agents in 
the English woollen industry. The fustian-master stayed among the weavers, 
employed them on a contract or wage basis, distributed yarn and other material 
to them, Ilnd collected the cloth when ready •. Nearly the same functions 
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have been perfoi:med by the weaver middleman in the Indian hand-weaving 
[industry. They are called by different mime's in various parts of the country 
l-asami in the Bombay-Karnatak, girhast in the United Provinces and 
Bowcar generally throughout the country. 

~ 
The best kn.own system of contract is the mungani prevailing in the Ceded 

istricts ~fthe.Madras Province. (Mungani is said ~ mean contract between 
hree partIes, v~z" t:liecloth merchant, the weaver-mIddleman, and the workeit 

In the Kurnool District, the mungani system calls for two distinct contracts
tlne between the merchant and the head-weaver and the other between' the 
head-weaver and his employees. The head-weaver undertakes to supply the 
merchant a certain amount of cloth and the merc~ant makes advances to 
him. If the merchant is also a yarn dealer, he gives the required amount of 
'yarn also, but he cov~rs himself against risks by treating the yarn advanc(>d 
::assold 'at the ruling market prices and when the goods are tendered he buys 
'them at the 'prices ruling then. The head-weaver in turn enters into contract 
With individual weavers, advances them yarn and small amounts of money to 
meet, their day-to-day expenses. When the goods are delivered the wage 
fixed is given and the account settled. In course of time weavers become in
'de'bted 'to the head-weavers and merchants, and lose their freedom completely. 
We were told that in Pattikonda the weavers who worked under such contracts 
'had mortgaged their own lands and houses to the sowcar-weaver. The system 
'Varies slightly in Bellary where head-weaver makes only yarn advances to 
Weavers 'and nO cash. There are also differences in regard to the nature of 
the contract between the merchant and the head~weaver. Mr. N. G. Ranga, 
M.L.A., in his bOOK The ECO'IWmics of Handloom (pp. 21-22) explains a re
formed mungani system l.revailing in Jammalmadugu, Proddatllr and other 
'centres under which the merchants agree to take cloth from the weaver
:middlemaIi at fixed prices, thus lessening the risk borne by the latter. But this 
:has ~noouraged the middlemen to sell the cloth in the open market in' case 
higher prices can be realized and therefore many "ID.erchants have begun to 
deal directl'y with 1ihe weavers) 

\ A l'utthe'r development of the tripJe-contract system is found in Sholapur. 
\ The head-weaver is caned 'an asami and is a necessary link between the 
'merc'hantsor'luvrkhanailcif-s on 'the one hand and th-e weavers on the other. 
~an~ merchants in Shol~U! have their own 'learkh~nas but when t~e produ~
'tidn 1m 'such :katkM/n$Sis not :adequate they 'enter mto contracts With asamM 
''On an out-'Work :basis 'ordinarily for a 'period of 6 to 8 months. Advances are 
paid in money and in some cases yarn also is advanced. The asamis work 

. in their own ~homes with a few looms and 'they also get work done .by weavers 
in the latter's homes. In the system followed in Sholapur the functions of 
. the tbreeparties ,to the contract are clearly defined. The merchant or 'lea,.. 
./cMMllar is ,the financier, theasami is ,the 'organiser or supervisor, and the 
weaver does the labour. The :financierchliIges interest on the advances 
made and he also makes profits besides;' theasaini is somewhat like a ~om
mission-agent and the margin between the actual cost and the price paid fOI 
the cloth is his commission. In Sholapur 60 per cent of the weaving is under
taken on this basis. The system is also populat in Ahmednagar; SangamneJ 

. and Parola. ' . 
There are in other Provinces also systems analogous to the mungani, 

·although they present, variations in detail. In the United Provinces therE 
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are arhatilu and ,auiwalal who act as commission agents for the wholesale: 
eroth merchant, and keep depots for the distribution of yarn and· collection 
of cloth. They advance ::money to the weavers, and di&tribute .d~igns to 
them. In some places (e.g., Mau) they engage dalals or brokers for doing 
part Gf this work. Iu. Beng~ 'Paikar~ obtain cloth. from wearvera. on. various. 
terms or buy cloth at the hats. They generally act as commission age~ts_o( 
wholesale stockists. Nor are they all dependent on advances from the whole
Bale stockists; some of them work with their own fund,S. 

In the more elabora~ business of specialised hand-weaving centres, there 
is a chain of middlemen functioning in the trade. In Sholapur karkhanada,. 
who have no finance of their own obtain advances from stockists with whom 
they enter into contract and thus three middlemen intexvene' between the 
wholesale dealer and the weavers. In the Madras handkerchiefs trade, there 
are two intermediaries between the export firm and the weavers, tJiz., the 
dubash who collects cloth (on which he obtains commission) and the heaa.
weaver who controls many looms. The trade in the well-known Benares' 
saris is also controlled by a chain of middlemen. Thus the exigencies and 
complexities of the business in handloom cloth have brought about a 'hierarchy 
,of middlemen in many centres. There is every probability that some of these, 
middlemen make good profits when trade is brisk, but the normal toll levied. 
by them is not so high as is often imagined by people. 

64. Hanilloomfactories 0' ka,khanas.-The state of things described above 
indicates that the conditions were becoming ripe for the congregation or 
workers at a common work-place. In the result handloom factories OJ; 

karkhaMB have come into being in several parts of the country. The largest 
number of ka,khanas are in the B~~rovince. From'the statistics supplied 
to us, we find as many as D4 per cent of the handloom weavers in that Province 
are working in ka,kkaMs~ It is also estimated that 1$;arkhanas account for 
30 to 40 per cent of the total production of cloth in the Bombay Deccan cen~es. 
At present, there are in Sholapur 273 ka,khaMs with more tnanIol~o~ and 
about 826 with more than 5 looms. The largest karkhaMS, however, are ill 
the Malabar District. There are 27 factories in Cannanore with more· than 

, , 
50 looms and 5 of these have more than 200 looms. Mangalore h~, ~ karklJ,anas 
with more than 50 looms. At Amritsar there are 11 such karkhaM8 a~d 'e.l 
Ludhiana 2. In Sholapur which is. the largestka.~kM~ QeXl.tre 
there is only one factory having more than 50 looms. A certain number of 
!mall karkhaMI are also fOllDd in other centres in the funjab .and the Unikd 
Provinces, but we have not been able t(}get informatio~ about t1J.~. In 
'h:e following table are given the number of karkhanas found in ~ine centres, 
~lassified acco~ding tQ the~ size (so fall as information is availible). . 
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TABLE XXVII.-.:.classification of karkhanas in certain towns acco/ding to size. 
~ , Number of NumberoC Number of Number of Number of 

. kIJrkha ..... karkha ..... karl-ha ..... Icarkha ..... 1.:arkhanaa -- with 5 to with II to with 21 to with 41 to with more Total. 
10 looms. 20 looms. 40 looms. 60 looms. thau 60 

looms. 

. 
Sholapur 653 230 36 II 1 828 

Malegaon 100 15 .. .. .. ll5 

Ahmednager • 40 25 2 .. .. 07 

Sang.mner 16 2 .. .. .. 18 

Parola 60 .. .. .. . .. 60 

Amrltsar 27 66 46 10 11 160 

Ludhiona 85 20 10 S 2 70 

Cannanore 84 85 22 4 27 122 

Mangalore 12 ·17 7 6 1\ 47 

Karkhanas of some kind or other have been in existence in India at least 
from the Moghul days, but the modern type of karkhanas, factories run by 
rhand power, were first started on the west coast of Southern India by the 
C~istian missionaries, as a llleans of giving employment to' the poor people 

I who joined them. "The first of these factories w~s started in Mangalo,!e in 
1844, and then followed those at CannaILo,reand Calicut. In 1851, they 
brought out from Europe Mr. Halkr, a specialist'in 'weaving, and the first 
fly-shuttle 100m was introduced by him. He also made experiments in dyeing, 
and the khaki dye which has since become so popular is said to have been 
invented by him. "When Mr. Haller first brought out his khaki, the then 
Superintendent of Police in Mangalore was so pleased with it that he. got 
permission to introduce it for the use of the police force under him. Lord 
Roberts, when he was Commander-in-Chief of India, onc~ paid a visit to the 
Mangalore weaving establishment, and it was there that he happened to see 
khaki, which he afterwards recommended for the use of the British soldiers " 
(quoted from the Madras Mail, April 11, 1904, in the booklet Basel Mission 
Industries). They also made check coatings and shirtings and the' Calicut 
Check 'soon became famous. Subsequently factories were started by other 
persons, employing the workmen trained by the missionaries, and during the 
last war and afterwards a large number of factories came into being in Calicut, 
Canna-nore and Mangalore and in the smaller towns around them. As the 
professional weavers did not come forward to work, a new class of weavers 
arose in that part of the country. The Salis, the old weaving caste, continued 
to make their traditional fabrics, the demand for which had been fast declin
ing. ~early all the handloom factories in Malabar now produce shirtings and 
coatings. . 

. The special feature of these West Coast karkhanas is that in each factory 
the organisation is complete, from the manufacturing to the marketing of 
cloth. Each factory has its own arrangements for dyeing, preparatory 
processes, weaving and marketing, and all this is done by human labour. 
At first there was no provisio!l for finishing, but subsequently: two finishing 
plants propelled by electric power have been install~d, one at Ca!l_nanore and 
the other at Pappinasseri. These are available for use at a reasonable charge .. 
These factories have also got a legular marketing organisation. They send 
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out travelling canvassers who book ordera from various parts of India, from 
consumers 38 well aa from wholesale cloth dealers. The canvassers are paid 
a commission ranging from 3 per cent to 10 per cent on the net value of the 
goods realized. This system was first laid down by the pioneers and is still 
being followed in all the factories. Their marketing organisation has succeeded 
quite well, and in fact, some of the handloom factories in Cannanore are able 
to market their shirtings and coatings in Bombay, Calcutta and other big 
centres at competitive rates. In spite of such efficiency, the effects of mill 
competition eventually drove some of the oldest factories on the West Coast 
to replace handlooms by powerlooms, wholly or partly. 

Subsequently factories were started in other parts of Madras and Bombay. 
In 1906, the Government of.Madras started a factory at Salem with a view to 
demonstrating improved processes to weavers and indiiciii"g them to adopt 
profitable methods of organisation, but before any advance was possible, it 
had to be closed down in 1910 owing to a change in the Government's policy. 
The professional weavers of Salem were reluctant to work in the factory. 
Small karkhanas are found to-day in the ,districts of Kistna, Guntur, Kur
nool, Bellary, Tanjore, Madura, Coimbatore ap.d Tinnevelly . .In Sholapur, the 
first karkll,ana is said to have been started in the late 'nineties at the instance 
of the District Collector as a famine relief measure. In 1906, again, a weavers' 
guild was organised with a Government subvention: and under the auspices of 
this guild a model katkkana was started. Subsequently, after 1910, Padmasali 
weavers started a number of karkhanas of their om. The system was also 
taken up in Malegaon, Ahmednagar and other centres, mostly by Padmasali 
weavers. In Sholapur the karkhana system took fast root owing to various 
causes, but in places like Malegaon it has had a rather chequered course~ 

The karkkanas in the Bombay Province differ in many ways from the West 
Coast karkhanas. Most of them are seasonal and even in Sholapur, where 
tbere is some degree of permanence, they /t0on changing from time to time. 
Secondly, there is a considerable difference in.the lin~oLProduction in which 
the karkkanas of Bombay and of Madras specialize; while the former produce 
saris, mostly of medium and low counts, the latter weave coatings and llhirt
ings. Thirdly, as may be seen from Table XXVII, theCWest Coast karkhanas 
are, on the average, larger in size than the karkhanas of BombaY) Fourthly, 
in Sholapur and other Bombay centres,liechnical improvements in production 
have not been effected to any great extent, as on the West Coast, and the 
business methods employed are also old-fashioned. 'The karkhanadar of Shola
pur still remains the middleman-wes.ver inessential respect~ and his bringing 
the weavers together at a work-place has not made much difference. In Shola
pur the bigger karkkanadar performs several functions. He (a) engages 
weavers, (b) engages asamis,who are either themselves weavers, or have small 
1carkkanas under them, or get the work done through weavers, (e) purchases 
yarn wholesale, dyes it and supplies it to asamis and weavers, (d) in addition 
to goods manufactured in his own karkkana, purchases the finished goods of 
asamis and weavers and arranges to sell thejD., (e) directs production of impor
tant types of pattern, and (f) acts as the financier of asamis and weavers, and 
for this obtains credit from the banks. Thus he forms the apex of the industry 
and enables it to face the competition of mills. In other parts of Bombay, 
however,' the karkkanadars are generally dependent on 'credit supplied by. 
yarn dealers: 

o 
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TABLE XXVII.~lassification of karkhanas in certain towns actXJtding to size. 

" I Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of 
kIJrkluIM8 karkluI1I/J8 karkluI1I/J8 karkha1l/J8 ka1"khana8 -- 'with 5 to with 11 to with 21 to with 41 to with more Total. 
10 looms. £0 looms. 40 looms. 60 looms. thanbO 

looms • 
. -

Bholapur 653 230 36 • 1 828 

Malegaon 100 15 .. .. .. 115 

Ahmednager • 40 25 II .. .. 87 

Bange.mner 16 2 .. .. .. 18 

Parola 60 .. .. .. . .. 60 

Amritsar 27 68 46 10 11 150 

Ludhiana 85 20 10 3 2 70 

Cannanore 84 85 22 4 27 122 

Mangalore 12 ,17 7 5 6 47 

Karkhanas of some kind or other have been in existence in India at least 
from the Moghul days, but the modern type of karkhanas, factories run by 

Ihand power, were first started on the west coast of Southern India by the 
j Christian missionaries, as a llleans of giving employment to the- poor people 
\ who joined them. "The first of these factories w.!!s started in Mallgalo!e in. 
1844, and then followed those at Cannal!9.re.and Calicut. In 1851, they 
brought out from Europe Mr. Haller, a specialist--iri weaving, and the first 
fiy-shuttle loom was introduced by him. He also made experiments in dyeing, 
and the khaki dye which has since become so popular is said to have been· 
invented by him. "When Mr. Haller first brought out his khaki, the then 
Superintendent of Police in Mangalore was so pleased with it that he. got 
permission to introduce it for the use of the police force under him. Lord 
Roberts, when he was Commander-in-Chief of India, onc~ paid a visit to the 
Mangalore weaving establishment, and it was there that he happened to see 
khaki, which he afterwards recommended for the use of the British soldiers" 
(quoted from the lJIadras Mail, April 11, 1904, in the booklet Basel Mission 
Industries). They also made check coatings and shirtings and the' Calicut 
Check' soon became famous. Subsequently factories were started by other 
persons, employing the workmen trained by the missionaries, and during the 
last war and afterwards a large number of factories came into being in Calicut, 
Cannanore and Mangalore and in the smaller towns around them. As the 
professional weavers did not come forward to work, a new class of weavers 
arose in that. part of the country. The Salis, the old weaving caste, continued 
to make their traditional fabrics, the demand for which had been fast declin
ing. ~early all the handloom factories in Malabar now produce shirtings and 
coatings. . 

. The Bpecial feature of these West Coast karkhanas is that in each factory 
the organisation is complete, from the manufacturing to the marketing of 
cloth. Each factory has its own arrangements for dyeing" preparatory 
processes, weaving and marketing, and all this is done by human labour. 
At first there was no provisio!l for finishing, but subsequently; two finishing 
plants propelled by electric power have been installEld, one at Ca!lp-anore and 
the other at Pappinasseri. These are available for use at a reasonable charge.· 
These factories have also got a regular marketing organisation. They send 
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out travelling canvassers who book orders from various parts of India, from 
consumers as well as from -wholesale cloth dealers. The canvassers are paid 
a commission ranging from 3 per cent to 10 per cent on the net value of the 
goods realized. This system was first laid down by the pioneers and is still 
being followed in all the factories. Their marketing organisation has succeeded 
quite well, and in fact, some of the handloom factories in Cannanore are able 
to market their shirtings and coatings in Bombay, Calcutta and other big 
centres at competitive rates. In spite of such efficiency, the effects of mill 
competition eventually drove some of the oldest factories on the West Coast 
to replace handlooms by powerlooms, wholly or partly. 

Subsequently factories were started in other parts of Madras and Bombay. 
In 1906, the Government of Madras started a factory at Salem with a view to 
demonstrating improved processes to weavers and indUciii"g them to adopt 
profitable methods of organisation, but before any advance was possible, it 
had to be closed down in 1910 owing to a change in the Government's policy. 
The professional weavers of Salem were reluctant to work in the factory. 
Small karkhanas are found to-day in the ,districts of Kistna., Guntur, Kur
nool, Bellary, Tanjore, Madura, Coimbatore a.nd Tinnevelly. 'in Sholapur, the 
first karkhana is said to have been started in the late 'nineties at the instance 
of the District Collector as a famine relief measure. In 1906, again, a weavers' 
guild wall organised with a Government subvention; and under the auspices of 
this guild a model karkhana was started. Subsequently, after 1910, Padmasali 
weavers started a number of karkhanas of their own. The system was also 
taken up in Malegaon, Ahmednagar and other centres, mostly by Padmasali 
weavers. In Sholaputthe karkhana system took fast root owing to various 
causes, but in places like Malegaon it has had a rather chequered course; 

The karkhanas in the Bombay Province differ in many ways from the West 
Coast karkhanas. Most of them are seasonal and even in Sholapur, where 
there is some degree of permanence, they &<>. ~n changing from time to time. 
Secondly, there is a considerable difference in. the lin~f..production in which 
the karkhanas of Bombay and of Madras specialize; while the former produce 
saris, mostly of medium and low counts, the latter weave coatings and llhirt
ings. Thirdly, as may be seen from Table XXVII, thedVest Coast karkhanas 
are, on the average, larger in size than the karkhanas of BombaY.) Fourthly, 
in Sholapur and other Bombay centres, 'technical improvements in production 
have not been effected to any great extent, as on the West Coast, and the 
business methods employed are also old-fashioned. 'The karkhanadar of Shola
pur still'leiiiains the middleman-wea.verinesseiitial respect~ and his bringing 
the weavers together at a work-place has not made much difference. In Shola
pur the bigger karkhanadar performs several functions. He (a) engages 
weavers, (b) engages asamis,who are either themselves weavers, or have small 
karkhanas under them, or get the work done through weavers, (c) purchases 
yarn wholesale, dyes it and supplies it to asamis and weavers, (d) in addition 
to goods manufactured in his own karkhana, purchases the finished goods of 
asamis and weavers and arranges to sell thejll, (e) directs production of impor
tant types of pattern, and (f) acts as the financier of asamis and weavers, and 
for this obtains credit from the banks. Thus he forms the apex of the industry 
and enables it to face the competition of mills. In other parts of Bombay, 
however,· the karkhanadars are generally dependent on-credit supplied by. 
yarn dealers~ 

o 
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65. Limited economies oJtl.e karkhana".~We have not been able to go int(J 
detail regarding the economies of handloom karkhanas. As no steam or elec~ 
tric power is employed in these factories· the economies of labour and capital 
resn!ting from the congregation of the workers must be necessarily limited. 

<However,(a certain amount of economy is possible, in that raw materials can 
,be purchased in bulk and overhead charges are reduced per unit: Even 
without the use of the machinery some division of labour is possible when 
the production is on a fairly large scale, when specialization takes place in the 
different processes connected with preparation, weaving and finishing) The 
average hand-weaver working at his home does not work regularly, being ham" 
pered in many ways, and much time is wasted. These and similar wastes can 
be avoided in factories; and this also results in some economy. There are, 
however, "serious limitations to the economies available in the handloom 
karkhanas. The karkhanadar has to invest money on buildings and equip
ments in addition to what is required for the working capital and has also to 
pay for supervision which is particularly necessary when the raw material 
used is (like silk and gold thread) expensive. All this would enh.ance cost. 
Further, in a factory preparatory processes like winding, warping and sizing 
which are usually done in the home by women on a nominal remuneration -
have to be done at a higher wage and this may also enhance cost. Rao Bahadur 
K. S. Rao, Textile Expert to the Government of Bihar, states that the Marwari 
merchants at Bhagalpur who first maintained karkhanas found them expensive 
and subsequently, it would appear, they scrapped the karkhanas and went 
back to the commission agency system which was formerly in vogue. In 
Cannanore and Calicut, however, the karkhana system is still thriving Ilnd is 
able to pay decent wages to the employees. 

There is a wide divergence in the working conditions of the karkhanas 
in the different centres. Several karkhanas on the West Coast present a very 
neat and tidy appearance and maintain a fairly well-paid managerial staff. 
On the other hand, ~n certain Bombay centres many of the karkhanas are 
dingy and cramped, managerial work is neglected and the working conditions 
are. far from satisfactory) In most Provinces karkhanas do not come under 
the operation of the Factories Act, by reason of their not using power. In 
Bombay, however, handloom karkhanas in which more than ten labourers 
work have been brought under the operation of some clauses in the Act, by 
a declaration of the Government of Bombay under section 5, sub-sections 1 
and 2 of the Factories Act. A weekly holiday and a ten-hour day are thus 
insisted on. In spite of all this, however, no great improvement has taken 
place in the working conditions of the karkhanas. 

66. The Entrepreneurs' position in the industly . .,--Thus a class of small 
, entrepreneurs has come to control the handloom industry ~ many areas. 

Whether as mahajan working through the domestic system Qr as karkhanada'f' 
with his labour housed in small factories, such entrepreneurs are to-day plp,ying 
a large part not only in the marketing of handloom cloth but in it!;! production 
also. In 1918, when the Indian Industrial Commission reported, such middle
men were not so powerful nor so' numerous; but since then th' movement 
in this direction has been rapid and the hand-weaving industry in the more 
developed areas has come into the grip of a growing number of middlemen. 
Some of them have indeed sprung ffom the professional weaving castes, but 
the majority are outsiders with only a financial interest in the industry, and 
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their monetary transactions with the weavers are not always quite fair. It 
is this latter fact that causes some concern to us. No doubt the popular view 
regarding the profits of these middlemen is rather exaggerated, as will be 
seeD in Chapter VII. It is also true, that a certain number of the handloom 
factories are regular corporations coming under the Indian Companies Act; 
and many are running pretty'much in the same way as the power-using 
factories. ButCwe fear that the majority of the employers operating in the. 
hand-weaving industry are persons who want to make qUick profit by utilizing 

. the skilled labour of a helpless working class at a nominal remuneration) In 
this respect the middlemen hailing from within the caste are often no better. 
The intervention of the financier can be a great help if his operations are sound 
socially as well as economically, but it can also be. otherwise if sW8,6!:ting is 
allowed in any form. Hence the need for vigilance on the part of the public 
arid the Government. 

67. Types of weaVe1s.-So far as the rank and file of weavers are concerneli, 
a great change has taken place in their economic status in most parts of India. 
The number of independent weavers has diminished, except in certain back
ward areas, and the number of the employees under the domestic and karkhana 
eystem has increased. We, will now survey briefly the conditions of the 
different classes of weaTers. 

(i) Independent weavers.-As already stated, there has been a drastic fan 
in the number of independent weavers, especially in the Provinces of Bombay 
and Madras where they now form only 21 and 28 per cent respectively of the 
total number of weavers. In other areas, however, the proportion of 
independent weavers is still fairly high. In Assam most of the weavers are 
women and they carryon .weaving chiefly for home use; even when they 
produce for the market they pursue their business independently and seldom 
seek the need of middlemen. In Bihar also a great majority are still indepen
dent weavers. In the Central Provinces and Berar there is a large proportion 
of independent weavers but a good many of them obtain theil, raw materials 
from dealers on credit and when the cloth is sold either to the same dealer or 
to another the debt is repaid with interest. In some cases yarn is purchased 
by pledging goods previously woven which are redeemed later. In Orissa 
independent weavers purchase yarn on credit from the mahaian but are not 
bound to sell the cloth to the mahajan. They dispose of it at the hats and 
then repay the debts due to the mahaian. In the Punjab 58 per ceni; of the 
weavers are said to be independent weavers, but they are mostly found in the 
villages, and are engaged largely in producing cloth for local sale. In Madras 
also .many ~eavers in the rural. areas are independent. (In the Bombay 
Provmce, on the other hand, mahaJans and karkha'1UJilars have been operating 
extensively, and ~xcept in Malegaon independent weavers are few .. Many 
of the sturdy Momin weavers of Malegaon have been holding out ·against 
competition from Inills and handloom factorie}. Theoretically, the economic 
position of tbe independent weaver is excellent. He is free to produce what 
hE' wants and works when it is <lonvenient for him. He works in the midst 
and with t'he assistance of his family. ' But all this does not help him in his 
business. He has only a limit.e~_ market and when. there is no demand fOI 
his cloth he is not able to hold back his produce until prices improve. He 
often sells his cloth in tbe bazaar on the guiari (direct sale) basis because hE 
cannot wait, and therefore when he is pressed for money he would even sell 
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his' cloth at anything above the cost of yarn. Thus (Qrdinarily the earnings 
/ of the independent weaver are low and his economic condition is unsatisfac

torV He has to resort to the moneylenders whenever he needs any money 
on terms which are geperally unfavourable. A large proportion of the 
independent weavers are indebted. It is said that the debts of the indepen- . 
dent weavers in M\I'legaon amount to Rs. 100 to Rs. 150 per head on the 
average, On which interest is paid at rates varying from 12 to 75 per cent. 

(ii) Contract worker.-When a weaver works on the contract basis for a 
merchant or sowcar-weaver, although he works in his own house with his own 

\

toolS and with yarn bought by himself and is less-e-xpOs"ea"t6risks, he loses 
a part ?f his independ~nce: (j'he contract is gene~ally for 3 to 6 months for 
a certam number of pIeces to be sold at fixed prIces~ The~the weaver 
knows what price he is to get, but if the yarn prices rise in the meantime he 
would be the loser. Thus, he has still to take some risks. This system pre
vails in Sholapur and other Bombay centres. 

.. (iii) Out-worker.-When a weaver works with the raw material provided by 
I the middleman for a fixe.!lEiece-wage, part of which is given as an advance, 
\he loses more of his freedom, although he works in hi.'! own house with his loom 
~nd perhaps with appliances owned by him. His risks are less than those of 
the contract worker, because he does not pU1;chase his yarn. Either yarn 
for a warp, or a sized warp, is given to him by the employer, along with an 
advance in money. In the former case, the warping will be done by the family 
with perha.ps some little assistance from outside. In the bigger centres of 
Madras and Bombay, middlemen distribute sized warps and the weaver has 
only to weave. \This class of workers is the most numerous in all areas 
engaged in producing for distant marketv We llave collected details of the 
transactions of a large number of them. 

(iv) The wage-worker.-Weavers who merely contribute their labour and 
possess no capital-'of their own are like factory-labourers in status. The 
average worker in the employ of an independent weaver who has more than 
one loom still retains some of his old social position especially if his employer 
is of the same caste, but those who work in karkhan.as are regular wage-workers 
and in that respect are at the bottom of the ladder.· As has already been 

.stated, the professional weavers in India are averse to working in factories. 
In Malabar, the bulk of the factory labourers are recruited from among agri
culturists, and hardly any of the professional weavers have sought employ
ment in then.J) It is true that a large number of Padmasalis work in the 
karkhanas in Sholapur and Ahmedanagar but they are mostly emigrants 
from the Nizam's Dominions who- seek a means of supplementing their scanty 
earnings in their villages. They are recruited somewhat on the same lines 
as labourers were formerly recruited for certain tea and rubber plantations. 
An agreement is entered into between the karkhanadar and the weaver, accord
ing to which the karkhanadar has to pay advances and even gives loans for 
marriages and other ceremonies on the understanding that these are to be 
later recovered from the wages. The agreement also makes provision for 
the housing of labourers and for their visits to their native places thrice a year. 
Mr. N. M. Joshi states in his Urban Handicrafts in the Bombay Deccan that 
" in a few agreements, curiously enough, a condition is included that whenever 
a weaver leaves for his native place .. he must leave behind him his wife a.nd 
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children in the karkhana, presumably as hostages in the event of the weaver 
trying to shirk the burden of the loan ". The karkhanadar is also empowered 
by the agreement to keep back as security a certain portion (about 10 per 
cent) of the weaver's wages. In Cannanore and Calicut, owing to various 
causes, the handloom factories have built up a fairly steady labour force and 
the cO~l(lit~ons of work prevailing are also satisfactory. But ~any of th~c 
karkhanas m the Bombay c~ntres are seasonal and do not prOVIde a stead 
and continuous employment to their labourers. AB a result, these labourer 
(mostly Padmasalis) migrate from place to pll.\ce. When nothing is avail 
able in the mofusail centres, they find their way to Bombay where they take 
up work in the' mills. .,... 

68. Wages and ~arnings.~Wages under ne~rly all systems are,paid on a 
piece basis. In most cases advances ,have. to ~e m~de and they are adjusted 
when wages fa,ll due. cr'her~ is always considerabl~ difference in ,the rates of 
wages paid for the various fabrics, and the rates als\> vary according to the 
counts of yam usecn Thus it is possible for skilled labourers in· some kar
khanas to earn &8 much as Rs. 1-8-0 per day when they weave speciality fabrics 
demanding skill and carefulness, but such work is not obtained every day 
and therefore the total earnings for the month go far below that rate. We 
have received from the different Provinces data regarding the 'piece 'wages 
paid for different types of work and the monthly earnings of weavers working 
under different systems. Some of these data are s1UIlIharized in the three 
tables given below: , 
TABLE XXVIII.-Statement of wages pe!Jlard according to counts in certain 

centres (in annas). 

lIaaIpuram • 

UtI!pl 

B."gaf,

Bankura 

Bombay-

I. SAlliS. 

Gadag and Bettlgarl 

Sholapur 

Mad __ 

Rasipuram 

f'raNRC01'&-

N""erooil 

Bengal

Antpur 

II. DHOTI8. 

20., 30 •• 

1·5 ; 

3·4 to 3" 
(silk bOrder). 

1'0 1-1 

1.5 

401. 

1'0 

, ,1·5.to l'G. 

.1'8 

404to5'3 
(eott.on border) 

5'3 to 6·2 
(silk eIIeek). 

HI 

1'0 

0·8 

60 •• 

1-6 

2 to,2·3 

2·3 

l'8 

1'0 

2·0 

80 •• 

2'1 

~'5 to 3 
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TABLE XXIX.~Average piece wages at Oannanore (per lIard). 

(i) Ordinary coating 
(ii) Ordinary line (half plain) 

(iii) Coating fine 
(iv) Coating thick 

Coatings 28'. 

BAwting8 29" 1o 32". 

(I) 42/2 warp. 32/1 weft 
(il) 64/2 ordinary shirting 

(iii) Fine line plain 
(iv) Drill fine weft 
(v) Colour shirting 

Annas. 
l'OIr 

1-25 

1-25. 

1-17 

Annas. 
1·00 
1-17 
1·33 
1-33 
1-08 

TABLE Xxx..-Monthly wages of different classes of weavers. 

Independent Weaver working Weaver working In Members of co· 
weaver. under a master· karkhanas. Operative societies. 

weaver. 
;province or State. 

Busy Slack Busy Slack Bnsy Slack Buoy Slack 
BeaSon. season. Beason. season. season. season. ~ .. '8eIt80ll. season. 

- ----
Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. RB. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. 

AN"'" 1 8 0 0 6 0 5 0 0 2 8 0 10 0 0 5 0 0 , 0 0 1 0 0'. 

B~ 

:Nadia IS 2 0 11 , 0 .. .. IS I 0 11 , 0 .. .. 
lIanlrura 10 () 0 II 0 0 10 0 0 II 0 0 .. .. 10 0 0 II 0 0' 

to to to to to to 
12 '0 0 8 0 Ii 12 0 0 8 0 0 12 0 0 8 0 0 

Antplll , 8 '0 0 .. 7 0 0 .. " ., .. " 
to to 

10 ,0 0 8 0 0 
• 15 ,8 0 DumDum .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

BombaII-

BijBpIlf 
, 8 0 1 II 8 , 8 0 1 II 0 ... , 8 '4! 1 • • 10 0 0 

Shoiaplll .. .. .. .. to .. .. ., 
12 0 0 

Central P""" .... , GIld B.ra, 7 .II 0 6 0 0 7 8 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 II 0 Ii 12 0 0 12 0 0 
to , to to to to to to to 

15 ,0 0 10 0 0 15 0 0 10 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 18 0 0 18 0 0 

Lnokno .. 15 () 0 .. 15 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. 
MIId..-

8 ,0 15 0 0 
Vlzage,patam District 0 .. 8 0 0 .. .. .. 

to to 
9 ,0 0 g 0 0 

East Godavari 12 10 0 .. 10 0 0 .. 10 0 0 .. 18 6 0 .. 
Gnntlll 12 10 0 .. 10 0 0 .. 10 0 0 .. 12 0 .0 .. 
:Nellora 10 :4 o· .. g·O 0 .. ' .. ... 11 0 0 .. 
Cuddapab 18 8 0 .. 12 0 0 -V 10 0 0 . , IS 8 0 .. 

-. to to 
14 to 0 14 0 0 

Anante,pur • . 5 0 0 .. 8 8 0 .. .. . .. , 8 0 .. 
to to 

10 0 0 IS 0 0 
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Independen& Weaver workIng Weaver working In Members of co-
weavei'. under .. maafier. k"""_. operative societi •• 

weaver • ..-.ar ..... 
B_ Black Sh,ck Buay Slack Dna; Black 

IealOn. Season. 
BU8, 

BeUBon. Season. ..... on. Season. season • 8e8&1O. 

---
- RB. 4. P. RB ... P. RB." P. RB ..... P. ·RB ..... p. RB ..... P. BB • .... :R. Rs ..... P. 

NoMa-

llella.,. , 10 0 0 .. 41 • V .. 6 " G . , f! e 0 .. 
to 

T U 0 

CbJQsJepu& • , 10 0 0 .. 10 o .. .. 12 ~ 0 .. 10 0 0 .. 
to to· to . 15 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 

Bonth :AftIIl 11 it it . , e 11 0 .. .. . . ., 19 11 .. 
Tn.hI_l, 12 0 0 ... II 8 0 .. .. . . 11 8 0 .. 

0 15 0 0 
, 

15 0 0 Madnra. RBmnacl 16 0 .. .. .. .. .. 
to to 

20 0 0 20 0 0 

TIn_Dy. 10 0 0 o. 8 0 0 .. .Ii 0 0 .. II 0 0 .. 
to to ·to to 

11 0 'II ~O 0 0 7 0 II 11 0 0 

ColmbatorB T 8 0 .. T 8 0 .. .. .. . . .. 
to to 

10 0 0 11 4 iI 
.' 

Salem 12 0 ,0 .. " 0 0 .. S 0 D .. 10 .0 0 .. 
to to to to 

15 0 0 10 0 0 10 0 0 16 0 0 

Bonth Xanara 12 0 0 .. 10 0 0 .. 12 0 0 .. 12 0 0 ., , 
Halabar 6 , 0 . , .. .. 15 0 0 .. . . .. 

Orll,. 1010 0 7 15 8 10 0 0 7 8 0 1010 0 T 15 6 1010 Ii 7 16 e 
Baroda 10 0 0 T 0 0 10 0 0 T 0 

to 
0 10 0 0 7 0 0 10 0 0 t 0'0 

to to to to to to J;o 
II " 0 8 0 0 .12 0 fi '8 0 11 111 0 0 8·- 0 O· 12 .() 0 8 0 , 

Cocllla • II 8 0 8 II 0 .. , ... .. .. .. . . 
lIyderabad . ' II 6 0 8 12 0 .. .. 11 8 0 7· 8 0 .. . . 

to to ,to . 5 0 0 12 8 0 10 0 0 

1I,lOra oil '0 0 .. S 0 0 o. . . .. .. .. 
to to 

10 0 0 6 0 0 

Indore • 0 . , 0 G .. .. . . 8 0 0 8 0 O· .. .. 
to , .to to 

8 0 0 , 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
I 

][olhapnr and Decoan 
State&-

Ramdurg , 0 0 8 0 0 7 0 0 8 0 0 7 0 0 6 0 0 7 0 0 6 0 
Sangll II 8 0 II 8 0 6 , 0 411 0 .. ... 

Travaneore , 8 0 .. 8 II 0 .. .. . . S 12 0 ," 

69. Employment.-In the Table XXX, the wages fot busy and slack seasons 
are separately given for most Provinces. As is wdl-known, employment in' 
the handloom industry is generally unsteady, and the ~~aver. is s)lbject to 
forced idleness for long periods} Leaving aside Assam, which considilrs hand-' 
weaving as a subsidiary occ11f>ation to be pursued during leisure hours, we. 
find that even in Provinces like Bengal; Bombay and Madras, as Table XXXl 

0 

0 
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shows, there is a slack season lasting for 3 to 4 months d~ing which employ
ment and earnings are meagre. In Bihar, work is continuous only during four , 
months, in Hyderabad during 6 months and in Mysore during 5 months. This 
is due partly to the fact that the common people make their cloth purchases 
during certain periods when festivals and marriages are common. There 
is brisk demand for cloth during those months, but at other times there is no 
work and the wea:ver has to "live on his past earnings, and as such earnings 
1!.ardly exist in most cases they have to borrow." . 

TABLE XXXI.-Statement regarding busy and slack seasons in Provinces and 
States. 

Province or State. Busy season. 

Assam February to May 

:B~ngal 

Slack season. 

Junlt to August and Novem
ber to January. 

Sowing and harvesting season. 

Bihar November to February • March to October •. 

Bombay October to May • 

Central Provinces aDd Berar October to January 

Madras-

NeIlore. . 
South Kanara • 
Cuddapah 
Tanjore • 
South Arcot 

Trichinopoly • 
BeIlary . 
Vizagapatam 
Coimbatore 
Chittoor • 
Cbingleput 
Guntur 

Orissa 

Punjab-

Cotton weavers 
Silk weavers • 

Sind . 
United Provinces 

Baroda 
Cochin 
Gwalior 

• Hyderabad 

Mysore 

October to April 
September to May 
July to Deoember 
February to October • 
December to February and 

April to October. 
January to September 
November to May 
September to June 
January to September 
April to December 
July to December 
November to April 
October to June. 

June to September 
September to May 

Deoember to February and 
May to September. 

November to March 
September to June 
October to March • 
October and December to 
. April. 
February to June and Sep

tember. 

June to September. 

July to September. 

May to September. 
June to August. 
January to June. 
November to January. 
November to March. 

October to December. 
June to October. 
June to August. . 
September to December. 
January to March. 
January to June. 
May to October. 
July to September. 

October to December. 
June to August. 
Land oultivation season. 
March, April, October and 

November. 
April to October. 
June to September 
April to September. 
May to September and Novem

ber. 
July, August and Ootober to 

January. 
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70. IndebU:d1U'~8.-crhe inadequacy and unsteadiness of employment 
indicated above is one of the causes of the indebtedness prevalent among the 
handloom weavers) It has been reported from nearly all Provinc~ and 
States that the weavers are heavily in debt. In Madras as many as 90 per 
cent of the weavers are said to be indeb~ed; in Mysore, 95 per cent. The 
central cause of the weavers' indebtedness is nearly the same as that in the 
case of agriculturists, (unsound economic condition aggravated by improvi
dent habi~ Weavers have to borrow because they have no capital for 
investing in their business and because they need fairly large sums now and 
then for celebrating marriages and other family necessities. The indepen
dent weaver is the most liable to indebtedness because he needs money both 
for his busm~8s and for his family r~!liJ:emep.ts; while the weaver working 
under the mahalan and lcarklw,nadar needs loans mostly for the latter purpose. 
But both need advances before the production starts and the whole economy 
of the weaver hinges on this advance, called by various names in the different 
Provinces. The dadan system of Bengal and Bihar, the katauti system of th8' 
United Provinces and the Mungade system of Bombay-Karnataka are well-
known. . • 

The independen.!.J!eaver has to purchase his yarn and therefore he borrows 
monpy, or he may obtain yarn on credit from a mahajan, in which case he has 
got to pay a slightly higher price for the yarn and return the money with 
interest at high rates. Perhaps he has also to stipUlate that he would sell his 
cloth to the lender. Thus thc(loantransaction not only involves a high cost 
but also binds the weaver's freedom in regard to marketing':) It has been 
estimated that as a rule when yarn is bought on credit it costs to per cent 
more than when bought on cash. Although this may not always be explicit, 
there are various indirect ways by which this 10 per cent could be realised 
by the yarn dealer. Further, if the lender also insists on cloth being saId 
to him the price is stipulated beforehand, and even if it is not stipulated, he 
being the weaker party will have to fall in with the wishes of the mahajan . 

. Even if money is borrowed and not yam, the interest rates are generally so 
high (ranging from 12 per cent to 75 pel cent per annum), that the weaver 
is deprived of a large part of his wages. For his normal family requirementS 
and for performing ceremonies like marriages, the weaver has to resort to the 
mahajan and the amounts borrowed for a marriage are too large for his income. 
1,'herefore, he finds it extremely difficult to repay them in the near future, and 
'('hatever he earns is hardly adequate for even paying interest .. Usually 
the (transaction between the mahajan and the weaver takes the form of a 
running account; which is seldom closed, and even if accounts are settled 
the result may be debit balancEi) Thus once a weaver gets indebted it is 
extremely difficult for him to extricate himself. A vicious spiral gets into 
motion; and it inevitably leads the independent weaver to hopeless depen
dence on the mahajan. Indebtedness affects not only the economic position 
of the weaver but also his social and moral outlook. It is a fact that in many 
parts of the country weavers are addicted to drink, and that a good portion 
of the daily earnings is thus squandered away. This, in its turn, onlyaggra
vates the indebtedness. The employer is not always reluctant to grant loans 
to weavers; sometimes he encourages borrowing and he uses this as a means 
of b~nding the weaver to serve him permanently; As a rule the weavers who v 
recelve loans from a mahajan consider it their duty to stick to him until the 

" G 
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loan is repaid. Further, lending is also financially advantageous toJ.' th~ 
employer, because not only does he get ample interest on these advances bufl 
he is .also able to make other profits thereby, as already explained. 

71. Labourers" and employers' organisations.-The weavers working a~ 
labourers have organised themselves into unions for securing their common 

,interests and in some of the prominent karkltana centres this organisation 
../ ) /h, as bee~ utiJfzed. for ne&,oti.ating .higher wages. In Sh,~r, ~ lIandloom 

Workers Uillon IS functlOnmg WIth about 1,000 members on its rolls fot 
ventilating the grievances of workers in karkkanas, and owing to the effective-

. nellS of their propaganda the weavers were able to get an increaM in wage 
of one anna per sari in December 1939. In Mangalore organised strikes or 
han,dloom factory weavers occurred in 1937 andT9Io: The strike in 1931 
was a serious one and involved as many as 3,000 workers. Along with the 
growth of a labour movement, the employers have also organised themselves 
in Sholapur. In most centres where several karkakanas work, associations 
,of factory owners have been set up. The following associations have been 

• organised in SholapUl' by those connected with th,e industry: (i) Yam 

I Merchants' Association, (ii) Dye Merchants' Association, (iii) Handloom Cloth 
I ,Merchants' Association, and (iv) Commission Agents' (Adatiyas') Association . 

. Some of these organisation are doing useful work. For instance, the Hand
loom Merchants' Association has fixed the rates of commission to be charged 
to agents and the period of credit to be allowed to them. This powerful 
organisation has had a healthy influence on prices, and on marketing as a 
whole,in Sholapur. ~ 

r 72. A pageant of industrial systems.-Thus the handloom industry today 
\contains at one end independent handicraftsmen struggling for earning their 
bread in some freedom, and at the other factory labourers who toil for the 

V day's wage~ In between are the weavers working on different kinds of con
tract for die mahajan. In fact, the handloom industry today presents a 
pageant of all the known stages in industrial evolution. All this has not only 

\ 
changed the structure of the industr,y, butC'has led to a social stratification 

..j till lately little known in the country) Certain hand-weaving areas have 
\developed features of highly specialized industrialisation .and the control has 
passed from the producer to the financier. There is no doubt that such changes 

. have been brought about by the exigencies of a changing situation. A few 
scattered small producers working by themselves could not have catered for 
distant markets and adjusted production according to the .changing require
ments of cloth whether within India or outside. No doubt the mahajan 
levies as heavy a toll as possible when he has the opportunity, but it cannot 

f be denied .that production would not have been maintained as it has been, 
'.had it not been for the penetration of finance into this industry. ~t was the 

,/ \ mahajan that explored new markets and created new demands, and the weavers 
in many areas are helplessly depending on him. In this light the middle· 
men functioiling in the handloom industry must be considered in a different 
light from (e.g.1 those numerous tenure-holders that have crept into India's 
land system .. ~he mahajan came in to fill a real need; he cOntinues because 
that need still remains, and until some suitable organisation is set up under 
competent auspices. his services are essential to the industrt. Even iI;t such 
a' new -organisation the accumulated wisdom and' seasoned experience of the 
mahajan can be utilised to capital advaDtage~ 
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SuPPly of Raw Material. 

73. The importance oj yarn . ...iThe supply. of suitable. yarn is II 
problem of vital. importance to the handloom industry) As a raw· 
material, it accounts for aFonsidera~le proportion of the total costs of pr~d~c~ 
tion 01 the weaver, ranging froni _5.9~ 6Q.per ~ent or even more acco~g 
to the counts and quality of the yarn. It is, therefore. cllea.. that the avaIl"" 
ability 01 cheap and plentiful yaJn is a primary condition of the success of the 
industry. Unfortunately, this primary condition is far from being satisfiedl 
at present owing to a mUltiplicity of factors which will be considered in som~ 
detsil in this Chapter. So long as the weaver continues to buy m the dearest! 
(yarn) market and Bell in the cheapest (cloth) market, it is impossible..·~ 
imagine that he is likely to make a decent living out of hiswork.'.thelri1 .. 
portsnce of the yarn question arises from another fact also ~ ihthe case'O'f thEJ 
handloom industry, the question of yam is so inextricably boimd up with 
that of finance, on the one hand, and that of marketing of the clOth, 011 the 
other, that any permanent solution of the problem will have-necessarily to 
embrace remedies for the adjacent evils arising from moneyfending and exploi1 
tation. So far a8 yam is concerned, there is hardfy any doubt that. the hand .. 
loom Weaver is being m~cted on several fronts by a host of middlemen and 
parasites, whose existence leads to a ff pyramiding" of the prices of Y8d!A 
and who have for long carried on nefarious practices in regard to the quality 
8S well as the quantity of yam supplied, and fully exploited the, ignolance, 
poverty and helplessness of the weavers. vThe malpractices prevalent in, the 
yarn trade in many parts of the country have added to the costs of hand; 
loom industry and to that extent handicapped it in: relation to its competitorS'o 
There is reason to believe that, in spite of recent legislative measures, these 
malpractices have not yet been wholly estopped, and, ,as will be fully stated 
later on in this Chapter, they call for a more stringent as well as vigilant appli
cation of the 'existing law and its extension in certain directions... In -view of 
these and other relevant facts, to be discussed here, it appears thatdatIJ,; by 
itself is a tremendous differentiating factor, which. while it handicaps- the 
handloom in a variety of ways is of substantial assistance to the mill industrt} 
As a matter of fact, several of the witnesses who appeared before lIl'I expressed 
the opinion that if the handlooms could be put,right as to the supply of yam 
of the same quality and at the same price as ~he mills w,re able to Qbtain, 
that by itself would enable the hand-weaver to cOIl1pe~ on equal terttls with 
the mills. Though we cannot say delWtely Whether this would ,be so; there 
is no doubt that the yam factor is one of the main: causes of the inability 
of the weaver to hold his own against the competition of mills and power
looms. Moreover, the fact that the handlooII\ industry is totally dependent 
upon its rival, the mill industry" both foreign and internal, for the supply 
of its basic raw material, very much weakens its competitive position. The 
truth of this is glaringly shown' by the present situation in the yam market 
and its repercussions on the fortunes of thE\. handloom industry. When thE 
Committee undertook their to\l1' at the beginning of 1941, conditions regardinf 
the supply of yam to the handloom industry were bad enough, but as th.o ye~u 
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wore on they grew worse, and ev~rywhere there was a hM and cry against, 
the enormous fise in the prices of yarn and the devastating havoc wrought 
by it upon the handloom industry. This rise in prices is a passing phase 
brought about by the war, and has been under the active consideration of the 
Government of India. .As we are concerned with the basic and permanent 
aspects of the handloom industry, the matter does not fall within the scope 
of our terms of reference, and hence we have omitted it from considera.tion 
here. " 

'. 74. Organisation for the marketing of yarn.-The organisation for the 
marketing of yarn consists broadly of two parts: firstly, .the spinnin..gm.i]ls· 

r and importing firms'agentltJQX .. th.e senmg~:( Y!lrn to the middlemen..and 
. weav~rs; andsecoildly, the middlemeI!:s organisation foI:. selling yandQ the 
we~V"~rs.. The former are more a part of the machinery of the mill industry 
for pushing the mills' sales, while the latter are the connecting links between 
th~ and the weavers. .As the sale of yarn to the weavers is a pivotal problem 

> of the haIj.dloom industry and much depends upon a regular ~n<i. a~,!ate 
supply of yarn at, economical prices, we propose here to dwell oneffy upon 
the selling arrang~ments made by the mills and middlemen, and their conse
quences upon the prices of yarn and the fortunes of the hand-weavers. 

, The mills' selling organisation is pyramidical in its structure starting with 
the agent or agents at the top and ending with the middlemen, brokers and 
yarn dealers wholesale or retail, as the case may be.) The agents sometimes 
have their sub-agentS also in important weaving centres. So far as the mills 
are concerned, the system of sale is based largely upon forward contracts and 
rarely upon ready transactions. The mills very rarely sell direct to the small 
dealers or weavers' co-operative societies, ready or forward yarn against cash. 
The agents generally" do not buy yarn ,from the mills themselves, but furnish 
the mills with the names of merchants who are willing to m'ake forward con
tracts on their offers of prices. When the offers are accepted, the contracts 
are made through the agents with the merchants, and the~gents stand secu
rity for the latter, the railway receipts also being forwarded through the agents 
to the respective purchasers. .A definite commission is paid to the agents 
for their services; which does not generally exceed 2 or 3 per cent of the sale 
price and which may be as low as i per cent: It is the responsibility of the. 
agen~ and his sub-agents to see that due payment is made on account 
of business transacted through them by yarn dealers. The sub-agents are 
generally appointed by the mills, but the agents also in some cases have their 
own men acting as sub-agents. .After the agents and sub-agents come the 
yarn merchants, who either make their purchases from the agents or direct 
from the mills, especially from those which have no agency system for matket
'ing of yarn. l'hesedealers sell their yarn to other retail dealers in the market 
from 'whom· the yarn finds its way to the handloom weavers. .Apart from 
such dealers, there are also brokers who act on behalf of yarn dealers and 
others and make cash or forward purchases on a small brokerage. Finally, 
there are others who are neither dealers nor agents, who sometimes do busine~s 
!or spec~lation, purchasing and selling yarn. on .forward contracts. ThIS 
.speculative. element in the' yarn market is in its very nature unstabl~ and, 
as shown in the case of the recent rise in yarn prices, can completely distort 

it he structure of yarn prices. The system of forward contracts often enaUes 
~hem to stock yarn in favoura'ble seasons and actually undersell the mills 
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thelnselves in brisk seasonS, thus earning higher pronts. A.nother feat~6 
of tlie yarn market, which is perhaps common to all speculatIve markets,. IS 

that any rise in the wholesale price of yarn is immediately followed by a rISe 
in the retail price, while it takes a long time for the ~eta,il price to adjust itself 
to the wholesale price when it falls. This factor also provides the dealer w~th 
an opportunity to make profits at the expense of the final consumer, mz., 
the weaver. 

The system fo~ the marketing of foreign yarn is similar to that of indigen-, . 
ous iam, with the difference that the importing firm takes the place of the". 
agent. The importing firms are located not only at some of the ports like 
Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, but also in the interior of the country at 
important weaving centres like Amritsar, Benares and Hyderabad, and they 
at-e in complete control of the local yarn markets. They sell ·the yarn to 
dealers in the bigger centres, who retail it further to the smaller dealers 
who, finally, sell it to the weavers. 

75. The yarn dealer.-The yarn dealer, who is the connecting link between 
the mills' machinery of marketing. yarn and the handloom inliustry, deals 
with the weaVer directly or through the master-wea1rer. The terms on which 
he sells his yarn and the circumstances which govern his relationship with the 
weavers will be discussed presently. Here it ma~.be stated that, be the dealer 
hig or small, he wields a controlling influence over the handloom industry 
owing to the fact that he combines within himself,-unless he shares this l 
function partly with the sowcar-weaver,-the<triple function of yarn dealer, y v 
financier and cloth-seller) In this triple capacity, he has rendered himSelfl . 
almost impregnable against possible reformist assaults. The other two 
functions are analysed in their appropriate places ~ here. we are concerned 
with him only as the yarn dealer. There is usually in every area a chain of 
yarn dealers ranging from the big city merchant to t'he smallest fry in the 
village. The weavers of smaller centres get their supplies of yarn from the 
nearest centre, which is served by yarn dealers or from itinerant dealers who 
visit the village hats, shandies or bazaars OJ; penths on bazaar days. As may 

. be expected, they usually combine this business with that of moneylending 
and purchase of cloth from the weavers against the yarn. This function,al 
analysis has been made elsewhere and we do not Wish to repeat it here .. In 
regard to some of these functions, the yarn dealers are relieved by the sowcar.,. 
weavers and by the co-operative societies. 0Vhere the sowcar-weaver pro- (-. 
vides yarn to the weavers, he naturally' bears the risks of the fluctuating prices 
of yarn in relation to those of cloth. The sowcar-weaver generally buys from 
the bigger yarn dealers with whom he keeps a regular account.. But very 
often the sowcar-weaver himself is also a yarn stockis9 On the other hand, 
the co-operative society does not engage itself in any speculative business, 
but acts as the authorised middleman, working on bare profits, for the member 
weavers. The societies buy yarn from mills or big yarn dealers at spot 
prices, according to the sUitability of prices offered. , 

In some cases the weavers in the remote villages do not get the yarh at 
their village shops but they have to travel long distances to get yarn from the 
nearest market or hat, which sometimes may be 10 to 15 Iniles from his home 

. and meets perhaps once or twic~ a week..· The :'frequent visits to the 1tats 
make it necessary for the weavers: to spend 2 annas or "Inore on account of 
conveyance} such as country boats, in places like Madhobdi and otherpl:trts 
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'ofBengaJ..( Apart from the temporary stoppage of the loom, these payments' 
add to the yarn price, considering the smallness of the quantity of yarn bought 
each time. This addition works up to a very high percentage on the cost 
of the raw mll.terial. ' Again"when handloom weavers buy yarn at a higher 
price without a simultaneous rise in the price of their finished goods, they 
nat.urally have to meet the extra cost from their earnings, and to this extent 
they are at a disadvantageovis-a-vis the mills. From the standpoint of "the 

, ~{lompetitive position between thehandloom weavers and tbe mills, it would 
appear that a combined spinning and weaving mill would get'its yarn in the 
weaving shed at cost price while th~ handloom weavers get the same at a 
price, in the majority of cases, much higher than even the retail price. This 
is a matter, ~herefore, in respect of which the handloom weaver is greatly 
handicapped; In the case of weaving mills, they can get the yarn in bulk at 
a wholesale price from the spinning mills direct; a handloom weaver has got 
no such opportunity. 

The cost of production of the handloom weaver, so far as yarn is concerned, 
becomes hi~h on account of (a) the profits, legitimate and otherwise, made 
by the chain of middlemen, (b) packing, freight and handling charges, cartage, 
etc., (c) interest charges, and (d) the various other charges such as insurance 
for fire risk, godown rent, commission and discount paid by the series of middle-
men. • 

76. Practicability of direct sale of yarn to weavers.-~s has already been 
f stated the prevalence of a multiplicity of middlemen at every stage in the 
marketing of yarn leads to a pyramiding of yarn prices and provides numerous 
opportunities to unscrupulous traders to resort to several malpractices whose 
incidence ultimately falls upon the poor handloom weaver. It is, therefore, 
worth consideration )Vhether it should not be feasible for the mills or for the 
Governments of Provinces and States to devise some system by means of 
which the hegemony of the yarn dealers might be broken down, and they 
should be able to reap no more than a legitimate profit. With a view to this 
end, suggestions have from time ,to time been made for bringing the handloom 
weaver into direct contact with the mills for the purchase of yarn. In this. 
connection, we may quote the following from the Bombay Millowners' Asso
ciation's memorandum :,. ~ In the year 1935, when the Department of !ndus
tries. drew up a scheme for development of the handloom industry m the 
Bombay Presidency, the Millowners' Association, Bombay, made arrange- . 
ments, at the instance of the Director of Industries, for the supply of yarn 
to the Weavers' Co-operative Societies from its member mills. Yarn was 
to be sold in small lots at wholesale rates, payment being made by the socie
ties within a few days of the presentation of the railway receipt. Actually 
the number of enquiries from Co-operative Societies which were received by 

,the Association or its member mills was very small and after a year or t~o 
died away altogether. Nevertheless, the Association and the cotton mills 
would be willing to collaborate in any businesslike attempts to reduce the 
costs of production of mill-spun yarn to the handloom industry, ,provided 
that payments for yarn were made promptly against railway recelp~. At 
the same time, it must be remembered that mills at present sell theIr yarn 
in bulk and any new system of distribution that could be devised would pro
bably have to be on a bulk-buying basis." In this COlUlection, it is also per
tinent to mentioll. an experiment tried in, Ma.dras, where the Madras Handloom 
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(Weavers' Co-operative Society has. arranged with some important mills for 
the direct sale of yarn to the prim;ry weavers'. societies on the guarantee of 
the Provincial Society. Yarn is supplied by the mills ~.O.R. to the nearest· 
railway station, and 60 days' credit is allowed for the payment of the valu~ 
of yarn. If a primary societr is not able to discharge its obligations within that 
period, the Provincial Society settles the account with' the mill concerned 
and.. debits the loan 'account of that primary society. Indents for yarn are, 
generally placed 1Juough the Provincial Society. As stated· in the memo
randum of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Madras, "This procedure ., 
has the advantage of the primary societies obtaining yarn at the wholesale 
rates ruling in the market without the intervention of a number of interme
diaries. Though this may appear at first sight advantageous to the weavers, 
at all times, it is not so in practice. Th, mills charge t4~ societies rates ruling 
on the date of despatch. This rate is' not always necessarily lower than the 
price of yarn in the local market. Merchants usually stock yarn at favour,
able prices and, when t~e niills raise the price of yaJ,'n owing to forward con
tract bookings, they undersell the mills. To quote an instance, when Messrs. 
Madura Mills Co., were quoting 208 at Rs. 5-8-0 on 31st January 194~, th~ 
yarn merchants at Chittoor sold it for Rs. 5-0-0. In such circ~tances, the 
societies find it advantageous to purchase their req~rements from local Q.ealers 
rather than directly from the mills, The other disadvantag~ is that mills-. 
are .not able to supply the requirements of weavers"when they are fully bookeli-, 
agaJ!ll!t forward contract orders".' . 

Wherever attempts .have been made to purchase yarn direct from) 
the m~lls, the mills' quotations have been almost always higher than the ruling -/' 
rates m the bazaa.,p, The explanation offered (in the quotation in the previ-
ous paragraph) by. the Reg~strfl,r of Co-operative Societies must'indeed be .; 
accepted as correct when the wholesale yarn dealers have purchased yarn in' . . 
slack seasons; but if merchants always purchase yarn !nslack seasons, "I;here 
can be no ~lack season for the spi,nning mills and prices of yarn over a period 

I are bound to be "ironed out". That expl,anation must, therefore, beheld 
as onl:r patti.all! ~nd occasionally true. In any ca~e, in ~ew. of the ~act tha~ 

• there IS a .dlstmct pyramiding of the prices o,f yarn, brought aDout by the 
presence of a multiplicity of middlemen, th¥e must remain a' margin of 
advantage available to'the weaver, if he is aple to;get his yarn at th~ source 
r~ther than at the end of the chain of. dealers. -It{()ur opiniqn, the~xplana
twn is to -be partly found in the 'mills' unwillingJ'l~s to. in~rfe~ . wi,th .the ". 
business o~ their agents; This ha,s been brought to. our !fotice. by :he .Director 
of I~dustrles, Billar, lfho observes: " The Billar Cottage Industries had bee,n 
g.ett~g yarn direct from mills for some' 'year~, ;b~t '~his Government organisa-

, tIon IS now asked to get its supplies throu~h' their agents at Calcutta. As 
e~chmill hB:s its own selliIig agents, it is nqt ,Possible tor the weavers tcr get 
dIrect supphe& from the mills, even wnen they are prepared to pla.ce large 
orders". Seeing that the agents get a substantial .commlssion· on sales effected 
through them, it is npt surprising that they should object to direct sales to, 
~he ~eavers or weavers' societies.' However, there are ~wo pointll ~.b~. noteq 
III this regard. .In the first.place, owing to the cost of trllonsport and l1;lcldental ,~ 
charges, there is in most parts of ,the cO\1ntry something like a }.'egionaJ I;lop.of V"'"' 
p.oly of Parlicular miVs or' groupf! 9fllljlls. Secondly, :where the question is 
one of common intere~t,jt is not .at all difficult for mills to come to some sort 
oj, ta,cjtagreemep,t ,1lB a Pl~iter9f_tr~g~pr~ctiGe 'jelprding bulle' ~cI!'I~!i:" 'I~ i~ 
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an understandable bllBincsl propOliition, and one cann~t necessarily blame 
the mills .for the situation thllB arising.' 

77. TIle prices of yarn.-The marketing organisation for yarn supply 
deddes the structure of yarn prices. As indicated before, corresponding 
to'the pyramidical structure.of the selling organisstion, there is a pyramiding 
of prices ,.lBo. J From the wholesale stage to that of final retailing, each dealer 
aqds his'Qwl1 quota' 'Of commis8ioD to the price of yarn, so that by the time 
t be yarn' reaches 'the hands of the weavers, tLep~ice becomes, considerably 
inflated. Naturally, the proportion of these' additions in the final price 
df'pends upon the number of ·iJ).teimedUiries an<J the distance of the market 
to the yam producing~CentrM:---:Tll6]7rKIe8 of yam are generally lower by a 
few annae per lb. in the South Indian centres in which are located some of the 
biggest spinning mills of India .. But,in distant marketa like AlIsam, Bengal, 
Bihar, the PWljab, Orissa, and Sind, there is a considerable margin and the 
prices are somewhat higher. These inter-provincial differences in the prices 
of yarn can be seen in the following three tables showing the prices of yam 
in principal areas during 1938 and 1941. To some extent, the variation is no 
doubt due to differences in the quality of yam sold depending upon the brand. 
or make, etc., as alBo to the fact that except in the last one of the three 
tahles, quotations are average for a few days. But the general tendency is 
unmiHtakable. '; , , 
TABLE XXXII.-Prices qf cotton yarn (10 lbs. bundle) during January 1938 

, in variOtls Provinces and States. 

Prrwln'" or Stah. ]0, •. 20., '" 240. 321. 4(,,, 
« -, ' 

RlI. A. P. RI. A. P. ne. A.'. n •. A. P. RII. A. P. 
~a4 .. _ 

: 
~ .. Clt' .. , 8 0 .. . . 610 0 

(Colmhal<>re (Col ","&1<>18 
ysrn). • • ,.rn). 
• 10 0 6 " 0 (lladura yarn) (Madura yam) 

Orl_ .. fi 0 0 .. 8 6 0 7 0 0 

Illhar · · 8 II 8 .. oo .. .. 
Jlen(!aI-

C81cutta · · .. .. . . .... 8 7 0 

D_ • II 0 .. .. 8 8 0 7 0 0 

Naill .. · · .. 4 14 8 6 ]0 0 8 I 0 816 I 

A_m · :1 .. .. .. oo 

VIllte4 Pnnrl_ t· oo oo .. .. 
CeDtral ProYiDoM aD4 Berar IU 0 411 0 Ii II II 8 Ii 0 II 12 0 

8ln4 · · . . oo .. .. . . .. 
hnlab · • 14 0 410 0 .. .. II 0 0 

IIomba, · · 8 , ]0 4 '1 ~ 4 18 8 Ii 15 10 Not 
quoted. 

lluo4a · · .. 4 4 II 410 " .. .. 
)fYlOre · · · 811 0 4 " 0 II 1 0 .. • II 0 

OWallor • · · .. oo .. .. .. 
D ... ,a" lltau. ...... { 

, 8 0 } { 8 8 0 
Icllalkar."11 J ahOllIr .. I<> .. oo to 

, 10 0 II 0 0 

Bqll · · · .. , 8 0 .. ' .. 8 8 0 
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CHAPTER V. 

78. TM ya'T'1lrl1ealer's JYfofit margin.~It was stated by several witnesses 
that the yam dealer, when supplying yam on credit makes an addition to the 
price which may be anything from 4 to 25 per cent on the cost price of yanil 
We have not been able to assess the exact amount of profit made by the yam 
dealer on such transactions. Nor were we able to go through the account 
books of the YSfD. dealers who were reluctant to produce them. Whenever 
\\,e visited a retail yam dealer we found him not very communicative and 
sometimes rather abrupt in his behaviour. It is not, therefore, possible to 
Jay down any definite figure as representing the margin between the ez-mill 
price of yam and the price that the final purchaser, the weaver, has to pay 
for it .. Moreover" it is bound to vary from place to place, depending upon 
the number of intermediaries, the situation of the market, etc. Apart from 
the profit· margin, there are two other possible accretions to be taken into 
account. Firstly,.:..There is the practice of yam dealers to enhance the retail 
price arbitrarily without any relation to market conditio~ There is reason 
to suppose that in many small centres, where the dealers have some sort of 
monopoly or are in tacit agreement with one another, this must be happening. 
Secondly, {when yam is sold on credit, there is an addition of a few annas 
per bundle, and if payment is not made in the stipulated time, this charge 
may increase further according to the interest chargecjl 

79. TM extent of tM JYfofit margin.-The Surat Chamber of Commerce 
puts the price disadvantage due to this margin, from which the handloom 
suffers in .comparison with the mills, at between 5 and 10 per cent in respect 
of yam and at between 3 and 6 per cent in respect of the finished product. 
The' Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Bengal, estimates Ii annas to 3 
annas in the rupee, i.e., 9! to 19 per cent as the excess charged. The Director 
of Industries, Bengal, has furnished detailed information bearing upon this 
problem, based on an enquiry specially conducted by two investigators of 
his department; in the Dohar and Lohajang areas of Dacca, in the last week 
of June 1941. This material indicates that the local distributing agencies of 
yam fix up the price rather arbitrarily and carry on a profiteering business. 
There.are four important yam dealers in the area who purchase yam from 
Calcutta, dye it themselves and sell it to the paikars of different localities 
of :pohar and Nawabganj. One'such dealer is in Palanganj and three at 
Jayapara. The wearers do not and cannot buy yam direct from these mer
chants. They buy yarns at retail prices from the local dealers who purchase 
at the wholesale rates from these big merchants. The big mahajans of Jaya
para and Palanganj told .the investigators that they made a profit of only 
2 annas per bundle of 10 lbs. of grey yarn, over their buying price (i.e., over 
the Calcutta wholesale prices and freight and other charges), while the paikars 
who are the middlemen between them and the weavers, make a profit of 4 
annas per 10 Ibs, on the same yam in cash transactions and 8 annas in credit 
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transactioD.8. However, the 'statistics of actual prices, collected by the in
vestigators and reproduced below in 1l'able XXXV. do not bear out this 
statement :-

TABLE XXXV.-Prices of grey yam (Madura Mills, 40s grey. Kalamlcari) in 
June 1941. 

1. Wbo!.,.&l. price at Calcutta on 26th May 1941 

2. Looal mwj&ll8 (including freight) at P&l&nganj 

3. For loc&l palkara buying from the m&haj&ll8 at.

P&l&nganj 

Jayapa.r& 

Agl& 

B&lm&t&cbar 

.. Retail ee1ling price of pailuJre at.

Jayap&ra' 

Agla 

Price per 
bundle of 

10 lha. 

Rs. A. P. 

813 0 

913 0 

915 0 

9 4 0 

9 .6 0 

910 0 

914 0 

9 10 0 

The following table is also very illuminating in this respect :-

TABLE XXXVI.-Prices of dyed 40s yarn (as declared by the moltajans and 
paikOfl's) in June 1941. 

• Local Paikar'. buying "rioe for 10 lb •. Be tail selling price for 10 lb •• 
Hahajo.n'. bundle. bundle. 
whoJeNlle 

Kind ofY&rD, price to 
rail.-an 

for 10 lb •• Jayapara. Jlalmata- .&gla. Jayapara. Balmata- Agio. bundle. cbar. ehar. 

- -Re. A. I. Re. A. P. Re. A.'. Re. A.'. Re. A. P. :&ll. A. P. Re. A. p, 

Deep blue IS 0 0 14 41 41 13 4 0 13 4 0 14 8 0 13 8 0 13 8 0 

Light blue . 10 4 0 12 8 0 12 , 0 11 12 0 13 2 0 12 8 0 12 0 0 

Deep red . 11 , 0 1111 0 11 12 0 .. 12 0 0 11 0 0 " 

I.ight red .. n 4 0 11 , 0 11 8 0 .. 1114 0 11 12 0 .. 
Dbani III 10 0 13 12 0 1210 0 13 0 0 1.4 1 0 1212 0 IS , 0 

Parrot, green • 17 0 0 1810 0 ,. 17 6 0 19 II 0 .. 17 8 • 



If it is assumed that the freight charges from Calcutta to Jayapara work 
out at 2 annas per bundle in grey yarn of 40s, then the difference of 7 annas 
per bundle (between Rs. 8-13-0 Calcutta price ana Rs. 9-4-0 Jayapara price) 
is hard to reconcile. Again from a reference to the table of dyed yarn, it 
appears that deep blue has been so ! by the local mahajan at Rs. 13 per bundle 
and a great variation is noticed in the paikar's buying price at the same time 
and in the centres close by. The same discrepancy is evident when the retail 
prices are examined. AIl these go to show that the actual margin of pront 
cannot be disclosed by simple enquiries. at requires drastic legislation to 
stop the scandal of such high profit-making on a raw material at the expense 
of a helpless class of people) 

The Director of Industries, Bengal, has also given the pre-war cost of 
dyeing per bundle of 10 Ibs. of grey yarn of 40s and the cost of dyeing in .rune 
1941. By oomparing the cost of 10 lbs. of grey yarn of 408 at the wholesJ.le 
price as prevailing at Calcutta on 26th May 1941 and adding 2 anna& per 
bundle for freight, an idea of estimated profit of the local wholesale mahajan 
may be gathered from the following table :-

TABLE XXXVII . ..,-Mahajan's margin of profit on dyed yarn in Bengal (June 
1941). . 

The 
.,' 

Total of 
Calcutta Freight col~. 3, 4, 5 

Pre·war cost of wholeaale and estimated Avpral!e PpT'CPnt-
cost of dyeing price handling cost of dyed Mahajan"s l.?t.ail age exresa Name of the dyeinl<per per of 408 charges yarn per wholesale price in 

sbade. bundle of bundle of grey yarn at 2 Annas bundle of price. the a of (v, 

101ba. 101ba. (Madura) per 10 lba. at centres. o,'er (6). 
on 26th bundle. the two 

May 1941. centres. 

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 

---
Re. A. P. RI. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Deep blue 2 4 0 4 6 0 813 0 0 2 0 I!... 5 0 13 0 0 1!-5.JI .. 
Light blne 010 0 1 , 0 8 13 0 0 2 0 10 8 0 10 4 0 12 8 8 19·50 

~ 

Deep red 015 0 210 0 813 0 0 2 0 11 9 0 11 " 0 12 0 0 3·78 

LIght red 011 0 2 6 0 813 0 0 2 0 11 6 0 11 4 0 11 13 0 4"2 

DhLDI • 2 " 0 4 12 0 813 0 0 2 0 1311 0 1210 0 13 0 8 . '-78 

Parrot green " 0 0 810 0 8 13 0 0 2 0 17 9 0 17 0 0 18 4 0 4-57 

A comparison of the figures in column 6 with those in columns 7 and 8 
leads us to the same conclusion as ~a~ by the Director of Industries, Bengal, 
viz., that the wholesale rates, ~s gIven by.the mahajan to the investigators 
do not reveal the actual posltlon ; otherWISe, there cannot be such a wide 
divergence between the estimated value and the actual wholesale prices which 
have most probably been quoted at a low rate. If, however, the averarre 
retail priCfS as shown in column 8 are considered, except in t.he case of tfie 
prices of deep blue yarn, the other items more or less support the complaints 
we have received from the weavers. It may be stat.ed here that the retail 
prices quoted probably are much lower than the actual prices. -. 
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'!'he Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Madras, has supplied ,. -set of . 
lIimilar figures as shown below :-

TABLE ~vnI.-Mahajan·8 1TI0:,gin of profit in Mdras (31st January 
194~). 

Price at which 
Actual price sold to h/lnd- Percentage -- per 10 Ibs. loom weaver excess .. 

per 10 Ibs. . 
R8. A. P. &S. A.,P. 

~ast Glklavari · · - 20s 412 0 5 5 0 11'9 
South Aroot . · · 20B 4 12 0 5 0 0 5·28 
Bellary · - 40s 6 8 0 6 14 0 5·80 
Vizagapatam · · 20s 4 12 0 414 0 2-64 

---. 
A~ the hats at Puthiajani (Tangail) and at Chaum~ani (Noakhali Dis

trict) in Bengal we came across people who were selling yarn to the weavers. 
These dealers stated that they bought the yarn from the retail dealers and 
sold it to the weavers who wanted to buy a few hanks (less than one knot), 
i.e., up to 9 hanks in 40s and 19 hanks over 4Os. This only shows that the retail./ 
dealers are out to make ipfJre profit by sticking to the unit of one knot and 
deputing men who appeared to us to be the assistants of their own shops, 
thus giving an impression that independent transaction Was being effected by 
these men. 

80. Malpractices in the yam trade.-There are factors, in addition, which 
help the pyramiding of the prices of the raw materials. These consist of 
various malpractices which may be briefly stated as follows :--'-

(a) Lower counts of yarn are passed as higher counts. 
(b) Correct counts of yarn are sold but the hanks are shorter in length. 
(e) Slightly higher counts of yarn are passed on as lower counts. 

(a) Sale of yam of lower counts as of higher couflts.-The standard packing 
of the number of knots in bundles of 10 Ibs., or 5 lb •. is not followed. The 
standard packing js as follows :-(1) In bundles of 10 Ihs. from counts 6s to' 
l.6!s, the number of full knots (10 hanks each) in tIre bundle are the same as 
the counts of yarn. When packed in half knots, th", Ilumber of ! knotS are 
double the number of counts. Bundle of yarn with half counts, e.g., 16!s, 
14!s, lOIs, a.re usually packed in i knots, i.e., a bundle of 16!s contains 33 
half knots, a bundle of 14!s contains 29 half knots, and a bundle of lOts 
contain 21 half knot-s in a bundle of 10 Ibs. Each half knot is termed a head. 
(2) From 20s to 40s--bundles of 10 Ibs. contain usually the same number 
of heads (knots of 10 hanks each). (3) In some cases of 40s and from 60s 
to 100s, the bundles are made in 5 Ibs., a Ii lb. bundle of 60s will have 30 
heads (each head containing 10 hanks), i.e., the niunber of heads is equal 
to one half the counts number. (4) In cases of 60s and upwards, tlie heads 
are also tied with 20s ha.nks. For instance a 90s, 5-lb. bundle would contain 
221 heads. -

By counting the hea.ds in each case the weaver has got' into the practice 
of assuring himself that he buys the co~ct counts of yarn. His practice is 

to buy the required quantity by knots and p.e does not _ ch~ck the weight of 
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these knots. It is here that the weavers are cheated. Sales or yarn. in bUfidl~ 
marked 8/10, 10/12}, 16i20, 26/40, 30/40 are common in the market. The 
first number, m., 8, 10, 16, 26, 30, in these stands for the counta. TIre secOnd 
number. m., 10; 12}, 20, 40, 40, stands for the number of heads in the huIldle 
of 10 Ibs. ,This means that a bundle of 10 lhs. marked 8/10s would contain 
80 hanks of 8s counts made into 10 heads of 8 hanks eacli. The labels ue 
removed from the hundle. At the time of sale the hundle is handed over 
to the weaver who counta the nutnber of heads and geta himself satisfied that;. 
he is huying HM yarn since the bundle is packed with 10 heads. Silnilarly, 
he is led into the belief that he is huying 121s, 208, or 408 counts of yam when 
actually yarns of lOs, 168,268, or 30s are heing passed on to him. 

(b) Then, again, this advantage is taken in another w~y. The weavers 
are supplied the correct counta of yam hut the hanks are not of the standard 
length of 840 yards. 

(e) &le oj Aigher counts oj yam Jor lotcer counts.-(I) The yams of counts 
100s, 121s, 161s are ~ked in standard bundles of 10 lbe. respectively con
taining 21 heads (} knota of five hanka each), 25 heads (1 knota of 5 hanka 
each), 33 heads <l knota of five hanks each), and in each case, the dealer takea 
out 1 knot or one head and p&BSe8 the yarn a8 lOs, 12s, or 168. We are'told 
that the dealer claims this as his legitimate share permitted hy a so-called 
trade usage. (2) A 100lhs. bundle of 248 would contain 24 knots. This is 
dyed and four knots are taken out and the halance sold as 20s. The price 
of a hundle of 248 is, say, Ra. ~ or 3! annas per knot; thus the price of 
4 knots would be It annas. The price of a hundle of 20s is, say, Rs. 5. The 
dealer, therefore, realises Rs. 5, when the price of 20 knots of 24s is only 
Ra. 4-6-0. 

Again'the yam which is sold to the handloom weaver does not hear any 
indication as to the standard tensile strength for the particular counts) The 
. combined spinning and weaving mills, in the majority of cases, sell yam, 
which is only fit for the weft and which is used as warp by the weavers. Be
sides, there are .. rejects," i.e., yarns of various counts and strengths which 
are packed together and exposed for sale. The weaver can only come to know 
of this or other defects at the time of preparing the yam. Then, again, the 
yarn dealers particularly have yarns spun with a very low tensile strength 
which are passed on to the handloom weavers. A spinning mill in Bombay, 
showed us an enquiry from a yam dealer which asked whether that parti1 
cular mill could supply lOs counta yarn spun out of a cotton mixing fit for 
6acounts. 

Apart from the above malpractices, in respect of dyed yarn there prevaiJ 
the practice of adding an extra amount of weighing material to the yarn con~ 
tenta in the process of dyeing. Bundles of dyed yarns are to he seen in thE! 
market marked with 408/408, 44.&/408, 548/40s. The first marking, viz., 40s,I 
44.s, Ms, indicatea the counta of yam in the grey state before they are dyed. 
while the second marking, viz., 4Os, in each case relatea to the counta of thd 
yarn after dyeing. The difference between 408/408, and 44/408 and 54/408: 
lies in the fact that, in the first instance, i.e., 4O/40s while dyeing 40s grej 
yam no weighing material has heen added. The idea has heen to hring thl 
weight of 40 hanks of 44s and Ms (which is ley than the pound) to the exac-l 
weight of one pound after dyeing by adding extra weighing material, so tha·J 
theJ>e yarns could be passed as 4Os. 
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81. View, oJ Millotoner,' Associations aM otliers regard;'ng mal~.:...:.. 
The existence of malpractices ~as been admitted by the Millowners' Associ&
tiona, and other bodies. For example, the Millowners' AssOciation, Bombay, 
in their reply to our questionnaire state: "The Association has always set 
its face against malpractices IJUch as Bhort reeling, faIse packipg, over-declara
tion of weight, etc. As a result of representations made during the last five 
or six years the Merchandise Marks Act has recently been amended. and, 
provided the new provisions are strictly enforced, complaints of the character 
just referred to are likely to disappear with c~nsiderable advantage to the 
handloom weaver. The malpractices which" existed in the past have been 
wholly due to unscrupulous competition between yam dealers." It is appa
rent from the above quotation that the Association consider that the prac-
tices will disappear if .. the mw provisions of the Act are strictly enforced ". 
It is also obvious that 80 long as that does not happen, they cannot be a mere 
matter of the past. The Association also refer to the Bombay Weights and 
Measures Act under which short length and short weight are offences. The 
Ahmedabad Millowner.' .Association are not aware of any nnfair practicea 
in the yam trade, but observe: "It may incidentally be mentioned, however, 
that in the past there was a. practice of indicating higher counts of the bundles, 
if the merchants so desired, but this fact was bown to all the dealers and 
consumers and was virtually a recognised practice. Mter the amendment. 
of the Merchandise Ma"rks Act, however, the practice has ceased." Here 
also the practice of faIse packing is mentioned as having existed in th~. past 
only. It should be noted, however, that in their oral evidence before the 
Committee, the representatives of the Association stated that the middlemen 
merchants were at the bottom of the trouble as they deliberately bought 
poor or falsified yam from mills, and that the mills had to supply whatever 
type of yam the middleman asked for and what he later on did with that 
yam was no concem of the mills. We do not share this opinion of the Asso
ciation but consider that the mills should make it a point that these mal
practices are definitely stopped. The Bengal Millowners' Association, how
ever, observe: .. At least one nnfair practice is known in the Calcutta markei. 
There are a few unscrupulous mills who do not always give the actual COunts. 
For example, in 22s counts there should be 22 hanks of 5,600 yards each; 
but in actual practice these mills make 26 hanks of 5,000 yards each out of 
the above yam and pass it off as 26s counts, and charge a higher price for it. 
The difference between the prices of ~2s and such 26s oounts is approximately 

. 4 annas per bundle of 5 lbs. The mills take recourse to such shady practices 
at the instance of the yam dealers.............. It may be mentioned 
that no cotton mill in Bengal ever resorts to such questionable practice." 
The Marwari Chamber of Commerce observe that "certain. malpractices with 
regard to the length, weight, packing, etc., exist in. the. yam trade,» and 
that" some mills spin what is known as bJw,nga suta". The Surat Chamber 
of Comm~rce also admit tha~ "the Indian mills and Indian mill yarn mer
c~ants, Wlt~ very few exoeptl(~ns, have not been able to set up· their reputa
tIOn regarding the length, weIght, strength, etc.; of the yarns· marketed by 
them," and that" both mills as well as their yarn merchants are responsible 
for this state of things." . , 

82. The extent of the evil of malpractices.-As regards the weavers; associa 
tiollil, complaints have been numerous in the north, especially in the ProvinCe; 
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of·Bihar, Bengal, the United. Provinces, the Central Provinces, and Bomoav 
(North), but in the south, barring a few exceptions, there have be~n no co~~ . 
plaints. This is probably due ~ the care devoted. by some of the important 
spinning mills of the south to the production and supply of yarn of correct 
weight, length and strength. It may also, to some extent, be due to the 
fact that the weavers' c<H>perative societies are in direct touch with the 
spinning mills through the provincial organisation. We do not. therefore, 
suggest that the malpractices mentioned above are rampant throughout the 
industry in India. Their extent.can be judged from the following table based 
upon an analysis supplied to us by Mr. H. B. Shroff, Principal of the Govern~ 
ment Central Textile Institute, Cawnpore and Textile ~ert to the Govern
ment of the United Provinces :-

• 
TABLE XXXTX.-Tests carried out on sampk yams regarding s1wrl reeling, 

and UTong counts. 

Count. Length. 

Sample No. 
Label. Actual. ActuaL Short. 

1 5 1 8,400 : 33,600 
2 101 8 67.:?OO. 17.220 
3 101 9 75.600 8.820 

" 2/20 2/20 84,620 Nil. 
5 201 17·2 165,420 23,940 

• 
TABLE XL.-Statement of samples of yarn used in tk United Prot>inces: 

. , 
Deecription. Test. 

Sample Provinoo or Country 
No. of Origin. Strength. 

Count. Weight Count. Weight. in Ibs. 

1 Madras · · 70a 5 748 " 131 9·75 
2 Do. · · 70s 5 74& 413 9 
3 Bombay · · 40s 10 41a 9 81 13·1i 

" Do. · · · 40s 10 43a 9 10 10 
5 Madras · · 328 10 35!a 9 131 16 
6 Rajputsna · · 22ta 10 ~Is 9 131 16 
7 Bombay 20ls 10 228 9 7 18·25 
8 U.P. · · 20ls 10 21a 911 20'5 
9 Do. · · · 20s 10 23ls 8 6 19 

10 Bombay 20s 10 25& 7 7 18 
11 Do. · 20s 5 2315 .. 4 4 25·5 
12 Madras 20s 10 2la . 9 91 29·25 · 13 U.P. · · · ISis 10 ISs 9 9. 28·5 
14 Do. · · 121 10 lOs 9 8 19 
15 Do. · · · 61 10 1-28 10 0 62 
16 Japan · · · 2/80& 10 21828 9 10 31 
17 Do. · · · 608 10 63ls 9 9 11-25 
18 Do. · · · 60s 10 65s 9 9 9·5 
19 Do. · · · 2/828 5 2/928 " 101 26 

(merce-
rised). 
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83. The Indian Merchand;;e Maf'ks Act, as amended in 1941.-::We are.;' 
of the opinion that yarn dealers who place Ol'ders for such yam and the mills 
which execute them are both responsible for such sharp practices and both 
must be dealt with according to the law) We are told that the yarn dealers 
in their anxiety to compete in the market l'educe the price of yarn by resorting 
to such practices. But is the case different with the mills which oblige the 
dealers in order to retain their custom in competition with other mills? As 
stated already, we do not wish to imply that all mills which produce yarn 
for sale are to be held as guilty, or that all yarn dealers necessarily cheat their 
customers. There are several mills whose nameS by' themselves are enough 
to carry conviction as to the correctness of the goods sold. Similarly, there' 
are many dealers and mas~~-weavers who take a paternal interest· in the 
welfare of the weavers and who would not stoop so low. 

The Indian Merchandise Marks Act of 1889 has been recently amended 
and the present law prescribes that the weight and the counts of yam must 
be conspicuously marked on the bundle. We have specially addressed our
selves to the q~estion, how far the Act, as amended, has affected the situation. 
The Director of Industries, Bombay, is of the opinion that "'strict enforce
ment of the provisions of these Acts (i.e., the Merchandise Marks Act and the 
Bombay Weights and Measures Act) would be the best remedy for this evil". 
He is authorised by the Government of Bombay to institute prosecution " when 
evidence is forthcoming". In Madras, according to the reply of the Regifltrar 
of Co-operative Societies, " On account of the warning issued by Government 

. and as a result of prosecution launched' in select. cases, these practices have 
almost disappeared." The other Provincial Governments, however, were not 
so hopeful. Mr. H. B. Shroff, Textile Expert to the U. P. Government, for 
example, states that there has been nef stoppage of malpractices even after 
the passing of the Indian Merchandise Marks (Amendment) Act, 1941, and • 
. in support of this, points out that samples of yarns procured from various 
centres ia the United Provinces were tested by'him during May, 1941 and 
the results of these testS were not encouraging. In this connection, we would 
like to state that "absence of prosecutions is no "proof of the non-existence of 
malpractices. Mr. Sankalchand .G. Shah, of the Bombay Yam Exchange. 
in an interview with us, stated that there was little change in the situation 
even after the Merchandise Marks (Amendment) Act. In his opinion, there 
were serious lacunae in the law in this regard, and there still was room for 
frauds of various types. The Punjab Government are of the opinion that 
" it is doubtful whether (even) more rigid enforcement of the provisions of 
the Merchandise Marks Act will meet the situation." 

In our opinion,(unless the correct number of knots in each bundle accord
ing to the standard packing is insisted upon, there is no hope of the present 
malpractices being removec!) The old Act of 1889 did contain a provision 
laying down the nm:hber of knots or heads in each bundle. This clause has 
been left out in the new Act. In view of the malpractices detailed above, 
we think this clause should be re-instated in the Act. The yarn should be 
required to be packed iq. standard bundles by law. Besides, there is no 
arrangement at present to see that the requirements of the law are complied 
with. A strict supervision at the sources of manufacture, as well as at the 
subsequent stages, appears to be the only remedy for doing away with the 
sharp pr3ctices which are prevailing at present in the yarn trade. . 

H 
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CHAPTER V., 

84. Kinds of yarn used and sources of supply.-In the handlo.om weaving 
the following kinds of yarn are used all over India :- /' . 

TABLE XLI.-Kinds of yarn used and tMir sources. 

Kind of yarn. 

Cotton yarn 

Do. 

Mercerised cotton yarn 

Artificial silk yarn and staple yarn 

Pure silk' tU88ar and muga silk 
. yarn. 

Gold thread 

Spun silk . 
" 

Woollen yarn 

Cotton hand-spun yam 

Counts and derniers. Source. 

Single counts from Is to SOs. Mostly Indian Manufacture. 
Two fold counts 2/108, 
2/208, 2/42s. 

90s to 250s ' 

2/428, 2/649, 2/849, 2/120s, 
2/140s. 

2/120s, Dernier, 2/150s, 1/ 
1208, 1/ 150s. 

13/16 and 21/22 dernier 

Mostly imported from' 
United Kingdom. 

From United Kingdom and 
Japan. 

From Japan. 

MY8ore, Kashmir. Bengal, 
ChitJ.a and Japan. 

India, Surat, France. 

2/128,2/1408,2/2108,2/2208, India ~'~~an. 
2/2408, 2/2808. 

Hand-spun and mill-spun. India, Japan, Poland. 

India. 

The handloom weaver uses practically every type of yarn -from the coarsest 
yarn made from waste cott(;m to the finest silk, artificial silk, rossar and mer
cerised products. Some of these yarns, again are also consumed by the small
scale powerloom factories, which have a specialised field of their own. As 
regards the actual textile fipres in use, conditions differ from Province to 
Province and it is difficult to generalise but the main features of the yarn 
consumption may be noted here. Generally speaking, the village artisan 
uses cotton yarn of coarser counts in view of the demand for inferior types 
of cloth in local markets and shO,ndies. On the other hand, important centres 
catering for distant markets and for the well-to-do consumers utilise finer 
yams made from cotton and the costlier fibres. It is not true, however, 
to 83y that the handlooms hold a sort of ' monopoly' of coarser counts, or 
that there is any natural dichotomy under which handlooms may be relegated 
to the coarser counts and the mills and, powerlooms can use finer counts only. 

" In fact, the handlooms in many parts of the country are engaged in the weav
ing of the finest counts to a far greater extent than is commonly imagined. 

In the Central Provinces and Berar, the handlooms use cotton yarn in 
single counts ranging from 2s to 80s and. even up to 200s, and folded yam, 
grey, bleached and mercerised, in counts between 2/20s and 2/120s. They
also use a. small quantity of hand-spun yarn, especially in the villages and 
under the aegis of the All-India Spinners' Association. Other yarns' used 
are artificial silk in singles, 150 to 300 derniers, a.nd neem yarn (staple) of 2/100 
'to 2/150 dernieI~ ; mulberry silk yam, 13/15 to 22/25 derniers ; spun silk from 
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2/60& to 2/21,..; tassar locally reeled; twisted 2 to 6 folds of between 2s and 
lOs; and singles between Is to 1018; woollen yam, locally hand-spun; and 
gold thread, wound on cotton silk. For cottoll yarn up to 808, the source is 
mostly.Indian mills, including the Empress Mills group of Kagpur, the South 
Indian mills and the Bombay mills; there is also some foreign yarn m these 
counts. Above so" mainly foreign yarn is used. Something like 62 per 
cent of the local yam supply from mill production in the Province is used 
up by handlooms. As regana twisted yam, below 2/428 the source is Indiah; 
for 2}428, partly Indian and partly foreign (Japanese); and for 2/648, and 
above, only Japanese. Artificial silk yam is wholly from Japan; mulberry 
silk yam comes from MY80re, Kashmir and MaIda, as also from Japan and 
China; spun silk from France, Italy and Japan; gold thread from Surat; 
tal$(Jr and woollen yarns are local . 

In the Province of Bombay, in addition to the cotton yams used in the 
Central Provinces and Berar, mercerised yams of 2/42s, ~/648, 2i84s, 2JUOs 
and 2j1208 mainly. imported from Japan, art silk yam of 2J2Od, 2/15Od. 
l50d and 12W and spun silk yarn of 2J12Od, 2i14Od, 2jl6Od and 2,2&Jd &Ie 

also used. 
In lladras, the range of cotton yarns used on handlooms is much wider 

than that in most other Provinces except perhaps Bengal, from 6s to 200s 
being used. ..\.part from this, all the other kinds of yams mentioned above 
are also used there; the principal centres for silk yam consumption beitlg those 
in the East GOdavari District as also Anant&pur, Chingleput, Tanjore and 
Coimbatore; and for art-silk yarn (of 120d to 25Od)· Kumool, Madura. 
Ramnad, 'l'inne ... elly and Guntur. Mercerised yarns of between 2J&ls and 
2/848, is used in small quantities only, while the consumption of hand-spun 
yam, is almost negligible. Cotton yam is almost wholly supplied by the 
grea.t spinning n:ills of South India, including the Madura and Coimbatore 
groups; silk yam is imported from Japan and China mostly; artificial silk 
yam is obtained from Japan and Italy; hand-made copper lace and silk gold 
thread come mostly from Surat. 

In the t"nited Provinces, the yam consumed is similarly of different kinds, 
the sources of supply being as follows: t"p to lOIs, mainly U. P. mills; single 
counts of cotton yam, Bombay, Ahmedabad, Nagpur and South Indian mills ; 
between 2ls and 408, Bombay, Ahmedabad, Sholapur and Madura mills; 
above 40s, South Indian mills and imported bleached and mercerised yam ; 
dyed yam, from Kanauj in the United Provinces and artificial silk yam (dup
licate) and silk yam, from Kashmir, Mysore, Bengal; also reeled silk yarn and 
spun silk yam from abroad. 

In Bihar, cotton yam of coarser counts, between 618 and 408. is obtained 
from Indian mills, while finer yarns of 80s and l00s are imported either from 
Japan or Lancaahire. Mercerised yarns of 2/42s, 2/64s and 2/848 and artificial 
silk yarn and staple yam are obtained from Japan; spun silk yarns from 
Mysore and Japan; mulberry silk yam from China, MaIda and Mysore i and 
tassar silk a~d ~oollen yarns from local spinners. 

In the Punjab, the handlooms use yarns of between Is and lOs supplied 
by the. Cnited Provinces mills; the sources for yarns between 11s and 20s 
are the Punjab mills, and Gokak and Madura milla; for 31s and up to 40s 
Ahmedabad; for 2/108 and 2/408 Gokak and liladura; tor hisher counts. 

H2 
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:Madura, Coimbatore and Ahmedabad mills; for mercerised yarn!! of2/42s, 2/64.8 
and 2/84.s Japan and the United Kingdom; and hand-spun cotton yarn from 
local sources. Real silk yarn is obtained from the Punjab, Kashmir, Japan 
and China and artificial silk and staple yarn comes very largely from Japan 
and Italy. In the Punjab, the handloom weavers concentrate on coarser 
types of plain fabrics. One important branch of handlQom weaving in the 
Punjab is the woollen section of the indu~try, which is responsible for a large 
'amount of employment in the Province. Hand-spun woollen yarn is pro
duced practically everywhere in the Punjab, while mill-made-woollen yarn. 
is obtained mostly from abroad, a small quantity being purchased fro~ the 
woollen mills in the Punjab, Bombay, Madras and the United Provinces. 

In Bengal, cotton yarn of single counts between 24s and 40s is used in 
a large number of centres; as also twisted yarn of 2/20s, 2/40s and 2/64s ; but. 
in certain centres of historical importance like Dacca and Santipur, yarns 
of very high counts are still used for the production of high-class fabrics. 
Similarly, silk, art silk and mercerised yarns, gold threads and artificial 
silk yarn are used for borders and for other effects in large quantities. The 
supplies of cotton yarn are obtained-from Madras, United Provinces, Bombay 
and Bengal mills, while yarns of higher counts are imported from Japan and 
Lancashire. Silk yarns, hand-reeled of 30/50 derniers, are from Murshidabad, 
Birbhum, Banlrura, MaIda and Assam, while 30/40 derniers, machine-reeled 
come from Japan, Italy and China. Birbhum, Midnapore, Assam and also 
Japan ne the sources for tassar and muga silk yarn; Japan·, Italy and Mysore 
for spun silk yarn; and Japan only for artificial silk yarns. Woollen yarns 
are obtained from Tibet, Kashmir, and Japan. and Poland. 

In the States, the position is much the same as in the Provinces with 
certain special features here and t~ere. 

In Hyderabad, the range of cotton yarn consumption is between 3s to 
12()s, 75 per cent of the yarn consumed by handloom weavers being of 3s, 
6s, lOs, 16s, 18s, 20s, 24s, 28s and 30s. These and medium counts of yarn 
are obtained locally and from British India. Mercerised yarn i<l also usert 
to a large extent; and spun silk and artificial sill, are imported from foreign 
countries. In addition to Chinese silk. yarn, a lot of silk yarn is imported 
from Calcutta and Bangalore. 

In the Mysore State, cotton yarns of mostly 20s, 24s, 30s, and 40s are 
used. The consumption of counts below 14s and above 80s being small, while 
silk, artificial silk, and woollen yarns are also very largely consumed. Cotton 
yarns are obtained from Indian mills in South India, while artificial silk 
yarns of 150d to 300d imported from Japan and Italy are being used in large 
quantities, in recent yearlil. In the case of silk, China and Kashmir silks are 
mixed up with local silks with a view to cheapening the production. Mer
cerised yarn imported from Japan in 2/64s and gold lace from Surat are also 
used for special fabrics. 

In the Travancore State, the most popular counts are 20s, 40s and 60s, 
both grey and coloured, which are largely obtained from the South Indian 
mills. Artificial silk yarn is used in small quantities for effective borders .. 
In the Deccan States cotton yarns ranging from 20s to 60s and 2/64s and 
2/84s are used, while art silk and silk yarns are also used for borders, 
weft, and garment ends. In Baroda, the predominant counts are below 
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20s for cotton yam which are obtained from Indian mills, while art 
silk, silk and mercerised yams are also in use. Indore uses all counts from 
lOs to 100s singles, and 2/84s and 2/120&, bleached and mercerised cotton. 

85. QtuImilia of imported, Irtdian mia-made, aM haM-spun yarns used.~ 
The sources of the available supply of cotton yam may be conveniently ana
lysed under the three heads of (i) Indian mill yam, (ii) imported foreign yarn, 
and (iii) hand-spun yam. In 1932, the Tariff Board estimated the propor
tions of hand-spun, mill-spun and imported yarns consumed by handlooms 
as under:-

TABLE XLII. 

- Million Ibs. Percentage. -

Hand-spun . · . · . M 6·6 
Mill-41pun . . · . · . J 311 85·2 
Imported · . . · . . 30 8·2 

TOTAL 365 100·0 

-l'hey assumed that practically all imported yarn above 30s was used up 
by the handlooms) It was estimated by Mr. Hardy in his Report (p. 36) that 
for Bombay mills in 1928 the proportion of yarn sold for consumption outside 
the mills was about 30 per cent. . 

In Table XLIII we have brought together figures supplied by ¥rovincial 
and State Governments regarding the annual consumption of cotton yarn by 
hand looms in their aress. Det.ailed figures for Baroda, Cochin and Mysore 
are not available, while the Indore figures are negligible. 

• TABLE nUL-Annual COfI.S'Umption of cotton yam by lianillooms (in million 
lbs.). 

Province or State. Indian Imported Hand-41pun Total. mill yam. mill yam. yam. 

. Assam · · · · 6·70 ·M ·48 6'72 
&riga! . · 25·06 4'41 ·17 29·64 
Bihar • · 18·20 ·25 ·50 18·95 
Bombay • · ;t9·83 &:.83 3·09 46·75 

. C. P. and Bera.r · · · 21'35 ·29 ·12 21·76 
lIIadras • · 1~·48 §'83 ·82· 82·13 
Orissa · 14·43 ·24 ·06 14-73 
Punjab. • · - · 12'31 1-19 35·38 48·88 
Vnited Provint'e8 · 43·05 1'65 -6·51 61·21 
Baroda. · (a) (a) (b) 3·01 
Cochin · · . (a) (a) (P) 1-46 
Gwalior · · · '82 (b) ·05 ·87 
Hyderabad · · · · - 9'50 7·93 ·30 17'73 
Indore . . . · · · (b) (b) (b) .01 
Jammu and Kashmir · 1·55 -04 ·74 2·33 
Kolhapur and the ~ Stau;. · ·89 ·61 1-17 2·67 
lIIyaore • · · · · (a) (a) ·04 4·50 
Tra vanoore · · · · 6·60 ·20 ·05 6·85 

TOTAL 274-77 27·01 49·48 360·19 

·Assummg hand ... pun yam to be 1 per cent of total, (on the authority of D. NaraY&Il 
Rao ; c/. his Report on Madras Cottage Industries). 

(a) Not known. 
(b) Negligible. 
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In Table XLIII (a) below, we omit the states of Baroda, Cocbin, 
!\Iysore and Innore and total up figures for the remaining Provinces and State3, 
making the legitimate assumption that the average proportion for these 
latter would largely determine the all-India ratios in view of the large weight
age attached to them in the all-India figures. 

Hand-spun • 
Indian mill-spun 
Imported mill-spun 

TABLE XLIII (a). 

TOTAL 

Million lbs. 

49·48 
274·77 

27'01 

351'26 

Percentage. 

14·1 
78'2 • 
7·7 

lOO'O 

Comparing the above percentages with -those obtained by the Tariff Board, 
we notice that for hand-spun yarn, our percentage estimate is considerably 
higher, while for imported yarn it is about the same, and that correspondingly 
the percentage going to Indian mill yarn is somewhat lower. This is due to 
the fact tha.t(the Tariff Board's estimate of hand-spun yarn is considerably 
lower than our figures sugges9 . 

86. Indian mill-spun yarn.-The tremendous growth which has 
taken place in the spinning section of tJte Indian mill industry is shown 
in Table XLIV. The principal counts of yarn produced and woven in Indian 
mills are between 16s and 36s. The consumption of yarn of finer counts by 
mills is still very small. :Mr. Hardy estimated in his Report that 90 per cent 
of the production of Indian mills was of counts below 30s, while it was less 
than 4 per cent for counts above 40s. Since Mr. Hardy reported, however, 
·the mills are turning their attention to higher counts to an increasing extent, 
as is apparent from the trend of the figures for cOlmts of yarn produced by 
them. 

TABLE XLIV.~Production of cotton yarn in Indian mills classified ~ording 
to counts. 

I (in million lbs.) 

Counts. 19t7-18. 1922-23. 1927-28. 1932-33. 
1937-38. 1939-40. 

1-10. · .. 100'0 103·0 106·0 ... 115'2 114'2 123-1 

ll-~Oa . · · 346·0 375'6 388'8 .484'2 494·9 545'5 

21-308 · 183·7 209·0 263·1 ·297-9 302·9 310·8 

31-408 24·4 15·9 33·8 77-2 152'5 157:1 

Above 40a · · 0·8 2'2 IH 36·6 85-1 81·8 

Waste · 0·2 0'2 6'2 5·7 11'2 15·5 

TOTAL · 660'6 705·8 808'9 1,016'4 },160'7 1,233,7 
.-
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87. Foreign yarn.-In Table XLV below are shown the total imports of 
yarn since 1926-27 and the proportion of these which came from the United 
Kingdom and from Japan .in each year:-

TABLE XLV.-Impo1'ts of cotton twist mul yarn. 

(Qu<tntity in million lbs.) 

United Kingdom Japan. 

Year. Total. 

Per cent . Per cent. 

.. 
1926-27 49·42 20·11 41 26·62 54 
1927-28. 52·34 20'56 59 16·97 32 
1928-29 43·77 23'09 53 7'63 17 
1929-30 43·88 20· II 46 10·87 25 
1930-31 29·14 10'31 35 6·89 24 
1931-32 31·58 11·91 38 6·21 20 
1932-33 45'10 13'36 30 18·15 40 
1933-34 32·06 9·95 31 U·68 36 
1934-35 34'01 9·78 29 11'34 33 
1935-36 44·50 9'38 22 20·00 47 
1936-37 28·50 7·26 27 14·91 55 
1937-38 21·99 6'63 30 14·64 67 
1938·39 36·46 4'68 13 21-17 58 
1939-40 41-13 2·83 7 27-16 66 

I I 

It will be seen from the above figures that in epite of the protective duties 
on yam, imports had not fallen too rapidly. ~'he explanation appears to be 
that,although imports of grey and coloured yarns of lower and medium counts 
went' on decreasing during the period of protection, twists, mercerised yarn 
and yarns of higher counts increased in volume) Almost all these imports 
were meant for the hand looms and small-scale powerloom factories. It is, 
however, clear thil,t the consumption of foreign yarn by handlooms has not 
increased, but diminished on the whole in recent years:; The average annual 
imports of foreign yarn during the quinquennium preceding 1926-27 were 
of the order of 53! million lbs. ; in the pre-war year of 1938-39,they stood at 
nearly 36~ million lbe. In 1920-21, according to the estimate of Mr. (now 
Sir) Thomas Ainscough, out of a total of 47 million lbs., nearly 44 million lbe. 
were used by the handlooms. In 1932, the Tariff Board estimated, that out 
of 31 million lbs. of yarn imported, 30 million lbs. was consumed by handlooms, 
basing their estimate on the assumption that the hand-weaver used no im
ported yarns of counts below 30s. The recent emergence of t4e small
scale powerloom factory, whose order of magnitude is not. accounted for in 
official statistics, no dou~t' to some extent' qualifies the assumption of the 
Tariff Board, in that the powerloom factory, along with tbe hosiery industrjr, 
shares the consumption of foreign yarn with the hand loom.", Taking all 
these facts into consideration, the conclusion is strengthenE!d that the hand
loom weaver's consumption of foreign yarn has been dimiDishing. . The gap 
has no doubt been filled tip by the supply Of yarns of higher counts by the 
expanding spinning industry of India, which is assisiea by protection. But 
the one important consequence of protection, viz., replacement of foreign yarn 
espeoially grey singles yarn, is brought out by the import figures in recent 
years as can be clearly seen from Table XLVI-· below :- ' 
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TA,BLE XLVI.-lIlill production and imports of cotton yarn according to counts. 

(In million Ib •. J 

1913-14. 1925-26. 1930-31. 1935-36. 1939-40. 

Imp. Prod. Imp. Prod. Imp. Prod. Imp. Prod. Imp. Prod. 

Counts. -- --I--- -- -- -- -- --. 
1-20 • · 1·3 492·7 4·8 444·7 ·5 513·7 ·2 591·0 ·8 668·5 

21-25 • · . ·9 124·0 '5 142·8 ·3 166·3 ·2 161·6 ·1 173·1 , 
26-30 • · . 3·7 43·0 ·6 71·0 ·2 93,3 i-2 126·0 ·1 137-7 , 
31--40 • 23-7 19·7 26'3 19'7 14·8 60·7 13·5 112·0 3·2 157·1 

Above 40 7·9 2·7 6·7 5·8 4·3 27·3 8·7 58·5 7·:1 81·8 

Grey and coloured .. .. 6·2 .. 9·2 .. 20·7 .. . 29·5 .. 
(twofold) double. 

Waste. etc. · 6·8 ·7 6·6 2·3 .. 5·8 .. 6-l .. 15·5 
------------------

TOTAL 44·2 682·8 44·6 686·3 29·1 867·3 44·6 1,055'2 41-1 1,233· 7 

88. Imports of artificial silk yarn.-A growing compet.itor for the Indian 
cotton yarns, sp far as the consumption of the handloom industry is concerned, 
i~artificial silk yarn. Its imports have increased by leaps an.d bounds in 
recent years and .have complicated the task of those who would develop the 
Indian spinning mill industry with the assistance of protection. Artificial 
silk yarn is very much favoured by the handloom weaver throughout India 
and particularly in Madras, ~Iysore, Bengal, Bombay and the Punjab as a 
decorating material for borders of saris and other ornamental effects. The 
rapid growth and importance of the trade in artificial silk yarn can be seen 
from the following table ;-

TABLE XLVII.-The qll,antity of artificial silk yarn imported into British India 
by seq from foreign countries during 1926-40. 

(in thousands of Ibs.) 

Year; From United From From other Total. 
Kingdom. ~apan. countries. 

1926-27 · 655 (a) 5,121 5,776 
1927-28 • 2,277 (a) 5,232 7,509 
1928-29 • · 1,686 (a) . 5,982 7,668 
1929-30 1,427 (a) 5,926 7,353 
1930-31 · · 1,006 19 6,095 7,120 
1931·32 · 999 436 6,527 7,962 
1932-33 · 1,656 1,799 7,547 11,002 
1933·34 · 1.589 2,642 ·5,677 9,808 
1934-35 862 8,897 6,857 16,616 
1935-36 . · · · 522 9,957 4,432 14,911 
1936-37 · 242 15.130, 2,257 - 17,629 
1937-38 · 497 28,238 2,854 31,589 
1938-39 · 131 6,509 10,608 17,248 
1939-40 · 43 21.876 8,87G 30,795 

(0) Negligible. 
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It must not be understood that the whole of artificial silk y:am im
ported into the country is consumed by the handloom mdustry. On the 
contrary, it appeJlrs that the major part of it il.< absorbed in the mill and Jlower
loom sections. "1Ir. Sankalchand G. Shah of Bombay estimates that(,.75 per 
cent of the imported artificial silk yam is used by the handlooms, while 25 
per cent only is used by the millsi Mr. Nagindas F. Chinai, another merchant 
of Bombay, on the other hand, informed us that the relative position is just 
the reverse of this, i.e., the handlooms use 25 per cent_ and mills 75 per cent 
Mr. I. P. Parekh, Manager 'Of the Sri Sakti Mills, has favoured us with a detailed 
estimate in this connection. According to him, out of the 26 million lbs. of 
artificial silk yarn imported into India in 1940-41, 18 million lbs. was oons~ed 
by 6,000 powerlooms covered by mills belonging to the Silk Yarn AssociatIOn. 
Mr. Parekh arrives at this figure by multiplying 6,000 by 3,000 lbs., which is 
the annual consumption per powerloom, the anrage monthly consumption 
being Ii cases, or roughly 250 lbs. Apart from this, artificial silk yarn. is 
also used in certain mills for producing mixtures. Of the remaining 8 million 
Ibs. a thirl is estimated as going into thi..'1 consumption. The remaining' 
two-thirds, or 5·2 million Ibs. according to Mr. Parekh, must be available to 
the handlooms. This amounts to about 20 per cent of the total imports for 
1940-41. 

A lot of artificial silk yarn is consumed in the manufacture of hosiery 
goods, such as socks and stockings, knitted ties, scarves, undervests, etc. 
Moreover, quite a considerable quantity of braids, cords, ribbons and shoe 
laces are manufactured purely of artificial silk now-a-days. A very large 
amount of artificial silk yarn is used for embroidery purposes. No statistics 
are available for the quantities of artificial silk so used. In the absence of 
these statistics, therefore, it is difficult to estimate the approximate quantity 
of artificial silk yarn consumed by the handloom weavers. But thtl following 
table has been compiled from the figures supplied to us by different Provinces 
and States. 

TABLE XLVIII.--Artificialsilk yarn consumed by the harullooms • 

OriSII& 
Bihar 
Punjab 
United Provinces 
Central Provinces 
Madras 
Hyderabad 
Jammu and Kashmir 
Baroda 
Mysore 
Ichalkaranji 

" 

TOTAL 

• 
(in lbs.) 
12,000 

588,700 
3,750,000 

" 367,000 
120,000 

1,857,794 • 
391,000 
16,810 
48,«0 

1,500,000 
119,882 

8,771,626 

From the table it would appear that 8·77 million Ibs. have been consumed 
by some of the Provinces and States and if we add another 10 per cent for 
the remaining Provinces and State~ which have not supplied figures, the total 
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estimated quantity of artificial. silk yarn consumed all over in India comes to 
9·65 million lbs.. The t9tal imports of artificial silk yarn in 1939-40 amounted 
to 30·79 million lbs. (!'he' estimated quantity consumed viz., 9·65 million 
Ibs. forms only 31·94 per cen~. This comes near to the estimate given by 
1\1r. Chinai and Mr. ·Parekh. -

The handloom industry consumes a considerable quantity of mercerised 
cotton yarn and spun silk yarn. But a:l these are also consumed by the 
hosiery, factories and powerlooms, we are not in a position to give any 'accurate 
estimate in that connection. 

89. Hand-spun yarn.-No accurate figures are available for the production 
of hand-spun yarn. The only thing that can be said with certainty is that 
hand-spun yarn, which used once to be the mainstay of the hand-weaving 
industry, was long ago .relt!gated to an insignificant position in the textile 
industry of the country. Some indication of this has already been given in 
earlier Chapters. Owing to the influence of the khaddar and hand-spinning 
movement sponsored by Mahatma Gandhi, lately there has been some 
resuscitation of hand-spinning especially ~der the aegis of the All-India 
Spinners' Association. It must be said that the movement does not find much 
favour with the masses in India. There has belln some improvement in the 
supply of hand-spun yarn owing to the impetus provided by the Congress and 
the All-India Spinners' Association. Still owing to the steady incursion of 
mill yarn and cloth in the remotest villages in the interior of the country, 
hand-spinning has on the whole suffered a further decline in recent years. 
In the course of our tours, practically everywhere we found the handloom 
weaver averse to using hand-spun yarn. The reasons given were various : 
Hand-spun yarn was uneven; it lacked in tensile strength; it was uusuitable 
for the bette! class of fabrics; its cost was much higher tllan that of mill
spun yarn. (The Tariff Board in their Report {1932) estimated the produc
tion of hand-spun yarn at 24 million lbs. on the basis of 25 lbs. as the maD
mum production per spinner in a year~ This maximum is not indeed beyond 
the capacity of the average spinner, but the question is whether this so-called 
maximum is reached by spinners as an average over a year. Thus, for 
example, from the Report of the All-India Spinners' Association for the year 
1939, it appears that the 224,421 spinners affiliated to the Association 
produced a total quantity of 11,123,850 sq. yards of cloth. Th. A. P. Chou
dhllri, Secretary of the Bengal and Assam Branches of the Association, states 
that the average Bengal figure for cloth produced under the Association's 
direction is 3 sq. yards to the lb. which gives an equivalent of 3,707,950 lbs. 
for the quantity of cloth mentioned above. The Secretary of the All-India 
Spinners' Association informs us that the total weight of hand-woven cloth 
produced under the Association's auspices in 1940 was 3,082,693 lbs. This 

jleads us to the conclusion that~he annual average producti~n of the Associa
tion spinners is between 13-7 and 16·5 lbs. per head, asSuml~.~ that the yarn 
spun by them is wholly utilised within the Assooiation itselJ) Further, the 
spinnets working under the Association may be assumed to be far more en
thusiastic and regular than the spinners outside the purview of the Associa
tion ... We are, therefore, inclined to the view that the average should be 
somewhat lower. We think 121bs. per spinner would be a reliable approxima
tion to the true figure. !ssuming that 5 million spinning wheels are actually 
in use and that the number of spinners is about the same as the number of 
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wheels, the total production will amount to 60 million Ibs. As explained in 
Appendix XXVI, moreover, there are large numbers of taklis being plied by 
countless wandering beggars and others, for whi<lh an addition of 10 per cent 
may be made to this, bringing the total production of hand-spun yarn to 66 
million Ibs. 

At our request the Secretary of the Association has made a fresh estimate • 
according to which the total production of harid-spun yarn under the ,Associa
tion is given as 3,082,693 Ibs., and he also informs us that the Association 
yam .. might be about one-third of the total, hand-spun yarn produced in 
India". This means that the total for India, according to him, must be round 
about 9·2 million Ibs. This estimate is also supported by Mr. Choudhury, 
Secretary of the Bengal and Assam branches of the Association. In our 
opinion. 9·2 million Ibs. is too low alj. estimate of the all-India figure. In 
Table XLIII we have quoted figures for the annual consumption of different 
kinds of cotton yarn by handlooms in the· principal Provinces and States. 
Referring to the column containing the figures for hand-spun yarn in that 
table, it will appear that the total consumption of hand-spun yarn in Pro
vinces and States from which figures were received, amounted to 49·48 million 
Ibs. If we make an. allowance of a further 10 per cent for the remaining 
Provinces and States such as Sind, Delhi, N. W. F. Provinces, Ajmer-Merwara, 
and some of the States, the total will come to 54·4 million Ibs. We are 
inclined to the view that this is a more accurate figure than the previous esti
mate of 24 million Ibs. of the Tariff Board, in view of the fact that the 
Punjab alone produces over 35 million lbs. of hand-spun yarn. In Tablev' 
XLIX below, we bring together the various estimates, including our own, for 
production (as distinct from consumption) of hand-spun yam. It is obvions, 
that according to out estimates, while the production is anout 66 million Ibs. 
the consumption is about 54·4 million Ibs. Reference may, be made of 
~ppendix XXVI for further details . 

A. Pearse • 
M. P. Gandhi 
Tariff Board (1932) 

A.I.S.A .• 
Our eetimates 

. TABLE XLIX_ 

Million lbs. 
2,400 

60 to 125 
24 

9:2 
66 

90. Counts of yarn used.-While the handloom utilises practically the whole 
range of the available counts.in the production of a variety of cloths, the 
essential question to be discussed is the peak range of the counts used by 
handloom weavers. The Tariff Board, in their 1932 Report, stated that 
.. The bulk of handloom production consists of cloth of counts 20s and below." 
This conclusion was based by them upon figures supplied by one Province 
only, viz., the Central Provinces and Berar. We reproduce those figures an~ 
also recent figures supplied by the Director of Industries of the same Province 
for comparillon:-
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TABLE -L.-Oonsumption Of cotton yarn by hl,n,dloJm~ accmli"19 to counts i1\ 
, the Central Pro!:inces in 19.1f and 1941. 

Counts: 
Percentage of Percentage of 

total consump- Counts. total consump-
tion (1931). tion (1941). 

lOs ..... · · . 15-1 Is to lOs U·8 

12s · · ~ . 
: I 6·0 I1s to 20s 511·7 

16& . . ' . · 49·2 21s to 30s , 15·9 , 

20s · · · i 23·0 31s to 40s 8·2 

32s . · · · 4·3 Above 403 ,4'4 

40s L 2·2 .. .. 
Above 408 • ... · · 0-2 .. .. 

TOTAL 100,0 -. 100·0 \ 

Fl'Om the Table L, it appears that during the last ten years there has 
taken place a steady rise in the counts of yarn utilised by the handlooms 
in the Central Provinces and Berar and that the peak range lies between 
lIs and 30s rather than between Is to 20s. Moreover, it will be clear from 
Table LI that the Central Provinces and Berar, next to the United Provinces, 
is an area using the largest percentage of lower counts; while some of the other 

. Pro"inces and States, like Madras, Bengal, Bombay, Assam and Hyderabad, 
which from the point of view of the weightage of an all-India calculation are 
more significant in this connection. The figures given in Table LI below 
,~clude hand-spun yarn as well as mill-spun yar~ 

TABLE LI.-Annual consumption (according to counts) of cotton yarn by hand
looms. 

Counts of ya.rn. 

Province or State. 
1-10. 11-20. 21-30. 31-40. ' Above 40. Total. 

I 

Assam 0·42 2·20 3·" 0·75 0·35 6·72' 
(6'25%) (32'74%) (44-64%) (IHS%) (5'21%) (1'87%) 

Bengal · 0·« 2·52 '4·82 5·93 5,93 29·64 
(1-5%) (8'5%) (50%) (20%) (20%) (8,25%) 

Bihar . · 6·80 10·75 0·89 • 0·26 0·25 18·95 
(35'88%) (56,73%) (4,70%) (1'37%) (1'32%) (5'28%) 

Bombay . · . 2·81 4·67 14·96 12·62 11·69 46·75 
(6%) (10%) (32%) (27%) (25%) (13'02%) 

C. P. and Berar 2·58 13·00 3-46 1·79 0·93 21·76 
• (11-83%) (59'71%) (15,87%) (8'2%) (4'39%) (6,06%) 
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Counta of yam. . 
Province or Stata 

1-10_ 11-20_ 21-30_ 21-40. 

Madras · 6-13 28-86 13-99 17-58 
(7-«%) (35-15%) (17-()4%) (21-41%) 

On- · 0-47 5-79 4-33 3-03 
(3-19%) (39-31%) (29-35%) (20-55%) 

Punjab (a) · · 31-25 12-81 1-88 0-94 
(63-93%) (26-21%) (3-85%) (1-92%) 

U_P. · · · 14-79 28-31 4-31 .2-15 
(28-89%) (55-29%) (8-40%) (4020%) 

Baroda · · 2-42 0-28 0·19 O-U 
(80-46%) (9-45%) (6·40%) (3-53%) 

Cochin · · · (b) 0-50 0-50 0-35 
(3H8%) (34-48%) (2H4%) 

Hyderabad · · 3-16 8-01 2-74 2-35 
(17-80%) (45-U%) (15-48%) (13-25%) 

KoJhapur and the 0-01 0-06 1-10 0-35 
Deccan States_ (0-37%) (2-26%) (41-20%) (13-10%) 

Jammu and Kashmir (b) 0-28 1·81 0·22 
(12·01%) (77-68%) (9-45%) 

Myaore (e) -09 -09 2-16 2-16 
(2%) (2%) (48%) (48%) 

Travancore · 0-34, 5-49 0-34 0-34 
(5%) (80%) (5%) (5%) 

· 
TOTAL · 71-71 123-62 70-48 50-93 

(19-95%) (34-43%) (19-62%) (IH6%) 

(a) It is assumed that all imported mill yam is above 40s counta. 
(b) Negligible_ 

.113 

Al-ove 40_ Total_ 

~ 
15-57 82-13 

(18-96%) (22-86%) _ 

HI 14-73 
(7-60%) (HO%) 

2-00 48-88 
(4-09%) (13-60%) 

1-65 51-21 
(3-22%) (14025%) 

0-01 3-01 
(0·16%) (0-84%)-

O-I()' 1-45 
(6-9%) (0-4%) 

1-47 17-73 
(8-36%) (4-93%) 

1-15 2-67 
(43-07%) (0-74%) 

0·02 2-33 
(0-86%) (0-65%) 

.. 4·50 .. (1-25%) 

0·34 6-85 
(5%) (1-90%) 

42-57 359-32 
(11-84%) _. 

(e) It is assumed that consumption of yam is eqna11y distributed between I-lOs and U-
20. and between ~Os and 30--40s_ 

In Table LII below, we have made an attempt to analyse according to
counts the consumption of cot1jon yarn, including mill-spun, hand-spun and 
imported yarn_ In doing so, we have assumed that the hand-!lpun yarn 
(49·48 million lbs.) consumed by handlooms in the ProvinceS and States in 
Table LI is equally- distributed between the first t",o gr0'Ws of counts, t>iz., 
1-10 and 11-20. The Punjab, which produces a major proportion of the hand
spun yarn, gives a very latge quantity in the counts 1-10; thus,~alf and half. 
seem.~ to be a correct distribution between these two groups, for India as a . 
whol~ In Table LI, the total for cotton yarn consumed includes mill-spun. 
hand-spun and imported yarns. However, of the imported yarn a large 
quantity consists of two-folds and cannot come under .the classification 
adopted. The imported-yarn, for which the average (33·18 million lbs.) of 
the period 1937·40 is taken in Table LII. ~oes, as already stated, 
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TABLE -L.-Oonsumption Of cotton yarn by h~ndloJm' aoomli'1{} to counts in 
, the \ Centra~ Prodnces in 19-11 and 1.941. 

Counts. 
Percentage of Percentage of 

total con.ump- Counts. total consump-
tion (1931). tion (1941)_ 

108 ~:. · · 15-1 Is to 10. II-8 

'128 · · , . 
: I 

6-0 lIs to 20. 5!l·7 

16& · . ' . · · 49·2 21. to 30 • ' 15·9 

20. · · . · · . 23·0 3Is to 40s 8·2 

32s · · · 4·3 Above 40s ,4·4 

408 · L · 2·2 .. .. 
Above 408 • ;, · · 0-2 .. .. 

TOTAL 100·0 .. 100·0 \ 

From the Table L, it appears that during the last ten years there has 
taken place a steady rise in the counts of yarn utilised by the handlooms 
in the Central Provinces and Berar and that the peak range lies between 
lls and 30s rather than between Is to 20s. Moreover, it will be clear from 
Table LI that the Central Provinces and Berar, next to the United Provinces, 
is an area using the largest percentage of lower counts; while some of the other 
Pro'-IDces and States, like Madras, Bengal, Bombay, Assam and Hyderabad, 
which from the point of view of the weightage of an all-India calculation are 
more significant in this connection_ The figures given in Table LI below 
,~clude hand-spun yarn as well as mill-spun yar~ 

TABLE LI.-Annual consumption (acc&ding to counts) of cotton yarn by hand
looms. 

Counts of yarn. 

Province or State. 
1-10. 11-20. 21-30. 31--40. ' Above 40. Total. 

! 

Assam · 0·42 2·20 3-8 0·75 0·35 6·72' 
(6'25%) (32'74%) (44-64%) (ll'H!%) (5'21%) (1'87%) 

Bengal · 0·« 2·52 1.4·82 5·93 5·93 29·64 
(1-5%) (8'5%) (50%) (20%) (20%) (8'25%) 

Bihar · · 6·80 10·75 0·89 • 0·26 0·25 18·95 
(35'88%) (56'73%) (4'70%) (1'37%) (1'32%) (5'28%, 

Bombay · · . 2·81 4·67 14·96 12·62 11·69 46·75 
(6%) (10%) (32%) (27%) (25%) (13,02%) 

C. P. and Berar 2'58 13·00 3·46 1·79 0·93 21·76 
• (11-83%) (59'71%) (15,87%) (8·2%) (4'39%) (6'06%) 
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'rABLE LI_-contd. 
\ 

Counts of yam. 

Province or State 
1-10. 11-20. 21-30. 21-40. Al,ove 40 _ _ Total. ... 

~ 

Madras 6·13 28'86 13·99 17'58 15-57 82-13 
~7-44%) (35'15%) (17-04%) (21-41%) (18-96%) (22-86%) _ 

Orissa · 0-47 5-79 4-33 3-03 HI 14-73 
(3'19%) (39-31%) (29-35%) (~0-55%) (7-60%) (HO%) 

Punjab (a) · 31-25 12-81 1·88 0-94 2-00 48-88 
(63-93%) (26'21%) (3'85%) (1-92%) (4-09%) (13'60%) 

U.P. · . 14-79 28-31 4-31 ,2'15 1-65 51-21 
(28-89%) (55·29%) (8-40%) (4·20%) (3-22%) (14-25%) 

Baroda · 2-42 0-28 0·19 O'll 0-01 3-01 
(80-46%) (9,45%) (6-40%) (3'53%) (0'16%) (0·84%)-

Cochin · · (b) 0-50 0·50 0·35 0-1()' 1-45 
(34-48%) (34-48%) (24-14%) (6-9%) (0-4%) 

Hyderabad 3-16 8·01 2·74 2·35 1-47 17·73 
(17-80%) (45-11%) (15-48%) (13'25%) (8,36%) (4·93%) 

Kolhapur and the 0-01 0·06 HO 0·35 H5 2·67 
Deccan States. (0-37%) (2·26%) (41,20%) (13'10%) (43'07%) (0,74%) 

Jammu and Kashmir (b) 0·28 1-81 0·22 0'02 2'33 
(12'01%) (77-68%) (9-45%) (0'86%) (0-65%) 

Mysore (e) ·09 -09 2-16 2-16 .. 4·50 
(2%) (2%) (48%) (48%) .. (1·25%) 

Travancore · 0·34 5·49 0'34 0·34 0'34 6·85 
(.5%) (80%) (5%) (5%) (5%) (1,90%) . 

TOTAL 71·71 123·62 70-48 50·93 42·57 359'32 
(19-95%) (34-43%) (19,62%) (IH6%) (11-84%) .. 

(a) It is assumed that all imported mill yarn is above 40s counts. 
(b) Negligible. . 
(e) It is assumed that consumption of yarn is equally distrihuted between I-lOs and ll-

20s and be~ween 20-308 and 30-40s. 

In Table LII below, we have made an attempt to analyse according to' 
counts the consumption of cot1(on yarn, including mill-spun, hand-spun and 
imported yarn. In doing so, we have assumed that the hand-spun yarn 
(49·48 million Ibs.) consumed by handlooms in the Provinces and States in ' 
Table LI is equally' distributed between the first t",o grouJ>s of counts, t>iz., 
1-10 and 11-20. The Punjab, which produces a major proportion of the hand. 
spun yarn, gives a very lafge quantity in the counts 1-10; thus,r!talf and half. 
seems to be a correct distribution between these two groups, for India as a.' 
whol~ In Tabl~ LI, the total for cotton yarn consumed includes 'mill-spun, 
hand-spun and Imported yarns. However, of the imported yarn a large 
quantity consists of two-folds and cannot come under .the classification 
adopted. The imported- yarn, for which the average (33'18 million Ibs.) of 
the periqd 1937·40 is taken in Table LII, goes, as already sta.ted 

~ . , 
I 
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almost entirely into handloom consumption. Mter deducting 22·65 million 
Ibs. for two-folds, the balance of 10·53 million Ibs. has been assumed to be 
distributed amongst the five groups of counts in the table, in the same propor
tion as the' Indian mill yarn. In the final column in the table are shown 
amounts of Indian mill yarn, arrived at after deducting from the total of 
359·32 million Ibs., haM-spun yarn (49·48) million Ib8. under cqunts 1-10 

"and 11-~0 and imported yarn (10·53 rllillion !bs.) under all the groups ~f counts . 
. , 
_ TABLE LIl.-Consumption of different types of cotton yarn by the handloom 

industry according to counts. 

(in million lbs.) 

Total con-
sumption of Consumption Consumption Consumption 

Counts. • cotton yarn. of hand-spun of imported of Indian 
(Excluding yarn. yarn. mill yarn. 
two-folds). -

c: 

I-lOs . 71·71 24·74 ·19 46·79 
11-20s . 123·63 24'74 '38 98·50 
21-30s 70'48 .. '32 70·16 
31-40s 50·93 .. 3'91 47·02 
Above 408 42'57 " . 5·73 36·84 
Two-folds, etc. -. .. 22·65 .. 

TOTAL 359·32 49·48 33·18 299·31 

The next step is to take the distribution by counts of the cotton yarn 
produced in India, and to subtract therefrom in the case of each group of 
counts, the corresponding quantities of Indian mi11 yarn used (a) by hand
looms, (b) by' powerlooms, hosiery, and other miscellaneous industries, as 
shown in Appendix ;XVII and (c) for exports. In the case of (b) p?werloom:~; 
hosiery, and miscellaneous and of (c) exports, we assume t~at the percentage 
distribution is the same as in that of the all-India figures for the production 
of mill-spun yarn. Accordingly, we arrive a.t _the following results :-

TABLE LIlI.-Oonsumption of Indian mill yarn for d'ijferent purposes classified 
accorditlg to counts (1937-40). 

(in million lhe.) 

~ 

Production Consumption Powerlooms 
j ... :-

of mill yarn of Indian Exports Hosiery, 
Bala.nce Counts. ;,: ) mill yarn miscella.neous, in Inw,. by handloom8. (Average). etc. consumed 

~ (Average). (Average). (Average) . by mills. . ,. . 
= 

1~10B 128·5 46·8 . 3·9 . 5·7 72-12 
U-208 581-4 98·5 17'4 25·6 439·94 
21-80s '. 321-5 70·2 9'7 14'3 227'3 
31-408 161-4 47·0 4'8 H 102'0 
Above 40& • .- 87·3 36·8 2·6 ~. 4401 . -

. 66'5 . . TOTAL 1,280'1 299·3 38·3 886'0 
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• Weare now in a position to compare the respective distribution by counts 
of the consumption of cotton yarn by the handloom. and mill indust.ries. In 
the case of handlooms the percentage distribution is the one indicated in 
Table LIV while in that of mills, it is calculated on the basis of figures in the 
preceding tables. 

TABLE LIV.-Percentage distribution by counts oj the consumption of CQtton 
yarn by handlopms and mills. 

Counts • MilJs. Handlooms. 

.. 
(percenta.ge) (percentage) 

I-lOa . 8-1' 20'0 

1-20a . 49·6 34·4 -
21-308 25·7 19·6 

81-40a . .; 11·6 14·2 

Above 40a • . . . 5·0 11-8 

TOTAL 100·0 100·0 

The above table summarises the res,!lts of the foregoing tables. . It will 
be seen that the percentage distribution of the mills steeply rises in t.he range 
11-30s, whil~ in the case of handlooms, it is more evenly spread out. Thus,../ 
,'both in very' low counts and in high counts, the proportion of hand: 
100m consumption of yarn is higher than that of mill consumr>tion of yarn) . 
Another interesting point which arises from the table is that Q;>elow 20s tIle • 
mills produce 57·7 per cent of their output, while the handlooms produce 
somewhat less, viz., 54·4 per cent of their output) Thus, although the Tariff 
Board's Assertion, in their 1932 Report (p. 171), that" the bulk of the hand
loom production consists of.cloth of counts 20s and below", is no. doubt 
correct, such a statement would be even more true of the mill 
industry. 

91. Form in, which yarn is supplied.-The yarn is generally supplied to 
the weavers in bundles and knots and this is stated to be the most convenient 
mode of supplying it. Hosiery factories, on the other hand, prefer yarn on 
cones and cheeses even at additional cost. The bulk of the yarn used by 
handloom weavers is sized either in hank form or after the warp haS' been laid. 
out. Similarly, yarn is dyed before using and, therefore, the ha~form iii" 
found more convenient. Besides, the yarn in the form of bundles 'and hanks < 

is cheaper ~nd more convenient to handle. Ready-made warp willl'erhaps.': 
save a conSIderable amount of preparatory labour, but this instead of being '" 
an ad.vantage, under present circumstances, is l~el! to pro,:,eexactlj .the' 
OppOSIte. The preparatory processes, such as WIndIng, warpIng and" sizing' 
provide employment to the assistants and the family of the' weaver and 
therefore, to the extent that ready-made warp is more costfj than .bu'ridled. . 
yarn, it may be said that the weaver and his subsidiary worketl;! earn a. 
srualIer wage. . 
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• 
92 .. Dyeing and bleaching of yarn.-In most parts of India, th~ handloom 

weaver uses dyed yarn, but while in the South, generally speaking, the per
centage of dyed yarn. to total yarn used is high, in some of the Provinces of 
the North, grey yarns are used. For inst,ance, in Madras, the 'percentage is 
60 per cent; in Bombay 90 per cent; in Bengal 80 per cent; in the Punjab 
10 per cent; in Bihar, less than 5 per cent; but in the United Provinces 
70 per cent. Very little bleached yarn is used by the weavers. They ordi
narily resort to bleach the woven goods in the piece. This is generally done 
by the dhobies. 

As in the case of sal6 of yarn, the arrangements for dyeing yarn also can 
be various. In some cases, yarn is purchased grey by merchants who have 
thei!- own dyeing houses and who sell the dyed yarn to wekvers or to other 
yarn dealers, both local as well as mofussil, for retailing. Yarn merchants 
sometimes also send the grey yarn for dyeing to' private dyers who do it for 
8 fixed charge for them. The weavers or Sowcar-weavers themselves some
times dye yarn which they have purchased in a grey condition in their own 
houses, or, the weavers or Sowcar-weav'ers may send'the 'grey' yarn to dyers 
to be dyed at small charges. The mills also supply certain types of dyed 
yarn. There are dyeing factories -in some important weaving centres like 
Salem, Chirala,Madura, Calcutta, Bailkura, Petlad; ,Sholaplir, Cawnpore, 
Lucknow, Fyzabad, Amritsar, LudPiana and Multan. There are also 
co-operative societies and Government Institutes in some of the Provinces 
and States which dye yarn for the weavers at moderate charges. 

. The cost of dyeing the yarn is an important item in the expenses of weaving. 
Of course this is lowest lithe weaver himself does the dyeing, while the charges 
are higher in the case of private dyers and still higher in that of mills. It is 

,difficult to speak precisely in this connection, because the charges made depend 
upon the type of colour and process used as also upon the weight and counts 
of yarn. 
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Handloom Fabrics. 

93. Where t'IIe handloom ezeels.-Before dealing with the different classes 
of cloth produced by the handloom industry, it may be useful to state briefly 
the strong and weak points of handloom cloth. In general, it may be said 
that the(handloom excels in the coloured styles of clotIY This is chiefly due" 
to two facts, viz., that warp of a short length can be prepared most economi
cally by haI)d process and that a number of colours in the weft can be easily 
introduced reduping wastage· to a minimum. The limited market of such 
cloths also malfes their production uneconomical for the powerlooms. The 
hand loom's advantage is specially noted in the following types of production: 
(1) Cloth made from extremely fine material, e.g., yarn of cdunts above 1208, 
which being delicate is wovetfmore safely on the handloom owing to compara-. 
tive lightness of the jerks; (2) cloth interwoven with gold and silver thread, 
the polish of which would be taken out by the extremely frictional action of 
the hea!ds i~ the powerloom; (3) cloth with multi-coloured designs in which 
the weft is to be changed very frequently; (4) cloth with embellishment in 
the border and headings, or with entire effects with delicate designs of vanoua 
colours; such work calls for individual skill and must be carried out slowly; 
(5) short pieces of cloth of vnique design to meet individual tastes, which 
cannot be economical for the mills; (6) cloth of a small width with designs 
in· the headings, e .. q., pagris; and (7) rough cloth of very low counts, such as 
dumB, niwars, webbing etc., in whose; case the tensile strength of the yam 
is too low for the powerloom. . 

,jrence the continued monopoly .enjoyed by the handloom in the manu
facture of checked and striped fabrics, coloured fabrics of numerous designs' 
and cloth in which gold and silver lace is inwrough~ Solid-bordered saris 
and kAans; saris with solid headings (top-piular) ; paithaniB with flowers in 
the body and headings; silk ShalUB; jamdalTl.i saris of Dacca, Tangail and 
RajbaThat; Madura saris; Kumbha and Bandha saris; and Purdahs of 
Orissa; the purdahs and curtains with conventional animal Ilesigns, made 
at Sambalpur; Himf"U8; MflBhrus, Kinlihahs (brocades), susis, fine pagri 
cloth, lungis, sarongs and· Madras handkerchiefs,-these are some of the 
specialities in which the handloom has steadily maintained a monopoly. 

lAlthough the mills have produced substitutes in these lines, they cannot 
carry on direct competition with the handloom. Nor is this confined to 
wearing apparel. Similar advantages "re enjoyed by the handloom in the 
case of dums, furnishing fabrics, etc. (!f.hes cloth, a speciality o~ the Punjab 
and Sind, is a handloom monopoly, ~ecause the necessity of using multiple.:. 
box looms for giving more colours in the weft involves too heavy a cost fo~ 
the powerloom, and also because the insertion of multi-coloureQ...weft for the 
heading at comparatively short regular intervals is difficult for the mills 
without interfering with the normal speed of the loo~ . . 

Thus it is true that(the handloom can beat the mills in a variety of fancy" 
good~ but the importance of this can easily be exaggerated. The taste for 
such distinctive fabrics is confined to a small class; the great majority of 
people have neithf'.l' the taste for using nor the means for purchasing such 
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IfabriCS, and they are eaiisfied with the cheaper mill-made cloths which will 
more or less meet the same purpose. ~ The demand for snch goods is therefore 
bOund to be limitedi and all the special advantages of the-handloom enumerated 
above can give little consolation to the average hand-weaver. He confines 
himseH to the production of ordinary cloth. which necessarily comes into 
competition, more or less directly, with cheaper mill-made goods. The great 
bulk of the fabrics to be coDSidered in this Chapter is of this latter category. 

94. lfAere the ltalUllomtt is iflJerior.-We have also to recognise that the 
handloom cloth suffers from equally pronounced defects. The chief of them 

\

are: (i) lack of uniformity in texture, (ii) inexactness regarding dimensio~, 
and (iii) lack of finish. etc. Lack of uniformity is perhaps the most gl~ 
of these defeetB. We have come across this defect even in centres c.cmfuring 
themselves to a narrow range of counts. In Madhobdi (Bengal), where saris 

! of 328 to 40s counts are 'woven, the price of two saris of the same counts and 
deaign may vary from Re. 1 to Rs. 1+0, the reason' being that some of the 
saris are of a close texture, while others are not. Even in one and the same 
sari, the texture towards the end of the cloth may be difCerent from that in 
the middle. At Gadag and Bettigeri (Bombay-Kamatalr) we came across 
saris made of 20s counts, wherein yam of fOB had been used for a few inches 
on the top. In some places in Madras (e.g., Oondiputhul') and Bengal (e.g., 
Santipur), yarns of 70s and 80s counts have been mixed together in the warp. 
'These practices are resorted to for economising on cost, but the real co~ 
quence is a 1068, of confidence in the handlooIa cloth among those who still 
atick to it at some cost. 1t is, therefore, essential that this defect should be 
remedied by resorting to standardization in respect of quality of fabric, a~d 
reed and picks per inch in each range of count&. The Governments in J ndia, 
especially those of Uuited Provinces and Bihar, have made a beginning in 
this important line of reform. 

I Standardization involves a1so uniformity in regard to weight and dime~
sions. But in moat hand-weaving centres, little care is bestowed on this
important matter. At one -place we tested a dozen saris supposed to be nine 
yards in length, and found that the actual length varied from 81 to 91 yards. 
Similar variations obtain in regard to width also. All this is due largely to the 
ignorance of .the average weaver in regard to the actual quantity of yam 
bought in knots of 10 or 20 hanks. He finds' after a certain time that the 
dimensions are not up to the proper standard. The shrinkage allowance 
and the wastage of yam have no place in his calculations. In certain Madras 
centrea, a weaVer buys on the basis of a la', i.e., a length of 70 yards of240 

l
ends, and he calculates the number of threads on the basis of punjafll8, i.e., 
120 ends. Each ktJl, therefore, would be 2 pufljafIUI of 70 yards. If he wants 
a width of, say, 30 ptlflja7IU of 105 yards, he would buy 221 kala, or if he wanta 
35 yards of 30 puflja11t8, he would buy 71 kala. Thus he always uses multiples 
or fractions of 70. He, therefore, finds it difficult to make proper provision 
w~en he wants a length of, say, 40 yards. " A shortage of yam is sometimes 
disclosed, and occasionally an excess, in which case wa6t~ res~ts.. The 
method of buying yam on the basis.of weight instead of length, which 18 now 
coming into use, will greatly help in remedying some 01 these defectL 

, Some of the defects of handloom cloth are due to the rather crude kind of 
~ reeds used. Hand-weaven base the width of their cloth on the reed they 
use. The reeda are supposed to contain a certaiD Dumber of denu, but the 
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number of dents inserted in & specified area is_ nofalways uniform; lior aie t 
the lip-mho ~Flits of v.hich the reed is made uniform in thickness. Conse
quently, the numher of dents may vary from reed to reed. This also leads to 
a mistake in the estimate of the material required for the warp. 

95. Types oj handloom cloth.-Even in the heyday of the Indian hand
weaving industry, when there was a large foreign dem,and for artistic fabrics 
like muslins, chintzes, brocades, and kinkhabs, these specialitief! for,mt·.J. only .• 
small proportion of the cotton cloth production. To-day wi~h a much lesS' 
ateady demand, they are even a smaller proportion and the-weavers in India. 
are now making .mostly cloths for the every-day wear of men and women. 

The principal cloths now made on the handloom are as. follows :-.-

(1) Women', clothing.-Sari, lehnga cloth, .~usi, choli-khan, sha""", she'la 
and scarf. Sari is. believed to be the most graceful of all the ganp.ents worn 
in India. A sari piece may be from 5 to 9 yards long and 40" to 52" wide; 
poor women's sari in Madhobdi (Bengal) may be only 4 or 41· yards. Leh'Y!f/Q 
cloth is used for making the skirts of Hindu women in North India; Sun 
i~ a c1ot.h used for the salwar (trousers) of Muslim imd other women in the 
Punjab and Sind. Choli-khan is the blouse piece worn mostly in the Deccan 
and Karnatak. Shelas are scarfs generally 2 to 3 yards in length, mostly used 
in the Maharashtra. • . 

(2) Men', cloth.ing.-Dhoti (dhotar), lungi, chaddar, uparni and angava~
tram, pagri or turban cloth, shirtings, and coatings. A dhoti may be between 
8 to I) yards in length. A lungi is a coloured and striped or checked cloth 
worn mostly by Muslims and is 2t yards long. Chaddars and angat'a.~trams 
are wrappers or uppergerments. Most turban cloths are long and narrow; 
the phetas made in the Central Provinces are 21 yards long and 8" to 9~widlf; 
some are even 40 yards long. On the other hand, a variety of turban cloth 
used in the South is a square piece Ii to 3 yards either way. . 

(3) Common to both men and women.~Dupatta (upper garment), iong.-
1:loth, motia or garka, from which kurtas and coats are made. 

(4) For domestic use.-Pancha or gamcha (towels), dut'fis (carpets), curtaih 
cloth, mosquito curtains, and razai kholias and khes cloth (for bedding). 

96. The importance oj various cloths in handloom productiofi.-Tlle quan
titative position Of these various cloths. in handloom production can he 
seen from the following table in which the total production. of important 
cloths is given, along with the proportion which each bears to the total produo
tion in the Province or State. 
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TABLE LV.-Production of principaZ' handwom fabric$ (cotton) per annum. 

, (In thonsand yards) . 

Province or Stata. Saris. Dbotls. LWlgls. Sblrtlngs. KAadi, Garha Cbaddars. aDd Gao;. 

ABeam (a) .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Bengal (6) 59,300 7,400 59,300 .. .' . 13,000 

(40%) (S%) (40%) (9%) 

:Blbar (a) .. .. .. .. .. .. 
J!ombay 185,624(0) .. .. 200 8,382 .. 

(95'1%) ('1%) (4'8%) 

C. P, and :Berar 78,2S7 9,995 .. 2,947 .. S,337 
, (7S'8%) (9'7%) (2'8%) (3'2%) 

Madras . 180,88S 99,,0;88 66.399 .. .. .. 
(4404%) (2H%) (16'3%) 

Orissa 22,4S3 11,2,o;S 2,8:;0 .. .. .. 
(39'9%) (20%) (0'1%) 

Punjab .. .. 15,000 .. 100,000 45,000 
(6'6%) (43'9%) (19'7%) 

(dotahls) 

u. P.(d) 12,000 .. 15,000 24,000(J) lRO,OOO " (4%) (S%) (8'1%) (GO'6%) 

lIaroda 230 1,1,0;0 .. H4 6,720 172 
(2'5%) H2-4%) (1-0%) (72'3%) (1'8%) 

Hyderabad (.) . 34,M5 10,455 10,400 .. - .. .. 
(4S%) (13'6%) (13'6%) 

(a) Not known. 
(6) :Bengal prodnces alRO 8,600,000 yards of Gamcbaa (6%). 
(0) Includes Choll-i:ha ... alRO. 
(d) LehAgae are an Impurtant line of production in the United Provinces and acconnt fur 45,000,000 

,..ms ur 16 per cent. of the total produrtlon. 
(.) About 21.,240,000 yards of chaIi4ll"n. are also produced in Hyderabad, and accoWlt for 27·7 per 

cent of the total production. 
(1) Inc.ludes coatings also. 

The above table gives some indication also of the Rtyles of dress in thE 
various parts onndia. In Bombay, Madras, Bengal, and the Cent-ral Provinces, 
the sari is the most important line of production, while coarse khadi a.nd garh6 
.cloth take,the place of honour in the United Provinces and the Punjab. II 
Madras, dhotis and lungis are also important; in Bengal lungis form 40 pel 
cent of the total manufacture. The above table necessarily takes into accoun1 
only the major heads of production. There are certain minor heads whid 
have to be taken note of owing to their growing importance. ~he increasin~ 

'-production of shirtings and coatings is noteworthYI Equally striking is tht 
increase in the manufacture of certain speciality cloths like table covers, bed, 
spreads, pyjama. cloth, mock-leno and Turkish towels, and a wide variet, 
of furnishing fabric~; This is a significant change in hand-weaving and il 
due to the encouragement given by the Provincial Governments (notably 01 
the United Provinces and Bihar) and by various chari~ble organisations 
Nor does the table bring out~ertain notable changes that have come over thE 
quality and appearance of staple goods like'sari$i More and more artistic saru 
art being produced on handlooms lately in order to meet the changing fashiOn! 
of the women-folk. Both in the colour scheme and in designs, there has beer 
great improvement. In olden days, only one COIOlU was used, and generallJ 
indigo blue and turkey red predominated. With the introduction of syntheti( 
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dyes, it is now possible to make" wide variety of shades and this factor has 
been utilized to a remarkable extent in the manufacture of saris in certain 
Cf'ntres. We were greatly struck by the enterPrise shown in this respect 
hy hand-weavers, especially at Madura, Coimbatore, Sholapur and Dhanya
khali. 

A SUrw!lJ oj kandloom rlotks. 
97. Anam-We shall now make a rapid survey of the handloom cloths 

produl'ed in the various Provinces and States. In Assam cotton cloth 
is manuf&l'tured mostly in the Surma Valley, chiefly by the Hath 
weavers. The principal cotton fahrics are saris, dhotis, gamchas, ckad
daTI, lungU, plain shirtings, fancy shirtingll. screens, table cloths, mock-lenos, 
,neMalas, rihall, wrappers, bed shets, borkapurs, coatings, napkins, furnishing 
fabri~, towels. pilerugs, etc. Details of BOme of the principal types of cotton 
cloth are as follows:-

Yabrica 

Grey dhotia 

Grey or coloured saris • 

Grey and checked Asoa.mese ga...a.a. 

TABLEI.VI. 

Normal 
dimensioD8. 

40" x 4f yds. 

Average 
oounts of 

yam used. 

2211. 

42" X 4f yds. • 22a and 24a. 

27/3()" X 11/2 yds. 2Oa. 

Grey and checkNi Bengali vameA.. 27/3()" X 11/2 yds. 1418 and IfIla. 

Coloured. bleached or ~y rlldhaJlU, ~ihas with cress- 36· X %f yds. 2Os. 4.Oa and 2/fWa. 
ed borders. 

Grey borkapur (a winter chaddar) 52"x6 yds. 4Os. 

Silk is manufactured in the Assam Valley and the fabrics made are rnekltalas, 
"has, chaddars, plain cloths (thans), saris, shawls; shirtings and coatings. 
Some improvements are noted in the nature and scope of weaving in Assam. 
Production was formerly confined to saris, gatn£kas, mek1talas, etc. ; latterly, 
weavers have taken up curtain cloth, napkins, table cloths, furnishing fabrics, 
bed covers, etc. The weavers have also taken more to -the use of mercerised 
cotton yam and artificial silk yam in place of cotton and silk yam. New 
designs have been introduced on such types of cloth as screens, table cloths. 
napkins, furnishing fabrics, etc. Some standardization of handloom products 
has been secured by the Industries Department through its emporiums. (Not 
much difficulty, however, has been experienced through want or standardiza
tion of the products, because the weavers in Assam do not cater for outside 
marke~ . 

98. Beftgal.-The principal types of hand-woven products are saris, dhotis, 
chaddars, lungis, gf¥l1lCl&as, bed sheets, towels, shirtings, coatings, purdah, 
~auze, bandage cloth, bandipota, mosquito curtains, bed covers, furnishing 
fabrics, table cloth, napkins; etc., in cotton; tassar dhotis, saris, shirtings and 
:haddars in silk; and scarfs and shawls in wool. The products of the hand.
ooni indUlltry range from the cheapest gamchas to very 008tly saris and the . 
'ange is remarkable also in the counts used. There are BOme weavers who 
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specialise ill the weaving of very fine counts, tJiz; 110s, 120s, 130s, 2008 and 
250s. They produce dhotis, saris and 'Uranis·. Dacca and Sant-ipur, Rajbalhat, 
Autpur, and Tangail form thll principal centres of fine weaving. 

In the Bankura'District, 4-1 yards saris of 40s counts with 1" or 1 i" coloured' 
borde.r known as laita are woven, and are used by the agricultural dasses to a 
great tlxtent. Quite a number of saris with 32s grey warp X 26s coloured 
weft are woven for local consumption. The Santipur saris are mostly above 
80s and are with coloured stripes or check spots on a grey or white (dhobi
bleaclled) ground. Sometimes a coloured weft is also used with a grey warp. 
Silk yarn and gold and silver threads are used for dobby and jacquard borders 
in the finer types of saris. The borders extend from 2" to 6" in width. The 
jamdani is another well-known type of sari which is similar to the paithani. 
uris woven in the.Nizam's Dominions. Either cotton yarn of IOOs or a 
silk warp and cotton we.ft of 100s are usually to he seen in the styles of such 
saris with borders 2" and over in width and headings and ground embellished 
'by embroidery with fivefold 60s cotton warp. At Dacca, a plain-coloured 
borderecl sari, with or without jari, caned Vita-sari is woven. The Tangail 
saris are U$ually made from yarns of 80s to 120s and even up to 200s. The 
borders are about 3" to 4" in width, for which artificial silk and (gold and silver) 
lae;e are used. Saris with a coloured warp and coloured weft are not lUlcommon. 
The normal· dimension of a Tangail sari is 48" X 11 yards. In Demra and 
Narisha,_ in the D~cca Distril't, saris of 38/40/42/44" X 8/9/10 yards are woven 
from dyed cotton yarn, mostly blue, of 40s counts. These saris have some 
traditional names originating from the borders or stripes. The principal 
ones are : (a) GulbahaT saris, which hav~ a figured border of 2" in ",idth and 
8 stripes about 2" wide appearing widthwise for every 5 yards' length; 
(b) Kanchanmala (gold garland) with a border comprising two aces of 
spades, two thick lines and two fish designs, and (c) Kakui or comb design in 
the border on a plain ground. Another old design, known as Motvre or" pea" 

.consists of. &pots.-~unlling in the form of a stripe one after the other. The 
name Nilamban is generally applied to all saris on which a deep navy-blue 
or black ground is, worked with a plain or fancy border. The Department 
of Industries has been successful in introducing a variety of shades of diHeren1i 
colouJ:"S and all types of printed yarn in the borders as well as in the groun.}. 

. In lungis or taffans also, the tendency for using higher counts is noticed. 
''The counts of yarn used have gone up from 20sx24s to 26sx26s and 32sx 
26s. . 

~ Coarse types of dhotis 36" X 21 yards; and I2swarp X 15s weft, with 1· 
coloured border, known as Kacha,s are woven in the Bankura District. The 
fine dhotis known as Daocaidkotis or Santipur dhotis are woven in Raj~aThat. 

: It ill said that competition among the weavers has led to the adoption of 
improved methods in some centres and to the production of a better class oj 
fabrios. At the same time, 'in order to cheapen production such practices as 
tho nse of inferior quality yarns, shortage of lengt.h or breadth, etc.: are some
times resorted to. (After 1918, the Department of Industries mtroduced 
improved appliances such as dobbies 'and jacquards; A large number oj 
-students have been trained at the Textile Institute at Serampore. The 
Department has alSo succeeded through peripatetic demonstrations in intro
ducing new styles of weaves. {'rhe 'want of standardization' in handloolll 
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products makes Jarge-l!cale SUp;JUCS according to specifications difficul~) The' 
Bagerhat Weaving Union and 'the Women's Industrial Home at Dum ~wn 
have, however, introduced somd standardization. Arrangements for warpmg, 
sizing and dyeing on & large scak on mill methods have been made there. 

99. Binar.-The principal types of cloths woven on hand loom in Bihar 
are saris, chaddars, gamchas, coatings and shirtings, kh1!gas, matias, than8 
(pieces~, mercerised coatings and shirtings, and cotton suitings, iu cotton; 
chatldars, shirtings, suitings, handkerchiefs and scarfs in silk and artificial silk j 

and blankets and 8E'ri in wool. Saris, chaddars and shirtings are aL'!O woven 
with mixtures. Under the auspices'of the Bihar Cottage Industries emporium 
maintained by'the Government, a considerable number of weavers are turning 
out furnishing fabrics such as curtains, bed-spreads, table linens, upholstery 
cloths, drapery, net leno cloth for underwear, mosquito curtains, mock-lenos, 
bedford cords, twills and longcloths. Blouse cloths, towllls and kMses have 
also been taken up by several weavers. @reat care was taken to make improv
ed designs. and about 120 patt~rns of furnishing fabrics and 115 of s);aple goods 
(dhotis and saris, etc.), have been standardized by the Bihar Cottage Indus
tries~ 1\Iost of the fabrics that are woven in Bihar are of grey and not dyed 
yam. G~y dhotis, saris and chaddars are preferred to bleached ones in some 
districts~The Bihar Cottage Industries bave'at Gulzaribagh a finishing plaht 
which undertakes to bleach and finish hand-woven cloth on payment. 
The coloured furnishing fabrics, lungis and saris, however, do not -require 
machine finishing. 

('.i\. tendency for change from low to medium counts is discernj.ble in the 
clothing of men and women in Bihar,' and· the 'handloom weavers are also 
changing their lines of production accordingly) Owing to the encouragement 
given by the Government, many of them have taken up the weaving of cott.on.' 
silk and artificial silk silirtings, lungis, towels, etc., and even in up-country 
areas. many weavers have changed from coarse saris ·and dhotis to medium
count cotton sariS, artificial silk saris, staple fibre shirtings, lungis, etc. Some 
years ago, the weavers of BhagalplU' and Manpur gave up tassar silk weaving, 
and, after trying cotton yarn, linen thread, spun silk yarn and artificial silk _ 
yarn during the last 20 years, are now using staple fibre for the production 
of shirtings and coatings, and artificial silk yarn for saris, tUrbans and chaddars. 
The cotton weavers of other places who had been using yarn of 7s to 16s have 
changed over to finer counts up to 40s producing dhotis and saris. Attractive 
checks and stripes of coloured yarn are being introduced on the traditional 
motia thans. "'rhe quality of handloom goods is not being maintained uniformly. 
The weavers in order to meet the competition among themselves and 
with mills resort sometimes to various malpractices, and thus the quality of 
hand-woven goods has suffered to some extent. ~ Nor has starulardization tot 
the handloom goods made much headway, -except. in' the" case of certain 
furnishing fabrics and a few staple goods that have been 'standardized by 
the Bihar Cottage Industries,· .. ' . 

. 100. Central Provinces and Berar.-The chil'f types of hand-woven cotton 
plece-goo~ in the Central Provinces are saris, dhotis, ttparnas, chaddars, 
handkerchiefs, pugris, goitas, shirtings, coatings, etc. Saris are woven out of 
from 10!s to 80s counts and are from 36 to 50w in. width and 5 to II yards in 
length. Some of.the saris are plain; others. are st.riped or checked with 
mercerised: cotton; artificia1-silk -or' silk yarn -and With -borderS -of mercerised 
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cotton or artificial silk ; and some others are made with a co~ri warp-and a 
silk or artificial. silk weft, or vice fJeTsa. The chief silk goods are pheta cloth 
and shirtings, saris, dhotis and coatings. Artificial silk handkerchiefs and 
woollen blankets are also woven. Saris form the bulk of the mixture fabrics. 

Through the efforts of the Go!ernment, fly-shuttle sleys have been made 
popular- and impr~ved appliances such as dobbies and jacquards have been 
introduced. (.There is however, no proper standardization of the cloth and this 
affects the handloom industry adversely) A private association at Nagpur, 

I the "Koshti Hita-Karini MandaI, is attempting to standardize the degree of 
\fastness of the dyes used in producing saris. They affix a stamp on the fabric 
guaranteeing the fastness of the dye. The chief aim of the Central Provinces 
and Berar Weavers' Co-operative Society is also to standardize its products 
in respect of the quality of raw materials, colour, dimensions, etc. and it has 
succeeded in its efforts to some extent: 

101. United Provinces.-Tbe priBcipal types of cotton fahriC8 produced 
in the United Provinces are 88 follows;-

Fabrica. 

Gari and garita • 

LtAfUJtJ and w pli 

Lungu, and IeAlmul. 

ShirtingB and coatioga • 

Dbotia and II&ria • 

Duma 

TABLE LVII. 

. 

Normal 
dimensions. 

3O'xl2 yda. 

29" X 12 yda. 

40" x!l yda. 

3O'xl2 yda. 

45·x5 yda. 

45·x21 yda. 

. 

Approximate 
counla of yam 

used. 

16!sx lOlL 

20isx 141s. 

161sx als. 

16ls.xI6iL 

201& X I !>is. 

Largely hand· 
spun. 

The silk fabrics of Benares are famous for their elegance of designs, for 
their beautiful colour matching and for their complicated textures. Most 
of them are interwoven withjangla (gold thread) or badla (silver thread). O'he 
peculiar feature of a real Benares fabric is that the figures are developed 
with extra warp and extra wef9 The special types of fabrics that are produced 
on the bandlooms are, saris, omis, kink1iabs, brorodes, sanjafs (borders), 
Kuhi silk (spun silk), shirtings, coatings and chaddars. Tb,e lighter type- of 
Benares saris woven on jacquards, in which extra warp figuring is developed, 
is called ZucAa. On the popular Benares saris, the figuring is developed by extra 
weft on a jal4 or a draw-boy loom.. A repeat of the design is first worked out 
by means of strings on a frame and this design is shifted bodily on the draw
boy loom by trying the cords with the figuring harness. It is said that the 
arbitrary reduction of prices on every bazar day has compelled the weaver 
to cut down his costa by deteriorating the quality of his products. ',The 
Industries Department is trying to get standard goods mad~ and supply goods 
to wholesale buyers aecording to fixed ~taDdard and fixed price.9 The United 
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Provinces Government have a~ taken the lead in the introduction of improve
ments in the art of dyeing in fast colours, new designs and new styles of fabrics. 
The United Provinces ~crafts at Lucknow and other emporia maintained 
bv the Department of Industries have not only tried to introduce new varieties 
of fabrics other than of plain structure but have also paid attention to the types 
of cloth largely worn by the villagers:' They have also tried to confine such 
styles to what the mills are not producing. 

102. T'M Punjab.-In the Punjab, the important cotton fabrics produced 
are gMIw., khes, dotahis, chaildars, coatings, s~irtings, curtain cloth, sufi, tehband 
lungis, duma, towels, dusters and fatkas. (It is said that many weavers had 
to change to lower counts on account of mill competition in the finer goodS) 
The finer lungis, white pugris and muslins are no longer produced in the Punjab 
to any considerable extent. The important silk: fabrics produced in the Punjab 
are gola aaryai, mushadi, lungis, tehband lungis, coatings, shirtings, saris, 
dupatta8 and yugris. Artificial silk products are mostly shirtings, coatings. 
saris, lungis and curtain cloth. The important centres_ which produce silk: 
and artificial silk goods are Multan and Jullundur. Bosekis, satins, saris, 
coatings and shirtings are also made in mixtures, while blankets, lohia, lokars, 
tureds, chaildars, shawls, carpets, etc., ate the important woollen goods produced. 
The use of cotton and silk cloths has gone down in the Punjab and artificial 
silk: and worsted goods are coming into prominence. 

The Department of Industries has through their textile institutions sought 
to give training in designing and to introduce improved appliances such as 
dobbies and jacquards. The jacquard floral designs are fast replacing the 
traditional geometrical designs of the majnu khes. No uniform quality in 
handloom products is maintained in the Province. This is the result of com
petition amongst the weavers themselves, and to some extent also of malprac~ 
tices among the dealers who in .their anxiety ~pus]l forward the sale~ in~truct 
the weavers to lower the quahty of the fabncs. <Lack of standardIZatIOn of 
handloom cloth has adversely affected the indUllt~ Recently, however, the 
Industries Department through its special marketing organisations at Amritsar 
and Panipat has attempted standardization of cotton and woo~en fabrics. 

103. Sind.-More than 90 per cent of the han<Uoom production in Sind 
consists of Susia and kheses. Susis are plain striped coloured fabrics, with or 
without dobby figuring effects and are used for making women's garments. 
The average dimensions are 23- X 18 yards. Kheses are coloured double-cloth 
fabrics usually 33" X 10 yards, u.cred for bed covers. The other important 
ha:u.dloom fabrics of the Province are lungis, silk and jan work, shirtings and 
coatings, angochas, etc. (It is said that the quality of the susi cloth has 
deteriorated owing to competition among the weaver~ . 
. 104. Bombay.-The principal types of goods produced by handloom in 

I the Bombay Province are saris, klw.ns, pasodis or pachclw.ris, guda pallia 
zoryas (carpets), dhotis, panrhas, shirtings, coatings, table cloths napkins' 
fumishin~ materia~, c~adda~, be~ sh~ts siljnis (~un~rp.anes or b~d covers): 
towels, ?meaT paUUl, silk pa",tlw.nUl, silk phetas, SIlk: shirtmgs, silk kads silk 
fflUktas, silk shalus, silk shelas, silk brocades, etc. ' . . 

It hll;s been stated that ~O per ce!1t. of the handlooms in the Province pro
duce sarlS and khans from different kinds of dyed yarns. Quite a large number 
,of sa~ are also prepared with cotton yarn for. body with pure silk, artificial 
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~lIilk or mercp.riRP.d cotton folded yam for border and headings .. The wielt1! 
1 of a sari varieS' from 43" to 52" and the length from 5 to 9 yards. Khans are 
generRlly 30~ to 32" in width with bo~ders from 5" to 8" in silk or artificial silk 
,with or without extra warp figures m the· body of the khans. Bombav has 
;certain sari patterns called after the n}mes of important centres where" they 
were first made; beIl'Ce the names, IIkal saris, Nipani saris, Maheswari saris, 
et.c. This is because the weavers in Bombay stick to some traditional patterns 
and designs. In Bengal and. Madras the weavers combine various designs 
independently and produce diverse patterns, ~nd therefore place names are 
·not so commonly used. Recently, however, independent designs have been 
in use for fancy patals in Bombay also. 

, The peculiarity of the IIkal sari is the traditional border (ranging in 
width from 2i" to 4") in which the red colour always predominates; it mav also 
be of the Ganga-Jamuna type, with two different colours for the bo;ders. 
,There are usually three types of Ilkal borders: gomei with bugri, pnaraspatti, 
and ruiphul. GOmet is a small herringbone stripe (like a small arrow) usually 
of white colour (artificial silk) between. two small yellow stripes. There are 
generally four g~is in. one b~rder. The whole border ends in a ~ouple of 
lJugris or karu'Utts (sawlike _desIgn). In many cases the yellow stnpes, the 
.white gomei line and the bugri are developed on artificial silk. In the ruiphul 
border small flower designs (cotton flowers) are substituted in white colour 
for the gomei, and like the gomei four rows. are woven. In the pharaspatti 
(diamond weave reversed) three or four lines of gomei of a plain red colour are 
·arranged, with wider space between. The' Maheswari ' type of saris have 
borders It" wide with the same designs as in the Ilkal type. The Ilkal saris 
generally ha~e an attractive anchu or 'fadar (~eading) at the front olthe sari 
across the WIdth. In hand-woven sans the WIdth of such padars varies from 
18" to 24". The padar when woven in solid colour is known as tope padar 
and when in such padars a wavy design is introducerl, it is called tope teni 
padar. 
·0 Saris are Rlso known by different names a,ccording to the colours used, 
A chandra-kala sari is of black ground with red border while a mirani rasta 
is a striped sari of a deep. chocolate .a~d bl~ck colour. These borders and the 
colours are· & long-established traditIOn WIth the handloom weavers. Saris 
of the BRme dimensions with or without coloured ground but bearing borders 
of different designs other than the traditional types and of different colours are 
called fancy patals. Through the efforts of the Department of Industries the 
weavers have been induced to abandon their traditional lines, take to finer 
counts and produce new types of saris different in colour, design and border. 
Some of t.hese new designs have been named after cinema stars and others given 
catching names like Hol;" Nainsook, College Girl, Dar~ing, etc. Dholka., Bijapur. 
,Ahmednagar, Belgaum, Sholapur, Malegaon, Dhulia, Ilkal, etc., are the im
portant sari making centres in Bomb~y. Th~ugh there is no regular standardi
:z;ation ~n Bombay, as a rule the handloom mdustry attempts to conform to 
Iluch standards as regards size, lengt~,width, texture, fineness, etc. . 

105. lI1adras.-The principal types of fabrics produced in Madras are saris, 
-dhotis, angavastrams, towels and lUlIgis. Other types usually woven are: 
',arams, kailis, Madras handkerchiefs, turban cloths,· panchas, bed-sheetB, 
£urtain cloth, table cJoth"" napkins, fwnishing fabrics, shirtings, coatings; etc. 
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The important silk goods as well as artificial silk goods are: saris, coatin£'(s, 
shirtinlr', arlgavastrams and lungis. 

The Madras saris are generally of fine texture, and mostly coloured. So~e 
are with figured borders. Some again have gold or silver thread interlaced or 
have lcuppadam (solid border). In s.l'ite of these differences, they are all called 
by the name Madras or Madura saris, and are in great demand all over India. 
The saris are from 36.to 52 inches wide and from 5 to 9 yards long. The average 
normal dimension of a sari is 47/4Bw XB yards. Any counts from 12s to 150s 
ltre used and & considerable number of shades of dyes is employed in their 
production. In the Tamil Districts and also in the Kanarese areas the saris 
are coloured, while in the Telugu areas white saris with coloured borders are 
used. Although l\Iadras saris are known in the rest of India under this generic 
name, several distinctive features characterise the saris made in different 
centres like Madura, Coimbatore, Salem and Uppada. A few points of differ
ence between Madura and Coimbatore saris may be noted. For goldlaced 
saris, only pure gold lace is used in Coimbatore, while in Madura all kinds of 
gold lace are used according to the ultimate selling price of the cloth. The 
Coimbatore saris again have invariably dobby or figured bord~rs. while the 
Madura saris have plain borders with a variety of col~ured designs. In· 
Coimbatore the same counts of yarn are· always used both for the warp and 
the weft while in Madura no such rigid practice is observed. In Coimbatore, 
.both the warp and the weft are dyed, while in Madura a grey warp with a dyed 
weft is very frequently used. The borders of the saris have been given fancy 
names mostly of the cinema stars and the shades called after the market 
where they are preferred. Thus we find names like Devikarani, Ashok Kumar, 
Kanchanamala, and also "Karachi, Bengal, Mysore, etc. S:>metimes combining 
the border and the shade they are· called Bengal Devikarani and 80 forth. 
Some of the san designs are also called by such peculiar fancy names as Hitler's 
bomb, Prahhati sari, Thyagabhoomi, etc., after the name of a much-discussed 
picture or person. Usually every sari has a plain heading generally of arti-: 
· ficial silk of about 3 to 6 inches in width. In so:ne of the saris, fancy headings 
such as Poona Mundani (about B1W) and Bangalore Mundani (up to 16W) are 
to be seen. Plain sans are generally known by the name of the colour used in 
the dyeing of yarn; for instance Nagappalam (black) or Puliyam (Tamarind" 
red). The [mlrarai Namathari is a sari with two thick red stripes somewhat 
in the style of the Nama: and the Dandatvilam sari (straight parallel lines) 
is a striped sari with yellow and maroon coloured yarn in the body. The 
Mallirnoghu (flower bud) sari and Puliyam Kottai (Tamarind nut) sari owe 
tlieir names to the pattern in iInitation of a Hower bud. or a tamarind nut 
used in the border. The Kathan (ribbon) border in Ii sari seems to be very 
popular now-a-days. . 

Silk, artificial silk and gold lace are used to a large extent in t.he develop
.ment of the borders and headings of saris, dhotis and angavastrams. The 
special tyes of saris and dhotis woven in the Salem District with silk headings 
and borders are known under a variety of names such as Gundanchu, Lakk
anchu, Basancltu, etc. The ground in all cases is white and the width of the 
borders varies according to the style of the cloth. In dhotis the borders do 

· not exceed an inch and in saris they are from 1" to 2"; In Madras, turbans and 
· rumals known as Garbha sudhi with a cottop. warp and silk weft with borders 
;~f silk and, gold thr~ad. a,re w:ov~n in a small quantity. In the Salem District 
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.Bodabacl~i r~mals of about: 47" X 47" are woven. Special types of shuttles with 
weft dyed dIfferently at dIfferent lengths according to design are used for the 
.purpose. These rumals are exported to Aden, Africa, Turkey, etc., where 
they are known as Asia rumala. At Masulipatam, the remnants of the old 
kalamkari prints are still seen. But the industry is dying out because the 
process is expensive and it cannot compels with imported prints of attractive 
. designs. Palampore is a type of cloth used for door curtains, bed spreads, etc. 
The peculiarity of this fabric is that the surface of the cloth which does not 
require any particular colour is covered with a coating of wax and the cloth is 
; dyed, the process being repeated several times till the required shades are 
obtained. 

Madras handkerchiefs are an important class of cloths produced in Madras. 
Every bit is 36 inches square, and there are eight such bits in each handkerchief. 
. Yam of 40s and 60s is generally used. Sometimes, Madras handkerchiefs 
are embroidered. They are dyed in a peculiar way, being treated with turmeric, 
and the dye gives a certain taste and smell to the fabric, and it is said that the 
natives of West Africa, to which they are largely exported, satisfy themselves 
before buying them by tasting the cloth with their tongues and by sniffing 
in the smell. Lungis or kailis and sarams woven in Madras, command a wide 
'market in India, and outside in such places as Malaya, Burma and West 
Africa. 

In Cannanore, Calicut and other places in the l\falabar District, the manu
facture of coatings and shirtings was started in the Basel Mission factories as 
early as 1851. The fabrics turned out are attractive from the point of view of 
the latest designs and cheapness and the goods are sold all over India. The 
·styles of cloth made here have been copied in adjacent districts of the Presi
dency, especially in Erode and Trichengode. In these places, a few sowcar
.weavers employ hundreds of weavers under them for making shirtings and 
coat.ings for the Indian market and for Ceylon and Malaya. 

The Government of Madras have long been keen on the popularization of 
improved methods and appliances. Theil efforts have resulted in the introduc
tion of the multi-coloured lungi designs and the" firefly '~ effect on coatings, 
shirtings and saris. The quality of the handloom products, however, has not 
been uniformly maintained. There is no standardization in the products of 
the handloom industry. This renders marketing of handloom products in 
.bulk almost impossible. However, some degree of standardization is now 
obtaining in respect of certain well-known varieties of cloth such as Pedana 
saris, Erode "esht~s, Kalladakurchi towels and the laced saris of Madura, 

. Pullampet and N ellore: Their texture is fairly uniform and their colours fast. 
The introduction of a system of trade-mark with reference to quality, etc., may 
be of considerable help. VA merchant at Erode is trying such a trade-mark 
" 101 " for a variety of shirting. . 

106. Orissa.-The principal types of cloth woven are saris, dhotis, lungis. 
bandage cloth and gauze. The saris are generally from 42" to 46" in width 
and m.easure from 5 to 61 yards. The normal length is only 5 yards. The 
peculiarities of weaving technique are seen in the saris and dhotis.with Kumbha 
border where the warp and weft have been used in developing the figures and 
in the conventional designs of animal figures worked on purdahs, table covers, 
etc., woven at Sambalpur and Dhalapathar and the figured borders and head
ings in dhotis and sarii produced at Th~kurpatna and Barapatti.The working 
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out of designs by dyeing the yam by the knotting system on khanduas (ladies' 
. wrappers) at Osling degerves special mention. The Government of Orissa have 
been successful, through their Textile Expert, in introducing improved appli
ances and new designs. Dobbies and jacquards are now'in use and unorthodox 
fabrics like bed-spreads, table covers, etc., are slowly being taken up by hand
loom weavers. "Owing to competitJon, the weavers in many cases sell cloth 
of inferior quality at a cheaper price and thereby lose the confidence of their 
customers. The introduction of standardization of handloom fabrics should 
obviate this defect. 

107. Hyderabad.-The principal types of cotton goods manufactured in 
the Hyderabad State are saris (36/44"x7 yds.), grey patala with grey ground 
and red border (36/44/48" X 7/9 yds.), pugris (grey or coloured, with gold lace 
headings, measuring 9/12"X20/60 yds.), grey panckas, plain striped 'swis, 
choli-khans, dhotis, durries and sataranjis. Among silk, saris, choli-khans, 
shamolas and romola, tafett.a, muktas, madi pancha (with jari borders) and 
pitambars are the important fabrics, while in artificial silk, rumals, saris and 
choli-khans are prominent. Striped or checked kamblis andjhora$ are produced 
in wool. 

Some of the special fabrics made in the State are :-'-

(i) Ckutki saris and romala, which are also known· as talia saris and talia 
romals. They are made from yam of 20s, 30s, or 4Os. The warp and weft 
yarns are knotted, according to the designs, and dyed. (ii) ltungis,· which 
are known under different names: mamurans have two or three ends of yellow 
and red stripes on a plain indigo blue ground; chandra-kala is of plain indigo 
blue ground; neya~khitiara, striped without any design; surlfJareddy is indigo 
and white checked; mamol is a check pattern with about 20 ends of indigo 
blue and two white; adilen black, woven in broad stripes with diamond designs 
on an indigo blue ground; and aden papia woven in broad stripes of yellow 
colour with diamond weave. (iii) High-class pagris and saris are woven in 
Paithan. The Paithan work ~ mostly of extra weft figures like the Benares 
saris. (iv) Gundala are pagri cloths about 9" to 12"in width and 20 to 60 
yards in length woven from 40s and 60s grey cotton yam with gold lace head
ings. (vt'Himru is a figured brocade made of cotton warp and cotton weft, 
silk and artificial silk yam being used for ornamentation on the face side. 
This is generally used for skerwanis, waistcoats, etc. Aurangabad is faIlious for. 
this article. (vi) Mushroo is a mixed fabric with a mercensed coloured warp 
and ~ilk weft in satin weave. Mushroos are used for the purpose ·of lekrIfJa8 
and ladies' pyjamas. Sometimes pure silk muskroos are also made. (vii) 
Kinkhab is a figured brocade with silk and gold thread. The gold threads are 
skilfully' worked so as to appear on the obverse side only. Red and yellow 
striped satin effects obtained by a peculiar system of dyeing are known as 
gulbadhan. Kinkhabs of Benares are manufactured by experts but in Auranga
bad it is produced by all.. (viii) The weaving of kagdas (borders) for saris 
and blouses, etc., is carried on extensively. These are made from cotton, silk 
and gold and silver threads. They are of four types: (a) Nakigoua, wit\ 
gold or silver Iametta (flat filament) in the warp with a silk weft woven as a 
plain basis; (b) fancy gold and silver laces with warp and weft of gold or silver 
thread and silk, woven in different designs and patterns; (e) purtulla,· of a 
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cotton twisted warp with gold, silver or silk weft in different desigris and pattern.8 
and (d) choli-khan borders with silk warp snd silk weft with a gold thread for 
ornamentation. " 
. The State gives eyery possihle~ncouragement to the improvemen~ of the 

industry and employs artISts who supply designs to the weavers. (Pesigns 
from the paintings of the Ajanta Caves are being copied and made available 
to the weavers":) Owing to competition among the weavers themselves, 
the quality has deteriorated to some extent. There is no clear line of demarcaJ 

tion by which standards may be gauged, but rough standards have been fixed 
at some centres for saris, dhotis, lungi8, rumals, etc. . 

108. Baroda.--:The principal types of goods manufactured in Baroda 
are gajia·(plain cloth} and khaddar. These are made from cotton yarn oHow 
counts ranging from 4s to 208, and are chiefly produced in the M:ehsana, Baroda, 
Amreli and Navsari districts. Other important cotton goods are pankora, 
pichhodi, sadla-bharwadi, potadi and pania (dhotis), thepada, gaghra pat (for 
petticoats), kholia (coloured clot.h for quilts), chofal, khes and maZda (coloured 
cloth for floor covering or bags), brocades, pitamber (silk dhotis), saris with 
or without gold thread, patolas (special kind of saris where the pattern is 
obtained by the" dip and tie" method of dyeing) and Chanderi khans (with 
gold thread spot designs) are the chief silk goods. Artificial silk goods are 
mostly coatings, and fMSkru., a satin weave with artificial silk warp and cotton 
weft. Saris here vary from 45" to 54" in width and from 5 to 6 yards in length. 
The saris are named Begoti and Char-goti according to the number of lines,
two or four-()f the pattern known as ruiphul (cotton flower). The chandra
kala sumsali is a striped cotton sari with four black and four yellow threads 
ninning together with a silk border. The borders, more or less, follow the 
same type of designs as in the Maharastra province of Bombay. The State 
has opened ·a sale depot in the Diamond Jubilee Cottage Industries Institute, 
where arrangements have been made to stock and sell the cloth received from 
the handloom weavers. The Kalabhavan Technical Institute trains up boys 
in the art of hand-weaving, and demonstration classes give the weavers train
ing for using improved appliances. New styles of fabrics, such as teapoy 
covers, napkins, BUSis, etc., are also being introduced. A tendency for changing 
over to finer cmmts is now discernible. Competition among the weavers has 
led to the deterioration of the hand-woven goods. There is a lack of standarill
zati.on which stands in the way of the sale of handloom products_ 

109. Cochin.-In Cochin, generally speaking, plain weaving of uncoloured 
goods of yarn from 12s to 1508 is carried on. The use of coloured yarn was 
confined to the wea~g of borders for the typical Malayalee dress where 
borders were very narrow. But recently with the increasing popularity of 
saris, coloured designs are the order of the day. This has also affected the 
Malayalee dress where coloured borders are getting more and more bold. The 
principal types of manufacture are : towels (32/36" X 56/63"), tJeshiis and dhotia 
(52"X4 yards), and ru!rYathus (45·x21/3 yards) with or without gold lace 
border. The quality of the cloth has much deteriorated and the people have 
.to a certain extent lost confidence in handlobm products. There is no standardi
zation and the same cloth sells for different prices in different localities. 

110. Gwalior.-The chief products of Gwalior are grey khadi, grey dhotis, 
grey dogha (for quilts), mehmtuli, khe8, and towels. Chanderi is a well-knoWD 
weaving centre for fine fabrics and the important goods produced there are 
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ltmgra, made of silk warp with flowers of gold thread iIi the body and a cotton 
. dved weft of 140 counts ~ith 2w silk border and lameta lines; Zugaila made of 
si"lk warp witli gold thread and 160s dyed cotton weft, having a 3w border 
with designs; and safa. made of 100s warp and 100s weft, with gold border 
and gold figured headings .. It is noteworthy ttat in Chanderi the figuring wor~ 
is done by the old draw-boy loom. . 

111. Jammu and Kashmir.-The chief types of goods manufactured by 
hand looms in Jammu and Kashmir are khaddar, susis (coloured cloth for 
muslim ladies' pyjamas), kheses, shirtings, coatings and dhotis, ill cotton; 
shirtings, coatings (bosaki), ladies, dhotis and dupattas, lungis and daryai in 
artificial silk; plain-striped and figured dhotis, saris and shirtings in silk; 
and tweeds, blankets, namdas, pattu, etc. in woollens. The total production 
amounts to 15·792 million yards of piecegoods and about 48,000 square yards 6f 
gubbas, namdas and pile carpets. 

112. lndore.-The fabrics produced in Indore are Maheshwari sariS, 
with or without gold lace, white drills and soja cloth. Shirtings and coatings 
in eilk are also manufactured. Though there is standardization in some designS, 
in the case of many .goods texture, quality of yarn,fastnesli of colour, etc" 
vary. 

113. Mysore.-The principal types of cloth woven in Mysore are cotton 
dhotis, cotton dupottas, cotton saris, silk saris and woollen kamblis~ The 
Earis ate generally 46'x6/9 yards, and the dhotis,.54wx8/9 yards. Though 
there has practically been no change in the lines of production shifts hav~ 
occasionally taken place from real silk to cotton sari weaving and from cotton 
dhoti weaving to cotton and artificial silk sari weaving. The State has main
tained peripatetic demonstration parties fOJ: the supply of new designs and 
also made arrangements for the supply of yarn at favourable rates to· the 
handloom weavers through·the yarn depots under their control. On account 
of competition among the weavers the length, width, picks per inch .and reed 
of the various products are not strictly adhered to, so that no standardization 
of the products is obtained. 

114. Travancore.-The principal types of goods produced in Travancore 
Bre chela. (women's wear), mundu (dhoti), neriyathu, (upper cloth with or with
out gold lace or border) andthorthu (coarse towel). A certain quantity of 
kailis, Zungis and saris are also produced ..... At Nagercoil, the weavers are supp
lied with ready made warp from Madura and s8Jis after being woven on the 
.Madura style are taken there. The pecu~arity of the te~h,piquein hand-woven 
products lies in the working of a chittu, that is a thick-coloUred stripiiabout·1 
inch ~de and 11 inches long developed at the four corners of the thortku. 
Saris, shirtings, towels, window curtainS, bed-spreads, etc.,itre now being slowly 
introduced among the weavers through the efforts of the' Central Travancore 
Weavers' Co-operative Society. The·mock-lenQ weaVe on thorthus Was first 
introdu~d at Attingal ~n~ a~ thorthus with that :weave are called Attingal 
thorth~. Another peculianty 18 that ~ancy woven borde~s are being replaced 
by. prmted borders. The Government of Travancore has been trying to ~_ 
troduce improved appliances and modern designS, Lately the Central Weavers' 
Co-operative Society working under the auspices of. the S. S. Memorial Institute 
has taken up the matter seriously'. The Institute has also made some efforts 
at standar~ization. a~d the" IJ¥!titute qu~lity" is insisted 'on in regard to 
B~awls,towels, shirtmg~ and door eurtams. .... ... ... , 
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115. Kolhapur and Deccan Stale8.-In Kolhapur and Deccan States, the 
principal types of cotton cloth produced are dhotis, saris, danditu (small 
dhotis), luga~, and coarse lehadi saris. Coarse woollen country blankets, 
known as glwngad.is are woven-from hand-spun woollen yarn, while asa'1'&8 and 
smaller dums are also made to a small extent. 

Costs oj Production. 

116. Production COBU of handloom cloth.-Production in organiSed industries 
is carefully planned by calculating costs beforehand, and it would be possible 
by a reference to account books to find out the exact cost of a yard of cloth, 
and the different elements that go to make it up. But the handloom weaver. 
whether he works independently or for a mahajan, does not worry about 
the costing. He purchases his yarn on the basis of some crude calculations 
which often involve waste. He hardly keeps any accounts. Even the account 
of his yarn purchases is generally kept by the mahajan and all that he is con
cerned about is the amount of remuneration which he receives for his work. 
In these circumstances, any proper cost-accounting can only be carried out 
by some experienced investigator watching and recorrung daily the various 
items of cost incurred by the weaver. This is obviously a difficult undertaking. 
Nor are we concerned with costs to such an extent as to undertake a very' 
minute study. A cost analysis is indeed a principal fttature of (e.g.,) a Tariff 
Board enquiry, because the object of such an enquiry is to find out what mea
sure of protection would enable the home industry to compete successfully 
-with imports. Such an objective has not been envisaged for the present en
quiry. Nevertheless, it is necessary -to know what the items of cost in hand
loom production are and their relative importance. We have collected some 
data from various parts of India in this connection and an analysis of them 
may"be found in Appendix XXVIII, In Table LVIII below, we summarise 
the da~ available. 

TABLE LVIlI.--C08ts oj production of handloom fabrics. 

Coot of material as Coat of labour as 
pemmtageo(&otal 

"""t. 
pemmtage of &otal _t. 

Fabric. Province or State. 

~ Yam. Other Prepara- WeavIDg. material. tion. 

1 I 1I , 
][aW (lila x llI'a) · : Hadr1III · · · &IHl 8-1 19-8 . 11-11 

Barl (200 x 200) • · · Bomba, , · · &8-' 10-8 17-g 16-'_ 
Dhoti (lOa x lOa) · Hadr1III · · · 16-g 1-8 1l-l1 18-8 

Barl ..tHldal aIIk aDd Cotton Kadraa · · 10-0 .. - 20-0 10-0 
(lOa x IU). 

Coloured SarI (lly xU.) · JIadlaa · · · • 711-7 1-8 7-0 il-T 
Coloured SarI(Il&8xll5a) · · IchalkaranJl • · 70-8 11-8 11-6 U-S 

Sari (80& x llOa) • · · Bomba, · · · I8-S 1-7 1S-8 10-' 

Dhotl (80& x 80&) · · · K:r-e · · 70-e .. g-e 10-1 

Dhoti (800 x 60.) · · · Baroda · · eo-O .. .. (G)llO-o 

8ar1(6OIx6Ol) • · C_P.ABerv • &6-0 19-0 (")11-6 1S-8 
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-' 
1'.uLE L VIIT.-Cost oJ production of Tlanilloom fabrtc8--00n~ 

Coot of materral aa 
percentage of total 

Pabrfe.. 
coot. 

l'IovInce or 8tMe. 

Yam. Otber 
material. -

1 I S 

Cotton urf (401 x 4(8) lIadraa 8',7 8'8 

Dhotl (401 x 401) · IIadraa · 88'5 1·9 

Dhotl (4.01 x 4.Os) · Orfssa • · 5S'8 8'7 

Dhotl (llgured border) (2/401 x Us) Orfssa • · 61'8 &'9 

8arJ (""loured) (80s x 40s) Madraa &2'2 13'0 

8arl (""loured) (80s x 80s) lIadraa · · . 64·8 S"II 

Dhotl (80s x 80s) lIadraa 58'6 1·8 

8arl (80s x 80s ) • Orfs ... ".f, 11'8 

Barl (70s x 70s) • C. P •• Berar f.8·8 .. 
Dhotl (70s x 70s) C.P •• Berar &2'8 .. 
Sari (Reoam border) (60S x 80s) Beugal 1\0'0 1·1 

8arl (Jar! horder) (BOa x 80s) Bengal 19"11 4g·0 

Dhotl (jarl kin:) (BOa x 60S) C.P .• Berar (0)63'6 .. 
Sar! (60S x 80s) Madraa . 85'0 .. 
SarI (""loured) (BOa x 60S) . Madr .. (Madura) • 85'S 18'6 

Bart (coloured) (80s x BOa) Madraa (Guntur) • 68'S 8'6 

Dhotl (80s x 80s) · IIadraa , , 55'8 1'0 -Dhotl (1208 x 110s) Beugal. · 81·6 &'8 

(d) The warp Is prepared by the w"Vl'~ .. '&.self. 
(b) Only sizing Included, otber processea dOnllbJ tbe wea,.er hlmselL 
(e) lDcludea cost of j ...... 

Cost of labour aa 
percentage of total 

cost. 

Prep ...... Waa"flng. tlon. 

" 10'f, 1&" 

11'9 18·1 

19'6 IS" 

8'8 lB'!; • 

8·7 26-1 

8'1 1401 

10'8 lB·. 
12'7 IH 

7'5 f,S'7 

11-1 16'1 

9-f. 88'5 

,.Jj 17'6 

11'4 15'0 
~ 

18'0 4700. : 

17'8 !B'S' 

8'1 80'0 

11-7 80'0 

7'S 65'8 

(Jam is by far the largest factor entering into the costs of production) 
The cost of silk, artificial silk or jari, and dyeing c:harges are the othe;r items 
entering into costs. The If.bour COrlt includes preparation as well as weaving. 
It is necessary to take into a(lcount how much is paid on preparatory charge!l 
before we can have any idea of what the weaver actually gets. From t.he table 
above we find that(the preparatory charges are anything up to 20 per cent of 
the total cost of production) Though these ch1l.rges are included under labour 
c:ust they are not necessarily earned by t\l~ weaver.. But, as a rUle, the pre
paratory processes are performed by the we~ver himself JJ.elped by his family, 
Especially in tht' centres of professional weaYimt, warping and siring are carried 
on by the weavers themse]yes o~a cQ::Qperati! .. e_basiSj the neighbours helping 
one another even as they do wlien thatching houses or celebrating feasts. In 
certain urban centres in Madras and Bengal, however, sized warps are given 
to the weat-er instead of yam. Again: in places like Madura, Salem, Coimbatore, 
Nagpur, etc., there a.te mill-warpers who prepare warps at a charge, by llsing 
improved appliances. The weavers get their warps made by these mill-walpers. 
But in such cases the preparation charges do not constitute any large propor
tion of the total cost of pro,duction. We may, therefore, take it that generally 
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the labour charges, for weaving 8S well as preparation, are eat'ned by the 
weaver alid his faniily. Thus, the two ms.in factors that enter into the cost of 
handloom fabrics are material and labour .. In an unorganised industry like 
handloom weaving, the proportions of these factors cannot be expected to 
conform to any UDiform standard. On the othel' hand, as may be seen from 
~f'able LVIlI, these proportiona vary from Province to Province (even from 
c~ntre to centre), from one type of fabric to another. and frelln one range of 
count.s to an.other. Some general trends in these variations may, however, be 

• indicated. (For plp.in fabrics, as may be expected, the proportion of labour cost 
is cqmparat~vely high) But, for fabrics with ornamental designs or horders 
such as artificial silk border, figured border etc., the proportion for material is 
larger because the eXtra warp effects add' to material cost. In Orissa, for 
example, in & plain dhoti bf 40s coUnts 57 per cent of the cos~ is for material, 
while for a dhoti with figured border of 2/408 X 14s counts, the cost of material 
is 67·7 per cent. Where jan is ~d for border or heading; the-proportion for 
material is high. In Bengal a resam border sari of 80s involves a cost of 52 
per ce.nt .for material; but for the,~ame sari, ~th. jan border, the cost for 
matenal IS 68 per cent. The proportlOn.for materIal is also greater for coloured 
fabrics than for grey goods. In Madras a grey sari of 80s costs 35 per cent for 
material, while the same, if coloured, costs from 54 to. 67 per cent. Further, 
the proportion of labour cost is greater for some types of fabrics than for 
others.) In Central Provinces and 13erar, for a sari and a dhoti of the same 
countS (~OS) the labour costs are 51 and 47 per cent respectively .. Again, it 
may be said that ~he higher the counts the greater is the proportion of labour 
cost to total cost) Unless we take the same type of fabric in difierimt counts 
for the same centre, however, no correct conclusiona can be drawn. The. 
following figures for the cost proportions supplied by the Guntur District 
Weavers' Co-operative Society illustrate that for higher counts the percentage 
of labotU cost mvolved is bigher. 

TABLE LIX.-Statement slOwing proportions oj tJarious items in east. 

Cost of material &8 a Cost of labour as a 

Fabric. 
percentage of total percentage of total 

. cost • cost. 

Yarn. Other Preparation. Weaving. material. 

'. 

Dhotis (20sX 2Oa) · · · · ...-1i0·0 ... 20·0 20·0 

Dhotis «(Os X 40s) · · · . · · :- 63·5 1·9 11·9 22·7 

Dhotis (6Oe X 1IOs) 
. 

· · . · 68·6 l'~ 10·8 28·8 • _. 
Dhotia {80s X 80s) · · · · 55·3 2·0 11-7 3100 . 
Coloured aaris (248 X 248) · · ,;9,7 1-6 7·0 li'7 

Coloured saris (60s X 60a) # · 64·8 3·0 8·1 .. 24·1 . . 

.coloured aaris (80s X 80s) · 63·3 3·6 3'~ 30·0 
, 



CHAPTER VIr. 
The Marketing Organisation. 

,117. The commercial nature of kandloom production.-The problem of 
marketing of handloom products is intricately mixed up with those not only 
of the supply of yarn but also with those of finance, and it is difficult to deal 
with it separately. However, we have already dealt with these allied questions. 
elsewhere in this Report. From a survey of the position of marketing obtaining 
in different Provinces and States, we may state that; barring some minor 
differences as regards the type-of system prevailing in some areas the problems 
of marketing are almost the same everywhere. So far as the foreign trade in 
handloom products is concerned, however, some peculiarities arise whichwiII beo 
~cuBBed at a later stage in this Chapter. An important point to be borne 
in mind is tbt(it is incorrect to imagine that handloom production in India, 
is largely meant for domestic consumptiottin the rural areas, asis often BUggest
ed by Bome peoplcy Barring one or two Provinces, like Assam ahd the Punjab" 
the domestic consumption of handloom products, i.e., consumption by the 
weaver himself is very small, and in some cases, insignificant. In the following 
table we briefly summarize the information supplied to us by some of the-' 
Provincial and State Governments in relation to the percentage sbre~ of th& 
total handloom production corresponding to' the three main uses ,fOI whi~h 
it is intended viz:, domestic use, sale in the Indian market and export. 
T4BLE LX.-Proportions of handloom production Boldin i,ifferent 'lMrkets, ai 

percentage of total • . 
BILle in 

Province or State. Home use. the Indian ~()rt. 
market • . . 

Per oont. Peroont. Pe.roont. 

lesam · · · · · · · 80 20 Nil 
iihar · · · · · 5 95 Nir 
J. P. & B~mr : · · · 3 97 Nil 
f&draa · · · · · 5 to 10 80 to 90 Ii to I() 
lriesa · · · · · Ii 95 Nil 
'unjab · · · · · · · 50 35 15 
ind · · · · · 20 70 

: 
.10 r.p. · · · I 94 5 

laroda · · · · 94 ~5 1 
'oohin · · · · "Nil 100 Nil 
[yderabad · · · · · · '10 85 - 5 
~dore Jill 100 Nil 
:olbapur' and ihe ~ccan Sta~ · · 1 to 25 75 t() 99 Nil 
[Y80re. • • • • Nil 100 Nil .. . 

It will appear from the above table that practically everywhere, "except 
1 the Provinces .of Assam and the 'Punjab, and in Baroda State, a; very large 
roportion of the handloom products is meant for sale in the market, 'whether 
ills is local, inter-provincial or foreign. The conditions prevailing in Assam 
re, as explained elsewhere, somewhat peculiar, while in the Punjab coarse ' 
loth is woven for domestic use in the villages. But in a large majority of 
'rovinces and States, production is meant .for sale. • 

136' 
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118. Agencies of marketing .-It may also be said that the agencies of market
ing, besides being diverse, are also far too numerous to leave much margin of 
earnings for the weaver. If we compare the position of the mill industry in 
this respe~t, we shall understand how the handloom weaver is seriously handi
capped in the sale of his goods. This diversity of the marketing agencies 
chiefly arises from the ~unorganised condition of the industry itself. Thus, the 
independent weaver may sell his products either direct to the consumer, or 
to the mahajan and other intermediaries, prior to their 'Sale. to the final con
sumer. If the weaver is bound by any contractual relationship with the 
middleman, he is, of course, to that extent relieved of his responsibility for 
ma.rketing the cloth, but in this case the sowca'MIJeaver or the mahajan will be 
called upon to seek the assistance of wholesalers or retailers in the rural or 
urban areas. The wholesaler, again may pass on the goods to retailers and 
petty shopkeepers in the final market. 

.. Further, we have to consider the ~egree of dependence of the weaver upon 
these marketing agencIes for the sale of his cloth. We have been at some pains 
to investigate this question and the general conclusion at which we have arrived 

. is that/m most places, he is at the mercy of the cloth dealer) Even an inde
pendent .weaver is not always able to dispose of his products directly to the 
consumer in the retail market, and he has to resort to the cloth dealer, who 
generally charges a substantial commission for retailing. the cloth. The case 
of the weaver who works for a 80wcar-weaver or mahajan is definitely worse. 
In the first place, he is probably indebted to the latter and is dependent upon 
him for his day-to-day livelihood. Secondly, his staying-poweris'hopelessly 
poor and he is not in a position to hold on even for a few days. 'His problem 
is not merely how to dispose of his cloth, but also to obtain further raw material 
in the shape of yam for the next day's work, and, all the while he must also 
worry about the provision of food for his family; Thus, if he is an independent 
weaver, he resorts to gujari sale, an1l wanders from shop to shop oHering his 
goods and finally selling them oH at any price that can be obtained. The 
weaver-labourer too has to accept whatever terms are oHered by the Bowcar
weaver for fear of having to face starvation in the event of his refusal to accept 
a low oHer. Sometimes the weaver can go in for borrowing further yam on 
his own credit for the next day's work, but thus he may be only postponing 
his difficulties. If the situation does not improve he has to sell his products 
at low prices all the same. Apart from this interconnection between his 
family's food supply and the sale of his cloth, the weaver has to face all the 
irregularities of a typical Indian ba~r. Thus, in certain centres like Salem. 
Conjeevaram, Benares and Burhanpur, th~ weaver will be daily visiting the 
market where there are only a few mahajans or shopkeepers and hundreds of 
other weavers like him. In such a market, higgIing goes on unabated, and the 
shopkeepers, generally with tacit agreement with one another, reject cloth after 
cloth for one reason or another. (In some of these centres, the utter dependence 
of the handloom weaver upon the mahajan and the cloth-dealer has become a 
deplorable fact2· In Chapter IV, we have described the mahajani and 8owcar
weaver systems of production in some detail, incidentally touching upon the 
marketing side. As the three sides of the mahajan's business, viz., yarn 
supply, credjt and marketing are essentially unified, it would be unnecessary 
repetition to dwell on them here again. . 

. e. 
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119. The weeklyfai" shandy, or hat.-We shall now describe the principal 
types of markets through which handloom products are disposed of in.varioua 

, parts of the country. The principal type prevailing in the rural as well as 
urban areas is the shandy, hat, or weekly fair. These weekly fairs are generally 
a mixed-up affair, in which not only handloom produots but also mill cloths as 
\Veil as numerous other oommodities, mainly the daily necessaries of life, are 
marketed. Sometimes these fairs are also by-weekl:J and rarely tri-weeklY· 
To these fairs the handloom weaver pays a regular visit both for selling his 
products as also for. buying yarn and other raw materials and his daily 
necessaries of life. In these shandies and hats, retail sale for cash is the rule, 
and there is a considerable amount of higgling prior to purchase. Sometimes, 
however, the prices are ahf'i fixed at a customary level and are not unduly 
altered,unless there is a seasonal demand on account of festivals or ma!riages. 
In the smaller Bhandies or hats, handloom products predominate, while in the 
bigger ones mill cloth seems to command a greater sale. The principal types 
of cloth sold in these small weekly fai.rs are those which'are used by the village 
consumer, such as garhas, khadi, coarse motia cloth, kheses, coarse saris or 
lugariS, coarse (jhotis, blankets, gamchas, lungis, etc. Another feature to 
be noted is tha-e'the purchaser in these weekly fairs is generally the consumer 
himself wh~ has gone there for purchasing his daily requi{ements. Apart from 
the final consumer, however, sometimes petty merchants also visit the small 
,handies to buy handloom cloth. In the big hats and shandies, the bigger 
merchants buy hand loom products.. In such big shandies and hats, the weekly 
transactions run into thousands of rupees. Such""re the big hats of Bengal, 
e.g., the Howrah Hat, the Kumarkhali Hat, Baburhat, and the Pollachi fair· 
of Madras. Such hats and shandies appear to be the clearing, centres for cloth 
produced in a number of neighbouring handloom centres. Such hats are 
run on a more organised basis in Bengal. ('i'here are many hatti like the Baburhat 
(Madhobdi), Howrah Hat, and Kumarkhall Hat, which are exclusively confined 
to buying and selling of clot~ The special feature of the Howrah Hat 
is that the stalls are owned by the paikars or mahajans from the producing 
centres. Very few weavers visit this hat. The village' weavers dispose of their 
goods to the local mahajans who, in their turn, take the goods to their stalls 
at the Howrah Hat. The wholesale dealers and the local shop-keepers, who 
visit this hat, ordinarily buy on credit from the paikars and the account is 
settled, once in three months. Another special feature is that dhotis and saris 
are generally bought in a grey state from this hat, and are subsequently bleached 
(dhobi-bleached) by the shopkeepers themselves. 

, Apart from the periodical fairs described above there are also special fairs 
and exhibitions held during important localfestivals, where all kinds of hand~ 
loom products are offered for sale to those visiting such fairs and exhibitions. 
Such are the Varadarajaswami Festival of Conjeevaram, the Chitra Festival 
of Madura, the Magh Mela of Allahabad, the Park Fair Exhibition of Madras, 
etc. Ill: such fairs, however, the sale of cloth is mostly confined to the con
sumers only. 

120. The regular market.-In addition to the above two types, there are 
also regular markets in .large as \Vell as small towns, which are known as 
sattis, penths, or bazaars. Here there are regular shops or middlemen's depots 
\Vhere the handloom weaver can sell his products practieally everyday. He 
may Bell the cloth either directly to the merchants or through a dalal. The 
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transactions are generally for cash, unless there is a standing relationship 
between the dealer and the weaver on a " give-yarn and take-cloth" basis. 
These merchants purchase cloth from the weavers in both slack and busy 
seasons and dispose of it during the busy season. The weavers have to sell 
at prices dictated by the dealers, as their bargaining power is very weak and 
there is no agency to. g~ve accommodation to them while the output is waiting 
to be marketed. In some places, especially in the United Provinces, the retail 
'Shopkeepers buy from salt-iu'alas or wholesalers at important centres or from 
their commission agents. The retailers also take goods of others on commis
Jlion basis for sale. The wholesale dealers, on theu part, buy either directly 
from the weavers or through middlemen and stoclltlarge quantities of handloom 
goods in their godowns for subsequent sale in the local as well as inter-provin
cial markets. Such wholesale dealing takes place in some of the biggest hand· 
loom cloth markets in India, such as Baburhat, Howrah Hat, Dacca, Madura, 
Salem, Coimbatore, Sholapur, etc. • 

121. Other agencUs of marketing.~There are several other marketing 
agencies which are engaged in the handloom cloth trade. Thus the £edlar of 
Handloom cloth, who is a common sight in the small towns, does a consiaerable 
amount of selling b1l$iness on his own. He buys directly from th, weaver and 
-sells directly to_ the consumer, gencrally for cash but sometimes on credit also 

_ in the case of accredited customers. Then there are various classes of pro
fessional moneylenders, who combine money-lending business -with the sale 
of a number of articles intluding handloom cloth and sundry necessaries of 
life. These moneylenders no doubt exploit the needy condition of the con
sumer. It would be a desirable reform, if in the labour centres this agency of 
marketing handloom cloth is replaced by a more suitable one, such as instal
ment credit shops, run by co-operative societies. A-special type of this money
lender dealer is the"Arumasakadan-karan (i.e., six months' creditor) of South 
India. These are rural retailers who sell cloth and other articles ott six-months" 
credit, and collect their debts afterwards generally in the form of grain. The 
needy villagers buy cloth generally at high prices for special occasions such 
as marriages and festivals and payoff the debts afterwards. Here also, the 
moneylender takes advantage of the poverty and ignorance of the consumer 
and gets fancy prices for his wares. In addition to the above agencies, in 
some Qf the South Indian towns, the auction system has become popular 
in recent years. Similarly, in some of the big -towns clearance sales are a 
new feature in the cloth m.uket. 

Besides the above agencies, there are several other new ones created by 
the Goveruments or by private institutions. Under this category we may 
include the co-operative societies which have their own shops in important 
markets for the disposal of piecegoods produced under their auspices. The 
part played by co-operative socities in the re-organisation of the handloom 
industry will be discussed in Chapter IX. On the other hand, some of the 
Government emporia, such as those at Lucknow, Amritsar, Bombay, Nagpur, 
Hyderabad, Gulzaribagh (Patna) and Government museums at Madras, 
Calcutta and several others, seem to have succeeded somewhat better. Besides 
their ordinary function of market.ing, they have also rendered considerable 
service to the handloom industry by way of advertising and propaganda and 
have popt.lari.>ed the use of handloom products among the higher classes. 
Similarly, the All-India Spinners' Association a~~ ~ed bodies have rendere~ 
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assistance in marketing by means of cloth shops, c!J.lled Khad,i' Bhandars. 
However, these have confined themselves .tohan,d-sp:,m II-nd hanjl-~oven ·c~otp. 
only, though their value as propaganda agencies ill favour of the handloom 
industry as a whole is no doubt consideral:>le. 

122. The cost oJ marketi!'1} and the wea'Ver~8 margin of earning.~There is n.J 
doubt t,hat, on the whole,':.the present system of mark~ting of handloom pro- . 
ducts is a very costly one and that the high cost of marketing impinges upon 
the residual incomEr of the weaver) The prices of handloom products are, jJJ. 
the ultim~te analysis, fixed by the entire cloth marl~et,' and the pace of 
these prices is set to a large extent by the prices of nilll-made piecegoods" 
Thus, to arrive at the residrral income- of the weaver, we have to·deduct from 
the final price the cost of the raw material, the cost of preparation of the yarn 
for weaving, the inter~t charges directly or indirectly imposed by the middle .. 
men, the c9st of marketing including the middlemeil's profits, transport chargell. 
etc. From theweavllr's point of view, again, we have also to consider the 
los8 of time involved in di!!posing of, the, goC?ds in the markets. Where the 
weaver is an independent weaver, he has to spend a day or two or even more 
in finding a purchaser 'or his goods. He may have to take a conveyance to the 
neighbour\ng market, such as a bu110ck cart, or a bus, 01: a boat and pay for 
the fare both ways. If he is unsuccessful in disposing C?f his goods; he may 
have to repeat this more than once. Where, however, the weaver is working 
on a wage basis for a master-weaver, no 'such questio~ arises, because he is' 
relieved of th~ respoDfli~ilit! of s~~gthe.product~, though even in that case 
the wage J,"ecelved by hm '18 a residue arrived at 6y the master-weaver after 
deducting. these several items of costs. There is no dQubt that the weaver 
bears the ~urden of any depression in ,the .trade and consequent fall in pdc.Ellf. 
It is to be noted that'-1;he competitiv~ PQsition of the handloom industry is 
seriously a,ffected by ~he fact th3.t the inarket~g cost is. far ~ore ,heayy in ,thp 
case of its products than in that of nilll-made goods) A comparative idea of 
the great facility with which mill products are marketed can be had if' we' 
describe the main types of the marketing organisation of the mills. The ~s 
have two principal systems for the marketing of their products; viz., (1) the 
selling agency system and (2) the direct sale syst~. Under the selling 
agency system, a firm is appointed as the selling age~t of th~ miJI. T¥ 
firm has to guarantee the solvency of the purchasera of the goods and to 
arrange for a monthly minimum ~ale of goods.. It must collect offers .from the 
wholesale dealers and submit them to the nilll, and ,must also pe responsi~le 
for the payment of the price. Under the direct sale system, on the other 
hand, mills open Shops at important,centresjorthesale,of,cIQth, ~othretail 
as well as wholesale. Cloth is usually manufactured againSt forV\'ar<icontrp.c~ 
entered into ,between .the pW"challe~.;lnd .t4!l.J;eP,I~llntativ~s pf tpe.~. 
Even apart froni this, the selling departIIJ.8n~ of the.wills ~ttempt ,to pU&h 
the sales .during slack se/LS@ SO ~st9 k~ep ,the ,:mills ~g. .O,wingto ,th,e 
huge scaleof operations, the m..Uls ~re in,a; position to effect lltrge sales on the 
basis of a small commission of abou.t ~ to 4 per,c;.Elnt. :On the other llij,nd, .the 
commission £harged. by the widdlelllen,.in th.e. caSe of, thehandloom industry 
is very much higher; ranging {rom.10 to lOO per cent as will appear from the 
following particulars. Thus, .the .,1;>i1;ector ot. Iudl1lltr.i..es, ,United Proyinc~s 
states, "in fancy .articles .lilreJ3~r;l.ar,lli saJ;is,llrQfitsY..a1.Y. up ,io' one hundred 
per cent because.the .ealesare,~9tibrjJjk. ,Ohea,p 8.aris;yi.eld.o)lly 15 per .cent 
while !t1l.ose' coating .abD'l!LR$;, IX) yie}1l ,lit higJJ.~J.' ~!:o§s i?)'Otl~." 
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The following table (Table LXI) illustl'll.tes the extent to which the middl~ .. 
man's profit margin inflates the final price. of handloom fabrics :-

TABLE LXI.-Statement 8howing middleman's profits on certain stapkfabricB.· 

Cost of the Price reall.ed Percenrage 
Province or State. Article. cloth to the by the middle- of middle- ' 

middleman. man. man's. 
' . (In annas). (In annaa). receipt. . -

{ 
Sari · · " 62 8·a 

.JIenpl · · · Dhotl · · ' •• ,le'76 18·26 II 

Lunl!i · · · "6 7 27'8 " - - ----
{ 

1Iljapur Sari · · , 89 41 6·1 

-iIomba, , · · Ilkal Sari · · · 74 78 6'1 

EII<>N · · · · 1'01 1'08 8'0 . 
(l. P. " llerIIl' { Jan-border larl • · · 200 22' 11 

· ., 
EttuJr border dhotl · · " 81 13 

{ 
Sarla • · · " 62 B'S 

lradraa · · · Dhotll · · 20 211 1'0 

ShlrtJnga • · 251·26 £68 2-1 

{ 
Baril • 29·25 8S 12'B 

-orilla , · · Dhotl 17-75 19-75 11" 

• Longl · 12·25 13-75 12·1 

{ 
Lungl 21 22-5 7·1 

'PaDlab · · · 8uft 118·8 138. 20 

Ehu · 90·75 1'01-76 12·1 
-

'Bind. · · · Suri. 78 8'0 5'8 

{ QarAG · 31'25 84·18 1'0 
~.P. · · · BhIrtlng · · " 80 25 

mani4a · · · Scarf • 14 16 7-1 

~ochIn · · · TAortA ... 2·76 • 11-1 

Eyderabad { Cotton earl · · 21·8 811 48·8 " · · 18'1 Sllkaarl · · 248'78 288 

l!:olhapnr and 
8tetal, 

the l>eooaD EAG ... · · · · &0 46 12'5 

• See Appendl" XXXI. 

123. The Inter-prwinciaZ market.-The inter-provincial market for hand~ 
loom fabrics has been of great importance to the industry from the very begin
ning. Even when transport facilities were unsatisfactory, handloom fabrics 
Used to be sold in distant markets throughout India, and the popularity of 
speciality products like Dacca muslins, Benares brocades and such other goods, 
'Was very great. This popularity had dwindled till a few years ago owing to 
the competition of cheap foreign and Indian mill-made imitations of quality 
goods and the inter-provincial market for the industry had considerably con
tracwd. In recent years, however, owing to the unifying influence of the 
sari and the efforts of the various Departments of Industries of Provinces and 
Stateil, the inter-provincial market appears to have been partially revived. 
The various Government emporia and museums are, doing excellent work 
in populariaing the consumption of bandloom fabrics ill this market; but the 
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difficulties in their way are still very great. The most serious obstacle in the ~ 
development of this market appears to be: firstly, lack of adeqbate transport 
facilities; and secondly, lack of proper publicity and propaganda. The con· 
Bumers in the inter-provincial market mostly belong to the richer and middle ~i 
classes, who have developed a taste for variety and artistic design. The 
modem Indian woman prefers to have a ward robe containing saris and other 
fabrics drawn from various celltres of the handloom industry. The principal 
handloom fabrics sold in the inter-provincial markets are saris, silk brocades, 
lungis, muslins, table linen, upholstery, carpets and durries. The principal 
centres which cater for this market are Dacca, Murshic1rN.d, Aurangabad, 
Burhanpur, Berhampore, Be!Ia.res, Tanda, Lucknow, Patl!&, Amritsar, Lu· 
dhiana, Ilkal, Surat, Maheswlh', Chanderi, Bangalore, Dharmavaram, Pedana, 
Musulipatam, Madura, Coimbatore, Salem and Calicut. The list is not exhaus· 
tive, and there are numerous other big as well as small centres which also are 
in a position to send their products to the neighbouring Provinces and States 
through the medium of the great hats and shandies, of which ment.ion has 
already been made. It will appear from the above list that the centrlls includ. 
ed in it are both old and new, some of them going back to a hoary antiquity, 
while some are of recent growth. The inter-provincial market will be of great. 
er and greater significance to the future of the handloom industry, and we 
feel that efforts will have to be directed to its ex.tensive as well as intensivEl 
development in the interests of the industry. 

124. S0'm6 problems of internal marketing: The middleman's profit.
From the foregoing survey of the ~temal markets" of the handloom industry, 
the main conclusion that emerges is that~he cost of marketing the handloom 
fabrica is prohibitively high) The principal problem, therefore, so far as mar
keting is concerned is how to reduce these marketing costs. It may appear 
that the middleman is largely to be blamed for the high cost of marketing, 
We are not sure, however, that in every case the middleman is reaping huge 
profits at the expense of the weaver. . The condition especially of the middle
man in many places is quite unsatisfactory, if only less so than that of the 

. weaver himself. Where it is a. yejman or mahajan, taking a paternal interest 
in the welfare of the weavers, his fortunes must sink or swim with those of the 
weavers. In many places the weavers are hopelessly indebted to such yejma'M 
or mahajans, and, as there is hardly any hope of repayment, the position of the 
middleman is as precarious as that of the proteges. Where, however, the 
middleman combines other occupations with his own, such as moneylending, 
8hop-keeping, etc., and is not directly responsible for the support of the wea
vers in any way, his position is much b~tter. Similarly, the big merchants 

. of the hats and shandus, dealing with outSIde market. and free from any commit
ments in the industry, are also doing well. The average middleman, there· 
fore does not earn so much that transference of profits from him to the weavers 
wouid increase the per capita earnings of the weaver to any great extent. It 
appears, further, that\};here are far too many middlemen participating in the 
trade, and that their efficiency and individual turnover are much lower than 
they should be) At the same time, there are many middleinen who appear 
to be keeping their heads above water by t.aking a proportionately higher 
share of the gross profits of the ~dustry than the weaver himself. Any re. 
form of marketing, therefore, will have to take this fact into account. The 
middleman, of course, cannot be abolished, but something can be done to iIi. 
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crease his efficiencY,and turnover and to reduce his marketing cnarges per 
~ unit of cloth 'sold. {This can perhaps be done by pooling the resources of the 

middlemen into a large-scale, organisation for marketing, under the auspices 
of a sellers' co-operat,ive society i If some such reform can be undertaken 
it may lead to a substantial decrease in the cost of marketing. " 

125. D!tficuUies of transport.-Another very important cause of the high 
costs of marketing' of handloom products, as compared to those of mill pro
ducts, is the difficulties of transport which the weavers have to face. In the 
course of our tours, as well as in the official evidence; there were serious com
'plaints made about the lack of adequate transport facilities, especially in the 
case of railways. Fro~ a survey of these difficulties, it appears that the handi
caps from which the handloom industry suffers In this respect are practically 
the same everywhere. The main complaint has been that(the railway freights 
are, for various reasons, consi~erably higher in the case of handloom 
goods than in that of mill products~ The Registrar of Co-operative Societies, 
Madras, in his reply to our questionnaire, observes: "Uandloom weavers 
'have to pay railway freight twice,-once for getting yarn from the mills or 
yarn dealers and a second time for carrying the manufact.ured goods from 
'the weaving centre to the consumers. Further, the present rates of railway 
freight for handloom goods are high and require considerable reduction. Rail
ways classify mill goods under class F, while handloom goods are classed under 
A, and special concessions are shown to the' former. While the parcel rate ' 
from Ahmedabad tQ Madras is Rs. 9 and the goods rate about Rs. 5, the rail
ways charge a concessional rate of B.s. 2-2.0 inclusive of terminals for mill 
goods. It is quite necessary that the same special concession should be shown 
to handloom goods also. Railways should reduce the unit of concession from 
a bale to a bundle so that ordinary weavers may also be benefited by t.he con
(',assional rates. Handloom weavers are not able to avail themselves of the 
concession for the use of hook-iron packing in transporting goods as the mills 
do on account of their large-scale production. It is also reported that the 
fine fabrics produced on handlooms are sometimes damaged by exposure to 
Slm and rain in the railway yards." The Southern Indian Chamber of Com
merce have also, in their evidence, emphasized the existence of their transpo~' 
difficulties, on similar lines. Another way in which differential rates arise 
for the two industries is illustrated by the example quoted by the Govern
ment of the Punjab, who sta~ that two different rates are applicable to the 
il}~ming and out-going t.raffic of te~tile goods,. at Amritsar, w~ich is the 
chief market for handloom products ill the PunJab. The followmg figures 
show that reduced rates are available from ports and other towns to Amrit
sar, while no such concessions are given to export of goods from Amritsar. 

TABLE LXII.-DifferentiaZ ra,il'U:ay rat(}s on .cloth and yarn at Amritsar. 

Amritaa.r and Karachi 
Amritsa.r and Bombay 
Amritaar and Cawnpore 

Between 
In·coming 
traffic rate 

per maund. 

Ra. a • p. . 
2 9 5 
2 15 0 
1 7 4 

Out-going 
traffic, .rate" 
per , maund. 

Ra. a. p. 

2 12 8 
3 3 9 
1 15 ,-
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The PlIDjab Government state that theseCdifferential rates act to the~
advantage of the handloom weave!.) They further point out that (uniform 
scales of rates of freight on cloth and yammilitat{'l against the principle that 
the ra~s on raw materials should be less tha~ those on finished goods~ They 
also pomt out that the,1'ates are fixed by weIght and handloom productl are 
generally heavier but cheaper in price, as compared to the mill products, 
and hence the proportipn of transport cost to the t{)tal cost is large in the case 
of handloom products) The Director of Industries, United Provinces, men
tions the fact that the railways have special station-to-station rates for mill 
products and that this is a very great handicap from· which the handloo~ 
industry suffers. Similarly, .the Director of Industries, Bihar, cites ·anoth~r 
instance, wherein the rates for mills from Bombay to Calcutta (1,349 miles) 
is Rs. 1-1-0 per maund only, while the rate from Patna to Calcutta (338 miles) 
is Re. 0-13-0 permaund and that it is the l!ltter rate which is of significance 
to the weavers in Bihar. . 

Apart from differential rates,. another complaint is that the( concessional 
freight rates cannot be enjoyed by the handloom products, as they are trans
ported in an unpres.'!ed conditio~ Thus, as the Director of Industries,Orissa, 
points out, under railway classifications Ullpressed cloth is charged unde~ clause 
VI-A at railway risk atRs. 1.4-1 per maund and at owners' risk at Rs. l-10~1 
pel' maund respectively, between Cuttack and Shalimar, while pressed cloth 
for the same distance is charged.under clause IV-A at railway risk at Re. Q-
15-0 per maund and at owners' risk at Re. 0-14-5 per maund xespectively. 
The differ~nce between the rates charged on machine-pressed, hook-iron pack
ed bales and on half pressed or kutcna bales is as much as 30 per cent., i.e., 
the charge on the latter is higher to that extent. If the railways would charge 
freights on hand loom products as those charged for machine-pressed bales 
of mill products, and also if the railways would reduce the units of concessioll 
from a bale to a bundle,·it would benefit the handloom industry substantially. 
The railways might also consider the possibility of taking better care of hand
loom products while they are in transit or in the railway yard, and prevent 
them from being damaged by exposure to sun and rain. Another'difficulty 
mentioned by the Director of Industries, United Provinces, is that thi(weavers 
are seldom able to realise rebate on unsold goods because tIle procedure is 
troublesome and causes considerable waste of t~~and consequently they 
are forced to sell to the middlemen at lower prices instead of effecting a. direct 
saleolltside at higher prices. Another serious complaint ·brought to om not
iqe by him is regarding the (unauthorised payment which the weavers are 
forced to pay to booking derks and other petty officials at railway stations' 
in order to releH:se their sllppl~es of y~rn and for booking. further consignmen~ 
Finally, a consIderable handicap ansesfrom the termmal taxes and octrOIS 
which weavers and others have to pay on several occasions, e.g., octrois for pass
ing the barriers of certain towns and cities for selling cloth, the octrois on yarn 
and dyes, bazar taxes collected in the.weekly market, etc. ·In some cases the 
Provincial Governments have helped ·to ,remove the handicap of octroi duties, 
but owing to the ppposition of the Local Boards and municipalities they have 
not wholly succeeded. Recently, in some places khaddar or hand-spun an:d 
hand-woven products were thus exempted. Many of the above difficulties 
.do not arise in the case of the mill products, at least to the same e~nt as in 
that of handloom fab~ics. It is alao,obvious that the~e is pyramiding from 
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the view-point of the handloom weaver, who has to pay these taxes both on 
"the raw materials and on the finished products. 

126. Standardieation of handloom products.-One of the most serious handi
caps in the marketing of handloom goods is the lack of standardi?ation in the 
industry. Owing to this, it is not possible for out-station merchants to place 
their orders with the weavers or master-weavers and there is much waste 
causcd by cut-throat competition between the weavllrs with the consequence 
that the prestige of the handloom industry suffers .• In this connection we 
may refer to the United Provinces Report on the Handloom Weaving Indus
try (1935) which observes: "Much useful work can also be done by organis
ing the existing dalals and arhatias so as to standardise production and to mar
ket goods according to fixed and stamped qualities. This will remove the cut
throat competition and will enable the out-station buyers to do good whole
sale business according to certified qualities. In the official Report by a Special 
Officer on the Survey of the Handloom Industry in the Travancore State, 
which was kindly placed at our disposal by the Director of Industries, Travan
core, a similar view is expressed. The" Special Officer states: "All the import
ant wholesale dealers in various parts of the State consulted by me on the sub
ject have unhesitatingly told me that if standard goods of the above descrip
tions are regularly supplied to them they will be able to do good business in 
this line. " The. problem therefore resolves itself to this: if the industry could 
be organised in a manner that will ensure manufacture of standard articles 

"maintaining a distinct quality, known and approved of, and if quantities 
large enough to replace the import.ed mill and handloom goods, can be placed 

. in the market, then the wholesale merchants now dealing in the textile goods 
in the big centres will gladly take up the sale." We cannot see how this ques
tion of standardization can be left to the weavers themselves. In our opi
nion, this is definit.ely a m7tter for an official agency like the Departments 
of Industries or Co-operation to undertake. As, Mr. K. S. Venkataraman 
"in his monograph on the HaruIloom Industry in South India, points out, more
over, the cost of standardization is not at all prohibitive, anc "the absence 
of standardization often results in higgling prices, more salesmen, slow 
turnover, high costs, and low profits." It need not be emphasised that stand
ardization of pt'ices and quality is a particular necessity in the case of fabric.." 
intended for the inter-provincial and foreign markets, for they must pass 
through a number of hands before they reach the final consumer. 

127,- Publicity and propaganda.-Wllile all possible steps must be taken 
for reducing the costs of marketing, we feel at the same "time that active steps 

. must be taken for developing the market for the handloom industry both 
within the country and abroad by means of publicity and propaganda. In 
these days of changing fashions and intense mill competition, the need for 
intelligent propaganda, through special agencies created for that purpose, 
on the one hand, and the dissemination of useful inforlll:ation regarding the 
changing conditions in internal and foreign markets amongst the weavers, 
on the other, are highly essential. To leave such a large industry, employing 
millions of weavers, to the chances of supply and demand or to ~he caprices 
of unintelligent and greedy middlemen would be a wrong and disastrous poli
cy. The existing agencies of publicity, such as t,he hats and shandies, and 
the periodical fairs, are quite inadequate for this purpose. For the expansion 
of demand, th~r~ must be scientific propaganda.throughout the country carried 



bn by agencies specially created for that purpose. l1here is an enormouspoten~ 
tial demand for handloom products, especially amongst the higher classes 
in India, which has not yet been properly tapped by the industry) Luckily 
for the handloolil industry, the upper and middle classes in India have been... 
developing a taste for the special types of handloom fabrics, which are not 
only best produced by handlooms hut are also cheaper and more durable than 
the corresponding proauctsof mills. There is a great and growing demand 
for table linen, upholstery cloth, fancy saris, etc., amongst these people which 
needs to be further cultivated. If, as some fear, in the distant future the hand
loom industry is going to be left with the market for such speciality products, 
it stands to reason that this market must be exploited to J,:!l increasing ex
tent by those "interested in the progress of the industry. Both by written 
word, including advertisements, circular letters, wall posters, catalogues, 
and journals devoted to handloom styles, as well as by the spoken word, 
including lectures, sales talks and actual demonstrations, the scope of the 
market for handloom goods may be enlarged. 

In this connection, the value of a large number of empori's. and museums 
cannot be over-emphasised. The Bengal Industrial Survey Committee, iIi 
their Interim Report on Marketing of Cottage Industry Products, make some 
valuable proposals in this direction which deserve consideration. "The Com
mittee have proposed the el>tablishment of. a .few buying and selling depots, 
as an experimental measure in selected centres for- marketing handlooru 
and other products. The Committee state that t~e pr.unary need of the in
dustry js to demonstrate to the cottage worker" beyond possibility of doubt 
that well-organised marketing schemes can be worked successfully to his ad
vantage and that it_ is worth his while to participate :in it." They further 
observe: "It is not our intention that these experimental depots should be 
regarded as the beginning of a· vast scheme of Government-controlled mar
keting extending oyer the whole Province. In our opinion it is neither desir
able nor practicable for Government to undertake the business of marketing 
cottage industry products in the Province. Their activities should be con
fined to the initial and directly experimental stage." CWe believe experimental 
depots of thiS type in selected areas will serve the double purpOE·e of ~ct
Iy extending the market as also: indirectly resUlting in publicity ill" favout- of 
the handloom products) Another proposal is that a band of educated young 
men might be trained as salesmen and deputed to selected centres to push the 
sale of handloom products by canvassing fJ:om door to dQor, receiving a commi
ssion on the sales effected in addition to a fixed minimum monthly allowance. 
It is within the scope of the activities of Co-operative Societies and :provincial 
and State Departments of Industry_ to adopt these measures, thus solving 
not only the problem of marketing of handloom products but incidentally, 
to some extent, that of unemployment among the educated classes. 

128. The -expoll1, trade.-The Indian handloom fabrics have a considerable 
export market in the countries of the African and Asian littorals. In this 
respect, again, it may be said to he a rival of the mill industry, because the 
latter also has a fairly big market in, more or less, the same countries. The 
principal countries to which handloom fabrics are exported are, Burma, Fe
derated Malay States, the Straits Settlements, Ceylon, Siam,Zanzibar and 
Pemba, Sudan, Mauritius, Borneo, Java, Sumatra, Fiji Islands, the Union 
d South Africa, the United Kingdom. British West Africa and French We!lt 
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Afriea. In. most of these countries, the consumers are largely IndIan labourers 
who have settled there and have carried with them their tastes and habits of 
:dreIl8. There is also a considerable demand, especially for lungis and ilaronglJ 
among the local people in the far eastern cOlintries. In the case of West Af
'rica. however, the Madras handkerchiefs have had for long a special class of con
sumers amongst the Negro inhabitants. So far as the United Kingdom is 
concerned, on the ~ther hand, the market is an entrepot market in view of the 
fact that the exported cloth is mostly re-exported by firms in Manchester 
to West Africa. The following table indicates the relative size of the market 
for lungis, and saris, and Madras handkerchiefs and shawls during the year 
1938-39:- ' . 

TABLE LXIII.*-The principal export markets far 'handloom products and tluJ 
quantity of cloth exported to each. . 

Destination. 

den and Dependencies A 
S 
S 
Go 
N 
U 
Ce 
B 
F 
Z 
K 

traits Settlemeats 
ieMs. Leone · ld Coast · igeris. •• 
nion of South Africa 
ylon 

urma 
ederated Malay States 
anzibar and Pemba 
enya · · udan . 
auritius · 

· 

· · · 
'ji . • • • 

'S 
M 
Fi 
o 
Fr 
F 
Li 

ther British Possessions • 
anoe 

rench West Africa 
.. 

'beria · Arabia · . 
Sumatra. 

ava 
Siam (Th;Wandi · J 

o t~er Foreigll Countries 

· · ; 

· · 
· 

· · · · · · 
.. 
· 
· · · · · · · · · · 
Total 

· 
· 

· · 
· · · · · · 
· · 

Ha.ndkerchiefs 
and shawls 

(in thousands) 
Numbers. 

· 44 

· · .. 
· 86 

· 3 

· · · 604-
2 

· .. 
· · .. 
· · · · .. 
· · .. 

· · .. 
· · · · .. 

· · .. 
· · · · .. 
· · · 21 

· · · · 1 

· · · · 4-

· · · · 1 

· · · · .. 
· · .. 

· · · · .. 
· · · · .. 
· · · · 14 

· · · · 680 
. 

Lungis and 
saris (in 

thousand yds.) 

879 
4,430 .. .. .. 

17 
6,176 

15,370 
1,119 

12 
33 

79& 
219 
26 
47 .. .. ... 
18 
38 
61 
69 
21 

28,323 

• In the ~ategory .. lungis and saris," lungis, which are mostly hand·made, predominate 
,quantitatively, and saris are a much sma.ller item. The figures are for 19.38-39. 

The above table indicates the export position as it stood immediately 
befure the War. It must be noted, however. that(owing to the war the export 
market has virtually collapsed, entailing a loss of crores of rupees to the hand
loom industry: We are afraid that only with great difficulty can the lost ~ 
ke.ta be captured by the industry after the -war. 
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129. The types of fahricB exported and tlieir reamlrces.~Tbe great bulk of 
the exports of handloom cloth takes place from, the. Madras Province, but ' 
considerable quantities are also exported from other Provinces and States, 
particularly Bihar, United Provinces, the Punjab, Sind, Bombay, Hyderabad 
and Baroda. The Madras Province exports the Madras handkerchiefs, sarongs, 
lungis, or bills. Madras handkerchiefs and sarongs are produced chiefly m. 
the area around Madras, tJiz., Chingleput, Nellore, Chittoor, North· ArOcot 
and Guntur and exported td West Africa by a few exporting houses in Madras. 
tungis and colo~d sarongs produced in t~e districts of Tinnevelly, Tritihino
poly, Tanjore, South Mcot, Chittor, Chingleput, GuntUr, Nellote and North 
Arcot are exported to .the Straits. Sett.lem.ent, Q;ylon, Federated Malay..8tates, 
Java, Sumatra, Borneo, etc. ThlB trade III also ill the hands of a few exporting 
houses which liave a virtual monopoly of it. From Bihar, it is only ~he Govern
ment organisation, viz., the Bihar Cottage Industries,Gulz~ribilgh, {Patna),thai 
exports furnishing fabrics, such its cUrtains, bed-spreads, table 'cloths and 
runners, to England, New Zealand and Australia. This organiSation gets 
cloth 'Woven by weavers in the villages through weavers societies and con
tractor weavet'S according to specifications and ilen.ds it to its agents in Lon
don. aud Auckland through the shipping and Clearance, agents in Calcu~. 
From the United Provinces silk: cloths 'and brocades of Benares, carpets of 
A.,gra and Mirzapur, prints of Lucknow, F~abad andfurnishing{abrics 
produced by the Uirited Provinces Handicrafts, Lucknow, are exported mam
Iy to Europe and America. Except in the case of products of the Uirited 
'Provinces Handicrafts, the export trade is in the hands of big merchants who 
get work done at the manufacturing centres either in their own factories or 
by advancing raw materials to weavet'S working in their cottages., The Pun-' 
jab exports khaddar. susia, salaris, tehsil(uJ, lachas, silk tlaryaees and l~~ 1;0 
Afghanistan an.d trans-border areas, khaddar and boseT..-i and other coarse !,lloths 
to Yarkand, check lungis a.nd other fa~rics of rayon fibres to Burma an,d 
China and table covers, teapoy covers, pillow covers, curtain sets and ladies' 
dress doth to England and the United States. The cloth is exported by ~rms 
who have established business connection in the cOuntries concerned. From 
Sind susi cloth only is exported mainly ,to Africa. The quantity of handloom 
fabrics exported from Bombay is inconsiderable and consists of mainly silk 
fabrics from Surat and~ saris from Sholapur, which are exported to Africa. \ 
Ceylon and Abyssiiria.: From Hyderabad State large quantities of lungiS an!! 
printed goods are sent to Java, Sumatra, Arabia, Africa, Malaya, Dutch East 
Indies, and Burma while Baroda exports patola8, mashrus and IU1IfJis in Small 
and irregular quantities. 

130. The 'extent of tke export trade.-The table- below indicates ·the exten.t 
of the export trade in nandlo~m' fabrics. 'In the figure$ quoted by the Depart
ment of 'Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, the classification is for (a) 
" Madras handkerchiefs and shawls" in piece, and (b) lungis and saris .. TIle 
exports of shawls, hllwever, have become quite msigirificant in recent y~ars; 
a~d hence the figm:es given below may be said to sh?w the volume of exports 
of Mamas handkerchiefs ~ainly. Similarly, in 1938-39 out of the total exports 

,. of 28·3 million yards of lungis and saris, ,26·~ million' yar~ was the quantity 
,'of cloth exported ,from Madras. The entire Madras share may be safely as. 



us 
trihed to the hitndloom industry, In the light of these observations 'the tolloW' .. 
ing figures should be considered;- - , 

TABLE Urv,~Export' 0/ piecegOOd8 (handloom and mill-made) from India~ 

Year. 

1920-21 
1921-22 
1022·28 . -
1923-24 
]024-25 
1025-26 
1026-27 • 
1027-28· • 
1928-29· _ -: 
1929-30_ ._ 
IgS0-81 
1981·S2 
1032-38 
1038-8& 
1034-8& 
1 
] 

1 
1 

036-86 
ga6-S7 
037-88- : 
938-80- • 

.. 

Madras Handker-
chiefs and shawls 

lnumber In millions) 

Madras Ali-India. 

2-0 2-8 
0-4 0'9 
1·8 2-8 
2-8 8'1 
8-' 8'0 
2-9 8'2 
I" 1'5 
8·8 8'8 - 8-0 8·2 - 4-8 4'9 
2-8 2-8 
8-5 8-8 

- 0-1 6·1 
3'0 8-0 
1-8 1·8 
0-8 0'8 
HI 1·2 
1·4 1-4 
0-0 0·6 

(I .. million 1I1l,d.). 

Lung" and earl. 

Madras; Ali-India. 

20-0 21·9 
27'8 20-7 
25·0 26'7 
80'1 88-2 
81'5 84-5 
81-6 83-' 
81-6 8S·0 
25·9 28-9 
26'1 28-4 
26·7 27-0 
10·2 20-8 
16-1 16'6 
18-6 16-8 

0'6 7-8 
6'6 7-8 

10-8 11·8 
18-9 16-1 
27·2 20-8 
26'6 28-8 

fatal colonred. 
Total plecegoode 
(mill-made and 

hand!oom) •. 

Madras. AlI-India Madras. AII-Indllil 

29'5 98-2 80·7 148-4, 
82-7 135-7 - 88'1 161·0 
84-8 124-8 85'0 157·0 
87-3 130-0 88-2 16Mf 
87'2 136-2 87-0 181'0 
43-S 126-0 44'0 164'8 
46-0 175-0 47-0 ]07" 
42-, 140-3 43-2 168·& 

-41-0 - 18H :::::;n -]40'2 
406 117-2 -13304, 
82-2 87-0 82'6 97·1 
29'5 95-8 29'8 104·8 
24-2 61'4 24'4 66·4 
20-0 62'0 20'1 66'0 
21-8 50·8 21'6 67-7 
111'9 61-1 22'2 '11·1 
20-8 78·8 80'1 101·11 
53'6 135·2 07'0 241·8 
46'1 08·2 48-0 177-0 

.From 1937-38, ell porto to BUrma are Included In the llguree, which to that elltent have risen.' Ex. 
eluding Bnrma, ftguree for ali-India are as under:-

Year. Handkerchiefs, 
etc. (mllllono). 

J~unglSJ etc. 
(mUllan yds_)_ 

Total Coloured, 
etc. (million yds.). 

Total plecegoods, 
etc. (million yda.) 

__ roo 

1937-88 1-4. 17-9 05·9 147-3 

1088-89 0-6 12-9 60·8 go'4 

From the above table, it will appear that the.'"exports of handloom cloth 
correspond to about from one-fourth to one-third of the total exports of cotton 
piecegoods from Indi~ The export trade has experienced considerable fluc
tuations and especially in Madras handkerchiefs, the condit.ion of the trade 
has been very unsatisfactory in recent years, while in regard to lungis also a. 
number of difficulties have arisen, as will be shown in the next paragraph. 

, 131. Madras handkerchiefs.-The export trade in Madras nandkerchiefs ' 
has been a very valuable one and their manufacture gives empolyment to 
an important section of the handloom industry in the Madras Presidency. 
According to the Director of Industries, Madras, the approximate number 

Jof looms engaged in the weaving of these cloths can be estimated at about 
10,000 9n the basis of an average production of 60 yards per loom per month 
or 720 yards per year and the industry gives employment to nearly 40,000 
people consisting of winders, warpers, sizers, dyel'll, weavers, middlemen and 

. also those who attend to the sales side of the business •• 

The organisation of this section of the, industry is Bomewhat peculiar. 
Firms dealing in Madras handkerchiefs generally employ designers for evolv
ing new designB. None of the exporting houses carries on direct business with 
the weaverB_ Generally Bpeaking, the exporting firms issue to the master-. 
weaverB. through the dubashe8. sufficient yarn of the appropriate quality in . 
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order to produce 64 pieces of real Madras handkerchiefs and the mas£er-w~avers 
are directly to deliver the goods in a specified time. During the slack season, 
·the exporting houses rigorously insist upon a standard of quality and claim 
a small rebate from the master-weaver for delivering stuff of inferior quality. 
During the busy season •. however, the exporters overlook slight. defects in 
quality. "The exporting houses do not provide any continuity o( employment 
to the weavers for fear of accumulatmg stocks. 

The exPort trade in Madras handkerchiefs· goes back to the,days of the 
East Indian Company .. Previously public sales were held in London every 
three months, at which these handkerchiefs were sold by public auction. Lat
terly exporting firms in Madras entered into direct business relations with 
firms in I..ondon, Manchester, and Liverpool, and a large entrepot trade had 
developed for several years. In recent years, however, serious competition 
is being, offered by imitation Madras handkerchiefs manufactured on power
looms in Europe, although it has been stated that the West Africans still 
favour the real stuff, both on account of its durability and its special taste 
and smell. The real Madras handkerchiefs are 8.]SO produced in brillian.t 
colours, which are not fast, but as they are not supposed to be washed at all, 
this does not matter. In spite of the superiority of the real handkerchiefs, 
however, it will appear from Table LXIV (a) below, that the entrepot trade ~f 
the United Kingdom has suffered considerable decline during the last decade. 
Thus, from a total of 3,413,000 pieces in the year 1924-25, the exports of the 
United Kingdom fell to 44,000 pieces in 1938-39. This may be due'tO two 
reasons. Partly it can be attributed to the fact that in recent years the direct 
trade with West Africa has somewhat increased. But as the total exports 
have actually dwindled, we think that the decline is to a greJI.ter extent the 
result of the new competition of power-loom manufacture which has arisen 
lately. . 

TABLE LXIV (a).-Export of Madrall handkerchiefs and shawls. 

(In tlwuaanda.) 

Year. 
. United King- . Total. dom. 

1910-11 1,941 2,042 
19I1-12 2,633 2,749 
:912-13 1,795 1,903 
1913-14 1,331 1,361 

920-21 2,002 2,222 
921-22 400 631 
922-23 1,804 1,936 
.923-24 • 2,666 2,744 
.924-25 • 3,413 3,532 

934-35 517 1;310 
.935-36 • 355 801 
.936-37 . 431 1,174 
937-38 . 488 1,386 
938.39 o' 44 660 

L 

" ) 
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Another fact·t.o be noted ill that the exPort trade in Madras'handkerchiefs 
has been monopolised by a few funis ill Madras. The Director of Industries, 
Madras, states that this monopoly is due to the fact that the problem of the 
marketing of the Madras handkerchiefs requires careful study of the require
ments of the customer and consumers in West Africa, and that a large capital 
is needed for organising the trade in India and ·West Africa. Until about 
1927, the trade was excluSively in tM hands of two European firms, having 
trade connections in both the United Kingdom and West Africa." From 1928 
onwards, however,certain Indian 'concerns, including a weavers' co-operative 
society, have entered the Madras handkerchiefs trade and began to export 

· direct to the British West Africa. This has led to severe,competition amongst 
the European and Indian firms: The European firms have made effort.; to 

· retain their hold on the trade, and in tbis respect tbe English Patents and 
Designs Act as amended in 1932, seems to have helped them. Prior to 1932, 

· non-manufacture of an article in England was one of the grounds on which 
the registration of a design might be cancelled. Under the new act, the only 
ground on wbichcancellation is possible is previous publication of the design 
in England. Under the Nigerian Ordinance Number 36 of 1936, reciprocity 
of treatment has been granted t.o English designs in Nigeria. Thus .... the Or
dinance provides t.hat "any design registered in the United Kingdom shall 
~njoy in Nigeria the like privileges and rights as though the certificate of re-

· gistration in the United Kingdom had been issued with an exteD.l!ion to Ni
geria". It is thus possible for any firm t.o get its design registered ill England 
and make it effective in Nigeria, which is the principal consumer of Madras 
handkerchiefs, whet.her or not tbe article was produced in England. Accord
ingly, one of th", European firms has begun to register some staple designs in 
this manner and bas sucessfully instituted proc-eedings agDinllt Indian export
ers in Nigeria. The position is thus described by the Registrar of Co-opera
tive Societies in his reply to our questionnaire. "In regard to the export-of 
Madras handkerchiefs, the present practice of regist.ering in England hy a 
European firm, under the English Patents and De~igns Act, of designs on hand
loom cloth, with a view to secure exclusive rights in such desi~in the mar: 
kets of West Africa, is causing considerable hardship to the handlOom weavers 
engaged in the manufacture of this variety. Weavers, without any knowledge 
of the patterns registered in England, manufacture handkerchiefs and, when 

· these are exported to Nigeria (West Africa), the European firm, which has 
registered designs in England, files suits and obtains decrees rest.raining the 
Bale of such cloth. In 1938-39, this firm successfully, instituted proceedings 
against the Indian exporters and prevented the sale of their goods to a certain 
extent. The Indian exporters, .therefore, feel nervous about buying Madras 
handkerchiefs, as they are afraid that the moment their goods reach Nigeria, 
action would be taken to prevent the marketing of the goods. The matter 
is part.icularly difficult, as the Indian weaveI' or the merchant is not aware 
of the designs patented in Englund. On account of' these ~cult.ies, the 
weaver is often obliged to sell his goods only to the firms which has registered 
designs in Ehgland. This has practieally resl1lted·in a monopoly for t.ue fll'ni. 
'Unless steps ,are taken to secure exe~ptio.n for the.designs~n ha.mll09111 cloth 
from the operation of the English Patents and Designs Act, the handloolll weav· 
er '!I'ill not be in a position to obtain reasonable prices for the :Madras hanJ, 
kerchiefs produced by bim.."· - .... , : . .. . 
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Weare not concerned with either the legal or -the controversial aspects of 
this matter, but we feel, that as a consequence of the long drawn-out struggle 
which is going on between the exporting firms, the Madras handkerchiefs 
business in the Province has been steadily declining, (On the face of- it, it v 
looks strange that any firm or firms should be able to maintain any monopo
listic position in regard to cloth produced in India and sold in another couri
try, by means of patent tights registered in a third coun~tY~ We have seen 
thousands of designs of Madras handkerchiefs in the course of our investiga
tions. It appears that a slight addition orsubtractiono( a single line or dot 
or square to a design changes it into a new one. There is 'such a close simi
larity between the various designs that the weavers engaged in this trade are 
naturally nervous as to the choice of any particUlar design, lest there should 
be infringement of any patent rights anywhere. What is more, it is possible 
for any firm to copy a design from Madras and get it registered in Engrand $0 

8S to render it effective in Nigeria, as a post1acto affair and institute proceed
ings against those who may be using that design as a prior right .. We are 
not in a position to ascertain whether any particular firm has been actually 
doing this or not, but we must emphasise the fact that the possibility is always 
there. This means that ~he patent law of England, as newly' amended and ' 
rendered effective in Nigeria by a reciprocity provision, is definitely detri
mental to the interests of the industry) It has threatened the veryexistepce 
of the whole industry and the market. has changed from the Madras products 
to articles produced on a mass' scale by power-looms in other countries. It 
has also led to the ,result that the exporters are in a position to refuSe to place 
orders with the weavers, unless the entire rights in the designs are transferred 
to them, thereby prevezing the weavers from' disposing of theirp~oducts to 
other exporters. Thus, the only remedy open to the Indian ~porters appears 
to be to get their own designs registered in England prior to sale of goods in 
Nigeria. In the very nature of things, however, it is not possible for the Indian' 
exporter to register his designs 'in England, for in that case he must have his 
own branch in London as well. Secondly, it will involve enormous expense 
to register these designs in England. - Thirdly, as the designs do not last fQr 
more than six months owing to fashions changing fast in West Africa, it would 
not be worth the while of any weaver or Indian exporter to register them in 
England at considerable cost and labour. On the other hand, it is possible 
for anyone to register a few designs in England in an experimental way and 
prevent others, for fear of infringeinen~, from entering into the field, thUs 
securing a larger market by registering a small number of designs. ThuS, 
it is clear thai6'egistration of 'designs iIi England has only a nuisance value . 
and is of little commercial importance from the ordinary point of view) Un
fortunately, West Africa is the only place in the world where Madras hand, 
kerchiefs are sold and used, and there is no internal market for them:. Con
sequently, the weavers are at the mercy of the exporters and of,riyal interestiJ 
in West Africa. It m'USt be noted that even 'registration iii India~under the 
Trade Marks Act, is of little use in t.his case, as the Ifidian'registration is not 
effective in Nigeria, for the reason that India is not one ofthecoiIDtries of the 
.. Industrial Group" of the British . Empire. It has been suggested .to us 
that the Government of India should consider whether it would be possible, 
by meallil of representations to His Majesty's Government, to get the British 
patent law 80 alte~ed as to make :regist!,ation of MadJ:as handkerchiefs impos--

L2 
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sible, or to persuade the allthorities in Nigeria to exempt Madras nand
kerchiefs from the operation of the law relating to patents and designs. In 
any case, there" is not a great deal of novelty or originality in the designs, and 

· moreover, it is the ,weavers in Madras who are largely responsible for many 
.of the designs and it is they who should benefit rather than the 'export traders. 
rWe feel, therefore, that the trade should be thrown open to free 
competition, 'so as 'to leave scope for the ingenuity' and skill of the Indian 
,weaver~ " 

132. Lungis or kailis.- Eungis or kailis are the trade name for fabrics 
· made from coloured warps and weft yarns. These fabrics are very popular 
among the Mahomedans (and recently also Hindus in some parts of India) 
who use them as dh,otis and headwear. They are also cut up into dress material 
· and used for bloUlle& for Hindu women. The Director of Industries, Mad
ras, states that the approximate number of looms engaged in the weaving of 

/ lungis is about 45,000 and that the industry affords subsistence to nearly 
180,000 persons. There is a huge export trade in lungis from the Ma,dras 

,Province. It appears to have out-stripped the export trade in Madras :nand
kerchiefs during the last four or five years. Japan is the principal competi
tor and has been exporting, since 1931, large quantities of power-loom-woven 
lungis at very low prices to the Straits Settlements and Ceylon, v;-hich are 
the biggest markets for these products. Unlike Madras handkerchiefs, lungis 
have an Indian as well as a foreign market, and consequently this industry 

"is 'better stabilised than the other. Moreover, lungis are produced in many 
and scatt.ered centres in the Madras Province, unlike Madras handkerchiefs 
which are produced in a few centres around Madras City. The leading firms 
in Madras who.,deal in them register their trade marks" in India and employ 
'designers to evolve new patterns. As in the case of Madras handkerchiefs, 
here also they deal with the weavers through dubashes and middlemen, 
supplying on credit the necessary quantity of yarns, etc. A serious difficulty 
has recently arisen ov.--ing to the national feeling in Burma against Indian 
lungis and the grov.--ing habit of Burmese women to weave in spare time their 
own requirements of these cloths. Secondly, Japanese competition, helped 
by exchange depreciation, has been very considerable till recently, in the 
Far East. Thirdly, there have been heavy taxes on textile goods imported 
into some of the principal markets for these products, which hinder the trade 
'considerably. Owing to the superiority of its weaving qualities, however, 
the hand-woven lungi has a field of its own in the foreign market, which 
needs to be developed by means of propaganda and other measures. 

133. Other fabrics.-As regards other fabrics, mentioned in a previous 
paragraph, similar difficulties are encountered by the export business. The 
Director of Industries, United Provinces, observes: "The goods are not cer
tified by any conditioning house under State control or recognised association 
of merchants. The prices have, therefore, to be settled by negotiations in each 
case, except in the case of cheap prints of Farrukabad where the prices are more 
or less regulated and which are very popular in America for dresses and other 
things. The tariff regulat,ions and import restrictions often· work against im
ports of handloom products, because exporters are not always the people to 
an swear questions satisfactorily. For example, the Ottawa Agreement gave 
preference to Empire and British products and in many cases Indian fabrics 
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did not get enough preference, because the raw material used was not always 
Indian or Empire production. This might have popularised the use of Indian 
silk, but the mills never bother about it." 

134. Regulation oj the exp01t trade necessary.-4ack. of publicity and pro~ \ 
paganda in foreign countries appears to be a-grave defect of the entire export 
trade in handloom products~ There is no agency to safeguard the Bpecial 
interests of the handloom industry iu:,.the foreign market or to study any pro~ 
bJema in relation to the export trade at present. The trade is left wholly to 
the mercy of elttraneous forces. We feel that the entire system of the export 
trade in handloom fabrics will have to be properly organised, and in this con: 
nection it may be worth while tO,consider some of the suggestions placed before 
US by all witnesses and others. ,: One suggestion is that the Government might., 
regulate exports and license the exporters, who should be required to export 
goods according to approved specifications. Secondly, the services of the 
Indian Trade Commissioners and similar official agencies might be utilised to 
develop the various markets, by means of extensive propaganda,' maintenance 
of museums of handloom products in the consuming centres, etc. Thirdly. 
arrangements might be made for providing credit facilities from banks and other 
agencies in foreign countries to the exporters of handloom products. Fourth~ 
Iy, arrangements might be made to standardize the local production so as to 
lend stablility to the export trade: 
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Competition 

135. Divergent views.-We have been ~ed, under our terms of reference, 
.. to compare the nature of the produc~ of the handlpom industry in eac.h 

, 'area. surveyed with the corresponding mill products and to find the nature 
, of the competition between the two" . Both from the written answers to our 
questionnaire and from our discussionS with people in yarious places, we find 
that a differen,ce of opinion exists regarding the question of competition 
between mills and handlooms in India. The handloom weavers throughout 
the country believe that their troubles are mainly due to mill competition. 
~erever we went, bitter complaints were made to us by hand-weavers regard
ing encroachment by mills. The loudest complaints, perhaps, were heard 
in some o( the centres of sari production like, Santipur,. Burhanpur, IlkalJ 

~holapur, Guntur and Conjeevaram. The ave,rage weaver is so much, obsess
ed by it that no other diagnosis of his troubles will appeal to hlm. It is ,also 
believed by many of them that much of this competition is unfair. Most of 
the Provincial and State Governments have also stated that severe competi
tio.n has been going on between handloorils and mills and that encroachment 
haa been made by mills on the handloom's preserves. According to these 
Governments,' competition is going on over ~ wide range of products especially 
'dhotis, saris of all counts, towels, ch4ddars, etc. ; nor is all the competition 
on fair lines'; caseL<'of unfair competition are not rare. On the other hand, 
important organisations like the Millowners' Association, Bombay and Ahmeda
,bad Millow:ners" Association deny the existence of competition between the 

, mills and hfl.ndlooms.'rhe Millowners' Association, Bombay, assert that the 
mill and handloom industries are complementary rather than competitive, 
and they flatly deny the allegation that mills have encroached on any styles 
of goods produced by the handlooms. On the other hand, they claim that 
the handlooms themselves have encroached on the special field of the milI'~i 
and that they have used for this purpose the Government assistance giveu 
for it. It is also stated by them that the large expansion of mill production 
since 1925 has been at the expense of imports and not of the indigenous hand
weaving industry. 

We have examined the contention on both sides with such data as are 
available to us. We fear that the divergence of views mentioned above is 
partly due to a difference in the definition of the term competition. We take 
the term competition as it is usually understood in economic parlance. (When 
a demand is met by two or more' similar or replaceable commodities, a state 
of competition is saiilto exist between them) In this broad sense, we doubt 
if anybody will deny the existence of competition between mills and hand
looms. Perhaps the Millowners' Associations interpret competition in a more 
specialized sense. Mills make certain cloths to meet the orders received from 
their agents and dealers, and although it may be that some of those cloths 
compete with similar handloom cloths in the market, that aspect seldom 
enters into the calculation of the mills. After all, handloomsare too insigni
ficant to be an object of deliberate competition by mills.: That the cloths 
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coming from the two sources have been competing itt the market is certain 
and needs no proof. Therefore, the contention that these two sections of the 
Indian textile industry are complementary is not tenable. The relationship 
was to a. great extent complementary before 1925, but things have changed 
much since. Even now the two are complementa.ry in a. narrow field.; but 
r~here is competition, both direct and indirect, 'over.a wide range of counts \ 
and fabricsJ During the last decade, the mills have increased their produo
tion of certain styles and types of fabIics traditionally associated with hari~- . 
looms; the handlooms'have also, in turn, tried to imitate certain styles which 
the mills had long adopted. . 

(Even more untenable in some respects is the view held by many handloo~ 
weavers that all their ills are due to mill competitio~ The replaceinent of 
some of their fabrics was due more to change of fashions, and what the 'milIa 
did was to produce something for which there wasa.growing demand. They 
had to meet a need 'which was widely felt in the country. \Nor are' the hand
weavers right in regarding aU competition as ·unfair: Even in a world not 
8O:do,runated by the laissez-faire ideal as in the ,19th century, competition 
would be regarded as legitimate in business: each industry or section Qf 
industry will try to cater for human needs, and c!tIl: legitimately use all reasol}
able means for pushing its products. But all means may not be fair. It is 
extremely difficult to draw a !,ine between fair and unfair competition, but 

ccompetition may be considered definitely to be unfair, if there is an intention ~ 
on the part of one industry (i)' to deceive customers by producing something, 
which resembles the product of the other industry and is i,,!:tended to pass ~1f . 
for the latter, and (ii) to undersell identical goods produced. by the other by 
deliberate price-cutting with a.. view to capturing the mal'ket;) Such unfair 
competition is not pnly injurious to the rivals but is also anti-social, and civili~
ed governments take steps to discourage it. As will"be shoWl'l presently, 
although there exists severe competition of the legitimate 'kind, un(air, 
eompetition is not much in evidence and in certain cases, .wherever some injury 
has resulted to handlooms, cloth-dealers rather than mills have been .largely 
responsible. '': 

136. Growth of competition.-Considering the nature and potentialities of 
the mill industry, it was but natural.that its products should sooner or later 
come into competition with those of the handlooms. The various internal 
and external economies resulting from large-scale mechanical proddction 
enabled the mills to produce at a low.unit cost,. and it was ,inevitable that 
such cheap products should come into severe competition with the productS 
of hand loom weavers who depended on the mills for the raw material' and on. 
various types of exacting middlemen for finance and marketing. Such com-:
petition started as Early as 1830 and made some progress during the last 
century, especially in men's garments, but owing to the undeveloped state of 
communication and the innate conservatism especiaITy of the womenfolk, 
imported mill cloth did not make much headway immediately. Each of the 
major castes in the country had its own special styles of dress prescribed by 
immemorial custom and had its traditional suppliers in the niehgbourhood 
or in the shand.tes nearby. Nor did the mills in India take 'up weaving seri
ously for long'; they mostly confined themselves to spiaWng. Thus com
petition worked tJuough bea.~n tra.cks for long. 
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But after 1925. all these cirenmstances changed, as ha.~ already been 
explained in Chapter I. !Jhe removal of the cotton exci'le duty gave a fillip 
to the mills, and the imposition .1f the high tariff wall against imported yarn 
arid cloth enabJed the mills to expand production exteruri.vel~ About this 
tim~., important changes· took place in the fashions and cloth requirements 
of the people, especially of the middle classes, 1LIld the mills adjusted tht"lr. 
production more readily than the handlooms and reaped the con'lequent 
benefit. It was at such a juncture that the Congress ban against the use of 
imported yam came, and the resu1t was a positive dilIcouragement of hand
woven saris of higher counts. Thanks to these and other favourable facto~, 
mentioned in Chapter I, mills increased th~ir production ,?f high~unt yam 
and finer cloth. Thus having made provision for the supply of finer yams 
and suitable Qesigns, they proceeded to make high-class saris with up-to-date 
designs and attractive borderA, and for this purpose, they introduced dobbies 
and jacquards. In this way, saris and dhotis l!Uited for middle-class wear 
were made at attractive prices, which captured the fancy of the market and 
olTered severe competition to hand-woven saris and dhotis. 

'Jmproved transport also helped the mills in successfully pushing ilielr 
goods.: Before the introduction of the railways and automobiles in the interior, 
the use of mill cloth was confined to cities and towns and the neighbouring 
rural areas. Especially in the backward interior parts, people went on 
using their traditional hand-woven cloths male with rough country-made yam. 
But with the expansion of railways and rrot:>r buses, the cost of transport 
fell, the rural population saw the advantages of light and cheap clothing, 
and the new taste favoured the mills.. It is true that the ease and low cost 
of transport benefited hand-weavers also to some extent, but their goods were 
not of the right quality nor were they adequate in quantity to receive the 
benefit of cheap transport. There were also other impediments as shown in 
Chapter VII. It is "true that a few centres in Madras and Bengal adjusted 
then: lines of production to suit chan",aing fashions but most of the centres were 
not able to do so, owing to inherent economic difficulties. 

It has been pointed out that the mills have had to face variOu.~ unfavour
able factors,-frequent strikes; increase in wages; various restrictions regard
ing conditions of employment, like the Factories Act, the Maternity Benefit 
Act, the Workmen's Compensation Act, etc., and increase of tax burdens, 
~.g., liceuse fees on sale of mill cloth (in Madras), octroi duties on mill cloth 
(in Mysore). etc. But it cannot be said that these obstacles seriously imped
ed the progress of the mills. Restrictions about hours of work were overcome 
by working double shift. No doubt the burdens of the mill ind1JStry have 
been expanding, but those have not fallen too heavily, thanks to growing 
profits from mass production. This country has every· right to be gratified 
about the expansion of production in the mills; they have accumulated the 
country's" capital and have given employment to many hundred thousand 
workers, not to speak of the indirect employment which has resu1ted from 
this. Moreover for a large part if not the whole of the burden caused by the 
above factors, the mills have been more than compensated by the various pro
tective measures adopted by the Governmtlnt. The growth of the mill industry 
was the result of some planning, and Government policy has had a share in it. 
The Tariff Board oil Cotton Textile Industry of 1927 prescribed diversificatien 
as a remedy for the depression which was then passing over the Bombay mills. 
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COMPETITION. 

It was pointed out that longeloth and shirtings formed too high a proportion 
of the total output, while dhotis and saris constituted only a small propor
tion. The mi!!s in ~ombay were also advised to produce goods of a higllllr 
quality, utilizing the advantages that that city possessed in respect of imports 
of American and Mrican cottojl.. Thus what the mills did was to act up to 
the advice given to them. Therefore, they cannot be blamed for all the inci
dental results that have followed such dev~lopments. 

137. H.ave mills replaced handloom clot!, ?-It has b"een claimed by certain 
Millowners' Associations that the expansion of mill-cloth was at the expp.nse 
of foreigu imports and not of in$Iigenous handloom products. In Append~ 
XXI, we··have given figures for the relative consumption of mill, handloom 
and imported 'ploth, in the Indian D?-arket. In Table L~IV (a. below, we, 
reproduc& figures on a five-yearly baSIS, so as to summarIse the contents of 
Appendix XXI for ready referenc.e ;- . 

TABLE L'XIV (a).-Tke relative consumption of mill, kandloom and imporletl 
. cloth in tke Indian markee. ' 

(In million yards.) . 
Year. Percentage ~ Percentage Peroenflag~' , Handloom Net Imports. of of production. • of . 

total. production. tot·a!. total • . 
1DOI'()2 .. 2,042 62·7 387 11·9 827 25·' • 
1906-07 2,193 56·5 588 ' 15'1 1,102 28·, 

1911-12 ~362 52'9 1,020 23'8 995 23'S 
-', 

1916-17 '''~~71' .48·3 1,297 85'4 598 16·S 

1921-22 980 28·4 1,529 4404 938 27'2 

1926-27 1,759 . 34·9 2,068 41'0 1,217 2401 

1931-32 760 15-7 2,768 56'9 J,832 27·, 

1936-87 753 14'4 8,220 61-5 1,265 2401 

In the above table the figures for net imports are as shown in the official 
statistics. ,In the case of Indian mill production, all exports of cotton cloth 
are deducted from the total mill production so as to anive at " retained Indian 
mill production". It was not possible to allocate the exact share in the exports ' 
of the handlooms. Hence in ~he figures for handloom production, no deduc
tion is made on account of' \1\tports.} "This fact is likely to show 
some underestimation in .the case of mITI production and overestimation in 
that of handloomproduction)' The figures for total mill as well as handloom 
production are based on ,our estimatel'l, which standardize the width so as 
to facilitat.e comparison, as explained in Chapter III, It will appear from 
the figures in the aboVG table that the mill as well as handloom production 
has registered an increase. While, however, it has been a very substantial 

Oncl'l!ase amounting to 706 per cent bet-ween 1901-02 and 1936-37 in the case 
of mills, it has been only 53 per' cent in that of handloomE1> On the other 
hand, net imports slto,. a decline of 63 per cent during the same period. In 
view of the fact that t.otal consumption itself has increased enormously it is 
difficult to decide whether mills have replaced imports or handloom p;oduc
tion, by refeJ;ence merely to the absolute quantities for these three categories 
For this reason, we have to consider what are the percentage shares of cloth 
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consumption enjoyed 'by each of the three in the Indian market: Looking 
at t~e ~gu~es fo.r perc~~tage share~,(!.t appears that the han~loom industf] 
has mamtamed Its posItIon at a faIrly steady percentage durmg the periocjl 
although there have been minor fluctuations. Thus it appears that durlne 
the last war, the sbare of hahdlooms went down considerably, but it rl?se agaili 
thereafter, and has been more or le,ss steady since. On the other harid, the 
share of mills rose enormoWlly bElfore and during the last war, suffered a slight 
,decline thereafter ana, during the las~ decade has risen steadily again. In 
the ,case of. imports, the decline has been fairly continuous, barring a few yeal"ll 
after the last war, which were obviously difficult years for the Indian miU 
industry due to various caUses. It might· thus appear that the contention 
of the Millowners' Associations is supported by the, figures. We 
have referled to this question in paragraphs 20 and 41 and sllall be reverting 
to it in Chapter X. "Here it may be said that the' total quantity of produc
tion or share!! in the total cloth consumption cannot be a proper criterion for 
deciding the issue of the' competition between mills and handlooms. In the 
first place, the figures of handloom production, as shown in paragraph 41 are 
likely to have been progresilively,.()verestimated •. Secondly, "price" com. 
petition, rather than "quantity" competition, is the crux of the matter, 
because low prices of mill cloth, which set the pape of clotIi prices everywhere, 
impinge upon the weaver's kargin of profit over and above his costs which 
are usually higher than' thosb of mills.' Thus, niills are in a position to reap a 
greater profit for a given quantity of cloth sold, than the handloom weavers. 
Consequently, both the total. and in~vidual earnings of the· weavers, which 
are severely depre~sed by nUll competition" must be conSidered. There are 
other relevant pomts bearing upon, this question, the consideration of 
which is postponed to Chapter X, for convenience. ~r treatmeJ,lt. 

I ' I ~ I'· I 

, 138. Competition in partiCular categories of cloth.",,;..Apart from the question 
of competition on the basis Of total quantity, we may also consider how com
petition has been takiJig plahe in particular categories of ,cloth. Figures for 
the various categories of cloth, however, are far from complete. For instance 
although saris form much the biggest' single item of the wearing apparel in 
India, it is classified in the trade statistics of India, partly along with " dhotis, 
chaddars, grey and bleached", and partly under general head of " coloured 
piecegoods ", and, therefore, there is no means of knowing the actual produc
tion under that important item. Our information regarding handloom pro
duction is indeed still more meagre, as has already been shown. With such 
wide lacunae in' our statistics, it would be extremely difficult to analyse this 
problem statistically. However, we give in Table LXV available sU!-tistics 
regarding the production in India and imports of certain classes of goods in 
which competition between mills and hand looms has been pronounced. 

The trend of Indian mill production and imports indicates that imports 
went on fighting a losing battle throughout the perioa. Total annual imports 
fell from the average of 2,293 million.yards in the lirst quinquennium (W07-
08 to 1911-12) to 779 million yards ,in, the last, quinquennium (1934-
35 to 1938-39),-a fall of 1,514 million yards or 66 per cent. In the mean: 
time, total Indian mill production in the same period. rose, from ~55 million 
yards to 3,779 million yards, i.e., registered an increase of 296 per cent. Und~ 
.. dhotis, saril' and chaddars ", imports fell during, the period from 599 miIIiOti 

yards to 93 million yards (a fall of 85 per cent). while I~dian mill productioll 
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TABLE LXV.-Tahle ",oWing mf'iationa i,.ltulia,. mill produdiotl and imports 
of cotUm pqoodB. 

(ID mWIon prda.) 

GUY Dn IILBACJIJID. '!'orAL O~ 
-"- COWllllllD. PlJlolldOOnB. 

~a-.). DbotI .. -... Longel.,., and . etc. . sbirUJIp. 

Indian indian Indian Indian 
mill 1m· mill 1m. mill 1m- mill 1m. 

produ .. port.a. prodne- pone. prodnc- porta. produo- porta. 
tion. tion. tloD. tion. 

I~ -'--T---I-----
lGO'1-08 to 1911·ll! 800 599 251 618 185 iSS 955 lI,m 
191'"16" 191&-19 8i6 661 '62 416 878 888 1,"4 1,810 

v_ /". ".,.,., ...-- .-. +'6 -u +16' -mill +191 -14' +18. -U& 

19111-110 to 1928-H · r. 4i& &SI i60 1811 468 Il88 1,676 1,888 

v_. +'B -129 +58 -171 +B8 -10/1 +lIIB -47, 

19"-25 to 11128-19 · 8U 625 644 916 695 «6 i,087 1,789 

v_. . +16' +91 +84 +', +119 +16/1 +411 +4U 

IG29-1O to IDSS-U .·-988 III 698 1176 85' SIl9 2,817 l,OM 

v.-... - +I" ~1~ +164 -40 +511 -111 +1l/J _,i 
• -19U-Sa to 198&-11 1,1l98 lIS 9i6 201 8S8 Il92 8,779 7711 

v_. . · . +105 -lIB +lIIB ~ +181 ~, +'6' ~16 

Variation In u,;, quJ~ +1111& -':;06 +69. -411 +651 -5141 +',8" -l,6U 
1934-35 to 1938-39 from quID • . -
quennium 1907-08 to 1911·111 " . 
(JrulIon yards), , 
Ditto ~tage variation +391% -&% +276% ~% +963% . -&5% 1'+296% -" ---, 

pereent.age lnereaao between the _and last qulnquennlB (Indian 
mill proc!.uctioll + lmporta). 

U% 32-6% 57% 40% 

" 

. . 
rose from 300 million yards to 1,293 million yards (al!- mcrease of 331. per cent) . 
Under .. longcloth and shirtings", the increase in Indian mill prod.~lction was 
275 per Cent; while imports suffered a decline by 6'7 per cent. Again, lIDder 
II coloured .. goods, Indian mill production shows an mcrease of 353 per cent, 
while imports a decline of 45 per cent. During the period, the general rise in 
cloth requirements under these huds was 54 per cent for" dhotis, saris, etc." J 

32·5 per cent for" longcloth, shirtings, etc.", 57 per cent for" coloured" 
goods, and 40 per cent only for total piecegoods. Thus,"'while the total avail
able cloth from imports and Indian mill production increased only !O per cent, 
the increase under cenain items was higher. No doubt population increased 
in the meantime by' 29"~ per cent and per-capit4 consumption probably also 
went up slightly. '~Coiila the whole of the increase in mill production lIDder 
dhotis a~d saris have been due to the factorS of growth of population and 
replacement of imports, only 1 The probability is. that a certain part of 
this was due to replacement of handloom cloth also. It cannot indeed be 
proved j" nor can it be disproved} 

139. Competition oonside1"ed under eounts.-We shall now proceed to examine 
the nature and extent of the competition that has been going on betwsen 
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handlooms and tnills. This can be examined under the "Variolis ranges iI-r 
counts, or under the different types of fabrics. 1n 1932,. the Tariff Board 
(Report, p. 166) went into this question in respect of V'.mous ranges of counts 
and found that the competition between mills and handlooms was most severe 
in medium counts, i.e., 218 to 50s.) The Tariff Board also held that there was 
a good deal of overlapping in cloths o! counts 20s and below, but the position 
of the mills was not so strong fhere as in the medium counts. As for high 
counts (i.e., 60s and" above), they thought thai> there was practically tlo com
petition. We find that this analysis still holds good in a general waf;. But 
there are important exceptions. One is that cloths of medium counts (208 
to 50s) in which competition was severe are no longer such " a small propor
tion of the handloom weavers' output" as the Board then f01!D.d. We have 
some doubt regarding the correctness of the statement even in 1932; at 
any rate, this. is certainly l1-ot quite correct at the present time.: .Their 
view that the bulk of handloom cloth was of counts 20s and below also 
calls for scrutiny. In paragraph 90 in Chapter V, we have· discussed 
the question of the distribution by counts of the' eo~ption of cotton 
yam by the handloom industry, and we invite a reference to Tables LI, LII, 
LIll, and LIV, and comments thereon. In the following Table (Table LXVI), 
we summarise some of the figures for readj referetlCe here. - . . . 
TABLE I.,xVI.-Annual C01IStlmption of yam of lijJerent Count. by lIandloom" 

- • Province. 1_208 21&-40& 4ls--6OB Above 60s 
Percentage. Percentage. Percentage. Percentage. 

Bengal . · • 10-0 70-6 16·0 4·0 
Bombay · · -16-6 59-6 20-0 5·0 
Madras ~ 42·6 38-4 12·4 6-6 
Orissa 42·5 49-9 6·5 1-1 
Bihar · · 9-2·6 6-1 1-6 0·3 
Punjab · -' · 90-1 5·8 3·7 0·4 
U.P. · 84·2 12·8 2·7 0·5 
C. P. and Berar · 71'5 24·0 3·2 1·3 .. . .. 
Average . · · M'4 33·8 11·8 

It may be seen from the above table that while 54'4 per cent of the 
total. cotton yam consumption in India is still below 20s counts, the 
percentage of such yam is as low as 10 per cent and 16 per cent respec
tively in such important areas as Bengal and Bombay. Nor is the 
percentage of medium counts so insignificant. About 86 per cent Of 
the total yam used by handlooms in Bengal and 79 per cent in Bombay is 
between 20s and 60s. Madras and Orissa come next with 51 per cent and 
56 per cent respectively. Even if we take counts 208 to 40s, the proportions 
are considerable. We haVe" further to remember in this connection that the 
above proportions are based on weight. Obviously yam J>.f finer counts can
not be compared with yani' of lower counts in this way. lH yardage of cloth 
or value of the produce is takt'n as the criterion, the proportion of cloth of 
medium counts will be found much larger:) In regard to the yam of high counts 
also the position is now different. At the time when the Tariff Board report
ed, the competition in high counts was with imported ('10th (mostly Japanese). 
Subsequently, Indian mills have been devoting attention to spinning yarn 
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of high counts and to the manufacture of finer saris and dhatis rrom· such 
yam .. In this way, mill production entered a new field wherein severe·c9Dl'" 
petition with hand-woven goods was inevit.able. In cloths made from yarn 
of lower.co.nts also, competition has been growing, because, among other 
things, the low price of finer mill cloths has caused a notable shift in demand 
throughout the country from coarse to medi]lIIl and ~e fabrics. 

It will be clear from the above why~ome Provinces have been hit more, 
than otheri') It was mostly in Bengal, Bombay and Madras, and in .the Indian 
States nearabout these Provinces, that saris and dhotis of fine counts were 
formerly produced in large quantities; and the fairly numerollij middle-class 
popuIition that these goods .catered for are also mQ8tly in those areas. There
fore, when mill-made saris and dhotis became popular the result was injurious 
competition with the handloom products. In the colder Northern Provinces, 
especially in the Punjab and the United Provinces, and iu.the backward parts 
of the ('-entral Provinces and Berar, Bihar and Orissa, weavers have been 
making mostly garhas;omotias, klieseB and other rough cloths using lower, 
counts, and althougli' in those areas also mill-made saris and chaddars have 
lately been in demand, localwea.vers were not as much hit as their confreres 
elsewhere. Tbis will b ... cleat from Table LXVI. It can be seen that 'while 
. the percentage of yarn of hiiher counts (above 60s) of the total yarn in Bengal, 
Bombay,and Madras is 4 per cent, 5'per cent and 6·6 per cent respectively. 
the corresponding percentages in the Punjab/United Provinces, Bihar and 
Central Provinces and· Berar are 0·4 per cent, 0·5.'1>er cent, 0·3 per cent and 
1·3 per cent respectively. Onthe other hand, w1llle the first three Provinces 
have only 10 per cent, 16. per cent and 42·6 per cent of their yarn below 20s, 
these counts form 90 peJ;'cent, 84 per cent and 93 per cent respectively of 
the t{)tal yarn consumption of the Punjab, the United Provinces and Bihar. 
This explains why weavers in some of these areas have not complained as 
bitterly as those elsewhere about mill competition. (pirectors of Industries 
of the Punjab and Sind Government.s even say in their replies to us that there 
was no marked competition between mills and handloo~s in their Province~ 
No doubt there has lately been a large influx of mill saris int{) the Punjab. 
but it was in supersession not of locally made saris (because not many cotton 
saris were formerly made' there) but of saris from Bengal or Bombay. It is 
true that the bulk lines of production in the Punjab,-garha, kites and other 
coarse fabrics-do not have. much of mill competition to face; yet the Gov
ernment of that Province stated before t.he Tariff Board, 1932, that 20per 
cent of the garka, khaddar, ckaddar, kites, etc., were subject to mill competRTon 
and that finer fabrics made with artificial silk had also to compete with Indian . 
mill cloth as.well as with Japanese imports (Evidence, Vol. II, p. 76). Again 
in 1935, that Government stated before the Special Tariff Board that there 
was direct competition·ill finer and coarse quality goods and indirect competi
tion in medium qualities while only' very coarse' qualities were free from 
competition. (Evidence, Vol. II, p~ 352). There is no indication that condi
tiona in that Province pave materially changed since. . 

140. Various kinds of competition in respect ~f fabrir;s.-yv e may now survey 
the nature and extent of competition in respect of the various types of cloth. 
From this po~t of view competition maybe between different styles of apparel, 
or between different types of the same apparel. . In the l/Ltter. case, the com
petition may be- one of 'luality or price. :.competition between diffexellt 
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styles of garments may be called " apparel .. competitio~. Such competition 
(otherwise called substitution) may be said to arise when, for instance, men 
acctistomed to wear hand-woven dhotis take to drill shorts (half-pants) instead, 

·or when wo~en formerly wearing lehngas and dupattas put on saris .. On the 
other hand,(when women change from one type of sari to another, we may 
call it " quality" competition) Examples of such competition are numerous. 
Plain-bordered saris and dhotis have. been replacing lace-bordered saris· and 
dhotis. Similarly, white saris have been replacing coloured saris. It is not 
IiIO much the price that matters in this case but quality. ~en two similar 
fabrics. made of yam ()f nearly the same counts and appearing almost alike 
compete with each other, the determining factor is price, and therefore such 
competition may be called" direct" or" price ",competition:) This is general
ly considered competition proper. In many parts of India ..... hand-woven saris 
have to compete with mill-made saris and·dhotis of nearly identical counts, 
dimensions, colour and borders, and in such dealings the consumers' choice 
is decided by price rather than by quality. Competition may be considereti 
tinder each of the classes explained above. • 

141. "Apparel" compelitid1t.-AB has been mentioned !n Chapter I, there 
have of late come about important changes in the cloth requirements of the 
people throughout the country, both in the style of garments add in the type 
of fabrics used. These changes have greatly increased the demand for mill 
cloth and depressed the market for hand-woven cloth. In view of the import
ant bearings· of such changes. we sent out a special questionnaire (See Appen
dix V) regarding this to District Officers and others in all parts of India, 
asking for the use of certain kinds of .cloth in 1914 and 1941 and the informa
tion obtained confirms generally the impression we gathered during our tours. 
Among men, throughout India the use of turbans has greatly diminished, 
shirts and kurtas have 'come into common use, the demand for chaddars and 
angavastrams has fallen. Among women, generally, the ~ of blouses has 
become common throughout India. In the north, the sari has largely replaced 
the traditional Hindu (lehnga or gagra, and kurta) and Musalman (salwar, 
kurta and dupatta) forms of dress. The use of knitted goods has increased 
everywhere. especially among men. The information received from the 
United Provinces is the most striking and is given in the table below:-

TABLE LXVII.-Ohanges in the proportion oj people wearing different garment 
in the United Provinces. 

Urban areaa. Rural areas. -
-

1914 IMI 1914 1941 
Percentage. Percentage. Percentage. Percentage. 

• 
Men--

, Dhotis or lungis • · · M 85 99 99 
" 

Kurta. or shirt . · · · 99 . 99 40 '10' 
, 

Achkhan or ooat · · · 10 40" (0) (.) 
, 

TUrban . . · · Ii (0) • '10 10./ 

-Caps 0 ~ · · · 60 85 ' , 35 ~ 
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TABLE LXVII.-Ohanges in the proportion of people weriring different garment 
in the United Provinces-contd. 

Urban areas. ' Rural areas. 

~ -
• 1914 1941 1914 1941 

Percentage. Percentage. Perce.ntage. Percentage: 

Women-

Lebngas and dupattaa • · 96 5'" 100 40 .... 

San. and dbotis • 5 91i I (al 60 

Petticoats . . (al 70' (al (al 

Cholia • . · 50 (al 70 5'-. 
Jumper · (al 75 (al (a) 

. 
Ohildren--,B01J8-

-
Shorts (al 50 . 50 50 . . · , 

Trousers (paritsl pO 5 . (al (al 
1 .: • ... 

" 

Ohildren-Girla-

Frocks , , 11 40 (al (a) 

(al NiZ or negligible. 

The most noteworthy changes are in regard to women's clothes. The 
proportion of women weax:ing lehngas has fallen from 95 per cent to 5 per cent; 
in urban areas and 100 per cent to 40 per cent in rural ar~, whilst the pro:" 
portion of people using saris has increased from 5 per cent to 95 per cent 

. in urban areas and from niZ to 60 per cent in rural apeRs. The proportion 
of women using the old-fashioned cholis has fallen from 50 per cent, to n~l 
in urban areas and'from 70 per cent to 5 per cent in rural areas, while the 
proportion using petticoats and, jumpers in the towns has increased frOI»; 
practically nil to 70 per cent and 75 per cent respectively; In regard t(} 
men. the change respecting the head-dress is the most striking. In towns 5 
per cent of the people wore turbans in 191~; hardly anyone wears it to:-day. 
In rural areas, the proportion of turban users has fallen from 70 per cent to 10 
per cent. At the same time the proportion of cap-wearers has increasedf rom 
60 per cent to 85 per cent in towns and 5 per cent to 35 per cent in rural 
areas. • 

These statistics may be somewhat starlling, but while one may not agr~e 
about the exact proportions,(l;he genetal trend is unquestionable) Although 
the proportions given from other parts of Norther!;), India are not so st:riking, 
'similar changes have been taking place all over N Qrthern India and in..a generai 
way throughout India,' In Bihar also the proportion, of woIIlen' wearing saris 
has increased, the use of chaddar by men .has drastically gone down, and shirta 
or kurtas are much more in evidence; In the Pbnjab; a<;lc9rdingto tM Director 

. of Industries, women and clill.dren have~eft 6ff ~neold styles of clpth (le~ng(J 
. ".. '.. J ~. J ~ : ( ,'. . '- i',\ •.. ,~1 '," ~" ~{ 
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or sutkan, shirt and dupatta) woven from hand-spun yarn, and are now using 
mill-made fabrics. Cotton phulkaris, khaddar shirts and tight salwars have 
given place to mill-made muslins, scarfs, gumtis, khaddar crepe shirts, salwarS', 
etc. In Chittagong (Bengal), Muslim ladies, who formerly wore tamens and 
rumals are today seen in mill-made printe~ clothes. 

In Bombay, according to the Director of Industries, gold~lace turban cloths 
and red pagotas (with gold-I~ce headings), have been superseded by caps, hats 
'etc.; the use of uparnas has ceased altogether; angarkkas have been replaced 
'by coats made of mill-cloth; the use of knitted under-vests, sports shirts, 
cardigan jackets and sweaters has been spreading rapidly. Among women, 
cholis have been largely replaced by polkas and blouses of a wide variety of 
designs and the use' of shelas or selas (invariably 'a hand-woven fabric and 
costly) has nearly stopped. Girls and young women now·wear frocks, jumpers, 
and. underwears in place of saris and khans. 

South India, which has been the stronghold of traditional dress, has also 
been changing rapidly in recent years. Among men; turbans have been almost 
entirely discontinued, at least in the towns; angavastrams have also fallen 
into desuetude and in their place shirts and hosiery goods have come in. The 
use of drill shorts has mcreased, everywhere both among. men and boys, 
especially in urban area!" and this has ~educed the demand for dhotis. 

The effects of all this on the handloom industry have been far-reaching. 
The lehngas and dupattas formerly used commonly by Hindu women and 
salu.ars and kurtas worn by the Muslim women were invariably made of hand
loom cloth, but the saris and dhotis which have taken their place are largely 
made with mill-made cloth. The adoption of saris in the towns made the 
nse of petticoats desirable, and,in this also the mill-cloth is preferred. When. 
men discontinued the use of the traditional pagris or pagotas, they either 
took up caps or made plain turbans with cheaper mill-cloth like tarsuti mulls. 
The disuse of the old turbans has affected many centres throughout the country. 
In several hap.d-weaving centres like Bulandshahr and Sikandrabad in the 
United Provinces, la):ge number of weavers were thrown out of employment 
by this. Burhanpur (Central.Provinces), where a large weaving population 
prospered for long by making fashionable silk cloths for the upper- classes in 
Central India and even exported luxury goods to Persia, is now in a decaying 
condition owing to the disappearance of this trade. The turban cloths made 
were from 10 to 50 yards long and were priced at anything up to Rs. 50. Many 
other centres in Central Provinces (Chanda, Seoni, Champa, etc.) have also 
suffered the same fate .. Yeola in Bombay, Amreli in Baroda, and Paithan 
and Nanded in Hyderabad, were also turban weaving centres but no longer. 
Certain centres in South India, especially Coimbatore, Satyamangalam and 
Dindigal, formerly supplied turban cloth not only in :Madras Presidency and 
Mysore but also in Bombay Presidency, Central Provinces and Berar. Till 
1915, Coimbatore flourished as a centre of turban cloth, made with spun silk 
and mixed silk yarn, but when the prople of Maharashtra began to wear caps, 
the wise weavers of ,Coimbatore enlarged their sari weaving trade and thus 
made up the loss. But the less enterprising weavers elsewhere were not able 
to follow such an example. 

142.- Qual£ty competition.-Competition of a somewhat different category 
came ~o'operate when middle-class people of both sexes began to prefer light 
mill-made saris and' dhotis to the traditional heavy lace-bordered saris and 
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dhotis previously worn. The garment remained the same; the mode of wear
ing also continued; but the amor propre of the weavers was for something 
lighter and smarter than the old-fashioned fabrics, hoary with age. All over 
India, Hindu men of higher castes used to wear laced-border dhotis, and 
especially for high-caste Hindus it was a prescribed religious custom to wear 
certain handloom cloths like pitambar or yellow silk garment on special occa
sions. During the last few decades such habits have fallen into desuetude 
and men., especially younger men, have begun to wear plain mill dhotis. In 
this way the gundanchu dhotis of Salem and Conjeevaram (Madras), and the 
silk or fancy-bordered dhotis of Serampore and Pharasdanga (Bengal), and 
of Umrer (Central Provinces) have gone out of fashion and those who had been 
making lIuch dhotis have lost their employment. In some of these places 
(e.g., Umrer), mavers took to making plain dhotis but could not compete 
with the mills. The~ superior handloom dhotis of Petlad (Baroda) were first 
replaced by Manchester dhotis whic~ in tum have been replaced by Indian 
mill dhotis. Similarly" Dacca and Santipur dhotis with ribbed or. figured 
heading and fancy borders have been replaced by mill dhotis. Just as men 
wore lace-bordered dhotis, women of the middle class formerly wore silk or 
lace-bordered saris and on ceremonial 'occasions only wore silk saris of colours 
suited to the occasion. For long they were relucta;nt tcf use mill-made saris, 
at any rate on ceremonial occasions. But gradually ideas changed; a pre
ference for washable Baris woven with elegant designs came among the younger 
women, and thus mill patals in Bombay and grey or coloured mill saris else
where have come into fashion. Such changes in fashions have brought about 
disastrous results in many well-known centres which had long supplied middle'
class saris. Poona, Ilkal, 'and other centres in Bombay, where the traditional 
types of s,aris were made, have greatly suffered. Burhanpur (Central Provinces) 
'was severely hit by the falling demand for jari-bordered saris. Santipur 
(Bengal) fell on evil days when its elegant lace-bordered cotton saris had ~o 
compete with the cheaper mill saris with attractive jacquard-border from 
Bombay and Ahmedabad. In Madras, formely coloured' silk and cotton 
hand-woven saris of nine yards length had been the fashion, but now women 
wear shorter mill-made saris on all occasions, and generally they are white or 
of light colour. Thus hand-weaving .centres like Kornad, Salem and Uppada 
have lost much of their custom, and looms which at one time were active are 
now plying only occasionally. In the case of bothsaris'and dhotis, the suc
cessful competition of the mills was not only due to the ,change of fashions, 
but to an opportunity given to them by a combination of circumstances of 
which the principal one was the Congress ban on cloth made of imported yam. 
That ban prevented the hand-weavers in several centres from maintaining 
their production, and by the time high count yarns of cotton from the Indian 
mills became .. available in India, the custom had already passed from the 
handlooms to the mills. ' 

In the case of lungis there was formerly some competition from imported 
(Dutch) lungis, but this was not very effective as a properly checked lungi 
cannot be economically produced in the mills. But the result was the same 
when competition came from the printed lungis and dyed poplins. 'The Bengal 
chaddars have been for long the preserve of the handloom industry, but latter
ly the fine chaqdars and uranis made in Bankura have been.replnced by sh.irts 
or coats. The replacement of the indigenous musarika kapada byroill-made 

M' 
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inosquito curtams has also affected handlooms in many parts of Bengal. The 
woollen kamblis formerlY,used all over India in the colder months were hand
woveh, but latterly mill-made rugs and 'kamblis have come into common use 
and have thus ousted the dearer hand-woven stuff. In this way,fmdirect 

,competition of many kinds has been operating all over India and this has 
led to the decline o~ many hand-weaving centre9 
, 143. Price competition.-Had the competition been only indirect, i.e., 
from one style or garment to another, the position of the handloom would 
!lot have been so materially affected. But what really happ'ened was that 

(!'ide by side with such indirect competition there was also going on a much 
more direct competition, i.e., one fabric replacing another of similar kind by 
being cheaper. Such a competition has been taking place <wer a wide range 
of counts and clothlf> This competition was greatly helped by the steady fall 
that had been going on in the price of piecegoods from 1926 to 1936,-a factor 
which greatly weakened the competitive power of the hand-woven cloth. 
Prices of mill cloth went down owing to internal and external competition, 
but the handlooms were not able to keep pace with this. It meant to them 
straitening their belt or closing down. 

Samples of hand-woVe,n cloth as well as of competing mill cloth have been 
sent to us from several Provinces and States. Among these, there are some 
which illustrate the price competition which has been going on between hand
loom and mill-cloths. Appendix XXIX contains full details about these; 
in the following table (Table LXVIII) we reproduce some of these particulars. 
(Numbers of samples as entered in the table and mentioned in the text that 
follows are those given in Appendix ~IX). . 
TABLE LXVIII.-D£scription of samples of mill and handloom fabrics. 

Number 
of 

item. 
Description. Handloom. Mill. 

13 Sari (coloured) . Dhulia (Bombay) New Pralap MillB, Dhulia. 
45" X 8 yards. 48" X 8 yaros, 
Warp-20s, Warp-24s, 
Weft-24s. Weft...-32s. 
Ends per inoh 32, Ends per inch 40, 
Picks per inch 48, Picks per inch 40, 
Price per piece 66 as., Price per piece 56 as., 
Date of sale 16.'W..4l, Date of sale 16:s4f, 
Weight 64 tolas, Weight 60 tolas, 
Ii" artificial silk dobby Ii' two·fold cotton 
border. mercerised dobby border. 

14 Sari (coloureCij . Sholapur (Bombay) ShoW,pur Spi"ning and W_ 

" 42" X 71 yards, ing Co., LId., PallCharan. 
Warp-20s, 42" X 8 yards, 
Weft-20s, Warp-20s, 
Ends per 'in~h 36, Weft,-l8s, 

" Picks perinoh 48" Ends per inch 36, 
Price per pieoe .64, as,., Picks per inch 32, 
'Date of sale 16-8-41, 'Price per piece 46 as., 
Weight 77 tolas, Date oha.le I6.8-4l, 
3i" llkal border with ani· Weight.64i tolae, 

ficial Bilk, 3" imitation llka.l border with 

• Plain heading. 15" with ani· cotton, "" plain hee.diDg 
, ficial silk. with cotton. 



Number 
of 

item. 

23 

3) 

Description. 

• 

Coloure4 sari • 

Sari 

Bleached sari 

8 Dhotis • 

9 Dhotis • 

COMPE~tIO~. 

Handloom. 

Bengal 
«'x i yards, 
Warp-40s, 
Weft--40s, " 

~ 

Mill. 

, Ba'll.fl48ri CoUmr. Milla. 
«' x 5 yards, , 
Wal'p--4Os (approximate). 
Weft-4Os, I 
Ends per inch 46, 
Picks per inch 36, 
Price per piece 231 as. 
Date of sale'18-6-41. 

Ends per inch 50, 
Picks per inch ~, 
Price per piece '26 88., 
Date ofsale 18-6'41; 
Weight 37 tol88, 

ilyed," wBI'p,' dyed weft, 
plain bnrder,~ .. in ~~~th. 

Weight 38 tol88 • Geef;a', _ 
Grey 'Warp,' cOloured ~el\ 21· 
. plain border. 

Venkatagiri (}!adr88/ 
36' x 6 yards, ,,,.' 
Warp-6OS; 
Weft;.::...608, 
Ends l'er inch 70, 
Picks per inch 74, 
Price per piece 58 88_, 
Date of sale 5-\1-41, 
Ii' plain botder;' , 

• Venkatagiri (Madr88~ 
43'x 7 yards (gre,'t/
Warp-60s; " 
We~Os, 
Ends per inch GO, 
Picks per inch 64, 
Price per piece ~ 88. 
Date of sale 5-9-41'-

Santipur (Bengal). 
47' X 51 yards, 
Warp-90s, 
Weft--80s, 
Ends 'per inch SO, 
Picks per'inch !!O, 
Jacquard border 200s, 
Width 3i', 
Price per piece 60 as_, 
Dateof sale 2,~-~~-tl. 

Kalladakurichi (Madras). 
50'x 2/4 yards, ,'" " 
Warp-26s; .' 
Weft-26s, 
Ends per inch 56, 
Picks per inch 48, 
Price per ya.rd t as., 
Date of sale 4-3-41. 

Madras. 
4S' X 2/4 yards, 
Warp-20s, 

, Weft-20s, 
Ends per inoh :-'8, 
Picks per' inch ~, 
Price per yard ~ M., 
Date of sale 4-3-4L 

. I· ~ .. '~ .. , 

Maftlal Milla, NatJ4ari. 
46' X 6 yards, I 
Warp-60S, 
Weft-72s, 
Ends per inch 70. 
Picks per inch- 52, 
Price per piece 46 M., 
Date of sale 5,9;4l',' 
Ii' plain border. 

Maftlal Fine Milla, NatJBari. 
45' X 7 yards (bleachetl). 
Warp-6Os, I 

Weft-60s, 
Ends per inch 58, 
Picks per inch 48, 
Price per piece 46 M., 
Date of sale 5-9~4l.' 

Ram1crialm4 Mills, .A.AmedabaIJ 
45'X5l yards, i 
Warp-80s, 
Weft-70s, 
Ends per inch 68, 
Picks per inch 56, • 
Jacquard border 2oos. 
Width 31', 
Price per piece ,53 as., 
Date of sale 26-10-41. 

Gadag Milla. 
46' X 2/4 yards, 
Warp-28s, 
Weft-28s, 
Ends per inch 52, 
Picks per inch 48, 
Price per yard 21 88., 
Date of sale 4-~41. 

Coimbatore Mill8.', 
48'x 2/4 yards, • 
Warp-ISs, 
Weft-2OS, 
Ends per inch 44, 

! Picks per inch 40, 
Price per yard 0-4-10. 
Date of sale 4-3·41. 

if2 --
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TABLE LXVIII.-Description of samples. of mill and handloom fabrics-contil. 
\ 

Number 
of 

item. 
Description. Handloom. Mill. . . 

w 
Dhotis 

. 
11 Kalladakurichi (Madras). G&do.g Mills • 

• 52' X 2/4 yards, ' 46' X 2/4 yards, 
Warp-26e, " Warp-2Ss, . 
Weft-26s,.. . Weft-28s, 
Ends per inca 56, Ends per inch 52, 
Picks per inch «, Picks per inch 4S, 
Price per yard 5 as;, Price per yard 21 as., 

• Date of sale 30-5-41. Date of sale. 30-5-41. 

12 Dhotis · · Kavundapadi (Madras). VasanI/J Mi~, Coi.",hakYre. 
4S'x 2/4 yards, . 

4S' X 2/4 yards, 
Warp-20s, Warp-20s, 
Weft-20e, Weft-ZOe, 
Ends per inch 4S, Ends per inch 48, 
Picks per inch 42, Picks per inch 40, 
Price per piece 22 as., Price per piece 19l _, 
Date of sale 9-6-41. Date of sale 9-6-4\. 

16 Dhotis • · Bihar. Baroda Colton Mills. 
«' X 41 yards, 41'X 5 yards, 
Warp-2Os, Warp-ISs, 
Weft-3Os, Weft-2Se, 
Ends per inch «, Ends per mch «, 
Picks per inch 48, Picks per inch 40, 
Price per piece 23 as., Price per piece 19 as., 
Date of sale 2.7-41. Date of sale 4-7-41. 

3 Dhotis · · Puthur, Madras. .Ahmedabad Mills. 
50' to 52'x2/5 yards, 4S' X 2/5 yards, 
Warp-40s, Warp-40s, 
Weft-40s, Weft-46s, 
Ends per inch 60, Ends per inch 64, 
Picks per inch 64, Picks per inch 48, 
Price per yard 41 as., Price per yard 4 as., 
Date of sale 9.6·41, Date of sale 9-6-41, 
t' dobby border. t' dobby border. 

.. 
24 Dhotis · · Bengal Bafl{/am Colton Mil". 

«'X 5 yards, «'X 10 yards, 
Warp-4Os, Warp-24B (approximate), 
Weft-40s, Weft-32s, 
Ends per inch 50, :Ends per inch 56, 
Picks per inch 54, Picks per inch «, 
Price per piece 20 as., Price per piece 19 _, 
Date of sale lS·6·41, Date of sale 18-6-41, 
Weight 321 tolas. Weight 41 tolas •. 

~ 

28 Dho.is . · · Bankura, Bengal Bafl{/am Colton MiUa. . «'X 5 yards, «'X 5 yards, . 
Warp-40s, Warp-Us (approximate), 
Weft-40s, Weft-32s (approximate), 
Ends per inch 56, Ends per inch 56, 
Picks per inch 52, Price pt'r piece 19 as., 
Price per piece 21 as., Date.of sale 30-3-41, 
Date of sale 30-3·41, Picks per inch 44, 
Weight 311 tolas. Weight 41 tolas. 

0 -. 
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TABLE LXVIII.-Description oj samples oj miU and lw,ndtoomJabrics~Clrl. 

Number 
of Description. Handloom. Mill. 

item. . 
-- . 

3 . 
7 Thorthu Taliparamba, Madras. A. D. Cotkm Mill8, Quilml. 

3O'x58", 33' X 58', 
W arp-2/2Oa, 4 Wa~2/21s, . Weftr-2/2Oa, Weftr-2/21s, 
Ends per inch 29, Ends per inch 29, 
Picks peT inch 24, Picks per inch 16, 
Price peT piece 41 as., Price per piece 0-3-11, 
Date of aale 9-6-41. Date of sale 9-6-41. 

25 • '!Jangal. Dobby border, grey Name of the-mill is not given: 
chaddars. 50' X 3 yards, Chaganlall Madhavjee, Cal· 

Wa~2/20s, cutta is the name of the 
Weftr-IOls, dealer. 
Ends per inch 32, 45' X 3 yards, 
Picks per inch 32, W~s, 
Price per piece 16 as., Weftr-I2s, 
Date of sale 18-6-41, Ends per inch 32~ 
Weight 481 tolas. Picks per inch 34, 

Price per piece 12 as., 
Date of sale 18-6-41, 
Weight 561 talas. 

30 Coloured and oheck Bengal. (Mill's name not given) (Bengal) 
chaddar. M' X 21 yards, 51' x 3 yards, 

W~2s, Warp--32s, 
Weft-32s, Weft-32s (approximate), 
Ends per inch 56, Ends per inch 56, 
Picks per in('h 44, • Pioks per inch 58, 
Price per piece 32 as., Price per piece 25 as., 
Date of sale 30.3-41, Date of sale 30·3-41, 
Weight 33 talas. Weight 371 tolas. 

144. Oompetition in saris . ...(The most serious competition is in saris of 20s • ./ 
to 40s. counts.) The mills have been operating in this field for some decades 
and have made headway putting on the market saris more or less resembling 
the bandloorri -varieties in the counts of yam used, dimensions, colour and 
the- nature of the border. But at the same time they gave them a superior 
appearance by some special design on the border, by better finish, etc. It is 
this little modification that enables the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
to say that"tbe mills are not making saris" exactly of the count which the 
bandlooms make". This may be so in a legal or technical sense, but economi· 
cally this slight change does not make any difference. The point to be -noted 

- is that Qhe. consumer gets the fabric that he is accustomed to use, -with a. 
slightly more finished appearance and at a lower price.l This naturally makes 
him prefer the mill fabric. We have got several samples of coloured saris from 
Bombay, e.g., No. 13. (Dhulia, mill sari, 20s. warp and 24s. weft), and No. 14 
(Sh9laPur, handloom sari, 20s. warp and 20s. weft). The competing saris 
are nearly of tbe same counts of yarn, colour, border, etc. Although there 
are slight differences, these samples are a clear case of direct competition. 
The difference in price between the Sholapur sari and the competing mill 
sari is only 2 annas, but that makes a great deal of difference in a price 
market like India. Such competition began in Sholapur as early as 1910, 



iio 
~\len a min ihere began t6 ma~e sari~ 'of 'counts 'ZOs to '3'Os, seiling them at ~ 
slIghtly lower price than tl1e handIO'om variety .. Previously, Sholapur hand
weavers had markets in Khandesh and the Central Provinces, but they were 
Rlso subsequently lost ow~g to the 'comp'etition. M local inills, On spite of 
s!lch ,c():t;Dp~~i~i5>J?), theJ~landl~orq" ~,~us.try in Shoiapur is still holdilig out, 
chieHy owing to,its, f~irly good organiSati0!3> Instances 'of 'diie"ct 'comJpet~tion 
have 'als'o been rece'~ve~ from Ahin:edna~~1T: and ,Sangamner. In the, former 
place, 600 100D;lS were engaged ~efore 1925 on the production of saris of counts 
208 to 24s with merceriSed borders, but when a nUll at Dhulia made 'Similar 
saris at slightly lower, prIces, the WeaverS at Ahmednagar had to give up 
weaving those saris. We were told that tIley 'then changed over to saris of 
higher counts, 30s to 40s with stripes andcheckB; but the mills soon pro
duced those kinds also., I:limilarly, a type of saris formerlfmade at Sangamner 
is said to have been 'ousted by mill-made saris from 'Chalisgaon: Thus "the 
competition 'seenis 'to have been pretty keen. ., 

Competition of 8., som~what simlliu:kind has 'apparently been going on in 
the Central Provinc~s., We ha.'v,e 'receiy'ed froD!- ~he DirQctor of Iridustries 
of that Province many sainples of competing cloths. Some of thefn are cases 
clearly of 4irect competition. The mills have been producing saris similar 
in nearly all details to satis made traditionally on the handlooms. Competi
tion in medium counts has been even more active in Bengal. The peculiarity 
pf some o! ~he~e(e"g., No. 23) is that it is ,woven with dyed yarn, and such 
work has been till lately the monopoly of the handloom 'weavers. Latterly, 
the mills started weaving such saris and have 'OlIsted thehandloom saris of 
that 'variety. Severa] centres in ~engal also 'have suffered in.this manner . 

. , OM:ill, competit,ion in .sa~ of high'cqunts is c~mparatively recenV We have 
got thxee samples of hIgh-count bleached saris (Nos. 4, 5 and 31 m :yXVIII). 
Nos. 4 and 5 are from Venkatagiri (Madras) which compete with mill cloths 
of the same counts, colour and ,pattern. Both are of 60s warp and 60s weft . 
. They are similar to competing mill saris inmost respect!loand are easily 

. >tepladeable'; but'ihe rnillsaris are cheaper, and, therefore, they have been 
'making headway. No. 31 is aSantipiIr sari of 90s warp an& 80s, weft with 
'a jacquard border 31", wide. The 'competing Inill sari is slightly of lower 
'counts, lighter in weight 'and the elegant . artificial 'silk design of its border 
along with its lower price gives it an advantage over the handloom sari. 

In the case of high-coimt 'saris like the above, the mill conipetition started 
'only about ten years ago, Until then handlooms made such saris 'with foreign 
;yarn., Taking advantage of the high import tariff on foreign yam, the mills 
pushed on the spinning of high-cqimt yanis 'arid Soon some of them utilized 
them in weaving finer saris and dhotis. Various' other circumstances which 
helped the inills in this matter have been explained elsewhere. 

, I 

J . 145. O~p.etit~. in dhotis.--I.i,n the. case of dhotis, 'a~ i~ t~at of saris, direct 
mill competItIOn 18 m respect of medIUm counts;> Dhot18 of fine count~ had 
been imported previously in large quantities and these did displace some of 
the superior dhotis previously in use, but such imported dhotis had not 
encroached on the mfdium and low-count dhotis worn by the common people 
in the countrys"de. Such competition started when the ,Indian mills in 
Sout~ern and Western India began to manufa~ture dhotis suited to the peculiar 
re9,ulrements of the people. The Madras Provincial Handloom Weavers' 
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Co-operative Society has sent 1pI several samples of similar Illille.nd han<J-
100m dhotis of counts ranging from 20s to 4o0s which are believed to compet~. 
in the market. Of thes.e samples NOB. 8, 9, 11, 12 and 16 are coarse types of 
dhotis, from 20s to 30s counts. The mill samplelj are from Navsari, Shola
pur, Gadag, Coimbatore an<l, Quilon. and are almost identical make, dhabi
washed and apparently pass Jor khaddar dhotis. We have /llso seen such 
dhotis in the warehouses of merchants in iI!any parts of South India. ~ 
certain quantity of such dhotis is ... exported to Malaya and other plantation 
areas where Indians have colonised. (The mllrgin of differencei,n price 
between the competing dhotis is very narrow, but it is the determining factor 
in the case of the consumers of such cloth, who are .IIJ.QStlY,met;i of smaUincomes) 
The result of such competition has been a large .faU. in dhot! weaving on hand
looms.. In Bengal, according to the .Direct9r of lndustties,Bome cl;l,sses of 
medium-count dhotis have ... ltogether ceased productio~. In Madras, dho.ti 
weaving in Madura declined twenty years ago. In other centres, produc
tion has been going 'On, in spite of the low profit~argin. But in Salem, Con~ 
jeevaram and other centres production has greatly diminished. In .Hydera
bad, about 15 years ago, fine and coar$e .grey dhot~ with solid and ordinary 
b.orders were being produced, ,but due to mill cOplpetition weavers are now 
making only plain-border coarse dhotls. There iaalso price competition .in 
dhotis of counts 40s to 50s or even 60s. Three samples for these have been 
sent to us (Nos. 3, 24 and 28). No 3 is a handloom dhoti .from l'uthur (Madras~ .. 
408 by 40s counts. The competing cloth is from an .Ahmedabadmill and 
the weft is of slightly higher counts. Both have a d~bby border .. Similar
samples have also been received from Bengal. 

146. Competition in 9umchas.-A tovtel (called by various .names in 
dillerent parts of India,;9'Umclia,panclia, thorthu, etc.) is a very ,popular )rind 
of cloth, especially among the common people. 110nnerly the pOQrer classes 
wore gumchas as loin cloth and even now in the up-country tracts, this,ia done, 
At first competition came :qom :superior varietie~ of mill.towels, but as they 
were dearer, the old-fashioned gwmahas did ,not feel tlj.e strain. Latterly, 
certain. mills, especially .in South India. have'been mll-king ;rough uncalendered 

.uumchas some}Vhat resembling the handloom towels, ~nd, therefore,competi
tion has become effective and. many handloom centres all over the :country 
have sufiered... 1 The hereditary .weavers of Malabar (Salis) had given up the 
production of every other fabric and had been confj.nin.g themselves to tWs 

. pne line of production, viz., thorthus, which they. considered as their. preserve. 
But some mills in Coimbatore and Malabar Coast are trying to. make exaptly 
the same kind of coarse dhotis of small dimensions and are therepy,encroach .. 
ing on a very ancient line of production which has long been left :to the hand~ 
.loom weavers. Sample No.7 is a thortku from Taliparamba (.Malabar), where 
a large population of Salis have been counting on this as their only means 
of livelihood. We have seen several other samples of such thortllus and it 
must be said that some of them are of identical make, and it is believed that 
some mills had intended their fabric to look like, and pass for, hand-woven 
thorthus. 

147. Competit£on· in chaddars.-In Bengal, the coloured hand-woven 
.chaddar was formerly a very populargarmen.t. .TJie handloom weavers have 

long considered this as their monopoly, and several centres have been enrrarred 
W. making them, especially BaD..kuraand Pabna. The demand for chaJj~£ts 
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has considerably fallen in recent years by the disuse of the habit of wearbg 
such Ii garment, and even that limited demand is now met largely by the 
mitIs. A few years ago, mills began to make chaddars resembling hand loom 
chaddars and sold them at lower price. Two samples of competing chaddars 
are given in the Table LXVIII (Nos: 25 and 30). One of them is a coloured 
check chaddar (No. 30) and it is a clear case of mills closely imitating hand
looms in a field which had long been occupied by the latter. 

148. Competition in shirtings and coatings.-Coarse grey plain shirtings 
have always been made in Inq.ia on the handlooms and these used to have a 

. steady demand among the village middle-classes who needed it for their 
kumees and angarkhas. The handloom weavers, therefore, enjoyed the benefit 
of the village market existing almost at their doors. The mills could produce 
such cloths of better texture and of finer counts with an attradive finish given 
by the process of caJendering at a cheaper price and the improvement in com-

. munications made it possible for the mill goods to be ..sold in the village 
markets. We have received samples from Yemmiganur, Bellary District. 
(The price of mill cloth which i~ c~lepdered and contains a higher number of 
ends and picks and of couats 20s corries to 3·43 annas per square yard while 
2'86 annas per square yard is the ptice of the handloom cloth whic!t is -of 
counts lOts and contains 4 ends and 4 picks less than the mill cloth) The 
mill cloth produced out of finer counts of yarn, with a superior finish and 
better texture, is preferred by the consumers who no longer want to look at a 
coarse unfinished hand-made cloth, though slightly cheaper. 

(With regard to striped and checked cotton shirtings and coatings, the cost 
of manufacture in handloom favourably compares with that in the mill) The 
.advantage in handloom is tl).at fOl'"a piece of 24 yards, a design could be made, 
and, the scope of a variety of designs is, therefore, relatively greater than 
that in the mills. But the principal defect with the handloom weaver is 
that~e is unable to keep up the standard qualities and, therefore, loses the 
markets which he established with difficulty in the beginning. Not only 
the factory owners of Cannanore and Calicut but the Sengunda weaver 
merchant of Erode who has a thousand looms under him have taken care to 
maintain quality and are able to sell their shirtings and coatings in competi
tion with mills. In· several other centres of Madras-Trichengode, Attayam
patty, Ammapet, Yemmiganur and Guntur-such fabrics are being made. 
A Marwari merchant of Daltonganj (Bihar) has successfully demonstrated 
'-the possibility of marketing hand-woven goods in competition with similar 
goods and have 100 weaver~ under him. 

Another quality of shirtings produced by the handloom weavers is out 
of imported mercerised and fancy yarns. The mills make similar types of 
goods out of the imported yarns also. It is said that similar types of cloth 
mercerised or silk-finished by the mills compete with the handloom products ; 
but the mill goods get a good price. But (with a better organisation for a 
cheaper supply of yarn and for disposal of the hand-made products in the urban 
markets there is no reason why the handloom weavers should not be able 
to hold their own in this field. Unlike speciality products, shirtings and 
coatings being staple linlls, have an extensive and growing market of great 
po~entiality in India, in view of the changes of fashions in men's wear des
cribed elsewhere. In these lines, therefore, the handlooms may be actively 
encouraged to increase their productiotY Since the outbreak ')f the Japanese 
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war and the loss of the 'Zungi.market, vigorous attemptiare Qeing made to' 
switch over handloomB in places like Gudiyattam, ,(riplicane, Washermanpet, 
etc. to the production of shirtings. Hand-calendering of the products is also 
prevalent. There is no doubt that the war, while it has disturbed the market 
for handloom products in other ways, has created an opening as well as an 
opportunity for the handloom industry in this direction. 

149. Unfair competition.-As stated aboft(we do not consider the existing ~ 
competition as unfair,) Mills making saris or handloomB making coatings 
and shirtings do nof constitute an encroachment. Even the copying cif 
designs cannot be regarded as an encroachment sd long as' there is no law 
prohibiting it. In the last few decades, foreign mills, 'Indian mills and hand
looms have been copying one another's designs. It may be contended that 
the encroachment that is unfair can arise when mills make any speciality 
cloth which by its very nature is regarded as handloom's preserve, but if mills 
ale able to make sJl.ch fabrics economically its speciality character disappears. 
No doubt society has a right when social justice calls for it to prohibit either 
the mills or the handlooIDs from prdau,cing any special fabric, but this power 
must be used with discrimination. d'ompetition really becomes unfair, when 
one industry makes fabrics intended to pass for-the products of the other and 
where deliberate price-cutting is practise<P We have already shown 

,that certain mills have been making unfinished dhotis and towels of a coarse 
kind (generally below 14s) which pass for hand-woven cloth. There 
are also examples of other coarse grey cloths of inferior texture being heavily 
finished to. give the buyer a. false idea of superiority over similar handloom 
cloth. It is said that certain cloth dealers buy mill-made mulls and convert 
'them into saris after dyeing or printing them. 

It has· also been alleged by weavers that unfair price-cutting is resorted 
to by mills. It is said that the mills sell at low prices cloths which compete 
with handloom products and make good the loss by selling other cloths at 
profitable prices. We have not been able to go into the question, 'as it would 
require a careful analysis of mill cloths for which information has not been 
. placed in our hands. . 

We have also found in many parts of India that a great deal of competi
tion exist" within the handloom industry itself. For instance, lungi weavers 
in Chittagong complained that there is a serious competition from Madras. 
Similarly, silk weavers in Sualkuchi (Assam) complained of competition from 
Mysore and Benares handloom goods. Owing to' competition from South 
Indian centres weavers in Mysore are said to have given up the production of 
cotton dhotis and taken to the weaving of cotton and artificial silk saris. In 
some places, the quality of handloom cloth has deteriorated owing to such 
competition, and this has been dealt with in Chapter, VI, It has also been 
alleged that there is unfair competition among handloom weavers but we have 
not been able to gather any evidence of it. 

150. Encroachments of the handloom~-The Millowners' Association 
Bombay, state that there is evidence to show that the handlooms have recently 
encroached on the styles of goods produced by the mills. "Coatings and 
'shirtings, especially of printed yarn and check designs, were the monopoly 
of mills only a few years ago, but the handlooms have now imitated the mil1; 
and have begun to produce just the same type of coatings and shirtings," 
Shirts and coats of an old type (kumees and angarklta) have always been used 
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in India, and cloths lor these garments have . also beeJ,l made by the hand
l'Qoms for centuries. Even if we take the modem kinds of coatings and shirt~ 
jngs they were first made in Malabar at the Basel Mission handloom factories 
from about]85I. Printed yam, on the other hand, is a new type of raw 
,material. i.t may be true that the Indian mills were first in this field, but . 
the use of printed yarn came fromf01'eign countries, and if mills have com~ 
mitted no wrong in pJ.aking of slWhyam in India,we ca.nnot blame the hand
loom weaver for using the same material. - The hand-weavers were naturally 
-slow in taking up new ideas and it is no wonder that they used printed yarn 
later than roWs) As for.check desigus, it has been stated in Chapter IV that 
checks were made by·,the Basel Mission factory in Malabar long before most 
Indian mills were started. They also ~ade the first khaki drill, and this has 
now become almost a monopoly of the mills. <.13oth mills and handlooms have 
'borrowed each other's designs, but this is nothllig very objectionable) 'this 
goes on all over the world. except where law prevents it. At any rate, it must 
be admitted that while the mill production of cloth similar to that Qf hand
looms has resulted in unemployment OlVer wide areas, similar action by the 
handloom has scarcely been ,perceived ,by the mills. Such is the difierence 
in the position of the two inqustries. ., 

151. PQW6'T'~om ·competition.-:-As .alrea~y st~ted,Ca more serious rival to 
'the ltandloom mdustrythan mills has arISen m the small-Bcale powerloom 
factories~ • This rivaloomb~es in itself, ·owingto its medium-scale produc
tion, the advantages of botE. mills and handlooms. It can utilize cheap elec
trical power and' avail itself of the modern at>pliances in weaving. The com
petition of powerloomtl is a growing phenomenon; "about 15 years ago the 
handlooms had nothing to fear ·from them. Powerlooms are not subject to 
'any irksome restrictions such as the Factories Act or special taxes. As such, 
th~y are a source of competition in important lines to the mills as well. vThe, 
~ost of production in powerlooms is comparatively low owing to small over
ihead charges and economies of .mechanical production. Thus the contest has 
.now beoome a three-cornered one. , 

The principal fabrics in which powerlooms offer serious competition to the 
,handlooms are saris, shirtings and coatings, and fancy cloths of various kinds. 
While, however, in the Punjab and at some of the Bombay centres, such as 

,Burat and Bhiwandi, powerlooms produce fine cloths Qut of spun-silk and 
,artificial silk and mercerised cotton, the powerlooms of the .Bombay Deccan' 
,have la.rgely specialized in saris produced from mercerised and doubled cotton 
yam. (so far as the handloom industry as,a whole is concerned, there is both 

:direct and indirect competition offered, by powerloom~ The hand-made 
<coloured saris of Gandevi and ,Navsari (Baroda), ,Sholapur, IIkal, and Guled
,gud have to face the fierce competition ·of poyrerloom produced goods from 
,Surat, IchaIkaranji,Sholapur, Dhulia, etc. The Director of Industries, Mysore, 
in a special note on this subject, .states :' "There are at present about 300 
powerlooms working in 26 cottages in Bangalore City, where cotton coatings 
'as well as :filature silk saris ,of various patterns .and designs are being manu
·factured. In recent years, considerable improvements have been effected 
in the manufacture of these saris and .the general tendency of the people has 
also turned to the fancy shades 'and designs of cloths ,produced cheaply on 
the powerlooms, with the result that a large number of siIk,handloom weavers 
of ~an~alore have lost th.eir hold on the market ,md consec.tuentlr been thrown, 
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'out of employlnent." At DodbanapUr, another powerloom centre, we are 
further informed, that "as a result bf keen competition from these loom's, 
the il1lmber of haiulloonls in 'thls toWn has 'gradually 'decreased fr()ma~out 
l,()(}() i'n 1933 to 325 in 1941." At Malegaon, Bhiwandi (Bombay) and lchal
'karanji (Konlapur State) tM h'andlooln weaverS in the neighboUring areas 
have'suniIallYIm1Iered. The more well-tocCW amongst 'them have themselves 
'inst~lledpo'werloo'ri1sand llriiployed. ot'her weave'rs. AlthOlIgIC however, the 
'~'mployfuen:t ill these pa'rt'iCular 'toW-ill! 'has probably lise it, we canndt say the 
"same about the total 'ei!?-plo:rmeilt 'of the 'weav~rs 'ia ihedist'rict or area as a. 
'whole. The folloWing 'data :regarding samples Of pOlivetloom products and 
conesponding ha'ndlMm 'products are interesting, as showing a severe" price." 
competition. 

TABU UIX . ..:....Data regard,'ng 1Jamples01. eompdting kandlo(fm'and powerloom 
. labric1J in t'ke 'Oentral Promnces. ' '. 

Sample'" i 
~andloom. 

, 
No. , Description. , Powerloom. 

- .. ,~ '" .. " , , ' -- .. -.~ ..... -_-~'-'I • " ••...• , 

21 Sari (With gold 150'X91 .yards, Price-per i ~' X 9y8rds, Price per piece 
thread). .piece, ¥a!l. annas. Date I '88. annas.'Date :of sale, 

. , of sale, 3th May 1941 • 13th·May 1941. • 

22 Sari . .. ' . 60"><91 yards, Price .per 48' X 9 yards, Price per piece 
i piece ~ af\lla8. , Date of , ru> ,annas.Date of 'sale, 

saIe, J3th May 1941. . 13th Mo.y 1941. ,. , '. 
• See Appendix XXIX for these number figures. 

On ihe other hand, it must be stated that the .powerlooms, owiJlg to their 
inability to use singles yarn, are not in a ,position to compete with certain 

. types. of handloom products. Butstill·it·is feared that ·in the future, the 
~owerloom is likely to be a greater menace, ,to thechandloo:rn than at presen~ , 
. 152. The CO'nlequences of mill cOmptititirm.-'-As has been mentioned above'it 
is extremely difficult to assess statistically the consequences 'of -mill co:rnpeti
tion on the ·handloom indllStry. Data ,of a more detailed nature will be 
required for doing so. ,However, it is possible to Iget a. general idea of the 
trend. 

(Competition has 'beenkeenest, in areas (like Bengal) .wnere white clothing' 
has been in vogue. On the other hand,'Whereeoloured cldthingis used,mill 

. cloth has not made imuch headway} T~us. in ·theTamil Districts of the 
MadrasProvince1lnd in the·Kamataka and Maharaahtratracts of the Bombay 
Province, women, at any rate in rural areas, still stiok to their coloured cloth 
and the handloom still continues to ha.ve a market. Even in such tracts: 
. the 'groWing 'nuinber of '-middle~Cla~s women in the towns have been fast 
. changing over to aitew'pattern'of Clothing, as already shown. 

. We have received information regarding such changes from I several 
eXJ>erienced ladies. The large expans~onin the use o~ mill-made saris among 
IDlddle-class women of Southern' India can be seen, for example, from the 
data which we have received fr-om Sri M. Lakshmi Am.m.al, Professor, Qu~n 
Mary's 'College, Madras. Twentyfive years :ago, the : typical ward-:robe of a. 
young woman in Madras would consist of four lace-bordered silk saris for 

·.special 'OcMsions, fOUrordinaiy silk: saris and about four o~ary cotton sa~ 
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for everyday wear making a total of twelve; and all the twelve saris would be 
hand-woven. Today; a young woman of the same class would have about 
double the number of saris of which two or three would be silk hand-woven 
saris for special occasions,. possibly bought for her wedding, one or two im
ported georgette and voile saris for parties, and a khaddar sari or two bought 
from khaddar exhibitions. All the rest would be Indian mill-made cotton 

. saris for everyday ~ear. Twentyfive years ago Hindu women of the upper 
classes wore no mill-made saris, at any rate, on ceremonial occasions or at 
parties; nor did they wear white saris, as white was considered inauspicious 
and improper. ,All the saris were then of 9 yards. . Since then a great change 
has happened. The idea of wearing clothes washed and ironed by the dhobi 
has taken fast root and t,his has had much to do with the increased use of 
white saris or saris of light colours made in ·mills. This idea, however, has 
not so far appealed to the working-class women, because they believe rightly 
or wro~gly that mill saris do not last long and, therefore, in spite of hand
woven saris being dearer they continue to use them. This consideration 

. does not weigh with the middle-class and'upper-class women because, "modern 
women do not want their saris to last long; they want to buy them cheap, 
wear them out quickly and renew their ward-robe again." Therefore," plain 
white saris, patterned white saris, lightly dyed saris and all mill-made saris 
are ponsidered the right kind of wear for school, college, hospital,-for any 
place outside the home. Hand-woven cotton'saris are definitely the wrong 
type of clothes outside the home, and silk saris though considered fit for parties 
and home wear are again not as correct wear as white mill saris fresh from the 
laundry." In 1920, a college girl at Madras from a Hin4u home would own 
about I) to 10 Kornad saris and 3 to 4 hand-woven cotton saris of lill Q.eep 
colours (black, red, chocolate, green, brown, plain or patterned). "A present
day Hindu college girl would own three or four silk saris of which one or two 
might be Kornad and the others foreign silks, and about two dozen cotton 
saris of which a dozen are likely to be white saris (mill-made) and the others 
of light colours (a~o mill-made)." It will be clear from the above why the 
competition between hand-woven and mill-made saris has turned out largely 
against the former. 

The result <?f such competitiop can also be studied from certain statL'itics 
of production in an area where competition has been severe. 'Ve have received 
frOID- Rao Bahadur q. K. Chitale, of Ahmednagar, information regarding 
the number of saris woven since 1920 by the Padmasali weavers of his town. 
As this community has a special organisation for stamping all cloths, annual 
statistics of sari production has been maintained from 1920. In the following 
table are given the total number of saris produced from year to year, and the 
amount received as stamp ,fee. 

TABLE LXIX.-Statement showing the number of saris produced fnYrl& 1920 to 
1940 (Rate for stamping: 3 pies per sari). . 

1920 
lIi21 

Yea.r. 
AruOWlL .l'<wlllJt:r 01 
received sari manufao. 

per Yf'ar, tured per year. 

R9. 

2.743 175.552 
3,141 185.501 
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TABLE LXIX.-Statement shOwing the number of saris producedfrlYm 1920 t9 
1940 (Rate for stamping: 3 pies per sari)......cmitd. 

Amount Number of 
Year. received uri manufao- ' 

per year. tured per year.; 

Re • 
1922 

.... 
::~~ 324,608 

1923 295,552, 
1924 5,314 '340,096 
1925 . 5,314 340,096 
1926 5,106' 326,784 
1927 ' 4,015 256.96() 
1928 , . 3,50q 224,000 
1929 2,441 156,224 
1930 2,059 13,77& 
1931 .. ,.- 2,553 163,392 
1932 2,122 135,808 
1933 1,494 95,616 
1934 1,556 99.584 
1935 1,435 91,840 
1936 1,397 89,408 
1937 ., . 1,162 74,368 
1938 1,095 70,080 
1939 901 57,664 
1940 856 52,384 

It has been ascertained by us that thi~ fall in the number of. saris 
has not been due to any fall in the number of members, nor due to some of the 
sari-weavers ch~ging over to other lines of production. To-day the dema~d 
for their saris is confined to marriage seasons., a.s the demand for saris went 
on diminishing, they had to contract production, and thus from ,!tbout 340,096 
in 1924 the number of saris has come down to 52,384 by 1949) It is also 
learnt that other weaving communities (Salis, Koshtis; Devangas, etc.) in 
Ahmednagar have not fared any better during the period. In some of the 
centres similarly affected, there has been a shift to coarser fabrics which have 
a local, if limited, market. Thus, hand-weaving has deteriorated in many 
parts of India. 

, 153. Adjustments inprodudion.-In certain other centres, however,hand~ 
weavers have shown great capacity for changing their line of production when 
faced with the 1088 of markets. The example of several centres in South India 
is rather credit~ble. Twenty years a~o, ~fadura w!ls principally engaged 
in making dhotIs and angavastrams WIth sIlk and lace borders, but as the 
demand for these declined with the growing popularity of khadi and mill 
dhotis, they changed over to fine saris of counts 80s to 100s of various designs 
and colours, and .these fabrics have captured the fancy of middle-class women 
not only in Madras but in many other parts of India. These saris have sucess
fully withstood mill competition and the tQtal annual production is now 
estimated at 2·7 million yards. ,When Dindigul (Madura District) lost her 
trade in laced turban cloth, which formerly c0Ill:'llanded a wide IJl8l'ket in 
Bombay and Hyderabad, the weavers there took up saris of the Madura type 
A similar change happened in the neighbouring centres, Paramakudi and 
Palani. In all these centres together .. the annual production of ' Baris now is 
.7 million ya~ds, but hardly a million ya~ds _W~B produ~e~ .~ome 'yea~s ago.,.. 



'Coimbatore formerly produced tw;ban cloth chiefly, but now ~!ld.iwn-Pfice4 
saris of excellent,-colours and eJeslgpa ~re made there. Itistna and Guntur 
districts which prllvlQUllly m~n~ ~hl!}f!y 1'M'!!9i~ ~g~ [cq~H~ f~! ~!po~ ~ ~~a, 
h~ve h~d ~ cpange -oyer to sarIS, mostly coloured. In the Guntur distrIct 
alone, ~ari production aplounts to 1l million yards"per annum. All the shifts, 
however, have not peen ~ saris. In Cuddapah weavers who formerly made 

I" tur1:)an cloth a~e p._w weaving shirtings of the modern style. In the Kurnool 
-, district, weavllrs p.ow we~ve p~plin" shirtings and check coatings, and 'are 

" evep. making dhotis of the mill pattern tQ suit~ moclern ~astes. In Erode anq 
TriQhengode tqo, weavers have shown considerable skill in 'making shirtings' 
and coatings. Similar shift!' in ~he line, C?f pr?duction are reported from' the 
Uruted PJ:ovinQes. ..\s the demand for khnga andgarha Cloths ha, s3iminish~d., 
many weavers, have take~ to the production of striped shirtings, checks and 
dyed fabrics generally. 'flie iqtrod,uctiqn of cheap iacquards helped ~his 
chapge~ Those )V:\:lo fo~erly m.ade jamdanis and kinkhabs have s:hanged 
over to plain gar~ and prdinary Benares saris. Many weavers have also 
taken up artifl.cial li\ilk wliaYing:' , ,,' , " 

,./ 1M. The hqrulZoqm's 8Dh~e.-:<r.t 'Y0ul~, however, be incorrect to asstm,lO 
that all the w!lave~s affe<¥d"by competition,have been reempl,oyed by "the 
shift tQ new Ijnea, ,of production) Although our information m this matter 
~ P.l~~gre, '\Ve have reason to think that unemployment and underemploy~ 
ment l;I.ave increased ~Iriong them. Mter several years of-competit.ion between 
roP1'J and handloo,ms, it is now possible to say ina. general 'iNay in what, fabri~ 
the handloom 1;I.as p,eld its own. It is a.lso necessary to give some indicatio1J. 
as to the lin$lS of pr<?duction which they should expand Wl.I1 pr~rve in for 
the future. "Jlandlooms ,have an advantage over mills in regard tQ weaving 
multi-coloured varieties of cloth, which cannot be economipally produce4 
in the mills, solid-bordered saris, striped and checked saris :with variegate4 
cololP'S and desigI;led borders, ~xtra.-weft figured ,saris (like Ben,ares saris), 
Baris wit:Q. gold-laced border strIped and checked, cotton-and-silk-urixed sa.ris, 

, silk-bordered cotton saris, loom-embroidered all-overs (swivel effect), ,check 
Zungis, sarongs, kailis and Madras handJce:chiefs, thavnis, ®lQured wovell 
chaddars, ek Mills have a grea.ter advantage in making grey goo.~ of plaUl 
weave, twills, drills, jeans, satin, saris without stripes or checks. grey or dyed 
chaddars, dhotis, ordinary shirtings an4 ,COl,lotings, because these ,are a.ll suitable 

v for mass production. .Ordinarily, therefore, it ~ill not ,~ea,dvisabl" fo~ h.&nd,,-
looms to take up such productioll~ , ' 

The tw,o ch\ef lines of handloom productioI;l.in the past :were saris and 
dhotis. Dhotis being ;plostly plain white cloth, the mills have a clear advant
age in their mafing, a:nd, therefore, even during the .last century ,this line of 
production wa,s ,lost ,to the ha:ndlooms, at any rate ~ Bombay and Bengal. 
In some PrQvinces {e'?"1 Madra~) ... the h8ondlooms are still able to make a Jarge 
number of, evtjD. cOnimon dh,otis, not to speak of the lace...bordered variety 
re<,1w,red fQr we~?ing fl-nsl ,o~her cerl}moD:ia.i oc~siQns. The dhotisand garha. 
pie"es of low count~ ~orn by the peasants and ,the people of ba.ckw.a.rd areas 
are lS~~rgely p,a.nd~t;nade. ,- 1'he sari ,remain;ed £or 'long ahandlo~ preserve 
Qwing to its orI;l.amental ch~acter, ~nd owmg ,to the conservatism. of our 
~oinen-folk ; but by the ste~dy enteIErise ~f Indian mills since 1925, ,a certain 
part of the ~arke.t in paris ,has 'been'lost to the ~dlooms. Thanks largely 
to ~ fundamental change in pop~ tastes, -light ~ sa~is lIe Jl.Ol' ~efe~e4 
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by women, at any rate in urban areas. (The handloom, however, still com
mands the custom of the rural women-JoIk in many parts of the country and 
a part of the custom of t.he middle-class women in urban areas;' Saris of 20s 
counts and below, whether white or coloured ate mostly hand-made and these 
are worn by peasant women generally and by most women in the backward 
tracts. It would appear that the backward classes of Chota Nagpur have 
lately developed a taste for mill-made saris -and cheap prints, and that the 
old ClJarse hand-wQven saris and chaddara are being slowly discarded. ~In the. • 
middle ranges of counts, 20s to 60s, handloomB are unable to compete in grey 
or dyed saris, 6ut are offering a stout resistance in multi-coloured varieties, 
especially striped and checked, saris, and mixed cot.ton silk saris. Madura 
and Coimbatore in Madras, and Madhobdi and Dhanyakhali in Bengal, and 
to Bome extent Sholapur are able to carry on a large production in saris of 
medium counts. Saris of higher counts mixed y,ith silk and golq. thread are 
still made by handlooms, but as cheaper ullll saris of fine counts and elegant 
jacquard borders are now available, the demand for expensive hand-woven: 

.saris has fallen. No doubt there is still a small dema~d for gold-laced saris 
made of silk and (lotton yarn for marriage ap.d festival. occasions, bu~ this 
demand is a very small and rigid one. 

On the bther hand, there are perhaps DeW prospects in the peld of l!hlrtinglJ 
and coatings the demand for which has been growing /l.nq js b01j.Ild to ~o'v 
in future. As has beel). shown above, handlooms h~v~ beel!. apJeto produce 
striped shirtings and coatings at competitive prices in Madras, Vnited f'9~ 
vinces and elsewhere. (No doubt such advantage the hanq.loo.I;Il ca~ MVEl 
'only in certain types of shirtings and coatings. But the !lemand 10;1:' such 
shirtings and coatings is also a growing one among ;the middle and Jowe:r Dliddle 
claSB in towns as well as villages, and with some organi,satioI;l it may gjve 
employment to .a large number of weavers) Nor .are such possibilitjes con~ 
fined to shirtings, and coatings; there are alSo other (ab:rics .. 

One conclusion we may draw is that a new alignment is taking place in 
regard to the production lines of mills and handloomB. The question is nOO 
what the mills or handloomB were fornlerly producing, butdvha.t each could 
produce economically Because a cloth was produced by the handloom ,first 
(as in the case of the sari and khaki drill cloth) it does not fonow that it must 
always ~ the handloom's preserve. ~ gradual process of economi~ ad.just~ 
ment has heen going on, and in the result each industry is ,coming to produce 
what it .could most efficiently and cheaply. This process must be helped 
~gp.o!jlitt.d&l!l!l. By giving I~ o,Pport1,Wjties to £!;loch .i1\ldust,ry ,fo~ carrying 
out what itC()uld dom.o!lt efficjep.t1y, the welfare pI bo1Jl ~4 of the co,mm~ty 
could be ~xUnise!l. 



CHAPTER IX 

Co-operation and State Aid 
155 .. Earry eiforls in weavers' co-oPeration.-The early efforts of the Pro-, 

:vmcial and State Governments in India to help the hand-weaving industry 
bave been explained in Chapter I, and~t remains for us here to deal with the 

, period after 1935, with !;pecial reference to the utilization of the C'-.overnment 
. of In~a gra~t .to the Provincial Gove~ent.' ~ ~he a~ency of. the co
operative SJCleties has been made use of in the admInIStratIOn of this grant, 
it may be desirable to give here a brief account of the co-operat~ve efforts 
made in the various Provinces for aiding the handloom indu.'1try. ~!!h efforts 
began soon after the introduction of the co-operative movement in India 
under the C'.o-operative Societies Act of 1904; for many of the early co
operators felt that the ills of the small-scale industrial producers as well as of 
agriculturist.'! could be cured by the co-operative remedy. But it must be 
pointed out that the co-operative movement had not accumulated much 
experience in Europe in dealing with small-scale industrial producr;rs. Co
operative workshops had been organised in several parts of Euro~ and such 
attempts were highly commended, some enthusia.st3 hailed ~e3C as the 
beginnings of a new economic order; but the actual achievements were meagre. 
The handloom industry presented a quite different problem, viz., to giV!!_ 
finance and market.ing facilities to handicraftsmen working in their own 
8CatfA}red-1iome~ese haiic:llciaftsmen were found nearly as impecunious 
and even more dependent o!l..!lo~c..arji:ll~ce, and, therefore, the co-operative' 
leaders naturally thought It right to appryio them the same remedy they 
were trying to apply in the Ca3C of agriculturists. Thus, co-operative socie
ties of weavers were started in many parts of India, chieRy for providing 
credit. Unfortunately most of these societies fared badly. Nevertheless, 
the :PtIacLagan Committee (1912) expressed great hopes about th6_lYeavers' 
co-operative societies, believing as they did, that handloom --Weavers were
., amenable'~perative ideas and anxious to learn" and .. generally 
most punctual and honest repa,ers." This, however, was soon found tQ be 
too optimistic a.li:estimate and'-!llany disillusioIied persons came to consider 
the co-operative society as altogether -unsuitable for the' improVement 'ot 
handloom v.eavirs] 'We shall now see how the· movement· fared: in different 
PrOvmcei1)eoore'1935. '. .,. 

156. Wea,-'e1's' Co-operative Societies, 1905-3-5.-Let ns take a bird's
eye view of weavers' co-operation as it h3l:; developed so far in some of the 
Provinces, as this will enable us to grasp the problems of co-operation in this 
industry better. . 

.Madras.-In Madras the earliest attempt was the weavers' Co-operative 
Union at Conjeevaram started in 1905. This Union had a chequered career 
and had to be liquidated in 1919-20, owing to the severe criSis it passed through 
during the war. In 1916-17 a Weavers' Co-operative Society was organised 
in Berhampore for the supply of silk yarn and for the marketing of finished 
goods. From 1920 onwards, a large number of similar societies was started. 
By 1927-28 the number reached 63 with a working capital of Rs. 1·5 lakhs, 
but the number declined to 27 by 1933-34 and the working capital also 
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,dedined to about Rs. 1 lakh .• Most of the societies did not work properly 
and in nearly all years, transactions of the societies resulted in a net loss. 
The Townsend Committee on Co-operation (1928),. observed that the help 
given by the co-operative movement to the weavers was "negligible" ana 
that most of the weavers' societies were doing little, if any, work. "The causes 
of the failure were said to be: (1) the comparative financial weakne!iis and 
consequent incapacity to meet outside competitiDn; (2) wide fluctuatiDns in 
yam prices and _~~sequent IDSS resulting frDm the sDcieties kee,ping stDcks 
of yam; and (llY difficulty in marketing finished gODds. It was reported 
by the first Registrar of CO-Dperll:tive SDcieties that the weavers were nDt 
IDyal to. their sDcieties and that they went to the middlemen when trade was 
brisk and returned to the uniDn when it was slack. It was,hDwever, thDught 
that the work of the sDcieties cDuld be made mDre useful, by the' fDrmatiDn 
of strDng central sDcieties in the chief weaving cent:res, by admitting to. 
membership yarn and clDth dealers alDng with IDeal, primary sDcillties of 
weavers. 

Bombay.-'-In BDmbay aiso cO-Dperation started early amDng weavers. 
In 1916-17, there were 29 weavers' sDcieties with a total membership of 2,260 
and a wDrking capital Df Rs. 1'4 lakhs. By 1926-27 the number Df societies 
rDse to 59 arid the membership to 3,090 and the working capital Rs. 3·3 lakhs. 
At first, only credit was supplied; later, attempts were made fDr the bulk 
purchase Df yarn by sDcieties, but these were nDt attended with success. Other 
causes also hampered th~ progress Df the mDvement. Members were to.o 
SIDW in repaying their dues, althD1,lgh the rate of interest had been only 9 per 
cent per annum as 'against 12' to 15 per ,cent charged by sow-cars . ..rrhere 
,.as also growing competitiDn frDm sQl!'car-w.!\a.Y.fIIIl"_ll.g~Lmahajans, The 
weavers themselves were: lacking in iJlternal unity and they were too' cDnser
vative to change, their traditional methDds and lines Df prDductiDn. Further, 
they had to fight' against the grDwing cDmpetitiDn Df mills and sIIl.Il._~:~cale, 
poVl'erloom factoiies;-il.t a time when their markets were dwindling owing to a. 
change in demand amongst. the middle cla.sses. Due to all these causes the 
progress of cD-operation was slow in the'PrDvince. 

United Provinces.-Attempts at c070perative organisatiDns Df weavers 
in the United Provinces began in 1906, when the Benares Silk Weavers' Co
operative AssociatiDn was started. Owing to the prDhibitiveprices of silk 
dyes during the last w'ar, the AssociatiDn incurred heavy IDsses.and had to be 
finally liquidated,' Other primary societies, started in Benares, alao came 
to' an untimely end by 1923-24. In 1909-10, two co:operative yarn stDres 
were D~ga~iIe~, Dne at Tanda (Fyzabad District) and ~~e other at Sa~dila 
(HardOl Dlstnct). The Tanda stDre liad to face OppDsltIOn frDm the ncher 
weavers who. kept out of it; it was also inefficiently managed. The Sandila 
stDre was a 'distributive co-operative society, and although it passed thrDugh 
many vicissitudes it has managed to survive. Greater success, hDwever, 
attended certain later ventures in the cO:Dperative line, e.g., the Industrial 
Co-operative Store at Agra started in 1927-28, and the MasDn Industrial 
CD-Dperative SDciety Ltd., Barabanki started abDut the same time. These.:
twO. had a chequered career fDr want' Df expert 'guidance and prDper marketing· 
arr~ngements. (9zC ,the, whole, weavers' cD-operation was a failure in the 
Umted Provinces and this is attributed to lack Df capital and iDadequate 
~ttention paid to marketing facilitie~; , 
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Bihar.-In 1914, the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Bihar, started 
t.wo weavers' stores one at Bhagalpur for silk weavers, and the other at Ranchi 
for cotton weavers. Other societies were also started among weavers for 
supplying credit. Both these began well but after a few years' working they 
failed, causing heavy losses to the Co-operative Central Banks which had made 
loans to them. Societies start,ed at Darbhanga and Bihar Sharif, for supply 
of yarn to weavers,· also shared the same fate. 

Bengal.-In Bengal, weavers' co-operation began only after the Indian 
Industrial Commission Report of 1918. A large number of weavers' primary 
societies were organised in well-known centres where the co-operative credit 
movement had already made I'ome headway. The primary 6{}cieties did 
nothing beyond giving cash loans and as there was no efficient supervision 
the loans were not always used for the purpose for which they were taken. 
Therefore, overdues mounted up and the societies did very little for the im
provement of handloom weaving. 

Central Provinces and Berar.-In the Central Provinces and Berar the 
earlier societies of weavers were mostly engaged in giving loans to weavers 
and did nothing else. As there was no hold on the weavers taking loans, 
repayment fell into arrears and many of the SOCIeties failed eventually. The 
only successful society worth mentioning is the Basim Weavers' Co-operative 
Society (Odhyogin Vinkar MandaI) in Berar. Its success has been largely 
due to the loyalty of members and the fact that from the beginning the society 
has conducted its yarn sales on cash. 

Thus in spite of the efforts undertaken for over three decades the co-opera
tive movement was a failure in most parts of India. And even where it had 
not altogether failed the scope of its work was very limited. "'l1le principal 
cause of this failure was that it was not built on proper foundations. It was 
generally believed at the time that all that the weaver wanted was capital 
and it was thought that so long as that was supplied everything would go on 
well wit.h him. But thE(!eal problem of the weaver then, as now, ~s the lack 
of nuuketing.Ja~ilities which forced the weavers to continue in their pathetIC 
r(Fp~.ndCJlCe,-'l.Il...sa~-w~vei:i:anain{ircD.a:D.ts TO.l tbe'supply of yarn and for' 
the ~!~".9.LJiJl}t3~ed g~d~ The weavers were 'illiterate and improvident. 
They were t(·o c<.>nservatlve to learn any new lessons. There was no mutual 
trust among them and they were liable to be influenced by self-interested 
middlemen. Jhe period was one of growing competition with the mills and 
powerlooms, and the market for handloom goods had been dwindling. Nor 
was the management of the societies efficient. There was a lack of leader
ship among the weavers and those of them who came forth to lead were middle
men whose private interest often collided with the interesta of the society. 
There were indeed disinterested outsiders willing to help the weavers but 
they had neither adequate technical lmowledge nor business experience. As 
the Industrial Commission (1918) observed, "·the main difficulty in the organi
sation of industrial societies for any purpose which involves dealings on a. 
large scale,-the sale of piecegoods, for instance,-lies in the a.bsence of persons 
of intelligence and standing acquainted with the business, whose interests 
are yet not necessarily opposed to the success of the scheme." However, 
owing to the co-operative activity mentioned above a certain amount of 
awakening came about among the weavers and they felt the need for common 
efforts. Some improvements had also been made in the tools and appliances 
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of weavers and these whetted their appetite for fUrther advance iii that line . 
. But the severe economic depression passing ,through the country greatly 
affected the handloom weavers, and some active external stimulus was neces-. 
sary to rouse them to activity again. Such a stimulus was supplied by the 
grant-in-aid from the Government of India announced in 1934. 

157. Government of India Grant-Its distributi;;'.~The circumstances which 
led to the Government of India sanctioning a grant-in-aid for the handloom 
jndu~try have already been dealt with in Chapter I. After the qecision about 
the grant was announced, the first question that had to be considered was 
the basis on which the grant should be distributed to the various Provinces~ 
This question was discussed by a Sub-Committee of the Sixth Industries 
Conference held at Simla in July 1934. Among the criteria for the distribu
tion of the grant between the various Provinces we.~e (i) the number of 
han<!looms, (ii) the amount of yarn consumed, (iii) the number of handloom 
weavers in the Province and (iv) the expenditure by the local Government 
on handloom weaving. Mter some discussion 'it was decided that for' 
the first year one-h.alf of the grant should be distributed in proportion 
to the amount of yam consumed in each Province, and the other half in 
proportion to the actual expenditure of each Provincial Government on cotton 
handloom weaving. Certain other criteria were also suggested, viz., (i) the 
degree of success attained by the Provincial Government, and (ii) the extent 
of competition to which the hand-weaving industry in the Province was; 
subjected; but both these suggestions were dropped as they were ·considered 
unworkable. This question was further discussed at the Seventh. Industries. 
Conference held at New Delhi in October 1939, and it was finally decided 
that the basis adopted for the first year was on the whole more suitable than 
any other, and that only these two criteria should be followed for the remaip.
ing years of the five-year period. It was also decided in 1934 that 15 per 
eent of the grant should be retained for contingencies and for grants to ,mip.or 
administrations, and especially to increase the grants of those Provinces whicll 
owing to special reasons had received unfavourable allotments under. the 

• ~greed basis of allocation. The grant was given only for fiv~' :r~!Lls in th& 
first instance. In 1939, the scheme was extended up to 31st Marqh 1942. 

N2 
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The total amounts of the grant-in-aid received by the different Provinces 
are given in the \table below :-

TABLE LXX.---Distribution of grants amO'Ylg the various Provinces. 
(In Ro. 1,000.) 

Province. 1934-35. 1935·36. 1936·37. 1937-38. 

---
Madras 26·5 59·5 68·8 

Bombay (a) 17·5 39·5 39·0 

Bengal 35'5 80'0 96·0 

United Provinces - 32'0 72'0 116" 

Pnnjab 17'0 38'0 . i 5'6 

Bihar and Orissa 23'0 62·5 41·8 
(b). 

Central Fra- Ni 17'0 20·' 
vince and 
Berar. 

Jlurma(c) 7-5 17·0 20'4 

Asaam 7-5 17'0 20·4 

K ort h·W •• t .. 5·5 . 1S·5 
Frontier Pro· 
vince. 

Bind . .. .. 8·4 

Orissa .. .. 9'4 

Delhi 2'0 6'0 11·0 

Assoelat.\on for .. '/'5 .. 
the Develop· 
ment of 
BwadeBhl In· 
dustrles, Delhi. 

TOTAJo 1,76'0 4,20'5 6,06'1 

N.B.-(a) Includes Bind up to 1935-36. 
(b) Orissa sepa.rated from 1936·37. 
(e) Burma excluded from 1937-38. 

68·8 

89·0 

96'0 

86-4 

45·6 

45'8 

2404 

.. 
24·4 

"'S 

12'4 

13'4 

11'0 

.. 

4,89'5 

1938·39. 

68'8 

39'0 

96'0 

86·4 

45'6 

(d)54'8 

24·' 

.. 
24'4 

5" 

12·4 

13·4 

6'0 

.. 

4,76'6 

(d) Includes a DOD-recurring grant of Rs. 9,000. 
(e) Including pro·rata shares. 
(/) Includes additional grant of Rs. 5,300. 
(g) Includes additional grant of Rs. 10,000. 
(h) Includes additional grant of Re. 720. 
(i) Includes additional grant of Rs. 20,000. 

19311-40(e). 1940'41(0). . TOTAL. 

-
71·2 70·7 4,34'3 

40·4 40·1 2,54'6 

99·' 98·7 11,01'& 

89'4 88'8 5,71" 

47·2 (i)65'6 3,04'8 

(/)52-7 47-1 3,27'7 

(g)35'3 25·1 1,54'0 

- .. «." 
25·3 25·1 l,H'O 

0·6 5·6 42'8 

12·8 12·7 58·8 

13·9 13·8 63·8 

(h)6'9 6·9 38'8, 

.. . . ,/·5 

5,00'0 5,00'0 30,48'7 • 

158. Utilization' of the grant.-In conformity with the object of the Gov
ernment of India, the Provincial Governments put up schemes for the utiliza
tion of the grant. The schemes thus proposed and approved were: (i) im
provements in the marketing of cloth, (ii) facilities for the supply of yarn. 
dyeing materials and accessories to weavers at reasonable prices, (iii) im
provements in productive technique and training by the appointment of 
experts in weaving, designing, dyeing and printing. so that the cost of pro
duction may be lowered and goods of new:t>atterns and qualities likely to com
mand an easy sale may be prodq,ced, and (iv) facilities for the proper finishing 
of handloom products. . 

There was, however, no uniformity between the Provinces in regard to 
the mode of utilization. In some of the Provinces the grant was administered 
by the Director of Illdustries .and in other& by the Regiitrar of eo·opetll.tin 
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So~ieties, but in many of them a new organisation was set up for this pUrpose 
with a strong committee consisting of the Director of Industries, the-Registrar 
of Co-operative Societies and other officers concerned with thEl matter.' We 
will now see how the grant was utilised in the different Provinces. 

In Madras, the grant has been administered through the Provincial Hand
loom Weavers' Society at Madras. The management of the Society vests 
in a Board of Directors 'with fifteen members, of whom the Registrar of Co
operative Societies the Director of Industries and Commerce and the Principal 
of the Government Textile Institute are ex-officio members. It was first 
contemplated to make the Director of Industries and Commerce the adminis
trative officer for the grant, but later the control was transferred to the Regis
trar of Co-operative Societies. The staff of the Industries Department are 
always available for technical advice. The Provincial Society was estab
lished in 1935 with an authorised capital ol-Rs. 5 lakhs. The number of 
primary societies affiliated to it was only 40 in 1935, but the number has 
since grown to 181. The Provincial Society arranges for the supply of yarn 
to the primary societies from mills at wholellale prices on its own guarantee~ 
Cash loans are also granted to the Societies for the purchase of yarn directly 
from the bazaar when such purchases are found more profitable. The Pro
vincial Society also helps the primary societies by sending round its expert 
designers, by maintaining several marketing officers and inspectors and by 
giving them marketing facilities at its many sales emporiums. The calen
dering plant maintained at Madras has not been adequately used ~wing to 
many causes, but the dyeing factories located at different centres are a source 
o,f help. The number of weaver members now stands at 12,840 • 

.Ji". Bombay the scheme is controlled by a Joint Board comprising 
the Director of Industries and the Registrar of Co-operative Societie!j) The 
former is the administrative officer in charge of the grant. There is also an 
Advisory Committee of which the Director of Industries is the Chairman, 
and the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, the Managing Director of the 
Prov\ncial Co-operative Bank, and two non-officials engaged in the piecegoods 
trade nomiM.ted by the Government, are members. The Marketing Officer 
for handloom products is the Secretary of the 'Committee. Nine Industrial 
Co-operative Associations have been organised at leading centres, viz., Ahme
dabad, Dhulia, Malegaon, Yeola, Ahmednagar, Sholapur, Bagalkot, Hubly 
and Belgaum. These Assgciations have been asked to engage generally in 
the productjon of fabrics different from those commonly produced in the 
localities. <:rhe fabrics thus selected are shirtin~s, coatings, dhatis, towels, 
cltaddars, counterpanes and furnishing materiajJ The Associations obtain 
orders from the Central Board and from others, and sales are effected locally 
and through a sales depot in the Bombay City financed from the Government 
grant. It was expected that the weavers working under the Associations 
would take up the manufacture of new patterns of cloth and thus obtain better 
earnings. Bombay has also three Associations for the wool weavers undeJ' 
the Wool Scheme of the Government of India. Under this Scheme weavers 
are to be taught the scientific methods of sorting and grading wool, blending 
and mixing and other processes. "Ahmed nagar is an important centre of this 
manufacture and a well-equipped dyeing house, has been set up there. 

In Bengal, a Provincial Industrial Society has been started at' Calcutta 
with nine Central Industrial Unions functioning in the vatious areas with '" 
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large number of primary weavers' societies affiliated to them. The Registrar . 
of Co-operative Societies administers the great bulk of the Government of 
India grant . .I The principal aim in Bengal is to train the weavers in improved· 
inethods of weaving and dyeing, to give facilities for marketing and to improve 
the quality by standardization and by the use of better designs. The distri
bution of raw materials at cheap rates is also one of the objec.ts. A small 
portion of the grant,is given to the Director of Industries, and this is utilized 
for research work in the Bengal Textile Institute, Serampore. 

In the United Provinces, the Department of Industries has been adminis
tering the grant. At the outset, a part of the grant was utilised for a survey 
of the handloom industry and for the collection of samples. The Depart
ment of Industries has also started an emporium, called the Government 
U. P. Handicrafts at Lucknow. The other purposes for which the grant 
has been utilized are for the production and supply of designs, research and 
experiments to evolve appliances and solve the technical problems of the 
weavers, supply of improved appliances, production according to specifica
tion and int.roduction of new designs, grants of working capital to societies 
and associations, improved finishing by machinery and hand-appliances, and 
marketing by means of commercial travellers. It was perhaps thought to 
have a central marketing organisation and wholesale buying agency, but 
this has been subsequently abandoned in favour of subsidised wholesale 
buyers or agents. Altliough there was also provision for financing through 
co-operative societ.ies, co-operation is only remotely in the picture. Marketing 
is chiefly undertaken by the Government emp~ria at Lucknow and other 
centres. # 

I 

The objects of the scheme in the Punjab have been the introduction of 
improved looms and appliances, new designs, fast colours, improvement of 
finishing processes, helping in the marketing of goods, and intelligent recording 
of weekly ra.tes of raw materials and finished goods. The Industries Depart
ment supplies raw materials, gives advances to weavers through agents at 
different centres and the produce is stored at the sales depots the chief of which 
is at Amritsar. Marketing .Officers have been appointed under the Scheme 
for supervising the work. The Department has also given indirect assistance 
by organising exhibitions, maintaining show rooms, by giving subsidies to 
co-operative societies and others. In the Punjab as in Bombay, a grant has 
been given also for the woollen industry. ' 

In Bihar, the grant is administered by the Director of Industries and the 
central feature of the scheme is the handloom marketing organisation called 
the Bihar Cottage Industries, which was started in April 1935, to serve the 
needs of the combined Province of Bihar and Orissa. Improved appliances 
had already been popularised by the Department, and therefore the grant 
has been used chiefly for the introduction of new patterns, designs, inspection, 
purchase and finishing of fabrics, and for marketing them through commercial 
sales depots, commission agents, etc. Special attention was paid to the 
manufacture of furnishing material, and great success was attained in it'. 
Fa~rics from the Bihar Cottage Industries at Gulzaribagh have been sold in 
the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand. The central organisation 
has been distributing orders both to weavers' societies and to master-weavers. 
No subsidies have been paid to the weavers' societies; nor was this considered 
a suitable method. . 
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In the Central Provinces and Berar, the grant is administered by the 
Department of Industries, through the Central Weavers' Co-operative Society 

. at Nagpur, its branches and similar societies in certain other centres. The 
object of the Central Society are to purchase, stock and supply yarn and 
other raw materials, to improve the moral and material conditions of the 
weavers and to inculcate habits of thrift, self-help and co-operation among 
the weavers. The Central Society at Nagpur has kept before itself two aims, 
t·iz., the production of standard goods and the marketing of the goods made 
under the scheme whether at Nagpur or elsewhere. 

In Sind, the grant has been utilised forthe supply of improved appliances 
on hire purchase system or otherwise, supply of raw materials, popularisation 
of new patterns and designs, undertaking preparatory and finj:shing processes, 
and acceptance on consignment basis of handloom products against partial 
payment and the sale of the same. 

159. Financing methods.-O'here was no uniformity in the financing methods 
followed in the execution of the schem~ In Mad,ras, the Provincial Hand
loom Weavers' Co-operative Society is not able to meet all the financial needs 
of the member societies; but"it makes arrangements for theu' raising accom
modation from the District Central Banks. These' Banks were at first reluc
tant to finance the weavers' societies. However, this was soon overcome 
in some of the districts aild ample accommodation has been forthcoming. 
There has been some difficulty in regard to the nature and adequacy of the 
security which the co-operative societies could give, and, therefore, until 
the marketing business is brought under a regular system, th~re may be 
obstacles to raising bank cr~dits. Some losses were incurred and that was 
due to the fact j..h~ some of the societies, being of recent origin, were lacking 
in experience. ~ Bombay, the co-operative associations have been autho
rised to borrow, subject to a limit of twenty times the owned capital, but 
act.ually there are difficulties in raising even twice the amount owned) Bad 
dehts incurred are negligible, nor are the losses incurred considerable. In 
Bengal the industrial unions which were selected for the operation of the 
grant were already working at a loss. But aftetthegrant was received,the 
financial position of these unions has improved., ,Some of the older unions 
had to be wound up and new unions were formed in their place, so that they 
might begin their operations with a clean slate. Therefore, no loss has been 
incurred 'nor bad debts. Ip the United Provinces, according to the report 
of the Director of Industries, no difficulty has been experienced in getting 
money through 'banks for any of the societies under the scheme. So long 
as the marketing system continues to work successfully, the Department has 
no fear about lack of support from the co-operative banks in the Province. 
In the Punjab, financing has been done neither by the Co-operative Banks 
nor by the Government. The working capital is provided by buying agents, 
but the Director assures that no profiteering has been allowed at the expense 
of the weaver. Prices and wages are fixed by the Marketing Officer and the 
interests of the weavers are always kept paramount. In Bihar, the grants 
have been utilised directly through the Bihar Cottage Industries organisation, 
as, judging from past experience, it was not thought advisable to entrust the, 
weavers' societies with any funds. Therefore no bad debts were incurred 
nor any losses sustained. In Orissa the weavers' societies depend on cash 
credits from central banks. 
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160. Extent oj benefit.-The estimates of the benefit confe'rred by the 
grant in the different Provinces also vary widely. Considering the meagre
ness of the funds .spent in Madras, the work must be regarded as a great success. 
Goods worth Rs. 40 lakhs have been marketed during the six years ending' 
with 1940-41. The Provincial Society of Madras complains about the com~ . 
petition tha~ the new scheme has had to face from sowcar-weavers and maha
jans. About 6,000 looms have come under the scheme. It is said that the 
weavers have been able to get more wages, and this is understanda.ble seeing 
that the Government is doing the middleman's work without levying the usual 
charges. It is not clear, however, if the weavers are obtaining adequate 
employment; for, while the wages for the work done may be high, the total 
monthly receipts may not be high owing to lack of adequate employment. 

(In Bombay, it is claimed that the weavers have been able to get yal'n at lower 
prices, that new types of goods have been produced, tha.t the cost of produc
tion has been reduced,and that there has been some reduction in unemploy
ment. But the number of weavers who have come into the scheme is very 
small and there was great difficulty in marketing until the present war starte~ 
The report from Bengl;tl is that there has been no appreciable benefit as tIle 
grant so far made is far from adequate. The report from United Provinces 
is the most encouraging of all. The Director of Industries of tha.t Province 
speaks about the improvement in the general trend of the industry and a 
higher wage level: "New types of goods hitherto unknown are being freely. 
made by all, as demand for these has been increased by our efforts and new 
raw materials which took years to filter down to the less forward centres 
are taken to, simultaneously with their introduction among ·our weaving 
centres. New hope has been inspired in weavers and we are now getting 
requests to start more development centres, whereas jn the beginning the stores 
had to coax them to take up new lines or to make goods according to specifi-
cations .......... Unemployment has decreased to some extent at the centres 
........ Further, we have instances to show that our scheme has saved many 
weavers from threatened nnemployment due to fall in demand for their old· 
type of goods .... .... A very recent instance is of Mau Ranipur where the 
weavers had burnt their looms in despair a year ago and. are now making 
fancy shirtings, chaddars,· ~tc." A general rise in wages and production of 
new patterns of cloth have been reported from other Provinces also. Even 
Orissa, and Central ProVinces and Berar, which are the least optimistic in 
this matter, have admitted that the grant has paved the way for some improve
ment. 

161. The agency:-When the grant was first mooted, the idea was to 
administer it through the co-operative societies. But at the Fifth .Industries 
Conference held in Simla in 1933, representatives from some of the Northern 
Provinces. expressed very unfavourable opinions about the co-operative 
agency. It was held by some that the co-operative societies would not be 
able to execute orders in time and that master-weavers and contractors would 
do the work better. Therefore, the original intention had to be modified, 
and discretion was given to the Provinces in the utilization of the grant. 
Only some Provinces chose the co-operative agency for carrying out the work. 
The object of the grant, however, is to train the weavers to carry on their 
business more profitably. This object cannot be fulfilled merely by giving 
some of them more work temporarily even ai a. higher wage. The more 
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important question is how the orders are executed and whether thli methods 
employed will enable the weavers eventually to obtain the same results with
out Government aid) It is generally assumed that the grant is to be utilized 
for the improvement of the working weavers as distinct from the 8owcar
weavers. But 8owcar-weavers have been employed in several :Provinces in 
the working of the scheme. In Bihar, for instance, it is learned that the orders 
of the Bihar Cottage Industries are executed largely through such an agency. 
A certain wage rate is indeed insisted on and it is also claimed that Govern
ment's insistence on these wage rates has raised the wage level in the industry 
as a whole in the locality. Even so, one has to watch if this results in any 
permanent benefit to the working weavers. (Even in Bombay, where the v 
co-operative method has been adopted, work is proceeding through middle
men i~ one of the important centres) In Madras, on the other hand, the 
aim is to eschew the middlemen altogether. Nodoubt, this has resulted in 
some opposition from the powerful class of 8owcar-weavers, but such opposi
tion has not affected the movement seriously so far. However, when the 
movement grOWl from its small beginnings, the position may be different. 
We are here up against a serious problem, and a decision will haye to be made 
sooner or later in this difficult matter. 

It is thought by some that although the societies should be conducted 
in the interests of the working weavers only, there is considerable advantage 
in utilizing professional merchants in the marketing transactions. Frequent 
shifts of fashion have been going on especially in women's clothes and the 
ordinary weaver will not be able to keep pace· with them unless some one 
'with intimate knowledge of the trade advise.'l them on what to produce and 
supplies patterns to them. It is also thought that sales thro~h experienced 
merchants would be more advantageous than direct sales. Qn the opinion 
of some, therefore, the association' of some leading cloth merchants in the 
work of the soeieties would result in great advantage~ It is believed that 
the societies which now obtain the guidance from such persons in one way or 
another are faring better. 

Only in a few Provinces was the grant adm.iJ?~ered through the co-opera
tive organisation. Owing to its educative value, the co-operative method is 
generally regarded as the best fitted to give the weavers a training for self
help, and therefore this .side deserves greater attention. Among the Pro
vinces which utilized the co-operative agency, Madras has perhaps 'attained 
considerable success in the administration of the grant, judging from the' 
statistics supplied. The comparative success of Madras is due partly to 
the vitality of the co-operative credit movement in that Province and the 
spade-work done by the weavers' primary societies in existence before the 
scheme was put into operation.· It is also due to the close co~operation bet
ween the mills and handlooms. The great majority of the mills in Madras 
are not engaged in weaving and their interests are in most ways identical 
with those of handloom weavers. Dewan Bahadur C. S. Ratanasabapathy 
Mudaliar, C.B.E., President of the Southern Indian Millowners' Association, is 
himself the President of the Mad~as P~ovincial Weavers' Co-operative Society, 
and Mr. J. M. Doak, the ManagIng DIrector of the Madura Mills (the biggest 
single supplier of yam in India to handloom weavers) is an active member of 
the Managing Board. In Bombay also, several indUstrial associations have 
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worked well, thanks largely to the disinterested labours of exp~rienced Leaders 
like Rao Bahadur G. K .. Chitale, of the District Co-operative Association, 
Ahmednagar. \ 

162. Lines. of impro~ement.-While it is true that a good beginning has 
been made, it is well to admit, as most of the Provincial authorities have 
admitted, that6nly the fringe of the problem has been touched) Although 
w~ges per unit of labGmr have slightly increased, there is no evidence that 
~1~~r.~.ElQYIIl~e~5{11.r~c!.Q!.1.hat..m:9.~ili1L~a!!!i~Es.~~,:,~.~~~~.se~ 

, Only a very small proportIon of the weavers have been brought rilto the 
movement and even the b~st societies may not be able to work successfully 
if the Government grant is withdrawn. Ther~ is besidp.s the growing com
petition from middlemen especially in some of the more important areas. 
Ollr object must be to place the movement on a self-supporting basis as early 
as possible. The weavers must be given regular work so that they may have 
higher monthly earnings, and they must be enabled to live a better life than 
now. If these objects are to be fulfilled, a planned system of production 
and marketing is essential. In order that fuller employment may be secured 
for a large number of weavers, more abundant orders are required, and order& 
will only increase when goods of the quality needed are produced at reason
able cost and marketed at the right time and place. <:the quality, quantity 
and timing of production must, therefore, be carefully planned for every 
area in which the co-operative movement is operatin~ The human and 
technical resources of each centre must be fully utilised" for the production 
of such goods as could be produced there most efficiently. Further, each 
type of commodity should be produced in such quantities as could be mar
keted within a reasonable time. The production of' speciality fabrics like 
furnishing material may bring in decent profits, but the production must be 
carefully adjusted to demand. The proper timing of production is also equally 
important. In· most parts of India, there are certain seasons when the com
mon people make their purchases; i.e., the months when marriages are con
ducted and on the eve of important festivals like the Pooja and Deepavali: 
Goods suited for these occasions will have to be made beforehand in such 
quantities as are likely to be required, and this again can only be decided by a 
proper survey of the markets. If production is timed in this manner and if 
the sales are also properly regulated, not only will the business of the societies 
increase but they will also be able to easily get accommodation from the Co
operative Central Banks and even from commercial banks. 

In regard to marketing, one or two points call for special attention. First
ly, the price policy adopted by the societies has not been carefully devised. 
The selling price is generally fixed at cost price plus some margin of profit 
for the society, but this policy is not conducive to business success~ Com
modities will have to be sold at the market prices current and the losses in
curred in some periods will have to be made good by the profits accruing in 
other periods. It has been pointed out to us that a better principle for settling 
prices would be the ''''cost of replacement plus margin," which would approxi
mate to the sale at the current market price. It is also said that under the 
present system of pricing some self-interested persons who are connected with 
the movement are able to make unjust profits. In some Provinces (e.g., Bihar), 
we find tHat the profit realised by the Government organisation on various. 
types of fabrics is higher than what the mahajan is able to make in similar 
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transactions. This -indeed indicates that by earning such handsome profits' 
the Provincial handloom organisation may soon be able to outgrow the need 
for subvention from the Government 0'£ India. We, however, wonder if the 
purpose of the grant is properly fulfilled by such a policy. 

It is also necessary to utilize the co-op,erative movement more fully for 
tIle Aale of handloom cloth. The co-operative stores throughout India must 
be encouraged to actively help in this matter. In other words, the two sec
tions of the co-operative mov!lment must work in active co-operation. 

It is held by some that the weavers co~ld be given a useful training if they 
are brought to work in karkhanas. They are genwally unpunctual and do 
not always stick to the patterns given to them. If they work in a karkhana,. 
it is said, tRese defects can be rectified and the weaver can be brought under 
discipline, which is much required as things now are. Many persons think. 
that the success of hand-weaving in Sholapur is due to the training given 
to the weavers in the karkhanas. They, therefore, .express the opinion that 
the co-operative societies must maintain workshops where the orders will 
he executed. The karkhana has indeed certain advantages in regard to stand .. 
ardization, punctual delivery of cloth, etc. But the cost of production is 
bound to rise, when a workplace is to be maintained and supervision pro
vided for. There are, however, other aspects of the matter which will be 
discussed in Chapter X. 

163. Indigenous co-operative institutions.-There is a growing opinion all 
over India that co-operative societies are not likely to be helpful to 
the weavers. It may be that the co-operative societies registered under the 
Act have shown rather disappointing results, but this may be due rather to' 
the way the societies have been constituted or conducted'; the co-operative 
principle cannot be blamed for the faults resulting from its misapplication. 

('The co-operative method has already been in use in some way or other in the' 
caste guilds of the weavers in the past, and if the new co-operative method 
had been grafted on this traditi.onal growth it might have. workeq better:-" 
We have got indications that the old caste guilds could be utilised for other' 
and more practical uses than for collecting funds to maintain temple's and 
celebrate festivals. There have been attempts at various places in India 
(e.g., Ahmednagar, Nagpur, Chaumuhani) for a proper utilisation of the indi
genous co-operative institutions.' One of the earliest of the experiments in ... 
this direction was made by the Padmasali weavers of Ahmednagar in 1917.' 
At that time these weavers had to pay various charges amounting to 2 to 3' 
annas per rupee when seWng their cloth. The weavers, therefore, joined 
together into a society called.,the Chhap Committee with the object of effect~ 
ing sales in a more orderly and less expensive manner. At first, the society 
forbade its members from selling cloth directly to the merchants and had 
all the cloth brought to its warehouse where-a chhap (stamp) at a charge of 
1 pice per sari was fixed. The merchants, therefore, had to go and purchase 
the cloth at the society's warehouse and had to forgo the commissions which 
they were fonnerly charging. The advantage of. such co-operative action 
was fully realised, and the whole community worked together in t~ effort. 
It is true that subsequently the cloth was again sold directly to the merchants 
by the weavers, but the society insisted that only cloth with the chhap should 
be accepted and the merchants had to agree to this. Although this was the 
prime motive for starting a society, it has subsequently developed various 
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The Present PQsition and Prospects of the Hand-wea~g Industry • 

. ~64. 'l'otal production as index of hand-weavers' prosperity.-We have in 
the f!:>regoing Chapters brought together facts relating -to the production 
and marketing of hand-woven cloth and the competition. that has been going 
on between it and mill-woven cloth. We have also analysed the nature and 
structure of the hand-weaving industry and have given an account of the 
yarns used arid 't~e cloths woven on the handlooms. Attempts at aiding 
handloom weavers. by Government and by co-operative bodies have also 
been dealt with. It now remaips for us to take stock o( these develop
ments and )!lake a general estimate of the present position and prospects of 
the hitnd-weaving ind __ y. This will be discussed in the present Chapter. 
It is also netessari to deal with the proposals placed before us in the fifth 
term of reference regarding the advisability of imposing restrictions on mills 
in respect of lower counts Qf yarn. This will be dealt with in Chapter XI. 

Ithtts often b~en argued that as the production of handloom cloth has 
increased, the hand-weaving industry must be considered to have prospered. 
This view needs careful examination. The following table summarises the 

l
trends of handloom production vis-a-vis mill production in three typical quin-· 
quennial periods from 1901 onwards ;-

,.; TABLE LxxI.-Progress of mill and handloom industries (1901-1939). 

Mill Production. Bandloom Production. 

A -verage for Mill Proportion Proportion to Bandloom Proportion Proportion to 
total cloth total cloth producUon to total' available fOf 

production to total available for (million productlo. consumption. (million Indian consumption .. yards). in India."., • yards). production . t 

1. 1901-02 to 1906·06 693 40% 14% 906 60% 26% 

2. 1921-22 to 1926-26 1,806 660/ .. 41% 948 34% 24% 

8. 1034-36 te 1938-39 3,433 
--~ 

71% 61% 1i!,94 • 29% 26% 

Percenta~elncrease in 479% .. .. 04% .. .. 
production from ..--., -the first to the last 
quinquennium. 

Percenta~elncrease In 00% .. .. 4;w,. .. .. 
trOduction from 
h. 2nd to tho Srd 

.-.... 
quinquennium • 

• For the purpose of this column, only retained mIll productIOn has been taken mto account. 
tEXportB of handloom cloth not known and bence not deducted from tho total handloom production. 

We may see from the table that handloom production has increased by 
54 per cent between the first and the third quinquennium (1901-05 to 1934-
39) and between the second and the third (1921-25 to 1934-39) by 47 per 
cent. From the figures no reliable conclu~ion regarding the. prosperity of 
the hand-weaving industry can be drawn. lThe statistics 'of handloom cloth, 
including those given by us in this Report, are necessarily subject to many 
limitations which impair their value for purposes of comparison.1 All these 

194 
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statistics are 'drawn up by using the" residual" methC1d, whose defects have 
been referred to ~ Chapter III. Owing to our imperfect kn.wledge of the 

. amount of yarn' used up by the rapidly growing hosiery factories and power~ 

1
looms, and more ,important still, the changing trends in the. unsold stocks 
of yarn, the figures' of handloom production which an now a.~ailable are. 
quite possibly, progressively overestimated. ;Further, it is well-known that 
especially in the less developed areas, much more of hand-spun yarn wi1~ 

\

used by handlooms in the earlier years and, therefore, our estimate ','of 'the' 
total production on the handloom from mill-spun yarn alone gives altogether 
a wrong impression, by minimizing the production of the init~al year and thus 
exaggerating the percentage of increase. . ' ' " :: 

Even assuming that the statistics used aTe fairly reliallle, there are various 
factors which have to be taken into account in drawing conclusions on them. 
In the first place, we have to remember in this connection that the:decline . 
of the handloom industry began a hundred years a"go';.'an9 the fact tM~ thera 
has not been . any further decline since 1900 does not bring o~ the-whole 
truth. Till about the middle of the last century, the hand-weaving industry 
supplied all the textile requirements of India, and' carried,. oil a flourishing 
export trade besides. After 1840, these preseryes were invaded '~y.t'oreign 
imports and by 1900 only a fourth of the total Indian market in'cotton textiles 
was left to the handtoom. The result was unemployment among the growing 
population of professional weavers) and a drastic fall in their wages; many 
of them gave up weaving and as nothing else was available became unskilled 
labourers. Thus the<Jnitial injury came from the imports; Subsequently, 
'the Indian mills took over a good proportion of the market previously supplied 
bv the imports, and certain favourable circumstances have also enabled them 
U; supplement' it in some lines, as shown in Chapter VIII. Subsequently, 
competition has come from powerloom factories and hosiery works also. The 
fortunes of the hand-weaving ind~stry had already gone down to .t~e bottom 
by 1900 with all the attendant consequences of such a, decline,cal,ld if the 
production did not fall any furth~r since, it' only shows that some:stabiliza
tion had taken place at the low level reacheu by ,1900. 
. 165. Why production has incre~sed.-It is true that the handloom produc-. 

I tion has increased in some area~ especially .in ,South India, put in several 
other areas, there has. been a decline in pro~ucti~n,. and this is particularly 
true of many centres m Bomba~ and the nelghbourmg States, and' also true 
to a smaller extent of Bengal. ( In areas where production has increased, it , 
has been due largely to the substitut.ion of fly-shuttle looms for throw-shuttle 
looms ~hich has been going on in .all the promin~nt hand loom areas) The 
proportIOn of the fly-shuttle-looms IS 85 per cent ill Madras, 67 per cent in 
Bengal, 55 per cent in Bombay and 47 per cent in the Central Provinces 
and Berar. As the average produetion' of fly-shuttle looms has increased; 
to 7 yards as against 4 yards on throw-~huttle, :productiol1 per loom has in
creased by 75 per cent by this change. In these circumstances production' 
has increased chiefly in thoile areas where fly-shuttle sleys have been intro
duced but in other areas production has very lil.<ely declined. Thus~t would 
appear that the increase in production that has taken place 'in India must 
be largely due to the change in technique.' This increase in production led' 
to no improvement in th~ economic condition of the wea.vers, owing to certain. 
peculia.rities in the handloom economy,- as will be shown presently. ' 
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worked well, thanks largely to the disinterested labours of exp~rienced Leaders 
like Rao Bahadur G. K. Chitale, of the District Co-operative Association, 
Ahmednagar. \ . 

162. Lines of improvement.-While it is true that a good beginning has 
been made, it is well to admit, all most of the Provincial authorities have 
admitted, thaJU>nly the fringe of the problem has been touched) Although 
wnges per unit of labour have slightly increased, there.is. no evidence tha~ 
~ullcr ~...E!Q'y!!!el'!t.b.aa-b~Wl..,sec.Yr~<! .9.I..ilia.t...~2~!hlY~a!:,!!i?zs.J~-y.~.~~~.sed! 

,OliIf a very small proportion of the weavers have been brought mto 'the 
movement and even the b$lst societies may not be able to work successfully 
if the Government grant is withdrawn. Ther!! is besidp.s the growing com
petition from middlemen especially in some of the more important areas. 
Ollr object must be to place the movement on a self-supporting basis as early 
as possible. The weavers must be given regular work so that they may have 
higher monthly earnings, and they must be enabled to live a better life than 
now. If these objects are to be fulfilled, a planned system of production 
and marketing is essential. In order that fuller employment may be secured 
for a large number of weavers, more abundant orders are required, and order& 
will only increase when goods of the quality needed are produced at reason
able cost and marketed at the right time and place. <:fhe quality, quantity 
and timing of production must, therefore, be carefully planned for every 
area in which the co-operative movement is operatin~ The human and 
technical resources of each centre must be fully utilised' for the production 
of such goods as could be produced there most efficilmtly. Further, each 
type of commodity should be produced in such quantities as coula be mar
keted within a reasonable time. The production of' speciality fabrics like 
furnishing material may bring in decent profits, but the production must be 
carefully adjusted to demand. The proper timing of production is also equally 
important. In'most parts of India, there are certain seasons when the com
mon people make their purchases; i.e., the months when marriages are con
ducted and on the eve of important festivals like the Pooja and Deepavali. 
Goods suited for these occasions will have to be made beforehand in such 
quantities as are likely to be required, and this again can only be decided by a 
proper survey of the markets. If production is timed in this manner and if 
the sales are also properly regulated, not only will the business of the societies 
increase but they will also be able to easily get accommodation from the Co
operative Central Banks and even from commercial banks. 

In regard to marketing, one Ol: two points call for special attention. First
ly, the price policy adopted by the societies has not been carefully devised. 
The selling price is generally fixed at cost price plus some margin of profit 
for the society, but this policy is not conducive to business succes9 Com
modities will have to be sold at the market prices current and the losses in
curred in some periods will have to be made good by the profits accruing in 
other periods. It has been pointed out to us that a better principle for settling 
prices would be the ,.vcost of replacement plus margin," which would approxi
mate to the sale at the current market price. It is also said that under the 
present system of pricing some self-interested persons who are connected with 
the movement are able to make unjust profits. In some Provinces (e.g., Bihar), 
we find tHat the profit realised by the Government organisation on various. 
types of fabrics is higher than what the mahajan is able to make in similar 
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transactions. This-indeed indicates that by earning such handsome profits. 
tIle Provincial handloom organisation may soon be able to outgrow the need 
for subvention from the Government of India. We, however, wonder if the' 
purpose of the grant is properly fulfilled by such a policy. 

It is also necessary to utilize the co-op.erative movement more fully for 
the Rale of handloom cloth. The co-operative stores throughout India must 
lie enrouraged to actively help in this matter. In other words, the two sec
tions of the co-operative movllment, must work in active co-operation. 

It is held by some that the weavers could be given a useful training if they 
are brought to work in karkhanas. They are genwally linpunctual and do 
not always stick to the patterns given to them. If they work in a karkhana" 
it is said, th,ese defects can be rectified and the weaver can be brought under 
discipline, which is much required, as things now are. Many persons think 
that the success of hand-weaving in Sholapur is due to the training given 
to the weavers in the karkhanas. They, therefore, .express the opinion that 
the co-operative societies must maintain workshops where the orders will 
be executed. The karkhana has indeed certain advantages in regard to stand .. 
ardization, punctual delivery of cloth, etc. But the cost of production is 
bound to rise, when a workplace is ,to be maintained and supervision pro
vided for. There are, however, other aspects of the matter which will be 
discussed in Chapter X. 

163. Indigenous co-operative institutions.-There is a growing opinion all 
over India that co-operative societies are not likely to be helpful to 
the weavers. It may be that the co-operative societies registered under the 
'Act have shown rather dis~ppointing results, but this may be due rather to' 
the way the societies have been constituted or conducted'; the co-operative 
principle cannot be blamed for the faults resulting from its misapplication. 

(The co-operative method has already been in use in some way or other in the' 
caste guilds of the weavers in the past, and if the new co-operative method 
had been grafted on this traditional growth it might have. worked better~ 
We have got indications that the old caste guilds could be utilised for other' 
and more practical uses than for collecting funds to maintain temple's and 
celebrate festivals. There have been attempts at various places in India 
(e.g., Ahmednagar, Nagpur, Chaumuhani) for a proper utilisation of the indi
genous co-operative institutions.' One of the earliest of the experiments in:
this direction was made by the Padmasali weavers of Ahmednagar in 1917. 
At that time these weavers had to pay various charges amounting to 2 to '3' 
annaa per rupee when sel~ng their cloth. The weavers, therefore, joined 
together into a society called,the Chhap Committee with the object of effect~ 
ing sales in a more orderly and less expensive manner. At first, the society 
forbade its members from seIling cloth directly to the merchants and had 
all the cloth brought to its warehouse where-a chhap (stamp) at a charge of 
1 pice per sari was fixed. The merc~ants, therefore, had to go and purchase' 
the cloth at the society's warehouse and had to forgo the commissions which 
they were foonerly charging. The advantage of. such co-operative action 
was fully realised, and the whole community worked together in (his effort. 
It is true that subsequently the cloth was again sold directly to the merchants 
by the weavers, but the society insisted that only cloth with the chhap should 
be accepted and the merchants had to agree to this. Although this was the 
prime motive for starting a society, it has subsequently diweloped various 
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social and ameliorative activities connected with the maintenance of schools, 
libraries, etc. The production of cloth has diminished in .AhIDednagar (as 
shown in the last Chapter); the Chhap Committee, however, still continues 
its beneficial activities. ' 

1n Nagpur, the Koshtis who form the great mafority or" the weavers have 
set up an organisation called the Koshti Hitakarini MandaI with economic 
and social purposes ill view, and nearly 80 per cent of the KOihti weavers 
have joined it. This society ha.s also a regular system of stamping, and it 
has been insisting, fairly successfully, that only cloth bearing its stamp should 
be purchased by the shopkeepers. For this purpose a hundred supervisors 
have been appointed by the MandaI, each in charge of a division. The super
visor fixes the stamp at a charge of one pice; of this one-half goes to himself 
as his remuneration for the work, and the other half to the MandaI funds. 
The monthly income of the MandaI under this head is Rs. 300 to Rs. 400. 
In this way the soc~ety has collected a fund which is utilised for financing 
needy weavers who are unable to sell their finished goods. The MandaI 
advances money on the pledge of finished goods and no interest is charged 
thereon. This system has been working since 1936 and has given to the Mandai 
some .control over the marketing of the cloth woven by its members. The 
MandaI also takes interest in the social and educational welfare of the commu
nity.' It is thus, in the real sense, va guild and a co-operative society rolled 
into one. 

In most parts of India there are associations for securing the social and 
economic interests of the weaving communities and although they do not 
fix any stamp on finished goods, some help is rendered about the marketing also. 
Such associations exist in some parts of Bengal and Madras. In Chaumuhani 
(Bengal), the large weaving community of Naths has an organisation called 
"Nath Samity," which not only discharges the usual social and religious 
duties but also helps in the marketing of cloth. It supplies marketing infor
mation by maintaining a bureau whereby Naths could always be in touch 
with the ruling prices. Associations of a more or less similar type ar6' func
tioning in Salem, Aruppukottai, and other centres in the Madras Province. 
At Ambasamudram, there used to he an association which even controlled 
production and regulated wages, but it has. ceased to operate. In Sholapur 
each of the economic groups composed of the weaving community has its 
own organisation, as has been, shown in Chapter IV. 

Such indigenous co-operative institutions .ar~ in. conformity with the 
genius of the people, and in our opinion it would. be wiser to build on them 
than to set up separate organisations on an exotic model. While agricul
turists have few such indigenous organisations, weavers and other handi
craftsmen have them and' those are still working among them. It is true 
that there are factions and internal rivalries in most weaving communities 
but these can be kept under check by making careful arrangements. In many 
localities, benevolent outsiders, working as Pre~idents or Patrons, have been 
effective in keeping factions under control. (Where such traditional guild 
organisations have decayed efforts must be made to revive them~ The 
guild system is known to handicraftsmen throughout the world and it has 
on the whole served them well. It must be pointed. out, however, that in 
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centres like Sholapur, where distinct eConomic groups have been formed 
within the weaving communities,. owing to the presence of a.any strata of 
middlemen, organisations of a different character will have to be formed. 

163(a). A business basis.-We may now conclude this brief stu-vey of the 
working of the Government of India scheme in aid of the handloom industry. 
There is no doubt that the grant from the Central Government was a timely 
move; it has laid the foundations of an organisation which, if properly nll,f)
tured, will be a great asset to the hand-weaving industry. (We have now 
reached a stage at which the work must be done strictly on a business-like 
and commercial basi~ We are afraid that ordinarily Governments have neither 
the time nor the equipment for business. "'(What is now needed, therefore, 
is the active association of business men of proved ability and character), 
It may be noted that where business men have some control over the workirig 
of the grant (as in Madras), substantial results have been achievedl We, 
therefore, suggest that the next step must be the .estaplishment of an all~ 
India organisation for co-ordinating the scattered efforts going on 'all over 
the country, and in particular for expanding the markets for handloom pro
ducts. A scheme for such an organisation will be considered in Chapter XI. 
This would involve larger expenditure, but we conSider it worth while. 



CHAPTER X. 

The Present PQsition and Prospects of the Hand-wea~g Industry • 

. ~64. Total production as index of hand-weavers' prosperity.-We have in 
the f!:>regoing Chapters brought together facts relating to the production 
and marketing of hand-woven cloth and the competition. that has been going 

. on between it and mill-woven cloth. We have also analysed the nature and 
structure of the hand-weaving industry and have given an account of the 
yarns used arid' t~e cloths woven on the handlooms. Attempts at aiding 
ha:O.dloom weavers. by Gov~rnment and by co-operative bodies have also 
been dealt with. It now remaips for us to take stock or" these develop
ments and .make a general estimate of the present position and prospects of 
the hlltnd-weaving indumry. This will be discussed in the present Chapter. 
It is also necessary' to deal with the proposals placed before us in the fifth 
term of reference regarding the advisability of imposing restrictions on mills 
in respect of lower counts Qf yarn. This will be dealt with in Chapter XI. 

It has often b~en argued that as the production of handloom cloth has 
increased, the hand-weaving industry must be considered to have prospered. 
This view needs careful examination. The following table summarises the 

ltrends of handloom production vis-a-vis mill production in three typical quin- . 
quennial periods from 1901 onwards:-

..J TABLE txxI.-Progress of mill and handloom industries (1901-1939). 

Mill Production. Handloom Production. 

Average for Mill Proportion Proportion to Handloom Proport.ion Proportion to 
total cloth total cloth producHon to total' available for production to total available for (million productioa consumption. (million Indian consumption ... yards). in India.· .. . yards). production . 

t 

1. 1901·02 to 1905-06 593 40% 14% 906 60% 26% 

2. 1921-22 to 1925-26 1.806 66% 41% 948 34% 24% 

8. 1~34-36 te 1938-89 8,438 ----- 71% 61% ,1!!.94 • 29% 25% 

Percentage Increase In 479% .. ., 64% .. .. 
production from 
.the Drat to the last 

..---. -
quinquennium. 

Percentall<llncrease In 90% .. .. 4~ .. .. 
Efoduction from 
he 2ud to the 8rd 

.-..... 
quinquennium. 

-For t.he purpose of this column, only retained mill production has been taken mto account. 
tElportB of handloom cloth not known and hence not deducted from the total handloom production. 

We may see from the table that handloom production has increased by 
54 per cent between the first and the third quinquennium (1901-05 to 1934-
39) and between the second and the third (1921-25 to 1934-39) by 47 per 
cent. From the figures no reliable conclu~ion regarding the. prosperity of 
the hand-weaving industry can be drawn. lThe statistics of handloom cloth, 

o including those given by us in this Report, are necessarily subject to many 
limitations which impair their value for purposes of comparison,;> All these 

. . ~ 
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statistics are 'drawn up by using the" residual" meth<1d, whose defects have 
been referred to i,n. Chapter III. Owing to our imperfect kn.wledge of the 

, amount of yarn used up by the rapidly growing hosiery factories and power~ 

jlooms, and more important still, the changing trends in the. lIDsold stocks 
of yarn, the figureB' of handloom production which are now a.~ailable are, 
quite possibly, progressively overeBtimated. ;Further, it is well-known that 
especially in the less developed areas, much more of hand-spun yarn w~~ 

\

used by handlooms in the earlier years and, therefore, our estimate ','of 'the 
total production on the handloom from mill-spun yam alone gives altogether 
a wrong impression, by minimizing the production of the initial year and thus' 
exaggerating the percentage of increase. " ' ... ~: 

Even assuming that the statistics used aTe fairly relialSle, there Ij,re various 
factors which have to be taken into account in drawing conclusions on them. 
In the first place, we have to remember ill this connection that the:decline . 
of the handloom industry began a hundred years igQ;.aniJ, the fact th&~ ther8 
has not been' any further decline since 1900 does not bring oat the'whole 
truth. Till about the middle of the last century, the hand-weaving industry 
supplied all the textile requirements of India, and' cariie~ on a flourishing 
eXP<1rt trade beflides. After 1840, these preserves were invaded 'Qy.t'oreign 
imports and by 1900 only a fourth of the total Indian market m:cotton textiles 
was left to the handloom, The result was unemployment among the growing 
population of professional weavers) and a drastic fall in their wages; many 
of them gave up weaving and as nothing else was available became unskilled 
labourers. Thus thevnitial injury came from the imports~ Subsequently, 
the Indian mills took over a good proportion of the market previously supplied 
bv the imports, and certain favourable circumstances have also enabled them 
t~ supplement' it in some lines, as shown in Chapter VIII. Subsequently, 
competition has come from powerloom factories and hosiery -works also. The 
fortunes of the hand-weaving industry had already gone down to .t~e bottom 
by 1900 with all the attendant consequences of such a. decline,'alld if the 
production did not fall any furth~r since, it' only shows that some:stabiliza
tion had taken place at the low Ie !Vel reachea by ~900. 

165. Why production has incre~sed.-It is true that the handloom produc-, 

I tion has increased in some areas, especially .in ,SQuth India, put in several 
other areas, there has. been a decline in pro~ucti~n,. and this is particularly 
true of many centres m Bombay:. and the neIghbourmg States, and' also true 
to a smaller extent of Bengal. { In areas where production has increased, it 
has been due largely to the substitution of fly-shuttle looms for throw-shuttle 
looms ~hich. has been going on in .all the promin;-nt· handloom areas) The 
proportIon' of the fly-shuttle looms IS 85 per cent In Madras, 67 per cent in 
Bengal, 55 per cent in Bombay and 47 per cent in the Central Provinces 
and Berar. As the average produetion· of fly-shuttle loomS has increased 
to 7 yards as against 4 yards on throw-~huttle, (production. per loom has in~ 
creased by 75 per cent by this change. In these circumstances production' 
has increaSed chiefly in those areas where fly-shuttle sleys have been intro
duced but in other areas production has very li1i;cly declined. Thus ~t would 
appear that the increase in production that has taken place·in India must 
be largely due to the change in technique:- This increase in production led; 
to no improvement in th~ economic condition of the weavers, owing to certain' 
peculiarities in the handloom economy,. as will be shown presently. 
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166. Increase of production no proper' test.-It .may also be noted that 
in the case oj a hereditary occupation like hand-weaving, increase of pro
duction cannot be a proper index of the prosperity of the industry. In this 
respect, hand-weaving in India is more allied to agriculture than to organised 
industries; . in both cases, the number of people employed or the total pro
duction has little bearing on the profitableness of the concern. As stated 
earlier (paragraph 20), if a mill does not pay a reasonable dividend, it will 
'be sold or scrapped and the millowner will put his money into some other 
more profitable industry. But if the hand-weaver does not get a reason
able; return fro~ his l~om he may work harder and longer to make up by 
"quantity what heJoses ill value. In fact, most hand-weavers will continue to 
ply the loom, (as a mode of living) even if they get barely the price of yarn used 
in the making of cloth., ~eaving is the only work known to them, and no
alternative occupati~ns are ope~ to then;} If they: abandon this, they' will 
have to take up meIDal work or lIve on alriis. Such IS the helplessness of most 
.weavers, especially those belonging to the hereditary weaving castes. In 
these' circumstances, no safe conclusion regarding the prosperity of the hand
looin industry can be drawn from the statistics of p-,:oduction. As the Hon'ble 
Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar pointed out at the Delhi Conference of representa
tives of mills and handloom industry, if increase of production were held to 
be the sole criterion of prosperity, the millowners might find themselves 
without an argument particularly with regard to proposals to lower the tariff. 
The cotton mill industry increased ita production by leaps and bounds during 
the period under review and still it was faced with serious financial crises from 
time to time and had to seek tariff protection. As compared to the increase 
of 4:79 per cent in mill production between the first and the last quinquen
nium in the above table, handloom production experienced an increase of 
54: per cent only. H then, the mills had still to supplicate for protectio~ 
the case of the handlooms is much stronger. 

167. Decline in total eaf'!t~lI.g8.-:-As the Tariff Board correctly stated in 
their Report, 1932 (p. 17U, the only true criterion ofthe progr~ss.9f..!heltanll
weaving industry.is.J;he in~Qm~2.Uh~...lYeaYtlT~ The term" income" in this 
coririection must be taken in two senses: (i) the total earnings of all the hand
loom weavers and (ii> the actual earnings of individual weavers. 

In order. to ascertain whether income has,risen or fallen in the first of the 
above two senses, we have to· find out firstly what the share of the handloom 
industry today is in the value of total cloth available for consumption in the 
country and secondly whether that share has fallen or risen. In Appendix 
XXI an'd in paragraph 137, we have analysed the shares in the total consump
tion of cloth in India which can be attributed to imports, mill-made cloth 
and handloom production respectively. ,We have also stated in paragraph 
137 that the lIlillowners' contention that~ so far as the volume of cloth con
BUmed in India is' considered, mills have. replaced .imports and not hand
looms, appears to be prima facie correct. "t;From .the point of view of the pros
perity of the mill and handloom industries, however, mere volume of cloth 
js no test at all. What is more important is to consider the net total earnings 
of the two industries: Unfortunately, we have no adequate statistics to 
decide this question. We have indeed figures for the profits of cotton mill 
industry, which show a considerable upward trend from the last depresaion. 
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but we have no parallel figures for the handloom indust.ry.Themill figures 
are calculated in the table below :-

TABLE LXXIJ.-Pro!its of the cotton mill industry.- . . , Profits, same 

.Number of Profits (in companies, .Chain Index: 
Year. 

companies. Rs.lakhs). preceding Base (1928=;, 
yea.& (in 100.) 

Rs. lakhs.) 

1928 58 123·0 .. 100·il 

1929 . 58 122·0 123·0, 99-1 " 
.. , 

> " 

1930 58 46·7 122·0 37·9 

1931 58 ~64·6 46·7 52,5 .. 

1932 . y.~ 58 101·9 64·6 82·8 

1933 .. . 58 41-7 101·9 33'" 

1934 . -. 58 110·9 41·7 90'-1.', '. ' .. 
" 1935 . 59 107·6 1011·0 '-"89·0-. - . 

1936 , 
59 117011 106·5 9~·8 

1937 59 164'6 117·9 /1.37·9 

1938 57 249·8 163·8 210·3 

.. 
In the above table, we notice a continuous, upward trend m the figures 
for the 'chain index from 1933 up to 1938 in the last column, which may be 
said to smooth out the figures so as to present a true picture of the position. 
There is reason to suppose that from 1938 to date, .owing to the war, the profits 
have risen still further. .. 

(., ".," 

F.or the handlo.om industry, on the .other han~, we have n.o reliable',ftgures 
s.o as to prescnt a chronologir.al picture. From'the available data regarding 
pr.oduction, we find that the proportion of handl.o.om clot.h to the total cl.oth 
available in the country has' been fairly well maintained, ~ill~~,Jl~eJJ.t. 
but this is no pr.oof that the value has":aI80 been maintained, .or that earnings 
accruing fro!l!.suc,h pr9duction.b.a.ve not .decl.i.D.~d. ; Qn-the other liand'{"we"na.'Ve 
many indications to sh.ow that the handlooms",ieceipts from the total cloth 
~ill .of the country have not been maintain~~' W.e kn.ow, for instan?e, t~at 
m a large number of centres valuable fabrrcs whIch were f.ormerly m WIde 
?emand have been replaced by plain clot.h of much l.ower. value. ,Numerous .. 
Jllustrations .of this have c.ome to .our notice during the c.ourse .of .our enquiry 
and some .of them have been given in 'Chapter VIII. wrre upper and middle 
classes all over the c.ountry wer6 formerly decked in c.ostlyand 'elegant attire ' 
8S bec.oming their social position: the saris used by the women .ot those classes" 
c.ost anything between Rs. 20 to Rs. 200. In the case .of th.ose ·wh.o w.ore 
~alwars and kurtas also, the values were very high. AB a res.ult .of the change 
In t~stes, the same classes today wear saris or other alternative garments 
C?stlDg between Re. ,5 and Rs. 20, and even 8:t marriages the use of the tradi- . 
tIona I garments has greatly diminished. N.ot that, women· have bec~me 'less 

o 
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e:a:trl\vagant i tliey still need expensive luxuries 'but their fancies have gone 
on, ·imported fabrics like crepes, tafettas and georgettes. The demand for 
brocades, kinkltabs and other luxury fabrics has greatly gone down. A like 
change has eome 'abOut in-men's dress also. The lace-bordered dhoti::l and 
fJIYlga'IXIstrOJms and the costly chadOOrs and pi~ambars formerly worn by the 
well-to-do Hind\~8 of aU p~rts of India, cost a great deal more than the plain 
mill-made dhotis they now Wear. Men who' formelly wore the stately turban 
costing Rs. 50-0-0 ru:. wore now don plain caps. priced at Re. 1, if not less! 
All these chahges have bad devastating effects on the hand-weaving commu-

. nity. Convincing proof .of this can be obtained by a Visit to places like Dacca, 
San\ipl,ll', Ml\fShidabad, Comilla and nankura in Bengal, Bnlandshahr ancl 
Sikandarabaq:1n the Unit~d Provinces, 'Dholka, Poo~, Yeola, Ilkal and 
-Ahniednagat ~~ombaY)~;raithaR aLd Nanded in Hyderabad, Masulipatam. 
KOi'Jlali, phatmav~r~m,Ui>pa~a and Aqoni in Madras, 13ilrhanpur and Umre( 
in the Cent flU Provinces, Pet,lad in ~aroda, Chanderi in. Gwalior anq 
Eraniel in Travancore. No doubt'iI. few places like Madura:'·Coimbatorer 

Dha..~y¥-kali, Nagp.m and Sholapur ha~e shifted over to fabrics s1,li.ted fol' 
modern requirements and thereby are maintaining t.heir economic positioI\ 
to some exte1J.t; but, for every two places which have so adjusted profitably 
th~ ~es of prot;l~ction, $-ve have taken up something much less profitable 
or ~ave eveI\ abandoned weaving and the erstwhile weavers.now· swell the 
list of menial workers. We have seen a great deal of such decay in the course 
of Q1lJl tours, in :many parts of India. Such distressed areas can be .seeri iIi 
pa~ of Bombay (G-ujerat, Maharashtra) and some of the States adjoining 
as a1so in Bengal, Central Provinces and Berar, and e,.en in Madras. -In some 
of these areas, we have found half-st.aryed and ill-clad men and women coming 
out of untidy d-wclli.ng places, and the only evidence of their past prosperity 
8tillleft. is the local temple. In many places the weave~ have' taken to pro,: 
fessional begging and there are stilICilUent.frOVerllSTnsoiiicr-orthelildian 
languages inai(jatiitg'tlli~ ~ange:' t,l-t{Qttieievulenceoffhlideclilie is"thtnarge 
iur-rease iD,'unemploym;ent, and under-employment th~t has taken place among 
the weavers. This has already been referred to in Chapter ·IV. ~erally 
weayen have no work for .more than about six months in the year, and even 
during t.hose months emplo}'ment is unsteady and irregular. 

Thl) main point t~at arises out of the above discussion is that it is in.; 
conec~ to construe.' the 'increase in handloom production as nec~ssarily im-, 
plying an 1.ncrease in the total value. It is clear that if the quality of hand.; 
loom cloth Ilpld has fa,IleD: (notwithstanding some improvement in counts) 
to the, 6.xteI).t des~ribed abO-ve, then the total value could no\; have increased. 
We h.~'V~ see~ in r:I:/IoQl~ L:X;~~ that the volume of handloom production bet., 
w~n ,he ~s.t and, last quinquennia mentioned therein increased by 54 per 
cent, ollly. W~ doubt very much if the value peJ." uni~ of handloom clotll 
~l~ has fall~B by, less than 35 per cent, which, is appJ;Oximately the decline 
in: pri~cs n,e~SS8J;y to keep the total value of the h,andlQOD;\ clotll steady in. 
the period. ~~ tha decline is. more than 3~ per cent in. the Ij.verage price per
unit of halldlo,9JiU cloth, ~t is obvious tha~ the total va.l.)l,& of handJpom cloth 
has fallen. \.Ifhe pace of the prices of handloom cloth is, la,rgely $et by the 
pJ."ices of mill cloth. The prices o( mill cloth fell, drastically !lince 1930.. 1£ 
we superimp9se this. fap\; upon, the changes iA fashiollf#. which_ b.a~e. been. noted 
abQve, we Ahall get spme. idea as tQ, th.e meas~e Qf deQr4tase i,n. the. totiat valuo 
of handl~or,u cMh •. 
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Total value by itself, again, is not a correct guide to the positio~ of any 
industry. The main question is, as in the parallel case of the mills, have 
net total earnings, i.e., total value .minus total cost of production, risen OJ: 
fallen' We have no means to decide this question by reference to any actual 
figureS, but we may mention, here two relevant considerations. In th~' fi.rs1l 
place, as will be seen .from the data given in the next paragraph,(milividual 
earnings have fallen veri drastically in recent years, the range of percentage 
decrease being from about 4<t to 80 per cen!) At the same time, there is no 
proof to show that the weavers' (working) popUlation has increased to any 
extent. This means that total earnings must have fallen. very seriously_ 
Secondly, it appears that while price8 of mill-cloth have faJI~l\; itseost of pro
duction haiJ also fal1en side by side. We cannO'(~y, tli~.-$ay;rie thing"ofthe 
handloom cloth, in'whose case the prices, which ahdargely"determined by the 
prices of mill cloth, have fallen much more than the costs, cil~production,. 
This meanlftnatQ;he margin of profit behyeen price an~ cost per ,unit of hand
loom cloth is very much smaller than tli~t in the case of mill clotJY Hence. 
volume for volUme, an increase in the product~on of lnill cloth must.: meat!. 
a far greater riss in the earnings of mills than ah increase in the production 
of handloom cloth does in the earnings of weave,:k. -,' ,;',' , -, 

168. Individual earnings.-Our concern is not so much about tM,;vea.vers 
who have given up weaving and have been abilorbed in menial ana other 
occupations, but about those who still persist irultheir hereditary calling'Without 
obtaining a subsistence wage. A drastic fall in earnings has taken plalle 
among them during the last two decade!\. Wheh, the, TaJ;iff Board, reported 
in 1932, it Was foUnd .that wages had been rapidly going down; since \hen the 

'decline in earnings has gone on further in nearly all th6, weavin'g centres. We 
,have collected datiJ.'regarding wages and earnings from' all parts ofIridia, aAd 
for purpOseS of comparison with early years we f1,ave drawn upon the infor
mation contained in previous reporta issued by Ptovincial' aJid State Govern
ments. In the follOWing table, the monthly eatninglt of wea'Vm in Madras, 
Bengal and Bombay (for which adequate data aJte available) in: 1941 and iit a 
,previous da.te (mostly 1928) are given :,_. ' 

TABLE LXXIII.-Monthly earnings of nandlo;"" 'Weav~s i:1/, 1928 q,niiJ941. 
I· ' 

, , i 
" 

Centre. 1928. 
. 

, .. '1941. ~: Percentag .. 
, :!.decrease • . , 1:- < , 

-. : . .. , ! • 
, Rs. A.'. Rs. A., P. ,Rs. A. P. Rs. A.I, 

MtJdt<JI-

CUdlyatham (N. ArOOt) . 25 0 0 
ci 

5 II o to 11)14 0 67 C&veragel 
Yemmlgenur (Bell...,.) . 14 0 o to 15 Ii 9 0 o jA) 10 0 0 a~ !average ' 
Colmbatore '. " • . " .. 8Q 0 0 - II 6 o to 11 ~ 0 :~aver&ll. , 
Bonnlmalal (Colmbatore) .' 17 , 0 'I IS 0. 
Uppada (E. GodavW) , .. lD' I) II ., a 0. 60 

, Chlda (Guntur) • 12 8 Ota1S1! 0 • 5 II 69 ! .... erag.' MaBgaiagiri (Gubtur), 12 8 o to 1& J.a 0 i () 0 to -9 0 II '6 avernge 
Mangalore (S. Kanara) 12 8 0 - 610 Otol015 0 94 average~ 
KodllmUJ1l (Karnool) 17 a 0 II 0- ota S 0 0 69 ~ayerago~ 
Trlchengode (Salem) 15 0 0 9 0 o to 10 ~ 0 37 average 
Salem Town. '. 1& 12 0 '1 0' 0 63 
ltaelpnram 4Salbm> 26 0 0 10 0 0 60 
TimleveUy own • 10 0 9 6 0 0 40 

, " 
, 

02 
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. 
TABLE LXXIII--contd. 

Centre. 1928. 1941. Percentage 
decrease. 

~. ::. , 

-
Rs • .!.. P. Rs . .!.. P. RS. A. P. Re • .!.. P. 

BBnual-

Santipur · , 80 0 O' t{) 40 0 0 15 0 Q";to 20 0 0' 50 (aver~gel 
" 

Rsjbo.lhat . '.' ,. 40 0 o to 50 0 0 20 0 o'ib SO 0 0 44 (average) 

llankura ... · 16 0 o to 24 0 0 7 0 o to 10 0 0 59 (average) 

Chlttagong · . 20 0 o to 25 0 , 0 7 8 Oto 9 0 0 63 (average) 

llishnupur 30 0 o to 35 0 0 - 8 0 Oto 9 0 0 74 (average) .... 
Bombay- . . , 

Ilholapur*-

(Pha ..... pet; Sari) 30s)( 30s · 1,8 0 0 7 0 70 

(TIkal SarI) 30s x SOs 014 0 0 5 9 59 

(Nlpani Sari) 30s x 20s " , 014 0 0 7 0 60 

(fdaheahwarl Sari) 60s x 40s • I 2 0 0 9 6 48 

Jlijapur*- . 
Hustadi Jamadi • 8 0 0 2 8 0 68 

(Toda 1l:/um,) · 10 ~ o to 12 0 0" 5 0 0 55 (average) 

Ilangamner* 1 4 0 0 4, 0 ,- 80 
, 

lS"aslk*-

(Maheahwari border sari) , II 0 0 0 6 0 81 

, (~ancy border sari) 110 0 0 5 0 80 

., (Fancy aUk border sari) , 1 8 0 0 6 0 79 

(nkal superior type) , \I 4, 0 010 0 72 

Guledgnd . 16 0 0 5 10 0 63 

Poona . ' · . , 20 0 0 8 0 o to 10 0 0 55 (average) 

• <Belgaum 1! 0 o to 20 0 0 6. 0 Oto 8 0 0 56 (average) 

Gadag and llettlgari . .. 0 0 2 8 0 38 

-. -The wages f01' these centres aretakell from the Report of the Bombay Economic and InduatriaJ Survey 
Committee, 1938·1940 (p. 99), and are piece rates for the years 1925 and 1938 respectively. 

Two pointS~ay be noted in the above table. Firstly, there has been a 
drastic fall in the earnings of hand-weavers throughout the country during 
the last ten or twelve years,' and the fall in some cases is as high as 70 or 80 per 
cent. Secop.dly, the present earnings are extremely low and indicate that 
employIil.en~ is far from adequate and that the remunera~ionreceived is meagre, 
In. the course of our tours we were at some pains to find out the actual earnings 
of weavers and ,we found that the great majoritY of them get from 4 to 6 
simas a day; that a 'few of the more skilled and more fa-v:oured weavers get 
8 to 12 annas or evenRe. 1 a day; and that :the less favoured or less skilled 
ones receive a wage of only 2 0); 3 annasper day, \]Ie have to remembeJ: 
that this is the combined earning of the family in which besides the principal 
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'Worker at least another person also works, although part-time; Evidently 
(the majority of the hand-weavers are receiving only the income of unskilled 
labourers> In spite !,f haying considerable hereditary skill and owning in most 
cases the capital equipment required, the weaver, is unable to make both 
ends meet. It has been argued that even in their present condition they are 
better off than the average' agricultural labourer. In the absence of any ac
curate data of agricultural wages, we are unable to institute a proper compari
son, but it may be pointed out that even if agricultural labourers get only 3 
or 4 Imnas a day there are various incidental gains from agriculture ,which 

·the weavers are not' able to obtain. For instatlce, <he aiticultural labourer 
generally gets free'lodging, a certain amount bf food-stUff~.fuel and other 
family requirements more or less free, but the weaver has::got to purchase 

,all these from his meagre earnings and thjS makes a great difference between 
him ann the agricultural labourer. . 

169. Hand-weal~ng ndt a decaying industry ...... In spite of the unsatisfactory 
condition of hand-weavers in many parts of the country, it is not correct to
coDRider hand-weaving as a q.ecayingindustry. This can be seen: by an 
examination of the numbers~gaged in the industry, by the substantial im
provements in production lately carried out and by the profitable business 
pursued by certain sections of the industry which are .properly organised. 
In spite of the decline in the numbers employed in the industry, there are to
day more than 2i million workers engaged in handloom weaving and this 
cannot be an over-estimate seeing that there are as many as 2 million looms 
in the country. ~ also e!lt~ated that a population round about ~~ ~ylions 
are stilt depe~~i.Jlcon this induilti:y. The" cotton textile industry employs 
onTi430,165 workers orwii6ifi~~"1!Omrlderable number are working in spinning 
mills, producing yarn for handlooms. Thus, although the miIIs are producing 
61 per cent of the total eroth consumed in the country; they employ only a 
seventh of the total number of workers in the cotton textile industry'; and 
the remaining six-sevenths are employed in the hand-weaving industry. 

Ci'he 21!llillion worker~bg~~g..iI.1.1!a,~<!~:y.:e3vin~t'.lin (including them
'selves) a-pop\lIahoIfO",..!L9.!ltJ~!lL~~~ If after a hundred years of mill 
competition theliandloom industry IS still aoTe to employ such large numbers, 
c~rtaiIlIy.l1L.ln_dl(!!ltes that the Indian handloom industry has a ~qlle 
capaCity for survivaT:'1:rmay be' remeiiiDer~d that dlirmg thIs per~od the 

I handloOmf!- in nearfy every othe~ ~~untry ha,' v~ eit?er d~appe~re~ Ol; dwindled 
to a very small number. The Vll'l~ty of tJ.p.s'lIlilui!try, IS also mdicated by the 
commendable adjustments made in certain centres in· regard to the methods 
of production, designs, quality of work, etc. Not only fly-shuttle sleys but 

;dobbies and jacquards have been introduced in many placell, and slJ,bstantial 
improvements in workmanship have .also taken place. Nothing struck us 
more during our tours than the remarkable variety and taste exhibited by 
handloom fabries produced in centres like Madura, Coimbatore, Nagpur. 
Dhanyakali and Santipur. It is quite clear that hand-weavers in certain 
parts of the country have been following the changes in: popular taste and 
have adjusted their workmanship to modern requiJ:ements. Thanks to the 
use of chemical dyes in recent years, they are able to exhibit an innumerable 
variety of colours, which was not formerly pos"~ible. Similarly in the sphere 
of coatings" and shirtings which is ge:nerally regarde.d as belonging to the, milIP', 
many centres in Madras and some,in the U:nited Provincefl and, Bihar ha~e 
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lucceeded in producing cert.ain popular varieties which are being sold at 
highly compet.itive prices side by side with the mill products even in cities 
Hke Bombay and Calcutta. In sari-weaving too, cr~ditable adjustments 
have been made in the Madras Province, Nagpur, Dhanyakali and other 
places, and today the handlooms hold their own in the market for me.dium
priced saris. Madura 'saris, for instance, are sold all over India,,pid the 
Jlowerlooms have not succeeded in producing fabrics siinilar to theirs. It 
may be that in man:»: Bombay centres sari production has sufl"ereCl owing 
'to mill competition,(but Sholapur with its creditable organisation and kar
khana method of production is able to market large quantities of saris not only 
of the old type. but also patals in which t.here is keen competition from the 
nills;' SantipUi h'as indeed suffered by the competitioll with finer mill"saris 
mt there is & distinctiveness about i;ts saris which makes them still popular 
n spite of slightly higher prices, and. anyone who visits the Madhobdi Hat 
)r the Howrah Hat in the b~y season would be struck by the volume of the 
;ransactions 8S well as the beauty and variety of the cloths exhibited there. 
:n the light of this it would be most incorrect to say that the hand loom 
ndustry is decaying. It is certainly alive, and has been advancing in several 
:entres, in spite of the many difficulties it has had to put up with. Un
lortunately, however~ this is not true of a good .many areas where weavers 
~a.ve not made adjustments in production. At any rate,@ is cle~ from the 
lChie.veJllen~s of.a few centres that the handloom can still hqld its. own if only 
ihe p1;oper enviro~ent is creat.ed) We may cite here the oft-quoted statement 
)f Sir .Al.fred Chatterton, viz., tIiat "the handloom weavers who have already 
Ilchieved wonders in the age of machinery wili be able to turn the tables on 
the p<)"\verlooD!1!, if put a fraction of the capital, energy and organisation were 
devoted to their trad,~. that have been e~ended in pushing .the powerloo!1l ". 

In view of ».,11 thelje circumstances we cannot agree with the author of the 
Bengal Census Report for 1931 which includes handloom weaving among the 
• decaying' ·industries.. In 1918, the Industrial Commission wrote: "There 
is no real ground for the belief that the cottage ind.Wltries_~ India.-!-I~jlt·a 
decadentt--~onditiotr.' Although many clianges have ~lliCehappened 
in the fortunes of the hand-weaving industry, we are able to say that this 
verdict even now holds good in respect of this industry in most parts of India. 

170 •. FavO'Urable factO'Ts.-We may now sw:vey in brief compass some oj 
the factors helping and hindering the handloom industry in recent years . 
. 'The data available are not ad.equl!.te for. <4-awing up a proper balance sheet 
<If the various factors in operation. but a few outstanding points may be 
()utlined here. On the credit side there is firstly ~he techincal superiority 
of the handloom in the weaving of hand-spun yarn and mill yarn of low counts 
as also in weaving delicate fabrics using high count yarn with complicated 
designs. and cLotl). qf striped and checked patterns:) This has been alread, 
described in Chapter VI. In the oase of some of these an advantage ari~s 
from the fact that the mills do not find it worth their while producing small 
quantities of certain fabrics for which the demand is necessarily limited, 
While the usual warp of the hand-weaver is about 40 yards and in a few case! 
up to 100 yards in length, the average warp of the min is about 1,200 yardl 
and warps below 600 yards are not economical for them. (!he shortness oj 

warp enables hand-weavers to cater for variety to a grea~r extent than mills 
and.in a wo~ld like O~S, va~ety in d!'esa is a vital conce~, especially &mon~ --
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the womenfolk. The short 'warp also enable!!' the harld:weaver U defilop 
new designs and to combine a nl1mber of eolaurl! iil One piece The great 
merit of high-class handloom fabtics is their distinctivenesS a.. ,: ... Lhl' 
workmanship. It is said that wealthy womeh ill eriea arif'prepared tq 
paj-very handsome prices for the rough unfinished hanil'-Woven llioth trom 
India, because it has a uniqueness about it. And such is the humaii 
psychology all the world over. If the PariBian dress-maker haS u,sed this 00 
hei plentiful profit, there is no reason why the Indian liand-weaver should bot 
tap such re90urcss. Indian women alsO have always valued distinctiVe fabrici 
and although there has been lately a craze for siI!lplicity and""'!;\ glamour fo; 
the imported stuif." it is likely that the preference for the p~ar flj.briclil of 
the country may still be maintained, .Another factor favoUrable to the hand~ 
loom is (ihe belief (based largely pn fact) that hand:woven cloth is. more 

l durable and, therefore,. cheaper in· the l~ng run) It is this belief t~all still 
goads the poor women In all parts of India to buythe dearer hahdloom qlotli 
in preference to cheaper and Diore attractive mill cloth for their everyday 
wear. ;, The preference for multi"Iloloure(i clotha'hasalsO been to the advaJlt~ 
age of the hand-weaving industry) In most parts of IIidia" w~rllen nio~ly. 
wear coloured cloth, and among men, a large number 'of Musliins also wea~ 
multi-coloUred cloth. Although such habits are now changing, imder varibuit 
infiuences, there are alRo factofs like the high cost of frequent Jaunderiilg 
which may sustain the demand for coloured cloth. As shiJ:tsand coats ha.1fEJ 
Come to stay among men, and as these garments are ~u.ally made of eoloure4 
piecegoods, it is likely that men at any rate·will be wearing more col.oured 
cloth in future. ,\'l'.he existence of a la.rge numb~r of spinning inills~ especiallJ 
in Madura aM C6im.batote, e.ngaged ill producmg yarn and caterIng for tM 
requirements of handloom weavers is also a favourable factor of great import;;. 
ance. ~1>ove all, "the .capital costs and running expep.se,s of t~e ~antlloom 

)weaver are small, and he has not to w-2~!LII:.~~ initial el!i>ital; .~g>!".!!.9i~ 
agencI. !?()!llIY!i~9u..Jns . odown re:tt j l~~~~:~~!..~:lSC!l~·P.rqpEIi.~~ 
8tri~es al!(~Joc~-Ol1t~ Al;V!.Qt!tex_c.8,.r , ~~'y'9A,~il!s:~iJ!ll!l!iI, 
efficiencyjn. man.r~}Y~!s., Further, handloom .. Issuitabl.e PWl!Il~B!i {~r o.,ll!,r 
fam.ily, and the inal;1, v/ire and children have,~ach theg p~rts ~p~!f()rn;tin h 
without any great burden on any of them.vViewed i;t tl;lill ~I; the dO!'lesti9 
handloom system is an .ideal organisa~io~~ ,. 

11 1. U njavourahle jaclJJr~.-On the othel! .hand, th~re. are also operating 
side' by side certain ttnfavourable facto,rs wliich' recently} i.t.t a.ny rate j have 
been rather potent: Firstly, there are the familiae ,diffiau.ltie~ in' regard to 

1yam and marketing. OWing tel the def~cts of the present sYllotem, the haud" 
'100m weavei1iii.S1O)tiyJ;Usyar_n de~~~nti,..sel1. ~i~.clQ~h c1!!l~.P' TherebrQui 
loses at both ends and fuldii'it di.fli<:W,t to oompetewith the mills and !np.~U 
powerloolIl factories which ohtain .their larn. cheaper and ate able tG marlcet 
theltgood§·a.ti~sg-A.Ss1iOW:niilOhapte1i IV, this is largely due to llhij 
methods employed bt. middlemen under 'whom the weavers.tut.va tu. wo.c.k~ 
Secondly, ~ tb,e case on.na:epeqa:eii.twea\tersc~JI.~s_~o be obtaineda1l Ii 
high ch!l.tg~, a,nd this invol.,ves the harlding o..var"t(J)he finan6i,8i:'il.ob obly'ilhe 
'weaver's profit but even a portion D£ his w.ages) ~ere is no pl: )per' organi8a~ 
tiori in the cuuntry fot sUJlrl!~~~.<!.~~.Eor for m.!:~!retihg .of g<)O]s, and therefore 
·the hand-'-weave:rs' prmiiiction cost IS bound tabe b.j.gher; Thd monetar1 
-hlitaell ot sUch. d,iaadv.an~&.oD. the.:wea.ver ~ b~eD. expla.in.el ia ChapWII 
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V and VII. Thi~dly, ~he ignorance and conservatism of the handloom \\': 
weavers make them di,sinclined to adjust their lines of production and types''''
of designs to suit modern requirements) Fourthly, under the stress of com
petition, whether from the mills or from other handloom centres,(the qualliJ-I 
of hand-woven cloth has deteriorated in certain places and conseqUently\ 
there have been complaints from consumers regarding dimensions, weight, 
ends and picks per inch, etc.,,) as has been explained in Chapter VI. This ' 
not ;only' hits the particular weavers,resorting to these foolish devices, but 
injures the reputation of all fabrics of that class. Fifthly, not the least. of, 
these unfavourable factors is the growing pref~rence for white washable saris'V 
among younger women, especially Rchool and college students, as has been 
explained in Chapter VIII. In Madras where formerly women of the middle 
and upper- classes never wore anything bout coloured saris, there has been a. 
tremendous increase in the use of white saris, mostly mill-made. Not only, 
the 'preference for white cloth but the whole attitude of the younger women- ' 
folk towards ,the older tYPlls of apparel and the acute craving for plain dress 
and studied meagreness of attire are heavy items on the debit side of the hand
weaving industry) Most of these factors are unfavourable to the handlooms 
and, favourahleto..the. mills, but there are also in operation certain other 
factors, like the tremendous growth in the demand for hosiery ,of all kinds, 
which work against both the handlooms and the mills. Nor can the future 
prospect be more "roseate if these factors are continuing to operate at a quicker 
pace., Further, the large increase in the capacity of mill industry brought 
abOut by the war effort recentIy may also lead to low prices in the immediate 
post-war period and make the competition with the mill cloth more difficult 

'than hitherto, unless steps are taken, as we hope they will be, to counteract 
such eventualities. 

172. Will theliandloorn 'surmt'e l-The ills of the hand loom industry 
described by us in this report are the results of the unfavourable factors noted 
above, and if these -factors continue to operate unimpeded it is certain that 
the handloom --industry will eventually dwindle into a smaller size. with' all 
the undesirable consequences flowing from such an event. ~therto the hand
weavers have 1;lurvived by their readiness to suffer privations. When the 
competition of mill cloth compelled them to sell their goods at prices which 
not only depriv&rl them of their profit but even butted into their wages, the, 
poor weaver had'to tighten his belt by accepting & lower stand,ard of living. 
This process of tightening has been going on for longl and thus the income r 
of the majority of the weavers has reached the b.Qtto~ 1iJ:!~J)f..suJ)sisteI),<e_~d i 
it caDEotgo_ any fUItPllr. To quote Sir Alfred Chatterton, agaip: "the hand
loom weaver still survives today because there is no alternative open to him . 
• . . . he can easily hold his own for a long time to come. . . . since he }s conte

E to exist on but little more than the bare necessities of ,life". Thus :~t has not 
been so much a question of the handloom industry surviving'as of the hand
loom weaver himself surviving~ We are afraid, however, that the margO 
between the price of raw material and the price of finished products in the 
case of the independent weaver and the earnings received by the weaver
labourer has fallen so low that it is doubtful whether even the bare necessities 
of existence are available to the weavers anywhere: We have not collected 
minute data regarding the weavers' economic and'social condition, as this 
formed no part ~f our e.uquiry, but we have see.u large masses of impov61:iahed 
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men in various parts of the country. In spite of some increase in production, 
employment among weavers has been falling. This has synchro~ised with a. 
steady growth of population among them and as all the added numbers co~d 
not be absorbed in their hereditary occupation, a. further increase m 
unemployment has taken place, and many have jeined the ranks of the 
destitute. 

Such is the present condition of the hand-weaving industry in a. large 
part of ~he country. Left to itself. the industry will perhaps dwindle down 
to the position of a small handicraft. concentrating on the production of a. 
few speciality cloths. This is what has happened in manJ other countries. 
Thus; to take the case of Japan, a country in which the small-scale industry 
is glorified, we notice that between 1923 and 1934 the Dlunber of handlooms 
engaged in ·the production of cotton cloth fell from about 150,000 to about 
51,),000, as stated by Uyeda and Minoguchi in their monograph. on the Small
Scal~ Industries of Japan (p. 67). The dec1ine in the number of handlooIlls 
engaged in the production of woollen cloth h,as been still more dras~ic. Thus 
whereas in 1923 powerlooms engaged in t¥s.·hranch of the textile industry 
were 47 per cent and handlooms53 per cent of th~·total number 'of looms, 
in 1934 the percentages were respectively 99 pel'.ceb.t~an~ 1: per cent (Ibid. 
p. 32). Thus even in Japan at present whereverhand~6mS are used for cloth 
production, they are only used for producing pattern goods for home consump
tion. In countries like the United States of America, the few handlooms 
that survive are also confined to the production of speciality goods like up~ . 
holstery cloths, table linen, etc. '.' . . 

173. Sluruld the Tiandloom survive 1-\Vhy should not a similar cli~nge 
happen in India also 1 Some persons in this country favour such a change, 
as they consider that it would be futile to l!9Is~ On the 
other hand, many reasons have been placed before us to show that such ~ 
development in India will be undesirable in the present state of things. The 
reasons, which are stated below, are weighty and need mature consideration. 

In the first place, the handloom industry is, ne~.to ~griC1~lre, the largest 
single industry in the country. It is the main occupation of several millions 
of people and for most of them there is no subsidiary occupation. Nor is 
hand-weaving a hand-maid to agriculture, butJ;h~,sol!LOCCUp~n ofa la,rge,~ 
cll!:~Lpeople.. It is the mainstay/of many towns and numerous villages 

Scattered all, \lver the coimtry. ~houg~~~!~,j~tr~~.L.;~'ponsible 
lOl: about 25.J.>er cent Of the tO~:l.1 clo1;1[consumed ,m ~~_ c;OWl,try. It...employs 
oyer, 85. pe!" ~nt_yt.1lHdextilll worI!:ers ,o£"the countr.I.: In most countries 
which allowed the handloom to disappear,it was when a widening external 
market enabled workers to be absorbed in pUlls or other industries that the 
change-over came.. On the other hand, &' the Indian handloom industry \ 
collapses, the resultant misery is bound to be a serious problem for the country. 

'- Ii will involve the pauperization of a. large population and this will become a 
"teavy burden on the State) Many flourishing towns and extensive rural 
areas would thus be deprived of their bread and this may have ugly social as 
well as economic consequences. . 

Secondly, .,Qne o! India's principal economic problems is the unemployment
and under-employment of large masses.of people, As a means of solving this 
problem. large-scale. industrializationi~ India has so far been conspicuously 
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ineffective. Although,this country today produces all our sugar, a large part 
of our requirements in cloth, iron and steel, cement and jute bags in power
using fa<;tOries, only- abou.t It million labourers have )een ~b,sorbed_i}:!.!\ll 
indu~tr.i~~ estab!i~h~~ii!.Q~ei..~cf<>!ies-AcCHlid a good many 

'a.!terriabve b()6upatIon~ -:teen avaIlable ill India~ large-scale production of' 
cloth would not have caused any great dislocation, but in the. present state ~f 
things, we have to concentrate largely on occupations which call for a plentiful 
13~lpp)y of labolfr while economizing on capital. As is well-known, labour is 

Jheap and abundant in India, while,-5~pital is dear and difficult· to mass 
together. In such a state of things)(fabour-using and capital-saving occupa
tions have a special function to diSCharge. The handloom industry exactly 
fits in with such requiremeD.~ 

ThirdlYI a fundamental cause of India's poverty is the tendency to an 
unequal diffusion of purchasing power. This defect cannot be rectified by t~e 
expansion of factory industrielf unless large social and economic changes 
also take place simultaneously. But it can. be greatly set' right by a 
carefully regulated system of .small-scale industries.~dustrie~ using ha:r;td
power distribute purchasing power more widely than large-scale industrie~ I 
While the proportion of the _wag~ bill to the total cO,st of prod uction in mills is 
at the most 25..,per .cent, it forms about 40 per cent in hand-weaving with 
mill-yarn and nearly 75 per cent in hand-weaving with hand-spun yarn . 

. Fourthly, (~ecentralized 'production even of the handicraft type is not so 
. uneconomical not so inefficient as is often' assumed) Its advantageIJ in the 
manufacture of speciality goods calling for distinctiveness are well-knowu. 
Even in regard to staple goods, handicraft can be quite efficient. As M.r. R. 
P. Gregg states in his Economics of Khaddar, (p. 87), " for. small and decentra
lized market.c;, hand-operated' machine~ may be just as efficient, by hot,h 
-engineering and price criteria." He further observes: ">:rhe economic 
strengt.h of small-scale decentralized intensive industry lies in its low fixed 
charges, low power <;osts, low expenses. for repairr ma,i1l~naIlce, obsolescen~_e 
and depreciation, low inventory charges, rapid turn-over of materi3I and 
product, little or no storage and transportation costs, and security of employ
ment" (p. 88). The advantages of decentralized production. have lately 
been widely realized in Western countries and have been extolled by success
ful captains of industry like Henry Ford (see his b6ol{g-..My IAie and Work 
Rnl1 To-day and To-'lnortow). Jnthe East also, China.'a.nd Japan have SUcces
fully demonstrated the possibilities of decentralized;production. Sit Puru
shottamdas Thakurdas has directed our attention to a remarkable system of 
decentralized industry in Japan connected With the name.of Dr. Masatoshi. 
Okochi, in which most processe!! of p~oduction are carried out in the workers' 
homes without any loss of efficiency. We are fortUnate iii having in India 
already a well-established system of decentralized industries and it would 
be a grave mistake to weaken it. 

FifthlY', ~ecentralized production has also important military and tacticaJ 
adyantl!ges . .' It alone can defy lllQdeI:n warfaj'e~ The enemy ean des~rQ1 
concentrated power-driven industry by bombing, bu~ nQt a. decentralized 
industry like hand-weaving. It was the decentralized character of the Chinese 
industty that enabl~d China to supply herself .with ~et requirements dUr~g 
her prolonged 'Waf Wlth Japan. The same COnsIderatIOns ought to apply WIth 
equal fot'Ce to India., . The mill industry ia localized hi a feW' centres, and ill 
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necessarily exposed to the dangers pf aerial warfare; but hand-weaving if 
scattered all over the country and cannot be seriously injured. Not only, 
could it defy attacks; the handloom could also ensure a steady supply of cloth;. 
In a world subject to periodical outl;>reaks ~f intense and p~olonged war, s~ 
rar as possible the production of essential requiremen~ like foodstuffs !1ncl 
clothing must be available locally, and dependence on distant markets J;Illght 
be fatal in times of seri~us stress. IFhen decentralization· of production i~ 
becoming a dire military neceBBity, it would be sheer madness to neglect the 
admirable system of decentralized production already existing in this country) 

Sixthly, there is a special reason in the case of India for the preservatio~ 
of small-scale industries. It is partly economic, partly social. The villag9 
bas been the backbone of India's economic as welllls cult1ll'allife. If indus.
trialization involves the decay of village crafts IJ.nd the concentration of worke~ 
.in cities, it would greatly undermi,ne the "serenity, poise, dignity, spaciou&-

. ness, proportion, gracio1,l~ess, deep-rooted sureness, and eleme~tal simplicity 
and beauty" which have characterized our rural life in the past and hav~ 
been the objects of admiration among our best.mind$ and among those from. 
other countries. The inher~g_skill which is now a great asset to qur handi:" 
craftsmen will be lost and their lives will become mec;hanical and monotono1,ls. 
It would not be wise to under-estimate the importance Of such sOcial.and 
moral cOJ?siderations, because they have a great and ab'idiIig'influence on ow.
economic life. 

174. Special claims of kand-weaving.-'-We do not claim that the arguments 
given above, can legitimately be applied in bolstering up any primitive 'in~ 
dustry. (JIe agree that efficiency of a certain degree has to be prove,d if ,even 
a small-scale cottage industry is to claim help from the State)' It is the claim . 
of the handloom weayer that he has readjusted his art after. the coming of 
the mills, and that consequently he is able to produce :cloth nearly at the 
same cost as they. We consider this claim to be largely substantiated. When 
the handloom weaver used hand-spun yam.which c.ost him a great deal and 
plied the primitive throw-shuttle, he foung. himself helpless against the J;nills 
and he was SOOIl deprived of three-fourths of the market which had. been his 
for ages. ~ subsequently he adJusted his loom for the use of mm;pW! 
yam, a~ained in earlier Chapters, and today t,he proportion of hand
spun yam use~i0liehandlooIXl is very small, except in the Punjab and, to
a lesser extent, in the United Provinces; with the result that the! cost of the 
raw material has falleIl,. Technical efficiency has ~IgB~ly.e~aI;lced_.Py 
the wide a.doption,iD:.,lllost areas, of fiy-snuRIe sIeys; m many places dobbies 
and Ptcquards are also in use. In th"'e-resul:t;lhe hand-weaver's cost of produc
tion is only slightly higher than that of mills, as has been shown in.Chapter 
VIII. The difference cOJl).es to about only. 10 to 15 'per cent in many staple 
lines of production and even this is claimed to be due to the enhanced cost of 
yam to him resulting £,o~ th~ pyr~midi.ng process descx:i~eq. in Chapter V. 
Further, J.f employment is normal and marketing orderly, a hand-weaver 
could ea,rn at least 8 aIlJ).~ay which is not too lQw for Indian coi¥iitioM, 
and not too sinau-Coilsfdering his meagre capital equipmel!-t. lI,and-weaving 
can also claim to be ~ ,sp..itable domestic industry for India, as lJlecapital 
jnvestment required is within thecapa\Jility of the poorest person ~c;l, a. 
normal Indian family i,s a s~~ble unit for w?,:,k;in~, ~8:~~!o.c~~, Thepo",ei.. 
~p2m ca..n alio ~_e lito 4o!ll~t}c)p.IJ..~~ry butJh~~~p~tal eqUlp~e~~ req~~d f5>} ....... ~- ... -,"'~-.-.-~-- --....... ~ ,. 
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it/is about,~,Q90_.!l~~~s~ .~s. 102:9::° for the ,hltIldloom- The hand-
'loom-call be repajred by any Village-irtisan, 'but Hus is not the case with the 

powerloom. ~£nce the inevitable tend!lncy for th~ single-uni1! p_o~.erloom. to. 
become a small 'powerloom factory., CHand-weaving as a cottage industry 
has,therefore, a strong case and its claim for a little help in regard to yatn 
supply, credit and marketing facilities seems amply justified) So far as we 
know, hardly any of the other small-scale industries of India can make such 
a cogent claim for protection. 

175. Hand-weaving still a cottage industry.-It may not be out of place in 
this connection to examine an argument lately put forward for quest,ioning 
the right of hand-weaving to be considered as a cottage industry. According 
to some persons, hand-weaving has ceased to be a cottage industry by its 
~si~g. ~ll::~pu~_yam_,~o l~r~ly. The following statement appears in tIle 
Report of the Industniir Survey Committee of the CentraJ Provinces and. 
Berar (1939): "The moment weavers have taken t~ weaving of mill yam, 
they have ceased to be cottage or village industry workers for all practical 
purposes ........ even farmers who take to cultivating raw material for mill 
industries have in effect become a part of the factory. It is much more so 
when the raw material itself, as in the case of weavers, comes from a mill . 
..r~ such ~ case, the lot of the weaver is intim.at~ly connected with that of th.e 
mIll ;Viay, he has become a part of the mill Itself" (part I, p. 19). ThiS 
line of reasoning is rather. difficult to follow. The hand-weaver has to use 
mill-made yarn, because hand-spun yam' of the qualities required cannot be 
had in sufficient quantities and at economic prices. As has been shown in 
the last paragraph"-!.he handloom industry was nearly. ruined by its dependence 
on hand-spun yam and it was the timely adoption of mill-spun yam that 
enabled it to survive, and even t6 thrive in some-lines~ If he now stops 
taking mill yam he will cease to have even the partial employment that he 
is able to obtain and the consequence will be unemployment and starvation 
for millions of weavers. Further,(,we do not think that it is the nature of the 
raw: material used that determines whether an industry is a cottage industry 
o~ notj. A hand-weaver working his loom in his own house with his own and 
his faIDil.y's labour does not cease to be a cottage:worker, merely because the 
yam used was spun in power-driven mills. The village blacksmith also uses 
factory-made iron and steel, but he does not cease to be a cottage worker on 
that account. We, therefore, consider the 'argument untenable. Hand
weaving (excluding perhaps that part of it which works.in karkhanas) conti- -: 
nues to be a cottage industry and is the largest of our cottage industries. 
On its welfare depends the prosperity of a numerous population of skilled 
workers in this country. As now equipped, it can hold its own against the 
nUlls if a fair chance is ·given. On no reasonable ground, therefore, can this 
~dustry be denied the little aid that it asks for. 

176. Nature of help required.-If it is decided that the· handloom industry 
should be preserved, the question next to be considered is what the nature • 
of the help should be. But the nature of the help will depend upon the exact 
character of the handloom .weaver's difficulties. The main difficulty. of the 
hand loom weaver is that his earnings have been falling and are continuing 
to fall. . Why are his earnings low' On this question there is a considerable 
difference of opinion. ,It is believed by some people 'that the low income of 
·the hand-weaver is due. to the competition of mill-made clotlj) The low 
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prices at which the mills are able to make their cloths determine the ma~ket 
prices of all cloth directly or indirectly and thereby the hand-weaver has 
also to sell his cloth at more or less the same pri~es in spite of his costip.g ~eing. 
higher. Thus for many years he has been incJllTing losses and has' been 
getting impoverished. This diagnosis, however, is not accepted oj ;some 
others. They say that~he weaver's low income is due to his uneconomical 
ways of production and the high cost he has to incur on yarn, credit and 
marketing for which he depends on_a~para.sitica.l.midQlemen) We 
have given careful thought to this question and our finding is that the low 
income of the hand-weaver is due to both these causes. In some of. the more 

. developed hand-weaving centres wnerEi-meaiiim.-' and high-count yarns are 
u~ed the competition of mill cloth is perhaps a more potent cause of low 
earnings than in the more backward areas which use low-count yarns. But 
in all areas both causes are operating. Although' mill competition has de
prived the hand100m of some of its ma):ke~s, it is unfair to attribute this 

. entirely to that factor alone, as' we' have shown in Chapter VIII. The loss 
of markets is due as much to the fundamental changes in the fashions Illld 
dress habi~s of people which have taken place all over India. It may be true 
that mills have benefited.'" by these changes more than handlooms, but the 
changes did not occur owing to the competition from mills. 

The proposals made to the Committee regarding th.e assistance to be 
rendered to the handloom industry will be considered in'the next Chapter. 
We propose to discuss here only some of the objectives and principles to be 
held in view. . 

, 177. H andlooms to be complementary to mills ~-The first question to be 
decided is as to the s~o'pe of hand-weaving in future, q't has been suggested 
by many that the hanaloom industry should confine itself to those lines of 
production in which there is no effective competition from the mills1 If 
this advice is followed, the,1oon:!s required will be few and ,they will be' able 
to employ only a fraction of the workers now engaged in the industry) Those 
who advocate ,the above view hope that mills and handlooms could be made 
complementary to each other .and tha:.t ,competition between them could 
thereby be eliminated. Already, as:·has been pointed out elsewhere, hand
loom production is .complementary to mill~ over a certain limited sphere. 
This consists chiefly of ~-cQJQllrecj., g~~~s_QLa_rtistic_~ature~ Jlsp.ecially 
striped and cheeked cloths, saris and dhotis with solid borders', furnishing 
material, and a few other fabrics whose production cannot be economical for 
the mills. The Directors of Industries of Bombay, the' Punjab and Sind 
consider that the ha:ndloom should stick to' this field. The Director of In
dustries, Bombay says ~ "In t.his machine-power age the survival of any 
handicraft such as handloom weaving depends very largely on its producing 
such articles as are yet uneconomical for the machine to produce on a large 
scale." He also stresses" the desirability and even imperative need for the 
handloom industry to concentrate upon and specialize in the production of 
those kinds of fabrics in which the caprice of individual taste and the dictates 
of fashion demand almost an endless variety in design, pattern, texture and 
colour effect." Most of the Provincial and State Government, however 
consider that ff the handlooms stick to the production of those specialities ~ 
;he manufacture of which they have ali ·absolute advantage, only a small 
~!:c~io~:~!~~~~istin.& number o~ ~eaver~ wJ~ bt?abl~ to.fi,nd Wor.k antHliey 
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ha.v~lltoutly opposed the proposal. She grounds urged by them a.re many. 
Artistio fabrics are generally)Xpensrve:and the demand for them is confined 
large.Iy !o upper class~s, .1'lierefore, they ~ave a very.!.~ted market!l:~<! to 

" . restrItlt .the handloom mdUstry to such fabrIcs woUld severe1)TCi.ilTa.iI11ie scope 
~ of, th~ljndustry. a~d ~ll have d!Y!!:!ta,tin~gects on employmen~~ The 
Dllector of IndustrIes, "Elhar, states tb.at if the haninooriirconfinetnemselves 
to the production of goods which the mills cannot produce commercially 
there will practically be no hand-weaving left in that Province. Further, the 

"raw material for artistic goods is expensive and, therefore, the weavers 
,engaged in such fabrics will r!9~ire~arge credits wlUch would be difficult to 
obtain. No doubt the demaliif1OrSpeclaIity"1a1>rics could be increased by 
vigorous propaganda, but that would require also ample funds and can only 
be undertaken by a large organisation under State aid. As has been shown 
already, the demand for many artistic fabrics like kinkhabs, brocades, solid.;, 
bordered saris, eto., has gone down tremendously in the last few years owing 
to change of fashions, and, therefore, adequate employment will not be pro
vided for the large number of workers now engaged in the ind?Stry. 

178. Scope /0'1' speciality goods.--t"There is, however, a great scope for the 
production of furnishing material like table cloths~d run1lers, bed-spreads, 
curtain and purdah material, hangings and upholStery, and printed fabrics 
preparedb, the hand-block process; Variety and distinctiveness are the 
Ulain points in regard to these fabrics and the handloom is particularly fitted 
for producing them. The Director of Industries, the United Provinces, says 
that on account of the rise in the standard of living in recent years, tnere has 
been a growing demand for cheap but famyfurnishing Iabri.csJ ~xc1usive la~ies' 
dress materials, tie cloth and similar articles. The United Provinces Handi
crafts,Emporium has demonstrated the possibilities of'such production. In 
the opinion of the Director, "Every centre can have its own set of designs 
without diverting from the prevailing taste and get a good demand and a 
comparatively higher price than it can have by weaving fabrics of almost 
the same cost and requiring the same amount of labour," He alSo says that 
the supply of fancy yarns and artificial and semi-artificial fibres" has alSo given 
a great impetus to handloom weaving. "The printing industry has been 
fully pressed into service to beautify even the ordinary fabrics. The chintz 
on garha, sabudana (broken twill), and many varieties of self-coloured checks 
produced by hand loom weavers have increased the sale of handloom products 
considerably.. This combination of hand-printing and hand-weaving has a 
vast prospect and should be fully developed." The Director of Industries, 
Bihar .. expresses a similar view. The Bihar Cottage Industries has made 
special kinds of furnishing fabrics and "has alSo succeeded in selling them in 
the overseas markets. The Bihar Director also says that leno net-cloth for 
mOBquito curta~ drapery and summer shirts can be produced profitably on 
the. handlooms and a market" for these and for scarves, mumers and kerchiefs 
of mulberry" and " eri " silk. may also be established in foreign countries. 

lT9. New markets.4The crui. 6f the problem is exploring markets, 
maintaining them. and adjusting production according to their requirements) 
In various parts of the country there are now establishments .. some of a semi
educational character, which are producing such fabrics in large quantities 
for internal and external markets. The work done at Calicut and Ikkadu 
n Madras and at. Kalimp0ij.g in Bengal is noteworthy. We found also ex-
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quisite lace alid embro~deiy work gqiPg on especially in Catholie coifoent~ 
.where nuns from Belgium and otM~"continental countries have br6ilgh~: .. 
with them a wealth of techilical skill for the training of girls iIi this cOUhtry: .. 
Some of their students have set up independent est~blishments of th:81:l' owtU .. 
Professional weavers have generally fought shy of such lines of production, 
l>ut there are exceptions. For instance, in Multan we found' several sowcar-.' 
weavers engaging in pl'oducing furnishing fabrics and dress materials for the 
American lIla. rket, which is being tapped through Piihjabi merchants operat· 
ing in America. We were told that enorIilouil profits ate made in the trade, 
owing to the great preference shown by American women for the' exolusive .. 

. dress material from India. It is our duty to ilee that stich profits' are shared 
to a reasona.ble extent by the weavers producing thelli and that as many of 
them as possible benefit by sucn opportunities .. ~n organisation preferablj 
of a semi-public character is, therefore, necessary for exploriDg foreign marketS 
and distribut,i,ng steady orders to the various centres in India, wMre .such worg 
is going 0I9 On every ground it would be advisable oli .:~?pa.rt of the Mill-· 
owners' organisations to assist these. ventures actively~nereby handlooID.ll 
will beoome more anCl more complementary tQmUl& audthus the present! 
diffioultitls will be'largely jlolved. 

We understand that there is also room for certain kinds of staple cloth iii 
the overseas. markets, Sir Frederic Stones of Bombay toM. us of the possible 
openings in West and Central Africa for cloths like bleached striped drills, 
samples of which were shown us by him. In his opinion there is a gi'eat ~eal 
of scope for increasing· production in ijueh lines. It may be that the iinme· 
diate demand has arisen owing to the present war, but there is every l'lobability 
pf the mar~et continuing, provided the pight kilid o.f artiCles are' turned 
out and properly ma.r)s:eted. Likewise, there may be demand in parts of 
Western A~ia for coarse cloths like garha which may meet the same need' 
there as it. now meets in Northern India. .As shoWn elsewhere, the exports to 
West Africa of Madras handkerchiefs have declii:J.ed and this question 
demanqs biU immediate attention. Undia needs a vigilant batch of trade 
agents whQ could do such wor19and themoIiey spent on them will be amply 
repaid. . . 

180. Specific direction not possible.~iIowever much the. demand for 
specialities and other goods may expand, it may not_be possible to employ 
any large proportion· of the weavers in such lines of production and there-~ 
fore, in the short.run at any rate, the handloom weavers will have to face' 
mill competition in oertain lines in which it is now formidable, (Where this'., 
is due to an inherent advantage for the millS, it would be wisdom for hand
weavers to. change over to other less competitive lines,;) But it is not possible: 
to make any generalisation regarding this, because. the equipment and' 
eapabilities of h.and·weavers vary 80 widely in the di:lierent parts of India. 
What can be. prQfitably produced in one place may not be possible elsewhere. , 
~ we bav.e. shown elsewhere, eveR in regard to shirt!nglt and: coat\i'ngs,i 
which a.re. popularly assooiated' with the mills,. handlooms i.ri (Jannanote, 
~od~ B.iha..t Shariff and elsewhere. are allie to sell such goods competitively , 
witb th~ mills, and to, discourage them from contiil.Uing· sueh lines- of work ' 
would; be- unfair. The qv.estion of discouragmg (or- for that matter,. of' 
eJ;lcoUJaging). this or that line of production can only be coitsidel'ed with: 
epeQia,l:re(ereru:e to, localities,and CILn;tlot ~ .. considered on art aUt-India basis. ' 
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181. Planning for regionaZ self·suJficiency 1-Excessive dependence' on 0 

distant markets has lately been found undersirable, and it is perhaps necessary. 
in fl,Ltpre to plan production in such a way that the great majority of weavers " 
in. any centre do not depend oil. distant market5, even if large orders 'pour in 

- as a' resuit of the measures proposed in this Report. In the past, several 
centres iIl"-India had adjusted their production to the requirements of distant 
(even foreign) markets. Thus large numbers of weavers in Coimbatore and 
Salem had been producing certain fabrics (e.g., turban cloth) which formerly 

,had Q. steady aemand in Central and Northern India and others elsewhere 
have long specialized in certain fabrics for which the sole market is West 
'.Africa. Similarly certain centres in Western India went on producing cloth 
depending on markets in. other parts of the country. Such arrangements 
have lately been disturbed by a rather rapid change in fashions and tastes, 
and by the effective competition from substitutes; consequently much dis~ 
tress has been caused. This has made many thinking persons doubt if produc~ 
tion for distant mark~ts was after all such a desirable thing. 

Why should a class of people depend on markets so far away and why 
should consumers in their own neighbouthood depend on ~istant markets 1 
This question has been asked us by some experienced administrators and by 
many weavers themselves. This reminds us of Mr. J.l\L Keynes's characterisa
tion of international trade as people taking each other's washings. No doubt 
as in the case of international trade, there are certain natural or hereditary 
proclivities which give a quasi-monopolistic position to some centres in dis~ 
tinct lines of production, and this may justify specialization in certain luxury 
lines; but in the case of staple goods, most of which can be produced any~ 
where, such dependence on distant markets is not necessary and a readjust~ 
ment in production arrangements may help both the producers and the con
sumers. A saving can be made in the cost of transportation and this will 
reduce the cost of marketing. Says Mr. Ford: "To carry a product 500 
miles to the consumer, if that product can be found within 250 miles, is a 
crime." '.iWhen the market is nearby, the producer will a(so be able to keep 
in touch with the changes in the nature of demand among the consumers. It 
may, therefore, be advantageous to plan production in such a inanner that the 
bulk of the weavers in any centre may produce for the neighbouring markets 
whose requirements can be easily assessed beforehand: For .the few who are 
producing for distant markets also, the marketing organisation must make 
special provision. When the whole country is under a net-work of co-opera-

o tive societies functioning side by side. with other controned organisations, 
such agencies can be utilised for putting into operatin a plan like this. Such. 
~ reorganisation 0 of production would be a source of stability especially in 
t~es of war and trarisport dislocation. 

o In the case of certain superior 0 fabrics, specialization in distinct centJ;es 
for lar-otI markets must continue and in the case of such gOQds the advantages 
resulting from localization cannot be neglected) But the position is different 
in the case of staplE! cloth. If it is essential that the staple foodstuffs must 
be produced nearby, even within the'village, the same must be the cas~ with 
clothing which comes next only to food as a primary want of man. The 
advantages of the division of labour are indeed great ; but the extent of 
specialization possible and desirable must be decided with reference to politi
cal as well as economic realitieS., S~ long as the world is subject to periodical 
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cdepressions and frequent· wars of a totalitarian type, it is essential. that $.8'; 
prime requisites of life must be a,vailable locally, and therefore a certam a~ollnt; 
of self-sufficiency within each district or economic region would be desu~ble .. , 
'Decentralization of production has thus become necessary for national. 
integrity and to neglect hand~weaving in such circuinstances would be criminal 
folly. Viewed in this respect, it may also appear that there is justification, 
for each family supplying a part of its own cloth requirements, as' has long 
been going on in Assam. 

182. Remedies for unemployment.-As has been shown before, unemploy
ment has been growing for some years among the weavers, and there are 
certain" distressed areas" where the condition of the weaving population 
has become deplorable. Many looms all over the country are only working 
for part of the year, and in areas like Gujerat, Kathiawar and Central India, 
a large number of looms are said to be idle for nearly· all the year. This 
involves the enforced idleness of a large number of skilled workers. Even 
as land in India has to support too many people, the handloom industry has 
to mainta.in a greater number of workers than it is able to, and the result is 
an undu!t" pres8ur~'~ on this _Ln~t1.stry. Such a state of things is not in the 
national interest, and ~ndeavour8 will have to be made to transplant some of 
the surplus hands to other occupations~ Alternative lines of employment 
are indeed few in this country, but it may be possible to start certain allied 
industries like calico-printing in the distressed areas of hand-weaving, It 
may also be'advisable not to allow too many people to enter this industry; 
In certain parts of the country, agricultural labourers who find no adequate 
employment on the land have taken up hand-weaving and it is believed that 
this has also depressed the wag~s .. ot.,w~av~~. A certain amount of voca
tional duiicfiO'D.nasoMoinenecessary eveii.'Tn rural areas. But such problems 
can only be taken u~ as part of a general plan for economic amelioration. 

It must be pointed out that a large number of the" distressed areas" are 
near centres where ~Il!.all P2~r~~~~~s 9-11tX!l.Jil.~!L!!!9rea.8ed,- It is true 
that many of these p'owerloomB are worked in cottages, but they have ~ 
teJldency"to N0W into small factories. We are unable to express any opinion 
regardingihls new de'vefopment;tlur;e must state here that this has created 
considerable dismay in the minds of handloom weavers ill many places. '-I1i 
a given unit of time, a powerloom ,call.produce,a..po:\lt £oUL.tUnefl_t.h~ cloth 
made ciu~h~hanalooJ?;Land~ as_th~ orders do not quadruple themselves in the 
meantime, immediate unemployment among the hand-weavers is the result. 
No doubt various factors like the,recent advance in ~~..ar! elecEic_l}~ppl~Jllul;lt 

,ll~taken into account in this matter, butirtnepresent pace of powerlooIf1 
development lStocontiiilie;-distresifwill become acute and provision will have 
to be made for employing the displaced weavers in ~lternatl've occupations. 

183. Internal re-organisation.-The internal difficulties of the hand-weaving 
industry have already been described in various Chapters ... They are connected 
with the high cost of yarn, credit and.marketing, all of which are inter-twined 
~ the usual mahajani system. It iEr due to the continuous operation of these 
factors that the weav~'a net earnings have fallen and his standard of living 
has deteriorated • .The weavers working under mahajans do not have to buy 
yam or arrange fol marketing their goods, but their earnings are even lower. 
The average weaver is unable to arrange for the supply of yarn and credit 
on economical terms; he can only do the weaving when he gets the yarn. 

p 
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Th,refore, an org~ni8ation for helping the weaver in this respect is needed. 
What shape this organisation should take, however, is 8 matter requiring 
some consideration. 'l;'he view has been placed before us that the handloom 
industry should be thoroughly " rationalised" so 8S to plaoe it on a competi
tive footing with the mills. If by " rationalisation" is meant the adoption 
of capital-using and labour-saving devices or any system of amalgamation of 
the handloom concerns into large ca.pitalistio organisations, we must state 
that such rationalisation will be oontrary to the interests of the handloom 
weavers and to the very basis of the industry which, to our mind, will prosper 
best 8S a cottage industry, with all its atmosphere of freedom and leisure. 
On the other hand, there is no doubt, a considerable scope for the introduc
tion of a large number of improvements in production which can be adopted 
by these cottage units, and we shall be discussing many proposals in this 
regard in Chapter XI. . 

184. The place of middlemen.-An important question which has to be 
considered is regarding the agency to be employed in such are-organisation. 
A large number of weavers are now financed by mahajans, and the co-opera
tive movement has brought into its ambit only a very small proportion of 
them. As has been shown in Chapter IV, these middlemen have been a. 
neceSS8.ry concomitant of the industry'. It is true that some of these middle
men have exploited the weavers' helplessness, but without their aid the 
impecunious hand-weaver would not have obtained his yarn nor found ade
quate markets. They have amassed a great wealth of knowledge about the 
business side of the industry' and it would be very difficult to replace them. 
Further, a good number of them are of the same caste as the weavers, are in 
intimate social contact with them and are genuinely interested in their wel
fare. In these circumstances,'jt would be wiser to utilise them in some way . 
than to challenge their existence by setting up the co-opetative society or any 
other institution as a rival agency to them) 

A uniform policy, however, may not be advisable in this matter. In those 
parts of the country where there are no middlemen operating in the industry 
the question does not arise and the co-operative society "ill be the only 
agency practicable. Where the middleman has already been functioning, 
it may be desirable to utilise him in some manner rat.her than antagonise him. 
In Bihar and elsewhere, the Government emporia distribute orders both among 
the co-operative societies and among the iowcar-weavers. Even in Bombay 
where the co-operative method is 'well established, it was found useful to 
work through contractors in certain centres. There is no doubt that any 
grant from the Government must be used primarily for helping the weavers 
and not the mahajans. But there is no reason why the pUblic-spirited 8oU'car
weavers should be kept out of the movement altogether. It is for the De
partments of Industries and Co-operation to utilize tliem in the interests of 
the industry. \If''the propoSoal about licensing yarn dealers (See Chapt~r XI) 
is given effect to, a good proportion of the mahajans may take out licenses 
and this may serve as a means of regulating their transactions. It may also 
be necessary to regulate their transactions by the applioation of the !lIoney
lenders' Act, where lIuoh legislative provision exists, and make similar enact
ments in other 'places. Some Provincial Governments have excluded weavers' 

. loans from their Debt Relief Acts. Therefore, supplementary legislation for 
the settlement of wea.vers' debts may be a.dvisable in Provinces and States 
where the problem is acute. In some ~ses & drastio scaling down of old 
debts is justified. In those centres where weavers have to work under condi-
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tiona of sweating, it may be abo desirable to set up Trade Boards on the lines 
'/~f the, Trade, .Boarda'_.Act.oi..Gle/l,iJ3Jj~~~t.4..ljj~!i..:.mQdi1i,~a.#oP.8.~~~~ ).1:6"" 
'necessary to suit local conditious".._./' 

185. Fut'Uf'e ()f co-operation . ....:.cNhere the mahajan system is not fully 
established, co-operation is the only possible means of meeting the needs of 
the hand-weavers. Even in 'other places, if weavers feel that they could 
manage their affairs withoqt middlemen, they also must be helped through 
the co-operative movement. For improving the economic condition of any 
class of small producet's, whether industrial or agricultural, co-operation i!l 

'the ideal method. There is a general view that weavers' co·operati<in ~ Ii 
India has failed. It is true that such co-operation (as co-operation generally) 
has not succeeded very much in most Provinces, but this is due more to the 
application of unsuitable methods and is not due to the essential weakness of 
the co-operative principle. (A re-organisation of the co-operative system will . 
make it an effective agency, .at least in areas where the weavers have realised 
the need for joint action in the common interest) As has been explained in 
the last Chapter, co-operation must be adapted to the indigenous institu
tionsfamiliar to the weavers, and the activities of the various societies in 
regard to production and marketing must be carefully planned. 

186. Joint-stock organisations.-Some persons have told us that co-opera
tive organisations, in whatever way they maybe reformed, will not solve the 
problem of the hand-weaving industry. They 'suggest that joint-stock 
organisations should be star'ted ona 'regional basis, for carrying on th!l work 
now done by mahajanB, and that the State should support them financially. 
,Such organisations, in their opinion, should take upon themselves the responsi
bilityof purchase ol yarn·, ~roduction through cottages or karkkanas, market
ing, advertisement 'Rnd -even Tesearch. Such organisations should certainly 
be welcome, especially- '/1S their operations will come under public regulation, 
/but no cogent ·case has :been 'made out for any financial assistance fto~ the . 
State to such organisations. , 

187. Karkhamas.-As has .been shown in Chapter IV, handloom produc
tion is now going on largely in karkkaruis in some parts of the Bombay and 
Madras Provinces. These are giving employment to a good number,of weavers, 
.but their working conditions are not very satisfactory in many places . ./ It is 
necessary, on every ground, ·to 'bring the larger ones fat .any rate under the 
Factories Act,as in Bombay. ~s therea1'e severa.l'small ones iwhich cannot 
be conveniently .brought under the Abt, ·asystem 'Of licensing may be intro .. 
duced in regard to them) There are also' other reasona why the development. 
of karkhanas should ,be ,carefully watched. It -is noteworthy that in 'many 
places the ·handloom 'kBrkho;n;a 'has paved the way :for the powerloom factory. 
We have already referred to .the'replacement of ha.ndlooms by- powerlooms in 
'One of the oldest 'k,fI/rJ;,kflllli(UI In. Jndia, at {Jannanore. Similarly, 'Tikekarwadi 
Textile Mills Ltd • ., 'ne~r rSholapur -was rust . started with .~bollt25ha.ndlooms • 
. but is now working with 65 JPowelllootlis'and P:lJ.ly a ,few.handlooml!!. In Bagel:'
hat (Bengal), a .handloom laotory 'was started unde,rthe auspices 'Of the ,Co~ 
'Operative Union with two handlooms, .Jater :ihcreased io '70.' Latterly, 50 
powerlooms have taken· the ,place 'of the :handlootns·of whioh only.6 are left 
DOW. Similar changes ,have also taken place. in AtmitSllJr .and elsewhere. 
'We a~~ . .!,l:n.l1-b.le.,to exJ.>~s an opinion regarding the advisability of powerloonl.s" 
replacmg h,!:ndloom8),i)ffitweconsi<lerlliat'atiY8ua(fen'cIiaiige~ni~tllara:rrec,~. 
'ion ill'bound to cause unemployment among handloom weavers. . 
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No doubt if in ¥-rkhanas or under the aegis of co-operative societies, a 
large number of weavers can he brought under some organisation, it may be 
possible to bring into practical use some of the improved appliances which 
will reduce the cost of production of handloom clotb. In this connection, 
it has been suggested to us that the distribution of sized warps made with the 
help of the slasher-sizing machine would greatly reduce the cost of manufac
ture and increase. the income of the weaver. The slasher-sizing machine has 
indeed been found profitable for mills, but there are serious difficulties in the 
way of its being useful to the hand-weaving industry. Apart from the loss 
of'income which, in most places, this would involve to the other members of 
the weaver's family who now undertake preparatory processes, slasher-sizer 
would be economical only where a very large number of weavers are engaged 
in the weaving of a narrow range of counts. Thus where 20s counts are used, 
the machine would turn out on an average 6251bs. of sized warps per day. 
It would be difficult except in very big centres to find an effective and orderly 
demand for so many warps. of 20s counts in a day, and as in most centres 
handloom weavers generally .use a wide range of counts (e.g., from 16s to 
80s},;"slasher-sizing machines cannot be economically used) Even if yarns of 
different counts are sized in the machine from day to day, some kind of plann
il}g in the production will be required. Hence the difficulty in regard to co
operative societies, or even karkhanas of the usual size, installing sizing 
machines. In Bengal an experiment on this line was m~de at Bagerhat where 
a slasher-sizing machine was installed at the handloom karkhanas of the Co
operative Union with the funds supplied from the Government of India grant 
for hand-weaving. It was soon found that the machine could not be economi
cally used and eventually the handlooms were replaced by powerlooms. It 
is believed that the siziIlg machine gave the impetus to this replacement. Thus 
the machine which was supplied for mending the handloom industry has nearly 
ended it, so far as Bagerhat is concerned. At any rate a valuable lellson has 
been learnt by this. 

188. The cottage system.-In our opinion, no adequate reasons have so far 
been found for disturbing the domestic system of production so well established 
in the country. \The weaver working in his family circle is the ideal arrange
!ment, socially as well as economically, and by bringing the cottage weaver 
under a co-operative or controlled mahajani system it would be possible to 
render him all the help in regard to yarn, credit'and marketing that he stands 
in need o~;' Improved appliances can be demonstrated to him at the co
operative office or at the fairs which he frequently attends. It may also be 
possible to send round motor vans for demonstrating new designs as well as 
technical appliances. The possibilities of such decentralized production have 
been demonstrated in the industria.lly advanced countries of the West. Sucb 
production could stand better than large productive units the strains and 
stresses of a trade depression. No doubt some link with larger organisations 
will be useful. Th~ most useful link will be with a marketing agency func
tioning on all-India basis, with branches all over the country as will be shown 
in chapter XI. The weavers' lack of punctuality and carelessness in regard 
to. dimensions, and ends and picks, can only be cured by the discipline which II 

co-operative system can give. General education too can do some good and 
it is necessary that schools should be opened in areas where handloom weavers 
congregate. 



CHAPTER XI. 

The Fifth Term of Reference. 

I. DEU1t1ITATION OF· FIELDS. 

189. The Fiftlt Term of Reference.-Acrording to the fifth term OfreferenCe,\ 
we are required "in particular, to investigate how far an enactment prohi
biting the mills from using yarns of low counts would help thp. ha~dloo'iU 
industrr, in maintaining its production."· We interpr.et the words "rn par
ticular ' to mean that the Committee is required to discuss fully the speci-
fic consequences of such an enactm,ent on the handloom industry as well as 
its rivals, and also in a general way to consider the pros and cons of the other 
important suggestions that would arise in the course of our discussions with 
the several parties. Actually scores of such suggestions have been placed before 
us, and we feel that even as a Fact -:Finding committee, we should, without \ 
committing ourselves to any recommendations, place, all .the ,relevant ~ 
material in this connection at the disposal of the Government for such action 
8S they think fit. 

As the fifth term of reference stands, the expression" yarns of low· counts " 
has not been defined but left for us to determine. Of course, the extent 
of the conpequences of the kind of restriction envisaged by the fifth 'term of 
reference will depend directly upon the exact level at which the line' of demar-

. cation is drawn. In this connection, some guidance is available to us in the 
deliberations of the special conference of Provincial officials and representa
tives of textile interests which was held at New Delhi under the chairman
ship of the Hon'ble the Commerce Member on the 6th and 7th December 1940. 
At that Conference, among other things, it was agreed that the Fact-Finding 
Committee might investigate the quantity of cloth produced by hanq.looIllil 
of the higher counts and of the lower· counts .and that a final decision might 
be taken on the results of that investigation. The suggestion was also made 
that the mills might be prohibited from using in the production of cloth both 
for weft and warp counts below lIs both ways, doubled yam being counted as 
single count for this purpose. Again, it was suggested that the Fact-Finding 
Committee would investigate the production of handloom cloth using counts 
below lIs. (F'e, therefore, take the range of Is-lOs as" low countS,"fOl:thel_ 
purpose of this discussion) At a later stage, we shall discuss the consequences 
of posllible demarcation at higher levels of counts. Whatever be the. line of 
demarcation drawn, however, there are certain general and basic conditions 
which must be fulfilled before legislation, if any, in this direction'is undeJ:
taken. In the next paragraph we state these conditions. 

190. General conditions required' for. re.~triction of low counts.-If such a 
restriction, as explained above, is to be put into operation, various provisions . 
'w~ll ha Vtl to be made for rende~ing. it effect!ve. Firstly, a similar( restricti0Dt 
Will have to be placed on the mIls rn the States also) Othtlrwise, auch a res.-, 
tricti~n wil~ set in ~otion unde~ira~le tran~fers of. capital and enterprise, in
terferu~g WI .. t. h the. proper localisatIon of ;wdustries. Secondly, Qmports Of} 
r10ths ill thiS restrIcted range of counts will have to be prohibited.' Third. 
ly, a siruilar!6striction will have to be placed on small powerloom ~ts; lest 
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\ 
they should take the place of the big mills in competing with hand looms in 
the range selected for restriction. FourthlY,(Qertain exceptions will have to 

\

be made, in respect of ~loths of those counts which are now produced in the 
mills and are not capable of being, produced by the handlooms (e.g., drills, 
twills and jeans.) . 

191. The percentage distribution by counts of yarn consumed by mills and 
handlooms.-In Table LIV in Chapter V we have given the percentage distri
bution by counts of the consumption of yam by handlooms and mills respect
ively. We repeat that table here for ready reference : 

TABLE LXXIV.-Pe1'Gentage distribution by counts of the consumption of cotton 
yarn by handlooms and mills. 

Counts. :r.Iills. Handlooms. 

1--10 · · · · · 8·1 20·0 

11-20 · · · · · . 49·6 34·4 

21..-...30 · · · 25·7 19·6 

31--40 • · · · · · n·6 14·2 

Abave 40 . · · · · 5·0 11·8 

100·0 100·0 

From the above table it will appear that for the range of la-lOs counts 
the respective percentages of mills and handlooms are 8·1 and 20·0 per cent. 
This means that in very coarse lines, the handlooms have a much larger share 
of their production than mills have of their own. In this range of counts, 
of course, the handlooms produce durries, garhall and khaddar, motias, dusutis, 
and such other coarse goods. It is interesting to note, however, that the total 
mill consumption in this range amounts to the equivalent of 72·12 million lbs. 
while handloom consumption of yam in the range amounts to only 46·80 
million lbs., in terms of absolute figures. We have not been able to obtain 
figures for the respective consumption of yarn of mills and handlooms in 
further detail, i.e., according to each count. Even as they stand, the above 
figures have been arrived at after a good deal of statistical collation. 

192. Varying regionaZ effects of demarcation.-Assuming that all these 
provisions are made, the question then will be how far the prQPosed measure 
would benefit the hand-weaving industry. In this connection, it is important 
to note that there is a wide variation. in the percentage of yarns in this range 
of counts consumed in the various Provinces and States. A reference to 
Table LI in Chapter V will 8hQw~hat such a restriction would benefit only 
8 few Provinces which use coarser yarns largely, in particular the Punjab 
(whose consumption of such yarn is nearly 64 per cent), Bihar and the United 
Provinces, and States like Baroda and Hyderabad, while most of the other 
P;rovinces and States willleceive very little henefit.)as their colUlumption of 
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that range of counta is very limited. The following table, in whic~ ~ repro.
duce some of the figures from Table LI, will make.this olear. 

TABLE LXXV.-Percento.ge of yarn under lOs CQUnts to total yarn consumed 
by nandlooms. 

Provinl'e or State. Percentage. Province or State. Percentage. 

The Punjab. 63'93 Bengal · 1·50 

Bihar · 35·88 AssaIl\ 6·25 

U.P. · . 28·89 Bombay 6·00 

Baroda . · . 110'46 Madras · . 7-44 

Hyderabad , · 17-80 Mysore 2·00 

Travancore · . 5·00 

193. Sorne d~tficulties.-:-lt is doubtful if even those Provinces where low
count yarns are largely used will be able tQ reap much be:Q.efit from this re
striction, because there are various other circumstances to be taken into ac
count. In chapter VIII we have shown that the existing competition is part
ly due to the fact that the types of goods woven by the handloom weavers 
are being replaced by similar goods, but of slightly higher co~ts. It is a 
known fact that within a particular range of counts, area for !Lrea, finer cloths 
are cheaper than qoarser cloths, although weipht fpr weight, cloth of higher 
counts must be more costly. That is tQ sa.y,\.whe~ comp~l!ed on the unit of 
dimensions and not on the. unit of weight tiner cloths !Lre cheaper than. <loaf
ser cloths up tQ a poiny ,As an illustration, if wotake, 8ay; a grey'dhotiof 
20sx30s, it would cost appro:rimately 22 annas per lb. and lIb .. wQuld'con
tll.in 6·8 sq. yards of cloth. . On the other hand; lIb. of grey clhoti of 14s counts 
would cost 16'5 annas per lb. and lIb. would contain 3'9 $q.1ards of cloth only. 
The consumer whQ buys the cloth on the unit of dim~nslQns thus g~tI!4'95 
sq. yards of 20sX 30s cloth for Re. 1 while in the C~Be 0)" cloth of 148, he gets 
3·8 sq. yards only for Re. 1. <Any restriction, therefore, must he so devised I 
as to protect the handloom weaver against. his goods being replaced by- simi
lar goods of finer counts) This would mean that the line of demarcation woUld 
have to be placed at a much higher level, say 20s, if the restriction is tQ be! 
effective up tQ lO~r It has be.en shown in Chapter VjIl that hand~woven 'plain 
grey shirtings of lOIs counts are being replaced by mill-made grey shirtinglt\ 
of 208 . counts. This and other examples show that the present tendency 
of the consumer whether in the village or in the tQwn, and even among the 
labouring classes, is definitely towards :finer counts. Therefore,. in order to 
enable the handloom weaver to reap the benefits of the restriction up to lOs, 
the mills would have to be prevented from manufacturing all goods of counts 
below 208. This is likely to force the mills to take up higher counts to a great. 
er extent than now. The consequences of such a shift on the mills as well as 
coJ)..Sumers are discussed in the next two paragraphs, Here it may be state(
that while the imposition of a. l'esttictionup. to 208, in. or~er ~ stop. mil 
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competition with handloom cloth below lOs is bound to inflict great damage 
npon the mill industry, the benefit accruing to the hand looms will be small in 
.comparison. 

194. Effects on mills.-'Ve shall now see how such a restriction will effect 
the mills. The following table gives statistics of the annual production of yarn 
and cloth under various counts produced in mills in the Provinces and States. 

TABLE LXXVI.-Average annual production of cotton yarn spun in the Indian 
mills during the period from April 1934 to March 19.39. 

(In million lb •• ) 

Total weight 

Totalquan- of cotton 
I-lOB. 11-208 21-308 81_08 Above 408 cloth manu· tity.pnn. factu .... d by 

the mill •• 

Bomhay City 63·79 206·13 167·69 82·81 64-16 564'OS 495·90 
(9'64%) (86'61%) (29'74%) (14'60%) (9'61%) (100'00) 

B •• mOOy Island. 40·19 lOS'89 94·64 48·00 23041 8OS'13 263·01, 
(19'04%) (84-68%) (80'72%) (13'96%) (7-60%) (100'00) , 

Ahmedabad 2'06 67·06 46·72 38·76 28·16 177-75 178·13 
, (1'26%) (87-70%) (26'25%) (~96%) (1!.S3%) (100'00) 

lIfadraa Province 2·70 54-57 87'68 27'56 6·83 127'84 24·08 
(2-12%) (42·78%) (29'46%) !!!'S8%) (4017%) (100'00) 

Bengal · 3·37 INS 9·72 5·28 2·00 37'80 36·12 . (S'91%) (46,28%) (26-71%) (13'S3%) (6,22%) (100,00) 

U.P. · '19·60 65·87 29·55 2·71 0·26 ION'8 59·18 
(18'10%) (61'80%) (27-40%) (2'50%) (0'20%) (100'00) 

AjmN-Merwara 4·21 6·27 0·62 .. .. 11·00 8·68 
(88,30%) (57'00%) (4070%) .. .. (100'00) 

Punjab . 2·07 6·91 0·62 .. .. S·90 7·80 
(29'26%) (~'90%) (15'84%) .. .. (100'00) 

Delhi · 9'38 19·16 3·18 0·65 0·29 26-66 2(HS 
(12'70%) (?!·10%) (111-10%) (2-10%) (HO%) (100'00) 

C. P. <I: Berer IH6 27-27 7·85 2·48 0·78 49·64 20·27 
(23-70%) (55'00%) (14'SO%) (6'00%) (HO%) (100'00) 

Blhll" '" Oriasa(a) (l·36 H!4 0·18 0'02 .. 1·80 0·63 
(20'00%) (119'00%) (9'90%) (HO%) .. (100'00) 

IIIdlan Statea 15-54 99·OS 40·81 {I·86 5·89 169·66 140·62 
(9'20%) (6S'4O%) (28,70%) (5'50%) (8,20%) (l00'00) 

(a) Average of two years, 1987-88 and lU38-89. 

As has been shown above, in order that a restriction on counts up to lOs 
may be of any effect, a higher line of demarcation up to counts 20s will be 
necessary. 'It the restriction, therefore, is to be imposed on counts up to 20s, 
the consequences on many mill centres will be seriouj) We have no data as 
to what proportion of the various counts spun in the different mill centres is 
woven in the same centres. But assuming that the proportion of the counts 
of yarn spun in the mills follows roughly the proportion of the various counts 
spun, and· taking into consideration both percenta.ges as well as quantities 
of cloth produced, it is clear from the table above that many mills especially 
in the United Provinces, the Central Provinces and Berar, the Punjab, and 
and Bombay City and Island will be badly hit. 
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195. Effects on the cottim grower.-It has been urged upon us by the East 
India Cotton Association, in their reply to our questionnaire, that" any arti-

l
ficial handicap to textile mills to check competition with .handlooms ~ould ' 
seriously affect the consumption of short-staple cotton in Indian mills and to 
that extent would completely upset the agriculturist/who has no option but 
to grow short-staple cotton in view of various climatic and geographical rea.
lIOns." The force ofthis objection, in our view, exactly depends upon the level 
at which the line of demarcation is drawn as also upon the time taken by the 
handloom industry to lltep into the gap created by the withdrawl of the mill 
industry from the restricted range of counts. If the line of demarcation is drawn 
too high, i~ is bound, in the short run at any rate, to " up~t the agric~." 
We are not, however, in a position to, assess the exact damage and the period 
for which it is likely to be inflicted upon the cotton-grower. If the line is 
drawn at lOs; however, the damage is bound to be very small, in view of the 
facts, firstly, that there is also a degree of resiliency in cotton,-growing, which 
can turn from the very short to the short staple varietie!!, and secondly, that 
in counts below lOs the amount of mill production displaced is so small that 
handlooms can be relied upon to step into the gap with greater facility. 

~ 
196. EfJed8 on the consumer.-'-It has also been pointed out to us that the 

, handloom industry might not be able to turn out cloth in the restricted range 
in sufficient quantities without creating any scarcity in that section of the 

. cloth trade, and that it will thus Unpose a burden on the consumers,) The 
importance of this objection also, in our opinion, will depend exactly on how 

1 large is the quantity of cloth involved, or, in other wQrds, how big is the range 
of restricted counts. If the line of demarcation is drawn high enough, there 
is no doubt that at least in the short run the handloom industry will be un
able to cope with thEl demand of cloth in that range of counts. This might 
also react upon the market by raising the prices of such cloths and actually 
render the mill cloth in the remaining ranges of counts cheaper. In this con
nection, it must be remembered that to a large extent there is a close relation 
between particular range of counts and the types of cloths produced. Thus 
there will be a short-run scarcity, but at the same time there is no doubt that 
there is everywhere scope for the expansion of the handloom production. 
because the labour force available is well nigh inexhaustible, while the ini
tial capital required for a handloom establishment is very smaIL But the 
question is whether yarn in adequate quantities will be available and whether 
the industry will be able to adjust itself to the new requirements within a 
reasonable time. If by any reason, yarn prices go up, cloth prices may also 
go up and thus the consumer may be affected. 

How the mills will react to the new situation is not quite clear. It is possi
ble that there .will be a reduction in the spindleage engaged in the particular 
range of counts. Although the demand for yll.rn in this range of counts may 
remain as the handlooms need it, the mills are more likely to shift to the pro
duction of the immediately higher counts rather than keep their looms idle. 
Even if. they continue to spin the restricted counts, there are reasons why 
productIOn costs may go up. It must be remembered that the combined 
spinning and weaving mills are placing on the markets only that quantity of 
yarn which is in excess of their daily requirements and to that extent the 
prices are kept down. But if they were to spin only for the handloom weavers, 
the cost of manufacture of yarn would. naturally rise and hence the price also. 
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Thus,~ll this might lead to a rise in the cost of the raw material to the handloom 
weaver .and a consequent rise in the pr.ice of his finished produci) This, in 
turn, will affect the consumers of cloth In the range, and other repercussions 
may follow. 

In the circumstances stated above, we are of the opinion that the proposed 
restriction of counts below lOs is not likely to lead to any real benefit for the 
handloom industry although a temporary advantage may be obtained by a 
section thereof. 

197. Demarcation at higher counts than 10s.-.frt may be said, however, that 
if the line of demarcation is drawn higher, as 1as been proposed by' many, 
the handloom industry would derive greater benefits} We shall now take up 
this aspect of the matter. The first thing that strikes us, as it. struck the 
Tariff Board in 1932, is that there has been hardly any agreement amongst 
the weavers in different areas regarding the range of counts to be selected. 
This is quite natural in view of the wide variation in counts of yarn woven in 
the different Provinces and States (see Table LI). While some weavers are 
satisfied if the restriction is placed on counts up to 20s or 30s, others (e.g., 
at santipur in Bengal) stated that even restriction at any level less than 80s 
would be of no avail! In several other oentres, again, we were told that re
striction on any range of counts whatsoever would be futile, as' competitio~ 
was not according to counts, and there will remain scores of loopholes for peo
ple to dodge such restrictions. In view of what has been said in regard to 
restriction on the low counts, it is, a fO'l'tiori, quite unnecessary to discuss the 

. feasibility of setting up a limit higher than 20s. If we adopt such drastic 
proposals, there can be not doubt that the entire mill industry will have to 
be forthwith closed down. Nay, even if we select 20s as the limit, more than 

'half the mill production will have to go. For the mills it is not a mere case 

\

Of switching over to higher counts; for, the heavy machinery of the mills 
cannot be adju.qted to the requirements of new lines of production, and hence 
such a step would amount to nothing less than scrapping of the machinery. 
Most of the staple production of the two industries is in the range of 11-30 
counts, and consists mostly of dhotis, saris, shirtings, coatings, etc., either grey 
or coloured .. It is in this field that. the competition is really keen, and hence 
for bringing any real relief to the handloom industry the restriction will have 
to be placed as high as 30s counts ;) and in fact a majority of the Provincial 
and State Governments and others 'replying to our questionnaire have select
ed this range for the restriction. But, for reasons already stated above,(lix
ing the limit as high as 308 will be disastrous from the viewpoint of the IDill 
industry, while the gains from the viewpoint of the handloom industry are not. 
likely to be commensurate~ We, therefore, pass on to other variants of the 

. restriction method. 
198. Variants of the method of restriction of counts.-9ne interesting vari

ant of the method of rest.riction of counts is to set up an upper as well as a 
lower limit for mill production of cloth. Thus, it has been proposed by some 
that the counts below 408 as well as above 80s should be alloca.ted to the hand
loom industry and that the mill industry should be left with the intermediate 
range of counts. Another proposal made to us was tht mills should be pro
hibited from using counts between lOs and 40s, for the reason that themajn 
demand in vill~ges is for the range of counts 10-408. Another method is ~ 
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combine a restriction regarding the. types of cloth with, that on. eoimts of. 
yarn. Thus. the Madras PrQviD.ciaI Hand100m WeI!>vers' Co-operli.tive Sooie
ty suggested that the mills might be p:robibited fi:om· manufaetoring dhotis. 
and saris of counts 60s and below, so far as the pmu,ction relates to sale wit11iJ,li 
India, subject to the proviso that there should be a corresponding resw.oti.on. 
on imported cloth of that kind. Similarly, the. Govenunent of Bengal. in. 
their reply to a circular letter from the Commerqe Depart.ment in tbis regard~ 
desired that mills might be prohibited fi:om pr<lducing' . saris; dhotis, lungi& 
and bordered chaddars, ete., with y~ of cOlplts below ·258;' and: the Sura.~ 
Chamber of CommeNe ,and the Surat Weaving AS8OQiation' have su~tedr 
that the restriction should apply to all counts below 30a, with the exception. 
that the mills should be, permitted to weave p~ ~y vl/.rieties. A1mos1; 
-all the arguments applying to the ' restriction of countS below eerlain 'levels 
apply to t}w8(: variants l/.1so, with the modification that in the method of com
bining types of cloth with Counts of yam, the rigoUi' of restriction is likely to 
be much less. We thiDk that(fhe weight of arguments is against restriction. I' 

on weaving counts in parlicnlar ranges, and 8Qme of the argtUIlents go equally' 
well against the combination metho<9 Moreover, as pointed out below, 'there. 
are great difficulties in clearly definmg the textile terms in -such a way as t() 

prevent evasion of the law and fraud, and not aU of the above proposals can. 
stand legal scrutiny. _ - • 

199. Abolition of weaving in mitl$.-Nume:tQ~ othm: s~ggestions. were placed. 
before us by Provincial and State GovernmeI).ts, as well as by weaven\'" 
associations and private individuals, in their wxitt® and oraI evidenqe' to
which we now turn our attention. Not aU the suggestions are wholly new
and some of them have already been discussed iI\ lP.dv..stties. Co~erencea and', 
elsewhere. But, for the sake -of CoBvenien~. we pro~' to b~ the:rn toge~ 
ther so as to facilitate a connected an'a consis:t;ent disc~sion. ,Such. for in-;
stance, is the proposal D;lade, i.p. various f~,' by the Director of Development, 
Orisss, and by several others, tha(the !nills shci~d do ol).1y spimiiDg and aban- \ 
don weaving altogether) Here Dot oDly','the fate ,0£ a major national indus.:: " 
try, but "also the intereSts of millions of consumers of cloth and produCers 'of 
raw rotton are involved. Even ifwe aboI.ish the weaVing section of the mills; , 
the handloom industry win have to hold its own agajnst imports of' forei~ , 
cloth in a competitive market. If it is suggested that the impo~ also should, 
be shut off by means of prohibitive duties, then the burden on theconsunie~ 
of cloth as a pel'D;lanent proposition still remains:YThe parallel theorY-of pro
tection applicable to modem industries does not told good here, 'for the aim.': 
pIe reason that while in their case the guarantee of ult~te reduction of costs. 
&Ild prices and withdrawal of protection is available" there is hardly any hope. 
of such. assurance coInipg fi:om the haDdloom industry as against cheap ma
chine-made goods, whether indigenous or imported, in the near or distant 
future. Thus, to burden the consumers of cl0th, who in India are as poor 
on the whole as the weavers themselves, and far more numeroU$ too, will amount 
to a strange form of charity) If charity alone be the object, there are other 
and better ways of achieving the same result. A case has been. brought to 
purnotice, that of the Meenakshi Mills of Madura, who, it is stated, keep hand-
100ms within the mill precincts and sell the hand.woven cloth at much better 
prices than mill-woven cloth. ~t is also stated tha~ a mill, concentrating on 
spinning only, will also be able to eave interest on capital ~vestment and. 
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depreciation, current charges for operation of the looms, and the capital costs 
of buildings, plant, etc. This argument holds little water; for, if better prices 
than for mill cloth are available for hand-woven products, it may be either 
because of better quality or because of higher costs. In either case, the gen
erality of consumers will not be benefited bv such changes, for they are in
terested in cheap. cloth mainly; and, moreo~er, overhead charges cannot be 
the bug-bear of any industrialist so long aa there is an adequate margin of 
profit available. We wish to state here, however, that the Meenakshi Mills' 
experiment has an important lesson in another direction .for us. In a later 
paragraph, we shall revert to this while discussing the feasibility of the mills 
employing handloom weavers either in mill sheds or in the weavers' cottages 
in the production of hand-woven fabrics with mill yarn. 

Further, it has been suggested to us that (!he programme of abolishing 
,,' mechanical weaving can be spread over a period of 20 years, during which 

the weaving plant can be allowed to depreciate, and steadily replaced by 
spinning plant:~ This suggestion has been based upon a misconception re
garding the possibility of replacing powerlooms by spindles. The total quan
tity of yarn produced in the country is almost equal to our present require
ments, in view of the fact that our exports of yarn are nearly equal to our 
imports. Thus, the total quantity of yarn produced in the country at pre
sent may be taken as the actual requirements ofth/? textile industry as a whole, 
including mills and handlooms, and the miscellaneous groups, like powerlooms, 
hosiery, etc. This means that at the present leval of the standard of life of 
the people, the clothing requirements will not necessitate a greater produc
tion of yarn than that indicated by the existing spindleage. How, then, can 
we replace the looms in the mills by more spindles 1 All that will happen and 
will be necessary to achieve the above object is to scrap the weaving plant 
only and this does not seem practicable. I 

200. Discouragement oj additions to looms in mills.-A proposal not so 
. objectionable as the above is that ~he' existing mills must be discouraged from 
, adding to their looms and that mi.llir which are only engaged in spinning must 
be prevented from taking up weaving) It has also been suggested that such 
objects could be carried out by the imposition of a duty on the yarn used for 
weaving in the mills, but such a duty may be made ineffective as has been 
shown in para. 214 below. The emergence of a great spinning industry in the 
South has been of great assistance to the handloom weavers, and any direct 
or indirect measures which will encourage them to continue that work and 
discourage their taking up weaving will be helpful. One suggestion put for
ward is that the installation of new looms must receive the approval of Govern
ment. This may be possible if this forms part of a planned policy of textile 
production, but may not be advisable in the absence of a concerted &ndeavour. 
Further, any such check on mills will not be effective unless the small power
loom factories also are brought under a similar check. Another suggestion 

.is that direct assistance may be given to purely spinning mills in the shape of 
subsidies based on the quantity of yarn produced by them or ,sold by them 
to approved co-operative or other organisations of weavers. \ In any case, 
the steps taken for discouraging wea,ing must not lead to a rise in the cost o~ 
material to the hand-weave~ 
. 201. Mills to provide yarn to u'eave.rs and take back cloth for sale.-A rather 
interesting proposal placed before us, and supported by some millowners, is 
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that without necessarily giving up weaving themselves, the mills may be asked 
to distribute yam among the weavers and take back cloth from the~ and 
sell it after finishing it.') The Director. of Industries in the United" :rrpvinces, 
for instance, suggests tliat the mills should evolve a system by which they 
could keep the handloom weavers engaged in the production of certain varie
ties of fabrics. He states that some of the woollen mills in his Province have 
successfully tried the installation of hand looms for weaving only, while the" 
fini'lhing is done by machinery. We may also mention here the instance ot 
the Meenakshi Mills, Madura, which, as already stated, have opened a shed 
ip the mill precincts for hand-weaving. It may also be possible to send work 
to the weaver's "cottages and get. piece-work done under 'supervision, and thuS 
avoid some of the evils attendant upon working in: the mill atmosphere. If 
any mills, particularly spinning mills, employ handloom weavers on . such a 
basis, there is no doubt that total " employment in hand-weaving would increase, 
and some of the organisational evils which predominate in the trade at pre, 
sent can be put an end to. Moreover, if such an alignment can" be brought 
about between mills and handlooms, many of the disadvap.tages from which 
the hand loom industry Buffers, in respect of the supply "of yarn, finance, or
ganiliat.ion, marketing, etc., will ultimately disappear. CWe are of the opi- ./ 
nion that if the hand loom weaver is placed on a footing of equality with the 
mill weaver in respect of such basic conditions, the cost of production of his 
cloth would be almost the same as that of cloth woven on the machine, taking 
into consideration all the charges in costings for the two processes) We do 
not think that this is a transformation which can be brought about bv leais
lation. In view ofthe fact that the fortUnes of the, spinning industry i~ India 
are bound up with those of the hand-weaving industry, we feel that this is a 
question calling for co-operation on the part of leaders of the spinning ip~ 
dustry. Moreover, the mills will be tUreby mitigating some of the acrimoni-' 
ous elements in the conflict between their own and the weavers' interests, 
and this will be a very wise move on their part to create an amicable atmos
phere by thus actively aiding the handloom weavers. We are sure that the 
results of such co-operation will be beneficial to both parties. v' If the Pro, 
~incial and State Governments, in their respective areas, bring about such 
alignment between the spinning mills and weavers, such" action will be weI-
come. 

202. Restrictions on particular typ~s of cloth.-The Government of Mad-) 
ras recommend that the production of cOlllII,lon wearing. apparel of the 
masses should be left to the handloom weavers and that the mills Ilhould 
produce only such cl6ths as cannot be woven by the handloom weavers. ) The 
Madura Handloom Weavers' Co-operative Society states that the mills shOUld 
not produce s~ris a~d dh~tis of ~ w~dth mor~ than 36". l\~~: A. ~. Choudhury, 
of the All-India Spmners AssOCIatIOn, suggest.s that certam varIeties of cloth 
such as saris with woven design borders, check and striped saris, etc., should 
be reserved for the handlooms. The SaIne suggestion has come to us from" 
several othe~ witnesses. There are also suggestions that the mills should 
not produce coloured saris, zenani goods~ khans, etc. ' 

~he term." ~ri " i~ a vague and wi~e one and . i~ is impossible to ~ve ~ 
specific descnptIOn of It. In some PrOVInces, a san 18 a piece of "clo.th which 
has !I' grey ground with borders exceeding 11(16th of an in.ch •. In Bengal, 
for ~stance, a grey or bleached cloth of 44" WIdth, 5 yards m length with a 
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ooldured border ~>ne inch in width would be called .. lIan. The mme type of 
goods with a smaller border would be called a dhoti. For instance a 9un~ 
danch'li. dhoti of Salem,would be of a grey or bleached ground with a border 
of about 11". An uparni of Central Provinces would also be covered by the 
same definition, as it has the same dimension but a width of It .. or 2' for e. 
border. It would appear, therefore, that in Provinces where a sari is d.istin~ 
guished in borders only such saris would be confused with other garments 
in other Provinces. The Provinces such as Bombay, Madras and the Central 
provinces, where the rerm " sari" means a definite coloured garment, would 
not recognise as saris the types of goods known in Bengal as such. It appellJ's, 
therefore, difficult to correctly interpret, the terms "sari ", "dhoti" etc. 

However, taking a very general definition of "sari" as something c0-

loured, let us examine the consequences of a restriction on such an article. 
According to the different suggestions, if the mills are asked not to make saris, 
the mills should be correct in interpreting the term" sari " as standing for 
n article of women's dress where coloured,. yarns are introduced in the body 
nd where bOrders and headings must be developed. The mills might very 
:asily avoid producing this type. But nothing would prevent them from 
lroducing grey saris and dyeing them in piece, or grey saris on which the 
;round could be printed. It might encourage the introduction of plain grey 
Ir bleached goods by the mills where the borders and headings are printed 
ubsequently. Owing to the flaw in the legal definition, the mills would still 
Ie able to replace hand-woven goods by anot.her type. In the long run, such 
L restriction is not likely to be of any help to the weavers. 

'We, however, feel that some lIort of reservation should be made for the 
landloom weavers. Such reservation, however, must be based on a mutual 
Lgreement between the mills and the aandlooms. In 1>Ur opinion, such agree~ , 
nent would be possible if the mills agree not to weave any goods of plain weave 
with a width of from 25" to 50" and a length of from II yards to 91 yards, per 
~iece, divided by headings across the width at B length-wise distance of leall 
~han 91 yards and with borders, the grounds of such article..'1 not being dis
~inguished with any stripes or checks woven, developed by different counts of 
rarn or by bleached, coloured or printed yarn. Neither shoUld the grounds 
r>f such cloths be striped or checked by some other process, such as printing 
r>r .by crimp-dyeing or by any other chemical -method~ Such a definition 
would reserve to handlooPls all striped and checked saJ'is,9,!mchas,_ and. check- , 
ed -chaddars, and is1ikely to narrow down the field of competition. The 
mills and powerlooms in our opinion can afford to reli,nquish tl1eir produc
tion of this type of articles. This is likely to provide a greater field for thll 
handloom weavers and no complication whatever is likely to arise if any such 
voluntary restrietion is imposed by mills upon themselves in the interests of 
the poor handloom weawlS. 

203. Mills not to use aobbies and jacqtt.ards.-A suggestion has been made 
that the mills .should b& prohibited. from using .do,bbjes and lacql1ards, as 
these, it is stated, have enabled the m.illa to encroach "pan the ellIOT'"" §p.!l"-. 

c~~ic~?d~cedby the hand~ooms.\ We have oarefully considered 
the cGn~~1!. olsuch a step and have ~e to the conclusion thatl~t will 
"ausa an unnecessary amoiiiit of -damage to th'L mill industry J>y l)rohibiting 
the ~ction of a number of piecegooas;In wmcliTobbit'S and. jacquards 
.. . ,-' ...... -......... ~ .. " ~.,. .. '.' 
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playa part. We also feel that it ill not deSir&blethat- any technicat'im-( 
pediments should be placed in the way of the development of a grow~ l 
national industry.) Besides, in so far &8 the aim is the reservation of the field. 
of saris to handlooms, that aim can be achieved ,equally well by the ad0p" 
tion of the method discussed above. 

II. OTHER PROPOSALS. 

204. TIuJ oontrol of yam ·supply.-There are suggestions that yarn should 
be controlled. As pointed out in Chapter V. the pri(Je of yarn is .. pyrami
ded .. by a chain of middlemen working between the producers of yarn, i.e., 
the spinning mills, and the consumers, i. e., the, hand-weavers. We feel, 
however, that, plentiful yarn should be supplied at a. reasonable cost to the 
weavers) In this connection, numerous persons have suggested the appoint
ment of a yarn controller. W~ do not think that there is any room for a yarn 
controller in normal times. But we feel thatdhe yarn dealers should be brollghti 
under control and licences may be issued to those only wno would abide 
by rules for the sale of yaIj. We have seen that in most cases the yarn deal
ers are the buyers of finished goods. We feel that this must be discouraged. 
A yarn dealer to be eutitled for a licence shall not have any interest either 
direct or indirect in the finished productS'l The licensing can be enforced 
under the direction of the Provincial and State Governments and the Direct
ors of Industries should be empowered to cancel a licence in. the event of any' 
breach of rules on the part of the yarn dealers. The rules conc!lrned should 
be in respect of malpractices mostly, but some sort of connection between 
the invoice price of yarn purchased by the dealers and the price at which it 
is Bold may be maintained after allowing for normal profits. An incidental 
advantage of licensing yarn dealers would be that it would be possible to collect 
atatistica of the supply of yarn to handloom weavers and others through the 
licensed yarn dealers. "They should be required, by law to submit periodi
cal returns showing the sa.les of yarn under cla.'lSified headings, such as hand
looms, powerlooms, hosiery, etc. 

In Chapter V, w(' ha.ve dealt with the question of malpra.atices and in con
nection therewith we have brought together certain. suggestions regarding 
changes in the Indian Merchandise MarkBAct in paragraphs 80-83. The: 
principal suggest,ion in this connection is that the correct number of knota. 
in each bundle according to the standard packing shOUld be insisted Upon, 
and the yam is required to be packed in standard bundles by law. More. 
over a strict supervision at the sources as well as the subsequent stages of 
sale might be adopted So 6S to enforce the provisions of the Act. 

205. Ya", depots.-Another suggestion made by several witnesses waS'. 
the establishment of yarn depots. The Directors of Industries of Assam 
Sind, the Punjab, Mysore and .Baroda and several other bodiell allah as th; 
Marwari Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta, the. Silk and .Artificial Silk As8()-l 
ciation of Bombay, the Koshti MandaI of Nagpur and several weaver.s' eo-o, 
operative societies have auggeste~ thQt~arn should be supplied to the \\Tea.\terli 
directly by the Governmen~~. ,It 19 also auggested.that the yarn depotsshollld 
be combined with dyeing houses so that the profits earned in the dyeing houses 
.would pay fo~ ,the expensead bothth.o~ ea1:ablishment.s., I.Tlesepropoaabt 
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have 'advantages as, well as disadvantages. If the exat'nple of Mysore is any 
guide, Government-managed ya,m depots, are likely to be quite Buccessful ; 
but in such d~pots,\.~he sale of yam has to be on a cash basis~ otherwise if 
credit is given, the position ofsuch Ii. depot is likely to be very involved from 
the financial standpoint. 'The' Governmfmt depot cannot function like ,a 
moneylending mahajan keeping a close watch on the weaver, binding him 
down for good with criss-cross transactions, If then, the depot sells yam 
on a cash basis, unless the weaver's cloth is at the same time purchased by 
&~ch a depot, it i, unlikely that the weaver will be completely owing allegi
ance, to i~. 80 long as the depot does not undertake a part of the market
ing function either directly or indirectly, it will be difficult to wean the weaver 
away from the middleman yam dealer. ' 

It,is not suggested that for the marketing of cloth, the agency of the 
middlemen, as it obtains to-day, ' can be wholly abolished. In this regard 
the experience of Mysore is likely to be useful. In Mysore, (the yarn depot 
manager or maistry purchases cloth at a fixed price for standard types of cloth ' 
and later the cloth is disposed of through the existing machinery of middlemen) 
When there is the stamp of the depot on the cloth, the merchants also buy 
it without demur, and the stamp in effect becomes the guaran~ of the quality 
of the goods. If the Provincial and State Governments adopt this system, 
and enforce some sort of standardization of cloths and prices, the yam depot 
system is likely to be very successful. In this connection we make a reference 
to the marketing scheme outlined in a later paragraph. We may note here 
that recently as part of their famine relief programme the Government of 
Madras have opened five yam depots in Salem town and its vicinity at which 
yarn is to be issued to weavers who will be paid for the cloth produced at rates 
providing wages approximately equal to relief payments on famine relief 
works. 

The possibility of establishment of depots by the spinningmil.Is themselve 
might also be considered. If spinning mills can be persuaded to open' their 
depots in as many centres as they possibly ca,n, it will no doubt be very help
ful to their chief customers, the weavers. In fact, the Madura Mills have 
their agents and depots at principal centres throughout India, and the agents 
are compelled to sell at the contract rate and submit sale notes to the Mills ; 
in certain cases, depots are permitted to sell ready if they have a surpillil stock 
on hand, in which case the rate is the ruling mill rate on the date of sale. This 
is a system worthy of imitation by some of the other leading mills. 1:t may 
be stated here that the Southern India Millowners' Association favour the 

" idea of the mills directly supplying yarn to handloom weavers;> 
, 206. Establishment of spinning mills at important handloom centres.-Ano"l 
ther proposal made particularly' by witnesses from Bengal is the starting of 
spinning mills for supplying yarn to handloom centres which have no spinning 
mill in their vicinity catering for their dema,nd.) The Bengal and Assam weav
ers and to a less extent those of the United Provmces, the Punjab, and Hydera
bad have to depend upon yarn imported from mills established in other Pro
vinces and States as well as from abroad. The consequence of this geogra
phical difficulty is that the weavers have to pay a higher price owing to trans
port charges as well as the necessary multiplication of intermediaries. There 
is. th~~efore, much point in this, proposal. In some centres. we have foun~ 
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email spinning mills, such as the Gajanan and the Balaji Mills ofSangli, which 
suggest that small spinning factories can also be profitable, especially if com'
bined with weaving. (We are doubtful, however, whether the same can .be 
said of small spinning mills catering for individual handloom centres;) In 
the first place, the demand for yarn of weavers in such centres is for a variety 
of cOlUlts and qualities of yarn and anyone mill is not likely to cope with it 
in an economical manner, and the only alternative is for the handloom centre 
concerned to specialise in the production of cloth requiring a definite range 
and a definite quality of yarn. Secondly, such a mill will have to face the 
fierce competition of bigger mills producing yarn much more cheaply owing to 
the adoption of a larger scale of production. T.he Marwari Chamber of Com7 
merce of Calcutta has placed before us a proposal for starting two big spinn~ 
ing mills in Bengal with dyeing ,nd bleaching arrangements exclusively 
supplying yarn to the handloom industry in the Province, It is suggeste4 
that the Government should invest half of the capital and give the manage
ment to experienced business men. The Chamber is prepared, if necessary, 
to arrange for the assistance of such persons and to contribute the other half 
of the capital. If big spinning mills are established under private manage
ment but under some sort of official control, and with the aid of Provincial o:r 
State Governments especially, in areas which are yarn consuming but not 
ya~ producing, it will be of m8.ch use to the industry. This may also enable 
the Governments concerned, indirectly to control the yarn market in the area 
by providing an element of fair competition in the market. 

207. Ths supply of designs.-Another important measure essential to the 
future development of thehandlom! industry is the continuous supply of 
new designs, which will enable it to hold its own against the competition of 
mills using fresh designs for pushing sales. In BOme of the Provinces and 
States, the supply of designs is undertaken by the Departments of Indus
tries. In the Punjab, for example, marketing organisations, the Arts and 
Crafts Depot., industrial institutions, and peripatetic weaving parties 
supply designs to weavers in important .centres. In Central Provinces and 
Berar, the Department of Industry organises demonstration parties, which 
supply designs, among other things, to the weavers. In the United Provin
ces, the Government School of Arts and Crafts has made arrangements for 
training in designs in some of the industrial arts, but there is not much atten
tion given to textile designs. In the research section of the Central Textile 
Institute, Cawnpore, and in the design section of the Weaving Institute, 
Benares, however, designers are engaged since the inauguration of the gran~ 
in-aid scheme. The designs produced are passed on to the weavers through 
the production stores started by the Department of Industries. In Bihar, 
similarly a large number of patterns of furnishing fabrics and staple cloth have 
been standardized and introduced, and in consequence it is claimed " that the 
improvement in Bihar hand-woven textiles in the recent years in respect at 
quality and design and texture has been remarkable' '. In~, Bengal, 
and Orissa, and elsewhere designs are being supplied under the grant-in-aid 
schemes. Similarly, in the Mysore State there is a peripatetic weaving de
monstration party in each district for the supply of new designs. Apart from 
peripatetic parties demonstrating designs, suggestions have been made for 
the exhibition of up-to-date designs at Industrial and Commercial museums, 

. 0-': at the production itores and also that there should be competition in design-
Q 
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making. It has also been suggested that sample designs with details should 
be distributed to weavers through sale depots and societies. Further, as 
Dr. Sudhir Sen suggests in a memorandum submitted by him to us, there 
must be legal protection' of patent rights for the designs thus invented and 
introduced; He further states that there should be industrial arts schools 
fllong the lines of the Kunstgewerbeschule in Germany with branches in suitable 
places, which should among ot.her things, study and produce designs for the 
handloom iD.dustry. . 

208: Fim:shing of hand-woven cloth.-We found a considerable difference of 
opinion in regard to the finishmg of handloom fabrics amongst weaver's socie
ties and others. According to some, handloom fabrics require no finishing at 
all, while others are of the opinion that t.i_ey would look better and also fetch 
a higher price if finishing were done. Some Provincial Governments support 
the idea, but we came across several co-operative societies, especially in Mad- , 
ras, opposing it on the ground that theltandloom fabrics would look like mill 
cloth and loose ~heir characteristic strength and feel) It was also stated 
that the Swadeskl, movement has led to a preference for unbleached and un
calendered products. But it appears that the market outBide this section 'of 
c~nsumers is much larger and in order to tap this wid~r market, finishing may 
be a necessity. Not aU fabrics, however, are h'kely to benefit by this. CB:ooad

·ly speaking, shirtings and coatings, a& well as other fine fabrics of counts above 
40s, in our opinion, do require finishing, if they are expected to stand the 
competition of mill cloth of the same varieties; On the other hand, in re
gard to most speciality fabrics includin~tsaris, finishing may not be very help
ful, although the Director of Industries, Mysore, is of the opinion that even 
silk saris woven on handlooms may look more attractive and fetch better 
prices after light calendering. Likewise, the Millowners' Association, Bom
bay, think that special types of finishing would be desirable in certain classes 
:of' high-priced fabrics intended for the ~xport trade. • 

.The more important que~tionto our mind is what type of finishing appli
ances would be economical and would suit the needs of the handloom' 
industry properly. There is a unanimity of opinion that the installation of a 
-modern finishing plant would not be economical for the reason that the plant,. 
having a large capacity, is likely to remain' idle for want of adequate work, 
.thus entailing. high overhead charges. On the other hand, there are certain 
old fashioned methods, for finishing which may be usefully popularised. In 
Baroda, for example, finishing is being done by spraying water, folding the 
.cloth and beating it with a wooden hammer, and sometimes alSo by passing 
it through heavy rollers. In the United Provinces, coloured. and silk goods 
are finished by beating. A mallet of tamarind wood is uSed to beat the piece 
on a plank' with a bulging back. Thi$ is called ku'ndi. and is very popular 
in Benare&,. Mau, etc. Hand-finishing has been tried at Gotakhpur (U. P.) 
also and found successful. Finishing of hand-woven cloths in Madras is done 

. by dhobis, and is -regarded to be 'economical. Some. dyeing factories, as in 
the Salem District, also . undertake finiShing of ha!ld"woven, fabrics. On 
the other . hand, power-driven bowl calenders; have also been 'installed at some 
centres and found fau.-ly econaIDical and -useful: . Such. are' found, for ms-

- tance~ in Tanda, Mau, Eta wah: and: B~a.barlki " in- thli United. P!,ovinces; Gul· 
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J!arbagh in Bihar, and Amrit.sar, Hoshiarpur and Ll1dhiana in the 'Punjab 
especially for rayon and woollen goods.'; Two calendering plants working 
at Papinesseri and Cannanore in Malabar and a similar one at Madura have 
done the calendering of over 3 million yards of hand-woven shirtings, coatings 
and bed-sheets during 1939-40, at rates varying from Ii annas to 2i annas 
per piece of 24 yards. On the other hand, a calendering plant installed 
by the Madras Handloom Weavers' Provincial Society in the city of Mad
ras appears to have been a failure owing to insufficiency of cloth sent for ca
lendering. Similarly in the United Provinces, it was found that a centralized 
finishing plant would. not be economic, and hence four or five smaller plan~ 
were obtained by subsidizing individuals or firms which were'allowed to un
dertake finishing of cloths other than hand-woven. In any case, it appears 
that modern calendering can only be profitable if it is done on a very large 
IIcale. Heasonable economies and fair success can be llxpected of a plan,t 
catering for a very large number of handlooms, say, 10,000 pr 20,000 (a,s 
suggested by the Aaron Spinning and Weaving Mills), concentrated in a com,
paratively small area and -producing cloths which require calendering.. Othe:.;
wise owing to the cost of transport on .account of sen!ling the. cloth to the 
calendering centre and back again, the procedure is likely to be an :uneconq
mical one. This can perhaps be obviated if there is a strong ?entral sale~ 
organisation, such as the marketing section of the Indian Handloom Indtlstry 
Board projected by us in the last section of this Chapter. For .the success, 
of a modern finishing plant it ,would appear necessary that .weavers take t<r 
the production of standard types of goods. However,{the test fOJ; the succeS(l 
of any finishing arrangements of tb:e..modern type woUld be whether, by fini. 
shing the cloth, a new demand can be created or the existing demand stimu:
lated or at least maintaine4) " ' : 

209. Certain suggestions regarding marketing."-The'handicaps' 6f the hlind
, loom weavers in pushing through the production and sale. of their prodq.cts 
• on account of the absence of standardization' have been dealt with already 

in paragraphs ,94 and 126. It may be ,stated here that such .standardiza
tion is likely to benefit the handloom industry as a whole greatly and it would 
pay the industry if an organization is started which, would 'standardize the 
qualities of the cloth in respect of reed and picks petjnch. in eacp-range of 
counts and quality of cloth. This would be advantageous to the consumers 

, as well, because if the consumer knows what he is buying then naturally at 
every time of replenishing hi's needs he would be guided by his previous choices. 
The (peed for standardization of handloom products therefore is great) from ~ 
many point.~ of view. Likewise in Chapter VII, paragraph 125, we have 
at some length dealt with the difficulties of transport, which .the hand loom 
industry has to face and have offered certain suggestions for consideration. 
The principal suggestions' are thatCthere should be no differential rates, 
as between the mill and the handloom' industry, arismg from distancEl' 
form of packing or the unit of consumption, and also thai other handicap~ 
such as terminal taxes and octrois, or unauthorised payments should be 
removed) In paragraph 131, we have discussed certain special problems 
~egardiilg the ,Madras .bandkerchi~fs trade, ~uch as the difficulties in export
mg thes~ fabncs to the West AfrIcan coloDles caused by th~ peculiarities of 
t~e Eng~sh patent law. In paragraphs 127 and 134, certain specific sugges

:tlOllS for the. encouragement of the handloom t~ade· h,ave ,been made 

Q~ 
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specially in relation to publicity and propagand.a, and regulation of export 
trade, through the agency of the Indian Trade Commissioners and others. In 
Chapter X, paragraph F9, wt' have dealt with the question of exploring new 
markets especially for speciality fabrics in and outside the country. 

210. TechnicaZ guidance.-It was not possible for us within the short 
time at our disposal to go into problems of te·chnical guidance and we propose 
to make only a few remarks regarding the subject. This question must be 
considered from the points of view of educating the weaver as well as from 
that of training the expert. (a) The weaver: The peripatetic demonstra
tion parties in most Provinces are teaching the weavers the use of improved 
appliances such as jacquards, dobbies, etc., and also new fabric structures. 
Attempts must now be concentrated on the improvement of the ordinary 
qualities of c10th woven by the weavers for the masses. It is, however, true 
that by widening the outlook of the weavers in regard to the newer structures 
of fabrics, we can expect a diversification of the products and improvement 
of the existing styles in respect of colour, design, border, etc. (b) Training 
of experts: Students with a good general education must be selected and 
trained in all branches of the industry. The experts' training must include 
the buying and selling of the raw material and finished products as a neces
sary course. The training should include a course so that the students can 
have a proper perspective of buyin9 and selling operations. In the textile 
~stitutions it appeared to us that ~ore attention ~s pai~ to the. structural 
SIde of the fabrtcs than to the actual type of fabncs which are m demand 
in the loca.l market. No opportunity is afforded to the boys also to get an 
inside knowledge of the business) Th'erefore, when these boys come out 
of the schools, they possess a }.;nowledge of manufacturing a variety of fabrics 
on different weaves, but they do not know the particular type of fabrics 
which should sell and is likely to yield a profit to them. The defect of this 
knowledge in our opinion has led to a number of failures of the factories started 
in Bengal on loans advanced by the Industries Department there under the 
State Aid to Industries Act. These loans under the rules have to be repaid 
within a specified period. In the case of failure, the factory started on the 
loan is closed down and the factory· is. ~old and the money realised. At the 
very start, for want of experience these boys lose and are unable to payoff 
the debt with the result that the factories have to be closed down and they 
cannot start again when they have the.necessary experience of the commercial 
side of the business. It appears necessary, therefore, that a good deal of 
attention should be paid to the commercial side in these schools. 

211. Government patronage.-An . important proposal placed before us is 
in relation to Government patronage being extended to the handloom in
dustry. The Government of India as well as the Provincial and State Gov
ernments require a considerable quantity 'of cloth of various kinds, for the 
purpose of uniforms fo~ officers and the inferior staff in their various depart
ments. In particular the :Military Stores Department requires quite a con
siderable quantity of tent cloth, mosquito nets, dosutis, bandage cloth, gauze, 
etc., which can be supplied by handlooms. Similarly in the Provincial and 
State hospitals, jails and other institutions and in Police and Excise depart
ments varieties of cloth are required which can be supplied by the. handloom 
industry quite as efficiently as by others. In this connection, the Southern 
India Chamber of Commerce have placed some figures before us for the official 
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demand for cloth of all kinds for permanent establishments in the Province 
of Madras. The total of the cloth requirements amounts to 1·7 million y.a.rds, 
and adding another 25 per cent for temporary establishments, it may amount 
to nearly 2 million yards. We have not been able to obtain similar figures 
for other Provinces, but on -a moderate estimate, we are inclined to think 
that(the total requirements of cloth for such purposes in India as a whole, 
excluding those of the Supply Department, would amount to about 20 million 
yards~ It should be possible for the Provincial and State Governments, in 
particular, to extend a substantial part of this patronage to the handloom
industry. In this connection, we may also stress the importance, from the 
immediate point of view of placing with the handloom industry as large a 
part as possible of the war orders for textiles and, if possible, some part of 
the orders for the proposed standard cloth. It may be hoped that the in· 
troduction of standards into handloom production will also enable the Gov· 
ernment to utilize the services of the handloom industry t.o a greater extent 
than hitherto. Such a step, as we have explained in Chapter X, would also 
be necessary on the ground of military -defence. The handloom, serving 
as a second line of defence in the supply of cloth to our defence forces, is bo~d 
to be helpful in a period of emergency. 

III. AN ALL-INDIA ORGANISATION. 

212. Need for a Central Organisation.-We have in thiS and the previous 
Chapter considered various measures for assisting the handloom industry. 
We have shown that the handloom weaver will be helpless without the aid 
of some organisation for the supply of yarn and credit to him for the inar
keting of his finished goods. Whether through a co-operative society or a 
licensed mahajan functioning near at hand, he must be given these facilities. 
at reasonable cost. Provision will therefore have to be made for a network 
of co-operative societies throughout the country, so that no weaver who 
needs co-operative assistance should be without it. The co-operative society 
will be affiliated to the Provincial co-operative organisation, from which it 
will obtain its credit and marketing. facilities. Similarly the licensed maha
jans will also have their Provincial or Sta.te organisation for common purposes. 
Such an organisation cannot work .without the co-ordinating activity of a 
public body at the head of it, Mr. J:M. Doak, Manager of the Madura Mills, 
in his memorandum, has suggested to us that an All-India Handloom In
dustry Board should be established on the same lines as the Indian Central 
Cotton Committee. According to Mr. Doak, the functions of th.is Board 
would be "to administer the grants-in-aid from the Government of India 
and generally to protect and foster the handloom industry of India". Similar 
Buggestions have been made by IM,ny other persons with long experience of 
the hand-weaving industry. ,_. . 

213. The constitution and functions of the Indian H andloom I nilustry Board. 
-We have given some thought to this suggestion and we consider it a very 
valuable one. The. Indian Handloom Industry Board may be established 
LS a semi-public .corporation somewhat on the lines of the Milk Marketing 
30ard and other similar organisations ,working in the United Kingdom and 
oust have on its governing" body offillials, representatives of handloom in
erests, and leading business men of the country with long experience in textile 
latters. The functions of the Board will be mainly thIee-fold, namely. 
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(a) Research, (b) Supply of Raw Mat'erial,and (e) Marketing. Corresponding 
to these three functions, there will be three separate committees of the Boar~ 
in charge ,of the three ):iranches of its activity. In regard to research, the 
principal function of the Board will be to encourage and co-ordinate the ~or~ 
now going on in the technical institutes maintained in the various ProvIDces 
and States. It will also have to conduct research independently on the econo
mic as well as technical problems of the iJldustry. It will also serve as t~e 

., agency for pooling and disseminating the available technical and econoUllC 
'. information. In regard to raw material, the Board will have to make arrange-

,ments for the supply of yarn and dyes to the handloom weavers, negotiate 
with the mills for bulk purchases wherever necessary, maintain yarn depots 
where such are found essential, and watch the transactions of yarn dealers 
and attend to licensing regulations. Perhaps the most important of the 
Board's functions will be the marketing of handloofn cloth both in India 
and abroad. The ~arketing branch of the Board will collect orders through 
its selling agents and pass them on to the Provincial organisations. Through 
its travelling agents and by contact with India's Trade Commissioners abroad, 
the Board will be in constant touch with the foreign markets for handloom 
products. "'It may conduct marketing and production surveys both of hand~ 
loom markets and centres. The yarn depots, where they are set up, may 
also be used as an agency for collecting cloths. The Board may maintain 
sales depots wherever advisable and in other cases sell through'merchants. 
In regard to the headquarters of the Board, Mr. Doak says: "The natural 
headquarters for the Indian Central Cotton Coffimittee is of course Bombay 
. . . . . . . . . . In the same way the headquarters of the Handloom Industry 
Board could well be Madras, periodic meetings being held in other Provinces." 
Wherever the headquarters of the Board may be, branches will have to be 
opened in the various Provinces and States, or the Board may work through 
the existing co-operative or other organisations. In any case the, new 
organisation must be co-ordinated with the existing weavers' co-operative 
movement. It would also be advisable to distribute through this body the 
grant-in-aid from the Government of India to the Provinces which we hope 
will be continued. 

It is essential that the States should also be representedonthis Board, 
and it is our hope that they will take ati active part in its work. As will be 
seen from references elsewhere in the Report, several States aretaking great 
interest in the handloom industry and it is very probable that they will wel
come such a move for an all-India organisation. 

214. Financial assistarwe.-We have every reason to think that, the 
marketing organisation of this body, if properly managed, will eventually 
bring in enough profit to cover all the expenses of the Board, but in the first 
few years a substantial grant from the Governments will be necessary. Mr. 
Doak suggests that it might be possible to divert from the Indian Central 
Cot.ton Committee to the All-India Handloom Industry Board such part 
of the proceeds of the present cess on cotton as represents yarn intended for 
hanrlloom use. He also thinks that, as in the case of the Indian Central 

,Cotton Committee, the 'Provincial Governments could be asked to make 
contributions towards particular schemes on the basis of 25 per cent of the 
total cost. These two sources would, in his opinion, bring in Rs. 8 to Rs. 9 
lakhs annually to the Board. ;I'he Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Madras, 
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suggests that the proceeds of the Madras sales tax on cloth· may be handed 
over to the Board, presumably for being spent for the benefit of the hand~ 
loom industry in that Province. All these sources, however, may -not. be 
adequate in the first few years to maintain an all-lndia _bod.y-Gharged..-with 
sllch important functions and it may be necessary to look for Qther iWurces. 
In -vrew-onliiS,aparr fro-ni -the measures suggested by Mr. Doak, we think 
it may be necessary to adopt certain fiscal measures. Several proposals have 
been placed before us by representatives of ,Provincial Governments and 
weavers' associations. We do not, however, feel that We are called upon 
to deal with any fiscal measures as such for'revenue purposes. At the same 
time, there are two or three proposll:ls ,,\,hich merit attention as being neceS"; 
sary from the double standpoint of providing funds for any cOIll\tructiva 
work in support of the handlooms as well as of incidentally safeguarding 
their interests against ,tlie severe competition of :tnills and powerlooms, What
ever be the nature of measures adopted, however, Wll should 'like to reiterate 
the conditions-precedent, started ill cpnnection with the restriction of counts, 
viz., (a) that there should. be adequate compensation by way of a counter
vailing du,ty on imports, (b) that powerlooms should be subject to similar 
measures, (c) that by reciprocal arrangements thll States also should be per
suaded to adopt the measures, etc. Subject to this, the following two measures 
appear tons ,to be worth consideration :- , 
, (I) A ~8 or duty on mill and powerloorp, production to be imposed by the' 
Government of India.-Several proposals have been made to us for some sor~ . 
of duty on:tnill production. The Madras Director of Industries, among others, 
for example, suggests the levy pf an excise duty qn all yarn manufactured 
by mills for consumption in its own weaving section or for supply to another 
:tnill. The idea underlying this proposal appears to.be two-fold, to discourage 
weaving in mills to some extent and to encourage the sale of yarI;l to hand~ 
loom/f. The difficulty, however, is that mills may supply yarn to each other 
through the agency of a third party, who is not the owner of a mill himself 
especially if the cess is levied at a high rate. The Government of Bombay 
in reply to the Commerce Department letter in 1940 put in a simjlar plea 
for the imposition of a cess on mill yarn used by the mills themselves. It 
was proposed that th~ess should be at the rate of 1 pie per lb. and that the 
proceeds should be distributed amongst the Provinces for assisting the hand
loo~ A very moderate cess of t~8 kind suggested may not perhaps impose 
any ~eat hardship~, ~s it wor~ out only at Rs. 2-14 per bale of 400 Ibs. 
A third way of achieVIng the same purposeW'ould be to levy a small cess on 
mill-made cloth, a, proposa~ which was accepted on general grounds by the 
~riff Board (",ho recommended a cess of 3 pies per lb. of cloth) in 1932 but 
dropped owing to the difficulties of taking simultaneous action in the State~. 
These difficulties, all pointed out by the Government of Bombay in their 
reply to the Commerce Department letter, can now be overcome, as they 
were in the case of match and sugar excise dutftls. This- proposal ll.as also 
found some support on the ground that it would not be possible for mills to 
avoid paying such a sm'all c~ss .(of, say, one pie per lb' l imposed' on :tnill cloth) 
and further that it i~like,ly to beborna lig~tly by ilie' mills .. ' 'In any case it 
may not be advisable to impose a duty of any kind' ontlie:tnill' prod\lCtion 
of particular types of cloth, such as dhotil!, sariS', zenam goods; etc., for'the 
reason, statedearIier in this Chapter thati~iS impossible to define'such terlll8 
in & precise and legal manner •. ' - " 
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(II) A Provincipl sales tax on mill cloth.-Another important, proposal 
placed before us is in regard to the imposition of a sales tax in the Provinces. 
Such a tax has already been imposed in the Madras Province and a part of 
the proceeds of the tax, it is stated, is being utilised for subsidising hand
spinning only in the Province. The merit of this tax is that it automatically 
iaIls equally on imported and powerloom-made as well as mill clotJ.1. But 
-care must be. taken that the tax is not e~cessive, that it does not cause any 
shifts of pro(Iuction from the. Provinces to the States (which should also be 
per.suaded to adopt the measur.e) or between the Provinces themselves, i.e., 
-by levying the tax at tlie same 'rate throughout India. 

215. Is the financial burden justified ,-It may perhaps be asked, why a 
. 'financial. burden should be placed on the community in order that succour 

may be given to handloom weaving. No elaborate auswer to this is necessary 
in view of all that has been said in the foregoing pag~s. crt is in the national 
interest that the handloom industry should be preserved because it is the 
largest single industry in the country and the cottage basis on whic~it is 
organised is in keeping with not only the domina!lt social. outlook but also 
the best economic interests of India. The serious military dangers of a country 
,depending on centralized large-scale industries have been amply. demons
trated lately'. We in India are fortunately able to avoid such a .calamity by 
maintaining a decentralized cottage industry side by side with & large-scale 
industry concentrated at some points; Further, the decay oLan industry 
on which as many as 10 million people depend will be a serious calamity, in 
'View of the lack of alternative occupations and the heavy pressure already 
borne by land. Fortunately, the position of the industry is such ~hat it 
needs only a little help and not a bolstering up. Therefore/it would be best 
to incur this cost in time" and thus avoid a worse calamitv It may also be 
noted that even a slight rise in the standard of living of such a large popula
tion as the handloom weavers will have beneficent, economic and social reper
cussions, of a far-reaching character. 

216. Handlooms and mills: a final view.-:Many experienced persons with 
whom lte discussed these problems expressed the. view that a heavy respon
sibility in this matter faIls on the other and more opulent section of the textile 
industry, viz., the mills.- 'Three-fourths of the market which once belonged 
wholly to the handloom are now in their hands and some of the protective 
measures (whose monetary value runs into 'crores of rupees), undertaken by the 
Government in aid of the mills (e.g., the import duty on yarn) have hit the 
handloom industry, as has been admitted on aU hands. As compared to the 
financial benefits of tariffs derived by the mill industry, the Government grant
in-aill to the handjoom industry of Rs. 5 lakhs has been a paltry affair. Nor 
may it be necessaiyto give financial aid to the hand-weaving industry for,long, 
because 6vith proper arrangements in regard to yarn supply and marketing, 
the hand-weaving.indust~may soon be able to stand on its feet again) It 
is, therefore, up to the mills to hasten that day by suitable ministrations for 
which·they have accumulated valuable experience in the past. The mills 
have received generous aid from the country in their time of need; it is now 
their tum to give a helping hand to an elder and weaker sister-industry. 

The Millowners" Association, Bombay, in their memorandum state that 
collaboration between mills and handlooms would be possible in the explora
tion of export markets, provided the handloom " concentrates on the produc> 
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tion of those particular cloths and types of design and cloth structure in which 
it has definite advantages over the pow-erloom industry". It is for the mills 
to see that such a collaboration takes place, by Il.ctively helping to s,;t uP. and 
work the Indian Handloom Industry Board suggested above and by. e;terting 
their in1luence to expand the markets for the hand-woven speciality cloths. 

217. Conclusion.-We have tried to view the relations between handlooms 
and mills with all the impartiality \re are capable of. We cons1der both the 
tnills an~ the Jlandlooms as necessary to the- economic prosperity of t1;l.~s 
country. They have a great many common'C"mterests to safegua~, and by 
careful planning their interests can be made much more compatible .than' 
they are to-day. As we have shown in Chapter VIII, a natural adj¥tment 
between the spheres of the two industries has been slowly taking place and 
by deliber~te direction this can be made more complete and fruitful. Calm 
consultations between mill and handloom interests under the auspices of 
Government will pave the way for a fuller understanding between them and 
for an amicable settlement of differences. It is our hope thatconference~ 
between mill and handloom interests will be convened frequently and that 
decisions in regard to iuture policy will betaken, so far as possible, by mutual 
agreemen~. ' 

'The ha"~dloom has survived, and' will survive. The question is whether 
it will survjye- as a relic of primitive economy, a symbol of sweating and low 
standard of living. Or will it survive' and grow, atrong as the corner-stone 
of a healthy, decentralized modern economy which will maintain in freedom 
millions of ~amilies on a reasonable standard of comfort, while enSuring to the 
population at large a steady supply' of clothing even in times of possible in
security! The answer to this question will depend in the wisdom and fore" 
thought which the present generation in India will be able to bestow on this 
very important problem. 



CHAPTER. xn. 
gummary of Findings. 

,(The figures in bracket8 at tlte end of each 8ummary refer to parO{}rtlph numbers.) 

1. The old band-weaving industry using hand-spun yarn decayed duriT).g 
" the first half 'Of the 19th century and alollg with it hand-spinning, which till 

then' provi1ed a subsidiary occupation to the agricultural masses, also prac-' 
.tically di,s!!,ppeared (6) . ., • 

2. In its place grew a new hand-weaving industry depending ~pon the 
. use of mill-spun yarn, at first imported, later Indian mill-made (7). , " 

~~' The markets for handloom cloth, however, were maintained and even 
extended, up to 1914 helped by the rising ~ndian spinning industry, the fisca1 
policy of th~ time, tbe swadeshi movement, etc. (8-9). 

4. D~ri~g tlte war (1914-18) thehandloom industry ·suffered a serious 
setback; but a partial revival occurred during th post-war period. At the 
same time the competition fro~ Indian mill production was also • growing 
(10-11). . 

5. The textile ,tariff policy of the ~overnment of India benefited the mills 
more than the handlooms. The import duty on yarn, in particular, placed 
a definite burden on the. handlooms. The khaddar movement also handi
capped the handloom industry by the ban placed on the use .of imported mill 
yarn (12-13). 

6. Meanwhile the radical changes that occurred in the clothing habits 
of the people all over t)1e country, coupled with growing mill competition, 
affected the handloom indlistry adversely (14-15). 
( 7. The silk handloom inJustry. also suffered a decline owing to the ix:uportS 

ot artificial silk goods from out.side as well as the internal development of the 
artificial silk industry (16): 

8. There has be~ a fall in the exports of handloom products from India ' 
in recent years (17). 

9: The rise of powerloom~ other thap mills in recent years has also affected 
the handloom indust.ry (18). 

10. After the world economic crisis of 1929-30 the condition of the hand
loom industry and the weavers became very bad (19-20). 

11. The various measures adopted by the Provincial and State Govern
ments as also by the Government of India, in aid of the handloom industry 
and the circumstances leading up to, the appointment of the Fact-Finding 
Committee have been detailed (21-23). " . 

12. The total number. of handlooms in India. ~~s bee~'esthnated at about 
2 millions on the basis of the data supplied by the Provincial and State 
Governments (25). 

13. Looms have been classified according to (1) the kind of textile used, 
and (2) the type of loom, throw-shuttle, fly-shuttle, etc. It has been found 
that the majority of looms are (1) cotton-weaving and (2) throw-shuttle, 
although much progress has been reoently made in the introduction of fly-
shuttle sleys in some Provinces (27-31). . 

238 
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14. The number of weavers (full-time and part:time) has been estimated 
at about 21 millions, and of assistants (paid and unpaid) at another 3t millions 
and the total population depending on the industry at about 10miIlions '(32). 

15. From a rouglJ. comparison of the chronologica.I figures fo!, thew.eaverll 
during the present century, a declining trend is indicated (33-34). 

(16: The number of powerloom, in India has been estimated at about I 

15,000 (35). ) . '" 
17. A bird's~eye view of the geographical.extent and distribuii9D.of th~, 

handloom industry in India (36). ' ' 

18. As there are at present no reliablestat~tics of handloom production,. 
it has to be estimated by the" residual" method, i.e.; on the basis of the resi
due left after the estimated consumption of the " free" yarn (yarn left after 
consumption by the mills); by hosiery factories, powerlooms and various 
non-textile uses. The yarn can then be converted into yardage of cloth 
(37 -44). • . . , . 

19. Handloom production has alsq been estimated independently on the, 
basis of the number of loom-hours worked in the year in the various Provin~es, . 
and States, at 1477·4 million yards t., which has·been added another 140, 
million yards for production in other States' and excluded areas, thus giving· 
the grand total of 1617·4 million yards for all India (45). 

20. The direct estimates of handlooni product!on supplied by Provinces 
and States give a total of 1643 million yards for the handloom production of 
cloth from mill-spun yarn (46). ' 

21. The value of hand-woven cloth per annum ias. been estimated at 
Rs. 72'8 crores for all kinds of cloth-cotton, .silk, ,artificial silk, wool and 
mixtllfe (47). . .. 

22. It has been found ttat hand-weaving-i,s a full-time occupation for the 
large majority of the people engaged in it, (50)., 

23. While most of the weavers belong to the here<Jtary weaving c~stes 
like the Salis, Devangas, Koshtis and Khatris among Hindus and Jolahas or 
,Mom ins among the Muslims, there have also been lately new entrants into' the' 
profession (51-52). ,; "~' 

'. 24. The rural hand-weaving industry of old is tending largely to be an· 
urban handicraft while there is also a noticeable localisation of the industry 
coupled with a great deal of geographical specialisation (53-56). ' , 

25. In· place of the, old craft-guilds working on caste basis, there have 
lately arisen some organisations cif a modern. type in some parts of the country 
(57~ , ,. 

26. With the increased 'lise of mill yarn independent wllI-vers diminished 
and a large number of weavers came under the mahajans (some of. whom 
being professionalweavers)~, With the growth of./carkharpas; many have come 
to work in them (1$8-66)., , , " " 

27. A general review of the econoI'nic stratification among the weavers . 
the economic status of the various strata, wages and earnings, 'regularity of 
employment, general economic condition and the growth of labourers' and 
employers' organiSations (67-72). ' "", '" 
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28. The importance or yarn for, the handloom industry and th~ existing 
marketing organisation for its supply are discu."1sed with particular reference 
.to the handicaps of the weavers in obtaining their yarn through a chain of 
~iddlemen and to the practicability of the mills selling yarn direct to the 
weavers (73-76). 

29. Not only are the prices of yarn for the weavers high owing to 
" pyramiding" causea by the intervention of too many middlemen, but there 
are-also certain malpractices in the yarn trade to be rec!wned with, which 
necessit~te a minor emendation in the Indian Merchandise Marks Act (77-83). 

30. It has heen found that the 'weavers use various ra~ges of counts and 
also different kinds of yarn like cotton mercerised, silk, artificial silk, etc. 
Generally, for lower and medium counts they depend on Indian mills while 
for higher counts they depend mostly on imported supplies (84-88). 

31. The quantity of hand-spun yarn produced in India has been estimated 
at 66 million pounds and its consumption by handlooms at 54·4 million pounds 
(89). ' , 

32. An examination of the figures 'for consumption of yarn classified !1c
cording to counts reveals that in the.case of both mills and handlooms (and 
to a larger degree in mills than in handlooms) the bulk of prvduction of cloth 
consists of counts 20s and below (90). . . 

33. The special merits· of handloom production as also some of its defects 
considered (93-94). 

34. The types of handloom fabrics in general use and their relative im
,p.qrtance in different Provinces discussed (95-96). 
. 35. A survey of principal handloom fabrics in different Provinces and 

'.States (97-115). • 

- 36~ Production costs of handloom fabrics ex&mined. It has been found 
that material forms f~om 35 to 83 per cent and labour from 17 to 65 per 
cent of the total c~st of production. The proportions vary widely from 
PrOvince to Province and even from centre to centre (116). ,f 

37. 'Barring one or two Provinces like Assam and the Punjab, the con
'sumption of handloom products by the'weaver himself is very small, a very 
large proportion being for sale in the local, inter-Provincial or foreign markets 
(117). 

38. The agencies for marketing, of handloom productS are usually the 
BO'WCar-weaver or mahajan with the assist~nce of the wholesaler or retailer. 
the weekly fair, shandy or Iud, regular markel;a in small and large towns called 
BaUis, penths or bazaars. There are also Governmental or private institv#ons 
doing marketing (118-121). • .. 

39: ~he present organisation of the marketing of handloom products is 
a,very costly one from the weavers' point of view and the margin of the 
middleman's profit is also considerable ranging up to 47 per cent. Further 
difficultjes are also experienced on account of transport and want of stan-
,dardization of handloom goods (122-126). ' ',' 

40. There is great need for publicity and propaganda if the markets for 
handloom products are to be expanded (127}., " 
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. 41. Some handloom fabrics like the Madras handkerchiefs, sarongs and 
lungis command a considerable export market in the countries of the African.. 
and Asian littorals. Such export trade, howe.ver,. has been suffering a decline 
in recent years owing to many factors such as the mill competition, change 
of fashions and difficulties encountered in the matter of export. The entire 
export trade in handloom fabrics appears to be defective and the system 
needs proper organisation (128-134). 

42. On the question. of the competition between mills and haIidl~ms 
extremely divergent views have been expressed to us (135). . 

43. The mill competition, however, se~InB to have developed more lieriously . 
after 1925 due to certain favourable factors for the mills like the fiscal policy' 
of the Government, change of fashions and improved transport (136), . . 

44. The question whether the mills have replaced handloom-cloth in the 
aggregate is extremely difficult to. decide. At the same time, however, it 
looks probable that in particular categories of cloth, especially dhotis, saris •. 
etc., the mills have encroached upon the handlooms, although even this is 
hard to prove owing to the lack of the necessary statistical data (137-138). 

45. As regards competition under COlIDts the effect of mill competitioll 
is differently felt in different Provinces; those weaving higher counts generally 
Buffering more (139). . 

46. As regards' fabricl'\, competition has been going on between.·mills and 
handlooms in many ways-" apparel" competition and" quality" competition-, 
signified by the change of fashions, and "direct" or "price" competition 
which may be reasonably regarded as competition proper (140-143). 

47. In saris competition is most serious in counts 20s to 40s. Even· jJ'l 
higher counts there has lately grown powerful mill competition: In the case. 
of dhotis also direct mill competition is in respect of medium counts. In' 
gumchas, chaddars, shirtings and coatings also !llill competition of a. serioilS 
nature h8$ developed (144-148). 

48. Cases of some unfair mill competition as also o~some competition ill 
the handloom industry itself have been alleged before us (149). . 

49. While encroachment in styles of goods has been mutual betwe~n 
mills and handlooInB the effectS of such have been more adverse on the latt-e~ 
than on the former (150). '. ' 
00 .. A recent development is the competition from powerlooms which is 

;I being felt both by handlooms and even by mills in some cases (151). 
51. It is extremely difficult $0. assess statistically the consequences of mill 

competition on the handloom'.industry.' It may be stated, however, that 
competition has been keenest in areas like Bengal where white clothing ha~ 
been in vogue .. Due to mill competition there ha~e also occurred several 
significant adjustments in the lines of production by the handloo~. both in. 
respect of counts used and fa~rics produced (152-154), 

52. The early efforts in weavers' co-operation during 19Q5-1935 made: in: . 
different Provinces were mostly failures or even where they did not fail the. 
scope of the work was very limited (155-156). '; 

. .53. In 1935 the co-operative 'movement was re-organised and put on a 
more Bound basis under the aegis of the' Government of India subvention 
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scheme for the handloom industry. The grants made to the diffefent Pro
.vinces have been utilised in different ways; nor has there been any unifor
inity either in the contJ;ol of such grants or in the moilus operandi in the various 
Provinces. Generally the grants have been utilised for improving tbe market:.. 
ing and financial facilities of the weavers and their productive technique 
(157-159). 

54. The extent of benefit derived from the grants bas varied greatly from 
Provinoe to Province. However, while a good beginning ·has been made, 
it is clear that only the fringe of the problem has been touched. If greater 
success is to be achieved a proper planning of production and marketing is 
necessary (160-162). • • 

55. The indigenous co-operative institutions operating among the hand
loom weavers may be utilized with advantage in the reorganization of the 
industry wherever possible (163). 

56. Further advance will depend on the greater association of business
men, and the co-ordination of the scattered activities by an all-India organi
sation [163 (a)]. 

57. It is apparent that the total production of cloth by handlooms has 
been maintained and even slightly'increased since 1920, But it is also clear 

· that such increase.has not brought any corresponding prosperity to the hand
weavers. Such increase as has taken place is largely due to technical improve
ments and the helplessness of the handloom weavers who pursue weaving 
as their hereditary profession (164-166). , 

58. On the other hand there is reason to believe that both the total earn
ings of the handloom industry and those of the individual weavers have fallen 

· drastically during the last 10 or 15 years (167-168). 
59. However, it is not correct to consider hand-weaving as a decaying 

industry. Owing to timely adjustments, the industry has done good work 
in many areas (169). . 

60. Among the favourable factors now operating for the preservation of 
the handloom are its technical superiority in special fabrics, the durability of 
handloom cloth, the' conservatism especially of women-folk, etc. But the 
unfavourable factors now operating are perhaps more potent, and left to it
I1.elf the handloom industry may dwindle to the position of a SDlall handicraft 
concentrating on speciality fabrics (170-172). . 

61. Various economic, social and military grounds which have. been urged 
for fostering the handloom industry considered (173). 

62. Hand-weaving is not a primitive industry, and there is no question 
of bolstering it up ; hardly any of the other handicrafts can establish a similar 
claim for protection (173-174). 

63. The claim that hand-weaving ceases to be a cottage industry because 
it uses mill-spun yarn considered (175). .. 

• 64. The causes of the low earnings of handloom weavers and lines of remedial 
· action (176). 

65. It may be desirable to make the handloom industry complementary 
to mills, but this does not seem practicabl~(177-178). 

66. In View of the .dangers .of dependence on distant markets, a ~ain 
~egree of local self-sufficiency seems desirable (179-1~2). . . 
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67. The necessity for internal reorganisation considered (183). 

68. The necessity for a networI.!: of co-operativ;e institutions. and perhapl'l_ 
joint-stock organisations considered (184-186). 

69. Although the development of the karkhana system seems advantagllous 
in some ways, its results will have to be watched carefully (187). 

70. On the whole the domestic system of production which is so well 
established in the country appears satisfactory' a:'ld no 'adequate reasons have 
so far been found for disturbing it (188). 

71. The proposal f~r the delimitation of fields between mills and hand,-, ' 
looms by restriction of counts is considered from various points of view (189~' 
197). 

72. The proposals for the abolition of weaving in mills and the'restriction 
on mills regarding additioJls to their looms considered (199-200). • 

73. If a system under which the mills supply yarn direct tq the weavers 
and take back their cloth for .sale could beintroduce\l it would help the 
handloom industry (201). . 

74. The proposal for the reservation of some types of Cloth for the hand-. 
loom weavers discuBl!ed (202). . 

75. The proposal that mills should be prohibited from using dobbies and 
jacquards con~idered (203Y. 

76. For the supply of yarn the possibility of est~blishmimt of depots by 
Government or b:r the spin.nUig mills themselves' is worth consideration 
(204-205). . 

77. The proposal fot the establishment of spinning mills at important. 
handloom centres considered (20G). . 
. 78. The supply of designs may be made through peripatetic ~eaving 
parties, industrial and commercial museums and .industrial art schools (207). : 

79. The finishing and. standardization of handloom cloth, technical guid;' 
anee, and Government patronage also seem n.ecessary for pushing production" 
and sales (208-211). 

'. ~O. For co-ordinating'all the efforts regardin~ the haz{dloom iD.dustry. an 
Indian Handloom Industry Board may be esflablished as a semi-public corp~ 
ration (212-213) . 

. 81. Various proposals for obtaining funds for the Board considered 
including a cess on mill-made cloth (214-215). ~ 

82. The need for reconciling the interests ~r handlooms and mills stressed 
(216-217). 

B. P. ADARKAR, 
Secretary. ' 

NEW DELHI; 

28th F~ry 1942. , 

P. J. THOMAS, 

Chairma?\. 

H. MOOKHER~EE, 
Member. 



APPENDIX I. 

Press communique'issued by the Fact-Finding Oommittee on the 27th, 
January 1941. 

The Government of India ,in the Commerce Department Resolution No., 
llO-Ind.(16)J40, dated the 25th January, 1941, have constituted a. Fact-Finding , 
Qommittee (Handloom & Mills) to investigate certain facts relating to the 
handloom and mill industries. The Committee consists of Dr. P. J. Thomas 
(Chairman), Rai Bahadur H. Mookerjee (Member) and Mr. B. P. Adarkar 
(Secretary). The terms, of reference of the Committee are as follows :-' 

(1) To make a survey, with the assistance of Provincial and State 
Governments, of the extent of the ha,ndloom industry in each' 
province and state and of the kinds of handloom products pro
duced and the number of persons engaged in the industry ; 

(2) To make & report on the marketing organisations both for the
purchase of yarn by the handloom weavers and for the sale 
of the handloom products; , 

(3) To compare the nature of the products of the handloom industry 
in each area surveyed with the corresponding mill products, 
and to find the nature of the competition between the two; 

(4) To investigate the kinds of yarn used in'the handloom industry 
and types of production for which different kinds of yarn are' 
used; and 

(5) In particular, to investigate how far an enactment prohibiting 
the mills hom using yarns of low counts would help the hand
loom industry in maintaining its production. 

2. Firms or persons interested who desire their views should be considered, 
by the Fact-Finding Committee (Handloom & Mills) should address their 
representations (with five spare copies) to the Secretary to the Committee, 
New Delhi, by the' 20th FebruyY 1941. 
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APPENDIX iI. 

Preliminary letter aM-resseil to all Provincial GO'Uemments and states, 0'/1. 1M 
. 7th February 1941 . 

. Wit'Q. reference to letter No. llO-Ind. (16)/40, Government of India, De-· 
partment of Commerce, dated New Delhi the 29th January 1941, I am direct
ed to state that the Fact-Finding Committee (Handloom & Mills) will be com
mencing their preliminary tour early this month. A copy of their tour pro
gramme is enclosed. 

2. The Committee desire to invite your attention at this stage to the re
quest of the Government of India in regard to the information pertinent to· 
their enquiry already available with you. It would greatly help the Commit
tee if the available information can be analysed under the following main 
headings, and given to the Committee in person when they visit your head
quarters. 

3. (i) The total number of hand looms, and of weaver~ and worke~s actu
ally engaged on the looms. 

(ii) The total production on the handlooms. 

(iii) Kinds of yarns used - Cotton (Indian, or foreign mill-made yarn or 
hand-spun), silk, artificial silk, wool, or mixture, and the approximate num
ber of looms engaged in each. 

(iv) The methods (including finance) by which the weaver is supplied with 
yarn; the methods (including finance) by which he markets his products. 

(v) The various classes of handloom cloth manufactured in the Province j 

specifying the localities where each is manufactur~d. 

(vi) Whether there is any competition between the mill-made and hand
loom cloth, and. if so, in which classes - grey, bleached, dyed, or coloured -
and in which counts, such competition directly or indirectly exists. 

(vii) Whether it is feasible to prohibit mill production ~f cloth below say 
counts of 12s (both in the warp and in the weft), and, Hso, what would be the 
extent of benefit derived by the handlooms as a result of such prohibition. 

(viii) Any other material relevant to the terms of reference. 

4. The Committee will be glad if you will inform me at your earliest con
venience which areas or centres of handloom industry in your Province the 
Committee could visit with advantage during their preliminary tour. The 
Committee will be interested during such visits to gather on the spot as much 
information as is'possible regarding the classes of weavers and the categories 
of their product.ion, and to acquaint themselves generally with the principal 
markets or fairs which supply the raw materials to the handloom weavers and 
sell side by side the products of the handlooms as well as the mills • 

. ~. S.-T~e Committee .request t~at the ~ables ~ the enclosed sheets (spe
ClalmstructlOns) be filled m, followmg the mstructlons, given therein. 
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Special 111.9tructio1l8. 

NOTE :-(i) The term "handloom" excludes" powerlooms n. In each table c:tr elsewhere 
information regarding powerIooms may be supplied separately. if possible. 

(ii) Vlldjlrneat1! each table please expla~ briefly how the figures have been computejl. 
(iii) The referen~~ to paragraphs below are to the pa;agrapbs in the main letter. 
(iv) If accurate figures CaDnot be supplied approximate estimates may be given. 

Pbl"a. a (i). Information may kindly be supplied in the fllrm of a ta.ble as follows :-

TABLE I.-Nwmber 01 weaver8. 

Number of Number of 
Assistants. Total number Number of weavers (as Total number of weavers and regular weavers. subsidiary of weavers. 

occupation). paid. unpaid. assistants. 

---

\ 

TABLE n.-Nunmber 01 ha7ldloomB. 

Cotton weav- Wool weav- Silk weaving Totsllooms. ing looms. ing looms. looms. . 
working. idle. working. idle. working. idle. working. idle. 

Th1'9w-llh\lttle . 
Fly-shuttle 

TABLB m.-Oonsumption 0/ yam by handlooms. 

(in Ibs.) , (in Ibs.) 

{Indian mill yarn. 
Cotton yam .. Foreign mill yarn 

Handspun. 

Art. silk yarn . .. .. 
Silk yam , .. .. 

I 

Woollen yam .. .. 



I_lOs 

1I_20s 

21.-30s 

31&-40s 

Counts. 

4la and above. 

APPENDICES", 

'l'otal number of y~s .produoed. 

'l'ULlil V.-Total production. oJ cloth GIl A4tulloomB. 

Yards. Value (in Re.). 

Cotton 

Bilk and artlficial silk 

Woollens 

NOTE :-In addition, the average daily production per loom and per w .... Yer..iIl yards and 
TBlue may kindly he supplied. With regard to cotton, further detail& for types of Fabrics 
such as grey, dyed, etc.), designs, counts of yarn, the part played by dyes in the handloom in-. 
iustry may he stated. 

The above tables refer to paragraph 3, clauses i, ii, ill, v only. For the other queries writ
en information, notes and momoranda will he welcome. Attention is, also, drawn to the terma-
If reference of the Committee, which have been already Bupplied. . 
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APPENDIX III. 

List of Govemments, associations individuals, etc., from whom replies to our ques
tionnaire. or representations or memoranda were received. 

(a) Provincial and State Governments. 
1. Director of Industries, Assam. 
~. Director of Industries, Bengal. 
3. Registrar of Co.operative Societies" Bengal 
4. Direotor of Industries, Bihar. 
5. Director of Industries, Bombay. 
6. Government of the Central Provinces and Berar. 
T. Director of Industries and Commerce, Madras. 
8. Registrar of Co·operative Societies, Madras. 
9. Direotor of Development, Orissa. 
10. Seoretary to Government, Electricity and 'Industries Department, the Punjab. 
11. Director of Industries, Sind. 
12. Director of Industries and Commerce, United Provinoes. 
13. Director of Industries and Labour, Baroda. 
14. Director of Industries and Commerce, Cochin. 
15. Secretary, Foreign and Political Department, GwaJior. 
16. Director of Industries and Commeroe, H. E., H. the Nizam's, Government, Hyderabad 
17. Commissioner of Customs, Commerce and Industries, Holkar State, Indore. 
18. Direotor of !lndustries and Commerce, Jammu and Kashmir. 
19. Kolhapur and Deooan States:

Kolhapur 
Kurundwad (Sr.) 
Ramdurg 
Mudhol 
Janjira 
Jamkhandi 
Savanur 
Sangli 
Ichalkaranji 
Miraj 
Phaltan 
Akalkot 
Aundh 
Jath 
Bhor. 

20. Director of Industries and Commerce, Mysore. 
21. Director of Industries, Travancore. 

(b) Mills, Millowners' Associations and Chambers of Commerce. 

22. The Marwari Chamber of Commerce, Caloutta. 
23. Aaron Spinning and Weaving Mills, Pappinnisserri, Malabar. 
24. Bengal Millowner', Assooiation, Calcutta. ' 
25. The Kanara Chamber of Commerce, Mangalore. 
26. Silk and Artificial Silk Mill, Association, Bombay. ' 
27. Surat Chamber of Commerce and Surat Weaving Association. 
28. The Berhampur Chamber of Commerce, Orissa. 
29. The Vishnu Weaving Works, Chovva, Malaba.r. 

• For the questioDllaire, Bee Appendix XXXII, 
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r- (b) Mills, Millowners' Associations and Chambers of Commei'ce-contd. 
30. Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay. 
31. The Elgin Mills Co., Cawnpore. 
32. The Cawnpore Textiles, Cawnpore... 
33. The Moradabad Spinning and Woaving Mills, ·Moradabad. 

· 34. The Bihar Chamber of Commeroe, Patna. 
35. The Millowners' Aeociation, Bombay. 
36. Madura Mills Co., Madura. 
37. Delhi Factory Owners' Fedemtion, New Delhi. 
38. The Marwari Chamber of Commeroe, Bombay. 
39. The Ahmedabad Millowners' Associatio!l, Ahmedabad. 
40. The South India Mmownere' Association, Coimbatore. 
41. The Salem District Chamber of Commeroe, Salem. 
42. The Southem India Chamber of Commeroe, Madr_ 
43. The Indian Chamber of Comtneroe. Coimbatore.. 
C4. The BiDD,y &/ld Co., Madraa. 
45. Delhi Cloth and Genem! Mills Co •• Ltd., Delhi. 
46. The Pankaja Mills, Coimbatore. 
47. The Malabar Halldioom Factory Owners' Association, CBmlanbre.. 
48. The Malabar Spinning and Weaving Co., lAd., Kallai. Malabar. 
"9. The (bmmonwealth Trust Ltd., CaIicut. 
60. The My80re Chamber of Commeroe. Bangalore. 

(c) Weavers' Co-operative Societies. 

MADRAS. 
Ill. 'Turaiyur Handloom Weavers' OIl.operative Society: .., 
~2. Woraiyur Devanga Handloom Weavers' Co·operative Society. ., 
53. Jayangondam Handloom Weavers' Co.operative Society. J 
)4. The Koyamballi Weavers' Co.operative Society. 
)6. Thathayyanagarpet Weavers' Co·operative Society. 
itl. Manamedu Handloom Weavers' Co·operative Sale Society," 
i7. Kottayam Ta.luk Weavers' Co.operative Sale Society. 
i8. Badagara Weavers' Oo.operative Sale Society •. 
,9. TaIiparamba Weavers' Co·operative Society. 
O. Kalavai Weavers' Co-operative Society. 
1. Mekkalathur Weavera' Co.operative Society • ./ 
2. Kunagampudi Pudur Weavers' Co·operative Sale Society, 
~. Mansurabad Weavers' Oo·operative Society. 
,. Kilkodungalur Weavers' Co·bperative Society. 
S. Gudiyatham Weavera' Co·operative Society. ~. 
J. Devikapuram Weavers' Co·operative SOciety. 
r. Mullipathu Weavers' Co.operative Society. 
I. Guruvarajapet Weavers' Co·operative Sooiety. 
I. PaIlikonda Weavers' Co.operative Society. 
I. Adoni Swakula Sali Co·operative Purchase and Sale Society. 
· The EUore Weavers' Co.operative Society. 
:. The Uravakonda Weavers' Co·operative Society. 
• The Tadpatri Weavelll' Co·operative Society. 
· Dharmavaram Weavers' Co·operative Society. 
· Addepalli Weavera' Co·operative Society. 
,tanagala Weavers' Co.operative Society. 

Cherukkupalli Weavers' Co.operative'Society. 
Kathur Handloom Weavers' Sale Society. 
Kannargudi Weavera' Co. operative Sociely. 



(c)' Weavers' Coooperative Societiea-conc7a.' 

MADRAS-tonld. 

SO. The Koranad Weavers' Co·operative Sooiety. 
SI. The Udipi WeaveI'B' Co·operative Sale SOciety. 
S2. The Kasargod WeaveI'B' Co-operative Society. 
83. South Kanara Handloom WeaveI'B' District Co.operative Society. 
84. Ujre WeaveI'B' Co.operative Society, Puthur Taluk. 
85. Perla Satyanarayana Weavers' Sale Society. 
86. The Nileshwa WeaveI'B' Co·operative Society. 
87. Puttur Co·operative WeaveI'B' Sale Society. 
88. Pullampet WeaveI'B' Sooiety., V 
89. The Chinnasalem WeaveI'B' Sale Society • ./ 
90. Yemmiganur WeaveI'B' Co-operative Sale Society. 
91. Rajapuram Handloom WeaveI'B' Co·operative Society. 
92. Vizianagaram WeaveI'B' Co.operative Society. 
93. Pedathamrapalli Handloom Weavera' Co.operative Society. 
94. Kollengode Weavers' Co.operative Society. 
'95. Palakonda WeavO!'B' Co·operative Society. 
96. Ekkadu WeaveI'B~ Co· operative Society. 
97. Reddipettai Silk WeaveI'B' Co-operative Sale Society. 
98. Ami Weavers' Co·operative Society. v/ 
99. Munnal WeaveI'B' Co-operative Society. 

tOO. The real Madras Handkerohiefs and Samms Co-operative Produotion and Sale Society. 
Washermanpet, Madras. \.CI" 

101. Rajam Weave!'B' Co·operative Society. 
102. Bobbili WeaveI'B' Co·operative Society. 
103. Bonthalakoduru Weaverll' Co·operative Sooiety. 
104. Kovvur Handloom WeaveI'B' Co-operative Society. ,.,," 
105. Bhimavaram Handloom WeaveI'B' Co·operative Society. 
106. Nllo1'BIlopur Weavers' Co.operative Purchase and Sale Society. 
107. Papanaidupeta WeaveI'B', Co.operative Society. 
108. Maddur WeaveI'B' Co·operative Society. 
109. Kolathur Weavers' Co.operative Sale Society. 
no. Sathravada WeaveI'B' Co.operative Sale Sooiety. 
111. Puthur Weave!'B' Co.operative Sale Sooiety. 
1]2. Namyanavaram WeaveI'B' Co.operative Sale Society. 
113. Kuppam Seamless quilt WeaveI'B' Sale Society. 
114. Buchireddipalem WeaveI'B' Co·operative Society. 
115. Kumaresha Handloom Weavers' Co.operative Society. 
U6. l'he Callcut Weavers, Co·operative S~e Society. 
117. RalB&nattukara WeaveI'B' Co.o~ative Sooiety. 
US. Ta.nur WeaveI'B' Co-operative Sooiety.. ' 
119. Tiruvegapura WeaveI'B' Co-operative Sale Society. 
120. Madura Handloom WeaveI'B' Co·operative Society. 
121. Melapalayam Weave!'B' Co-operative Society. 
122. Ja\akantapuram Weaveni' Co·operative Sale Society.-/' 
123. Tiruohengode Weave!'B' Co.operative Sale Society • ./' 
124. Ballurpet Paupparapalli WeaveI'B' Co.operative Sooiety. 
125. Vanavasi Weave!!!' Co·operative Society. . 
126. Annasagamm WeaveI'B' Co·operative SOoiety. J 

127. Salem WeaveI'B' Co·operative Society. 'J 
128. Veppampoondi Weave!'B' Co.operative Society../' 
129. Ammapet Weavem' Co-operative Society. /' 
130. Rasipuram WeaveI'B' Co.operative Sooiety. J 
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(e) Weavers' . Co-operative Societies-'--COncld. 

MADR~ 

131. Nama.kkal Weavers' Co.operative Society. -
132. Ambaeamudram Weavers' Co·operative Society.;,;.o 
133. Kallidaikurchi Weavers' Co-operative Society. 
134. Tenkaai Weavers' Co-operaUve Society. V' 

135. Aruppukottai Weav8l'll' Co-operative SocietY. V' 

136. Puliampatti Weavers' Co·operative Society. ,,' 
137. Ayakudi Weavers' Co-operative. Sale Society. v· . 

138. Parameswaram Weavers' Co-operative Purchase and. Sale Society.-
139. Vadugapatti and Sedapatti Weavers' Co.operative Sale Society ...... 
140. Chinnalpatti Weavers' Co·operative Society. vi' 
141. Maniyar Weav8l'll' Co-operative Sale Society. V' 

142. Pantalayam Weav8l'll' Co-operative S&le Sooiety. 
143. The Guntur Distriet Handloom Weavers and the Guntur Distriet Weavers' Co-operati~ 

Societies. 
144. Bhavani Weavers' Co-operative Society, Counabtore. _ 
145. The Madraa Handloom Weavers' Provincial Co·operative Society. 
146. Chimalmrthi Weavers' Co-operative Society. 
147. TenaIi Weavers'Co-operative Society. . 
148. Chimla .Weavers' Co·operative Society. 
149. EIapally Weavers' Co-operative Society .. 
150. Palamkottah Sourashtra Weavers' Purchase and Sale Society. 

BOMBAY. 

151. The Bijapur Ind1l8trial Co.operative Association, Bagalkot. 
152. The Industrial Co.operative Association, "i'ooia. 
153. The Industrial Co-operative Association; Belgaum. 
154. The Khandeeh District Industrial Co.operative Association. Dhulia. 

BENGAL. 

155. Bengal Provincial Co·operative and llldustrial Society. 

(d) Weavers' .!ssooilitions. 

MADRAS. 

156. Handloom Weavers' Association. Salem. 
157. Thogamalai Weavers' Society. 
158. The Guntur Weav8l'll' Society. 
159. Tanguturu Adi·Andhra Spinners' and Weavers; sOcieiy• 
160. Sourashtra Sabha, Madura. 

MYSORE. 

161. The Mysore State Handloom Weavers' Associatiol1o Ba~galore~ 

BENGAL. 

162. All.Bengal Weavers' Association, Calcutta. 

BOMBAY. 
163. The Bombay Presidency Handloom Weavers' Association. PoOn .. 
164.. The Karnatak Weavers' Association, Bagalkot •. 

CENTRAL PROVINCES & HERA&. 

165. Koehti Hitakarini Mandai, Nagpur. 
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(e) Other Associations. 

MADRAS. 
166. VaJUba Sangam, Potharakkan Villai.' 
167. Artifloia.l Silk Wea~jng Industry: Onnupuram. 
168. The Madraa Yam Merchants' ABSOciation, Madraa. 
169. The South Indian Senguntha Mahajan Sangha, Madraa. 

BENGAL. ' 

no. All India Spinnera' Association, Benga.l Branoh. 
171. The Caloutta Yam Merchants' Association, Ca.lcutta. 
172. All Benga.l Jamiattit Momenin. 
173. Silpa Bhavana. Sriniketan. Bolpur. 
174. The Marwari Association, Ca.loutta. 

BOMBAY. 

175. Eut India Cotton Association. Bombay. 
176. Handloom Industria.lists' Assooiation. Banhatti • 

.cENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR. 

177. The Burhanpur Electrio Supply and Training Co., Burhanpur. 

SIND. 
178. The BUy8ra 'aadShippera Chamber. Karachi., 

,PUNJAB. 

179. Teztile Manufacturers' Assooiation, Amritsar. 

BIHAR. 

ISO. Bihar Sub·diviaional Jamiatul Momenin, Bihar Sha.ri£. 

(f) Individuals. 

MADRAS. 

181. Mr. C. Nataraja Muda.liar. Madras. 
182. Mr. W. Subbarayudu, Kurnool. 
183. Mr. U. P. Venkatraju. Rajahmundry. 
184. Mr. K. NageJ:ldrudu, Ongole. 
1811. The Sub·Collector, Dindigul. 
186. The Collector. Guntur. 
181. The ReY9nue Divisional Officer, Melur. 
188. The Collector of KUtna. 
189. The Tahaildar. Cooanada. 
190. The Tahaildar, Ramaohandrapur. 
191. The Ta.haildar, Ruole. 
192. The Tahalldar, Amalapuram. 
193. The Tahaildar, Peddapuram., 
194. The Tahaildar, Rajahmundry. 
1911. The Deputy Tahaildar, Pittapur. 
196. The Deputy Tahsildar, Tuni. 
197. Ifeputy Registrar, Ca.liout. 
198. Deputy Registrar, Triohinopoly. 
199. Deputy Registrar, Chittoor. 
200. Deputy Registrar, Guntur. 
201. Deputy Registrar. Vizagapatam. 
101. Depu'Y Reaietrar, E .. t Godavati.. 
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(J) IndividuaIs--contd. 

MADRAS-conld. 

~3. Deputy Registrar, Madura. 
!O4. Deputy Registrar, Mangalore. 
205. Deputy Registrar, Tanjore. 
208. Deputy Registrar, <rinnevelly. 
207. Deputy Registrar, South Aroot. 
208. Deputy Registrar, Coimbatore. 
209. Deputy Registrar, Chingleput. 
JI0. Deputy Registrar, Annantapur. 
211. Deputy Registrar, Cuddapah. 
212. Deputy Registrar, Bezwada. 
213. Deputy Registrar, Vellore. 
214. Assistant Registrar, Ellore. 
215. Assistant Registrar, Nellore. 
218. Assistant Registrar, Kurnool. 
217. Assistant Registrar, Bellary. 
218. The CIo11ector, East Godavari. 
219. The Colleotor, Salem. 
220. The Collector, Tanjore. 
221. Rev. H. A. Popley, Erode. 
222. Mr. M. S. Venkaba Sa, Kanetpuram. 
223. Mr. Kiahinchand Chella.ram, Madras. 
224. Rao Bahadur C. M. Ramachandra Chettiar, M&dr&S. 
225. The Collector, Coimbatore. 
228. The Collector, ~abar. 
227. MessrB. Brunnsohweiler and Co., Madras. 
228. Dr. P. S. Lokanathan, M&dr&S. 
229. Mr. K. C. Ramakriahnan, Madras. 
230. Dr. A. Krishnaswami, Madras. 
231. Dr. B. V. Narayanaswami Naidu, Annamalaina.gar. 
232. Mr. N. S. Sundararama Sastri, Madras. 
233. T. Satyanarayana Rao, Walta.ir. 
234. Mr. Ch. Sitarama Sastri, Waltair. 
235. Professor (Sri) M. Lakshmi Ammal, Queen Mary's College, Madras. 

ORISSA. 
238. Mr. A. Suryanarayana Murti, Berhampur. 

237. President, Rajbalhat Union Board. 
238. Bub·Divisionai Officer, J angipore. 
239. The Collector, Bankura. 
240. The Collector, Pabna. 
241. The C'..olleotor, Chittagong. 
242. The Collector, Hooghly. 
243. The Collector,. Dacca. 
244. The Collector, HOWlah. 
245. Mr. A. P. Choudhury, Calcutta. 
248. Sub·Divisionai Officer, Madaripur. 
247. Sub.Divisional Officer, Berampore. 
248. Sub· Divisional Officer, Gopalganj. 
249. The District Magistrate, Nadia. 

BENGAL. 

253 
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(J) Individuals-eontd. 
BENGAL-comrl. 

250. The District Magistrate, Tippera. 
251. The Collector, MaIda. 
252. The· Collector, Birbhum. 
253. Managing Direotor, Nath Bank, Caloutta. 
254. Additional Colleotor, 24.Parganas. 
255. The Collector, Burdwan. 
256. Professor J. C. Sinha, Calcutta. 
257. Dr. H. L. Dey, Dacca. 
258. Dr. Sudhir Sen, Viswa Bharati Economic Research, Bolepur. 
259. Mr. L. M. Mukherji, Seoretary, Hosiery Manufacturers' Association; Call1lltta. 
260. Mr. Ganesh dase Bahl, Calcutta .. 

. BOMBAY. 

261. Mr. S. A. Vantagudi, Rabkavi. 
262. Professor C. N. Vakil, Bombay. 
263. Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao, Ahmedabad. 
264. Assistant Registrar of Co·operative Societies, Poona. 
265. The MamIatdar, Yeo1&. 
266. The Mamlatdar, Malegaon. 
267. The MamIatdar, Chorasi. 
268. The Mamlatdar, Olfad. 
269. The Mamlatdar,Jalalpur. 
270. The MamIatdar, Bardoli. 
1I7l. The Mamlatdar, Pardi Mahal. 
272. The Mamlatdar, Mandir. 
273. The Mamlatdar. Valod Mahal. 
274. The Colleotor, Poona. 
275. The Colleotor, Surat. 
276. The Colleotor, Beigaum. 
277. Mr. Manu Subedar, M. L. A. 
278. Rao Bahadur C. K. Chitale, Ahmednagar. 
279. Rao Sahib M. S. Sinhasan, Bijapur. 
280. Mr. Gulsarilal Nanda, M. L. A., Ahmedabad. 
281. Mr. Kakade, Poo~a. 
282. Mrs. Lilavati Munshi, Bombay. 
183. Mrs. D. N. Siruri President, Sen Sadan; Gandevi, Bombay. 

, 284. Mrs. Sabibai MooIji Dayal, Hony. Secretary, Bhatia Stree Mandai, Bombay. 
285. Mr. S. L. Dikonda, President, All-India Padmashalee Conference, Ahmednagar. 

CENTRAL PROVINCES AND' BERAR~ 
286. Deputy Commissioner, Bilaspur. 
287. Deputy Commissioner, Nagpur. 

BillA&. 
288. Deputy Colleotor, Patna. 
289. The Collector, Bhagalpur. 
290. The Colleotor, Muzaffarpur. 
291. District Magistrate, Gaya. 
292. Weaving Supervisor, Department of Industries, Ranchi. 
293. Mr. S. N. Mazumdar, I. C. S., Ranolli. 
294. Rao Bahadur K. S. ~ao, Patna.. 
2115. Dr. Gyan Chand, Patn .... 
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(f) Individuals-concld. 

uNITED PROVINCES. 

296. PrincipaJ, Centfal Weaving Institute, Bena.res. 
ll97. Textile Expert, U. P. Government, Cawnpore. 
298. The Deputy Commissioner, tiarabankf: . 
299. The Del>1ity tJomIillssilinet, Luclmow. 
300. The District Magistrate,. Meerut. 
301. The District Magistrate, Gorakpur. 
302. Inspector of Co.operative Societies, Barabanki. 
'303. The Collector, BenareB. 
304. The Deputy Commissioller, Sitapui'. 
305. Professor RadhakamaJ Mukherji, Lucknow. 
306. ProfesBor S. P. Sa.ksena., Lucknow. 

SIND. 

307. The Superintendent of Census Operation, Sind. 

8:l8. Mr. P. N. Chopra, Lahore. 
309. Deputy CoiJiinissioliet, Atni"itBlit. 

PUNJAB. 

1RA V ANCORE:. 

310. Mr. V. Lakshmana.n, Trivandtuill. 

.255 

311. Mr. E. I. Chacko, President, SrimuliJ.m Shalitya.bdapurthy Memorial Techrlica.l Institute 
. Co.operativil Weavers' Society. Trivandrum. • 



Date. 

(1) 

"·2·41 

9·2·41 

11-2-41 

20-2-41 

22-2-41 

26-2-41 

APPENDIC£13. 

APPENDIX IV. 

List of -centre~ visited and pmon:s interviewed; 

Place. 

(2) 

Luoknow 

Patna • 

Calcutta 

Nagpur 

Hyderabad 

Madru. 

Centres visited o~ persons interviewed. 

(3) 

Discussions with Dr. Panna Lal, C.I.E., I.C.S., Adviser to 
H. E. the Governor, U. P., Mr. N. C. Mehta, I.C.S., 
Secretary for Industries, the Director of Industries, 
Assistant Director of Industries, Assistant Registrar 
of Co-operative Societies, Principal, Technical School, 
Cawnpore, Dr. Radhakamal Mukerjee and others. 

VISited the U. P. Arts and Crafts Emporium. 

Discussions with the Secretary, Development Depart. 
ment, the Director of Industries, the Textile Expert,· 
Mr. Tara Prasanna Ghosh, Managing Director, Ranch! 
Weavers' Stores and others. 

Visited Bihar Cottage Industries, Gu1zaribagh. 

Discussions with the Hon'ble Mr. Tamiz·ud·din Minister 
in charge of the Industries Dept. Govt. of Bengal, 
Mr. S. C. DaB Gupta, Sodepur and the representa
tives of Bengal Millowners' Association. 

Conference with the Secretary to Government (Agri. 
culture and Industries), the Director of Industries, 
Industrial Intelligence Officer and others. 

Had disoussions with the Adviser to H. E. the Governor 
(Industries). Conference with the Director of Indus. 
tries, the Registrar or Co-operative Societies, the Tex. 
tile Expert, Mr. Batliwale., Managing Director, Empress 
Mills, Mr. R. B. Kumbarahe, President, Mr. N. L. 
Belew, Seoretary, Koshti Hithakarini Mandai, 
Nagpur, and others. 

Visited the Empress Mills, Koshti Hithak&r\ul Mli.ndal 
and weavers' quarters. , 

Conference with Officials, Millowners and others, presided 
over by Nawab Sir Akil Jung Bahadur, Member for 
Industries and Commerce. 

Discussions with the Rt. Hon'ble Sir Akbar Hydari P. C .. 
the Director of Industries and Commerce, Textile Ex· 
pert and others. 

~ 

Visited the Oosman ShaW Mills. 

Conference with the Secretary, Development Depart. 
ment, the Registrar of Co.operative Sooieties, Joint 
Registrar, the Director of Industries and the Textile 
Expert. 

Disoussions with Dewan Ba.hadur C. 8. RatnaBabspathi 
Muda.liar, President, Madras Provincial Handloom 
Weavers' Society. 

Met representatives of· Real Madras Handkerchiefa' 
Assooiation, and Lungi Merchants' Association. 

Visited Weavers' quarters in Wa.shera anpet. 
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APPENDIX IV-contd. 

List of centres visited and persons interviewel. 

Date. 

(1) 

8-3-41 

Place. 

(2) 

Madura 

4-3-41 Coimbawre 
1-3-41 

8-3-41 Salem. 

7-3-41 Calicut 

8-3-41 Cannanore 
10-3-41 

• 

11-3-41 
12-3-41 

Banga!ore 

13-3-41 Dhamiavaram 

19-3-41 Botnbay 
25-3-41 

Centres visited or persons interviewed. 

(3) 

Discussiona with Mr. A. S. Lakshmanier, President, Ma 
dura Weavers' Co-operative Society, Mr. L. K. Tu1siram 
Mr. P. S. A. ,Krishna Iyer and others. 

Visited Madura Mills and had discumona with Mr. J. 
M. Doak, Managing Director. Visited Srea lIfinikshi 
Mills, weavers' quarters and dyeing factories. 

Conference at Collector's office with representatives of 
weavers from different parts of the district. 

Diacussiona with Representatives of the Southem India.-, 
Millowners' Association. 

Visited weavers' quarters, piecegoods market and Spin. 
ning Mills. 

Discussions with Salem District Chamber of Commerce 
and the representatives of Weavers' Co-operative 
Societies and others,. 

Visited Ammapet and other- weavers'- quarters and the 
piecegoods market. 

Conference at Collectors' office with' representatives of 
"Mills and Handloom factories. 

Visited Kannancheri Theruvu, the handloom factoriea 
of the Commonwealth Trust Ltd., and St. Vincent In. 
dustries.' -

ConferenQII with representatives of the Textile Manufac. 
turers' Association. 

Visited Aaron Spinning snd Weaving Mills, Thunoll Milla, 
the handloom and powerloom factories of the 
Commonwealth Trust Ltd., and the Hosiery Factory 
of the Commercial Textile Corporation. 

Conference with the Direetor of Industries and 
representatives of handloom weavers. 

Discussions with Mysore Chamber of Commerce, Banga
lore. 

Visited Jamgamkota and Dodballapur. 

Diacusaions with weavers' representativ~ a.nd cloth 
merchants. 

Conference with the representatives of the Bombay Mill. 
owners' Association. I 

Discussiona with Mr. ,H. F. Knight, Adviser- to H. E. the 
Govemor, the Dinictor of Industries, representatives of 
the handloom wea.vers from Dhulia, Belgaum and 
Malegaon and others. 

Visited Government! Sales Depot, Mills and weavers' 
quarters, handloqms and, powerJoom factoriea a' 
Bhiwandi. i 
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APPENDIX IV-cont(l .. 
\ 

List of centres 'Ilisited and persona interviewed, 

Date. 

(1) (2), 

26-3-41 ,Sura' • 

28-3-41 Ahmedabad. 
29-3-41 

4-4-41 Delhi 

9-4-41 Amritsar 

12-4-41 Lahore • 

15·4-41 Multan 

25·541 Cannanore 

27-5-41 Tellicherry 

28-641 Trichur (Cochin 
,State). 

29-5-41 Alwaye • 

31-5-41 TrivlUuirum . 

2-6-41 Ba.la.ramapuram 

CIl,,-tl"llll YisitE¥l or perso~ ipterviewlld., 

(3) 

Cim{erenCll with Rao Bahadur I. J. ShllBtri, and other reo 
presen~tivll\l of the 'Surat; Chambe~ of Commeroo, 

Visited handloom an~ powerloom weaving quarters, gold 
t~ead manufact~g centre!!, piecegoods ptarket, etc. 

Co¢'ereIlC\l wit4 Ahinedabad Millowners' . Association. 

DiscuSilions with Mr. Ahmba!a.! ,$fll"abhai, Mr. K~tur-
bh!',i Le,lb4al and others.' ' 

Discussioua at ~e Ipdustrial Co-operative AssoQiation. 

Visited Delhi Cloth Mills. 

Discu98ions with reprllSentatives of the Textile Manu
factl1l1llB' Association, Amritsar. 

Visited handloom and powerloom factories, the GoVern
men,t Emporium and Tarsika, a weavers' village. 

Discussions with the Hon'ble Sir Sikandar ~ayat Khan. 
the Hon,'ble Sir Manohar La!, the Direc10r of Indus. 
tries, the Registrar of Co-operative Societies and others. 

Weaving centres. 

SECOND TOUR. 

ConferenCll with the Textile Manufacturers' Associa.tion. 

DiscUS8ions witl!, l\Ifr. Samuel Aa~on, and others. 

Visited Kottayam Taluk Weavers' Co-operative Society. • Visited Sitaram MilJjI Ltd., and Cochin 'l'extiles Ltd .• 
Kuthanpilly, I/o weaving centre. 

l)iscussions with Sir R. K. Shanmukham Chetty (Dewan) 
and the Derictor ol Ind~ries, Cochin State. 

Visited th\l SIi Chittta 'Mills' (E. D. Sassoon Ltd.), hand
loom factories at 'Athirampuzha and t1!eIndUB~rial 
Sw,.ool 'Itt, :K;ozhuva,nal. 

Discussions with Sir C. P. Ramaswami Iyer, Dewan of 
Travancore, ~he Chief Secretary to GovElmment, the 
Direotor of Indus_ries, the Principal of the Central 
Technological Iaatitute and_ M,r. E. I. C~c!to" 

Visited Sri M. S. M. Institute and Central Weavers' Co • 
. opel'athl'e Society and attended Conference with the 
Ex.cutive Committee. Visited Sri Krishn&J:&j Weal'· 
ing l'aQtory I/oUd the Hindu Mission Weaving SclI.ool. 

Visited Balaramapuram, Amaravilla, and Palliady ; 
Embroid,ery, School at the Mulakumu<lu Convent; 
J\lJ:. Elangath's Weaving and Rural ~construct.ion 
Ctll).tre, Eramel,; ~eyyoor Weaving Institute, Neyyoor; 
Marthl/onda;m Rural Reconstruction Centre.. 
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APPENDIX IV -<:ontd. 

List of centres visited and persons i'Xtter."newed. 

Date. 

(I) 

3·6·41 

Place. 

(2) 

NagercoU 

4·6·41 '.I,'inn~ell~ 

6.6,·41 Mallura 

8·6·41 Uppada 

0·6-41 Vizagapatam 

10·6·41 Cuttack 
U·6·41 

19·6·41 Bankura 

20·6-41 Bisbnupur 

22-6·41 Autpur 

24·6·41 Gauhati 

26·6·41 PabnA • . • 

Centres visitpd or persons intervie~ed. 

(3) 

ConfElrence' with repreeentatives of weaveI1l at MUIiici. 
pal Oitice. ' 

Visited the, weavers' quarters in 'VataSsari, Kottar and 
Edalakudi, 'S. M. It. V. Technical Institute. ' 

Disrussions wi~ Rae Bahadur M. D. T. Kumaraswamy 
Mudaliar, the'Deputy Director of Co.opera~ion, Subbiah 
Mudalia\', ~Jlaral!'-alinga Muda:Jiar" ,G,ula~ ~ahib 
and others. . 

Visited weavers' ,:!uar/;ers at Palamcottah, K\,lladakurichi, 
Malapalayam, Veeravanalloor, and held discussions 
a~ ~J:\e o.ft.i:clll!, ~! ~\l w~ave~s' cO'.c?P!l~!l:~~ve SOV\\l~~' 

Discussions with ~urashtra Weavers'Co·operative 
Society; thl> Deputy Registrar of Co·operative Sooieties 
and others. -.' , 

Visited weavers' quarters and discwisions'1fith weavers 
at the Co~operative 'Society. 

DiscussionS with the Deputy Registrar of Co.operative 
, Societies' ani!' representatives of weavers from neigh. 
bowm~ ~re~" , 

Discussions with the Director of Development, the Tex. 
tile Expert,the, Assistant Registrar of Co·operative So· 
cieties, ~r; A. P: Choudhury (Secretary, All·lndia 
Spinners' Association, Bengal Branch), A. S. N. Murti 
(Sec~tary, Millowners' Association), R:ai Bahaflur 
Bhikaryeheran Patniak V. R. Rama ,Rao' (Secre. 
tary, Berhanpur Ch:amber of Commerce). 

Visited' Weavers' CtjI.operative Societies, Nawabpatna 
and.. RS,1fShpa,tl1:&, ",eaving. cent~s". 

Visited Bankura District Co.operative Ind1]Btriai Union 
and held discuss,iops with the Principal C. F. Ball, 
SecretarY, Professo~ J. C •. Banerjee, 'Joint Secretary, 
Babu Moha,nlal Gl,lpta, cloth merchants,' and others, 
visited weavers' qu¥ters. 

Discussions with th~ representatives of. ",eavers 'and 
visite.d weavers' quarters. 

Discussions with the representatives of 'weavers at 
B.ishtlUpur, A,u~p~ and Rajbalhat. 

V~ited S,?Il:IkUCW, ~mpur,. and. P'a.!l~i?¥i. 
, Visi~d, EIl;di, Weavllj.g at Rampur. 

Vipjted t,bll Q(rv:e~e~t Weavf.l~ It;t,~~!~~.te. 

Conference with' the, representatives of H9siery Manu. 
fact~!'I!'. ' 

Visited t~f Wea~g School'and Hosiery W,orks. 
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APPENDIX IV-contd. 

List of centres visited and persons interviewed. 

Date. Place. 

{I) (2) 

27·6·41 N arayanganj • 

28·6·41 Dacca . 
30·6·41 Naraainghdi 

1·7·41 Comilla 

2·7·41 Bhagyakul 

3·7·41 Santipur 

7·7·41 Caloutta. 

8·7·41 Ranchi • 

10·7·41 Gaya 

11·7·41 Benarea 

13-7·41 Mau 

14-7·41 :(..uoknow 

15·7·41 Cawnpore 

17·7·41 Aurangabad 

18.7·41 Paithan 

Centres visited or persona interviewed. 

(3) 

Visited the Dhakeshwari Milla, Kachpur, Demra and 
Shivaramapoz;e, and other handloom centres. 

Visited the weavers' quarters and Government Weaving 
School. 

Discussions with Mr. SUMar Khan the Sub-divisional 
Officer. Visited Ma.dho bdi village and Babur Hat. 

Visited Barkhamta and Ma.inamati Hat. 

Visited Narisa. village and Malikandi Abhoya Ashram 
Spinning centre. 

Discussions with Mr. Mohamed Menu MandaI (Municipal 
Commissioner) Mr. Afzal Huq, Chairman of Munici
pa.lit,. and Rai Bahadur Gopal Chandra. Ganguly. 
Visited k&rkhanas and weavers' ,quarters. 

Discussions with the Director of Industrries, Mr. A. P. 
Choudhury, Mr. Sukumar Datta., M. L. A. and others. 

Visited Beng&i Provincial Government Weavers' Societiea 
Emporium and Kamalalaya Stores. 

DiscU88iona with Mr. S. M. Dhar, I. C. S. (Secretary to 
Government), the Director of Industries, the Textile 
Expert, and Mr. S. N. Mozumdar, I. C. S. 

Visited Irba., a weaving village and the Ranehl Hand. 
loom Cloth Stores. 

Visited the Government Wool Emporium and the WeaVe 
ers' cottages in Manpur, Bihar Sharif and had dis. 
cussions at the Co·operative Society with Mr. Safar 
Ahmed, l'f.L.A. and other. 

Visited Government Weaving Inatitute and Weavera~ 
quarters in and &round Benares, and cloth market. 

Visited Government Handloom Emporium and had 
discussions with the ~presentatives of weavers and 
visited weavers' quarters. 

Visited Ba.rabanki, Industri&i Corporation's emporium 
and weavers' quarters. 

Discussiona with the Director of Industries and the Assis
tant Director of Industries, and Assistant Registrar 
of Co.operative Societies at the Lucknow Arts and 
Crafts Emporium. ~ 

Conference with representatives of Upper India Chamber 
of Commerce and U. P. Merchants' Chamber. 

Visited Mills and Government Teohnic&l Inatitute. 

Visited Aura.ngabad Industrial Emporium, Baeir Silk 
Faotory and other .handloom factories. 

Visited the Government Weaving Institute and weavers" 
quarters. 
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APPENDIX IV-.contd. 

List of places centres visited and persons interviewed. 

Date. Place. Centres visited or persons interviewed. 

(1) (2) (3) 

20·'·41 . Malegaon Conferenoe with Khan Bahadw: Abdul Rashid Hald 
and others and representatives of handloom and power 

m 

loom weavers. 

Visited Malegaon Industrial Association and the cloth 
market. 

24·'·41 Poona Visited G~vemment hand.weaving Institute and weave .. ' 
quarters. 

Discussions with Professor V. G •. Kale .and Mr. D. R. 
Gadgil. 

28·'·41 Sholapur · .' Conference. with ,the, representatives' of I~dustrial C0-
operative Assooiatibn. 

Discussions with the, representatives of weavers. 

Visited Ticlekarwadi :Textile Mills, Ltd. 

29·'·41 Baghalkot · Visited Ilk .. l, Guladgad and Kamaigi and lI.ad discussion. 
with Rao Sahib Sinhasan and other representatives 
of weavers • . 

30·7·41 Hubli . · . Visited the District Weavers' Association • 

31.'41 Belga.um Conference with Mr. P. Chikodi a.nd other representative 
of weavers in the Municipa.l Hall. 

Visited Shahpur and the District Industrial Co.opera.tive 
Associa.tion, . Belgaum. 

. 1.-8.41 Banha.tti (Jamkandi 
State). 

Discussions with weavers. 

Rabkavi · Discussions with weavers. 

Maha.lingpur 
hoI State). 

(Mod. Conference with representu.tives of weu.vers.' 

· 3·8·41 Gada.g.B~tigeri Conference with Mr. Bhllora.dwu.j and repr~enta.tives of 
weavers at the Municipal HaU. 

1)·8·41 Bangalore · Conference with Mr. A. V. Ru.manu.thu.n (Minister), the 
Secretary for Development, the Director of Industries 

, and representatives of handloom weu.vers. 

7·8·41 Coimbatore · , . Visited Tiruppur. Chennimu.lai and Oondiputhur. .. 0 

Conference with Members of the Southem India Mill· 
owners' Associu.tion. 

10·8·n Ero~ ; · . Visited Chittode,. Bhu.vu.ni, and the handloom estiblish. 
ment of Mr. Kuppuswami Mudaliar. 

Disotissions with Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Popley. 

ll·8,·,n Salem, ~ oj . Conference with the represen.tativea of handloomweave .. 
from all over the Distriot. ' . 
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APPENDIX IV-contd. 

List of places centres. visited (J!Tt(], persons interviewed. 

Date. 

(1) 

12.8.41 

23·8·41 

2.5·8·,41 

30·8·41 

31·8·41 

1.9·41 

6·9·41 

12·9·41 

Place. 

(2) 

: Rasipuram 

Conjeevar&m • 

: .Ami 

Chirala 

Mangalagiri 

Masulipatam • 

Madras 

18·9·41 ,Guntakal 

10·e·u Kolhapu 

Centres visited or perSons interviewed. 

(3) 

Discussions with Mr. S. C. Venkata.ppa Chettiar, M.L.A., 
and' representatives of cloth merchants. 

Visited Alp.mapetl, Paparapatty and Tiruchengode. 

i Visited Handloom weavers' Co.operative Society and had 
discussions with the representatives of weavers. 

Conference with representatives of weavers at the Muni
cipalHall. 

Visited Lungi and Sarong weavers' quarters. 
\ 

Visited weavers' quarters in Perala and Chirala Nidu
brolu Weavers' Co·operative Society. 

Conference with Mr. D. Ra~akanta Rao and other 
representatives of weavers. 

Visited !'edana, and had discussions with the represen· 
tatives of Pedana Weavers' Co.operative Society, and 
Weavers' Co-operative Sooiety of Masulipatam. 

Had discusilions with Mr. Narayana MUlti, Secretary, 
A.I.S.A., Andhra Branch. 

Inspected the Kalamkari technical methods. 

Had disoussions with-' 

Sir G. T. Boag, K.C.I. E. and Mr. H. 11. Hood, C.I.E., 
Advisors to H. E. the Governor, Mr. S. V. Ramamurti, 
I.C.S., Chief Secretary, Ra.o Bahadur C. P. K. Menon, 
Secretary of Development, the Registrar of Cct·ope
rative Societies, the Director of -Industries, Dewan 
Bahadur C. S. RBltnasabapathy Muda.liar, Mr. J. M. 
Doa.k (Madura Mills), M,. Arunachala Muda.liar, Rao 
Sahib C. M. Ramachandran Chettiar, Mr. P. V. 
Krislmia.h Chowdhury, Mr. C; Nataraja Muda.liar, 
Secretary, South Indian SengunthlUl Maha.jana Sabha, 
Mr. S. Ka.llappa. lI'Iuda.liaP and Mr. K. Suryaprakash 
~. ' 

Conferences with the representativlIII of the Southam India 
Cha.mber of Comml'!"08 and representa.tives\ of Messrs. 
Binny & Co. (Mr. J. Nuttall and Mr. R. E. Castel). 

Rad discussions, with the ,re~tivea of' l\Iairu 
pieoegoods merchants. • . 

Conf_ce with representatives of the Madrll8 Eoo~ 
mio Associa.tion (Dr. P. S. Lokanathan, Dr, A Kri. 
shnaswami and Mr.N. S. R. S&SWy). 

'Disoussions with the President, Handloom Weavers~ 
Assoei&\ioD\, Yemmiganur. 

Vilited MiUtr and hudloolD 08DtrfllPt _<I pewmoom 
famri~ at lchallm.ranji. 
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APPENDIX IV~. . . 

List of pkzce3 centres visited and persons intervie1lJed; 

Date. Plaoe. 

(1) (21 

20·9·'1 Sangli 

22·9·'1 Bombay 

Ahmedabad • 

27·9· 41 Baroda 

80·941 Burhanpur 

1-10·'1 Nagpur 

4.10·41 BilllBpur 

13·10·n Calcutta 

5·1041 Sohagpur 

17·10.n Tangail 

81.10.41 Calcutta 

2.11·41 Bagerhat 

Centres visited or pe1'IlODB ·interviewed. 

(3) 

Conference with representatives of mills and halldioom' 
weavera. 

Conference with representatives of Millowners' ANo· 
ciation. Bombay. 

DlBcU88ions with Sir l'urushottamdllB ThaliurdllB (Pre
sident, Ea.t India Cotton Association), the Director of 
Industries, Mr. Sankalchand. G. Shah (President· and yarn 
merohant, Silk Assooiation). 

Conference with the Ahmedabad Millowners' AsBooiar 

tion. 

DiscussloIlll with the wearers J!om Dholkar, Nadiad< 
Malmadabad • . 

Visited the Industrial Co·operativlt Association. 

Visited the Cottage Industries Institute, the Kalabhavall. 
the Calico printing factories, the weavej:s' quartan. 

Discussions with Sir. V. T. Krishnamaohi.ri (Dewan), 
the Director of Ind11-Stries, and the Officer in ,charglt 
of cottage industries. 

Visited a powerl~oni factory and handloom centree •. 
Visited the Burhanpur Eleotrio Supply Co.,; and hadO 
discussions with Mr. Pugalia, Manager. 

Conference with representatives of handloom and power. 
loom interests at the Town Hall. 

Conference with representatives of the Empress Mills, 
the Secretary of the Koshti Manda.!, and represent.
tives of Madhya Prant and Verhat Vinkar Pariahad. 
Visited weaver's quarters at Umred and oloth market. 

Discussions with the Deputy Commissioner. Visited 
cloth market. 

Visited hand loom weavers' cottages at Begumpur. 

Visited the Hat and weavers' quarters, and had ru.C1l.l. 
8ions with representatives of weavers. 

Visited Mymensingh Central Co.operative Sooiltty. Pu. 
thiagani Hilt (weavers' quarters) at Bajitpur Gharinde. 
and other places. 

Visited the Women's Co.operative Ind~trial Home. 
Dum Dum and had discussions with Lady\Abala. Bose. , 

Visited Bagerhat Co·operative Wea.ving Union, Ltd., 
and had discussions with Mr. Ukiluddin Khandakal' and 
Mr. S. N. Ghosh, Chairman, District Board. 
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. APPENDIX IV-concld. 

List of places comres visited and persons interviewed. 

Date. Place. 

(1) (2) 

5·11·41 Panchkura 

8·11-41 Mahisadal 

11·11-41 Chaumuhani 

12·11·41 Chittagong 

25·11-41 Calcutta 

13·12·41 

2·2·42 Poon&. 

Centres visited or persons interviewed •. 

(3) 

Visited Radhamani Ha.t at Tamluk. 

Disoussions with Mr. I. A. Ali, I.C.S. 

Conference with the representatives of weavers and Mr. 
U. N. Banerjee, Manager, Mahisad&l F.state. 

Visited the hat and the Nath Samity and had discussioDl! 
with the representatives of weavers. " 

Visited the weavers' quarters and had discussions with 
weavers' representatives. 

Discussions with Mr. Abdul Khadir, Khan Bahadur 
Fazlul Khadir and others. 

Visited the Howrah Hat. 

Discussions with the Secretary for Industries Mr P. G, 
Sen, Assistant Registrar and other officers of the 
Induetries and Co.operative Departments, Mr. L. M, 
Mukherjee (Vice.President, Bengal Hosiery Manu, 
facturers Association), Professor J. C. Banerjee, 
Baukura, Khan Bahadur Fe.z1ul Khadir, M.L.A. 

DisoUssions with Mr. Sayann& Dikonda (Ahmednagar) 
the Registrar of Co·operative Societies, and InSpectol 
of Weavers' Co·operative Societies. 



InJfYfmation regarding kandloum 8urvey8 and enquiries conducted in various 
Prooinces and States during recent years. 

A88tJm.-In Assam, a survey of handloom weaving was conducted along with the censU8 
operations in 1921. A similar and possibly more detailed survey was made along with the 
1941 census and although the data have not been tabulated, some of the results were placed in 
our hands. A departmental survey of a detailed character in selected areas was also unde:r" 
taken lately. 

Bengal.-In Bengal, a detailed survey of cottage industries was made by the Department 
of Industries in 1924 and included handloom weaving along with other small-scale iI.dustries. 
In 1936,"the B",ngal Board of Economic Enquiry conducted a sample survey of hand-weaving 
centres with the help of the tpchl.ical staff of the Co-operativ~ Department. In 1941, a more 
detailed survey of cotton hand-weaving of the entire Province was carried out under the auspices 
of the'Ber,gallndustrial Survey Committee by Mr. D. N. Ghose, Industrial Intelligence Officer 

, of the Department of It.dustries. This was both an extensive and an intensive survey; while 
trained investigators collected detailed facts from a few selected centres, information about 
the whole Province was gathered through the Presidents of Union Boards. 4,350 copies of the 
questionnaire were issued and 1,789 replies were received. , 

Mooraa.-In Madras, the Board of Revenue maintained statistics of looms and 'Weavers 
even a hundred years ago. Ar, extensive survey of cottage industries was conducted by the 
Government in 1928-29 with the help of a special officer, Mr. D. Narayana Rao. Reports 
of this survey for each district were published separately, and finally a comprehensive report_ 
was issued. In '1934-35, statistics relating to the number of looms were collected by the 
)tevenue Department at the instance of the Department of Industries and Commerce. In 
'1938, the staff of the Department of Co-operation undertook a survey of tlie hand-weaving 
industry on the basis of a questionnaire preparJd by the Director of Industries and Commerce. 
and a report of this was published in 1939. In 1940-41, the Co-operative Department again 
made a special survey of 102 importsnt weaving centres as also a general survey of hand-weav· 
ing in the whole Province. • 

Bomhay.-A comprehensive survey of the handloom industry in Bombay...-was carried out 
in 1928 by the Department >{)f Industries through its Weaving Assistant, Mr. Telang and the. 
results were published in the form of a bulletin. Hand-weaving was also included in a report 
on Arts and Crafts by Mr: J. P. Fernandez, published, in 1930. Since Mr. TeIang's survey. 
the peripatetic weaving staff of the Department of Industries have been keeping the statistic8 
of looms and weavers up-to-date. Handloom weaving also formed part of the extensive survey 
oonducted by the' Bombay Economic and Industrial Survev Committee, whose report was 
published in 1940. This Committee worked with the help of investigators and had also the 
.. ssistance of ihe District Officers' staff. . 

Central Provincu.-Enquiries into hand loom weaving in the Central Provinces began in 
1908 with Mr. C. E. Low's general survey of industries. In 1935, a special mvestigation of 
handloom weaving was conduckd in all districts of the ProvIDce on a village to village basis. 
[n 1938: an industrial survey of the Province was carried out by a Government Committee 
presided over hy·Mr. J. C. Kumarappa. Lately the staff of the Industries Department conduc~ 
ed a s~rv~y of important weaving centres in the Province. It is worthy of special mentioR 
that thIS 18 the only Province in British India which tabulated the occupational tables of the 
1941 census with a view to finding out how handloom weaving has fared since 1931. 

Bihar.-In Bihar, a census of looms was made in 1921 along wi~ the decennial cemus. 
Later in 1935, the number of fly-shuttle looms was counted up. In 1941, a detailed survey 
11'&8 undertaken by the Department of Industries with the help of its district staff. 

United Promncu.-In the United Provinces, an elaborate survey of the hand-weaving 
ndustry was carried out in ·1935 by two special investigators working under the Director of 
[ndustries. . 

Punj~.-:Ih 1926-27, the Department of Industries of the Punjab, conducted a survey 
,f th.e text!le JDdustry in the, Province through its Textile Inspector, Mr; Mul Raj, and this was 
oubhshed In the form of a bulletin in 1929. Lately under the ""Industrial SUlvey Scheme, a 
omp~hensive survey has been carried out and the results have been utilized in filling the tables 
upplied by the Director of Industries to this Committee. 
, The Statu.-SimiIarly the leading States have also undertaken surveys. Hyderabad had 
survey ten years ago and the report was published. In connection with the 1931 census, the 
umber of hand looms and weavers was counted. A more comprehensive survey was made 
y the Te~tile Expert in 1937. In Mysore a survey was lately carried out by the Department 
f Indus~rles and the results were made available to the Committee. Baroda conducted sample 
lrveys. In three centres and reports were published. In Travancore a special survey was con. 
octed JD 1940 and the results were utilized in drawing up the replies to the questionnaire. The 
~nd-weaving of Cochin was surveyed in 1935-36. 

'( -265 ) 
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A select glossary of terms relating to hand-made coUon fabric,. 
Abrawan.-A slightly inlerior quality of Muslih the production of which, once. thriving 

industry in Dacca, is r.ow practically extinct. The fabric owes its name (lit ... running water H)/ 
00 its texture which is believed to have been so fine as to render the material invisible, if immers
ed in flowing water. See also SafIfJati, 81uumam. 

Alwan.-Wrapper or chaddar. 
A narasi Sari.-A fine cotton and silk f.bric made at Tangail in Eengal. 
Anc1>al.-The end piece of a sari ornamented with coloured silk or cotton yam. 
Andras.-A fine cloth of close texture. 

,·AflfJarkha, Ungurkha, AflfJrakka, etc.-A short calico vest with sleevl:s resembling the 
Jngra which descends only to the haunches, instead of being fastened on both sides. it is tied 
(''1 one side only, viz., on the right by the Hindus, and on the left by the MahomedRn. 1'hi8 
nl\me i.s also used for a long-skirted gown with long sleeves and.closed or c'overed breasts. 

AngaV08lram.-Fine type of upper cloth.' 
A flgockha.-A towel of light texture. 
Aft/11lCAia.-Towel. 
Arekhal . ...--See Muri. 
Asan.-A pileless cotton prayer mat. 
AsAni . .,A small square carpet or Dari, 
Atkar.-A coarse cloth made in pieces of 30 yards by 12 inch!'s. It is usl'd fol' sp~adln8 

on country carts intended for the conveyanoe of grains. It is also used as a floor-covering. 
AIAua.-Mosquito net. 
BaJla.-I. (in the United Provinces).-These are lower grades of .. Kimkhwab "-(silk 

brocades) with raw silk warp and cotton weft in which the figUfl's'are produced from silk instead 
-of gold thread. 

2. The term also denotes a cloth made from cotton mixed with silk. It is manufactured 
.in Banlc1lra, Dacca and BAagalpur. 

Bnli.-A silk-bordered white lugada, more generally known as Patal, which is worn by 
wOlnen in the Central Provinces. 

Begum Behar Sari.-A beautiful check sm of cotton aBd silk manufactured at Tangail in 
Bengal. ' , 

Bhagalpuri.-A cloth similar to long cloth, woven on handloom from machine-spun yam. 
BAagwa.-A small waist cloth worn between the l!'gs and tied round the waist. 
Binni ClotA.-A kind of oloth made from cotton of a natural brown colour. Made in the 

.t:b.ittsgong district of EengaI. 
, Boota.-A figured cloth with spots either printed or woven ~ith extra warp or ,,'eft. 

Ckaddar.-Used as a bed sheet or as a wrapper made from single yam with plain, t.wiII. 
diamond and honey-comb Weaves. 

Oliandaha.-Very similat to OiwAa or Oari (q.v.) but very much thicker. Woven in pi@CN 
of 7 yards by 32 to 33 inches, one piece weighing about 3 lbs. 

J CluJfldni.-CIoth used for ceilings. 
Charl:lIana.-Any checked oloth, whether from single or folded cotton, silk, art silk or 

woollen yarn. Generally used for ladies' garments. 
Chheem.-Printed cotton cloth. -
CAikan Work.-A form of embroidery done with white thread on a white washing fabric. 

The fabrics oommonly used for the purpose are Muslin, Malmal and Naift800k. 
Ohofals.-24·/27·X 3 yards, used as wrapper. 
Ckupkan.-A long-skirted gown a male garment resembling tha UlIgurkAa. 
Cln"ki.-The design is knotted in the warp and weft and theB dyed. 
Dabba KAu.-A variety of Khu (q.v.) also known as Majnu or MuTtani KArll. They are 

made in the Punjab in various colours and geometrical designs on 8 to 16 shafts by skilled we&!ers 
on double-cloth principle. The coarse variety is woven from hand-spun and the finer venety 
rom mill-spun yam. Yams of colours, from two to four different shades are used, the 
}lliocipal to!ours employed being grey, blue, yellow e,nd red. 

( ~6~ ) 
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Dtuvl. ", Do8uC'-CIoth wO'Vlln in plain ,teitture :witht.wo .threadarunning ,!1M ,onem both 
warp and weft. • 

DJItJ"""'.-Bame 1108 sari for girls about 4 to ,5~ in length. 
DIwlM.-A ooane fabric similar to, ,bot more loosely.woven, than -Garha or -Cui {q.v.r 

with 20 end and 20 to 32 pioks per inoh. May sometimes have .. wed warp 'stripe on one side. , 
lJholi.-A pieoe of oloth with .. thin ,border used 1108 loin cloth by men in India. Usually 

Ii yards long and 44 inches wide. 
!1hllru.-Pilelese. cotton carpets or rugs. The yamB used are hand-spun and are very 

BtOut an coarB8. Those used in the warp are formed by twisting ,together, on the spinning 
wheel, four strands of ordinary, undyed yarn. Those used in the weft are formed by merely 
winding together t.he same number of yamB on the" tori .. (a long piece of wood on which the 
weft thread ie wound lengthwise and which serves the purpose of the shuttIe). Dhurries are. 
manufactured in many designs, colours and sizes particularly in the United Provinces, the' 
Punjab, the Delhi Province, the M&dr&& Presidency, Bihar, the Bombay Presidency and the 
Bahawalpur State. It is also a popular jail industry in nearly every Province in India.; 

Dopat/IJ.-A kind of Bcarf generally worn 'by women. 
Doria.-A cloth with stripes in warp arranged by cramming the ends or by using thicker 

ends at unuonn intervals. 
DoridM D081Jti.-A corded check in whlch the cord Is formed by the insertionBvery quarter 

of an inch of a thick cord of 10 to 12 strands of yam both in the warped in the weft. Used 
for counterpanea. ' 

Dorya.-A thin fabric of loose texture requirjng 40s yam. M&de in the United Provinces. 
Duglu, Duglo.-Coat worl1 by Hindu, Parsee, and Mahomedan males of Western India. 
DlIpalla.-A kind of scarf worn loosely round ~he .neck or over the shoulders. I 

\ 

Fatka.-Head-tlressof men, woven of fine cotton yam or silk. .A piece ,generally ~easurell 
9 yards by 24 inches. ' . 

Gamcha, GamchJltJ Of' GarnocJltJ.--Coarse clot.h of open texture, with or without border, 
coloured, checked or striped. Ordinarily 5 to 6 f~t long, 2 to, 21 feet, wide. Used both for 
cleaning and drying the body. 

,Garha.-Bame as Gazi (q.v.). 
Oazi.-A coarse, plainJabric manufactured in certain. areas in the United Provinces, Bihar: 

eto. Being a strong thick material as closely woven as the yarn used will permit, it ie'used 
largely by the poorer classes, specially in the cold weather, for 'olothing, shirts, quilts, e~ It 
ie also used as a ceiling cloth. Same aa Motia. 

Ohali.-A variety of plain cloth, loosely woven from ,inferior yam. The 'Width d0e8 
not usually exceed 22" r 

Himru.-Brocade with ('otton warp and cotton weft with figures, with silk and gold threads. 
llkaJ border.-A peculiar red colour with 1vhite,gomeis(thin arrow like designs) andBugrls 

(Baw) pattern. . 
Jaguli.-A Jama reaching to ,the ~nees. .' 
Jali.-A kind of ell'ka .. ,WOf'k 80 co.1letl because ,it looks like .. co jal .. or.a fishingn~t: iii 

i. mostly based on Mawn thread work, includes several varieties, . . ,. , 

Jamakalam.-A pileless cotton carpet manufactured in paris .of Madms ·!7esidencY'i 
Dimensions vary but the usual sizes are 6'x3' and 4'x2'. The dyes nsed.aremo8tly bom. 
vegetable ingredients. , , 

Jamlhz .. i.-A figured Muslin cloth hand-embroidered in the loom. ManUfactured in pana' 
of Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and the United Provinces.' , 

Jharafl.-A coarse cloth with borders on all sides, sometimes in ,cheok. ·Used f01' 'dusters. 
• JOf'a.-Tbe Mahomedan dress suit, comprising-I. The Dustat:or flVrbllfl, 2. The ]);ima], 

3 •. The Jam6h, 4. The Kummerbuoul, i. ~'he lZM'. . , ' 
Kczba.-Probably same &8 the Kub&. Described as havingv.ery ,wide aleeves JUld ,z;"'ching 

to the knees. Worn by MahomedallB in place of thE' Jama.· . 
Kailiu.-A class of ooloured ohock ,goods, 'made in',Medres,' ['hey are generally 4Ii inches 

in width. 
KU1fIllrband.-A piece of ,cloth tiec1 oouud the w&iet. 
Kambuyaf1l8.-A class of coloured ,check goods, made in >Madras. They are generally 43 

inches in width. ' 
Kambliu.-Woollen or cotton blankets, 

. KUflldani.-;-A fine cloth'oma;".el'lted with. gold ·and Bilv .. ~ tbpeads. The'grenl'ld material 
J8 a. fine M~l'" generally &II ,Addh. and the 'I!ilt ~re&d ,used ,111 ,of h?~ow silver wire. A very 
fiDe thread ,18 passed through theholIow of the ,",lie and when a 1\~4!lently long piece IIfw4.e 
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baa thus' been passe.,. on the thread, so much is stitcb~d on to the fahric whkh iskppt stretched 
horiitontally on a frame work. The two processes of work are sometimes combined. ' 

Kapata.-A piece Qf cloth, generally known as Khan, used for women's," cholis " or bodices. 
Katau.-A variety IIf Chikan work SO called from' Katna " to-cut because the fabric is, 

cut away in course of the operation. 
Kkaddar.-The commonest variety of cloth produced on the handloom in India. It is 

Interwoven in plain order with single warp and weft. In the rural areas it is mostly woven 
'out of hand orcharkha.Bpun yarn. -

Kkadi.-Same as Kkaddar. 
Khan.-llee Kapata. 

, Kkandala.-A fancy coloured fabric with solid bordpr ond fD'all desirns in stripe fOlm~ 
made of cotton; silk II-nd artificial silk. Used for ladies' petticoats or jackets. 

Kkaaida.-Muga and gold thread embroidered scarf. 
Khea:-Generally used for bed-sheetings. Made in plain, striped and checked desi~ns 

with plain, twill, herringbone and diamond weaves from double warp and weft. Is an article 
of every day use for all classes of people in the Punjab and is therefore woven almost every
where in that, Province. Manufactured in single and double widths in IUlgths of 12 and 6 yaJds 
respectively. Coarse qualities are woven from hand.spun yarn and the finer ones from lOB 
to 40smill yarn.' ' ' 

KhoUa.-Cotton coarse cloths used for quilts or bags. 
Koorta.-Thi~ is a, loose shirt or under gown worn beth by Hirdus aud MahcmedanB.' 
Kuba.-A long close sort of gown worn by Mahomedans and Hindus. It differs from the 

Ungurkka in being open-breasted,and is worn over the Mirwee or Koorla. 
Ku/cha.-An open jacket, differing frem the Mirzate in haviJ1g tight sleeus. 
Kumeea.-(frc,m the Arabic word Gumees,a shirt), a kil,d of muslin fOlmHly manufactured 

-at ;Dac,clI:, and used for making fine KoortaB. 
Kuppadam.~olid borders. 
Latlgoti.-8ame as Bhagwa . 

.Jr.,atlgba&.~A cotton fabric usrd for skirts. Generally striped or checked, coloured, seldom 
white. Produced in the United Provinces. 

;Logri.-A sari used by lower cl~ss women in Bihar and Orissa. 
Lugda&, Lugdea or Lugada&.-SariB worn by women. 
Lungi.-{ 1) A loin cloth gl'Dcrally in check from two to two and a half yards long by 29 

I to 44- wide woven from ordinary as well as men'erised rotton and sometimes frem an admixture 
of cotton yarn with Bilk; artificial silk and melcrised cotton yarn. 

(2) Also Ii. fav61lrite hl'ad-dress ivith a large class of population in the Pur,jab as well as the 
North-West Frontier Province. It is woven in plain white, or in check and" chini" desigDs 
mostly' on primitive looms from mill·made yarn of 20s to 40s counts. The first two varietiES 
are used by almost all classes, I"sFecially among the Hindus, while the latter called" chini ",' 
(woven with blue and white ends in alternate order) is preferrell by the Mohammedans. The 
ohlef districts of production are Hoshiarpur, Jullundur, Ludhiana, Sialkot and AmritrBr. 

Madratl Hafldkerchie/a.--These so·called handkerchiefs are made of grey 8Dd coloured 
yarns in warp and weft. Their peculiarity is that certain ,,'arp yarns arll causrd to " bleed .. 
dm:ing weaving and to tint the grl'y weft "'ith the colour of tIle ,,-arp, thus producing solid 

teffects in those oolours. The yarns employed are usually ecs "arp and 40s weft. A piece of 
,oloth of 8 yards in length and 36 inches in width "'f'ighs 26 ounces. 

Mahmudi.-Very similar to Garha but slightly hetter in quality. 
MajflU Kkes.-Bee Dabbll Kkes. 
MalmGZ.-A generio term for the finest fabrics of Dacca (Bpngal). 
Mafldil.-A long red ciloth with a gold bordpr on one side and gold heading uaed for turhns. 
Matka.-Cloth made of hand-spun silk yarn uspd for dltol;s, saris, ckaddara, BUitings, shirl· 

itlU" otc. Manufactured in the districts of MaIda and Murshidabad. 
Mekhala.-A piece of cloth with the ends sewn together which is used by women as dress 

or petticoat (Assam): 
NiMh find Angga.-The Minah is made of muslin, has sleeves, and is tied across the breast. 

It deacenda to below the calf of the leg, and is worn by male Mahomedans in hot weather. The 
Angpa is not.o long, reaching only to the haunches, and is worn in place of the Minah. 

"JMirani Rasta.-Red and black striped saris. 
Mirzaea.-An under jacket with long loose sleeves and open ouffs, worn under the Kuba. 
Motia.-A coarse cotton cloth woven in parts of Bihar and Orissa on handlooma. Used 

far wl'appers and quilts and also for dhotis, jackets, etc.,.for men and saris, ]ungis and ,bodices 
for women. Also used &8 .. ceiling cloth, especially for .. shami&nu ". 
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oJ MuTrlaa, Madipamllama.-Silk dhotie with roiphul (cotton flower designed) border. 
44/45" x 3i/5 yards. \ 

Mundani.-Heading. 
Mundu.-A dhoti, M'xll yards (normally). 
Muri.-Raised needle work in Chikana. 

• 

MtI8hru.-(I) A fine fabric. in which silk yarn is used in the warp and cotton yarn in the 
weft (Bombay). 

(2) A variety of 80ji (q.v.) with black cotton warp of30s and red cotton weft of 40s (Punjab). 
Mtl8Un.-A cotton fabric of exquisite fineness of texture and light weight produced at 

nacca In former times. Some idea of the fineness of the cloth may be gathered from the fact 
that a whole piece, 20 yards long by I yard wide, could be passed through the aperture of an 
ordinary sized finger ring. The industry is now practically def1:'nct but an inferior material is 
produced in some places from fine yafns and marked under thIS name. 

NaJcli Daryai.-A fine plain cloth supposed to be in imitation of the true Daryai which ia 
I of silk. Generally in yellow and light green colour. 

- Nawar.-A kind of webbing generally manufactured from country yarns, used for cots. 
Neryathu.-Same as Upama used by the men in the· Malabar coast. 
Newar.-See NaU'ar. 
Paddar.-H"adings. 
Pag.-A turban dyed in various colours, 8 to'9 yards long by I yard or less. 
Pagote.-A coloured pagri having both ends ornamented with gold threads. 
l'agri.-A piece of cloth tied round t.he head. See i..Uflgi (para. 2). 
Paguri.-Same as Pag. 
Palangp08h.-BPd.spread. 
Pal.mpare . .....,Originally derived from the Hindustani .. P~lanl!Fosh " (a bed cover). Now 

used indiscriminately for Indian printed or hand-printed cottOI\ cloths such as canopies, prayer 
cloths, mats, handkerchiefs, etc. 

{'anchaa.-Small Dholar8 (q.v.). 
:PlI8odiB.-Sheets. 
Patal.-See Bali. Also a plain sari (Bombay). 
Palka.-A double-bordered turban cloth woven by hand. 
PaUi.-(I) A variety of carpets produced in the Madras Presidency. These carpets aM 

not of elaborate designs, the patterns consisting of blue and white, blue and red and two shade. 
of blue. 

(2) Long strip of cotton or woollen cloth wound spirall,. round leg from ankle to knee for 
protection and support. 

(3) Also a narrow piece of cloth stitched togetlier breadthwise to make purdah8 (scre~). 
pedlar.' bags or tents. Width 9 to 12 inches. Produced in parts of t4e Madras Presidency. 

Ph.Ia.-A turban. 
Pilambar.-Costly dining robe for the use of Hindus both males and females. 
Pul108.-Headings. 
Purdah.-Curtain or screen cloth. 
Benda.-See Jali. 
Bik.-A cloth worn by women on the upper part of the body. 
Roomala.-Handkerchiefs. 
Rumal·-4 kind of cotton handkerchief, generally of check effect, sometimes u~~ as h"as, 

cloth or worn about the neck. Size varies from IS" to 36" square. In Farts or the MadIa. 
Presidency is manufactured a special kind of rumal for use as head-wear, measuring from 80 to 
"104 inches square and having lace-embroidered borders. 

8adlaa,-Coarse saris. 
Rajll8.-Same &8 Pugri cloth. 
SaUa.-A coarse sari cloth. It is woven with coloured weft, white portions of warp met-to 

jng white portions of weft and coloured portions of warp lDeeting with coloured portions of 
lI·eft. Yarn used is about 20s counts. 

8alu.-Red cloth (Turkey red shade). 
BallCa.-Narl'ow band used as a badge. Term used in Burma. 
8angati.-J.iterally .. for presentation ". One of the fiJ,e.st varieties of plain Muslins. See 

also Abrall."an. ShoJmam and Sharbati. 
Sare.e.-Plain or dyed cloth of from 5 to ]] yards a pair in length worn by women ill India. 

They IUC in various q lIaliLies and are sometiru~s iut~twOvell witu .ilk III IIol'tificial silk yam. 
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J Satranji.-A large-sized cotton floor mat without pile_ 
Su .• ai.-A specialised fabrio made from coloured yarn iu Madras. They are largely used 

bv Mohammedan women. 
- Talia.-Snme as Chutki. 

Tehband.-A loin cloth made on primitive looms in the Punjab and generally uspd by 
MohammedaNs, both men and women. It iB of plain, striped or ooecUd deAign with solid 
borders on both sides, and is made from ordiuary as well as mercerised cotton. Importan4 
centres of production are Amrit\iar, Multan" Julluuduf a.nd Hoshiarpur. 

Tem Tope Pad«ar.-Figured, solid coloured heading. 
Tew/u, Pllmcha.--Coarse Napkins. 
Tubada.-A wide great coat worn by male Hilldus. 
Turban.-See lungi. para. 2. 
Tuwal.-A towel; alBo called Ang11chia. 
Ulba Joobba.-The Arabian and Persian doak worn over all other garm~nts. Open iu 

front, and much .resembling the Englishboat-cloak. 
. Uparni or Uparna.-A garment half the si7.e of a Dhotar worn by men over ~he shoulden. 

Vastram.-A fabric of about 40' X Ii yards used as upper cloth. 
Veshti.-A dhoti, 45' X 7 yards (normally). 

J Zura. A coarse cotton floor-mat. 
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COnlltlmption of Yarn by Hosiery Factories. 
01 the different branches of cotton manufacture specified in our Ilomputations, hosiery 

forms & very importa~t branch. (!t.is ve!y difficu~t, how.ever, to ~btain re~ble figures regard. 
Ing the total productIon of the noslery mdustry 1D India~ The mdustry 18 scattered all over 
the country, in British India as well as States, and is both & lI>rge.scale and a small-scale 
industry. The Director General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics pu-blishes figures 
for hosiery production in the Monthly Statistics oJ Cotton Spinni7lfl ,I/nd WWvi7lfl in Indian Millo. 
The figures, however, are far from being complete or accurate, as~nly large· factories aze requir • ., 
l'd to make returns, and numerous 8mall factones in each Province or State are not accounted 
for.' Thus, in the year 1935·39,the total production of hosiery was represented to be 7·532 
mil{ion lbs. ill weight. We are informed, however, that the Madura Mills alone supplied nearly 
8·52 million Ibs. ol Ilone yarn to hosiery factories in Indillo, If we take into consideration cone 
yarn supplied hy other mills as well' as yarn in bundles as also imported hosiery yam, we are 
driven to the conclusion that the offi.,E.i!!,lfigureLa.re inaci!<J.n.ate. It is probable that a larg, 
proportion of the gap in statistic~ is due ~ tlie exC)liijo!1 .of small factories, .but it is no less 
probable that the Iarge.scale 8ect1On of the mdustry has failed to make /J.Ccurate returns to the 
Government. . 

That the gap Is serious can be inferred froln the following figures 8upplied by some of the 
Provincial and State Governments. These figures also are not all complete but refer to the 
position as it e:dsts in some of the important centres in each case. 

Provin~e or State. 

Mysore 

GwaIior 

Indore 

Hyderabad 

Madraa 

.Bihar 

C. P. and Berar 

Punjab 

U.P. 

'. 

Cottan k08iery production (19:18.:1~). 

Respective 
Government's 
figure (lli Ibs.). 

139,463 

232,629 

103,000 

111,700 

1,394,744+88,000 
(for small factories) • 

33,000 

127,000 

2,452,500 
(cotton gOOds only). 

1,486,600 

D. G. C. 1,'8 figu'res (in lb •. ). 

569,856 
(Indian States induding Indore, Mysore~ 

Baroda, Nandgaon, Bhavnagar; Hyderabadr 
Wadhwan, Gwalior, Cambay, Raj~t, Por
bandar, Kolhapur, Cochin, Sangli, Ratlam 
Travancore, Wankaner, Cutch, Kishangarh. 
Mewar a.nd French Settlements ai Pondi
eherry). 

1,394,744 

Nil. 

Nil. 

88,568 

984,587 

From the above figures it is apparent that the D. G. C. I.'s figures omit· certain Provinces 
lIuch as Bihar and C. P. and Berar altogether while in the. case of the Punjab, they account 
for only a fraction of the productien. The figures for the Indian States also seem to err on the 
side of under·statement. In this connection a reference to the Tariff Board Report, 1932 on 
the Cotton Textile Industry (para.IS6) is invited. It will be-seen that the position in this regard 
still remains the same. Bnlletin No. 87 issued by the Industries Department of the Govern
lIlen~ of Bengal also inq;caw.B iI! the sat;ne direction. It appear~ tha,t o!li..r 36 Cl~t Clf 125 factorie. 
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in Bengal come under the operation of the Factories Act. We have been favoured with a detail. 
ed statement of the number of bales of 400 Ibs. each of cotton yarn issued by the Madura Mills 
from year 1930 onwards. The figures are given below: -

Madura Milia' BUpply of kooery yam. 

In In 
Year. Bales. Million Year. Bales. Million 

Ibs. Ihs. 

---
1930 1,506 0·60 W36 14,791 5·91 
1931 . 871 0·35 1937 . 20,288 8-11 
1932 . f 1,318 0·53 1938 19,642 7·85 
1933 • 1,683 0·67 1939 . 26,246 10·49 
1934 . 4,814 1·67 1940 26,277 10·51 
1935 • 7,851 3·14 

Mr. J. M. Doak, of the Madura Mills, in a btter to us, states that(75 per cent., if 
not more, of the total yam consumed by hosiery factories in India is supplied by the Madura. 
Mills) We are not in a position to verify this statement, but can roughly say that it may be 
true of one or two years but cannot apply to all the years covl'red by our tables. For example, 
in 1930, Madura Mills supplied 0·6 million lbs. and in 1931 0·35 million lbs. Converting these 
figures for the official year 1930·31, we get 0·54 million lbs. as an approximate estimate of their 
supply. During the same year, the l"I'porting factories alone, according to the Director·General 
of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, produced 1·67 million lbs. of hosiery. If we add the 
non'}"eporting factoril'B to this, the Madura supply will be even smaller than 35 per cent. ThliS 
the Madura percentage cannot be taken to apply to all years equaU~ The D. G. C. I.'s figures, 
on the' other hand, provide a stable basis for computation and for a longer period. It may not 
be incorrect to assume that the reported production over a series of years has grown to the ~a.rne 
extent as the non·reported production, in which case there must be a steady ratio between the 
two. The U. P. Textile Expert, Mr. Shroff, is of the opinion that in the case of the United 
Provinces at least the ratio of reported to non.reported hosiery production may be 40: 60, 
i.~., 1: Il. In view of the serious gap in the Punjab figures and the importance of tha.t Province 
in regard to the hosiery industry, we are inclined to assume the ratio of the reported to the non· 
reported produetion for India as a whole &8 1: 2, mainly because in Madras the smaller 
factories produce very little. 

D.G.C.I.'s Total D.G.C.I.'s Total 
Yeaa:. figure. 

pstimated Year. figure estim .. tpd 
production. production 

1900·01 0·39 1·17 1920·21 0·41 1·23 
1901·02 · 0'46 1-311 1921·22 0·36 1·08 
1902·03 · · 0·61 1·83 1922·23 0·44 1·32 
1903·04 · 0·82 . 2·46 1923·N 0·55 1·65 
1904·05 · 0·76 2·28 1924·25 0·67 2·01 
1905·06 · · 0·76 2·28 1925.26 0·87 2·61 
19(,6·07 · · 0·110 2'40 1926·27 · 0·98 2·94 
]907·(18 0·73 2·19 1927·28 1·21 3·63 
1110&·09 · · 0·60 1·80 1928.29 1·48 4·44 
1909·10 · 0·62 1-86 1929·30 · . 1·92 5·76 
]1'10·11 · 0·62 1·86 1930·31 · 1·67 5·01 
1911·12 · 050 1·50 1931·32 · 1·97 5·91 
1912·13 O'aO 1'50 1932·33 · 2'54 7·62 
1913·14 0·47 III 1933·34 · 2·34 7·02 
1914·15 · 0·29 0·87 1934·35 4·72 14-l6 
1915·16 0·36 1·08 1935·36 · 5·30 15·90 
1916·17 · 0·41 1·23 1936-37 . 6·50 19·50 
1917·18 0·35 1-05 1937·38 7·50 22·50 
1918·19 0·26 0·78 1938·39 7·53 22·59 
1919·20 0·29 0·87 1939·40 7·89 23·67 
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.4 Note on the Consumption of Gotton Yam InJ Powerloont..,. 
The estimate of oonsumption of yarn by powerlooms has presented considerable difi{cmlty. 

The small-scale powerloom flWtories are not required to supply figures of their production under 
'ihe Cotton Statistics Act') Thus their production is not covered by the figures supplied by the 
Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. The Madura Mills have kindly furnish. 
('d to the Committee figures for cotton yarn supplied by them to weaving factories. It appears, 
however, that these figures include consumption of their yam by large-scale factories also to 
some extent. Although the large-scale weaving mills in India have their own supply of yam, 
when they run short of stocks, they buy from the general market. The poweriooms, no doubt, 
buy their yarn to a oonsiderable extent from Madura, but their consumption of foreign yarn, 
('specially mercerised and two-folds is equally large. Moreover, a large number of powerloomll 
fu the Punjab, in Surat, in Mysore and elsewhere, consume silk an.d artificial silk yams. To 
arrive at an approximate estimate of the cotton yam consumption of poweriooms, therefore, 
we have had to take the total number of powerlooms devoted to production of cotton goods. 
Fortunately, the majority of Provinces and States have furnished statements regarding 
powerlooms c1assified according to the kind of textile used by them. These atatements are 
pooled in the table below. 

v Pmoerloo1Tl8 cw.asijie.d a.ccordinq to lexlile tiaetl. 

Provlnoe or Stata. 

A .. am 

Bengal 

Bihar 

Bombay. 

C. P. and Berar 

Madras 

Orl ... 

Punjab 

Sind 

U.P. 

Baroda 

eachln 

Gwallor 

Hyderabad 

Indore • 

Jammu and Kashmir 

KolhapUl and the Deecan 
Stat ... 

lIysore· , 

'l'ravancor8 

TOTAr. 

COtton. Wool. 

----
S 

16 

4,225 

210 

109 8S0 

8 

1,189 

600 

17 

--------
6,878 
~ 

S80 

• Cotton and artiliclalsilk combined 
Assuming i ar,tlllcial silk 

----

1,000 

45 

500 

----
1,545 

Artl
IIclal 
1Iilk. 

----
o. 

104 

1,025 

430 

25 

* 
200 

----
1,784 

Jute or 
any other Mhture. 

IIbre. 

----

100 

16 

800 

6 76 

240 

1lI11 

----
II 852 

800 100mB. 
200 100mB. 

Total. 

S 

111 

10& 

6,860/ 

74& 

no 

-1,1611 

109 

lUQ 

1,811 • 

i,soo ; 
17 

11,040 

Ii will appear that out of a total of 11,640 powerloomfl, 6,378 p.owerlooms are devoted to 
production of oottoll piecegoods. The Government of Central Provmces and Berer have not 
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given separate figures for each textile: also the Bombay Figures appear to be Aomewhat un<ler. 
estimated, while a number of States have not given any figures at all. For all these, therefore, 
we make an addition of 1,~~2 powerlooms so as to ro~d off the original .figure, thus bringing 
t,he total to 8,000. In addition to these, we must conSider the powerlooms producing mixtures. 
The mixtures concerned a.re cloths for which the mixture is either in the warp or weft. We 
assume that on the average such powerlooms use 90 per cent. cotton and 10 per cent. mixfut·", 
Or in other words, so far as cotton yarn consumption is concenred, 100 such looms are equival~ut 
to 90 looms consuming cotton only. From tbe table above it will be seen that there are ab
present 852 powerlooms bsing mixtures. We round off this figure to 1,000 80 as to account fur 
the possible omissions. Thus using the above ratio, the equivalent of tbis in terms of cotton. 
using powerlooms would be 900 powerlooms. Thus we oan say that the total of powerlooms 
using cotton yarn is approximately 8,900. 
. The next question to decide is the consumption of cotton yarn per loom per annum. The 
estimates of cotton cloth production by powerlooms have been supplied by the Governments of 
oeI'tain Provinces and Sta.tes. From these we get the following averages of annual consumption 
of ootton yarn per loom :- . 

ColW'Iimption oj cotton -yarn per annum per powerloom. 

Punjab. 
C. P. and Berar 
Ichalkaranji • 
Mysore. 

Lbli. 

566·3 
695·8 

1,080'0 
3,780'0 

The Mysore figure appears to be an impossibility, while as regards the first two Provinces 
it is not knoWn whether the production is a full-time. annual caiJsUinption.· The Ichalkatanji 

. figure, however,.seems to be nearer the mark. In the course of evidende, 1,0QQ Ibs. per aunum 
was eonsidered to be a good average Ii~ some witnesses. We, therefore, tiike this as the basia 
average. Accordingly, fOF the year.1938-39, the total powerloom consumtion may be esti. 
mated at 8,900,000 llis. 

The IIext qucstion to ~edecid~d ill rpga.rding t~e· apP"?ximate consumption of yam by 
powerlooms in the years ·prlor to the yea.r of our estJlJlftte, IIIZ., 1938-39. It -appt:'ars that the 
small-scale pow'erloom factory, devoted to the production of cotton piecegoodi, is more or less 
a -recent phenomenon dating from the years of the last depression. In the depression, when the 
cotton mills c1il"tailed prb"duction and, in some ClIBes, went into li-luidat,ion; smsll capita.Iists 
in 'the neighbOurhood of_ importa.n~ mill centres purchased discarded looms second-hand and. 
oommenced weaving operations. Their growth from then onwards was- phenomenal, ·because 
they combined the advantages of the handloom as well as of the large-scale· machine.. Thus, 
it 'lVorlld rtot be wrong to assllme thatZprior to 1930-31, the consumption of cotton yam by 
powerlooms was negligible~ We, therefore, have to oalculate figures backwards from 1938-39 
up to 1930·31. In this oonnection ·the Madura Mills h&ve kindly supplied to· us certain figures 
for cotton yarn sold by them to weaving factories. This yarn is no doubt sold by them largely 
to powerloom factories; it is not possible, howevet, to say how much of it goes to powerlooms 
and how much to the mills, nor is it necessary for our purpose to do so. We feel that the rate 
of the progress.of the small-scale powerloom industry oan be fairly gauged by the rate of the 
growth of sales of cotton yarn by the above-mentioned group of mills to weaving factorie8. 
Madura Mills' figures are for oalendar years.- We, theFefon', have converted them into figures 
fot offioial ye&l8, adding -one-fourth of the figure for each succeeding year to three-fourths of 
that of the preoeding one. On that basis, we oompute the figures for powerloom consump. 
tion of ootton yarn lIS follows ;-

Cotlon !lam llOn8umpliOfl by powerlOOf1lS. 

- 1980-81 1981-82 1982-38 19SII-54 1984-S6 1985-86 1986-87 1937-S8 1938-S~ - --------- --- ---
Mlldma yarn supplied 127 "9 986 1,965 2,S84. 2,848 S.Ul 8,281 $,906 

to weaving mill. (In 
baltltt). 

Cottl!ll 1srD eonmmJ>- '-I 1'0 1l'1 4-5 6·' 6'6 '1·11 ,/., 8·9 
tlon by powerlooml 
(In million lb •• ). 

. In the above table, we have caJculated backwards the probable consumption of cotton 
ylilm by powerlooms. taking 8·9 million Ibs. in 1938-39 as the starting-point, and assuming that 
the rate of growth was oommensurate with that of sales of yarn by Madura mills. It will appear 
wso that prior to 1930·31, the cOWiumption of yam by powerlooms was almost negligible,; 
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APPENDIX IX. 

Cotton Yam CcmsumptilJ1l, by Jute Mills. 

This is a small item, but nonetheless one of growing importance lately., The jute mills 
require cottan yam for various purposes which they get mainly fram the Madura Mills. The, 
Madura Mills have kindly supplied to UB the figure for yam sold by them to jute mills during 
the period 1930-40. The figures supplied were (or calendar years, and it has been necessary' 
to convert them into figures for official years. (We have also added another 26 ;per cent. for 
cotton yam 8upplied to jute mills by other spinning mills in the country ~ 

Madura 
Mills' 

Year. as1es to 
Jute 
mills. 

1930-31 0·0967 

1931-32 0·1380 

1932-33 (',]]89 

1933·34 Nil. 

1934-35 Nil. 

Cottcm Yam C_m:;titm. .. bg JvIa MilUr. 

(In mfllion The.). 

Additional Madura. 
25 per cent. Mills' 

for other Total. Yea.r. lales to 
spinnihg Jute 

mills. mills. 

--

0'0242 0·1209 1935-36 Nil_ 

0·0345 0·1725 1936-37 0·2003 

0·0297 0·1486 1937-38 0'5517 

Nil. Nil. 1938-39 0·6185 

Nil. lVil. 1939-40 0·9028 

Additiona.l 
25 per cent. 

for other Total. 
spinoir,g 

mills. 
--, 

Nil. Nil. 

0'0501 0·2504-

0,1,379 0·6896 

0·1541l 0·7731 

0·2257 1-1285 

It will be seen that the years 1933-34. to 1935-36 show little or no qonsumption. This 
has been due to the fact that during these years the jute industry was going through a period 
of depression. . . . 
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APPENDIX X. 

Cotton Yarn used in the production of Fishing Nets. 
No figures are available for the total quantity of yam consumed in the production of fishing 

nets. A reference on this point was made to the Provincial and State Governments and we 
have received the following estimates from Bome of them :- -

801M Estimatu oj the quantity oj coUlm yam 'Used in fishi.ng neIB. 

Assam 
Bengal 
Bihar 
Madras 
Punjab 
Cochin 

-' 

(In million lbs.) 
0-009 
1-020 
0'001 
H59 
0'002 
0·200 

TOTAL 2·691 

It may not be incorrect to assume that 75 per cent. of the above quantity of cotton yam 
Is consumed in other maritime and inland areas. which would bring our total estimate to 4·7 
million lbs. We have also made enquiries from the fishing trade and we have been told that 
on the average a fisherman makes three nets of cotton yam per year. two of which require about 
2+ lbs. of cotton yam of 22B or 24s each and one ot;. the same counts. a little bigger than the 
other two. would require about 4 lbs. of yam. Thus we assume 9 Ibs. per annum as the 
average consumption of a fisherman. We have referred to the Censuses of 1901. WIl, 1921 
and 1931 for the number of pel'l!ons IngaJeJ in fishing. We assume that 50 per cent. of 
these were owners of nets and aocordingly arrive at the following computa tions :-

CoUlm yam tuled in fi8hing. 

Number of Number of 
CeDBus persons Yarn consumed Census persons Yam consume 
year. engaged in hl Ibs. year. engagpd in in lbs. 

fishing. fishing. 

d 

1901 578.558 

I 
2.603.511 1921 . 706.594 3.179.673 

1911 . 831.746 3,742.857 1931 . 967.880 4,355,460 

We assume that the figure for 1901 appliP8 to the entire period of 1900-01 to 1909.10; that 
for 1911 to the period 1910-11 to 1919-20; that for 1921 to the period 1920-21 to 1929-30; 
and that for 1931 to the years 1930·31 onwards. It will bs noticed, by the way. that the 1931 
figure. W .• 4·35 million Ibs. corresponds closely to the independent estimate arrived at for 1938-
39 from the figures supplied by the Provinoial and State Governments, viz., 4·7 million Ibs. 
We could have graded the figures for the interceDBal years on the basis of intercensal population 
of fishermen. but felt that such nicety would not make any material difference in the final 
result, besides involving us in Bome demographio speculation. 
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APPENDIX XI. 

Consumption· of Cotton Yam for the manufacture of Cotton 'Rope and Twine. 

Mr. Sankalchand G. Shah of Bombay estimates that about f per cent. of the total quantity 
)f yarn produced in India is available for cotton rope and twine •. For 1938-39, this would 
Imount to about 9·75 million Ibs. There is another estimate whioh. seems nearer th,e truth, 
IOming from the same source, that the making of cotton rope and twine uses up 25 per cent. of 
;he yam produced in India under counts, 48, 5s and 6s. The total production Ilf yarn in these 
llOunts for each year in. the period 1900-39 is given below:-

(In million lbs.) (In million Ibs.). , J, \ , • , 
Production of Production of 

Year 
Yamin 25 per cent. Year. Yamin 25 per cent. 

counts 4s-6s of column 2. counts 4s-6s of column 2. 
in India. in llAma. 

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 

[000-01 8·5 2·1 1020-21 13·7 3-4 

[001-02 15-4 3·8 1921-22 16·8 4·2 

[002·03 16·6 4·2 1022-23 17-1 4·3 

[903·04 15'3 3'8 1923-24 15·8 3·9 

!904-00 1404 3·6 1924-20 18·3 4·6 

.005-06 16·3 4-l 1925-26 · 18'0 4·6 

906-07 18'0 4·6 1926-27 · 20·4 5-1 

007-08 23-1 0·8 1027-28 20·1 0·0 

008·09 20·5 5-l 1028-29 · 17·3 4·3 

009-10 1~'7 4·2 1029-30 121-1 0·3 

010-11 15'0 3·7 1930-31 · 20·3 5-1 

011-12 14-5 3·6 1931-32 · 19·2 4·8 

012-13 14·4 3·6 1932-33 · 18'0 4·6 

013-14 14'0 3·6 1933-34 19'0 4·9 
- . 

014-10 17·0 4·3 1934-35 20·0 0·0 

915-16 20·6 0·2 1935-36 19·3 4·8 

916-17 10·3 3·8 1936-37 · 20·1 0·0 

917-18 . 13·3 3·3 1937-38 · 22·2 5·6 

~18-19 . • 14'0 3·6 1038-39 · 23-7 o·g 
~19-20 12·6 3·2 1939-40 · 19·8 4·9 
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LPPENDIX XII. 

Consumption of Yarn /01' Cotton Tape, N iwa'1', etc. 
Under this head 'are included all sorts of cotton tapes, cords, niWaf'8, etc., and the good .. 

correspond to the heading .. Miscellaneous" in the figures published by the Director-General 
of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics in the Monthly Statistics oj CottO'n Spinning and WeafI
irlg in l'Jldia. The D. G. C. 1.'8 figures, however; include only the production of factories required 
by tim law to supply figures. We have aeeumed that an equal quantity is produced in factories 
·outside the operatioft of the Factories Act and rowe by hand by private producers, the total 
estimated quantity of yarn COl'lBumed on this account ill given in Appendix XVII to which a· 

. reference may be made. . 
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APPENDIX XIII. 

Ootton Yam consumed in the making of Ootton Braids. 
In this connection reference may be made to the Tariff Board Report, 1932, on the Cotton 

Textile Industry (p. 181). The Tariff Board estimated the then production in India at 150,000 
lbs. per annum and the imported quantity at 200,000 lbs. In 1934, protection was given to this 
branch of the industry, and in consequence, of late, importe have dwindled to almost nothing. 
No figures for the production of braids in the country are, however, available. We have, 
therefore, based our estimate on the fignres supplied by some of the Provinces and States. The 
foUowing figures may be taken as refeming to the year 1938·39:-

Bihat 
Punjab • 
Baroda 

l'OTAL 

Estimated 
quantity of 
yarn used 
in cotton 

braids. 

Lbs. 

4,000 
544,400 
10,138 

658,538 

If we make an allowance of another 0-64 million lbs., a quantitY equivalent to that produeed 
in the Punjab, for the rest of India, we get a total of about 1·2 million lbs. It may be assumed 
that prior to 1931·32 production of cotton braids in the country was of a negligible order. The 
industry no doubt got a SUdden spurt of increase in 1934·35. We assume that till then produc
tion stood at the same figure as in 1931·32. and from then oDwards increased by equal propor
tions every year. ThuB we amV8 at the figures of 0·2 million, 0·2 million, 0·2 million, 0·4 
million, 0·6 million, 0·8 million, I million and 1·2 millions for the years 1931·32 to 1938·39. . 
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,APPENDIX XIV. 

Cotton Yarn consumed in CoUon Sewing, Darning, EmlYroidery and other sundry 
trades. 

A considerable quantity of cotton yarn is oonsumed in cotton sewing, darning, crochet and 
embroidery work, as also in different trades and industries, such as the manufacture of lamp 
'wicks, bandages, pyjama cords, garland and bouquet making, toy manufacture, leather manu
facture, electrical industry, book-binding, cloth-button manufacture, etc. Since the grant of 
protection, quite & lot of small factories are engaged in producing these types of threa4s from 
the Indian mill-spun yam, and imports of sewing and darning threads have somewhat fallen 
during the last five or six years. Of course, the imports of sewing and darning thread are not 
included in our figure for yarn, as they do not fall under the oategory, .. twist and yam" in the 
official import figures; but the fact .l'emains that a considerable quantity of such thread is 
produced from mill.spun yarn, and also that in some of the minor trades, mill.spun yarn is jlirect
ly used. In this connection a reference was made to the Provinces and States, some of which 
have supplied the following figures:-

001&8ttmplion oj thread. 

(In million lbs.). 

-- Cotton, sewing Crochet and 
and darning. embroidery. 

Assam . 0·000500 0·000500 
Bihar . . . . 0·010000 Nil. 
Orissa 0·008537 0'002935 
Punjab . . 0·450000 0·900000 
Baroda 0·058000 Nil. 
Cochin . , 0·005000 Nil. 

: 
TOTAL 0·532037 0·903435 

From the above figures, it would appear that for cotton sewing, darning, crochet and 
embroidery work, totRl·yarn consumed in the Provinces and States. mentioned in the table. 
amounts to 1·435 million lbs. Important producing Provinces like Bombay. Madr&8. Bengal 
and the United Provinces have not supplied us with figures. H we &S8ume that the quantity 
produced in these Provinces and the rest of India amounts to twice &8 much &8 above. the total 
quantity would be 4·296 million lbs. It will be seen that this figure corresponds closely with 
independent estimates which are made by us and explained below. 

These articles are mainly used by tailors, dressmakers. shoe-makers. and for the manu
facture of padded quilts. cloths, ra8ais. matresses and pillows. In Northern India. padded 
quilts and nuais are used to a large extent by the ricb and poor alike, while pillows are used 
allover India. Ordinarily. the rlhttnia (who cards the cotton and sticbes the pillow cases. etc.). 
uses threads in the form of balls of 2 oz. each. We have been told that two suchjballs, i.t .• 40&. 

are used per head and we &S8ume that 10 per oent. of the total population use these o.rticles~ 
Thus. the consumption of cotton yarn on this account would be &8 follows:-

A.-Quiu". Razais. dc. 

Census year. Population. 10%Xf, oz. Lbs. 

1901 29Hmn. 2·9 mn. X 4/16 = 0·7 mn. 

1911 315·2 mn. 3'!! mn. X 4/16 = 0·8 mn. 

1921 318·9 mn. 3·2 mn. X 4/16 = 0·8 mn. 

1931 352·8 mn. 3'5 mn. X 4/16 = 0·9 mn. 
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The four Censuses also contain figures for the total number of tailors, milliners, eire ... 
ma.kers and darners. We are told that they generally use ball three.ds in packets of 14 oz. pell 
bundle and 2 such packets are used per worker per annum. Thus, we have calculated the total 
quantity of thread required by them by multiplying the total number of actual workers engaged 
in these trades by 1·75 (the weight in lbs. of two packets). ' The figures are reproduced below:-

,B.-Tailor8, MiUiner8. ~. 

Number The weight Total in 
Year of in Lbs. of million 

w~rkers two packets. lbe. 

1901 0·559 million X 1·75 0·978 

1911 ' 0'637 million X 1-75 l'n5 

1921 0·577 million X 1·75 1-012 

1931 0·719 million X 1-75 1·258 

The boots and shoes industry is an important One in India. It is reported that the workers 
generally use yam in balls of 2 oz. each and 2 such balls are used per worker per month. The 
average consumption per annum would, therefore, amount to 24 balls of 2 oz. or 3 lbs. per 
annum. We have caloulated the total consumption on ,this account by reference to the Census 
figures for the number of actual workers engaged in the boots and shoe making trade as under :-

. C.-Boot aM Shoe MakerB. 

Total quantity Total quan· 
Boots and of thread at Boots and tity of thread 

Census year. shoe makers 3lbs. per Census year. shoe makers at 3 IbR. per 
(Inmn.). worker. (In mn.). worker. 

(In mn. lbs.). (In mn.lbs.): 

1901 . . 0·853 2·559 1921 . 0·860 2·580 

1911 . 0·832 2·496 1931 0·852 2·556 

'We add op the consumption of thread under the three groups A, B, and C above, and arrive a' the following:_ 

1901 

1911 

4·3 million lbs. 

4·4 million lbs. 

1921 

1931 

'. 4'4 million lbs •. 

• 4·8 million lbs. 

For 8undry trades enumerated at the beginning of this Appendix, we make a further allowance 
of 10 per cent. in addition to the above quantities; this allowance would amount to 0·4 million 
lbs. for all the Census years. We' assume that the figure for 1901 holds good for ten years 
commencing with 1900-01, the 1911 figure for the next following ten years and so on. 

After having arrived at the above figures, we have now to subtract from the figure of each 
year the net impoJ;ts of .. thread, sewing or de.ming" for the year, because such imports, as 
stated already, are not included in our total for imported yam. Thes~ net imporu are givell 
below fol.' all years from lU06·01 onwards. 
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TABLlII 13.-Nd Import' 0/ Sewing or Daming Thread into India. 

Net Imports Net imports 
Year. of thread (in Year. of thread (in 

willioL lbs.). million Ib~.). 

1900·01 · · · 0·64 1920·21 .1-24 

1901·02 · · 0·73 1921·22 0·71 

1902·03 · · · 0·94 1922.23 0·97 

1903·04 · · · 0·80 1923·24 1·25 

1904·05 · I 0'94 1924·25 1-19 I · · 
1905.0\ · · ' 1·04 1925·26 1·83 

1906·07 · · 1'02 1926·27 · 1·79 . 
1907·08 · · 1'09 1927·28 . 2·05 

1908·09 · · 0·96 1928·29 . · 1·77 

1909·10 · · 1'07 1929·30 · 2·11 

1910·11 1-12 1930·31 . 1·74 

1911·12 . 1·38 1931·32 1·65 

1912·13 · 1-48 1932·33 1·90 

1913·14 · · . 1-40 1933·34 1·75 

1914·15 1-02 1934·35 2-12 

1915·16 1-59 1935·36 1·88 

1916·17 1·90 1936·37 2·38 

1917·18 · 1'49. 1937·38 1·36 

191~.19 1-02 1938·39 1·25 

1919·20 · · 0·59 

Thus to SUlD up, we add up the three figures for (A) quilts, razai8, etc., (B) Tailors, milIi. 
ners, etc., and (0) Boots and shoe makers, etc., for each year. Next, we make an additional 
allowance of 10 per cent. on this for sundry trades. Finally, we subtract from the total the net 
imports of thread during each ,ear, and arrive at the final figures whioh are entered in the 
oolumn for" cotton sewing, darning, etc.," in Appendix XVII. 
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~APPENDIX XV. 
Relation between Weight oJ Yarn, Yardage of Clot'" and Weight of Cloth, 

In this Appendix we propose to discuss briefly tbe relation between weight of yam, yard. 
age of cloth and weight of cloth in regard to both handIoom and mill production. This matter 
is of some importance as oomparison between the two industries oan be on the basis not only 
of yam but alao of weight and yardage of cloth produoed. 

MiU.made IlloIh.-Tbe induStrial Commission in 1918 aooepted the ratio of 100 Ibs. of yam 
to 112 lb •• of mill·made cloth. In 1932, before the Tariff Board, the Bombay MilIownel'S' 
Association suggested that in view of the mills producillg eonsiderahIe qUI'-ntities of cloth Ilf 
finer oounts of yarn, the ratio would be nearer 110 100. Of cloth to 100 Ibs. of yam. The Ahmeda
bad Millowners' Aasociatioll. in their melQorandUlQ Bubm,itted til us, have atateq that in the yea.r 
1938.39 one lb. of cotton yam yielded on the average 6·30 yards of cloth, and that 5·74 yards 
of cloth produced in Ahmedabad milla would weigh one lb. This means that 100 Ibs. Qf yarn 

. 100 x 6·30 b of I h S' II h' • would yteld ~ Ilr 109·75 I s. . c Ilt. IDC~ a. t e mills are gOIng over to finer counts 

recently, we think'Qt would be oorrect to take the r~ti!l Ilf UO llls. Ilf mill,made cloth to 100100. 
of yam as more nearly correct for recent year.!) Accordingly, in converting the figures for the 
weight of mill-made oloth into figures for the weight of yam consumed. lly mills iB AppendiJ[ 
XVI, we have taken the ratio of 112Ib8_ of cloth to 100 Ills: ofyarI\ as applicallie to all years froIll 
1900-01 to 1930-31, and for the following years we have accepted the ra.ti.o of· 110 Ills. of clotlt 
to~kof~ . 

Tbe ratio 1>etween yardage of cloth and weight of cloth based on an earlier estimate and 
oomputed lly dividing total yardage by total.weight, as shown in the production figures supplied 
by tbe Directol'-General of Commercial IntelligEince was 4·27 yards of eloth to 1 lb. of cloth. 
In recent years, however, owing to the tendency of milla to produce finer' goods, the ratio has 
been rising oontinuously, and durillg th~ last ail! or seven years has hovered round 4·78 yards 
cloth: 1 lb. cloth. Thus, we accept the ratio Ilf 4·27 yards cloth: 1 lb. cloth for the perio<l 
1900-01 to 1930-31. and the ratio 4·78 yards cloth: lib. cloth fllr the succeeding years. (See 
Appendices XIX and XX). 

The relation between the yardage of cloth and weight of yam hu been calculated by taking 
into consideration the ratios between the weigh. of cloth and the weight of yarn; and the 
yardage of cloth and the weight Qf QIQtlt. '!'!!U!!. I!P t!l !1l3Q-iU. 'IV!! m"VQ accepted. thobas is 
of 112 100. cloth : ~OQ Ibs .. yam. 
Hence, 

100 Ibs. of yarn= 112 lb. of mill-made cloth, 
= 112 X 4·27 yards of mi)l-made cloth, 
=478·24 yards. 

:.1 lb. of yam=4,·78 yards of mill-made clot",. . 
Similarly, for the years following 1931-32, we have o.ccepted thE! basis of 110 JOO, of cloth: 10!) 
Ib8. of yam and the ratio of 4·78 yards of cloth to lib; of llipth. Hence, 

100 Ibs. of yarn=110 Ibs. of mill·made cloth, 
= 110 X 4,·78 yards of mill-made cloth, 
=525·8 yards of mill-made cloth. 

:.1 Ill. of yarn=/i·26 yards of mill-made clot",. 
Handlornn cloth.-Mr. Robertson, in the Review oJ '.frq,de fOil 1904-05, estiI!l8ted tha~ tha 

total production of handIoom cloth was double that of the mUle. ¥ill productjoll of clpth in 
the year was 670·0 million yards corresponding tD 158·7 million Ibs. of lam. Thus hall<Uooui 
production would amount to 317·4 m~on Ibs. of yarn or 1,340 million yards o~cloth, It 
would appear from this that in his opinion there would be a ratio of lib. yam , *·17 yar-ds clotil 
for both mills and handIooms. Mr. Raoji B. Patel, in the First Industrial Co!lfm:en.ce, hpWIIVel'. 
freshly computed the figures for handIoom production, stating that l,645 million yards 9f hand
loom cloth were produced from 317'4 ·million )bs. of yam, which suggtlSte(j. ~ ratiQ of 1 lb. 
yam: 5'18 yards cloth, for handlooms. Mr. R. D; Bell, in his Notes OI!- the Indian.1'mi/,s lnaustry 
with Special Reference to Hand Weat';ng (p. 2), /Ulsume9 tha~ lib. of IlQtto4 Y&rII yield~ on the 

"average 4 yards of handloom cloth; He has not stated. any gro~<Js fo~ taking this ratio except 
that the bulk of handIoom cloth IS coarse. The Tariff :Board, m theIr Report 011 the Cottoll 
Textile Industry, 1932 (p. 39), expressed the view ~!!.At .. * yar<Js ~r po»IId of yarn is tDo high 
an average for the handloom industry, in which.,., .,. ,at lel¥!t SO per cent. of the cloth is 
woven from the coarser counttl of yarn, .. and that" the average yargage of cloth per pound is 
nearer 3 than *." It is obvious that all th,ese estimates were pased'upon mere guP.ss-wol'k, as 
not even approximate dats as to the quantity of yarn use<l b;y thl! handloom weavers IlJId the 
total yardage or weight of hand-woven cloth were available. 

In the table be~ow, we repr<?d~ce figure~ supJ.llieq by ~ome pf the Provincial all(j. State 
Governments regarding the qua.ntltJes of indIan mill yam, Imported mill yam, &n(j. handspun 
yam, used in handloom productIOn as well as the total amounts of cotton cloth, woven on hand. 
looms. It will appear that, for the Province~ and Stateij s~pplyiA~ ~he 41l.tp" thl! total of Indj1!J). 
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mill yarn is 286·56 million lbs., that of imported yarn is 26·81 million Ibs., and that of hand.spUD 
yarn is 49,34 million lbs. At the same time the total quantity of handloom cotton cloth pro. 
duced in the same Provinces and States, amounts to 1580·62 million yards. Thus, if we take 
this latter figure (or all kinds of cloth and divide it by the total quantity of mill and hand·spun 
yarn used, the average ratio is 4,36 yards cloth: 1 lb. yarn. But if we deduct 148·02 million 
yards for 49·34 million lbs. of hand.spUD yarn (assuming a ratio of 3 yards: 1 lb. in the case of 
the roarse cloth woven from hand.spun yarn), the balance of 1432·80 million yards will corre· 
spond to the total of Indian mill yarn and imported mill yarn, viz., 313'37 million Ibs. For mill 
yarn, therefore, the average ratio will be 4·57 yards: 1 lb. These ratios refer to the year 
1938·39, and have been based upon figures collected by the Provincial and State Governments 
after detailed enquiries. 
ReWJirm. between Weigh! oJ Yam and Yardage oJ Handloam Cloth produced in 80me oJ the Pre. 

. vince8 and Slates. 

Indian Impcrted Handspun Total cotton 
Province or State. mill.yarn yarn yarn cloth produced 

(Mn.lbs.). (Mn.lbs.). (Mn.lbs.) (Mn. yards). 

Assam 5'70 0·54 0·48 31·60 
Bengal 25·06 4·41 0'17 148·21 
Bihar · 18·20 0·25 0'50 76·00 
Bombay · 39·83 3·83 3·09 174·24 
C.P. · 21'35 0·29 0·12 103·17 
Madras · · 83-42 5·83 0·82 407'03 
Orissa · · · · 14'43 0·24 0·06 56·18 
Punjab · · · 23'58 1-19 35·38 228·00 
U.P. · · 43·05 1-65 6'51 255·13 
Hyderabad · · 9'50 7'93 0·30 76·61 
Deccan States 0·89 0·61 1-17 13·19 
Jammu and Kashmir 1-55 0·04 0·74 11-46 

" TOTAL 286'56 26·81 49'34 1,580'82 

In regard to the relation between the ~ight of yarn and the weight of cloth, we have found 
in our tours in Madras, Bengal and Bihar, that the cotton yarn is given to handloom weavers 
by weight and the same weight of cloth is generally received back. In the course of evidence, 
this faot was explained by witnesses who stated that the wastage of yarn in course of the prepara
tory processes was negligible and also that the additional weight given to the cloth by sizing the 
warp was equally insignificant. Therefore, the wastage of yarn is offset against any additional 
weigh$ obtained by the cloth due to sizing, and the ratio of 100 lhs. of cotton yarn for 100 lbs. 
of hand·woven cloth, is assumed by the trade in these Provinces. However, in most of the 
Provinces, we have found that on some types of cloth either a small amount of starch is added 
to the weft yarn or a small quantity of a starohy solution is applied to the oloth after a few inches 
are woven to give it a stiff appearanoe. Considering that this additional starch is applied in 
excess of the quantity of starch given to the warps, it is bound to affect the size retention percent. 
age of the final oloth. The size applied to the warp is squeezed thoroughly by hand, but still 
a small percentage is retained by the cloth and the application of size on the weft tends to give 
an additional weight to the cloth. This addition of starch together with the amount of size 
retained 0& the cloth cannot exceed 5 per cent. The amount of wastage of yarn in the handloom 
industry is very B'lDall and differs from place to place. But taking the figures supplited by all 
Provinces and States, we find that the average may safely be fixed at 3 per cent. '-With a 3 
pel" cent. wastage in yarn and a 5 per cent. increase in weight on account of addition of starch, 
we get a ratio of 102 lbs. of hand·woven cloth for every 100 lbs. of cotton yarn) 

The third ratio, viz., that between the weight of cloth and the yardage of crot.h can be found 
out by using the atove two ratios. Thus, 1 lb. of yarn =4·57 yards of cloth. So, 100 lha. 
of yarn=457 yards of cloth= 1021bs. of cloth. Hence, lIb. of cloth=457/102 yards of cloth, 
or 4',48 yards of oloth. 

I (It uiay be pointed out here that the ratio of the yardage of oloth to the weight of yarn has 
no aefinite meaning so long as one does not know the width of the cloth produced, ~h~ counts ~f 
yarn used, and the numbe'!' of reeds and picks per inch) Again, in the absence of similar details 
for ~andloom as well as mill production, regarding tile amount of size retention, t~e number 
of.plc~s and reeds, the ratio of the weight of yarn to weight of cloth is also equally WIthout any 
sClentlfio significance. But since this method of rough estimation has been accepted. by very 
competent authorities. we have been It>ft with no option but to follow tbe system 1ll1d down. 
~eeides, for arriving at comparative results for the two branches of the textile industry, there 
IS no other known method. Hence we have computed the ratios afresh by refe~nre to the 
rele.,ant fac~ &lid figures and attempted to modifY the earlier estimates as far all pOSSIble. 
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Statement showing tlls "free yam" available for sale. 

(In million lbs,) 
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38 573 611 285 326 119 106 

34 576 610 261 349 122 109 

28 579 607 265 342 136 121 

31 578 609 26~ 348 156 139 

41 681 727 310 417 162 145 

38 654 692 256 436 165 147 

37 638 675 230 445 188 168 

42 658 700 249 451 192 171 

40 628 668 240 428 228 204 

33 610 643 195 448 244 218 

42 625 667 168 ·499 266 238 

50 688 738 224 514 285 254 

44 683 727 215 512 274 245 

. 43 652 695 152 543 276 246 

40 722 762 200 562 351 313 

30 681 711 201 510 376 336 

19 661 680 143 537 379 338 

38 615 653 105 548 347 310 
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APPENDIX XVI-contd. 
\ 

Statement showing the .. Jroo yam" available for sale-contd • 

. (In million lb8.) 
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1919.20 J5 636, 651 169 4~2 382 341 141 

1920·21 f7 660 707 133 574 366 327 ,247 

1921·22 57 694 751 U2 609 402 359 250 

1922-23 59 706 765 117 648 403 360 288 

1923-24 fi' 617 662 86 576 398 355 221 

1924-25 56 719 775 96 679 454 405 274 

1925-26 62 686 738 83 655 460 4II 244 

1926-27 f9 807 856 55 801 531 474 327 

1927-28 52 809 861 36 825 556 496 329 

1928-29 f4 648 692 36 656 436 389 267 

1929-30 f4 834 878 38 840 552 493 347 

1930,31 29 867 896 36 860 581 519 341 

1931-32. 32 966 998 33 965 661 601 364 

1932-33 45 1,016 1,061 27 1,034 686 624 410 

1933-34 · 32 921 953 25 928 637 579 349 

1934-35 · 34 1,001 1,035 21 1,014 722 656 358 

1935-36 · 45 1,059 1,104 18 1,086 746 678 408 . 
1936-37 29 1,051 1,080 19 1,061 764 695 366 

1937-38 22 1,161 1,183 36 1,147 843 766 381 

1938·39 - 36 1,303 1,339 34 1,305 899 817 488 

1939.40 41 1,235 1,276 27 1.249 854 776 473 
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APPENDIX XVII., 

)tatem£nt shouling the yam "available" to the handloom industry as a residual 
balance. 

Group I. OroupD. 
Net 

··Pree Cotton Cotton balanoe Year. yarD ". Power· Hosl- Jute FIshing Cotton tape Cotton sewing, for 
looma. ery. mills. nett. rope niw8l', "raid •• darning, band.-

and loom. twine. etc. etc. 
1 • 8 , 5 8', 7 8 9 10 11 - f--- r-- r---o- ...,........ 1--:----

,900·01 173 (01) 1-2 (II) 211 2-l 104 (/I) H' 161'6 
1901-02 220 .. 1-4 .. 2·6 3-8 104 . . 4'0 206'8 , 
1\102-0S 240 .. 1-8 .. 211 4-2 1-4 .. 3:8 226'2 
lO03-0' 221 

" 2·4 .. 2-8 3·8 1-6 .. S-9 206-7 
1904·05 249 " lI'S .. 2-6 S'6 2-4 .. S-8 2S4·3 

! 
1905-116 272 .. !-S .. 2-6 4'1 1-0 .. 3-7 258·3 
19n6-07 289 .. 2'4 .. 2-8 ,-6 0·3 . . ,8-7 275·4 
1007-08 277 .. 2-2 .. 2-8 5-8 0·2 .. 3'6-' 262·6, 
19O5-00 280 .. HI .. 211 11-1 0'2 .. 3-8_ 266-5 
1909-10 224 

, 
1-9 2-6 4-2 0-3 3-6 211'4 .. .. , ," 

1910-11 230 .. 1-9 .. 3·7 8-7 0-1 ., 3·6 217-<1 
1011-12 261 .. 1-6 .. 3-7 3'6 0-1 .. 3'4 248-7 
1912·13 260 .. 1-5 .. 8·7 9-6 0-2 .. 3-3 247·7 
1918-14 267 .. 1-4 .. S'7 3-6 0'2 .. 3-4 254-7 
1914·15 297 .. 0·9 .. S'7 4-S !l-S .. 3-8 284-0 
1015·16 249' .. 1-1 .. S./)' 5:2 0·6 .. 3-2' 235-8 ' 
1016-17 174 .. 1-1 .. S-'1 3-8 1·0 , . 2-9, 16H_ 
1017-18 199 .. 1-1 , ',' 8-'1 3·3 3'S .. S-3- 185-S, 
1018-19 238 .. 0-8 .. S./)' 3·6 3·7 , . 3'7, 222-5 
1919-20 141 .. 0'. .. 8-7 3-2, 2-5 .. 4-2' ,126'0 
1920-21 . 247 .. 1-1 . . 8-11 3·4, l 2-8 , . 3-6_ 232'8 
1921·22 250 .. 1-1 .. ' 8-11 4-2 2-9 .. H 234-5 
1922-23 

. 
S-a 288 .. 1·8 .. 4-S, 4-4 , . 3-8, 271'0 , 

1923-24 221 .. 1-7 . , S-I! 3·9 4-5 .. 3-5' 204-2 
1924-25 274 . - lI·O .. 3-11 4-6 7-9 .. S'6 252·7 
1925-26 244 .. !I-6 . , S-2 4·6 7-5 .. 3'0 223-1 
1926-27 S27 .. lI-g .. S-I! 0-1 8·6 ,- 3-0 304'2 
1927-28 S29 

" 8-6 .. 8-2 5·0 11-7 .. 2-8 802," 
1928-29 267 .. 4" .. S-I! '-8 8-8 , . S-O, 243-8 
192I1-S0 847 " 0·8 .. 8-1! 5·1 9-6 .. 2·7 S20-8 
1930-S1 841 O-S 5-<1 0·1 H 408 8-5 ,. 3·6 S14'8 
1931-82 . 364 1·0 5'9 0-2 4'4 4·8 10-7 0-2 3-7 333-1 
1932-33 '10 2-1 "-8 0·1 H 4-6 7·8 !l·2 3·" 1179-8 
1933-84 .' '-4 S49 4-5 7-0 (a) 4-9 9-0 O-l! 3-6 ' S15-5 
1934-35 358 0-4 14-2 .. ,4'4 0-0 11-5 0-' 3-2 813-9 
1935-36 408 6'S 14'4 .. H 4-8 11-8 g-6 3-4 ' 362·8 
1936-37 166 7·2 11-9 0-3 H 1i'0 11-2 P-8 2'9, 3111-8 
19S7-38 381 7-0 22-v 0-7 H 5-~ 12-0 1-0 3-9 323'8 
1938-S9 488 8-9 lI2-S 0-8 H 0-9 1404 1-2 4'0 425·8 

( 
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APPENDIX XVIII. 

Statement showing the estimated coUon cloth production of the handloom industry • 
. . Cloth produced on handlc:lOms • 

Net balance of 
Year. yarn available (In million y~)-

to bandloOIns r lb. ,.,.~. y&. •• (In million lbs.) 
(million Ibs.) to 1930·31. 100 lbs. yafl{'= 

at • ' 102 Ibs. cloth. 
1 lb. yaru=4-07 ydB. 

from 1931-32. 

1 2 3 4 

1900-01 · 161-6 646-4 164-8 
1901-02 · · 206-8 827-2 210-9 
1902-03 · 226-2 904-8 230-7 
1903-04 206-7 826-8 210-8 

1904-05 · · 234·3 937-2 239-0 
1905-06. · 258-3 1,033-2 263·5 
1906-07 · 275-4 1,101-6 280·9 
1907-08 · 262·6 1,050-4 267-9 

1908·09 266-0 1,066-0 271-8 
1909-10 211-4 845-6 215·6 
1910·11 · • 217·0 868-0 221-3 

1911-12 · · 248-7 994·8 253-7 

1912-13 · · 247-7. 990-8 252·3 

1913·14 · 254·7 1,018'8 259-8 

1914-10 · ... 284·0 1,136'0 289-7 

1915·16 · · 235·8 943·2 240-5 , 
1916·17 · · 161-4 645-6 164-6 

1917-18 .. · 185-3 741-2 189-0 

1918·19 · · · . 222'0 890·0 227-0 

1919·20 · · '. 126-5 006-0 129-0 

1920-21 · 232-8 931-2 237-5 

1921-22 · · · 234-0 938-0 239-2 

1922·23 · 271-0 1,084-0 276-4 

1923·24 · · 204-2 816-8 209-3 
I 

1924·25 · · 252-7 1,010-8 257-8 

1925·26 · · 222-1 888-4 226-5 

1926·27 · · · 304,-2 1,216'8 310-8 

1927-28 · 302-7 1,210-8 308-8 

1928·29 · ., 243-3 973-2 248-2 

1929-30 · · 320-6 1,282-4 327-0 

1930·31 · 314-3 1,257-2 320-6 

1931-32 · 333-1 1,522-3 339·8 

1932-33 · 379-8 1,735-7 38704 

1933-S4 · · 315-5 1,441-8 321-8 

1934-35 · · 313-9 1,434'5 • 320-2 

1935·36 · 362-6 1,65H 369-9 

1936·37 · 316·3 ~ 1,445;5 322-6 

1937·38 · 323·3 1.477-0 329·8 

1938'39 425-8 1,945-9 434·3 
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APPENDIX XIX. 

Annual prOdiretiOn of cott01li clot! inlnilia (in milli01li .Yds.*Y.-

~diatl mill 
Percentage' 'Handloom ,Percentage Total Year. of total ~roduction. i of total production. :production .. ~roduotion: , 

productiou. 

" 1 
, 

2 3 4 5 I 6 
• . - . ~ .. - .0- .-.. . •. 

1900·01 · 420·6 39-4 .646-4 60·6 1,067,0, 
1901·02 .. 506·7 38·0 827·2 62,0 1,333'9 
1902·03 ; 521·0 36·5 904·8 6,3'5 1,425'8 
1903·04 · 578·4 ~1-2 !l26·8 58·8 1,405:2' 

J904·05 · 664·4 41·5 937·2 58·6 1,601'6 
1905-06 693-1 40·2 :1,033'2 69·8 1,726'3 
1906-07 702·7 38·9 1,101'6 61-1 1,804'3 
J007·08 803·0 43·4 1,050'4 66·6 1,853'4 

1008·09 81104 . 43-4 I,066·i 66·6 1,883'5 
J009·10 076·1 63·6 846·6 46·4 1,820'7 
1010·11 . · 1,042'0 64·6 868·0 45·4 1,910'0 
1911·12 1,137'6 63-4 904·8 46·6 2,132'4 

1912·13 1,214-1 55'5 990·8 44'5 2,204,9 
1013·14 · 1,171'1 . 63·5 1,018·8 46·5 2,189'9 
1014·16 1,176'9 50·8 1,136'0 49·2 2,311'9 
1916·16 · /1,496.1 61-4 .943'2 3~'6 2,439'3 

1916·17 1,606'1 71-3 645·6 28·7 2,261-7 
1917·18 · - 1,616'6 60·1 .741-2 39'9 2,356'8. 
1918.19 · 1,481'8 62'5 890·0 37'5 2,371,8 . 
1910.20 · · 1,630'0 76·3 506'0 23·7 2,136'0 

1920·21 . · 1,563'1 62·7 931·2 37·3 2,494'3 ' 
1921·22 · },716'0 64-7 938·0 35·3 2,654,0 
.922·23 ,720'8 61·3 1,084'0 38·7 2,804'8 
,923·24 · 1,696'9 67-5 816·8 32·5 2,513'7 

924·25 · 1,935,9 65-7 1,010'8 34·3 2,946'7 
925·26 1,964,6 68·9 888'4 3H 2,853'0 
926.27 · 2,266'7 65·1 1,216'8 34·9 3,482'5 
927·28 · 2,370'9 66·2 1,210'8 33·8 3,581,,,, 

928·29 · 1,859,4 65·6 973·2 34·4 2,832'6 
929·30 2,356,5 ·64·8 1,282'4 36·2 3,638'9 
930·31 · 2,480'8 66·4 1,267'2 33·6 3,738,0 
931·32 · 2,872'8 68·3 1,332'4 31-7 4,205'2 

932·33 · 2,982'7 66·3 1,519'2 33·7 4,501'9 
933·34- · · 2,767'6 68·7 1,262'0 31·3 4,029,6 
934·36 · ,- 3,135,7 71-4 1,255·6 28·6 4,391'3 
936·36 · 3,240'8 69·3 1,450'4 30·7 4,691'2 

~36·37 · · 3,322-1 72'4 1,265'2 27·6 4,587-3 ' 
~37·38 . • 3,66l-5 73·9 1,293'2 26·1 4,954-7 
138·39 . 3,905'3 69·6 1,703'2 30·4 5,608'5 

. "In this table, the conversion of yarn into cloth, for both mills and handlooms, has been 
ade on the basis of the old ratios, i.e., 1 lb. of yarn=4 yards of cloth (in the CII/le of hand. 
DIlIB), and 1 lb. of yarn=4'78 ya.rds of cloth (in th~t of milIll). 

. 
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1931·32 

1932·33 

1933·34 

193~·35 

1935·36 

1936·37 
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1938·39 
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APPENDIX XX. 

Annual Production of eoUon cloth on the basis of the new ratios. * 
(In miUiotI. yards). 

Year. Indian mill Percentage. Handloom Percentage. 
Total 

production. production. produotion. 

4 

· · 3,161·2 67,5 1,522'3 32·5 4,683'5 

· · · 3,282,2 65-4 1,735'7 
, 

34·6 5,017'9 

· · · 3,045'5 67·9 1,441'8 32-1 4,487'3 

· · · 3,450'6 70·7 1,434'5 29·3 4,885-1 

· · · 3,566'3 68·3 1,657-1 31-7 :5,223-4 

· · · 3,655,7 71-7 1,445'5 28·3 ·5,101·2 

· · M29·2 73·2 1,477'0 26·8 5,506'2 

· · · 4,297-4 68·8 1,945'9 31·2 6,243'3 

-In this table, conversion of ya.rn into cloth haa been made on the beais of the new ratios 
i.e .• 1 lb. of yam=5'26 yards of cloth (in the ca.se of mills) and 1 lb. ot ya.rn=4·57 yards of 
oloth (in that of handlooms). 
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v' APPEND~ XXI. 

Statement regardirtg tke CO'fI,B'UmptUm of cotton ewt" in itulia and t1te percentags 
8karesof millB, Iw,ndloomlJ and foreign imports. . 

~ 
t g ~ 
:::I t il .i ~ '\ " .... .. '0 .. 

~ year. S :a l:l. + 

i " " .j '"'c:I i ~ 
,. t ~ 

I 
'do ~ ~ 

~ 
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29404 1,875 • 809-6 1900-01 66·8 10'9 646·4 22·8, 2,831'0 9·8 

1901'()2 296'5 2,042 62·7 886·7 11'9 827·2 25-4 3,255'9 11·0 
10OZ'()3 208'6 1,986 60·2 412'0 lfl'4 904'8 2704 3,302'8 11·1 

1902·04 800·6 1,90~ 69·8 453'4 14·2 826,8 26·0 3,183'2 10·6 

1004005 S02'7 2,152 69·6 529·4 14'6 037·2 25·9 3,618'6 11·9 

1005·06 804-8 2,385 .59" 56401 14·3 1,083·2 26·3 ' 3,932'3 12·9 

11KJ6.07 806·9 2,193 56·6 587·7 16-1 1,101·6 26-4 3,862,3 12·6 

1007·06 309'0 2,401 57'0 691·0 16·7 1,050'4 25'4 4,142'4 13·4 
1006.()9 311·0 1,870 51'4 70404 • 19'4 1,066'1 29·2 3,640'5 11-7 

1009-10 81301 2,070 64·9 849·1 22·6 845·6 22·6 3,764:7 12·6 

1910-11 816·2 2,162 64·9 908·0 23·1 868·0 22·0 3,938'0 12·i 

1011-12 815·6 2,262 52'9 1,010-6 23'8 994·8 23·3 4,276'4 13·0 

1912·13 816·9 2,847 57'8 1,069'1 22·1 990·8 20'1 4,926-9 15·8 

1913·14 316·8 3,042 69'6 1,041'1 20'8 1,018'8 19·6 5,101'9 16·1 

1014·16 316-7 2,327 61" 1,065'9 23·5 1,136'0 25-1 4,528'0 14·3 

1015-16 317-1 2,oto 47'0 1,335'1 31-1 943·2 21-9 4,297:8 13'6 
1916-17 .. 31704 l,7U 47·6 1,297'1 35·0 645·6 IN 3,7t3'7 11'7 

1017-18 317'8 1,405' 39'8 1,381'6 39·2 741-2 21·0 8,52711 ,~H 

1918-19 818·2 9M 80-4 1,294'8 41·8 890-0 28·8 8,199'8 9-8 
1919-20 318·6 836 80·6 1,891'0 50'0 006·0 18·6 2,733'0 8·6 
1920-21 318·9 1,405 37'7 l,39lH 8N 931·2 24·9 3,729'8 11-7 

I 

8,447:0 1921-22 322·8 980 28-4 1,529'0 ~'4 938·0 27·2 10·7 
1922-23 · 325'7 1,467 35·9 1,634'8 3 '6 1,084'0 26·5 4.085'8 ,111'6 
1923-24 . 329-1 1,8r4, 87-8 1,495'0 40'6 ' ·81(1·8 '22'1 3,686"1, 11'2 

1924·25 332'6 l,7l0 88'6 1,705'9 39'6 1,010>8 21·8 4,426'7 18·3 
1925-26 · 335'0 1,529 36·8 1,800'6 42·7 886'4 21'0 4,218'0 12·6 
1926-27 339·2 1,769 84-9 2,067'7 4.l00 1,216'8 24·1 6,048'6 14·9 

1927-28 342·6 1,939 36·0 2,202'9 41·2 1,210'8 22·8 5,352:7 15.6 
1928029 846·0 1,913 41-6 1,710'4 3'7·2 973·2 21·2 4,596'6 13'3 
1920-80 340·4 1,897 86-1 2,223'5 41'2 1,282'4 23-7 5,40211 16·5 

1030-81 852'8 8178 19'4 2,382'8 52·8 1,257'2 2'/08 4,518'0 '12·8 
1931-32 358·1 760 15''1 2,767'8 56·0 1,832-4 27-4 4,860'2 13·6 
1932-38 · 863-4 1,203 21·8 2,916'7 61-7 1,510'2 27·0 5,688'9 15'6 

1933-34 868·7 7~1 16'8 2,711'6 57·2 1,262'0 26'5 4,744'6 12·9 
19S4-S5 . .' 874·0 933 ,17·7 3,07H 58-4 1,255'/1 23·9 5,266'3 U'3" 
1936-36 379·3 937 16·9 3,169'8 67'0 1,450'4 26-1 5,557'2 14'6 

1936-37 384·6 758 14'4 8,220'1 61-5 1,265'2 24-1 6,238'3 13'6 
1937-38 389·9 579 10'0 3,420'5 64·6 1,293'2 24·5 5,292'7 13'6 
1938·39 395·2 631 10'4 3,738'3 61'& 1,703'2 28·0 6,012'5 i6'4 

(1) Net imports.-Imports of cotton plecegoods mi .. "s re-exports. 
(2) Retained Indian Mill p,oduction.-Indian Mill production of cotton piecegoods mi .. ", exports 011. 

, cotton piecegoods. The lI_es used are our estimated ligures. 
(3) HandlOMfl p,oductwn,-Exports of Handloom production are not taken Jllto account. These 

exports are Incluofed in general export ligures which have been used for Item (5). The ligures used are 
our estlDlllted ligures. 
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APPENDIX XXI-A . . 
Five year Moving Averagel of the Annual Oonsumption of cloth in IMia. 

Net Retained Handloom 
Net Retained Handloom Year. imports. mill pro. produo. Year. imports. mill pro. produo. 

duction. tion. duction. tion. 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

1900-01 .. .. .. 1920·21 1,128'6 1,428'6 870·6 

1901-02 .. .. .. 1921·22 1,212'4 1,468·8 855·2 , 
1902-03 1,991-6 418·2 828·5 1922·23 1,387·2 1,531·7 956·2 . 
1903-04 2,083,6 469·1 905·8 1923-24 1,412'0 1,613·2 947·6 

1904·05 2,ll:\·8 509·3 960·7 1924·25 
~ 

1,567·8 1,721·9 1,003'4 

1905·06 2,196,8' 564-5 989·8 1925-~6 1,662'2 1,854·6 1,008'7 

1906·07 2,190·2 615·3 1,037'7 1926.27 1,770'0 1,897·5 I,060'(} 

1907·08 2,173·4 679·3 1,019·4 1927.28 1,807'4 2,001·0 l,ll4-3 

1908·09 2,139·2 748·0 986·4 1928·29 1,676'2 2,ll7·5 1,188·1 

1909·10 2,153·0 83404 '964·9 1929-30 1,476'4 2,257·5 1,2ll·2 

1910·11 2,242·2 914·0 943·5 1930·31 1,829·2 2,400·2 1,272,9 

19i1"12 2,476·6 981-4 934·0 1931·32 1,100'8 ~2,600·5 1,330·6 

1912·13 2,528'0 1,024·7 ' 982·5 1932·33 908'0 2,771'3 1,325·3 

1913·14 2,499·4 l,llO·2 997·8 1933·34 920·8 2,928'7 1,363·9 

1914·15 2,401·2 1,165'7 918·4 1934-35 919'4 3,019'2 1,350'5 

1915·16 2,ll2·8 1,224·2 878·1 1935·36 . 794·6 3,119'9 1,305·3 

1916·1'1 1.695,4 1,274'9 853·1 1936·37 . 766·6 3,325'3 1,393'" 

191'1·18 1,397'2 1,339·9 736·7 1937·38 .. .. .. 
1918·19 I,On·4 1,351-5 734·0 1938·39 .. .. .. 
1919·20 l,ll6·2 1,397·9 802-l 
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APPENDIX XXII. 

,dnnual c01'I8Umption of cotton cloth in India on the basis of new ratios (1931-391. 

Re· 
tained Hand· Per Popnla- Net Percent- Indian Percent· loom Percen- Total capita tion Import. mill produc-1' .... in (mlllion age of produc- age of tlon tag. of (million consump. 

total. total. Total • . yda.) tiOD' 
m1J.liODB. fda.) tiOD (million (yda.) (million yda.) 

yda.) 

- --- - - --.- - -931·82 858'1 760 14'8 8,056'2 57-3 1,522'3 28·4 5,338'5 14'9 

1932-33 363'4 1,203 19'6 3,216'2 52·3' 1,735'7 28·1 6,154'9 16·9 

1933·34 868·7 771 14-8 2,989-5 57-6 1,441'8 27-7 5,202'3 1401 

193(,35 374'0 933 16·2 3,392'6 58'9 1,484'5 24·9 5,760'1 15·' 

1935·36 379·3 937 15·4 8,495'3 57'4 1,657-1 27-2 6,089'4 16·1 

1036·37 . 384'6 753 13-1 3,553'7 61'9 1,445-5 . 25'0 5,752'2 1t-11 

1937·38 389·9 579 g.g 8,788'2 64'8 1,477'0 25·3 5,844'2 16·0 

11138·89 395·2 631 9'5 4,130'~ 61-6 1,945'9 28·9 8,707'S 16-11 -
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Production per loOm in 8 hours • 
. 

IDeBcilptl~n. Dl~eDSlon. 
Eoda aod Counts of Throw Fly· 

No. fr.irk8 per warp and shuttle. shuttle. 
.t ~ nch. weft, - I 

I 1 . Cotton Khaddar · 27 los. 'xl0 oo Hand·spun 10 yda. oo 

yds. 

-II Ditto · · 271D8; x10' - 128 x lOs oo 13 yard&. 
yd •• 

a ,Ditto · 27100. x10 86x34 14ax8a 18 or 
yds. . 

, , Cotton grer cloth " · " 

821DB. x2' 82)(28 10axl28 
ydB. 

oo 24 .. 
I 

II Ditto · · · · 82 Ina. x24 48x44 20ax20s .. 10to IS 
; 

ydB. 
I 

II Cotton gre, c1hotlB • "Ina. x6 48x44 208 x 20s .. 16 yardB. 
yda. , DItto · · 641DB. X , 62x48 208x20s 8t ,da. 8 .. ,cis. 

~ 

a Cotton sari · · · · Mine. x 8 52x44 301 X 248 
ycls. 

oo 7. .. 
II Cotton cIhotlB · · " IDlI!"xli 52x48 SOB x 80a oo 12 n 

ycls. 

'10 Cotton sari · · · · 48IDB. x8 62x48 SOl x 308 8 yda. 8 .. 
ycls. 

11 Cotton dhotJ • · 44 loa. xli 80x68 40ax40a .. II .. 
ycls. 

III Cotton sari · · 4V Ins. x7 60x80 40BX4OB lit yda. 5 .. 
yda. 

18 Cotton dhotlB · · 44 Ina. xli 72x64 608 x 808 .. 7 .. 
yda. 

U Cotton sari · · 48 IDS .. x9 72x68 608 x 608 II yda. . , 
II 

yda. 

15 Ditto ,. · 48 IDS. x9 8Ox80 808 x 808 1tyd&. 8t .. 
yda. 

18 -Ditto · · · 47 Ins. X 7 96x96 100Bx100B lfy<!a- 21 .. 
ycls. 

n Art silk bosekIe · " · .. 00 150dx 120d 10 yda. 18 • 
18 BUk Daryal 0 0 .. .. 80/40<1>< 

90/110d. 
11 yda. .. 

19 Woollen blankets · 0 0 HaDd-spun Warp and 8 yda. .. 
yarn Weft. 
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APPENDIX XXIV. 

Metlwds of Preparation of Y~m: 
Bmgal.-TIte yam is first steeped in water and then the.winding operation is carned od 

by the members of the weavers' family who also complete the process of sizing. In t1nf majo
rity of C88ee, the • Heck and Creel ' system in street-warping is followed. But in the village&" 
laying out the warp by taking one bobbin at a time is a common practice. At Narisa (a village
in Dacca District, Bengal), a Muslim girl of 12 years was seen preparing 'a warp for a sari con
taining 2940 ends of 10 yards. . It meant that abe would· have to walk 2940 times 10 yards. 01" 

29~~IO';'16.?0 miles, pet day •. She informed~he Committee •. that she would ea~ only two' 
ann ... aB wages. _When this amount is reduced in terms ,of milel!.ge, it Jvould .appear tJIat . she 
would earn ),435 pies by walking a mile while her hands had been continuously working. Inl 
the Arark1ianiu and in urban areas, where open areas are not eatlUy 'available, the improved 
method of wjl.rping by the mill or drum ~d the process of winding in a hand-power driven.
winding macltine have be"come prevalent. crhe speciality in Benga.l is that the 'process of sizing" 
precedse winding and warping in most 'easeof.') The cost of weaving including the winding. 
aising, warping, beaming, drawing-in, and pirfi-winding charges fixed per piece a.pproxinJately· 
amounts to from 8 to 12 annas per piece of dhoti or sari. 46" X 51 yards of counts 60s to 90B. 
The cost of winding (warp) and sizing is about 3 &nn8B and warping !,-bout; 11 &nn8B per piece-
of dhot! or aari. . 

BiTtar.-in Bihar, the system mostly followed is to wind the yarn from hanb to bamboO-\ 
.pools Q1' BWift,a Idld then to lay ·out a warp by the street methpd of warping .... T)te warp iSi 
then steeped in a mixture of water and starch and is stretched in the sun to dry. No hired 
labour is engaged.. The improved process of w&1lling, sizing and beaming which is now intro
duced is aB' follows :-(a) For coarser counts up to 208: The yam in hanks iasteeped in water

l
-

and then sized~ These sized hanks when about 75 per cent. dry are wound on bobbins.. About 
80 to 100 bobbins are·then placed in creel and wound on a drum of about 14' diameter to a length 
of 100 yards in section. These drums or sections serve as weavers' beams on handlooms.· (b)' 
For jlner counts: The sized hanks instead of being wound on bobbins are wound on wooden 
reels while the yarn is still wet and dried in the sun. The dried yarn is then warped in seotioDIJ 
on drums or weavers' beams as stated in (a) above. The following tables giveoomparative
statements of costa of preparing the warp by the old and the new methods, the ra{;es of wag_ 
per day being a.nnaa four for a weaver and annas two for ~. helper :-

..,. Old, mdlUJd : (8treet-Bizing). 

A.salmnt. -'Weaver. 
8pecltlcatJons of warp, Total. Cen Pft 

III .. 
Winding. Warping. Siz~. 

Drawing 
etc. 

101, 25 yda., 1,000 ends, 
Siba. 

(8 bra.) t ... (3 hrs) f", (2 bra.) 1. a. (8 his.) It 88. ., .. , It .. , 

&0;. r:.. yda., 2,000 enda (7 bra.) 2 .. , (It clay) S ... (3 bra.) It as. (1 clay)' .... lot &I. a &I. I po. 

, , 

. 
1~2 \:. yda., 1,000 enda, (Asa\stant) (Weaver) (Weaver) ,. 6&1, t a, 

(II day.) (3 br •. ) (8 bra. ) , 
8 ... It &I. ·llas.' 

lOt, 100 yda., 2,000 enda (81 daYB) (1 clay) 'as, (1 clay)" "'!. .. 14t ... . la..1op.~ 181bs. ., 6la ... , 

. . 
N .B.-{l) The cost of ,lI1ZlIlg the hanks. m the Improved method has to be added • 

(ii) The improVed method saves the waste of time in' stretching out the warp and in 
I9par .. tingthe warp threa.de while weaving since the warping drums replace the weaver's beam. 

1!0bmall.-In Bombay the cost of preparation of yarn, winding, warping, sizing and, \ 
~eammg, comes.to about annas. fiv~ to.a.nnas sevea pet sari of 45" X 8 yards-20s X 20s--36 X 4S 
mches. The old methods ?f WIn~g .on a cbarka and street warping and sizing are gener,,;lly 
followed and ~e wages p&ld .fo~ WInding and warping a!'8 at the rate of annas j;e~ per bundle 
aDd tho work II complilted Within 2 or 3 days •• III certam centres, however, improved warping 

v2. 
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mills have been instaned and are taken advantage of by weavers. The' warping mill makelf 
a charge of annas four to aonas five per bundle of 10 Ibs. and completes the work in about 3 
to 4, hours. With the owners of karkhanas in urban areas the warping mills are popular. 

Oentral Provinces and Berar.-Except in some centres around Nagpur, the majority of 
centres carry on preparation by the members of the weaver's family by the old method (peg
warping). In the Nagpur district, however, a few warping drums are utilised for the warping 
purposes and warps are prepared by these men on payment of a small charge. The majority 
of the warp in most of the district does not exceed 15 yards in length. 

Madras.-Mill warping has been accepted almost as a /teneral rule in the urban areas and 
peg. warping is still followed for short warp and for artificial silk warp. In Madras, no yam 
is sized before warping. The approximate cost of preparation of yam of 60s counts is given 
bolow:-

... . Quantity . Hours. Wages. 

Rs ..... p. 

Winding (on bobbins, with winding wheels) . 100 hanks 10 0 1 8 

Warping (with the aid of mill warper) . 300 .. 10 0 4, 6 

Sizing (street sizing) . 250 .. 100 1 5 0 

Twisting one warp 3,720 ends .. 0 3 0 

Peg.tcarping board.-When it has to provide warp for one loom in the family the warping 
is carried out during leisure hours by members of the family. Warping mills have been taken 
up by a class of people in the villages where the weavers simply leave their yam for being 
made into a warp. The Bame has been the case with sizing. There is a class who specialises 
in sizing only. Karkhanas and some of the yam dealers are keeping a shed with the necessary 
appliances for mill warping. In the interior villages, however, the old system of laying out 
the warp (street warping) is still prevalent. In some villages, a separate area has been reserved 
with crude stone pillars for fixing up the warp known as • Pavadi '. 

OriBsa.-No warping mill is used. The details of the cost of preparation for a warp of 50 
yards of 4Os. (41lbs.) are &s follows:-

Winding ,and sizing by one woman 31 days at 2 annas p<'r day 
Warping for 11 days for two men (street warpert;) at 5 annas 

per day • . • . . • • • • 
Beaming for 1 day for 2 men at 5 ann&s per day. • 
Twisting by one man../or half a day at 5 ann&s a day • 
Winding weft for on& ~;man for 31 days a..t 2 annas a day 

This-amounts to 6'45 &Dn&S per day. 

Re. A. P. 

0 7 0 

0 7 6 
0 5 0 
0 2 6 
0 7 0 

1 13 0 

Punjab.-The approximate cost of preparation in this Province is given _b~ow :-

Winding I to 8 lbs. 2 &s. to 8 &s. 

Warping 1 warp to 4 &s. to 8 &s. 
1 warp. 

Sizing (hand cotton 1 a. per lb. 
alone) 50 Ibs. 

Warp sizing 1 to 3 
warp 

Beaming, twisting. 
drawing in. 

1 a. to 4, &s. per lb. 

Ito 3 warp • .. 

per head 
per diem 

• -< 

,. Annas. 
lto4 

2 to 4· 

2to5 

2 

Mill warping or winding machines have been adopted in .factories 'onI,. 
. .' ,. . - . . -' _. 
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tJ"./ed ·ProvillCU.-lIrill warping system though introduced by the Department of Indus
tries has not been genera.llt taken up by the weavers and therefore the mill warpers are more 
or less confined to factories. The system of preparation mostly followed is as follows :-

Counts 208. Wages. 

Winding yarn by Charka, 10 to 12 knots per 3 88. per day of 10/12 bra. 
day. 

Warping (street warping) 5 to 6 knots per 3 anuas per day 
day. 

'Whetber Ca) by taking two' bobbins at a time 10 as. per bundle 
40 knots. 

or (b) Heck and creel system (street warping) Rs.1-4·0 
2 bundlejl. 

" 

Operatives. 

1 

1 

r 2 

J 
Sizing (by street methods), 2 warps of 60 4 annas 3 

yards with 1,800 ends. 

Twisting for 400 ends 10 annas per day or 3 pies per 1 
100 ends. 

Drawing in, for 1,800 dents drawn in a d~nt 12 annas for two persons or 9 
pies per 100 dents. 
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APPENDIX XXV. 

The Weavers' Castes. 
south of the Vindhyas, the chief castes engaged in weaving are Salis (with various Bub

sects), Devangas, Kaikolars, Koshtis, and Khatris.. Sourashtras of South India form a cate
gory by themselves. There are besides various local castes, e.g., Togatas .and Kuruhina·Settia 
in Mysore, the Ceded Districts and Hyderabad, Koris, Caudas, Balahis, Mahars and Panksa 
in the Central Provinces, and Rangania, Hansis, Gaudas, Patras, eto., in Orissa. 

The salii (Sanskrit Salika) are found allover the Madras Province, Hyderabad, and' in 
parts of Bombay, Central Provinces and Berar, Ori88a and Mysore. They are believed to have 
boon the principal weaveni of the Vijayanagal' Empire and this perhaps explains their wide 
habitat. There are several sub-castes among them (Padma-Sali, Pattu-Sali, Suguna,Sali, 
Swakula-Sali, etc.): -Among them Padmasalis are perhaps the most numerous; according to 
their own estimates, they number over a million. In the last century the Padmasalis of Hyden.
bad ,state migrated to the Bombay Deccan and parts of Central Provinces. They now form 
the majority of weavers in Sholapur, Ahmedna.gar and certain other Bombay· centres. These 
emigrant Padmasalis showed great enterprise in introducing the fiy-shuttle sleys and they 
are said to have been the first to start weaving karkhanas in that part of the country. Telugu 
is the traditional language of the Salis and even those·who have settled down in Bombay and 
Berar stick to this language for home use. 

The Devangas are also nearly as numerous and as widespread. They originally must 
have spoken Kanarese, but today they speak the language of the land they live in. They are 
found chieRy iIl.the Madras Provine.e, Mysore State, Bombay, Ka.rnatak, and Ori88a. Their
"hief weaving centres in Madras are Coimbatore, Salem,· the Ceded Districts, and the Northam 
Circars. They are the principal weavers of Kamataka and they are numerous in Balgaum, 
H ubli, Dharwar, Ilkal, Rabkavi. They are called by diverse caste names, such as Setti, Sedan 
{Jeda.r), Sendan, Senian, Chettukaram, etc. 

Kaikolars, also called Sengundas, are essentially a Tamil caste and are found all over the 
Tamil Districts of the Madras Province. It is believed that they number about 600,000. 
Their original home is believe! to be Conjeevaram (the old Pallava capital). The community 
is divided into 75 nad8 and has an old established organisation. They usually call themselves 
Mudaliars (distinot from the Vellala MudaJiars); some of them also use the title Chetty. The 
Kaikolars are generally vegetarians and are noted for their frugal ways of living. 

The Sourashtras, usually called Pattunulkarans, are spread over South India., their chief 
centres being Madura, Salem, Dindigul, Tinnevelly and Nagercoil (Travancore). They are the 
principal weavers of Madura. They are believed to have migrated from Kathiawar or Gqjerat. 
and after some tarrying in the way, they settled down in Madura, some three hundred years 
ago. They are a very advane.ed people and their weaving business also stands on a rather high 
plane. 

The principal weaving caste of the Maharashtra country is the Koshti. They are found 
in Bombay Provinoe and States, Central Provinces and Berar, and Hyderabad. The most 
advanced section among them-_&re those of Nagpur. Khatris are the leading weaving casta 
in Gujerat and in neighbouring States. Some of them have migrated into the Karnatak. They 
epeciaJize in weaving silk. . • .... 

The Tantis of Bengal have a long-established weaving tradition. Basaks, who form a 
section of them, are connected with the famous muslin industry of Daoca., and they seem to 
have ri'en to a high level of prosperity in the 18th century. The Tantis of Serampore were in 
aotive touch with the East India Company and they played a prominent part in the Company's 
trade at Calcutta and Hughli. The Tantis who got domiciled in Orissa are perhaps the least 
prosperous section of the oommunii;y. The Nathe are conneoted with Eastern Bengal and the 
Surma valley of Assam; Comilla and Choumuhani were their great centres. A large number 
of them have abandoned weaving and have taken to agriculture. 

The Momins (oommonly oaIled Jolahas) are the largest c1&88 of weavers in Northern India. 
Large numbers of them are found in Bengal, Bombay and Hyderabad also. During the famine 
of 1866-67 some of the Momins of the United Provinces migrated to Malegaon and other oentres 
in East Khandesh. They are noted for their hard work and simplicity. and several stories am 
told of th~ir industry. Besides Jolahas, there are other Musalman weavers like the Shaikhs of 
Baroda, the Lubbais of Tinnevelly in the Madras Province. The latter are a prosperous com
munity of wel\vera. 

As desaribed in Chapter IV many caste weavers abandoned weaving and took to other 
occupations. While the weaving castes were being depleted, some other castes took up weaving. 
In Northern India, Mahomedans took up weaving in such lu.rge numbers that today they form 
1he great majority of the weavers in most of the northern Provinces IIoIld States. Aocording 
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to Taylor, when, owing to & large export demand, the· cotton industry· was 1l0urishingin. ~, 
18th oentury, a certain number of Kayasth8.l\ in ;Bengal and simila.r castes elsewh\lre took up] 
hand-weaving either as part-time or_as full-time occupation and thus many of them have con-. 
tinned to pur;sue ~his pccupation_, (~ven after hand-weaving fell. on, \lvil. days, tho:> infIUltO~ 
outsiders did not cease, because although the industry was not prosperous, it offered, better, 
chancee than certain other more precarious occupati0n,9 Throughout the. country. there haa 
been a growing unemployment in the last few decades, among the village artisans. generally, : 
and.thess cl&88ell resorted to weaving as the easiest alternative occupation .. Agricultur&llabour 
also became unsteady owing to the break-up of the old system' of tillage (e.g., Pannai in Bouth, 
India), and this has infiuenced especially the labouring classes in taking weaving_ In Malabar .. 
where the influx of new blppd is most noticeable, it was la.rgely due'.1:o the disinclination on the
part of the Salis to adjust themselves to changing conditions, and others ·more enterprising 
than they found their opportunity in this and got trained in the weaving 1carkhanaa set up by 
the Basel Mission at Callout, Cannanore and Mangalore_ In some other places; the influX of 
new castes was due to the infiuence of the textile schools which·impa.rted instruction in weaving 
to all irrespective of caste !estrictions, and it has been found that in most parts of India the· 
Itudents ofeuchschools are drawn mostly from non-weaving' casteS. 'In'the'South, themie-' 
lionary bodies which conduct some of the schools have been drawing members of the depressed 
classes into weaving, and this change appealed to those people aa it meant better earnings and 
a weloome rise in social status. l It is, however, incorrect to suppose that the new entrants have 
all been ofthe backward or poorer c1asses_ On the other hand. there is ample evidence to show 
that a fair proportion of them Were of the upper classes including Brahmins and Kshatriyas_) 

In Madras, many GounderB, Vanniakula Kshatriyas, Panda.rams, Padayachis, Lingayats, 
MoopanlLrs, Naidus, &eddie and Vellalas have taken up weaving, mostly in the Central Dis
tricts. <:.on the Malabar coast, the new entrants are mostly'7Thiyas, Ezhavas and Nadirs;' 
a few Naira and Indian Christians have also taken it up~ In Bengal, not only agricultural (lastesl 
like Mahisas but Kayasthas, Vaidyas and Brahmins-.bave taken up hand-weaving. In the 
Punjab also there are to.day a good few high caste Hindu weavers. The ~at majority of 
these new entrants are, however, backward classes (scheduled castes). The ".oheda of the 
Maharashtra country and the Kurubars of Mysore and Ceded Districts and the Adi
Dravidas of South India have always been doing spinning and some kind of rough weaving 
(blankets; etc.), but latterly they have taken more keenly, to weaving, largely beoause 
agricultural employment has become more unsteady and irregu1ar. 

-The entry of outsiders h84, on the wh~le, benefited the handloom industry. For instance. 
the comparative suocess of the industry in Malabar and South Canara is due almost entirely 
to the new classes that took up weaving.· Being free from the long-standing prejudices to which 
the weaving castes are subject, they were able to introduce improvements and they took readily 
to the karkha1UJ system. The enterprising new-comers of Ichalkaranji have gone a step further. 
and by introducing the powerloom ~hey have made that little town a busy hive of industry. 

CtJIlte Splll:iaUZ4tion.-~other interesting feature, noted iIf Chapter IV, is the specializa
tion of castes in different types of cloth production. In the order of precedence for cloth, silk 
comes first, and then follows cotton, graded aocording to counts of yarn. Silk weaving has 
been largely in the hands of the Sourashtras in Seuthem India. Devangas are said to have 
also woven silk, and still some of them weave silk but they now handle mostly cotton of higher 
rounts. Among Salls, Pattusalis wove silk; Padmasalis generally wove high and medium count 
cotton, but in some places they have come to weave mixed cotton and silk. Medium and lower 
counts of cotton yam formed the sphere of the Kaikolars (Sengundars), and they shared with 
the Muslims in Southern India the weaving of dhotis and lungis: - Adi-Andhra and Adi-Dravida 
weavers handled the lowest counts and made rough cloths. Such division of labour, however., 
has lately been falling into desuetude. . 

A similar specialization is also seen in individual centres where the different weaving castes 
dwell in adjacent wards. In Burhanpur, the Hindu weavers made silk border saris and Muslims 
specialised in phetas and pagris (turban cloth). In Salem, took up weaving in. suoh large 
n~mbers that today they form the great majority o~ the weavers in most of the northern Pro- , 
ytnoes and States. L According to Taylor, when, owmg to a large export demand, the cotton 
ll.ldustry was flounshing in the 18th century, a certain number of Kayasthas in Bengal and 
81milar castes elsewhere took up hand-weaving either as part-twe I)r as full-time occupation 
and thus many of them h,ve continued to pursue this occupation. Even after hand-weaving J 
fell on evil days, the infiux of ontsiders did not cease, because although the industry was not 
prosperous it offered better chances than certain other more precarious occupations. Through
out the oountry there has been a growing unemployment in tbe last few decades, among the 
village artisans generally, and these classes resorted to weaving as· the easiest alternative occu
p .. tion. Agricultural labour also became unsteady owing to the break-up of the old system 
of tilla~e (e.g.! Pannai. in South India), and ,this. has influenced eBp';cially the labouring 
classes m taking weavmg. In Malabar, where the influx of new blood 18 most noticeable it 
was ':a~gely due to the disinclination .o~ the p .. rt of the Salis to adjust themselves to chang'ing 
oo~ditl(~ns, and ot~ers more enterpnsmg than they found their opportunity in this and got 
tramed m the weavmg 1carkllanaa set up by the Basel Mission at Calicut, Cannanore and Manga
Jore. Ia IOmG Gtilw places, the iafhu: of neW castes was dw to the influence of the textile 8cho~18 
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whlch'Imparted instruction in weaving to all irrespective of castes restrictions, and it has been 
found that in most. parts of India the students of such schools are drawn mostly from nOD' 
weaving castes. In the South, the missionary bodies which conduct some of the schools have 
been drawing Sourashtras weave high class silk saris, Devangas and Salis colollred goods in 
cotton (saris, etc.), and t.he Kaikolars grey and bleached goods (dhotis, towels and dupattas). 
A 'similar scheme is -also observable in Conjeeval'Bm where also various castes occupy distinct. 
looalitie@ in the town. ' 

. In this elaborate division of labour, there is a place also for those oastes specialising in 
. certain preparatory and connected processes. In Dhulia, the Muslims did sizing and the 
Hindus weaving. In certain large centres (e.g •• Surat, Salem. Madura) sizing is by itself an 
important industry and employs many workers. In some places sizing is done by people of 
the weaving caste; elsewhere new entrants like Dheds (e.g., in Baroda) do the sizing. In certain 
parts of Madras Province, there is a section of Muslims specialising in heald.knitting and reed 
making. Dyeing and bleaching are done by special classes of people in some places, and they 
were formerly more numerous. Thllll(Jhe handloom weaving induB~ry in this country is based 
on an intfograt,ion of many castes, involving a great deal of specialiZation and, co-operation) 
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APPENDIX XXVI. 

Hand-spun Yarn. 

Rand-spinning in India has been a very ancient occupation and has provided employ
ment to millions of spinners, whether working whole-time or part-~ime. The decay of hand. 
spinning in the 19th century probably involved the unemployment and consequent destitu
tion of these spinners. Fortunately, some of them found an opportunit,y to turn to the weav
ing of mill.spun yarn which was available in: larger and larger quantities and which it hecame 
Bufficiently profitable to utilize. Thus, though, there is no doubt about the great volume of 
production of hand-spun yam in former times, we are not sure that hand-spun yam produc
tion is being carried on to any large extent at present. In recent years, owing to the impetus 
given by the Congress to hand-spinning in some directions, probably there has Qeen an increase 
,in the quantities produoed; however, the general trend has been a declining one, so that 1'V8 
cannot claim that there is taking place any net increase in production from year to year. 'IS'o 
far as the hand-spun yarn production under the auspices of the All-India Spinners' Association 
is eonoerned, the peak year has been the year of the non-eo-operation movement, viz., 1930-33, 
and sinoe then there has been a decline. From all accounts, it appears that the new hand
spinning movement has touched only a small proportion of the spinners in the country. _ 

Producticm oj hand-8pun yam.-Mr. Arno Pearse in his Ootton Industry of India, quotes 
an estimate of 50 million spinning wheels in India, each producing 48 Ibs. of yam per annum. 
On the other hand, Messrs. Puntambekar and Varadachari in their Hand-8pinning and Hand
weamng, put down the figure at 5 million wheels. Mr. M. P. Gandhi, in his book, How to com
pue wit" Foreign Olot", regards 25 Ibs. per annum as a moderate estimate for the outtum of 
yarn per wheel, but considers that 12 Ibs. would be the lowest limit, in view of the fact that 
the spinning wheels were not working regularly. Accordingly, whereas Mr. Pearse's estimate 
would give an impossible total of 2,400 million lbs. of yarn (i.e., nearly double the quantity 
produced by mills in India), Mr. Gandhi's estimate would be somewhere between 125 and 60 
million Ibs. Actually, Mr. Gandhi accepts the latter figure as a minimum proposition. The 
Tariff Board in their Report on the Cotton Textile Industry (1932) (paragraph 161) quote a 
Mysore Report on the progress of hand-spinning in the State as stating that 1,800 spinners 
produced nearly 37,000 Ibs. in a year or about 20 lbs. per annum. They, therefore, accept. 
25 lbs. of yarn per annum (Mr. Gandhi's estimate) per weaver as correct. However, in their 
final estimate, the,. take the ,NI-India Spinners' Association's average yarn production of 4·8 
million Ibs. pt'r annum and multiply this by 5, on the assumption that the total production for 
the country was to the A. I. S. A. production as 5 : I, which w,.. the ratio for the Punjab. Thus, 
the Tariff Board IIrrived a. an estimate of 24 million Ibs. However as stated by us in 
Chapter V, paragraph 89, the Secretary of the All-India Spinners' Association has now given a 
ratio of 3: I as tbings atand at present, which leads ,us to a figure of 9·2 million lbs. only •. It 
appears that both the Tariff Board's and the All-India Spinners' Association's figures are 
underestimates, in view of the detailed estimates of consUIJlption of hand-spun yarn made below. 

In Chapter V, (paragraph 89), we have given the figure 54·4 million Ibs. as our estimate of 
the total yarn consumed in the handloom industry. This figlll'e is based upon the Provincial 
and State estimates given in Table XLIII and has been independently checked by us. I~ 

• appears to us that 54·4 million Ibs. is a figure which is mu~h nearer the truth than some of the 
earlier estimates. Of course, consumption of yarn by the handloom is not, the same thing as 
its production. In fact, total production of yarn· is bound to be somewhat greater; for there 
are several other minor uses for hand-spun yarn which must be taken into account. Hand
spun yarn is produced not only on charkkas, for which we have given an estimate in paragraph 
89, but also on small taklis (spindles) by numberless beggars, for which no data of any kind 
are available. It will not, however, be incorrect to assume that in addition to the 60 million 
Ibs. of hand-spun yarn produced on ckarkhas, another 10 per oont. is produced on taklis, making 
a total of 66 million Ibs. 

Ocmsumption of hand-spun cotton yam.-Quite a considerable quantity of hand-spun yarn 
is used for domestic purposes by all castes in India. For instance, the sacred thread is worn' 
by the Brahmins, ~.hatriyas, Vaishyas and many other castes like the Devangas and Senguntha· 
1I1udaiiar weavers, carpenters, yogis, Lingayaths, etc. On ceremonial o~casions like marriage 
"panayana, anna.1'rasa,!a, sraddhas and differen~ pujll;s, a substantial quantity of hand-spu';' • 
yarn is used by the Hmdus. Hand-spun yarn IS agam very largely consumed by the people 
for purposes such as mangalsutrams, armlets, charms, kavachas, etc., round the neck arms 
and waistlj. We make a rough estimate for these various categories on the bases of d~ta ob. 
taioed by us through enquiries in different Provinces: (a) Racred thread: About i oz. of cotton· 
yarn of 9 yards eonsisting of 3 strands are twisted together in each thread, and on the average 
three such threads are used every year, by male persons belonging to castes permitted to wear 
.acred threads. This means that each wearet: uses 1 oz. per annum. Total Brahmin males' 
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according to the Census of 1931 were 8'02 millions. We deduct 23 per cent. from this figure 
for boys up to 10 years,arriving at 6 million Brahmin wearers. We assume that 80 per cent. 
of these wear sacred threads. Ifence the total consumption of Brahmin wearers comllil to 
3 millions. Among" inferior castes," who may be assumed to be wearing threads, there are 
85·6 million males. De.ducting 25 p~r cent. for boys under 10, we arrive at a figure of 64·2 

'millions for these castes. We assume that 25 per cent. of these, i.e., 16 millions actually wear 
the sacred thread, which gives a consumption of I' million Ibs. Thus the total consumption 
on account of the sacred thread may be said to amount to 1·3 million Ibs. (b) Hand-spun yarn 

..is Used on ceremonial occasions such as marriages, upanayana, 81'addha, puja, 81'avani, etc. 
Nearly 1 oz. per head can be said to he the consumption. Under this we assume a further 
consumption of equal amount for the 22 million Brahmins and non-Brahmins using threads, 
on this aocount. This gives another 1·3 million Ibs. (e) A large quantity of hand-spun ya.m 
is used for mangalButrams by Hindu women, and for kavachaa, armlcts, and charms by Hindu 
and Muslim alike. 'The average per capif4 consumption is' reported to be 2 oz. per wearer and 
we assume that 10 per cent. of the total population is still keeping up the peculiarity. This 
gives -us about 3·6 million Ibs. for the present population. (d) We further assume .that another 
4 million lbe. of hand-spun yam ia used for sundry domestic purposes. Thus the total consump
ti~n, on account of the above 4 categorif'S amounts to 1'3+1·3+3·6+4'0=10·2 million lbs. 

,'Jf we add our own estimate of 5l'4 million lbe. of the yam consumed by the handloom industry 
to this figure, it would appear that the total consumption under all heads would come to 64·6 

·million lbe. This figure is not far from the estimated total produotion of hand-spun yarn of 
66 million lbs. 

• The cosl oj laa'lld-spun yam.-The following table has been extTacted from a book entitled 
~. Elementary Guide to Hand-spinning" by Mr. Dilkush B. Divanji, published by the Ville 
Parle lQladi Mandir in June 1941. TJ:ie table gives an approximate idea of the cost of hand
spun yarn. A comparison of the price per lb. of band-spun yarn with that of mill-spun yam 
will show that the former is nearly 3 to 4 times the latter. 

TABLB XLIX.~OBt oj laand-spun yam pu lb. Ji:ud by Gujual Charklaa Sanglaa. 

Cost of] lb. J..abour eharges Total hand-spun 
Counts. of cotton for yarn cost 

'slivep. hand-spinning. per lb. 

1 2 3 4 . , 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A."P. 
. 

Rs. A. P_ 

6s · 0 8 0 0 4 0 o 12 0 
89 · · 0 8 0 0 Ii 6 o 13 6 

lOa · · 0 8 0 0 7 0 o 15 0 
12a · · · 0 8 0 0 9 0 1 1 0 
148 · · 0 8 0 011 0 1 3 0 
169 · o 10 0 o 13 0 1 7 0 
IS. · · o 10 0 o 15 0 1 9 0 
208 · · · o 10 0 1 1 6 1 11 6 
228 · · o 10 0 1 4 0 la 0 
248 o 10 0 1 6 6 2 0 6 
1168 · · · o 10 0 1 9 9 2 3 9 
28a o 10 0 1 12 0 2 6 0 
30a · · · o 10 0 1 15 0 2 9 0 
32a · · · o 10 0 2 2 0 2 12 0 
348 o 10 0 2 5 6 2 15 6 
368 · · · o 10 0 2 9 0 3 3 0 
38s · 010 0 2 12 6 3 6 6 

'40a o 10 0 3 0 0 3 10 0 

, N.B.-WhiJe working out the cost of cotton sliver, allowance is made f~r loss in carding 
and spinning in the above table. 

The average production of hand-spun yam of 129, all given by Mr. Narayana Murti of 
the Andbra branch of the A. I. S. A. is 3 hanks per day of 8 bours per spinner. It is said that 
one sq. yard of khadi dot-h of 128 would require 4 hanks and the daily output of a loom is II sq. 
yards .. In other words, 124 hanks ,of 128 would be necessary for a day's oonsumption por loom 
or 8 jip1nnerB are require<! per loo~ , ' , .' , '. . 
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APPENDIX XXVII. 

Number of Lpoms and Weavers according to Districts and Oentres. 
NOT. I.-The totals of the district ligures do not in all cases agree with the Provincial 

figure because revised liguree have been give!l for ~ome~vinces while for some others ~e 
district ligures refer to some previous dates. . 

NOTB 2.-The ligures for the centres in Madrns refer to cotton lo?ms only. 

Province or State District e.nd centre. Number of Number of 
looms. weavers. 

--
AssAI( PBOVUl'OB-

) 

~. 

Goalpara District · · · · · 48,586 48,586 

Kamrup District · · · · 120,564 120,564 

D&1Tang District · ... · · 42,424 42,424 

Nowgong District · · · · 47,353 47,353 

Bibsagar District · · · 68,808 68,808 

Lakhimpur District · · · · · · 29,832 29,832 

Garo Hills District · · · · · 6,100 6,uio 

. Cachar District • · · · · · · 11,759 11,759 

Bylhet District • · · · · · 7,185 7,185 

Khasi and J a.intia Hills District · · · 4,211 4,211 
~;.~ 

Naga Hills District · · · · ., · . 32,974 32,974 . 
Lushai Hills District • · · · · · 225 225 

BENGAL PBoVUl'OB-

Daa:aDi~ · · · · · · 33,186 . 75,128 

- Mymensingh District • · · · · · · 8,892 22,905 

Dacca District . · · · · · · 12,946 36,491 

Faridpur District · · .' · · · 6,203 9,966 

Bakarganj District · · · '. · 5,145 5,766 

CAuiagung Di~ 

Tippera District · · · · · · 8,527 13,233 

N oakhali District · · · , 7,199 8,196 

Chittagong District · · · · · 7,404 3,li83 

RajsAaAi Diflisimt-

Bogra District · · · · · · 1,243 '. 2,203 . 
Darjeeling District · · · · · .170 354 

,. 
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Number of Looms and Weavers acCording to Districts and Centres-contcl. 

Province or State District and Centre. Number of Number of 
looms. weavers. 

-

BENGAL PRoVINCE-COntd. 
Raj8hahi DiviBion-contd. 

Dinajpur District · · · · · 7,737 10,290 

J alpaiguri District · .' · · 1,216 555 

MaIda District · · · 1,568 861 

Pabna District . · · · · · 6,663 13,241 
-

:R",ngpur District · · · · · · 695 2,150 

Rajshahi District · · · · · . .. 2,542 

B',rdwan Dit-iBion · · · 31,594 36,161 

Burdwan District · · 3,432 2,861 

Birbhum District · · 3.649 5,521 

Bankura District · · 6,142 7,031 

Midnapore District 8,647 9,342 

Booghly District · · 5,879 9,769 

Bowrah District 3,845 1,625 

Presidency Di"iBion 19,009 28,012 

24-Parganas 1,461 '7,144 

Calcutta District · · .. .. 
Nadia District 3,654 9,996 

Murshidabad District 5,618 4,409 

J easore District 5,357 4,092 

Khulna District · · 2,919 2,371 

BmAR PROVINCE-
Patna District · 2,587 2,482 

Gaya District · 6,869 6,832 

Shahabad District · · 3,703 3,691 

Saran District · · 2,029 2,023 

Cha.mparan District 705 '705 

Muzaffarpur District · 3,368 3,402 

Darbhanga District · · · '7,345 7,343 

Bhagalpur District · · 5,985 5,975 
-
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APPENDIX XXVII--contcl. 

Number of Looms and Weavers according to Districts ani! Oen(reg--contd. 

Province or State District and Centre. 

BIHAR PROVINO~. 

Monghyr District 

Pumea District 

Santal Parganas District 

Hazaribagh District 

Ranchi District 

Palamau District 

Manbhum District 

Singhbhum Dilltrict 

BOMBAY PROVINOE--

East Khandesh District 

Nashirabad 

• Satara District 

Ahmednagar District 

Ahmednagar 

Pathardi • 

Sholapur District • 

Shoillpur • 

N aaik District 

Malegaon • 

- Yeola. 

Poona District 

Poona. 

West Khandesh District 

Bijapur District 

Guledgud. 

Bagalkot 

Ilkal 

KaIUU'1L District 

Ratnll.giri DistriCt 

Number of 
looms. 

2,4'54 

2,634 

14,988 

6,455 

12,026 

3,057 

9,188 

4,818 

4,600 

800 

2,100 

7,500 

2,500 

600 

- 14,500 

7,000 

9,500 

4,000 " 

2,000 .; 

4,500 

1,500 

2,000 

18,000 

4,000 

500 

3,000 

150 

900 

Number of 
weavers.-

2,433 

2;717 

12,025 

6,454 

12,099 

3,077 

8,169 

4,410 

/ 
/' 
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ApPENinx· XXVli-contd. 

Number of Looms and Weavers according to Districts and Oentres-contd. 

Provinoe or State District and Centre. 

BOMBAY PBOVINcB-mntd. 

Kolaba District 

Belgawn Distriot • 

Belgaum , 

Gokak 

Dharwar Distriot , 

Gadag 

Hubli 

ltanibennur 

.' 

Broaoh and Panoh M8.haJs Distriot8 

Broaoh 

Thana Distriot 

Bhivandi • 

Kaira Distriot 

Ahmedabad Distriot 

Ahmedabad 

Dholka 

Burat Distriot 

Burat . 
I 

CUTBAL l'BOVINoBS UD BBBU-

.tNagpur Distriot 

·Nagpur. 

Khapa 

Kamptee , 

Umrer 

Bhiwapur " 
V"Wardha Distrlot • 

V Chanda Diatriot 

Chanda 

Armon '. 
.. 

• 

Number of 
looms. 

150 

7,500 

800 

800 

16,500 

3,000 

3,500 

2,000 

500 

400 

2,200 

500 

2,000 

3,500 

750 

500 

,,500 

700 

13,5~7 

5,156 

829 

831 

1,795 

458 

837 

7,903 

1.0;l3 

426 

Number of 
weavers. ' 

13,587 

837 

7,903 

... 
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NumiJer oj Looms and Weavers accolding to Districts and Centres~ontd.: 

Province or State District e.nd Centre. 

Chhindwaree District 

v Bbandara District' 

Betul Distriot 

Jubbulpore Distriot 

Saugor District 

MIw.dIa District • 

H08baugabad District • 

Nimar District 

Burlumpur 

Raipur District 

Bi1aspur District 

Drug District 

Bala.gbat District • 

... Amraoti District 

ElIiobpur 

v Akola District 

... Yeotma.l District· • 

." Buldana District • 

MAna.u PBo~o~ 

Vizagapatam District • 

Porui1l1'\J • 

Nellimarlu 

Eaat Godavari Distriot 

Rajahmundry • 

Morl 

Ped.dapuram 

W6I'lt. Godavari District. 

Ellore • 

• 

Number of Number of 
looms. weavers. 

6,766 8,766 

6,774 6,774 

1,888 1,888 

799 "799 

2,129 2,1211 

1,968 '1,968 

2,238 B,238 

1,548 '1,648 

1,276 

8,116 • 8,116 

6,112 6,i12 

4,667 ',667 

... :no 4,370 

2,002 2,002 

989 

669 669 

8O~' 809 

1,176 ·1,176 

15,803 

220 

313 

13,On 

400 
~ 

610 

1,800 

2,000 

',633 

2,000 
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,APPENDIX XXVII-contd. 

Number of Looms and Weavers according to Districts and Centres-,-contd. 

Province or State District and Centre. 

MADRAS PRoVINo~ntd. 

Velpuru • 

Klstna District 

Pedana 

Masulipatam 

Guntur District 

Chirala 

Perala 

Vetapalem 

Pandilla palli 

Mangalagiri 

• Nellore District 

Cuddapah District 

Dommaranandyala 

J amlD:a1amadugu 

Prodattur 

Pullampet 

Kumoo! District 

Kodumur!1 

Bellary District 

Moni 

KQSigi " 
Yemmigannur 

Anantapur Distriot 

Tadpatri • 

Ur~vakonda " 

MadJ:as District,,. 

Ching\eput Distriot 

Sa4dapet 
,. .. 

." 
'. ' 

• 

Number of 
looms. 

555 

5,892 

1,500 

400 

20,002 

1,300 

1,200 

1,000 

5.10 

2,000 

11,6.91 

11,898 

587 

2,5.10 

1,5.00 

1,000 

12,686 

2,000 

13,50Q 

7,280 

1,1.12 

1,388 

10,687 

1,000 

2,100 

1,791 

16,600 

3,000 

1,500' 

Number of 
weavers. 

.. 

... 
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APPENDIX XXVII--conttl • 

. Number of Looms and Weavers according to Districts and Centres-contd. 

Province or State District And Centre. 

Conjeevaram 

Chittoor District 

Narayanavaram 

Kalahaati • 

Podathurpeta 

North . .Arcot District, 

GucUyattam 

Pan,apakkam 

Salem District 

, Tiruchengode 

KumarapaJayam 

, Raaipuram 

Namakkal 

, Salem 

CoiDlbatcre District 

Bhavani • 

Coimbatcre 

Kavandapadi 

Elooth Arcot District 

ChillIl&8alem 

Ta.njore District 

Triehinopoly District' 

. Jayankondam • 

Madura District • 

'Madura • 

Ramnad District • 

, Arnpukcttai 

Paramakudi 

.. 
1 

. . .. 

Number of 
looms. 

2,500 

7,853 

1,310 

900 

900 

23,334 

!.Q50 

1,410 

36,MO 

1,600 

1,3QO 

2,400 

6,835 

23,415 

2,800 

2,840 

6,000 

11,028 

400 

10,161 

. 8,40'l 

!.O,OOO 

7,722 

6,580. 

18,167 

!.-~,OOO 

. 3,000 

Number of 
weavers. 

.. . 

'-
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APPENDIX XXVU-contd, 

Number of Looms and Weavers according to Districts and Oentres-contd. 

Province or State District and Centre. Number of Number of 
looms. weavers. 

MADBAS PBOVINCE-:(;01Icld. 

Tinnevelly District · · · 17,013 .. 
Tenkasi , . · · · · · · 2,450 .. 
Ambasamudram · · · 1,400 .. 
Melapalsyam · ·4,500 .. 
Kalladaikurchi • · " 1,050 .. .. 

. Malabar District . · · · · · 14,857 .. 
Cherakkal (Taluk) including Cannanore town · · · ·10,000 .. 

Callout . . · · · MIl ,,' 

South Kanara District , · , · 1,586 ,-
ORISSA PRoVINOE-

Cuttack District 
I 13,887 49,468 · · · · , · 

Purl District · • · · 4,096 12,540 

Balssore District · · · · 6,509 33,417 

Sambalpur District · , · · · ·12,530 41.629 

Ganjam District · · , · " · '1.660 18,756 

Koraput Distriot · · · · · · 6,625 12,830: 

Pl1lIJAB PRoVINCE-

Hissar Distrid · · · · · · 3,673 3,746 

Rohtak Distri'" · , , · · · , 3,658 3,795 

Gurgaou District , , , , · · , , 2,700 2,636 

Kamal District , , · , , , 3,059 3,419 

Ambala District; · · · , , · , 6,262 6,821 

Simla District . , , , · , , · , '11 95 

Kangra District , · · · · .. , 4,692 6,2!3 

Hoshiarpur District · , · · · , · ·13,954 If,61' 
I 

J'ulluitdur District · · · · · · ,11,347 12,589 

Ludhiana , ' . · · · · · · 6,910 6,716 

Ferozepore District .. · · · · · , 6,095 8,573 

Lahore Distriot · 8,507 i 8,868 , · · · · · · 
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APPENDIX XXVII-oontd. 

Number of Loom, and Weaver, according to DistMcts and Cmtres-contd. 

Province or State District &nd Centre. 

Amritoar District • 

Gurdaapur District 

, RiaJkot District 

Gujranwala District 

Sheikhupur& Distdct 

Gujrat District 

Shahpur District • 

Jhelum District 

Rawalpindi District 

Attock District 

Mianwali Distriot • 

Montgomery District 

Lyallpur District • 

Jhang District 

" 

Multan District 

MuzalTargarh District 

Dera G hazi Khan District 

IfD PBOVllfCB-

Hyderabad District 

Hala 

Nasarpur • 

l!arachi Distriot 

Karachi , 

luk.kur Distriot 

Lakhi 

Pir.jo-goth 

,arkana District 

harparkar District 

anll District 

, , 

Number of 
looms. 

8,714 

8,922 

10,296 

6,434 

4,480 

8,366 

6,828 

4,845 

2,969 

6,929 

2,'715 

5,249 . 

7,043 

7,074 

8,935 

4,846 

2,912 

1,050 

500 

300 

357 

300 

1,315 

300 

400 

75 

997 

25 

Number of 
weavers. 

11,141 

9,062 

10,666-

6,532 

4,725 

8,549 

7,031 

5,058 

3,063 

7,379 

2,932 

8,479 

7,16() 

6,162 

11,086 

4,92& 

2,958 

1,362 

600 

400 

395 

337 

1,705 

S6Q. 

390 

77 

997 

29 

x2 
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APPENDIX XXVII-contcl.' 

Number of L~oms and Weavers acCording to Districts and Centres-contd. 

Province or State District and Centre. 

SIND PRoVINc:m--contd. 

Upper Sind Frontier Distriot . 

Nawabshah District 

UNITED PROVINCES-

Bohilkhand Division-

Bareilly Distric,t 

Budaun District 

Shahjehanpur District 

Bijnor Distrlot • 

Moradabad Distriot 

Pilibhit 

.A llaTaabad Division-

Farukhabad Distriot 

Etawah Distriot 

Cawnpore Distriot 

Fetehpur District 

Allahabad Distriot 

gumaun Division.-

Nainital Distriot 

Almora Distriot 

Garhwal Distriot 

M eeru' Division.-

Dehra Dun District 

Saharan pur District 

Muzaffemagar Distriot 

Meerut District. 

Bulandshahr Distriot • 

.Agra Division

Aligarh Distriot 

Agra Distriot 

Number of 
looms. 

,4 

3,681 

4,075 

2,788 

9,668 

9,380 

1,483 

2,000 

2,368 

8,351 

1,175 

2,380 

361 

396 

262 

80 

4,500 

4,682 

6,478 

6,877 

6,281 

4,924 

Number of 
weavers. 

4, 

13,591 

15,999 

8,968 

32,087 

33,866 

4,121 

6,978 

9,114 

9,129 

3,245 

9,482 

1,717, 

l'30~ 
778 

I 
276i 

I 
17,98~ 

I 
18,307j 

22,97:Ji 
I 

21,63j 

15,86fl, 

16;9111,1 
\ 
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APPENDIX XXVII--conld. 

Number oj Looms and Weavers according to DisWictB and Centres--contd: 

Province or State District and Centre. 

UlilTIID l'RovlNclIs-contd • 
.4gra DiviBiOll-contd. 

, Muttra District 

Mainpuri District 

Etah District 

RenaTe, Division--

Benarea District 

Benarel City 

Mirzapur District 

Jaunpur District 

Ghazipur District 

Ballia District • 

Oorakhpur Division

Gorakhpur Distriot 

Basti District • 

Azamgarh District 

Fyzabad Division

Fyzabad District 

Gonda DiStrict • 

Bahraich District 

Sultanpm. District 

Parts pgarh District 

Barabanki District 

JhanBi Division

B4nda District • 

Hamirpur District 

Jhansi District. 

J alaun District • 

l.uc1cnow Division
Lucknow District 

Unao Distriot • -Ii . 

Number of 
looms. 

1,870 

1,720 

2,306 

55,475 

25,000 

17,465 

1,841 

2,966 

1,380 

1,841 

3,061 

14,225 

5,703 

962 

136, 

1,052 

2,317 

5,689 

3,198 

2,356 

7,450 

6,218 

473 

1,403 

Number of 
weavers. 

06,593 

6,536 

8,586 

168,658 

70,562 

5,95G 

6,927 

8,352 

5,955 

9,022 

89,890 

28,688 

2,928 

776 

2,262 

8,317 

23,628 

8,626 

6,656 

16,111 

15,830 

1,089 

3,659 
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. APPENDIX XXVII-contd. 

Number oj Looms and Weavers according to Districts and Centres-contd. 

Province or State District and Centre. 

UNITED PBOVlNOES-eoncld. 

Lucknow Divisioo-contd. 

Rai Bareli District 

Sitapur Distriot 

Hardoi Distriot • 

Lakhimpur pistriot 

BUODA STATB 

Patan 

Amreli 

Gandevi 
f 

Novasari 

COORD! STATE 

Kutbampilly 

Cll.ittoor • 

Tathama.ngalam 

GwA.Ll'OB STAT. 

HYDEBABAD (:QECCAN) STATlI

Atraf-i-ba.lda District 

Warangal District 

Karimnagar District 

Adilabad District. 

lIeda.k Distriot 

Nizlldllabad District 

MUbubana.gar Distriot • 

Nalgonda Distriot 

Aura.ngabad pistrict 

Bir District • 

N ander District 

Pa.rbhani District. 

Gulberga Di.trint • 

Osmanabad District; 

Number of 
looms. 

1,105 

5,710 

2,947 

1,558 

10,219 

627 

110 

475 

332 

3,158 

800 

} 1,240 

6,000 

8,000 

6,20() 

20,200 

6,000 

12,500 

6,900 

9,000 

11,700 

1,700 

1,600 

2,600 

2,200 

12,900 

800 

Number of 
weavers. 

5,017 

15,741 

6,956 

4,181 i 

5,460 ; 

5,8241 
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APPENDIX XXVII~:' 

Number of Lo&rM and Weaversd.ccording 'to Districts and OentrU:-:Contd, 

Province ()r State District and Centre. 

HYDERARAD (DBOcAN) STATB---Conltl. 

Raichur Distriot 

Bidar Distriot 

INDOB. STATB 

Maheshwar 

Snnel , 

" 

JA.J06.TI AlIID KAsIDIIB STAT_ 

Anantnag District 

Baramulla District 

Muzefferabad District 

Jammu District • 

Udhampur District 

Kathua District 

Mirpur Distriot 

Reasi District 

.. 

" 

KOLBAPTIB AlIID DECCAN STATES 

Kolbapur 

Ramdurg 

Mudhol 

Janjira 

Jamkhandi • 

Savanar 

S&ngIi , 

Icha.lkaranji 

Miraj (Senior) 

Phaltan 

Bhor , 

Akalkot 

A.undh 

Jath , 

" 

Number of 
looms. 

8,100 

3,100 

1,002 

5,500 

3,500 

3,000 

2,577 

3~l1g 

2,189' 

,. 2,244 

1,472 

14,995 

1,200 

3,900 

1,800 

70 

1,108 

1411 

1,850 

29:1 

1,000 

131 

22 
t 

575 

376 

22 

Number of 
weavers. 

i,385 

476 

5,500 

3,500 

3,000 

2,200 

2,600 

1,800 

i,94i 

12,891 

2,500 

2,500 

1,800 

105 

'4,041 

11 

2,829 

1,428 

1,200 

137 

20 

575 

500 

60 
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APPENDIX XXVII--concld. 

Number oj Looms ana Weavers according. to Districts and Centres-eoncld . 
• 

Province or State District and Centre. Number of Number of 
100mB. weavers. 

MYSOBB STATB-

Bangalore Distriot · ~ · · · · · 11,630 11,630 

Mandya Distriot · · .. · · · · · 3,600 3,600 

My80re Distriot · · · · · · · · 2,850 2,860 

Hassan Distriot '. · · - · · · · 3,100 3,100 

Kadur Distriot · · · · · · · · 320 320 

Shillloga District · · · · · · · 300 300 

Chitaldrug Distriot ~ · · · · · · 5,700 15,700 

Twnkur District · · · · · · · · 15,750 5,750 

Kolar Distriot · · · · · · ~ · 3,750 3,750 

TBAVANCOBB STATB · · · · · · · 19,000 19,000 

Trivandrum Division · · · · · · · 15,500 15,500 

Qnilon Division · · · · · · · • 2,~ 2,000 

Kottayam Division · '. · .~ · · · 1,500 1,500 
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Cost of production of Handloom fabrics., 



APP1I:NDICEI!I. 

Province or State. Arllcle. 

Central Provinces and Berar • Plain Chaddar 

Madras Kailia 

Ditto Real Madras Handkerchief 

Punj&b Kh&ddar 

GW&U~ Dogha . 
lI&draa S&r&m 

.;, :Bomboy Bijapor oari 

J Ditto Belg&om 8&ri 

lIadr ... Towel. 

Dlttl\ Sari. (m .• Ilk &nd cotton) 

:Baroda \ Kholi& (oaed for beda) 

lIysora, Sari (cotton and art. silk) • 

Savanll1 Sari 

..... II!- Check Table cloth 

Dltte Screen 

Dltt~ Check .hlrtlng 

Central ,Provlneetl and Berar Purdah 

Punly' Curtain cloth 

Centra, Prevlnce. and Berar Lungl (chec.kJ.. __ ._~ 
----~- --.-

~..v Bombay Malegoon oari 

, \V" Ichalk&r&njl Sari 

~ Bombay Nagarl Sari 

11 nlted Provlneea . Shirtings 

v1l aroda Dhotl (Bilk border) 

)I)'oore Dhotl 

".v :Bomboy , Khans 

Bengal Sari 

Ditto Lung! 

~ 
..,. Central Province. and Berar • )lerceriaed and m .• i1k oarl 

10V Ditto • • t-Plain border _I 

Madr ... . Cotton_I 

Ditto , Shirtings . " 
Ditto Angavutram. 

APPENDIX 

Cost of production of 
(Based upon material supplied in Table 

Dimensions. 

s 

36"x71yda. 

29"x40" 
(8 bits). 

30" x 36" 
(8 bits). 

27"x20 yd •• 

29"x12ycilt. 

44" x 40" 
(8 bits) . 

42" x 7 yda. 

42"x6t yda. 

27· x 54-

45"x8yda. 

42"x18yda. 

40" x8yds. 

4S"xSydS. 

48" x 48" 

Wx1yd. 

84"x1yd. 

M"x 7i ft. 

S6"x1t yda. 

~")(_21J~~ 
4S"x8yda. 

&O"x9yda. 

42"x7Iyda. 

SS"x12yd •. 

46' x25yda. 

52"x4yda. 

80"x21yda. 

46"x& ),da. 

""x21yd •• 

60"x81yda. 

39"x8yda. 

""x8yda. 

54" x 12 yd •. 

86"x 20 yd •. 

Counts of 
warp and 

wert. 

8ta x 8la 

9t.x 13t. 

9lax 19. 

1018x 1Ql. 

100 x lOt. 

1218 X 200 

200 x20s 

200 x 200 

200 x 200 

200 x24a 

200 x 200 

200 x 200 

200 x 200 

2/20& x 2/20& 

2/200 x 2/200 

2/200 x 2/200 

2Ol.x 20t. 

20lax2Ql. 

248 xll,! __ 

248 xl6B . 

25. x2S. 

40s x 200 

300 ?<400 

80s x 400 

SOB X 800 

328 x 828 

400 x 400 

400 x 400 

40. x400 
2/84 art. Bilk • 

40s x 400 

40s x 40. 

400 x 400 

400 x 28. 

Weight. 

& 

2 lb •. 7t oa. 

1 lb. 8 08. 

lIb. Uoa. 

II lbo. ~ 

S Jbs. ~ 

lIb. Uo8. 

2 lb •. -
lllb •. 15 os. 

601. -
Illb •• -
8Ibo._ 

96 tow. -. 
41bo. --
121bL ~ 

o lbo. _ 

5ios. ~ 

11b.8 os. 

61 os. -
-L'!".':- . 

1 lb. 7 os. 

111bo. 

11 lb •. 

21bs. 80a. 

61bo. 

36 tolaL 

Sllbl. 

14 08. 

" 01. 

1 lb. 7 01, 

1608. 

S lbo. 

21 lb •• 

24 lb •• 
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XXVIII. 

Handloom fabrics. 

III·D in the replies to questionnaire., 

]'otal cost of produc- Coot of material (In Cost of labour (in Pereentage cost of tlon (in ann ... ). aunas). annas). 

Po< piece. Per lb. of Per piece. Per lb. of Perpleoe. Per lb. of Material. Labour. 

,f 
clotb. V cotton. \I' c1otb. 

" V 
II 7 8 D 10 11 12 IS 

- 111 '·11 U 6·8 6 II " 2e 

- ~ . &8 82 U 18 2' 111 60 60 

- . to 11'·1 22 \ 11'11 U 12'11 &8 61 

. ,7-6 9·1i 28·6 6-7 19 8·8 aD 41 

- 88 .. 6 11-2 22·6 7·6 11 8'7 117 8S 

- ~ ,2-7 60 28-7 so 16 6S 87 

- 89 19'1i 2' 12 15 N 112 88 

- 'II 19·11 21 10'8 17 8·8 66 &5 

-' ,.~& 12·6 I 6·' 2·75 '·2 &1 611 
~ - SO 16 ' 18 8 12 6 110 40 

.' 1~' 16'6 92 11·6 S2 , ". 28 , 
., . '2,25 17-8 80 12·6 12·25 6'1 71 29 

" 11 22 '·6 22 6·5 60 60 _ ...... 
23:& 8H3 8·5 12·11 U 18·7 40 110 

-' .. 
l' 87·8 6 13'6 II 2408 86 6' 

'r l' ,t·2 6 1&-7 II 26·5 36 6' 

-' 311 2' 12 8 U 16 8S 87 
-, 

10.·75 26·2 '·6 11 8·25 16'! '2 68 

-~~ ,.7 18 8·25 7·' 8·76 8·' '8 51 
,~ , ._- --,~, ... - -.--

14" ~ 
r--- ~., -~ 

'~.-. '--v 
1 28 18 11 " 8'S 9-7 '8 6' • • 87'7& 6"2 &8 80." 111-76 15'8 71 29 
'1'j.. so U 19 15·2 11 8" 81 87 

&8 1802 40 18 8 ... 88 17 

200 '0 1-60. 82 40 8 80 20 

19'76 11-9 U 16·6 6·76 8'. 76 80 

:<., ~ 28·6 61 15'7 '6 ii'8 63 " 21 U U 18 , 8 .7 SS 

12 &8 10 '0 a 8 8S 17 

:(1 &8 S8" 25 17·' IS 18 62 &8 

'l - IS U·5 18. 20'3 55 &5 ,. 
"·8 

&8 16 82 10·7 18 6·S 67 S3 

60 20 " 18·6 18 8·' OB 81 

128 6·8 80 a·s &8 II 83 sr 
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Province or State. Article. 

1 2 

Orissa . Dhotl 

Sind . Susl 

Orissa • Dhotl (figure borders) 

Punjab Kamll 

llombay Ilkal sari 

nt~aI Provinces and Berar • Sari 

lIadr81 Do. 

Ditto Dhotl 

Orl.sa • .. Sari (fancy Madras pattern 
border). 

Central Province. and Berar • Dbotl 

Punjab Shirting • 

Central Provinces and Berar . Dhotl 

Ditto Sarl 

Bengal Sari (golden jarl border) 

Ditto Sari (Resam boldet) 

Central Provinces and Berar Dhotl 

Ditto Jarl Kiner Uparna 

V Ditto Dhotl 

Madr81 Sarl 

Ditto Coloured sari 

Ditto Angavastrams 

Gwallor . .' Sara 

Bengal Dhotl 

QWallor Lugda 

Ditto _Do. . 
The average percentage cost for material 
The a versge percentage cost for labour 

. -
,.. 
.~ 

Tbe average labour COlt per pound of handloom cloth 

Dimensions. 

8 

45'x61 yda. 

23' xIS yd •. 

41'x5i yda. 

54'x8 yd •. 

"'x8 yda. 

4S'xll yd •. 

40'xll yda. 

54')(4 yd •. 

40'x 6 yda. 

5O'x6 yd •. 

27'x24 yda. 

62'x6i yda. 

45'xSi yda. 

4S'x 51 yda. 

4S'x51 yda. 

53'x 5 yd •• 

50" x2i yda. 

5S'x5 yda. 

4S'xll yd •. 

45'xll yd •. 

4S'x2i yda. 

35'xll yda. 

48'xSi yda. 

56' x III yd •• 

5S'xlll yda. 

APPENDIX 

Oost of production of 

COllnts of 
warp and Weight. 

weft. 

, 6 

40s x 40. lIb. 2 oz. 

40. x 40. 8 lb •. 

2/40. x 148 1, .. lba. 

42/2. x 201. lib. 

60. xoOa lib. 1 oz. 

60. x r 60. 1401. 

60. x 40. 5lbs. 

60. x 60. f Ibl. 

60. x 60. 11 0 •• 

628 x 52. 14 oz. 

60/28 x 60/28 4llbs. 

70s x70a 10 oz. 

70. x 70. II 0 •• 

SO. xSOa 111bs. 

sOa xsOs lib. 

80a x SO • 100 •. 

80a xSOs 510z. 

80s x SO. 10i 0 •. 

80. x BOa 1 lb. 4 tolas. 

80s x80a 111bs. 

100ax100s nib •• 

100S x 100 •• 11 01. 

120sx 110. 

14Oax140s 

160ax 100a 

t lb •• 

1! Olr. 

1501. 

60·1 
811·9 

6·3 annas 
6·6 
11·7 

20a 
80a 
40s 
60s 
BOa 

26-7 
60·1 

, 
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XXVIII-contd. 

Handloom fabrics-contd. 

Total cost of produc- Cost of material (in Cost of labour (in Percentage cost of Uon (in annas)_ annas)_ annas). 
-

Per piece_ Per Ib_ of Per Pi";'. Per Ib_ of Per piece_ Perlb_ of Material_ Labour_ 

"" 
cloth_ cotton_ V cloth_ 

8 7 8
V 

9 10 11 12 13 

28-76 23 U 11-7 12-76 11·3 62 48 

78 25-3 48 15·3 30 10 81 39 

2a 20 16-76 12-1 10-25 7-9 81 S9 

2t 22 1&-25 16-25 6-75 69-76 69 81 

" 89-8 44 41-8 SO 28-2 69 41 

80 6S·q 28 32 82 80-6 4T 68 
, 

1M 86-8 96 19-2 86 17-6 6Z 48 

1 47 16 24-3 16 22-7 62 48 

85-5 51-& 15-76 22-7 19-75 28-6 4f 66 

... 36 41-2 26 29-7 10 1104, 72 28 

204 46-3 108 24 96 21-3 68 47 

~ 36 67-6 19 80-4 17 27-2 63 47 

40 71-1 19-5 84-7 20·5 A.lH 49 61 

168-0 134-8 Yarn 32 89-6 56-6 46-2 67 33 
Jari 80 --

112 --
.48 48 24 24 24V- 24 60 60 

V .... ..... 
72 116-2 48 73-6 26 41-8 64 46. 

28 85-8 20 60-9 8 24-4 71 29 

86 134-1 56 85-8 32 48-8 64 86 

102 92-7 36 32-7 66 60 86 65 

102 81-6 65 44 47 87-6 U 48 

37-5 85-2 22 60 16-0 35-2 fi9 41 

160 232-7 136 197-8 24 84-9 85 15 

1/6 101-3 Yam 24 87-3 48 64 87 68 
Jari 4 --

28 --
f-

, 
397 629-S 269 358-7 128 170-7 68 32 

620 861-3 396 422-4 . 224 238-9 64 36 

Cost of weaving per pound of mill cloth on 30th June 1941 obtained from two mills are as follows :_ 

20sx 300 • 
37s X 368 (sari wit.h a coloured wert) 
878 X 528 (grey goods) 
878 X 600 (3i jacquard border) 
408XS58 
40e x 400 

8Oex801 • 

(1) (2) 

6-56 annas 5-5 anDas 
g·oo ,. 
8·50 

• 12-25 
7-5 aunao 

i-27 annas 
13-0an8&1 
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APPENDIX XXIX. 

Table showing Hamilloom goods under competitionfrom Mill prOd'lJ.Ct8~ 

Description. 

MADRAS. 

1. Grey shirtings. (Yemmi· 
ganul" Weavers' Co· 
operative Sale Society). 

2. Ditta 

3. Dhoti (Puthur) 

,. Coloured sari (Veakata. 
girl). 

I. Serl (Venkat&giri) • 

Handloom. 

«'x 12 yards. 
Warp-lOts. 
Weft-lOis. 
Ends per inch 32. 
Picks per inch 32 .. 
Price per yd. 3t snnas. 
Date of sale 10th May 1941. 

50"x 52' x ! yds. 
t· dobl)y border. 
Warp-40s. 
Weft-40s. 
Ends per inch 60. 
Picks per inch 64. 
Price per yd. 4! as. 
Date of sale 9th June 1941. 

46'X 6 yerds. 

It' plain border. 
Warp-60s. 
Weft-60s. 
Ends per inch 70. 
Picks per inch 74. 
Price per piece 58 aB. 
Date of sale 5th September 

1941. . 

43' X '1 yds. (grey). 

Wa.rp-60s. 
Weft-60s. 
Ends per inch 60. 
Pioks per mch 64. 
Price per piece 48 as. 
Date of sale 5th Sept~mber 

1941. 

8. Gada pieoe (grey) (Yemmi. 44'x 12 yards. 
ganur). 

Warp-lOts· 
.weft-lOts. 
Ends per in("h 40. 
Picks per inch 32, 
Price per yd. 31 as. 
Date of sale 30th May 1941. 

Mill. 

35' X 40 yards. 
Warp-20s. 
Weft-20s. 
Ends per inch 36: 
Picks per inch 36. 
Price per yd. 31 annas. 
Date of sale 10th Ma.y 1941. 

33'x 24 yards. 
Warp-Wis. 
Weft-lOis. 
Ends per inch 36. 
Picks per inch 36. 
Price per yd. 31 as. 
Date of sale 10th May 1941. 

48'x! yards. (Ahmedalxul 
MiUa.) 

Wa.rp-40s. 
Weft-46s. 
Ends per inch 64. 
Picks per inch 48. 
Price per yd. 4 as. 
Date of sale 9th June 1941. 

t' dobby border. 

46'x 6 yards. (MaJtlal MiUa, 
Nawari.) 

Ii' plain border. 
Warp-60s. 
Weft-72s. 
Ends per inch 70. 
Picks per inch 52. 
Price per piece 46 as. 
Date of sale 5th Septembll1' 

1941. 

(S'x 7 yds., ble&ched. (Maftlal 
Fa.,.,. MiUa. Nall8IJri.) 

W&rp-<60s. 
Weft-60s. 
Ends per inch 68. 
Picks per inch 48. 
Price per piece 46 as. 
Date of sale 5th September 

1941. 

33'x 24 yards. (Narasing~ 
MiUa, Sholahpur.) 

Warp-Wls. 
Weft-lOis . 
Ends per inoh 38. 
Picks per in~h 36. 
Price per yd. 31 8S. 

Date of sale 30th May 1941. 
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APPENDIX XXIX---conttl. 

TaMe ilwwing Hatulloom goods 'II/nile,. oompetitionfrom Mill product8~ontd. 

Description. Handloom. 

7. Thorthu (Thaliparamba) 30" X 5S". 

Warp-2/20B. 
Weft-2/20s. 
Ends per inoh 29. 
Picks per inch 24. 
Price per piece 4l 8.8. 
Date of sale 9th Jun& 1941. 

8. Dhoti (Kall~akuriohi) 50" X 2/.4 yards. 

Warp-26s. 
Weft-26s. 
Ends per inoh 56. 
Picks per inch 48. 
Price per yd. 4 as. 
Date of sale 4th March 1941. ' 

t. Dhou. • 48" X 2/4 yards. 

10. Dho~is (Narayanavaram) 

Warp-20s. 
Weft-20s. 
Ends per inch 4S. 
Picks per inch 40. 
Price per yd. 5 as. 
Date of sale 4th March 1941. 

51"X 4 yards. 

Warp-6Os. 
Weft-60s. 
Ends per inch 76. 
Picks per inch 64. 
Price per piece 31 8.8. 
Date of sale' 5th September 

1941. 

11. Dhotis (Ka.lla.dakurichi) 62" X 2/4 yards. 

Warp-26s. 
Weft-26s. 
Ends per inch 56. 
Picks per inch 44. 
Price per yd. 5 as. 
Date of sale 30th May 1941. 

12. Dhotis (Kavundapadi) 4S"x 2/4 yards. 

Warp-20s. 
Weft-20s. 
Ends per inch 4S. 
Picks per inch 42. 
Price per piece 22 as. 

'Date ofsale 9th June 1941. 

Mill. 

33" X 5S". (A. D. OoU"" Mill8. 
Qllilon.) 

Warp--:-2/2I8. 
Weft-2/2ls. 
Ends per inoh 29. 
'Picks per inch 16. 
Price per piece 0·3·11. 
Date of sale 9th June 1941. 

'46" X 2/4 yards. (Gada" 
, Mill8.) 
'Warp-28s. 
Weft-28s. 
Ends per inch 52. 
Picks per inch 48. 
Price P'!r yd. 2! as. 
Date Of~ 4th March 1941" 

4S" X 2/-1 yards. (Ooimbalore 
Milla.) 

Warp-ISs. 
Weft-20s. 
Ends per inoh «. 
Picks per inch 40. 
Price per yd. 0-4·10. 
Date of sale 4th March 1941. 

4S" X 4 yards. (Akmedabacl 
Mill8, Nall8an.) 

Wa.rp-60s. 
Weft---<lOs. 
Ends per inch 66. 
Picks per inch 50. 
Price per piece 23 as. 
Date of sale 5th September 

1941. 

46N d/4 yardS. (Gaclag 
Mill8.) 

Warp-2Ss. 
Weft-2Ss. 
Ends per inch 52. 
Pioks per inoh 48. 
Prire per yd. 2! as. 
Date of sale 30th May 1941. 

4S"x 2/4 yards. (VaaanlG 
MiUs, Coimbalore.) 

Warp-20s. 
'Weft-20s. 
Ends per inch 48. 
Picks per inch 40. 
Price per piece 19! as. 
Date of sale 9th'June 1941. 

" 
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APPENDIX XXIX-contd. 

:table showing Han(iloom goods under competition/rom Mill product&-contd. 

Description. , Handloom. 

BOMBAY. 

/ 13. Sari (coloured) (Dhulia) 40-X 8 yards. 

11- art. silk dobby border. 

Warp-20s. 
Weft-24s. 
Ends per inch 32. 
Picks per inch 48. 
Weight 64 tolas 
Price per piece 66 as. 
Date of sale 16th August 1941. 

V 14. Saris (coloured)(Sholapur) 42-x 71 yards. 

J 18 Saris (MeJegaon) 

BIBAB. 

16. Dhotis • 

, 

31- Dkal border with art. silk. 

Plain heading 10- with art. 
silk. 

Warp-20s. 
Weft-20s. 
Ends per inch 36. 
Picks per inch 48. 
Weight 77 tolas. 
Price per piece 64 as. 
Date of sale 16th August 1941. 

45-x 81 yards. 

11- Maheswari border. 

Warp-40s. 
Weft-60s. 
Ends per inch 48. 
Picks per inch 56. 
Weight lib. 6 oz. 
Price per piece 56 &8. 

('.ost of preparation 81 as. 
Cost of weaving 7 as. 
Dateofsale 15th June 1941. 

44-X 41 yards. 

Warp-20s. 
Weft-30s. 
Ends per inch «. 
Picks per inob 48. 
Price per piece 23 as. 
Date of sale 2nd July 1941. 

MilL 

48-x8 yards.' (New Pralap 
MiUB, Dhulia.) 

11- two· fold cotton mercerised 
dobby border. 

Warp-24s. 
Weft-32s. 
Ends per inch 40. 
Picks per inch 40. 
Weight 60 tolas. 
Price per piece 56 &8. 

Date of sale 16th August 1941. 

42- x 8 yards. (Sh<ilal'ur 
Spinning and Ww~-ing 00 .• 
Ltd., Pancharan.) 

3- imitatioD Dkal border with 
cotton. 

7- plain heading with cotton. 

Warp-20s. 
Weft-ISs. 
Ends per inch 36. 
Picks per inch 32. 
Weight 641 tolas. 
Price per piece 46 Ba. . 
Date of sale 16th August 1941. 

45-x 81 yards. (Sholapur. 
Small &eale powerloom.) 

11- art. silk fancy dobby 
border. 

Warp-40s. 
Weft-6Os. 
Ends per inoh «. 
Picks per inch 50. 
Weight lIb. 4 oz. 
Price per piece 50 &8. 
Cost of preparation 9 as. 
Cost of weaving 4 as. 
Date of sale 15th June 1941. 

41-x5 yards. (Baroda Cotton 
Mills.) 

Warp-ISs. 
Weft-28s. 
Ends' per inch «. 
Picks per inch 40. 
Price per piece 19 &8. 
Date of sale 4th July 1941. 
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'Tnbl~ shoooing HandlorYm goods under competition from Mill proaucts---con.td. 

Description. 

BIIlAa-<:onld. 

17. Striped shirthlgl • 

l'NtTl!in PRoVINCES. 

18. Dhotis • 

... 

19. Dhoti •• 

CENTR.t.L PUClV1NOES. 

':!q. Saris 

21. Sari (with gold thread) 

22. Saris • 

BF.I!IUL. 

23. Saris 
" 

lIandloom. 

32" X 12 yards. 

Warp-I41s. 
Weft-I6ls (double). 
Ends per inch «. 
Picks per inch 32. 
PriCI' pel yd. 5 as. 
Da~8a1e 2nd July 1941. 

.~ _ .... r 

«"x 5 yards. 
Weight per sq. yd. 3 oz. 
End. per inch 42 . 
Pick. per inch 40. 
Price per piece 16 as. 
Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

«6 X 5 yards. 
Wt'ight per sq. yd. 3 oz. 
Ends per inch 56. 
Pick. per inch 45. 
Price per piece 16 0.8. 

Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

NOTE.-No other details haye 
been supplied. 

42" X 8 yards. 
Prioe per piece 40 as. 
Date of sale 13tb. May 1941. 

110" x 91 yards. 
Price per piece 116 as. 
Date of sale 13th May 1941. 

50'X 91 yards. 
Price per piece 64 311. 
Date of sale 13th May IMI. 

NOTIil.-No other details 
supplied. 

«'x 5 yards. 

Plain border 21', 
Warp-40s (dyed). 
Weft--40s (dyed). 
Ends per inch 50. 
Picks per inch 50., 
Weight 37 telas. ' 
Price per piece 26 311 •. 
Date of sale 18thJune 1941. 

Mill. 

29" x 24yards. (Birla 0011076 
Mills Delhi.) 

Warp-I8. (approximate). 
Weft-22s (approximate). 
Ends per inch 40 (double). 
Picks per inch 28. 
Price per yd. 4 as. 
Date of sale 4th July 1941. 

«" x 5 yards. 
Weight per sq. yd. 3 oz. 
Ends per inch «. 
Picks per inch 36. 
Price per' piece 18 as. 
Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

44' X 5 yards. 
Weight per sq. yd. 4 oz. 

,.Ends per inch 46. 
Picks per inch 42. 
Price per piece 141 a •• 
Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

43" X 71 yards. 
Price per piece 30 311. 
Date of sale 13th May 1941. 

8maU BCale 2'otOef'loorM. 
48'x 9 yards. . 
Price per piece 88 as. 
Date of sale 13th May 1941. 

8mall 8eale 2'lJW6rlomna • 
. 48'x 9 yards. 

Price per piece 1$6 as. 
Date of sale 13th May 1941. 

«"x5 yards. (aula BrlJ"" 
Bangll8ri Ootton Milk;) 

Plain border 2. H .. 

Warp---40s (grey). 
Weft-40s (dyed). 
Ends per inch 46. 
Picks per inch 36. 
Weight 38 tclas. 
Price per piece 231 as. 
Date ofaale 18th June '1.941, 
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APPENDIX XXIX-contd. 

Table showing Handloom goods under competition from Mill product,,-contd. 

. Description. 

BENGAL-Conld. 

24. Dhotil. 

21. Dohhy border, grey Chad· 
dara. 

2S, Sari (Paboa) 

Handloom. 

44" x 5 yards. 

Warp-40s. 
Weft--40s. 
Ends per inch 50. 
Picks per inch 54. 
Weight 32i tolas. 
Price per piece 20 as. 
Date of sale 18th June 1941. 

50" X 3 yards. 
Warp-2/20s. 
Weft-Wis. 
Ends per inch 32. 
Picks per inch 32. 
Weight 481 tola.~. 
Price per piece 16~. 
Date of sale 18th June 1941. 

45" X 5 yards. 

Warp-40s. 
Weft-40s. 
Ends per inch 56. 
Picks per inch 52. 
Weight 32 tolas. 
Price per piece 40 as . 

.t Date of sale 26th October 
1941. 

17. Sari (Narayanganj) • . «·x 5 yards. (Mill finished). 

~8. Dhoti· (Bankura) 

29. Towel. 

Warp-40s. 
Weft--40s. 

. Ends per inch 56. 
Picks per inch 54. 
Weight 28! tolas. 
Price per piece 26i as. 
pate of sale 30th ~Ia.rch 1941. 

45' X 5 yards. 
Warp-,-40s. 
Weft--40s. 
Ends per inch 56. 
Picks per inch 52-
Weight 311 tobs. 
Price per piece 21 as. 
Date of sale 30th Murch 1941. 

22" X 42'. 
Warp-2/20s. 
Weft-Wis. 
Ends per inch 40. 
Pioks per inch 36. 
Weight 71 tolas. 
Price per piece 5i as. 
Date of sale 30th March 1941. 

:Mill. 

44' X 10 yards. (BanglU1'j 
Cotton Mills.) 

Warp-24s (approximate). 
Weft-32s (approximate). 
Ends per inch 56. 
Picks per inch «. 
Weight 41 tolllS. 
Price per piece 19 8.11. 

Date of sale 18th June 1941. 

45" X 3 yards. 
Warp-Ss. 
Weft-12s. 
Ends per inoh 32. 
Picks per inch 34. 
Weight 56! tolas. 
Price per piece 12 as. 
Date of sale 18th June 1941. 

45" X 5 yards. ( Vidya8agar 
Cotton Mills, Sodepur.) 

Warp-40s (approximate). 
Weft-40s (approximate). 
Ends per inch 60. 
Picks per inch 58. 
Weight 301 tolas. 
Price per piece 34 1I.Il. 
Date of sale 26th October 

1941. 

44' X 5 yards. (Sushila Brand 
Hooghly Callan Mills, Co., 
Serampore.) 

Warp-40s (approximate). 
Weft 40s (approximate). 
Ends per inch 56 . 
Pick. per inch 48. 
Weight 361 tolas. 
Price per piece 2fi! as. 
DatI' Qf sale 30th March 190. 

«"x 5 yaro •. 
Warp-24s (approximate). 
Weft-32s (approximate). 
Ends per inch 56. 
Picks per inch 44. 
Weight 41 tolas. 
Price per pieoo 19 as. 
Date of sale 30th March 1941, 

26"x4r'. 
W arp-2/20s. 
Weft-20s (2/3 per pick). 
Ends per inch 40. 
Picks per inoh 36. 
Weight 11 tolas. 
Pric~ per piece 7 as. 
Date of sale 30th March 1941. 
(The mill·made towel is " 

wider and is blea~hed.) 
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APPEXDIXXXIX---contd. 

Table sllOtl'i:ng Harulloom goods under competitima fro'ln'MiU products-:--Contd: 

DNcription. 

BnoAL~d. 

30. Coloured and check Chad· 
dar. 

31. BI('ached Il&ri (Santipnr) • 

3:. lfos'luito netting Mock· 
l .. no cloth (Midna. 
pore). 

33. Furnishing cloth • 

34. T ..... poyeover(DumDum) 

35. Gauze cloth 

Handloom. 

54' x 2l YArds. 
Warp--32s. 
W('ft-3!!s. 
Ends per inch 56. 
Picks per inch «. 
Weight 33 tolas. 
Price per pisC(' 32 as. 
Date of sale 30th March 1941. 

Jacquard border 2008 3i'. 
Warp-90s. 
Weft-8Os. ~. 
Ends per inch SO. 
Picks per inch SO. 
Prire per piece 60 88. 

Date of sale 26th Ootober 
1941. 

36'x 1 yd. (grey). 
Warp-2!6!s. 
W('ft.--.-2/6!s. 
Ends per inch 40. 
Pick. per inch 28. 
Price per yd. 4 as. 
Dat" of sale 26th October 

1941. 

49i' X 21 yards. 
Warp-2/42s. 
Weft.--.-22s. 
Ends per inch 44. 
Picks per inch 38. 
Weight 13 tol.s per yard. 
Price per yc'. 12 as. 
Date of sale 26th OctQber 

1941. 

36'x 36'. 
Warp--2'40s. 
Weft.--.-2/4Oa. 
Ends per inch 68. 
Picks per inch 56. 
W"ight 9 tolas. 
Price per piece U lUI. 

Date of sale 26th October 
1941. 

36' X 3 yards. 

Warp--40s. 
Weft-40s. 
Ends per inch 36. 

51'x 3 yards. 
Warp--32s. 
Weft.--.-32s (approximate). 
Ends per inch 56. 
Picks per inch 58. 
Weight 37i tolas. 
Price per piece 25 as. 
Date of sale 30th March 1941. 

45' x!>l yalds. (Ramakri8hllG 
Mills, Ahmedabad.) 

Jacquard border 2008 31'. 
Warp-SOs. 
Weft.--.-70s. 
Ends per inch 68. 
Picks per inch 56. 
Price per piece 53 as. 
Date of sale 26th October 

1941. 

42" X 1 yard (bleached). 
Warp-32s (approximate). 

. Weft.--.-32s (approximate). 
E~s per inch 40. 
Picks per inch 36. 
Pric" per yd. 3i as. 
Date of sale 26th October 

1941. 

45' x I yard. . 
Warp-40s (apPJ'o:'nmate). 
Weft.--.-32s (approximate). 
Ends per inch M. • 
Pick. per inch 56. 
Weight 13i tolas per yd. 
Price per yd. 12 as. 
Dat" of sale 26th October 

1941. 

36'x 36'. 
Warp-2J20s. 
Weft.--.-2/20s. 
Ends per inch «. 
Picks per inch 40. 
Weight 15i tolas. 
Price per piece 19 "". 
Date of sale 26th OlltQber 

1941. 

37i" X 3 yam.q • (MaIaulunM 
Cotto,. Mills.) 

Warp--,-60s. 
Wef~ •. 
Ends per inch 48. 

. Picks per inch 36 • 
Prire per yd. 2 "". 

. Picka per inoh 28. 
Price per yd. IJ- lIB. 

Date of sale 26th 
I9·U. 

Ortob .. r Date of sale 26th Oetober 
1941. 
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APPENDIX XXIX~otttd. 

Table showing Handlocnii goods under competition from Mill prodllcill-<lontd . 

Description. 

BENGAL-coneld. 

36. Bandage cloth 

37. Lungi (;Nalta) 

UNITED PnOVINOES. 

38. Coating 

39. Coating 

@. Coating 

'1. Checked shirting • 

Handloom. 

52' x 3 yardB. 

Warp--40B. 
Wcft--40s. 
Ends per inoh 30. 
Picks per inch 30. 
Weight 8 tolas. 
Price per yd. I! as. 
Date of sale 26th October 

194i. 

43!'x21 yards. 

Warp-40s. 
Weft----40s. 
Ends per inch 68. 
Picks per inch 68. 
Weight 17! tolas. 
Price per piece 16 88. 
Date of sale 26th October 

1941. 

28'. 
Warp-20is (double). 
Weft-20ts (double). 
Ends pl'f inch 40. • 
Picks per inch 30. 
Price per yd. 6l as. 
Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

27'. 
Warp-2/428 (mercerised 

cotton). 
2/40 (staple yam). 
Weft-2/42s' (mercerised 

cotton). 
2/40 (.taple yam). 
Ends per inch 42. 
Picks per inch 30. 
Price per yd. 8f as. 
Date ohale 20th June 1941. 

27". 
Warp-60!2 (staple yarn.) 
Weft-Fanoy yarn. 
Ends per inch 48. 
Pioks per inoh 36. 
Price per yd. 10 as. 
Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

27". 
Warp-4Oa. 
Weft--40s. 
Ends per inoh 50. 
Picks per inch 48. I Price per yd. 3 as. I Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

. 
Mill. 

46" X 2i' yards. Mahaluzmi 
Ootton M ill&.) 

Warp-25s. 
Weft-l Sa. 
Ends per inch 60. 
Picks per inch 30. 
Weight 20! tolas. 
Price per yd. 21 as. 
Date of sale 26th October 

1941. 

41" X 21 yards. (SllOlapur 
I Mills.) 

Warp-24s. 
Weft-20s. 
Ends per inch 68. 
Picks per inch 48. 
Weight 29 tola.s. 
Price per piece 24 as. 
Da.te of sale 26th October 

1941. 

27'. 
Warp-20is (double). 
Wt'ft-20!s (double). 
Ends pt'r inch 56. 
Picks per inch 44. 
Price per yd. 7 as. 
Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

27'. 
Warp-2/42s (m e r c e r i sed 

cotton). 
2/30s (staple yam). 
Weft-2/30s (iI~aple yarn). 

2/428 (mercerised cotton). 
Ends pl'r inoh 46. 
Picks per inch 50. 
Prloe per ~'ard 14 as. 
Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

27'. 
Warp-2/40s· 
Weft-)t'ancy yam. 
Ends per inch 74. 
Picks per inch 48. 
Price per yd. 14 as. 
Date of sale !lOth June 1941. 

44'. 
Warp---aOs. 
Weft--8OS. 
Ends per inch 66. 
Pioks per inch 52. 
Price per yd. 7 as. 
Date of sale 20th June 1941. 
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APPENDIX XXIX-concld. 

Table 8~o'w'ing Handloom goods under competition from Mill products-concld. 
r 

Description. 

U)fJTIliD l'Bovlucu--conld. 

42. Printed yarn shirting 

BOMJlAY. 

vu. Saris (AhlDednaga.r) 

\/«. Saris (Sangamnerj 

V'!/I. Saris (Sholapur) 

Handloom. 

30'. 
Warp-2/608. 
Weft-2/608. 
Ends per inch 58. 
Picks per inch 52. 
Price per yd. 51 &8. 

Date of sale 20th June 1941. 

45' to 48'x 8 yda. 

Yams :-208, 30s, 408 two 
ply both for warp and weft. 

Ends per inch 38 io «. 
Picks per inch 40 to 48. 
Selling price per sari Rs. 2·12.0 

to Rs. 3-0.0.. 

48'to 49'x 81 yds. 

Y &rn8 :-308 and 4Os. 
Ends per incl) 40 to 48. 
Picks per inch 50 to 60. 
Selling price per, sari Rs. 3·8·0 

to Rs. 3-12.0. 

46' to 48' x 8 yds. 

Yams :"':'208 and 30a. 
Ends per inch 32 t{) 40. 
Picks per inch 40 to 50. 
Selling price per sari Rs. 2·0·0 

to Rs. 2·4-0. 

28'. 
Wa~OI. 
Weft,-.4()s. 

Mill. 

Ends per inch 8Z. 
Picks per inch 50. 
Price per yd. 5i &8. 

Date ofsale 20th June 1941. 

45' to 48' x 8 ya"!ls. (PraliJp 
Milla, DhuUa.) 

Y &rn8 :-208, 30s, and 408 
two ply both for warp and 
weft. 

Ends per inch 38 to «. 
Pioks per inch 40 to 48. 
Selling pri"" per 1I&l'i-Rs. 2·4-0 

to Rs. 2·8·0, 

48' to 49' x 8l yards. (OlaalY. 
gao7lMills.) 

Y &rn8 :-308 and 4Os. 
Ends per inoh 40 to 48. 
Picks per inch 50 to 60. 
Selling price per sari Rs. 3·2·0 

to Rs. 3·8-0. 

46' to 48'x 8 yards. (MOf'tJI'j' 
GokuldaB Mills.) 

Y &rn8 :-20s and 30s. 
Picks per inch 40 to 50. 
Ends per inch 32 to 40. 
Selling price per sari Rs. 1·1~0 

to Rs. 1·14·0. . 
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APPENDIX XXX. 

v' A Note on Small-scale Powerloom F actorie!1. 

In these factories weaving is done by powerlooms and the yam is generally prepn.red by 
the improved appliances prevalent among the handloom weavers. (No sized warp is used 

" and invariably in all cases two·fold yam is nsed for the warp) Yam is purchased fronrthe 
market in bundle form and is wound on charkhas by hand. 'then the warp is made out of 
a sectional warping mill with beaming arrangements and then the yam is transferred on to 
the weavers' beams for the loom. The difficult process of sizing which takes more time haa 
been avoided. There are cases where attempts are being made to usp Ringle yarn after sizing, 
but sizing is ordinarily done on hanks before winding. The looms are generally bought 
second·hand. We have been told that the weavers are paid on a monthly basis of Re. 9 to 
Rs. 15 per month. The e:apital outlay is small and the overhead charges are negligible. The 
power is bought from the local electricity company. We have been supplied with approxi
mate figures for the daily expenditure incurred in a factory containing 4 sec~nd·hand power. 
looms. The factory hos a total outlay of Re. 1,500 for the 4 powerlooms and a 3 horse power 
electric motor. We quote the figures below:-

Expenditure per day. 

1. Depredat.ion at 10 pl"r rent. on Rs. 1,500 6·60 &II. 

2. Interest on capital at 61 per cent. on Rs. 1,500 4·08 as. 

3. Interest on workiug capital at 61 per cent. (working capital being taken 
aa equal to the block) 4·08 as. 

4. Rents for the building 8·00 as. 

5.' Taxes 2·00 aa., 

6. Power (electric current charges at 24 units per day including lighting 
charges at 1 anna per unit) 24·(10 as. 

7. Stores 16·0088. 

Eastablishment :-

8. 1 warper at Rs. 7·8·0 plll' month 

9. 4 wllavera at Rs. 9 per month 

10. Supervisor at Rs. 37·8·0 pllr month .' 
11. Misr~llalleOUR contingencies and reserves • • • 

4'00 as. 

IS'95 as. 

20·00 as 

4·(1() as . 

IIl·71 as. per 
day. 

The ownllr pays at the rata of 3 pies pElr knot for winding of the warp and weft, and it 
lIomes to 14 annas por day. The daily production is as 'fider:-

Type of cloth ... :'Woight. pimensions. Reed and Count. •• Daily 
Pick. production. 

Coatings . II lbs. 2S'x24 yds. 44Rx36P 2/258 X 2/208 7S yds. 

Shirtings 411bs. 31'x24 yds. 72Rx64P 2/64sx2Ss 42 yds. 

Shirtings 411bs. 31·x24yds. 72Rx64P 2/64s X 2/64s 42 yda. 

The m.,nllfa~t.llring chargcs work out to lO1 annas per piooe of coa~ing and at Rs. 1·2·0 
piece of "hi~tillg. 
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APPENDIX XXX-contd. 
In the Provincea oCBombay and Centr&! Provinces and Berar, such powerlooms are engaged 

in manufacturing saris and a typical example for each Province is given below. It would appear 
that the(!x>weriQom can turn out from four to five times as much output per day as a. hand~ 
loom}- . . . 

. Cost Cost Cost 
Des- DimeflBion Counta of Cost of of of Total Time Mode of of . Province. 

manufacture. crip- and warp and yarn dye- prepa- weav- cost taken 
tion. weight. weft. (as.). ing ration iog (as.). Hour~ 

(as.). (as.). (as.). 

----------
,Bomba" Haodloom Sari 40')( Sl yo •. 

(lib. 6 oz.) 
40ax60.' 32'50 2'50 6-00 7·00 48 1Z 

Powerloom Do •. 45'x8i yda. 
(1 lb. 4 oz.) 

fo. x 60. 31'00 2·50 6·50 4'00 " 
,. 

C. P. and Handloolll Do. • 50'x8i yda. 408 X 408 25-00 8·00 5'00 10'00 48 16 
Berar. (lib. 7 oz.) 44Rx48P 

Powerloom • Do. . 50'x9 yd •. 62ax 520 28'00 6·00 4·00 8·00 40 S 
, 

(lib. 2! oz.) 52Rx52P 
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APPENDIX XXXt. 

Statement showing the pric.e of cloth rea,lised by the weaver and b!l tl~ middlemau 
,and the price paid by the consumer. 

, 
Price at Price rea- Percent- Retail Increase 

Province whkh the llsed by age pro- price paid percenta~. 
or Artlde. ·weaver the middle- lit earned by the on th .. prIce 

State. oell8 man by tile ('!onsuJIler realll!ed by 
(io auoas). (in aunas). m1ddlelll&o. (in annas). the weaver. 

1 2 II 4 5 6 1 

A8S8m Check Table cloth 23·5 25 6·4 !7 14·9 
4S" x4S" 
2/20a x 2/20. 

Screeo 
4S"xi yd. 

14, 16 7·1 16 14·2 

2/208 x 2/208 

Jlelll!aJ Coloured sari . 84-25 38 6·1 37 8 
4S"xS yd •. 
2/S4.x60a 

Colo11red snrl • 21 22-5 H 23·5 11-11 
4S"x S yda.· 
4Osx40. 

Sari 
4S"X5i yd;. 

48 63 S·3 56 16·7 

80S X 80S 

Dhoti (faocy) 
4S"x5i yd •• 

78 711 .. SO 1i·1 

120ax 1208 

J:ongl. . 
39"xll yda. 
4OSx28a 

5·5 T 27·3 7-5 3tH 

Longl. • 
S6"x2l yd8. 

7-5 g·O 20·0 g·S 20·7 

40s X 401 

Dhotl(~y) • 
4S"X5 yda. 

16·75 lS·25 g·O 111 IH. 

408 X 40a 

lIlhar . Hotlacloth 58 C" 14·3 .. .. 
36"X20Y~. 
16iaxlSia 

I 
lIomba), Sari 84 37 8·8 40 17·8 

4S"X8i )'da·. 
2OSxS08 

lIijapnr Barl • , 89 41 5·1 46, 

I 
10·0 

42"x7 Yda. 
20a X 208 

./ Sbolapnr Barl 80 32 6·7 sa !!I.:7 
44"xSi ),dl. 
s08 x sOa 

I1kal Barl 7' 78 8-l S2 16·2 
44"xS yda. 
608 x 608 

Khans 
SO·x21)'d;. 
828 x S2a 

98 100 '·2 108 10" 

Khan. (art. 
horder). 

lilk -l01 108 CHI 120 18·S 

SO' x21 yda. 
32. xS2s· 

C. P. and lIerar Mercerlsod patta 80 
klnar. 

18 U·S IS U·S 

50"xll yd •• 
T08 x 70. -
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Statement 8howing the price of cloth realised by the weaver and by the middlerrum 
and the price paid by the consumer---contd. 

Price at Price rea- Percent- Retail Increase 
Province which the Used by age pro .. pri .. paid percentage 

or Article. weaver the middle· lit earned by the on the price 
Stete. sell. man by the consumer realised by 

(in annas), (in annas). middleman. (in anuas). t.he weaver. 

1 2 S 4 5 e 7 

C. P. and Bera.. Silk ,!nd far! border 200 224 12 22~ 12 -""'. sa .... 
50'x9 yda. 
70.x70. 

Mercerised kina.. 6' 61 13'0 81 13'0 
border plain dhotl. 
52' "g yda. 
70. x 70. 

Silk border dhotl 104 1a 9'6 114 g'G 
50'x 5. yda. 
6011 x 70. 

Silk bordered dhotl 116 126 8'6 126 8·6 
60' x 5. yda. 
608 x 70. . 

Jarl bordered 2S- SO 7-1 30 7-1 
UpurnB. 
60' x2i yda. 
80. x 80. 

Bordered cotton BBrl 24 26 8·S 26 8·3 
44'x 6i yds. 
20. X 208 

Madra. . Dhotl •• 42 4' 4'8· 48 U,S 
54' x8 yda. 
tio.x 60. 

Dhoti •• 20 22 10·0 24 20'0 
52'x4 ydl. 
608 x 60. 

Dhoti •• 80 il2 6-7 34 18'~ 
62' x 4 yd •• 
80. x 80. ,. 

Shlrt.ings • 
45'x 15 yda. 

56 60 7,1 64 14·3 

20s x 20. 
! 

Saris 
45'x7 yda. 

48 5:1 8'S . 54 12·5 

60. x 6011 

Saris 
45'X8 yd8. 

48 50 '·2 52 8'S 

408 X 40. 

Shirtings . 
32' x 105 yda. 
20. X 20. 

25lo25 258 2·7 .304 21·0 

Orilla . Dhoti (blue border) 17-75 19-75 11-3 21 18·6 
47' x4l yd •• 
408 X 40s 

Blue lungl • 12-25 13·15 12·2 15'6 16'6 
48' x 21 yda. 
408X408 . . 

Light green line ... i 
46'x 5 yda. 

29·26 33 12·8 87 2006 

408 X 408 

8arl (ltumbha 
bordered). 
42'x61 yd •• 

51-5 69 U'6 59 14·6 

2/400 X 118 
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APPENDIX XXXI --concld. 

Statement showing tlte price o/cloth rea.lised by the weaver and by the middleman 
and the price paid by the consumer--concld. 

Province 
or 

Stat •• 

1 

Orl"'la-eont<i. 

l'unjali 

Bind 

United Provin..,. 

Baroda 

Co.hln 

lIyderabad 

/ROlhI'U' and 
Deccan State •• 

YJllore 

Article. 

Bannage cloth 
36' x 10 ydo. 
400 x 26. 

Shirting (mereerloed) 
28'x 1 yd. 
64/2. x 64/2. 

Lungi . 
45-x3 yd •. 
60/2. x 60/2. 

Sufi cotton (mer· 
""rlsed). 
27/28' x 10 yda. 
64. X 64B 

Khe.. • 
27'xll yd •. 
l4l. x 14to 

Curtain cloth 
54' x 40 yd •. 
20isx 20to 

Susi . • 
23'x 18 yd •. 
40.x4QI 

Garha. . 
44'x 12l ydl. 
20. x 16. 

Shirting . 
30' x 12 yd •. 
808 x 40. 

Kbadda. 
30'x 12 ydl. 

Scarf . 
64'xS yd •• 

Tbortbu. . 
80'" Il yd •. 
2/208 x 2/208 

Silk sari . 
45'x6l yd •• 

Cotton sari . 
42' x 11+ yd •. 
22sx22s 

Cotton sari 
45' x8 yd •• 
400 x 40. 

Kban . 
60'x9 ydB. 
40. x 601 

Coloured Barl • 
50'x9 yd •• 
25.x25. 

Sari (silk) 
42'x9 yd •• 

Price at 
which the 

weaver 
ReUs 

(in annas). 

3 

16·25 

21 

113'S 

90·75 

400 

76 

81-2. 

48 

, 
68 

!·7i 

243'15 

:n'8 

S4'S 

'4 

367 

Price rea
lised by 

the middle· 
man 

(In annas). 

20 

8 

130 

101-75 

520 

80 

34-38 

60 

62 

16 

3·0 

288 

88 

68 

168 

'rhe R\'erlt.~e pt!fCent.ai!;fl proHt C'arnnll b~' t.hl~ tluddl(ml!UI . 
'l'be average 11ercentaJ;8 lncrealie in pric.e paid by U18 eonaumer 

Percent
age pro
nt earned 
by the 

middleman. 

5 

23'1 

20'0 

12-1 

80'0 

10'0 

25 

18'1 

10·1 

.·a 

o·s 

Retail 
price paid 

by the 
consumer 
(in annas). 

1\ 

20 

152 

110 

560 

90 

43·75 

68 

64 to 68 

16 

3'5 

324 

36-

4S'5 

884 to 400 

Increase 
perceota.,!ze 

on the price 
realised by 
the weaver. 

11·1 
IH. 

7 

23'1 

10'9 

34-1 

21·2 

40'. 

40'0" 

13'& 

27'S 

32·' 

20'0" 

e.8 
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APPENDIX XXXII. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

act-Finding Committee (Handloom and Mills). 

NOTES. 

(1) Please tonfine your answers to matters with which you are directly acquainted and 011 
which you are in a position to supply the Committee ,vith detailed evifIence. 

(2) Answers should refer to Some definite &rea, which should ~e clearly specified in ead 
ClU'e, Auch as Town, District, Province or State, British India, or India as a whole. 

(3) In answering questions, the conditions before the outbreak of the present war may , 
kindly be given. Ple .... e mention also what changes have happened after the war began. 

(4) Attached to some of the questions are certain tables involving the collection of statistical 
data. It is important that the figures entered in those tables should be accurate. In case 
Buch statistics are not available, you may answer those questions by giving details and per
ceptagel. 

(D) Please begin your replies after carefully making the following entries :-
(i) Name and address of person, institution or Government replying to the Question-

nairo--------------------------------------------------------__ ___ 
(ii) Area with reference to which the replies. are given-------------------____ _ 

(6) ~plies to the Questionnaire (with five spare copies), along with'memoranda, if any, 
ahould reach the Secretary, Fact.Finding Committee (Handloom and Mills), Government of 
India., (Camp) Ootacamund, not later than 7th June 1941. 

SECTION I. 
l. Please give a short account of the handloom weaving industry in your area. mention

ing, in particular, the principal centres of the industry, the lines of production in eA."1&. rentre, 
and the peculiarities of technique (if any). 

2. In what way has the handloom weaving in. your area fared in the . last few years? 
Indicate in general the causes of the advance or decline. 

3. Has any survey of the handloom indl!~~ry in your area been carried out? If so, pleus 
explain fully the method of en<;;,iry and indicate the extent of reliability of the data collected. 

SECTION II. 

4. What is the total number of handlooms in your area'! Please give a statement, classify
ing them 80S in Table I-A. 

o. What proportion of the handlooms are found in the cottages and_ what proportion irl' 
karkhanaa or small factories? Please give a statement &II in Table I·B. . 

6. What proportion of the handlooms are engaged in weaving cotton, silk, art. silk, wool, 
jute or other fibre and mixtures thereof? Please give a statement, as in Table I·C. 

7. How many looms in your area are confined to handspun cotton yam? Are there any' 
indications to show that the number of such handlooms is increasing or likely to incre~e ? 

, 8. What proportion of the looms of each category remain idle (a) the whole year round, ' 
(h) for some months of the year (which months)? Give the causes of this idleness and bring 
out its consequences. Have any of the idle looms been discarded ? 

9. If there are any powerlooms (other than mills) in your area, please st"tt' their number" 
classify them and enter these figures in 1:able I·B and Table I-C. How many looms are attend
ed to by each operative! 

10. How many of these powerlooms are owned or opera£ed by those who were' previously 
,handloom weavers ? 

11. How has the'bandloom weaver been affected by the introduction of powerlooms T :S: ... 
the number of handlooms diminished since? 

SECTION III. 
12. Give the total numbtir of weavers in your are"". classified as in Table II. 
Specify in the table, the number of (a) weavers who work on their own aocount, (b) th~s8 

employed by a master. weaver or mahajan. although working in thair own homes, (e) those. 
working in karkloQnQ8 oz handloom factories and (d) those attached to & ~o.operativll society,; 
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13, How many or what proportion of the weavers in your area are master-weavera! PleMe 
explain the relationship (social and economic) between those and the ordinary weavers_ 

14_ (a) What are the class88 or castes in your area that regard handloom weaving as their 
hereditary occupation! . . 

(b) Have other clasS88 of 'people taken up handloom weaving recently? If so. how has 
this influx affected the industry! . 

15. What proportion of the weavers in your area regard weaving as their part-time occupa
tion! What are the subsidiary occupations followed along with weaving? How far is weav
ing a subsidiary occupation to agriculturists ! 

16. Is there any guild organisation among weavers! If SOt give details_ What is the 
influence of the guild on the industry in general ! 

17. Are the handloom weavers in your area addicted to habits like gambling. drinking. etc. 'i 
18. What is the state of indebtedness among the handloom weavers in your &rea! Why 

do they borrow! Explain the nature of the usual transactions. 
19. (a) If any weavers, of the hereditary weaving castes have abandoned weaving. how 

many or what proportion of them have done so. and what other occupations have they entered ! 
(b) To what extent have handloom weavers found employment in the textile milIa! Have 

" they &ny disinclination for working in milIa! I' 

SECTION IV. 

20. (a) Pleaee give in tabular form. the total production of cloth on handlooms. classified 
under the various categories. as in Table III-A. 

(b) Please classify the same also according to the counts of yarn used. as in Table moB. 
. '(e) Please give similar details in regard to the production on powerlooms (other than mills). 

vi using Table III-A. 

21. What is the normal output of a handloom in your area' Please give details. in respect 
1)f certain standard cloths. as in Table III-C. ;. 

22. How is the total production of handloom cloth in India usually estimated , 

Please comment on the following methods of estimating the production of cloth :-

(a) The lIoSIIumption that. in handloom production. 1 lb. of yam will give 4 yards"of 
cloth. 

(b) The assumption that. in mill production. 1 lb. of yam will give 4·78 yards of cloth. 
(e) The assumption that 100 Ibs. of yam will on the average give 112 lbs. of mill cloth. 
(d) The assumption that on the average lib. of mill cloth will correspond to 4·27 yards. 
(e) The 8088umption that the quantity of mill yam used for purposes other than mill and 

handloom weaving may be offset against the quantity of handspun yarn used in 
the handlooms. 

(f) The assumption that the mill yam used for such purposes as hosiery. braid. ropery. 
nets. lampwicks. bandag~ pyjama cords. etc .• corresponds to 10 per cent. of the 
total mill yarn produced. 

(1/) The assumption that the total production of handspun yarn amounts to 24 million 
pounda. 

Have you any further comments to make regarding the statistical methods employed in 
luoh computations ! 

/ 
23. What proportion of the extra mill consumption of yam in your area is by single-unit 

powerlooms and small·soale powerloom factories. which do not come under the Factory Acts r 
What allowance would you make for this in all-India figures ! 

, 24. Has there been any ohange in the lines of production on the hanclloom in your area r 
Explain if any shifts have takE'n place from one group of counts to another. from one kind of 
cloth to another, or from one type of textile to another. What have been the effects of changes 
in fashion! 

25. Has (a) the Swadfl8A, movement. and (b) the emphasis on hand-spinning brought about 
any change. in the handloom industry ! 

26. Please enumerate the prinoipal types of oloth woven on handlooms in your area and 
forward aix sets of samples of not less than 12- square each. Please give detaila about taellL 
.. in. Table III-D. 
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27. (a) The handloom, it is laid, PO"""BleB a special field in certain coloured "tyles of oloth. 
Is this true! Please enumerate ~he principal types of such cloth and show why handlooms 
have an advantage. 

(b) Consider also the defects of hsndloom production. 

SEOTION V. 
28. Pleaae give details of the different preparatory processes as they are going on in yonr 

area:-
(a) The form in which the yarn i. received. 
(b) Winding on the bobbins before warping. 
(e) Sizing. 
(d) Warping. 
(e) Beaming, twisting and drawing in. 
(/) The percentage of yam wasted in the course of preparation. 

29. (/I) What )ime is taken at each stage in preparing a warp of norm",1 size, and how many 
persons are engaged! What wages are paid to those who assist the WOl.vet ? 

(b) Do the weavers wind their weft themselves? if not, what wages are paid to those 
who help! . 

(e) Is there any organisation in your. area from which prepared warp of'a d~sired length 
ready for the 100m could be obtained 1 If so, is it working satisfactorily? 

(d) Has the method of hand-sizing any superiority over that of slasher-sizing, for example 
with regard to the" feel" of the cloth? Is there any slasher-sizing machine fo~ sizing the warp 
in use in your area? If not, do you think an installation of such a machine in your area will, 
be beneficial to the industry ? 

30. (a) What sources, if any, exist in your area for supplying new designs to the handloom 
weavers ! 
, (b) Ifoot, how do the weavers manage to keep themselves in touch with up-to-date market. 
able designs Y , , 

31. Are the weaVers in your area agre9able to the adoption of imJ>rGved applianceB and' 
accessories? If not, please state the reasons. • 

. , 32. To what extent do handloom products require finishing? Are there any arrangements 
in your area for the finishing of handloom fabrics? 

33. Would it be economical and practical to inst",l a finishing plant for a'district or a group 
of districts so as to cater for, say, 1,001) looms and what would be the benefits of such a plant 
to the handloom industry in general? , 

34. (a) It is said that owing to competition among handloom weavers, the quality of hand· 
loom products has not been uniformly maintained. Has this led to any deterioration in the 
handloom industry ? 

(b) Is there any standardization of handloom cloth in your area? If not, how has this 
affected the handloom ind ustry f' c. 

SEOTION VI. 
35. What are the various systems of haJ)dloom weaving organisation prell'a1ent in your 

area? Please treat them under the following heads and explain how they wor)!::-
(i) The independent cottage system (woaver working on his own account). 

(ii) The com 'mission agency system, wherein the \veaver works in his own house' for 
master.weavers or fMhajans, receiving yarn on credit and repaying in the form 
of money or cloth. 

(iii) The handloom lcarkhana system, in which a master-weaver or mahajan employs 
weavers on a. wage basis in handloom establishments (often called factories). 

(iv) The co-operative system wherein the weavers are organised on a co-operative buill 
for purchase of raw materials, production of cloth and its sale. 

(v) Any other system prevailing in your area. 
36. In the, case of each of these systems, please explain. how the weaver is remunerated, 

what his daily and monthly earnings are, and what his general economic condition is. , 
37. What are the busy and slack seasons in the handl~om industry of your a':e&? In the 

C&ae of ea.ch please Give details of the extent and regularity of emplo:ym.ent, &8 Ul Table IV. 
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38. Whit 'are the' functions "JI8rformeti by (a) m8Ster·Weav~rs and (b) other middlemen t 
Bring out the distinctive advantages and disadvantages of each. ' 

39. (a) What are ~he a~vantages of a handl?om weaving ka,rkhana? What is the opti
mum or most economICal size of such an establishment' MentIOn the approximate capital 
expenditure. What percentage of the, workers in these establishments are weavers by caste ? 

(b) Give similar detll:ils about the small·scale powerIoom factory, if any, in your area. 

40. 'Give a short account of the growth of weavers' co-operative societies in your area and 
explain the working of SOme of them. stressing in partieula. the financial and marketing aspects. 
What proportion of the weavers of your area hav" joined these societies? 

SECTION VII. 
41. (a) Please enumerate the kinds of yarn used (i) for handlooms of various types and (ii) 

for powerlooms (other than mills). Use Table V·A for both. 

(b) Mention the sources of supply in the case of each kind of yarn. 

42. Please explain how yarn is bought by handloom weavers. Is yarn bought on cash or 
credit? When yarn is bought on credit, how and when is the payment made? Is it neces
sary to pledge the cloths against the price of yarn supplied by the dealer? If so on what 
terms?' Please state the rate of interest ordinarily charged. ' 

43. Does 'the' yarn.dealer charge a higher price for yarn and later give any rebate, if the 
cloth is sold to him only? It is alleged that the arrear account is never squared up. Is this 
trlre' If not, please state the reasons. 

44. If you consider the handloom weavers to be at any disadvantage in respect of the price 
of yarn. what approximately is its influence on the cost of production? 

45. (a) In what form do the handloom weavers in your area purchase their yarn-(bundletl, 
cones, cheeses, ball warps, beams)? Please discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each 
form, and explain how far it is practicable to supply the yarn tp the weaver in a balled warp 
form. 

(b) When the yarns do not require to be dyed or sized, would it be more convenient if the 
yarn is supplied on cones? 

(e) Would weavers consider it more convenient if the weft yarn is supplied on eonev or 
cheeses, rather than on hundles ? 

46. Please enumer.te, with the names and location of the mills, the different tickets or 
ltrands of yarn of the counts ordinarily used for the bulk production of handwoven goods in 
your lirea and side by side give the prices prevailing on or about certain given dates in the 
principal 'handloom weaving centre3, as in Table V-B. 

47. What proportion of the total quantity of yarn spun in mills in your area or group is 
available for consumption by the handloom weavers' . 

48. What is the existing organisation for the marketing of yarn! Explain the part plaYe4 
by:-

(i) Agents. 
(ii) Sub-Agents. 

(iii) Yarn merchants. 
(iv) Other middlemen, if any. 

49: (al Has any attempt or offer been made to supply yarn to the handloom weavers direct. 
ly from the mills' Please discuss the feasibility of such a method. , 

(b) Is there any provision in your area for the supply of yarn from yam depots maintained 
, by the State! If 80, explain how it works. 

• 50. Are yarns required for handlooms bought on any specification with regard to the quality, 
strength and turns per inch , 

51. It is alleged that certain malpractices' with regard to length, weight, packing, etc., 
exist in the yarn trade. Do such practices exist in your area! If so, whom do you hold 
responsible and what steps would you suggest for their control and mitigation' 

52. Having regard to the large quantity of mill-made ya.rn needed by the handloom weavers, 
do YOll think that any special measures are necessary for securing an adequacy of yarn, of 
required counts and qualities, and at reasonable prices' If so, who should carry out these 
me .. s\U'oa' 
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153. To wht exrent do the ",eaveTi in your are",us~ dyed or bleaehed yarn? 1'10"; do they 
.olve the problem of dyeing and bleaching? Do the weavers buy dyed or bleached yam or 
do they buy grey yarn and have it dyed or bleached later? Are there any dyeina factories in 
your I'rea! If 80, mention thoir terms.. 0 

5 ... What is the diff"rence in price between (i) yams bought dyed and (ii) yams bought grey 
and dyed later! . 

SECTION VIII. 
65. What proportion of the handloom production in your area i. :

(a) For home use. 
(b) For sale within the. town or district. 
(e) For sale outside the district but within India. 
(d) For th", export market. 

56. What proportion of the weavers in your area produce against order.? and what 'pro
portion sell their output in the near-by markets? In the case of the latter, please explain the 
nature of the transaction. Are they at the mercy of the cloth-dealer? Is .there any agency in 
your area to give accommodation while the out-put is waiting to be marketed ! 

57. Please explain the working of the retail trade in handloom cloth in your area. In the 
case of some specific pieces of cloth, ploo.se state (a) the price at which the weaver seIls, (b) the 
price realised by the middlemen, and (e) the retail price paid by the consumers. 

58. It has been stated that the transport of handloom cloth within India is 8~ bject to vari-
0\18 handicap... Are there any handicaps in your area? Please deal in particular with the 
,railways. 

59. Is any handloom cloth IIxported to other countries from your area? If so, what kinds 
of cloth' By whom is the cloth exported and how do the exporters obtain their cloth! Ex
plain fully any difficulties that are encountered in the export markets and suggest measures for 
expanding the export trade. 

60. What changes have takell place in the clothing used by men, women and children in 
yoilr area during the last two 0..- three decades? In this m .. tter, kinQ.1y consult experienced 
persQns in the locality and also the account books of shopkeepers and tailors, if possible. In 
part\cular, state whether the use of handloom cloth has increased or diminished during the 
period. 

61. Has the use of knitted goods (vests, sports-shirt.q, shawls, scarves, mufflers, etc.) increas
ed in your ar~a? If so, how has it affected the demand for woven fabrics in general and hand
loom fabrics in particular? 

62. With reference to the principal shops in your area. or town, can you estimate the pro
portion of the handwoven cloth to the total stollk? Has the proportion ohanged in rllcent. 
~t -

63. Do the prices now reali~ed on handloom cloth in your area represent a fair selling price f 

SECTION IX. 
Sol. (a) What are the chief classes of cloth manufactured in the mills of your area (or of 

your group) ? In the case of each class, please state what proportion it bears to the total pro-
duction. . 

(b) Please give information as ih Question 64 (a), in rgeard to the producj;s of powerlooms 
other than mills in your area. (Table III-D may be used.) 

65. Please explain the marketing organisation for the sale of cloth produced in the mills. 
66. Have you any evidence to show that (a) the mills, (b) single unit powerlooms and power

loom factories have encroached on the styles of goods produced 011 the handloom, or that hand· 
looms have encroached on the goods produced in the mills and on other powerlooms? ' 

67. Please collect and forward six sets of samples, not less than 12' square, of typical classel! 
of comparable cloths made in (a) millsr (b) powerlooms, ar.d (e) handlooms, which in your opinion 
compete directly or indirectly with handloom products. In regard to each set of competing 
cloths, kindly give details as in Table VI. 

68. Please classify the types of cloth in which there is competition, either direct or indirect. 
(a) between handlooms and mills,"and (b) between handlooms and other powerlooms. For 
convenienoe, state the nature of competition under the following heads :- . 

(i) ClaaB (I)-in which handlooms eannot, for one reason or another, compete,with milIs 
and powerlooms at prellent. 
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(ii) Om8 (f)-in which h&ndloonls, and mills all.d powarloom. are almost QII. .. par and 
where the competition is just equal. 

(iii) Oms (3)-in which handlooms are superior to mills and powerlooms. 
(Comparable' qualities of cloth ma.y kindly be supplied in support of your view.) 
69. Is th~ any unfair competition in the cloth trade between the' handloom weavers on 

the one hand, and mills and 'small·scale powerloom establishments on the other? 
70. To what extent has improved transport facilitated the competition of mill cloth with 

hand loom cloth, in your area ? 

SECTION X. 

71. Should the handloom confine it~elf to the production of m'rtain special textures such as' 
artistic fabrics and other types which cannot be economically produced by the mills! If you 
do not agree, give reasons. 

72. Havin~ regard to the present and prospective market at home and abroad, are there 
any specia.l lines of production which the hand loom weavers can take up with advanta.ge ? ' 
If so, give full particula.rs. , 

73. Explain the nat,ure of the existing organisation for' assisting handloom weavers in your 
Province or Sta.te. What improvements in this organisa.tion would you suggest? Consider 
in particular- , 

'(i) Thil supply of raw ~ateria.ls at a reasonable priue'to the ha.ndloom weave~s. 
(ii) The supply of designs to wea.vers. 

(iii) Prepa.ration of yarn, blea.ching, dyeing, mercerising and finishing of cloth. 
(iv) Standardization 1p production. 
(v) Ma.rketing facilities. 

(vi) Technical guidance to W6&vers, and training of weaving apprentic('s. ' 
(vii) Training of technical experts. 

74. What, in your opinion, is the place of co.operation in the reorganisation of the hand. 
loom weaving industry ! 

75. Please state how the schemE'S adopted in the provinces with the grants made by the 
Government of India for the development of handloom industry are working In your area. 

76. Could you suggest any scheme whereby mills' might be brought into more direct and 
intimate relationship with the handloom weavers to the advantage of both parties, in regard to 
distribution of yarn, finishing of cloth, exploring export markets, etc. ? . 

77. Fully state your views on the proposal contained in the fifth item of the Committre'8 
terms of reference, namely, " all enactment prohibiting the mills froDj. using yarn8 of low counts ". 

If ~ny restriction regarding lower counts is in your view desirable, at what counts would 
you draw the line of demarcation for such restriction? Please discuss fully the merits and 
demerits of such 8. restriction if imposed. 

/' Wha.t would be the effects of such a restriction on (a) the supply of yarn to the weaveI'll and 
(b) indirect competition by cloth made out of elightly higher counts than those on which the 
restriction is imposed ? 
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TAlILB I.A: 

(Totql NumlJ~ 01 HaMloomII c1n.6BiftecllUlC9rding to eM'V,e. 

(See Question No.4.) 

, 

Working or 
Idle. 

Jaequ.. - Pla.in. Dobby. Total. ar,d. 

Work- lelle. Ing. 

• ~ 

-
Throw Shuttle Pit 

LooDl8. 

. 
F ly Shuttle • Pit LooDl8. 

, 

. 
FI y Shuttle Fra.me 

LOODl8. .. 

t -

H atteraIet Domestic -
LoolDII. 

... 

-s emi-Automatio Looms. 

'. 

S alva.tion Army Looms .. 

T ape Looms. . . 
,-

other kind oC 
~ 

y 
Looms. 

r .. 
... 

. sn 

.. 
-

Approxi-
mate Price 

of each 
type of 
Looms. 

" 

" 
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TAliLB I-B • 

. Loo:ms clu8iJie.d according to tlle ""it 0/ proiludiota. 

(See Questions No.5 and 9.) 

. 
Number of Bandlooms. 

-- Tbrow Fly Fly 8eml- Other Bat-Shuttle Shuttle Shuttle tenler Auto- typeo of - Pit Pit Frame Looms. matic Band-
Looms. Looms. Looms. Looms. Ioomo. 

I----------

I. O".,/JIetI '" CDItGg .. wUh 
lor'Loottu-

{a) By Independent weaven • t 
< 

(6) By weaven working for .1 
_tor weaver or tnaIIaja .. 

(0) Memb... of 
~oeiet, • 

Co-operaUvo 

---------------

Tolal . 
------------

II. g.,klla ..... or 1tMJff1riH:" 

(II) a to 10 Looma . 
. 

(6) 11 to 25 Looml . 

II LooIOl and above 

------------ ---
Tolal 

I ------- ----- --.--

Grand Tolal 

Numher 
of Power-Total 

No. of 100101. 

Loomo. 

------

------

--- ---

._-----

---



--

Throw Shuttle 
Looms . 

, APPENDICES. 

TABLB I-,C. 

Number 0/ Looms elassijied aceording to the tezlile u.wI. 

(See Questions No.6 and 9.) 

,- . -
Jute or 

Cotton. 
. 

Wool; Silk. Art silk. any 
other' 
fibre. 

Mix:-
tnres. 

-------
Pit 

--- -'--,-----
, 

Total. 

,. 

.". 
Fly Shuttle Pit Looms. -

------,--------

Fly Shuttle Frame 
Looms 

. ------ ---

Hattersley Looms 

~ --- , , ---------
Semi-Automatio Looms. -

- ------------"---_ .... 

Other types of Hand. , 
looms 

- ----- - ----
Total 

- - - ---- -----~ 
?owerlooms. . . 

-



M4 

Weavers 
*Class. (full 

time). 

(a) Independent 
. Weavers. 

(b) Working for a 
master weaver or 
mahaialt. 

(e) Membel'll of Co· 
operative Society. 

(d) Working in Ear. 
lcAa"as or hand-
loom factories. 

(e) Working on Pow. 
erloom9 (other 
than mills). 

. -
Total 

. APPENDIOES. 

TABLB II. 

Number 0/ Weavers. 

(See Question No. 12.) 

tNumber of 
Weavers Total 

Assistants . 
(pa.rt number. 

Tota.lnum. 
ber of 

Weavers 
and time). Paid. Unpaid . Assistants. 

--- --- - ---

, 

. 
- --- ------

Depen-
dants. 

-

. 

. • If a olassification &8 in the table is not p098ible. you may classify them in Buch a way 
as to suit \he aotua.~ oonditio. in your Province or State. ., . 

t The term" assistants .. inoludes workers from the weaver's family &8 well as paid Ia.bc.urel'll, 
employed in an)' praces. of the handloom Waia8ill. 



Textile. 

~ 

A.. Cotton 

0 

B. Silk 

C. Art Silk 

D. Woollens 

E. Other Tex· 
tiles. 

F. Mixtures 

< 

APPENDICl<:S. 

TABLB III.A. 
TolaZ Produclirm qf Hand·wouen cloth per annum.** 

(See Questions Nos. 2O·a and 20.c) 

Category of Manufacturing 
cloth. particulars. * Yards. Weight. 

-. 
I. 

2. 

3. 
-

4. . 
5. 

6. 

ete. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

~te. -
1-

2. 

3. 

eto. 

1. -
2. 

3. 

etc. 

L 
-, 

2. 

3. 

etc. 

1. . 
2. 

3. 

etc. 

Estimated. 
Value (in 
rupees). 

... 

** FIgures may be givon for 1938·39 and if possIble for 1939·40 and 1940·41 also. 
. * Under this heading, please state whether the cloth is grey, bleached, dyed, ooloured or 

plmted. ita dlmenJSiolllip lI'oiglit, and the counts of yam used. 
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TABLE III-B. 

Total production o/ltanclloom cloth claasijied according to count. o/yarn llBed. 

(See Question No. 20-b.) 

Counts of y&~. Total weight. Total yardage_ 

Up to 130s 

From 111 to 20. 

From 211 to 30. 

From 3la to 40. 

From 41. to 60. 

From 51s to 60. 

From 61, to 8~ 

From 8Is to 100. 

. Above 1008 



Kind of loom. 

J. Handloom: .. 

(al Throw $huttle Pit Loom. 

-
(b) Fly I!huttle Pit Loom 

.(e) Fly Shuttle Frame Loom 

(d) Hattelllley Domestic Loom 

(e) Semi·Automatio Loom • 

U) Salvation Army Loom 

(g) Tape Loom , '. 

.. , 
~ 

(h) Any other kind of Looms. 

n. Powerloom . . 

APPENDICES. 

TABLB Ill·C. 

Oulpul 0/ lo<nM. 

(Su Question No. 21.) 
-

Standard cloth Output per 
taken and counts day (8 hours) 

of Y,"",,: u"sed. in yds. 
" 

. 

. 
,-

-

.' 
. 

-

.347 

Total cost of Average 

production selling price 
of output per per yard. yard. 

-

. ' 

, 
• 
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er1: 
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~~ 
"'= i;: 
P:';l. ;r 
I 
So 
g-
o 
0-
F 
g-
il 
~ 
o ... 
l 

c:: .. 
(I) 

.f" 
~ 
'1:0" 

~ 
'~ 

~ :::s 

1: 
~ 

~ 
a 
ii' 

G-
(I) 

l' 
~ , 
? 
~ . .. ., 

" 

~ ,~ ~ ~, 

. 

. 

I .. Serial numbet. 
~ 

I ~ Category of cloth. 

I '. 
00 Brief description. 

I .... Diplensions. 

I en Weight per piece in lbs. 

Iw ... ·1 C» Counts and the quan· 

I Weft: 
tity of yam in lba. 

I ... Cost of yarn per piece . 

1 

QD Cost of dyeing or bleaching 
per piece. 

I <0 Cost of sizing per piece. 

I 
Cost of preparing the warp ... (including drawing and 0 

twisting). 

I ... Cost of winding the weft . .. 

... 
':S 

~ ~ 
~ ! i ~. 

~ g. ~ 
~ Ii ~ 

~ ! ~ 
N> ~ '!=' !h 
~ 

~ 

oSl. t 
~ 

I ... Weaving cost . t<I 

I 
... Cost of finishing . ... 

I ... Total coat of production per 

"" piece of cloth. 

I· 
... Time taken by the weaver in 
COl completing the piece. 

I 
. 

... Price realised per piece of 
C» cloth. 

, . 

1 
... Price paid hy consumers per .... piece of cloth. 

'S:l::>I<IN:ildolT 8M 



Period. 

---., 
Handloom. 

Weavers* -

Class Ca) 

" 
(b) 

... Cc) 

.. 'Cd) 

Assistants 

PowerlOoms. 
; 

{ll)Single-
unit. 

Cb) Small-
scale Power-
loom fac-
tories. . 

.lPPlIlNDI(ES. 

TABLJ!I iv. 
Employment in lhe Weaving Industry.·· 

(See Question No. 37.) 

Busy season. 

Hours Day, Eamings 
per per per day or Period. 
day. month. month. 

Sl&ck season. 

Hours Days. 
per per 
day. month. 

--- -

, 

, 

l- . 

; .. 
, 

, 

, 

; 

Earnings 
per day or 
·month. 

; 

r 
1 

; 

; 
! 

! 

•• In regard to hours. earningS", etc., the average of the Se&9on may kindly be given • 
• For this table aIso. weavers JD&y be classified as in t ... ble,~I; ~fthis is. not possible. claasifY,:' 

;hem aocorWn& to the kind of cloth woven. 
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TABLlII V.A. 

Annual COn8umption oj yarn by Ha1Ullootnll.* 

Kind of yarn. 

1. Cotton yarn. 

(i) Indian Mill 
yarn. 

(li) Imported 
Mill yarn~ 

(iii) Handspun 
yarn. 

2. Art Silk. 

3. Silk yarn. 

4. Woollen yarn. 

6. Jute. 

6. Mixture ,arns. 

0 
"';' .... 

7. Any other kind of yarns. 

0 .,. 
.... .... -

(1938·39 to 1940·41.) 

(See Question No. 41.a.) 

Counts (quantity in lbs.) . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
'? "'!' 10 co t;- oe .... .... .... .... .... .... .,. ... "'" 10 co ~ 

Quantity'in lbs. 

0 
0 S CD ..:. .:. 
oe CD 

Total quan· 
tity in lbs .. 

't> .: ,; 
c8 I> 

e:.8 .... ., 

* Sepa.rate tables may be given for each of t.he three yearS; if figures are not available for 
all the three years, tables may be supplied for atleaat 1938·39 and for aI1f other of the two yeai'll 
aa may be convenient. 



Year. *Counts. 

1938. 

, 

1939. 

1940. -

. 
-

1941. 

-

~, . 

APPiNDICES. 

TABL. V.B. 

Prius 01 collon yam at Wr>0u8 peri0a8. 

(8d Qu~tion No. 46.) 

15th to ~Ilst 15th to 31st 15th to 
January. March. 30th June. 

; . 
. 

. . 
y 

. . 
~ . 

-
• 

-

, 

. . 
, 

• .. 

3151 

15th to 30th 15th to 31st 
September. December. 

. 

-

" 

-

• 

• The l!rices of yarn of counts 1Os,..16s, 20s, 248, 30s, 32s, 40s, 50s, 60s; 70s, 80s, and 100& 
may kindlyobe given. But. if in yoU!:' area a.ny ~ther oounts are used in bulk manufacture, figures 
may also bo given for them. 010,' '", ' • 
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TABLB VI. 

Ccimpelition oJ laandlornn cloth with mill and powerloom clolM. 

(8ee Question No. 67.) 

Ha.ndloom cloth. Mill cl9th. Powerloom cloth. 

-
1. Cla.ss of cloth . 

. • . 
2. Dimensiona 

~ -

3. Pric. 

-
> 

, 
4. Date of s&le 

MGIPC-M-II-22-21-11·42-150. 

-
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